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PART III.
CHAPTER I.

BIRTH-Customs and Beliefs.

By far the most important and interesting contribution hitherto made to our knowledge of the birth-customs of the three wild races dealt with in these volumes, whether Negrito, Sakai, or Savage Malayans, is contained in the remarks of H. Vaughan-Stevens upon the means by which (according to the Semang) the body of the living but unborn child is provided with a soul. The word “living” is used in order to distinguish between the “spirit of life” ("jiwa") and the soul ("sêmangat"), which latter (it may be helpful to say at the outset) is used throughout this book (as throughout Malay Magic) in the cultural sense of Tylor’s definition (which agrees far more closely with our own mediæval ideas of the soul than with its modern conception as transfigured by the ideas of Christianity). Although Vaughan-Stevens’ account still awaits corroboration from explorers among the Semang (and is therefore printed in small type), it is none the less eminently credible, for the idea of comparing the soul to a bird, or of identifying it in some way with a bird, is of world-wide distribution,¹ and is well known to the Malays, who call the soul the “pingai” bird, and in their magical

¹ For references, see Rev. de l'Hist. des Religions, xxxvii. 385.
invocations address it with the word “kur,” used in calling chickens. The Semang woman is said to carry about with her a bamboo receptacle, in which she keeps the soul-bird of her expected progeny; this bird is really the vehicle of her child’s soul, and she is expected to eat it to enable the soul of her child to be developed. The whole of this part of the subject is fraught with great interest, and would reward the most careful investigation by future observers.

Among the Sakai a professional sage-femme is to be found, who enjoys certain special privileges, and is the owner of a species of medicine-hut to which any of the expectant mothers of the tribe may retire when their full time has come. Another point about the birth-customs of the Sakai is that a special water-receptacle of bamboo called “chit-nát,” which is decorated with a special design, is employed in the purification of mother and child.

Finally, among the Jakun, or aboriginal Malayans, we find the greatest development of the custom of “roasting” the new-made mother over a fire (an Indo-Chinese practice which is general among the Malays, by whom it is called “salei-an”), as well as a system of birth-taboos which regulate the diet and the movements of both parents.

I.—Semang.

Among the Semang of Kedah the mother was usually placed at birth in a sitting posture, and was then preferably treated with a decoction made from the root of a creeper called “chenlai,” which had to be sought upon the loftiest mountain ranges; but in default of this, a potion was concocted from the leaves of the “lêngkuas” and Citronella or lemon
grass. The afterbirth ("uri") and appurtenances were buried in the leaf-shelter close to the family hearth.  

I may add that at birth a measurement is taken from the infant's navel along the umbilical cord to its knee, at which point the cord is severed with a sharpened sliver of Eugeissona or "bërtam."

Both on the east and west coast the great majority of the names given to the children were of Malayan origin, and were taken from natural objects, especially from trees and plants, though they occasionally took the form of attributes appropriate to the individual, e.g. "Panjang," i.e. "Long."

The following is the account given by Vaughan-Stevens of the Perak Semang:—

**Birth and the Name-tree.**

Birth is usually an easy matter. An old and experienced woman assists the mother. A bamboo or young tree-stem is cut short at a height of about 1½ or 2 metres from the ground, and placed so as to lean diagonally either against the hut-roof or any other suitable object. A log of wood or thick segment of bamboo is then deposited at the foot of the sloping stem, so as to serve as a seat for the patient, who rests her back against the stem. There is no application of pressure or manipulation, only the *sage-femne* ("til-tîpâ-i") presses the patient's hands a little behind her back flat on the ground.

When the child is born, it is received by the *sage-femne*, and a knife made from the blossom-stem of the bërtam ("chin-beg" = Eugeissona tristis) palm is employed to sever the umbilical cord, at a distance of a "span's-breath" ("tîpâ") from the body. The child's name will have already been decided by the father, who takes it from some tree which stands near the prospective birth-place of the child. As soon as the child is born, this name is shouted aloud by the *sage-femne*, who then hands over the child to another woman, and buries the afterbirth, usually—and formerly always—underneath the birth-tree or name-tree 4 of the child. As soon as this has been done, the father cuts a series of notches in the tree, starting from the ground and terminating at the height of the breast.

The mother generally rests for three days, but even after two days begins to move about again. No bandages, etc., are used.

The posture of the mother is said to be "imitated from that of Kari," and the sloping tree-stem is "the tree against which he leans." The cutting of the

---

1 *V. Appendix.
2 "A more simple and natural mode of bestowing names cannot well be imagined than that adopted by the Semang. They are called after particular trees; that is, if a child is born under, or near a coconut or durian, or any particular tree, in the forest, it is named accordingly."
4 Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 112-113.
5 The name-tree cannot be identical with the birth-tree, which is different for males and females (*ib. 116*), and contains the unborn souls; whereas the name is selected from any tree at will.
6 Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 112.
notches is intended to signalise the arrival on earth of a new human being, since it is thus that Kari registers the souls that he has sent forth, by notching the tree against which he leans. These notches are called "tangkör."¹

Trees thus "blazed" are never felled. Any species of tree may be a name-tree for a child of either sex. The Western Semang, who live in clearings where there are no big trees, take such names as "Pisang" (Banana), "K'ladi" (Caladium or yam), "Kuang" (an abbreviation of Mengkuang), "Rambai," "Rambutan," "Durian," etc., for the most part Malayan fruit names, although they frequently also take the corresponding names in Semang. The Eastern Semang (Pangan) take only Semang (Menik) names, and in this respect have plenty of choice, as their dialect has a name for every species of tree in the forest.²

The child must not, in later life, injure any tree which belongs to the species of his tree. For him all such trees are taboo, and he must not even eat of their fruit, the only exception being when an expectant mother revisits her birth-tree.

Among the Eastern Semang (Pangan) it was an ancient custom for an expectant mother to visit the nearest tree belonging to the species of her own birth-tree, and hang it about with fragrant leaves and blossoms, if she happened to be able to reach its branches, or deposit them at the tree's foot, if the tree was too big for them to be suspended. This, however, was mere custom, and in no sense compulsory.

**The Soul-Bird.³**

In depositing the flowers at the foot of the tree, she takes care that they are not laid upon the spot where the afterbirth had been buried. The reason for this (as given by the Eastern Semang or Pangan) is that the soul of the expected child, in the form of a bird, will recognise the tree by the aspect of this very spot, and will there wait until it is killed and eaten by the mother.

Even though the real birth-tree itself may be many miles distant, yet every tree of its species is regarded as identical with it. The bird, in which the child's soul is conveyed, always inhabits a tree of the species to which the birth-tree belongs; it flies from one tree (of the species) to another, following the as yet unborn body. The souls of first-born children are always young birds newly hatched, the offspring of the bird which contained the soul of the mother. These birds obtain the souls from Kari. If the woman does not eat the soul-bird during her accouchement, her child will either be still-born or will die shortly after birth. To explain bodily malformation the Semang declare that the bird "chim-iui" or "til-til-tápá" must, when it was being killed, have fallen upon a kind of fungus called the "tigress'-milk' fungus."⁴ (Mal. "susu harimau"), which is the young soul of a tiger which rests quietly in the earth until the tigress has cubs, when it springs up and is eaten by the tigress, who thus obtains the souls of her cubs.⁵

The souls in the "tigress'-milk fungus" ("susu harimau")⁶ are always a pair, male and female, so that one fungus suffices.⁷ If the bird ("chim-iui") falls upon one of these fungi the tiger-souls escape, and since they are in their natural state inimical to man, they remain so in the bird. Thus when the woman eats the soul-bird, the tiger-souls and the human soul battle together in the unborn body, which thus becomes crippled or dies outright. Yet even

---

¹ "Tangkör" is probably a cockneyfied spelling of "tangkok" = Mal. "lakok" (notch).
² Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 113.
³ Ibid. 113-117.
⁴ According to Vaughan-Stevens it is a "mushroom," but it is in reality the "sclerotium of a fungus," vide Ridley, S.], which view is here followed.
⁵ Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 114.
⁶ "Susu harimau," in Malay = tigress' milk. In Semang = "napastaiyo" or tiger-sou[ (V.-St.).
⁷ According to the Sakai (Blandas) as well as the Semang (Menik) the tigress always produces a pair of cubs (V.-St.). The same notion is found among the Malays.
when the embryonic human body dies in consequence of a fight of this kind, the victory as between the souls nevertheless remains with the one that is human. The tiger-souls in these fungi are not the souls of tigers already deceased, but newly-developed souls derived from a stock which Kari has created and scattered abroad upon the earth like seeds.¹

All creatures that are inimical to man obtain their souls from poisonous fungi, whereas harmless creatures obtain their souls from harmless fungi.

When an adult man (or a woman who is not pregnant) partakes of a poisonous fungus, containing the soul of a harmful beast, the beast-soul attacks the human individual quite as violently as if the attack were made by a creature that was adult, but in the case of an expectant mother, the beast-soul attacks the soul of the un-born child because it is the weaker. If the soul-bird falls upon a poisonous fungus, which contains a beast—the soul of some beast or reptile, other than that of a tiger—such as, for instance, that of a snake—the latter bites the body of the unborn child, but it is not certain whether the child will necessarily die or not. Some slight protection is afforded by the appropriate design upon the birth-bamboo carried by the mother, this design being capable of repelling such attacks, although during the birth a tiger-soul thus repulsed may revenge itself upon the mother. Hence in cases of difficult birth the Puttös were always called in to assist, since they were able, by means of special charms, to avert these attacks as well as the others.

Phosphorescent fungi, such as give light by night, contain the unborn souls of night-beasts, and give out light in order to show the female where to find the soul she is looking for. Many kinds of beasts have many young at a time, and for these whole groves of fungi shoot up when required.

The West Semang no longer believe in the soul-bird, and even employ the bird itself as food; but the East Semang (Pangan) only kill the bird on behalf of their women-folk. In addition, they believe that the souls of Malays, Chinese, and Siamese were obtained from another kind of birds corresponding to the physical peculiarities of these several races. Before they leave the presence of Kari the souls sit in the branches of a big tree behind his seat and there wait until he sends them away. What their shape is the Semang do not know; they only know that it does not resemble the human form, and that this latter is only attained in the body. After the death of their human embodiment the souls which possess a human shape can no longer return to Kari to pass into new bodies, but have then to wait in a different place. Since the soul never dies, the soul-birds themselves do not die until they have fulfilled their mission; nor can they be shot by mistake; the arrow will miss them, until their predestined slayer should happen to shoot at them.²

According to another tradition, the souls of fish are contained in riverside grasses and bushes, every species of fish having its corresponding species of plant. The same is the case with sea-beasts. Birds fly behind the mountains when the sun goes down and into the country of the Sen-oi; there they eat certain unknown fruits, and in this way obtain souls for their eggs. The only exceptions are the birds called "chim-iui" and "til-til-tapä." These need no souls, since they themselves are human souls in the visible shape of birds. When they require life for their eggs, i.e. when they are ready to fetch more human souls, they eat the fruit of the man's or woman's birth-tree, as the case may be. When one of these birds dies a natural death, it is because of the death of the child in the womb, but opinions are divided as to what may be the fate of such an undeveloped soul. Some, however, think it returns to Kari, and becomes re-embodied in another bird, the eating of whose flesh brings twins to another Semang woman, just as if she had eaten the soul-bird with an egg.

Whenever an East Semang (Pangan) dies, his birth-tree dies soon after. If,

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 114.
² Ibid. p. 114.
however, the tree dies first, this is a sign that the owner’s death will follow. Hence big and strong trees are selected as birth-trees. And when one Semang kills another, except in war, he avoids the other’s birth-tree, for fear it will fall on him.¹

**The Birth-bamboo.²**

The birth-bamboo (as has already been said), is an internode, or hollow shaft of bamboo (minus the knots or “joints”) which is covered with magical designs intended to serve as charms against sickness and nausea, and is carried by pregnant women, hidden under the girdle, in order to prevent any strange man from seeing it. The magical designs on it are incised by the husband, and an enceinte woman without a birth-bamboo is regarded in much the same way as a woman in Europe would be who lacked a wedding-ring.

The patterns of the birth-bamboo represent the child in the mother’s womb. They are described more fully in the chapter on “Decoration.”

Within this receptacle (the birth-bamboo) the expectant mother keeps the bird, her eating which is believed to introduce the soul into her unborn child. The expression used by the Semang of Kelantan to describe a woman who has hope of offspring is “machi kauau,” i.e. “she has eaten the bird.”³ The flesh of the bird in question, however, is not eaten all at once, but piecemeal, being kept in the birth-bamboo and replaced when eaten by one or two bones, until the child is born, when they are thrown away.

“Til-til-tapā,” the bird which brings male souls, is the smaller Argus-pheasant; that which brings female souls is called “chim-yui,” [which probably stands for “chim yui,” or the “bird that brings” (the soul)]. Twins arise from eating the soul-bird with an egg. In such a case there is only one birth-tree.⁴

The severance of the cord may be effected either by one of the women or by the child’s father. It is performed upon a block of soft “jelotong” (“jule tong”) wood called “potong pusat.”⁵

No implement of iron may be used for the purpose, a bamboo knife called “semblu”⁶ being the instrument generally used, though knives called “tāpā” (“tappar”)⁷ are also manufactured (for this purpose exclusively) from the leaf-stem of the bērtam-palm. In former times a white (spiral) shell was employed.

The East Semang (“Pangan”), like the Sakai, sling their children from the bough of a tree, when they are working close by, but not when they are working at any great distance.⁸

---

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 116, 117.
² Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 115, 116.
⁴ Literally, “eat bird.”
⁵ Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 116.
⁶ This is a Malay expression signifying “cut navel” (i.e. cut navel-string), which of course is a name describing the action, not the implement.
⁷ According to Vaughan-Stevens “semlow” (réc) which is merely the Malay “sembilu,” a “sliver” or “splinter,” mis-spelt and slightly modified in course of borrowing.
⁸ Bartels here remarks that in one place Vaughan-Stevens described these knives as being made from the stem of the bērtam-palm, in another (as here) from the Blatt-haut or leaf-stem (midrib of the leaf). The latter is of course correct, the bērtam being, as Bartels rightly remarks, a stemless palm. He adds that the Semang call this palm “chin-beg,” that Vaughan-Stevens had sent five specimens of the “tappar” (v. Fig. 6), and that they are narrow slivers sharpened at the point like a pen-knife, and measuring from 16.2 cm. to 19 cm. They are all of Semang origin. Z. f. E. xxviii. 190.
⁹ Ibid. p. 201.
Tembeh.\(^1\)

The Tembeh (Temia or Tummiyor) in the intervals between the times for feeding them leave their children by themselves on the floor of their airy dwellings.

Very often, however, they deposit them in a hammock consisting of a stretched-out “sarong” (Malay = cloth skirt, or wrapper) and sling them up under a screen of leaves, which can be completely constructed in about twenty minutes. This is partly done to set the mother free for cooking and preparing meals, but more so because such a position makes it pleasanter and more comfortable for the child, who is besides much better protected from the attacks of land-leeches, ants, centipedes, and scorpions. It is therefore prompted by care for the child, and is not due to any carelessness or neglect. At night the child’s swinging cradle is never (even among the Orang Laut) suspended from a tree, for fear of leopards.

According to Vaughan-Stevens (iii. 102) the average number of children born to a Tembeh cannot be put higher than two per man.

II.—Sakai.

A Sakai (Blandas) *sage-femme* is, as might be anticipated, more reluctant to give information about her art than even the magician, although the latter is far more secretive than the ordinary tribesman, the getting of information from whom is in itself a sufficiently hard task. The following account is from Vaughan-Stevens:\(^2\)—

The *sage-femme’s* house is easily recognisable, since it is invariably built on a level with the ground, whereas all the other houses of the tribe are raised from 4 ft. to 6 ft. (1.2 m. to 1.8 m.) above the soil.\(^3\) If she has a husband still living (which very seldom happens), she has two huts, one of the ordinary type in which she and her husband live together, and the other which serves as her medicine-hut and which is invariably built upon the ground. No man may on any pretence enter her medicine-hut or even approach it too closely, and even in passing it he must do so at a little distance. Women, however, may enter it whenever they happen to be invited, but children again are forbidden to do so, for fear of their doing some mischief.\(^4\)

Nevertheless these huts are not intended solely for the *sage-femme*, since they also serve as a special retreat for women at child-birth, and the latter are allowed to remain there for fourteen days after delivery. In the days when the Sakai were more numerous, these medicine-huts were much larger.

---

\(^1\) *Z. f. E.* xxviii. 201.


\(^3\) *Ibid.* p. 165. Various reasons were given to Vaughan-Stevens for this, *e.g.* (1) that the *sage-femme* was old and weak; (2) that when the hut was built on the ground, the demons (“*hanutu*”) could not insinuate themselves under the floor. More probably, however, it was so built in order to distinguish it from other houses and so protect it from trespass.

Vaughan-Stevens further remarks that the door (in this class of hut alone) was lower than the head of a grown-up person, and that the walls and roof were contracted in size and thick, to prevent men from seeing into it.

\(^4\) *Z. f. E.* xxviii. 165.
The profession of the *sage-femme* was to some extent honoured by her being freed from taking any share in the work of the tribe, although she nevertheless obtained her full share of the produce. One of her duties consisted in taking care of children of the tribe in the absence of their mothers, for although none of the children might formerly venture to enter, their mothers would bring them into these huts whenever they had jungle-work before them and had a burden to carry upon their homeward journey.

If the settlement did not possess a hut of this kind, the children were often slung up above the ground to keep them out of mischief.\(^1\)

The *sage-femme* was a person of little importance as compared with the magician, except when performing her official duties. Nevertheless, she shared with the magician the privilege of being allowed to put on the white points in the face-painting, it being held that any unprivileged person who did so would be killed by lightning.

Again, the midwives of the Sakai, Besisi, and Kenaboi tribes further had an identical face-painting which they were privileged to wear whilst discharging their functions, the pattern differing from the usual one which they wore in their private capacity.\(^2\)

Up to the commencement of confinement, the Sakai women make no change in the routine of their daily life. An *enceinte* woman is treated as being in a respectable and enviable condition; she mingles openly with the men, even when in a state of advanced gestation, and apparently lacks any sort of perception of the propriety of retirement, though at the same time this publicity does not imply any immodesty on her part, or the least intention of making her condition known to the bystanders.\(^3\)

When she has gone some months a Sakai woman girds herself with a band which is called "*anu, *" and which is carried round the waist and fastened at the back."\(^4\)

Among the Sakai women miscarriage in the third or fourth month was fairly general. Whenever this happened the remains were simply buried without ceremony.\(^5\)

When a Sakai woman feels the first pang ("*t'ran *"), she lies down, and does not get up again until her child is delivered.\(^6\)

When her time has come, the sufferer lies upon her back with a cushion or bundle placed under the knees, so as to raise them slightly. A female friend (or the husband, when no other assistance is obtainable) squats down close beside her on the right. Another woman squats down at the sufferer’s feet to receive the child, the latter resting her heels upon the floor and pressing them against the knees of this second assistant.\(^7\)

There is no professional \(^8\) *sage-femme*.\(^9\)

At the instant the cord is severed the child is given its name. The child is then washed with "mérían" water, wrapped in a cloth, and handed back to the mother.\(^10\)

---

1 Z. f. E. xxviii. 166.
2 *Ibid.* xxvi. 154 sqq. For further information regarding the face-painting of the midwife and her charges, see below, p. 48 (under "Body-painting").
6 "Delivery" is called, according to Vaughan-Stevens, "*anak kash k'luar. *" This, however, is merely bad (vernacular) Malay, meaning to "*bring a child forth*" (Z. f. E. xxviii. 188).
7 Bartels observes, that from the description it is clear that the second of the two assistants does not squat but must kneel upon the ground.
8 Bartels points out that this contradicts what we have already been told, viz., that Vaughan-Stevens obtained a good deal of his information from professional *sage-femmes*, and that they possessed a special kind of hut.
9 Z. f. E. xxviii. 188.
The *sage-femme* possesses a special receptacle called "chit-nât," which serves at one and the same time for the purification of the child and its mother.

This "chit-nât" is a segment of bamboo, which has had a piece amounting to about half its circumference cut away both at top and bottom. The remaining halves have in each case been left, forming projecting spouts, which are rounded off at their free ends, and have their straight edges "toothed" or indented. One edge of each of these projections has six, and the other seven such indentations. The body of the tube is so chosen that the two dividing cuts are made next to (*i.e.* above and below) two adjacent nodes, one of which serves as the bottom of the tube, whilst the other (at the top) has been excised. The tube has a circumference of 22 cm., and a length of 56.5 cm. excluding, and a length of 76 cm. including, the two projections. These latter are decorated with two rows of zigzag lines, whilst two double longitudinal stripes run from end to end of the body of the tube. One pair of these double stripes is distinguished by horizontal cross-lines; the other pair is connected by a zigzag line. Between the adjacent sides of two pairs of stripes further zigzag lines are introduced. The outlines are distinguished by black and white dots.¹

A special kind of bamboo receptacle, which is equally decorated, is employed for filling the "chit-nât" with water (Fig. 11).

[Bartels remarks: "This bamboo is only 29 cm. in length by 13.3 cm. in circumference. At the top it is cut horizontally through the node (between two adjacent internodes), at the bottom just below the next adjacent node, so that the node forms the bottom of the receptacle. For half its circumference at the top it is cleanly cut, for the other half it is cut in sharp scallops. The upper portion (of the tube) is plain, the lower covered all round with black and white dots as big as peas. Vaughan-Stevens gives a description of the pattern which he says he found on this 'chit-nât,' but which, in fact, is not to be found on it. He must have confused it with something else. His description, however, runs as follows: 'The figures on this 'chit-nât' are the 'riong' and 'bétong' (?) rattans of the Tabong-story. Commencing at the open end, the triangular figures are Tuhan's finger-prints. The flat (*liegenden*) crosses with the line bisecting them are the thorns of the 'rotan bétong' ('butong'). This figure represents the 'rotan bétong,' the spirals which run along it representing the thorns, and the crosses of the plant combine the idea of a quantity with that of a plant thus crossing itself. Above this in the middle is a row of 'bétong' thorns, and below that the 'rotan riong.' The latter's prickles are naturally much shorter. Spirals of white and black (or red) dots were scattered throughout the entire pattern, according to custom, but no explanation was obtainable.'"]

A very peculiar implement is employed by the Sakai (Sen-oi) for severing the umbilical cord. Three specimens in the Berlin Museum resemble what is called a "fox-tailed" saw, only that they are much smaller, their length being 8.4 cm., 9.3 cm., and 9.2 cm. respectively. They are cut out of wood, and have an elegant handle, which diminishes down to a small "talon"-like projection, united to a wooden blade, which is furnished on one side with rough saw-like teeth from 0.6 to 0.7 cm. deep. One of these knives has a double row of saw teeth. This implement is called "sênikâ" ("smeck-kar"), and is also used for decorating the "chit-nât," as described above.²

The second of the two assistants now lays the patient upon a clean mat and then goes out. Her companion meanwhile takes the afterbirth, and (should the child prove to be a boy) ties it up in a cloth and suspends it upon a tree, where it is left. If, however, the child happens to be a girl, the afterbirth is buried somewhere without further ceremony in the neighbourhood of the house. The

reason given for this difference of treatment is that the women are obliged to remain in the house, whereas the men lead an open-air life, and do not remain in one place like the women.\footnote{1}{Z. f. E. xxviii. 195.}

In order to accelerate her recovery the patient has for ten successive days to take a warm infusion called “mérían sêjok.” In some cases a bandage of beaten tree-bark is applied in the same manner as the ordinary bark loin-cloth. This, however, is not always the case.\footnote{2}{Ibid. p. 196. “Mérián” is Discoschata bracteata, and is also used by the Malays.—Ridley.}

For ten days she is forbidden either to drink, or wash in, cold water. For her purification she uses another kind of “chit-nât,” though this too has to be filled from the bamboo receptacle described above.\footnote{3}{Z. f. E. xxviii. 196.}

[Bartels adds, that this “chit-nât” is furnished, like the preceding one, with projections at each extremity which extend more than halfway round the circumference of the bamboo. The free edges are carved into elegant double curves. The bamboo is cut through, as before, in close proximity to the nodes, though in this case the receptacle is made from a piece of three internodes instead of one. The upper node and the three central ones are excised right up to the circumference of the bamboo, the vessel thus forming a simple tube as before. The fourth node is retained and serves as the bottom of the vessel. It contains a small hole which is, however, probably unintentional. Its length, with the projections, amounts to 177 cm., without them to 153 cm., and its circumference is 193 cm. The projections in this case are plain, but from end to end of the body of the vessel run two longitudinal stripes, one of which is barred with horizontal lines, the other is crossed by zigzags. Both bars and zigzags each contain four parallel and longitudinal rows of dots, in the outer rows the dots being white, whereas in the two inner rows they are black.]\footnote{4}{Ibid. p. 197.}

The extremity of the umbilical cord falls from the newly-born infant after a few days, and is then simply thrown away.

For a whole lunar month, however, the child is washed every morning with water out of a special “chit-nât” (Fig. 14), which is filled from the bamboo receptacle already mentioned.

[Bartels adds: “This particular ‘chit-nât’ differs from the rest in being furnished at the lower end with two long prongs. Each of these prongs measures 11.4 cm. in length by only 1.7 cm. in breadth, whilst the remainder of the vessel measures but 23 cm. in length, with a circumference of 13.8. This ‘chit-nât’ is cut exactly like those which are formed from a single internode, except that it has no projection at the top, and in place of the projection at the bottom has the two aforesaid prongs. These latter are plain, but the remainder of the vessel is covered with vertical rows of black and pale red dots about as big as the tips of the fingers.”]

For the mother’s purification a second “chit-nât” is filled (with water) from the bamboo filler, and the sufferer washed with a warm infusion of “mérían.”\footnote{5}{Ibid. p. 194.}
decorated with cross-lines, which have oblique lines running between them, whilst a longitudinal stripe, interrupted only by the cross-lines, runs from end to end of the body of the receptacle on either side. As in other cases, the outlines are distinguished by black and white dots."

Should the mother die during confinement, and the child be either still-born or die immediately afterwards, they are both wrapped in one shroud and laid in one grave together, the child being placed on the mother's breast, with its face downwards.¹

For the five or six days following her confinement the patient is only permitted to eat Caladiums or yams,² rice, and bananas. Chillies and hot highly-spiced broth are very strictly forbidden.

The mother, after delivery, is usually able to move freely about the house again within five or six hours. After three days she is fit to go out again as usual.³

The Sakai (Blandas) mothers often pluck out the wing and tail-feathers of young hornbills which the men have procured, and give their infants the quill-ends to suck. This not only entertains and quiets the children, but in some undefined way is believed to bring them good luck.⁴

For travelling short distances the children are carried astride the mother's hip.⁵ The Sakai sling up their small children on the hut-wall (in a basket or hammock made of bast ⁶) for two or three hours together, so long as there is no fear of tigers.⁷

For sleeping the mother lays her infant across her breast, taking care, however, to make the position as comfortable as possible for the child.⁸

Of the fruitfulness of Sakai women, Vaughan-Stevens remarks that it appeared to be a general rule that out of about six children one would be still-born, and two of the remainder would die within the first three years.

Those women who have only one or two children, especially if one of the latter is born after a long interval, are, however, as a rule, successful with them. The largest number of children (in one family), to take a single example, was sixteen, out of which twelve died before they reached maturity, and of these seven died before they were a year old. Five of them were boys and eleven girls.

Child-bearing generally continues up to the age of about forty-two years,

¹ Z. f. E. xxviii. 196. [It is not quite clear whether this refers to the Sakai or to some other tribe.]
² Vaughan-Stevens here has "'kadi," a mistake for "'k'ladı," a kind of yam.
³ Z. f. E. xxviii. 197.
⁴ Bartels here adds that, as Vaughan-Stevens has already told us that the Sakai women remain out of sight for fourteen days after delivery, he may be speaking here of some former custom. It may, however, I think, be safely said that there rarely is a fourteen days' limit amongst any of these savage tribes. The husband's difficulties are, in his wife's absence, so much increased, that he would certainly not permit so unnecessarily protracted a seclusion, even if the woman herself desired it, which she would certainly not do.
⁵ Z. f. E. xxviii. 201. Another Sakai ceremony described by Vaughan-Stevens as following birth is the fumigation of the child by swinging it through the smoke of a large fire. See Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 107.
⁷ For a description of a Sakai hammock - cradle, see Vaughan - Stevens in Z. f. E. xxix. 190. Vaughan-Stevens attaches, however, a quite exaggerated importance to the fact that the pole from which the cradle was slung was not made fast, but oscillated to and fro on the top of the partition walls. This arrangement is found in many parts of the Peninsula, and, so far from being at all extraordinary, is simply due to the exercise of common sense, there being no reason whatever why the pole should be made fast.
though there was one case in which a woman gave birth to a child at fifty. Elsewhere we are informed that the average number of children in a Sakai family is four.

NAME-GIVING.

In writing of the "tuang-tuang" ("tuntong") ceremony as performed by the Sakai, Vaughan-Stevens says: "The children received their names from their parents in accordance with dreams, in which there appeared, for instance, either the floor of a hut, the track of a tiger in the jungle, a tree, insect, river, or the like."

According to the same authority, the name of each individual is represented by the pattern of the headband which he (or she) wears. His account, however, is neither altogether clear nor altogether consistent. He says: "The patterns painted on the headband (worn by the Sakai) represent the name of the individual. They are worn by men and women alike, but not by those who are unmarried, and who are not yet therefore entered into the tribe."

NAME-BURNING.

The magician exercised great power over the tribe through the fact that he could deprive a recalcitrant member of the tribe of his (or her) "name." In such a case the magician went in full state to the house of the offender, and there solemnly burned the headband of the person concerned, who by this means was completely excluded from the clan. Should, however, the rehabilitation of the offender be desired, the medicine-man, after first painting a new headband with the same pattern as before, went (accompanied by all his colleagues then living in the settlement) into the house of the penitent, who afterwards gave a feast.

Formerly there were many figures for the patterns, which followed, however, no fixed rule. The objects represented were those offered by the jungle, but the exact forms were very much left to fancy, and the colour of the patterns was fugitive. The bands thus painted were only worn for one particular festive occasion, and were then thrown away.

In speaking of some fifteen Sakai women, whom he saw at Kampong Langkor on S. Kerbu, De la Croix says that almost all of them carried a child astride of their hips.

2 Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 102.
3 Z. f. E. xxvi. 161, 162, where we read: "As the painted headbands might only be worn on special occasions, the black lines (or 'demon' lines) were not retained on the headbands of the lay members of the community (of either sex), and only the red pattern with black dots was allowed."
4 But, on the other hand, cp. p. 163, where we are told that "the women wear no figures on their headbands, because they very often accompany the men on the chase in order to bring home the booty or to seek roots on the way; and whenever they stay at home they are recognised by the demons, who have previously seen them in their husbands' company, as protected by the patterns of the latter" (1).
5 And yet again, on p. 162, we are told that the women wore headbands though only on occasion.
6 De la Croix, p. 336.
III.—Jakun.

Blandas.—Of the birth-customs of the Blandas no account is yet to hand. I have, however, at different times, when visiting their encampments, taken down some of the charms employed against Birth-demons, of which the following are specimens:—

Charm against the Langsuir.

Langhui, Langhui!  
Your beak is stumpy,  
Your feathers are cloth of silk,  
Your eyes are "crab's-eye" beans,  
Your heart a young areca-nut,  
Your blood thread in water,  
Your veins the thread for binding on cock's-spurs,  
Your bones twigs of the giant bamboo,  
Your tail a fan from China.¹

Descend, O Venom,² ascend Neutraliser,  
Neutralise the Venom in the bones, neutralise it in the veins,  
Neutralise it in the joints,  
Neutralise it within the house, neutralise it within the jungle.  
Descend, O Venom, ascend Neutraliser,  
And lock up this Langsuir.  
Descend, O Venom, ascend Neutraliser.

Whilst repeating this charm rub the sufferer ("sapu-kan orang sakit itu") with the leaves or the root ("isi") of the "këlmooyang."³

The Langhui is a birth-demon corresponding to the Malay Langsuir (there probably being a close philological connexion, if not identity, between the two names). The Malay Langsuir is believed to be a demon which has sprung from the ghost of a woman who has died in child-birth. The description appears to fit some kind of night-hawk or owl.

Another charm which I obtained from the Blandas was indended to subdue not only the Langsuir, but

¹ The idea is that a spirit may be controlled if the elements of its (supposed) origin are known.
² I.e. pain.
³ May be either Chamaeladan, Homalomena, or Alpinia conchigera, Griff. (Scilamineae); probably the latter = Mal. "lèngkuas ranting."
the Bajang, a familiar spirit well known to the Malays
and Blandas alike.

CHARM AGAINST THE BAJANG.

OM, O Bajang Langsuir,
Thou sprangest from a woman that died in childbirth;
O Bajang Langsuir,
Thou betel-quid of Baginda Ali.

The reference to Baginda Ali is due to the
superficial Mohammedan influences, which have reached
the Blandas through the medium of the Malays.

Yet another charm given me by the Blandas was
intended for exorcising the Polong, a familiar demon
which is classed with the Bajang and Pĕlĕsīt of
the Malays.

CHARM AGAINST THE POLONG.

As the chisel is broken, as the adze-helve is broken,
Broken in chiselling this fallen tree-trunk,
Even so break the bones of your jaws, the strings of your tongue,
And [only] when I retire, may ye go forward.
Ye who came from the sea, return to the sea,
Ye who came from the crags, return to the crags,
Ye who came from the soil, return to the soil,
Thence is it that ye sprang, O Familiar Demons.

The Pontianak is a birth-demon of a different
kind, and this charm too I picked up from the
Blandas.

CHARM AGAINST THE PONTIANAK.

O Pontianak, still-born one,
Die and be crushed 'neath the banked-up roadway!
[Here are] bamboos,¹ both long and short,
For cooking the Pontianak, Jin, and Langsuir.
Remain, Pontianak, among the Tree-shoots!
Remain, O Jin, among the Epiphytes!
And lodge not here, O Langsuir!
Lodge not here, O Jin!
Lodge not here, O Pontianak!

¹ A comparison with Malay charms, from which this is evidently borrowed, shows that "buloh" (= bamboo) is probably the correct reading. The Langsuir is, as has been said, the ghost of a mother who has died in childbirth; the Pontianak or Matianak, that of a child who has died at or before birth. The two bamboo-vessels, the long and the short, are naturally required, the long one for cooking the liver of the mother, the shorter for that of the child, the "Jin" being probably interpolated. Cp. Malay Magic, p. 320.
Lodge not here, O Deep-forest Demon!
Lodge not here, O Jungle Demon!
O Jungle Demon, return to thy jungle,
O Deep-forest Demon, return to thy Forest-depths.¹

The last of these charms collected from the Blandas was employed for exorcising the "Caul-demon," when the caul was being removed.

Charm against the Caul-demon.²

Shoots of Salak-palm, shoots of Ranggam-palm;
Caul like a bridle, Caul like a casting-net;
Caul that art bound, now be thou loosened;
Caul that art tied up, be thou unloosened;
Caul that art noosed, be thou unloosened;
Caul that art anchored, be thou unloosened;
Caul-fiend that lodgest here, be thou unloosened;
O fiends and devils, be ye unloosened;
O fiends from the Forest-depths, be ye unloosened;
O fiends from the Pé'pat Rock, be ye unloosened;
O fiends from the Banyan Hill, be ye unloosened;
O fiends from the Kémpas-tree, be ye unloosened;
O Caul-spirit, Demon that cam'st from the ocean,
From Levin and Lightning, from drizzling and mizzling Rain,
Return to Malim Putih, to Malim Sidi,³
'Tis not by me that this caul is unloosened,
But by Malim Putih, by Malim Sidi.

Besisi.—Among the Besisi (of the Kuala Langat District) the traditional hire of the sage-femme was two dollars in money, "or a white jacket." If no person of professional experience was obtainable, her place would be usually taken by the invalid's mother or even her husband. The mother's mosquito-curtain was decorated all round with the leaf-hangings used on all ceremonal occasions, and when the child was born the mother underwent a ceremonial bathing, and would then be brought out from time to time and seated with her back to the fire and kept extravagantly warm—"roasted," as it is called, a practice which is found among the Malays. An infusion was also made

¹ Cp. i. 153. ² The Caul-demon was believed to lick up the sufferer's blood. ³ Both known to the Malays in connexion with To' Batâra (or "Pétala") Guru, the Malay name of Shiva (see Malay Magic, p. 85).
from the roots of a creeper called "akar měrian," and was administered to her as a potion, and this course was continued for about five or ten days, after which the woman would resume her ordinary avocations.

**Mantra.**—Upon the birth-customs of the Mantra Borie remarks that their children are delivered and cared for in the usual manner; a few days after birth the head of the child is shaved; it is not the object of any superstition until it is old enough to be able to distinguish its father and mother. If the child is ill they rub it with lime and turmeric. As to the mother, she remains in the house several days after her confinement. When she is strong enough to resume the ordinary occupations of the household, she must first purify herself by bathing, and by doing so she acquires the right to re-appear.

In addition we are told by Logan that when a Mantra mother was in labour, a cup of water was charmed and administered to her. The juice of certain leaves ("pamanto" and "pamadam") was given to the child, while a charm was repeated. A name was given to the child at the moment the umbilical cord was cut, and this was retained until marriage, when a second name ("gēlar") was bestowed, which was ever afterwards used in lieu of the first. These customs, however, were not inflexible. The birth-name was sometimes superseded (as being unlucky) before marriage, when misfortunes happened to the child, and the second name of the parents frequently gave place to the name of the eldest child with the

---

1 *Dissocheta bracteata.*
2 Borie (tr. Bourien), pp. 80, 81.
3 Logan’s version of this charm, which is in the Mantra dialect, is probably not quite accurate, and the sense is therefore uncertain, though a good deal can be made out.
prefix Pa’ (Father) or Ma’ (Mother). The latter was considered a peculiarly pleasing mode of address, parental feeling being no doubt found, in many cases, to be stronger than personal vanity. A similar custom prevailed amongst the Malays of Naning, Rembau, and the states of the interior, and had been probably imported from Sumatra, from whence this portion of the Peninsula was directly colonised. In this connexion Logan observes that the importance of proper names in carrying us back to remote times in a people’s history, is well known to the antiquary in Europe. Amongst those aboriginal tribes of the Peninsula whose native language has nearly disappeared before the modern Malay, the inquirer often finds in the names of places and men the principal monuments of antiquity. It is probable that these names are really words of a language once spoken, although the significance of most of them has been lost.¹ The examples of names which he collected (and which included the names of all the relatives and acquaintances of his informant) Logan regarded as an additional proof of the fact that neither Hinduism nor Islamism has impressed these tribes, save in some cases in a slight and superficial manner. No people ever zealously embraced these religions, without the names of the gods of the former and the prophet and apostles of the latter being largely appropriated by them. Lists of Malayan names exhibit many Mohammedan and a few Hindu ones, but the greater number are pure Malayan or ante-Malayan.²

Finally we have evidence of the Malayan practice of “roasting” the mother in the statement that the

Mantra placed the wife near the fire in order to drive away the evil spirits who were believed to drink human blood whenever they could find it.¹

**Benua-Jakun.**—Of the Benua we are informed that the wife’s mother generally acted as midwife, but when absent the husband himself supplied her place. At birth a string to which pieces of turmeric, “bunglei,” etc., were fastened, was bound round the neck of the infant as a charm. During the third month of pregnancy the magician or “Poyang” visited the mother, performed certain ceremonies, and bound a charm round her waist in order that all might go well with her and the child. On the occasion of the birth of the first-born child a feast was generally given by the tribe.²

By Vaughan-Stevens we are told that the *magician* attending at a birth crouches beside the reclining woman and massages her, repeating an incantation as he does so.³

From the same authority we learn that a decoction believed to alleviate birth-pains was made from three roots the “white” and the “black ramuyen,” and the “péranchu,” which are boiled and administered as a potion. Vaughan-Stevens adds that the Benua women were, as a rule, three days in labour; and that after delivery they were required to lie down for ten days, during which time they were attended by other married women. One child out of ten in the present generation was said to die within three days; and nearly half the remainder (especially the girls) before puberty. The supply of milk from the mother was very small indeed, and the child continued to suck until the mother’s breasts were dry.⁴

The knife used by the Benua for severing the umbilical cord was made from the hard exterior of a segment of bamboo. It was a sliver measuring 36.5 cm. in length by 1 cm. in breadth. At one end the sliver was indented and truncated just above

---

¹ *J. I. A.* vol. i. pp. 270, 271. This practice is also found among the Besisi (p.v. *ante*, p. 15).
² *J. I. A.* vol. i. pp. 270, 271. Cp. Newbold, vol. ii. pp. 406-407: “No assistance is rendered, except occasionally by the husband, if present, during the act of parturition; not even by one of the sex; nor is any preparation made to alleviate the pangs... An extract only, procured from the root and leaves of a shrub called, by the Jakun, ‘säluseh,’ or ‘puwar,’ is given towards the end of the period of gestation, and
³ continued at intervals until the accouchement is over. In protracted cases, the woman is laid upon her stomach, and a fire kindled near her to excite the pains. In order to facilitate the expulsion of the afterbirth, she is made to stand over the fire. Seven days afterwards, the mother performs ablutions, and returns to her conjugal duties.” *Puar* is the name of many wild gingers (*Sclataminae*): see p. 13, n. 3, *ante*. For “säluseh” read “sälusoh,” cp. p. 25, *infra*.
⁴ Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 143.
⁵ *V. B. G. A.* xxiv. 468.
an internode; at the other end it was cut through at right angles to its axis and sharpened at the edge. Vaughan-Stevens adds that the operation was performed by a woman of the tribe without any special ceremony.¹

_Name-giving._

Names are sometimes given at birth, but in such cases are changed at the age of puberty.²

_Treatment of Children._

Benua mothers carry their children in a sling of bark-cloth, which is passed over the child’s back, over one of the mother’s shoulders, and under the other, the ends being knotted.³

When the child is too small to hold on by embracing the mother’s neck with its arms, it is carried behind her back, with its legs clasping her body. It is never carried on the hip, except in cases where the practice may have been learnt from the Malays.⁴

The food (of the Benua children) was eked out with hog’s grease from about the third or fourth day of their existence. This might be owing to the habit of not weaning children till they were two, three, or even sometimes four years of age. It was no uncommon spectacle to see an infant of a few weeks and a fat nursling of two years at the breast together. Indulged as the children were during their infancy, they had no sooner arrived at an age when their labour was of the least use, than they were made to assist their parents

¹ Z. f. E. xxviii. 190. In the same context a wooden knife, assigned to the “Orang Utan,” and used for the same purpose, is described. It had the general shape of a common kitchen knife, and measured 26.5 cm. in length, its blade was 1.6 cm. in breadth, and the back of the blade was 3 cm. thick.
² J. I. A. vol. i. p. 271.
³ Z. f. E. xxviii. 201.
⁴ Ibid. But this begs the question. If the Benua-Jakun, as there seems every reason to believe, are mainly of Malayan origin, there seems no reason why the custom should not be indigeneous among them.
in different employments. The effect of this training was that the young Benua men and women were highly robust and active compared with the Malays, and capable of enduring with cheerfulness an amount of labour from which the latter would shrink.  

Jakun.—We now come to the Jakun, properly so-called, of whose birth-customs, Captain Begbie, an old writer on the Peninsula, observed that when a woman was in labour, the Jakun took a round piece of wood, which they fastened at both ends in a shed. The woman was laid upon this, face downwards and pressing upon the abdomen, until the child was born. Meanwhile the husband kindled a fire before her, which was supposed to be of essential service, and performed the office of midwife; and after the child was born, the woman was put close to the fire. To this account the same writer added that the Jakun named their children simply from the tree under which they happened to be brought forth.  

On the other hand, Favre has recorded that no assistance was ordinarily given to lying-in Jakun women; their physicians or Pawangs were not permitted to appear in such circumstances, and midwives were not known amongst them. It was reported that in several tribes, the children, as soon as born, were carried to the nearest rivulet, washed and brought back to the house, where a fire was kindled, upon which incense or benzoin was thrown, when the child was passed over it several times. Favre adds that we know from history that the practice of passing children over fire was in all times much practised among heathen nations; and that it is still practised in China and other places. A few days after the birth

1 J. I. A. vol. i. p. 267.  
2 Begbie, pp. 13, 14.
of the child, the father gave him a name, which was usually taken from the name of some tree, fruit, or colour.¹

Food-taboos.

A considerable number of food-taboos are found among the Jakun; e.g. among the tribes dwelling on the Madek River in Johor, of whom D. F. A. Hervey has related a curious superstition that prevailed among them, which, so long as the children were unable to walk, prevented their parents from using as food certain fish and animals, but as soon as the little ones had acquired the use of their legs, this restriction was removed, and the parents were once more able to indulge in what had so long been forbidden ("pantang"). Should this superstition fail to be complied with, and should any parent eat of any of the forbidden creatures during this period of restriction, the children were supposed to be liable to an illness called "būsong," which arises, according to the Malays, from "swollen stomach" ("prūt kēmbong").² The following was the list of fish and animals which were forbidden under the above circumstances:—

Fish.—The "nöm," the "bēgāhak," the "sēng-ārat," the "tōman," and the "sēbārau."

Animals.—Deer of all kinds, both the sambhur ("rusa") and roe-deer ("kijang"); chevrotins, e.g. the mouse-deer ("p'landok"), and the "nāpoh"; the wild pig (the "jōkōt" and the "babi"); fowls and eggs; the lace lizard ("biāwak"), the large water-lizard ("gēriang"); the land-tortoise ("kūra-kūra"); and a variety of the preceding called "baning," which is larger

² Hervey describes this as a species of diarrhoea. It is, however, rather a dropsical inflammation of the stomach (ascites), the symptoms being accurately described by the Malay phrase.
and has a flatter shell; the "biũku," resembling the "pẽnyu tuntong" (sic, ? the freshwater turtle), a small tortoise called "jahũk," etc.¹

The rest of this account of Jakun birth-customs is taken mainly from the German publications embodying the work of Vaughan-Stevens.

**Birth-customs.²**

_Encénte_ Jakun women, unlike the Sakai, withdraw when strangers (even if members of their own race) are present, and hence, though not perhaps intentionally, they attract much more attention than the Sakai women, who do not trouble themselves about their condition.³

A Jakun husband, if he can avoid it, never goes out of the sight of his wife, when she is in this condition. This circumstance often causes difficulties when men are wanted either as bearers or guides. Through the presence of the man the well-being of the child in the mother's body is believed to be somehow furthered.

A Jakun woman during pregnancy occasionally carries with her a shell-shaped piece of wood to protect her unborn child.⁴

Another Jakun custom was that a bundle of ijak (''ejoo'') fibres were hung up in a public place, in order to warn passers-by that there was a woman in travail in close proximity. These ijak fibres consist of the black fibrous covering of the base of the leaf-stalk of the sugar-palm (Arenga). Bundles of these fibres, as big as a child's head, were always kept by the women in readiness for such a purpose. Any man who saw this sign would at once turn back again.⁵

The treatment of the umbilical cord consisted in measuring it off from the child's navel to its knee, and there tying it fast with a string (preparatory to severing it).⁶

¹ _J. R. A. S., S. B.,_ No. 8, p. 120.
² _Z. f. E._ xxviii. 185-198.
³ Vaughan-Stevens adds that the Jakun women during pregnancy are in no way restricted as to diet. This statement, however, is certainly incorrect, the fact that their diet is restricted having been observed by D. F. A. Hervey and others.
⁴ Vaughan-Stevens seems to have considered this "shell-shaped" piece of wood as something unusual, but there can be little or no doubt that what he saw was the ordinary "waist ornament" (shaped like a fan-shell or a heart as the case may be, made either of wood, coconut-shell, or silver, according to the parents' means) that is worn by female children up to the age of five or six, and which may easily have been carried by the mother as a charm in anticipation.
⁵ _Z. f. E._ xxviii. 188.
⁶ _Ibid._ p. 189. Bartels does not seem to have quite caught the point of Vaughan-Stevens's remarks here. The meaning of the passage (as personal investigations have shown) is that the exact point at which the cord ought to be severed is determined by measuring off it a length equal to the child's thigh-bone (hip to knee)—this standard of measurement giving the point required. I may add that it is not at all clear from the context of what tribe Vaughan-Stevens is here speaking. The remark has been introduced with other matter concerning the O. Laut, but evidently in error, as it contradicts the statement about the O. Laut on page 191 (line 18). It must, however, as it is identical with the Malay custom, either refer to some Malayizing or Malayan tribe, probably to the Jakun. I think, indeed, there can be very little doubt that it refers to these latter, as it thus gives effect to the otherwise pointless remark on page 191 of the same passage.
If the child be a boy, the umbilical cord is then tied to one of his father's "throwing stones," preferably to one with which his father has already killed an enemy. It is then dipped in sea-water and washed, and hung up to dry in the smoke. When dry it is carefully guarded, together with the stone, until the boy is grown up. At his marriage the stone is made over to him to be carefully kept, since such a stone never misses its mark.¹

SEX Omens.²

In order to ascertain the probable sex of an expected child the Jakun women wait until they dream of a certain number, a circumstance which invariably occurs, since they retire to rest filled with expectation of it.

For the (successive) number of nights thus dreamed of (commencing with the next night that follows that of the dream onwards), the woman sits up the whole night (in company with as many female friends of riper years as she likes) until (between sunset and sunrise) she hears the cry or note of some particular bird or beast. The first cry plainly heard by the entire company decides whether the expected infant is to be a boy or a girl. If the cry is heard on the right side of the company, it will be a boy, if on the left, a girl. If, on the other hand, the cry clearly comes from the front and not from the sides, great tribulation prevails, since the child will not live to grow up. Since, however, the wish is father to the thought, this is seldom, if ever, reported as occurring. But worst of all is the cry heard from behind, which indicates that the child will either be still-born or will die shortly after birth. In such a case an exclamation of pain from all present warns the husband to rise and drive away the unwelcome originator of the cry. When this has been done and the cry is heard again either on the right hand or the left, the danger is averted.³

Since, however, according to the older rules, the houses of the women always had the sea behind them, the younger people would declare positively that it was the sea that had made the noise in question, and that the women had made a mistake. Or else the husband entered his boat and rowed in the direction of the cry, and since it could only have been that of a bird, he hunted it back for some distance towards the side, so that it might be heard from the side again, and the expectant mother might be calmed. The husband had the power of averting the evil, so long as he only drove it sidewards away from the front, should it happen that his wife would not accept the well-mean't fictions of her female friends, to the effect that the cry came from the required direction.⁴

If, as may be taken for certain, the Jakun once really believed in these omens, they have certainly outgrown them in most cases at the present day. It is quite possible that they may still trouble some of the women, but from the fact that these well-mean't fictions on the part of the woman's friends are admitted to be such, it may be inferred that the retention of the ceremony at present has little more than the strength of ancient custom. Moreover, its retention may perhaps be further favoured by the fact that on the following day there is given a small feast to which all the neighbours are invited. This feast is called the "Little Forage," whilst the richer and more complete banquet which follows the birth of the child is called the "Big Forage." The marriage feast again is called, inter alia, the "Double Forage," and the funeral repast the "Last Forage."⁵

Before leaving this subject it is interesting to record the Jakun belief that phosphorescent jelly-fishes in the sea were the wandering souls of men awaiting the impending birth of a child in order to try and enter its body.⁶

The practice of abortion was well understood by the Jakun women. It was procured in order to avoid the labour which the bringing-up of the child would entail. It was, however, very seldom practised, for if it was discovered by the

husband, he had the right of giving his wife a sound drubbing with a club, and if in such a case he accidentally killed her, he was not brought to justice for doing so. In the case of a premature delivery, a sort of council of sage-femmes or elderly women might be called to try whether the woman had procured abortion. If she were found guilty, she was delivered over to her husband for punishment. He was not, however, compelled to punish her, and if he forbore, she escaped without a penalty.\(^1\)

When an unmarried Jakun girl had recourse to procuring abortion, she entirely lost all position and status in the clan. She was despised by the other women, and scorned as a bride by the men; and finally she exposed herself to the disgrace of being chastised by her parents.\(^2\)

No cranial deformation is practised by the Jakun. "The heads of the children are left in their natural shape and are not compressed in any way."\(^3\)

The average number of children born to a Jakun is three.\(^4\)

**TREATMENT OF CHILDREN.**\(^5\)

The Jakun never leave their little children alone, as the other tribes do. Wherever the parents go, the mother carries the child, the father helping her when there are several children, and she has no female relation or friend at hand to assist.

The Jakun women carry their children slung at their backs in a sling made either of cotton stuff or bark-cloth. The sling is passed round the lower part of the child's body and back and over the mother's breast, an additional strip being frequently passed round the mother's forehead.

The child's legs are turned upwards towards the front, in line with the mother's hips.

If the child wants to suck, it is pulled round to the breast, and not fed (as among the Sakai) by throwing the breast over the shoulder—except perhaps in a very few cases when the breasts of a Jakun mother who has given birth to a very numerous progeny have become abnormally developed. A Jakun child may also be seen sucking with its head pushed forward under the mother's arm.

The Jakun women declare that in former times they never carried their children on their hips as the Sakai and Malay women do. Now, however, they have adopted the practice, which they have borrowed, as in so many other cases, from the tribes in their vicinity.\(^6\)

The Jakun seen by Vaughan-Stevens declared that they (like the O. Laut) had never seen twins. If twins were to be born, they would be regarded as an advantage, since later on there would be two children to help with the work. The father, however, would feel an uncertainty, as to whether some other man had not helped him.\(^7\)

Vaughan-Stevens describes another almost obsolete custom of the Jakun women, which is still, however (he says), occasionally practised. This is that whenever a Jakun woman loses her first-born, if the latter happens to be a boy, she pulls off the wrapper of cloth which she wears by way of undergarment and puts on a loin-cloth of tree-bark in its place. Over this bark girdle cotton-cloth might be worn, but the bark-cloth must be worn immediately next the skin, and that until a full month had elapsed since the child's death, after which it might be discontinued.\(^8\)

---

\(^1\) *Z. f. E.* xxviii. 186.

\(^2\) Ibid.

\(^3\) Ibid. xxix. 182. From the context this passage appears to apply to the Jakun. The name of the race referred to in this connexion is not mentioned, however.

\(^4\) Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 102.

\(^5\) *Z. f. E.* xxviii. 199-201.

\(^6\) Ibid. p. 200.

\(^7\) Ibid.

\(^8\) Ibid. p. 199.
Orang Laut or Sea-Jakun.

0. Laut, S'letar.—The solitary statement that we possess as to the birth customs of the Orang Laut, S'letar is to the effect that their children were only welcomed to the world by the mother’s joy.¹

0. Laut, Sabimba.—Logan informs us that among the Sabimba the husband alone assisted at births. To aid parturition a decoction of “sālusoh” leaves was administered, and blowing out of the mouth (“sēmboran”) was also practised as among the Malays. A fire was kindled near the mother to scare away evil spirits. A decoction of the leaves of the “mēngkuas” was also given to the mother. The umbilical cord was cut with a knife or sliver of rattan (“sēmbilu rotan”), and powdered turmeric applied. On the third day the mother was bathed in water mixed with a decoction of “kamoso” leaves, followed by an application of the juice of limes. She then resumed her wanderings in the jungle in search of food, her child being bound closely under her arm with its mouth to the breast. It did not receive a name till it was a few months old. The children of the Sabimba were never beaten.²

0. Laut, Muka Kuning.—Of the Muka Kunings we are told that a midwife (“bidan”) assisted at births, and received four thousand rattans on the first occasion of the kind in the family, three thousand on the second, two thousand on the third, and a thousand for any subsequent birth. The only medicine employed was a decoction of the bark of “kayu pangar,” which was administered to the mother, and a decoction of the root which was given to the child.³

¹ J. I. A. vol. i. p. 344*. ² Ibid. p. 298. ³ Ibid. p. 338*.
O. Laut, Beduanda Kallang.—At child-birth among the Beduanda Kallang the mother drank a decoction of the leaves of mangrove trees ("bakau") that had fallen from the trees and floated on the water, and the child was given a little of the expressed juice of the fruit of the "k'luna."  

Orang Laut (no locality specified).—The rest of this account of the birth-customs of the Orang Laut in general is taken from Vaughan-Stevens, who gives no means of identifying the tribe.

Each family group of the Orang Laut contains one or more old women who follow the profession of sage-femme. Their status varies, and they are paid by means of a present.  

When delivery took place on board a boat, the space available was naturally very restricted. Hence the patient was either supported in an upright position or laid face downwards upon one of the boat's transoms which had been temporarily broadened by the addition of cross-pieces. Behind the patient squatted a woman, who held her fast at the back, whilst a second, whose duty it was to receive the child, and also to wash it as soon as it was born, sat in the bottom of the boat.  

The Orang Laut cut off the umbilical cord shorter than the Jakun. Their standard of measurement is three "breadths" of the bamboo knife used for the operation, the blade of the latter being required to be of the same breadth as the sage-femme's middle finger.  

Among the Orang Laut the mother half an hour after her confinement washes herself in the sea, and after a few days returns to her duties. In a case which they regard as being so natural, the Orang Laut apply no special treatment; for about a month, however, the mother has the region of the abdomen bound round with a cloth skirt ("sarong") in place of the loin-cloth which up to that time she had been wearing.  

A considerable amount of noise is made by the O. Laut as soon as a child is born to them. All present unite in shouting and in beating anything which will make a noise, the greater din that it makes the better. The hubbub lasts for about ten minutes at the shortest to half an hour at the longest, and is especially intended to scare away any evil spirits which might otherwise attack either mother or child. As soon, however, as the cord is cut, the demons are thought to have lost their opportunity. In the intervals of the din the old woman who has assisted at the delivery blows upon the child, but this, however, is no charm, or at least is not so regarded by the O. Laut.  

According to the Orang Laut, the flying lizards of the Peninsula look out for births, and cause young newly-arrived souls to enter into the bodies of new-born children, by which means they at once obtain possession of their future embodiments. They regard these flying lizards as subordinate to the great blind Flying Lizard of their legends, which keeps watch over the [Life-] stone, for  

---

1 J. I. A. vol. i. p. 300.  
3 Ibid. p. 189.  
4 Ibid. p. 191.  
5 Ibid. p. 198.  
6 Ibid. p. 192. *Itc*. The practice of blowing upon the child is, of course, a wide-spread magic ceremony.
which express purpose the Creator made it. They have the power of flying from earth to the unknown Void in order to make arrangements with this Lizard-chief of theirs. No Orang Laut will kill these small reptiles, since its companions (he believes) would be sure to avenge its death, by refraining from pointing out the next born child of the offender to the soul which had been appointed for it.¹

Moreover, these small flying lizards have the power of turning themselves into crocodiles at will. The crocodile and the shark are regarded as brothers, and whenever a flying lizard learns from its Chief that any person's stone (representing his soul) is soiled and buried, the former is commissioned to convey the order for the death-penalty to the person concerned, and to execute it. This mission it accomplishes either in its own shape or in that of a snake (whose form it can assume at will when on land), in that of a crocodile (when it is in the water), or through any other agent whatsoever. Hence whenever an Orang Laut dies from the bite of a snake, or is seized by a crocodile or shark (the most probable forms of death according to their manner of living), or sucked down and drowned through some invisible agency, the Orang Laut all agree that it was the doing of the small flying lizard acting under the orders of the big blind lizard (that watches the life-stone).²

The Orang Laut women when suckling their children do not throw the breast over the shoulder, though they often pass it sideways under the mother's arm. Like the Jakun mothers, they do not wean their children until their breasts are dry. There is seldom too little milk at first. In such an event the child would be fed by one of the mother's friends or relations, though this would not be held to constitute a closer relationship between the foster-child and the children of its foster-mother. The women do not retire out of sight when the child is being suckled.³

The birth of a child is signified by means of a split stick, in the cleft of which a leaf is jammed. If the child is a girl, the stick retains its bark, if a boy the stick is peeled.⁴

No steps were taken to procure abortion. Such an abomination would have been considered impossible.⁵

The Orang Laut deny that child-murder has ever been practised among or even been charged to them. They are amply supplied with food, and the children are early taught to forage for themselves, so that they were not subjected to any such temptation. As among the Jakuns, twins are almost unknown.⁶

CHAPTER II.

MATURITY CUSTOMS AND BELIEFS.

If we differentiate as we ought the practice of tattooing (i.e. of decorating the person with punctured designs filled with pigment) from the various forms of scarification and raised cicatrices or keloids, we shall feel a considerable measure of doubt as to the extent to which any form of tattooing, properly so called, exists among the tribes of the Malay Peninsula. It is true that several writers of some authority employ (loosely, as I think) the word "tattooing" in speaking of the face-decoration of some of the Semang and Sakai tribes of Perak; and it is true that one of these writers (Miklucho-Maclay) even describes the operation as being performed with a needle, but in none of these instances, not even in the latter, is the modus operandi described, and in default of evidence of this kind, we can only say that there is no adequate statement of tattooing as known to these tribes. Of the practice of skin-scarification, on the other hand, as well as of face-painting, there is abundant evidence, and, unless the contrary fact can be proved, it is safest to suppose that most of the writers mentioned above

2 Since penning the above, Mr. Leonard Wray has written me to the effect that "among the Perak Sakai tattooing is met with," though all details as to its form are still wanting.
have carelessly used the word "tattooing" as the equivalent of skin-scarification, a confusion which it would be easy to parallel from the writings of travellers in other savage countries. If this explanation, which to me appears to be the one that will best fit all the facts, be accepted, the next question to be considered is whether such "tattooing" as exists should properly be classified as a custom of Negrito or Sakai origin. That it is not a custom of Jakun origin may be taken as certain, since none of the purer Jakun tribes, so far as our information goes, ever practise it. It therefore almost certainly originated either among the Semang or among the Sakai, and the balance of evidence seems to show that it is not indigenous among the Semang. Of all the Negritos that I saw in Kedah and Kelantan, only one (a woman who displayed some traces of Sakai admixture) showed any evidence of it. And if we go further afield, to the nearest spot whence collateral testimony as to the customs of the Negritos may be obtained, i.e. to the Andaman Islands, we find that none of the tribes there practised this method of decorating the skin of the face, and that the "Jârawa" tribe apparently did not tattoo any part of the body.¹ On the other hand, the cultural focus of this practice appears to be in the valley of the Plus in Ulu Perak, a district mainly under the influence of the Sakai.

To return to the former question, that of real tattooing, I may quote in support of a similar conclusion the opinion expressed by Mr. L. Wray, who has recently written me that with regard to the place of its origin, he believes it (as I do) to be a Sakai,

¹ Cp. Man's Andamanese, p. 113, note to p. 111, "the Jârawa do not tattoo."
and not a Semang custom—firstly, because he has never seen it on a Semang, and secondly, because tattooing would not show on the nearly black skin of the Negrito.¹

Of the prevalence of some form of tattooing or scarification in Pahang I have not yet been able to get corroborative evidence, but one or other of these practices was certainly found among the Sakai tribes of Ulu Langat in Selangor, who were not long since described as a “tattooed” race.²

On the whole, therefore, it seems best to conclude that both these customs, whether tattooing or scarifying are of Sakai origin, and that even where we find them established among the Semang, they are really exotic.

It may, I think, be very reasonably suggested that most forms of body-paint employed by these tribes may have originated in the application of (1) magical designs to the body; and that out of the most commonly used forms developed, on the one hand, (2) the so-called “tribal marks” (where indeed these can be properly established), and (3), on the other, merely decorative designs.³ The bulk of our information on the subject comes from Vaughan-Stevens, but it is admittedly an eclectic account, and it would certainly be the height of rashness to attempt to build upon this flimsy foundation until the necessary material comes to hand for checking it. Quite apart from any question of his methods, Vaughan-Stevens himself declares

¹ This second reason is not by itself, of course, conclusive.
³ Vaughan-Stevens classifies these designs as follows:—(a) Tribal marks, (b) charms against spirits, (c) mere decoration. This classification is very much on the same lines as that given above, but class (b) is not wide enough, some of the designs employed being undoubtedly love-charms intended to make the person of the wearer attractive; it is also probable that magical designs (V.-St.’s class (b)) preceded tribal marks (his class (a)), which were probably developed out of them.
(p. 150) that it is now a very rare thing to meet with the old and correct designs. Here and there in remote tribes the women are still in the habit of painting their faces, but the patterns are very often employed solely for ornament, and are either a mere improvisation of the individual, or incorrect or abridged imitations of the old original design, while frequently the private totem (sic) of the family has replaced the original pattern of the tribe.¹

This custom (of body-paint) is of much wider distribution than that of scarification. This may perhaps be due to the fact that the marks of the latter are indelible, whereas the painted designs can be removed at a moment’s notice should there be any apprehension (always a lively one in the hearts of these timid aboriginal races) of ridicule on the part of strangers who do not practise it.²

Accordingly we find that there are very few, if any, wild people of the Peninsula who do not, on special occasions at least, indulge in the practice, many of them being tribes which no doubt formerly practised scarification or tattooing.

It is to be seen among Semang, Sakai, and Jakun, but more especially among the Sakai. The colours used are black, white, red, and occasionally yellow, which last two appear to be of equivalent value from a magical point of view.

By the same method of weighing the evidence, I should be led to classify the custom of perforating the nose-cartilage (with the wearing of the nose-bar or nose-quill) as a Sakai practice, for in this case too the Andamanese evidence is of a negative character,³

² Ibid.
³ "In this [non-perforation of the nose-cartilage] the Andamanese differ
whereas this identical custom is certainly found almost everywhere among the purer Sakai tribes, even in the east coast states (e.g. Pahang, where a nose-ring is sometimes substituted for the quill), and as far south as Ulu Langat in Selangor, where the Orang Bukit were described by Campbell, in the passage referred to above, as a race that “put skewers through their noses,”¹ and probably yet further south as far as Negri Sembilan. On the other hand, the practices of filing and blackening the teeth are widely-spread customs which are found (generally speaking) throughout the whole of the Malayan region, and the custom of ear-boring is practically universal.

Shaving the head, with the exception of a top-knot, which is often temporarily removed at puberty, may be seen among the Semang, but so rarely that it may be regarded as borrowed from the Malays, amongst whom it is common enough. With regard to the Sakai and the Jakun there is very little evidence, though, if we may judge from photographs, the latter certainly practise it to some extent. The apparent system of totemism reported by Vaughan-Stevens, which is given below (p. 62), rests on most unsatisfactory evidence, which can only have come, I think, from the use of “leading questions.”²

I.—Semang.

Nose-boring.

Kedah Semang.—The boring of the nose-cartilage is, as already explained, most probably a Sakai custom greatly from their neighbours the Nicobarese, who not only flatten the occiputs of their children in infancy, but from the period of puberty, blacken their teeth, and perforate the lobes of their ears to such an extent as to enable them by the time they are full-grown to insert a wooden cylindrical instrument three-quarters of an inch thick.”—Man’s Andamanese, p. 115.

which has been borrowed by the few Semang who are now found practising it. It was not practised at all by the Semang of Kedah, nor did we see any examples of it among the Pangan of Kelantan. I was told, however, that some of the Belimbing tribes (Pangan) were in the habit of passing pieces of stick or stems of grasses through a perforation in the cartilage. None of the Negritos, however, that I saw, either on the east or west coast, showed the slightest trace of it.

**Perak Semang.**—It is also said to occur among the Semang of Perak.

**Ear-boring.**

**Kedah Semang.**—This is a custom of both sexes. It is said to be performed in the case of girl-children as soon after birth as possible, the lobe being bored with a porcupine’s quill, or some such article, and the hole enlarged by inserting a rolled-up strip of cloth or banana-leaf on ordinary, and of licuala ("palas") leaf on festive occasions. Boys also occasionally have a hole bored in one lobe only, in which they carry the native cigarette, as is the practice, I believe, in Burma and elsewhere. I did not see any of the Kedah Semang actually wearing an ear-quill, though it has been recorded in Perak.

**Tooth-filing.**

**Kedah Semang.**—In Kedah the teeth were frequently filed, the six front teeth of the upper jaw being thus treated, as among the neighbouring Malay tribes. This filing is performed by means of a smooth piece of sandstone from the nearest brook, and is said to be

---

1 Vide p. 150, ante.
2 In the Belimbing district of Ulu Kelantan, where the Pangan practise this custom, the roll of "palas" is called "gérinching." The Pangan of Jelei (Pahang) wear incised bamboo ear-plugs.
performed at the age of puberty irrespective of sex, probably not long before marriage, as is the practice of the Inland Malays, from whom they learnt it.

The six front teeth of the upper jaw of a Semang skull brought home by the writer were filed, the filing being of the "concave" kind (in which the front part of the teeth is filed away, so that the teeth thus treated become concave instead of convex).

In the Ulu Kelantan district the various Pangan tribes are also alleged to practise tooth-filing,¹ and some of them are even said to blacken the teeth. I think, however, that with very little doubt, both this Pangan practice of tooth-filing and that of blackening the teeth (especially the latter) must have been of Malay origin. This last practice, at all events, is exceedingly rare among the wild tribes, though it is common enough with the Malays. Most of the Semang that we measured had had their teeth filed as described, but not one had them blackened.

Other Forms of Initiation.

All the Semang without exception deny that they ever circumcise or incise, except of course when they become converts to Mohammedanism.

Scarification or "Tattooing."

Kedah Semang.—The actual practice of tattooing properly so called (i.e. skin-puncturation) is, so far as I was able to ascertain, unknown to the Negritos of Kedah, and even with regard to scarification the evidence is of the scantiest character, and it would

¹ V.-St. mentions that he saw filed teeth among some "very black people, who lived on the boundary of the Pangan or Eastern Semang."—Z.f.E. xxix. p. 180. The filing is performed in Kelantan, as in Kedah, with sandstone.
perhaps be nearest the truth to surmise that such of the Perak Semang as practise it, have adopted it from neighbouring tribes of Sakai. At Belimbing in Ulu Kelantan, however, I was told that among the Pangan of those parts certain “marks” (scarifications) were worn on the face, the design being scratched in on the skin by means of a thorn (“duri”). The marks on the forehead were more or less vertical, and those on the cheek horizontal; but sometimes the design is only temporarily marked out with charcoal. I did not, however, see any Semang who were so marked, though I saw a large number who were not.

At Siong (in Kedah) the wife of the tribal chief (who, however, came from the Plus district in Perak and had Sakai blood in her) had four distinct scarifications upon the left cheek, with similar faint marks on the right cheek also. These marks, which were not quite horizontal but slightly divergent, started from the nose and were carried across the cheek, each of them forming a dark-red (almost black) stripe across the skin, looking like the cut of a whip-lash. She told me that these marks on her face were made when she was quite young and living in the valley of Ulu Plus. The finely serrated edge of a sugar-cane leaf was drawn lightly across the skin excoriating it, after which soot or powdered charcoal was rubbed into the incision. She assured me at the time that it was a tribal mark, the object of which was that any member of the tribe who bore it might be known to their friends whenever they met in a distant part of the country.

Although, however, marks of this kind may often merely be (as is indeed indicated by my informant’s reply), of the nature of local “fashions,” such as serve to distinguish the people of one district from the
people of another, not only in Asia, but in most parts of the world, not even excepting the continent of Europe, this need not preclude their use as magic.

**Perak Semang.**—The foregoing information, which was given me by the Kedah tribes, tallies closely with De Morgan's account of what he calls "tattooing," which from the importance of the subject is worth quoting verbatim: "The Semang and Sakai tattoo themselves differently" \(^1\) (for a fuller account see twelve illustrations in *L'Homme*, ii. 555). "Some draw (parallel or divergent) black lines upon their faces, starting from the nose and continuing across the cheeks or the forehead. These designs are frequently unsymmetrical: *frequently too they are only found on one side of the face.* These adornments are as frequent among men as among women, and are indelible. They are produced by lightly raising the skin and introducing beneath it colouring matter such as soot or powdered charcoal." \(^2\)

**Body-paint.**

**Kedah Semang.**—The custom of painting the body is indulged in rather for purposes of magic than for those of mere adornment, as it so often is among the Sakai. The facts are as follows. Among the Semang of the east coast in Ulu Kelantan I was told that the Pangan of Belimbing had the habit of tattooing or scarifying both their cheeks and their foreheads, but that occasionally, *in lieu* of this, they merely marked out the design with charcoal.

---

\(^1\) Elsewhere this same writer (viii. 296) states that the Semang women tattoo and paint themselves "in the same manner" as the Sakai. The words, however, are very vague ("*elles se tatonnt et peignent de la même mani-èère*"), and do not necessarily imply any identity of design.
Further, in Kedah one of the women of the tribe in explaining to me that the decorative designs of the bamboo combs worn by Semang women were intended for repelling various evil influences, volunteered the information that similar patterns were sometimes painted on the women’s bodies, for a similar (i.e. magical) object, these latter being not therefore solely the outcome of local whims or fashions.

I saw, besides, among these Kedah Semang, a species of yellow unguent (said by the wearer to be pure coconut-oil) applied to the cheeks, the tip of the nose, etc., by the men, who informed me at the time that they only wore it by way of decoration. At the same time, in describing the love-charm called “chindwai,” they explained that the application of oil to the face and breast was for purposes of magic, and this I believe to have been the original motive of all body-paint practised by the Semang.

In substitution for the yellow colour when coconut-oil is unprocurable, the Semang obtain a similar pigment from the wild “saffron” or turmeric. Among the Pangan of Ulu Kelantan this latter is converted (by mixing with lime) into a sort of burnt-red ochre.

Hence we see that at least three colours, black, yellow, and red, are certainly used by the Negritos, and to these white (obtained by slaking a little shell-lime) should be added.

On the other hand, it is not clear, from our existing information, whether any kind of red ochre is obtained among the Semang (as among the Sakai), by the grinding down of lumps of iron ore or hematite.

Perak Semang.—In the account of Semang traditions there is perhaps an allusion to the supposed origin of
body-paint in the story of the charred stick which Kamoj, the ruler of the damned, is said to have adopted as his emblem, in place of the burning brand which he received from Kari.  

So too Vaughan-Stevens records that the Semang were in the habit of marking their bodies with charcoal for medicinal, (i.e. magical) purposes, wherever any pain might be felt.

With reference to the Negritos of Perak, De Morgan mentions the fact (referred to above), that they both "paint and tattoo themselves in the same manner" as the Sakai, but his phrase is extremely vague, and he gives no further details. Vaughan-Stevens, on the other hand, declares that "to the Negritos, both painting and tattooing are unknown."  

II.—Sakai.

Nose-boring.

Perak Sakai.—Colonel Low has informed us that the perforation of the cartilage of the nose (through which porcupine's quills are worn) is the distinguishing characteristic of the Orang Alas (i.e. the Sakai) of Ulu Kinta in Perak.

From other sources we learn that the Sakai of Perak are in the habit of perforating the septum of the nose, through which they insert the quill of a porcupine or a bar of some other material (wood or bone) which is not unfrequently decorated with incised rings.

It appears further that they occasionally wear in the same way a rolled-up piece of banana-leaf. This

---

1 Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 131.
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
4 In original "Ulu Kantu."
Sketch by Baron Mikelouch-Maclay of Semang Heads (by him called "Sakai"). The central one showing face-paint.
SAKAI OF SOUTH PERAK, SHOWING FACE-PAINT AND NOSE-QUILL.
latter, however, is not worn for ornamental purposes, but is intended, as in the case of the ear-hole, to enlarge the perforation of the cartilage.\footnote{Vide vol. i. p. 156.}

*Ear-boring.*

**Perak Sakai.**—The women sometimes wear a porcupine’s quill passed through the perforation in the lobe of the ear. Wooden and other ear-studs or plugs and ear-rings are, however, not uncommonly substituted.\footnote{De Morgan, vii. 414; *L’Homme*, ii. 586; and for the kind of earrings, etc., which are worn, vide vol. i. p. 156.}

The foregoing account is corroborated by Colonel Low, in the passage quoted above, and Hale, who states that they also "wear the same things" (i.e. porcupine’s quills, etc.) in their ears, and there appears to be a tendency to enlarge the perforations. Mr. Hale observed two women wearing rolls of cloth as large as his little finger, and he found great difficulty in abstracting one of these rolls, which fitted very tightly.\footnote{Hale, p. 293; cp. Rev. d’Ethn., i. 44.}

So, too, in a recent letter to me, Mr. L. Wray observes that ear-studs or plugs made of decorated bamboo, and with a diameter of $1\frac{1}{4}$ in. (31 mm.), are worn by the Sakai of Perak, who occasionally insert in them both leaves and flowers.

*Tooth-filing.*

**Perak Sakai.**—There is some doubt as to whether the practice of filing the teeth obtains among the Perak Sakai. De Morgan says that the teeth (of the Perak Sakai) were magnificent and were never filed, and that he frequently inquired of Sakai chiefs whether this practice existed, but that they as often denied it.\footnote{De Morgan, vii. 412; *L’Homme*, ii. 582.}
In spite of this evidence it would, of course, be strange if the Sakai had in no case picked up what is so common a custom of the Malays. But I have not so far found any mention of it by other authors.

Mr. L. Wray, however, writes me that he has seen at least one Sakai woman whose teeth were filed after the manner of the Malays. She was living with a tribe of Sakai near Chenderiang, but as she had once been a slave in a Malay house, it might have been done by Malays. In the same district he saw a woman whose teeth had been blackened.

**Other Forms of Initiation.**

There is no record either of circumcision or any kindred rite among the unconverted Sakai.

**Scarification and Tattooing.**

**Perak Sakai.**—There appears to be very little evidence of the practice of tattooing proper among the Sakai, beyond Mr. L. Wray's statement already quoted, but De Morgan's account almost certainly holds good at least of the methods adopted for scarification. The same author goes on to explain that the face-marks to which he refers are found among the wilder tribes only, their more civilised kinsmen (who are in closer touch with the Malays), having long discontinued the practice. De Morgan himself observed it (in Perak) among the hill-Sakai of Changkat Kerbu, and also among those of Changkat Gochan,¹ as well as in other places. Baron Miklucho-Maclay, on the other hand, remarks (though in reality he only saw Pangan), that while he saw no "Sakai" or

¹ De M. viii. 225.
Semang man tattooed, he found most of the "Sakai" women so adorned, and always in the same style. Figure 2, Plate III. [of M.-Maclay's article] shows the arrangement of the simple design with which in childhood they embellish their cheeks and temples. The operation is performed with a needle, and the design is first marked out with resin.¹ Maclay's account certainly describes a method which may refer to regular "tattooing," though we must not be led too hastily to conclude (from the mere fact of a needle being employed) that puncturation, and not scarification, was the method actually practised.

Vaughan-Stevens, again, though he must have had ample opportunities of studying the question, is far too uncertain as an observer for us to feel sure to which process he actually refers. All the information that he gives is contained in the meagre statement that in the case of the Sakai (Senoi), Besisi, and Kenaboi the chiefs had the same pattern as the ordinary man, and that the chiefs of the Tembeh had, when their clan-mark (?) was tattooed, a further special tattoo-pattern denoting their rank "tattooed" upon the breast or the arm. They alone were tattooed, whilst to the Negritos (i.e. Semang and Pangan) both tattooing and body-paint were unknown.²

Of other authorities upon the Sakai of Perak, (1) Hale, though he could hardly have failed to see it, if it was there, unfortunately in his paper makes no reference whatever to the subject.

(2) De la Croix relates that, of some fifteen Sakai women belonging to Kampong Chabang whom he met at Kampong Langkor (S. Kerbu), some of

them had lines tattooed\(^1\) upon their cheeks, which he thought might be tribal marks. Two of these lines were parallel, and were drawn from the top of the ear to the nostrils; two more started from the bottom of the ear, and terminated at the corners of the mouth; and besides these there was a small vertical tattoo design between the eyebrows.\(^2\) Some Sakai men from another Sakai village close to Kampong Chabang, had the same tattoo-marks on the face that he had noticed among the women.\(^3\)

(3) To these may be added the statement of De Morgan, viz., that at Changkat Riam (in the interior of Perak) he "first saw people who were actually tattooed." The tattoo-patterns "of the men were less elegant than those of the women, who were sometimes entirely covered with indelible black lines and red paintings."\(^4\)

On the other hand, we have the first clear and decisive account from Colonel Low, who remarks that the Malays of Perak divided the Sakai into three classes—the "Tame Sakai," the "Hill Sakai" of Ulu Bertang, and the Alas ("Aulas") of Ulu Kinta.\(^5\) This last tribe differed from the other two in having adopted the custom of . . . tattooing the face and breast by means of a sharp piece of wood, and filling the punctures with the juice of a tree.\(^6\)

The next really reliable statement upon the subject comes from Mr. L. Wray, who in writing to me recently remarked as follows:—"The Sakai of Perak practise tattooing, the lines being made by

---

\(^1\) By "tattooed" may be meant "scarified."

\(^2\) De la Croix, p. 336.

\(^3\) \textit{Ib.} p. 338.

\(^4\) De Morgan, viii. 211.

\(^5\) In original "Kantu."

\(^6\) Colonel Low, \textit{J. I. A.} vol. iv. p. 429. Mr. Cerruti has also since written me that the skin is "pricked" with a "bértam" thorn, and powdered charcoal rubbed in.
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Drawings by Wray showing Difference of Pattern between Sakai Man and Woman
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1. Young Sakai man of "Lobon Kela" (S. Kinta).
2. Young Sakai man of Changkat Korbu (S. Korbu).
3. Young Sakai man of Changkat Riam (S. Korbu).
4. Young Sakai man of Changkat Chano (S. Korbu).
5. Young Sakai man of Changkat Gochang (S. Korbu).
6. Young man (Sōmañ) of Changkat Pōngorå (S. Piah).
7. Young Sakai woman of Changkat Riam.
8. Young Sakai woman of Changkat Chalang (S. Raya).
9. Young "Semang" girl of "Changkat Pōngorå" (S. Piah).
10. Young "Semang" woman of Changkat Pōngorå.
11. Sakai woman of Changkat Korbu.
12. "Semang" woman of "Changkat Pōngorå."

DE MORGAN'S DRAWINGS, SHOWING TYPES OF FACE DECORATION (SAKAI AND "SEMANG").
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pricking the skin with a thorn, and then rubbing in powdered charcoal. I was told by a Malay that a tribe at Sungei Raya in Kinta employed red lines as well as the bluish ones produced by the charcoal, but he did not know what pigment was used. The lines are mostly to be seen on the face, but sometimes rings are tattooed round the fingers. The marks are usually confined, however, to a few lines on the forehead. A favourite device is a diamond-shaped pattern in the centre, with one or two vertical lines on each side, though often there is only one line, running from the roots of the hair down to the tip of the nose. I enclose some sketches I made in Batang Padang. All were on the forehead where not otherwise shown. The marks do not appear to be tribal, since members of the same family have different designs. I have certainly never seen scarification on a Perak Sakai. Raised cicatrices on the bodies of some of them I have seen, but there was nothing to lead one to suppose they were not the result of accident.

In spite of this apparently strong consensus of evidence, I must still repeat the warning that (although there clearly is some form of real tattooing, i.e. skin-puncturation, practised in the Peninsula), yet what many of the observers from whom I have quoted are wont to call tattooing, is certainly no more than scarification, or even perhaps nothing but mere face-paint after all.

Body-paint.

With regard to body-paint, the information to hand is more satisfactory. Its existence among the
Sakai of Perak is noted by Hale, Swettenham, De Morgan, Vaughan-Stevens, and others; and among the Senoi of Pahang by Clifford and Martin. The pigments used agree pretty well, as to the colours used, with those employed by the Semang, but are made of varying materials.

De Morgan states that the Sakai of Changkat Gochan and S. "Krou" (in Perak) used to manufacture their white pigment from lime obtained from the shells of the Melania, and that they usually applied the product thus obtained in a circular stripe on the right cheek. When black, the pigment is obtained from charcoal, when red, from the fruit of the anatto or Bixa orellana, which is cultivated for the purpose.

The anatto (Mal. "kāsumba"), however, being of modern introduction, cannot have been the original object from which the red pigment was obtained, and there is accordingly some question as to what substance may have preceded it. Vaughan-Stevens describes it, somewhat vaguely and from tradition only, as a species of red earth, but in his Cave-dwellers of Perak Wray refers to the apparent use of hematite in this way, and there can I think be very little doubt that this conjecture is correct, and that a species of red ochre, obtained from some of the numerous forms of iron-ore so widely distributed in the Peninsula, originally formed the red pigment of the Sakai. Hematite does in fact to this day form a very popular

---

1 De Morgan, viii. 211; Swett. p. 228; Hale, p. 243.
2 De Morgan, viii. 225.
3 Cp. Wray's Cave-dwellers, p. 43, for an almost identical statement: "The three colours used by the modern Sakai for painting their persons are charcoal, a vegetable red, and white china clay. These are mixed with oil, and the faces and sometimes the breasts of women, and occasionally the men, are painted with patterns with lines and dots. This is only done on occasions when they wish to add to their charms."
red body-paint with the Peninsular Malays, who give it the name of "Batu Kawi."  

On the other hand, there is yet one other (unrecorded) means of manufacturing red pigment, by treating wild turmeric with lime—a process which has already been mentioned in dealing with the Semang.

A general description of the designs is given by De Morgan, who observes that the Sakai of Changkat Riam, more especially the women, were sometimes entirely covered with indelible black "tattoo"-marks and red paint. This paint would dissolve in water, and was only applied on feast days. Some of the women had their bosoms covered with concentric red circles, whilst others painted their bosoms all over and applied simple designs, consisting of straight or broken lines, to their cheeks, arms, and thighs.

The remainder of this account of body-paint is taken from Vaughan-Stevens:

The Sakai, Besisi, Kenaboi, and Tembeh declare that they are descended from one and the same stock, but that their separate tribes had each inhabited an island before the joint migration to the Peninsula, under the "Chief with the Iron Finger-nails" ("Bérenchgei Bési"), took place. From this joint migration must, however, be excepted the Tembeh, who had long before migrated separately to the Peninsula.

1 In corroboration of this view, cp. Z. f. E. xxvi. 152: "As regards the materials with which the painting was effected, the Sakai are unanimous in saying that the red pigment now in use is of recent introduction, and that they formerly used a red earth, which was not, however, obtainable in the Peninsula. The anatto has long been in use, but is described as an inferior substitute for this earth-pigment, the colouring produced by the anatto being alleged to fade in about the course of an hour. The black (pigment) is prepared from charcoal, the white from lime, both being mixed with the sap of plants."

This statement is correct, with the exception of the statement—assuming the identification made above to be correct—that the material for the original red pigment was not obtainable in the Peninsula. I myself have more than once met Selangor Malays who imagined, from the name of this ore ("Batu Kawi" or "Kawi stone"), that it was imported from the "Langkawi" Islands, north of Penang, and some similar belief may easily lie at the root of this reported statement of the Sakai.

2 De Morgan, viii. 211; cp. L'Homme, ii. 555 (for illustrations).

The tradition of this tribe is very vague, yet it is agreed that they lived for a long time separated from the other branches of the tribe. It appears that during this interval they learnt "tattooing" from another race, and afterwards substituted face-paint for "tattooing." 1

For each of the three tribes (Sen-oi, Besisi, and Kenaboil) there existed a particular pattern, which was identical as regards the design and the materials employed, but which varied in form. In each of the three tribes one and the same tribe-sign served for all the members of the tribe, from the chief downwards. Only among the Sen-oi there was a special breast-pattern both for men and women. Moreover, among the Sen-oi, too, the magician, the midwife, and their patients were excepted from the rule. Thus the following rules became established:—

1. The magician or medicine-man in each of the three tribes wore, during an exorcism, paint suitable for the occasion; at other times he wore his ordinary paint, each of the three tribes having a special one for the purpose.

2. So, too, the midwives wore a special face-paint whilst in discharge of their office, but at other times the usual one of their tribe.

On the other hand, the midwives of all three tribes wore, whilst in discharge of their office, one and the same pattern.

3. The young mother and her new-born child each wore, according to the day and the condition of their health, a series of face-paint, which in the case of all three races was the same. 2

The three curves on the cheeks of the Besisi are only variants of the ancient tribal mark of the Besisi and Sen-oi, which consisted of three stripes.

The magicians constructed variants from the old pattern of the Besisi which corresponds to the present Sen-oi pattern (No. 9), only the Sakai (Sen-oi) pattern lacked the stripe which goes from the under lip to the chin.

The Sen-oi magicians afterwards added this stripe to the old pattern (No. 9). The Besisi then went further afield and chose the tiger pattern (No. 5), whilst the Kenaboil took the three curves worn by the laymen of the mother tribe (No. 1), and applied two of them in front and over the third, which remained in the old position that it had among the Sakai (No. 8).

The patterns of the medicine-men (sorcerers) were only put on when they were in office; on every other occasion they wore the painting of the lay members.

In the case of the Sen-oi, Besisi, and Kenaboil the chiefs wore the same pattern as the ordinary man, but the chiefs of the Temleh wore, since their clan-mark was "tattooed," a special tattoo-design in addition, to denote their rank, punctured on the breast or the arm. They alone were "tattooed."

The Sen-oi magicians wore no breast-pattern, neither did the midwife nor the new-made mother. 3

In addition to the above information, Vaughan-Stevens procured drawings of the following patterns:—

1. Pattern of a Kenaboil man—three narrow black stripes on white ground—a variant of the three red stripes of the Sakai man-pattern (q.v.)
2. Pattern of a Besisi man and woman.
3. Pattern of a Kenaboil magician (as well as that of a Sen-oi).
4. Face-patterns of children of all three tribes, etc., etc. 4

---

1 Z. f. E. xxvi. 150.
2 Ibid. p. 151.
3 Ibid. p. 157.
4 Ibid.; cp. also L'Homme, ii. 555.
Elsewhere we read that:—

The red colour is always laid on with the finger, and the breadth of the stripe is therefore always less in the case of a woman than in that of a man.

The black and white stripes are produced by dipping into the paint the little sticks which serve as brushes.

The longer sticks ("chin-karr"), which are 4½ cm. long, are used for painting on the black lines, two or three of which are applied in close proximity by means of two or three sticks which are held in the fingers simultaneously. The smaller stick ("ching-al"), which is 5½ cm. long, and has four teeth, is used to put on the white points; it is held vertically between the fingers. The black pigment (charcoal) and the white (lime or earth) are mixed with the sap of a creeper, which makes the colours stiff and sticky so that they do not run.

The implement with which the magicians and midwives apply the white points is called "smi-kar." When anyone but the magician or the midwife uses this instrument, he will be struck by lightning. One of these instruments obtained by Vaughan-Stevens was made of tortoise-shell, and was 4 cm. in breadth; the other, which was long and saw-shaped, was of wood, and measured 6 cm. in length.

With this implement the points are more regularly produced than is possible with the brush, but the alternate black and white dots which are sometimes met with are applied so carelessly and irregularly, that without exact information as to what the pattern should be the design which is intended can hardly be recognised. This arrangement does not appear in face-paints, at least not in the old tribal patterns, although many families have adopted them for their patterns. The coloured stripe which, running along the bridge of the nose, forms the centre of the pattern, is carried down on to the upper lip, if there is no moustache to hinder it, but otherwise it ends at the tip of the nose, leaving the septum free.

The beard indeed seldom interferes with the carrying out of the design, as the Sakai have very little, and frequently pluck out the few hairs they possess, but where the hair of the beard does hinder, the red pigment only is applied, and the white and black are filled in in imagination.

When the occasion for which the pattern was applied is past it is perhaps washed off, but more often what part of it has not already disappeared is rubbed off. The red disappears completely in a single night, the white dots fall off, and the black streaks only make the face, which is dirty without them, a little darker. The face-paint of the child is only washed off by the midwife so long as her help is required; whether it is afterwards washed off or not depends on the mother.

The dead should never have any paint left on the face. In the case of anyone who had died whilst the face was painted, the colour had to be washed off before burial could take place; the mourners at funerals did not paint their faces.

**Face- and Breast-paint of a Sakai Man.**

The paint applied to the breast of the Sakai men represented a fern (a sort of polypodium). During the marriage ceremony (whether of the Sakai, Besisi, or Kenaboi) the fronds of this fern were bruised in water and squirted over the bride and bridegroom, and this assured the pair many children. The fact that, although the marriage ceremony among all three of these tribes was the same, the Sakai alone adopted this painting of the breast as their tribal sign, might lead us to infer that the Sakai face-paint was really the ancient paint of the Sakai race.

The dots and line of the face-paint represent another fern, with the juice of which the youths were sprinkled before they entered the ranks of men and might marry.

---

3. "Senoi" (i.e. Central Sakai) in original, throughout this passage.
FACE-PAINT OF A Sakai Woman.

With regard to the five streaks which the face-paint of the Sakai women shows in contradistinction to the three streaks of the men, there is a tradition explaining this difference.²

The breast-paint of a Sakai woman may be applied by the mother, but only after the midwife has given up her charge; generally speaking, the children, whether boys or girls, often wear till marriage the red stripes with which they paint themselves, often with the help of a mirror obtained by barter, though they may not apply the black streaks and white dots themselves.

As regards the breast-paint of the Sakai women, it should be mentioned that the streak running downwards is generally carried yet further down, so as to follow the natural development of the breast. The pattern represents the same fern as the pattern of the men.³

Old women, who are past child-bearing, omit the lower stripe running from the under lip to the cheek, as well as the breast-paint, since these designs represent hope of children.

The differentiated pattern of the midwife—who is always an old woman—was invented because, “although she is old, she is always seeing to children.”

FACE-PAINT OF A Young Mother.

A Sakai woman who has just brought forth a child paints her face every day, commencing from the child’s birthday, until one lunar month be past. If the moon is invisible, the days are counted approximately. Whenever a Sakai mother applies the particular pattern designated for this purpose, the breast-paint appropriate to a Sakai woman is omitted.

FACE-PAINT OF A Midwife.

A Sakai midwife paints her face when she awakes from sleep, just as does the new-made mother whom she is tending, the time during which her services are required being usually three or five days. On every other occasion a midwife bears the face-paint of her tribe; only that she omits the breast-paint as soon as she enters on her functions as midwife.

When another woman, not a midwife by profession, helps during a confinement, she too puts on the face-paint of a midwife, so long as she is discharging a midwife’s functions, but as soon as her help is no longer required, she again takes on the full paint of the woman.

The Sakai women are the only ones that paint the breast.⁴

FACE-PAINT OF CHILDREN.

The patterns of the children—which were stripes carried from the eyebrows to the tip of the nose, black in the case of girls, red in that of boys; in the latter case there were also two slanting red streaks from the under lip to the chin—were applied by the midwife only as soon as the child was born; so long as the midwife was in attendance the painting was renewed every morning, but it ceased as soon as she went away. The mother could then, if she wished, apply the ordinary tribe pattern, with the addition of the black nose-line in the case of a girl.⁶

The children may not wear the narrow black lines till they are married—through marriage, according to ancient custom, the youth becomes a man—for the children might become unlucky should they pluck up the ferns along with other

¹ “Senoï” in original.
² Z.f. E. xxvi. 154.
³ Ibid. p. 155.
⁴ Ibid.
⁵ Ibid. p. 158.
plants in playing, and as they would thus break the peace which the magicians in ancient times had made with the spirits of the fern.

This account was obtained from the lay members of the tribe, but the magicians only affirmed that the custom had been introduced to make a distinction between the unmarried and the married. In the councils of the race in old times an unmarried male might not take part, as he was not "man"; but in days when it became a more difficult matter to obtain a wife, the contempt of the bachelor was forgotten, as well as the original intention of the face-paint. In order to impress upon the children, however, that they might not pluck up the said fern, they were told, according to the version of the magicians, the story given above.1

Elsewhere2 (in his description of the “tuang-tuang” or “tuntong” ceremony) Vaughan-Stevens writes of the Sakai (Blandas) as follows:—

Whenever the bamboo “stampers” are to be used for an exorcism the whole clan collects together. The men sit upon the ground around the magician, who stands in the centre facing towards the rising sun or moon. For, very frequently, although not always, these assemblies are held at night-time and by firelight. The women and children sit behind the men. The men have their faces painted and their hair pushed back from their faces, so that the demons may see the face-patterns, and in consequence retire.

Before leaving the Sakai, it should be remarked that the Sakai women keep themselves very much apart during their monthly purification, and all of them remain at home on such occasions, or at least as near home as possible; many of them even close the house-door. This is not, however, for shame, since the husband is always admitted. They themselves do not know why they do so, and the custom is probably derived from some forgotten superstition.3

To this it may be added that they employ a special kind of bamboo receptacle called “chit-nát” (“chit-nort”) for their purification upon such occasions.4

Of the pattern of the bamboo receptacle just described we are told that its decoration represents a plant, which, according to the sage-femme, does not grow in the district now inhabited by the tribe. In former times it was laid in the water employed for purification. At the present day the pattern of this flower is only used to “destroy” (i.e. to neutralise) “the blood.” If the blood be not thus “neutralised,” the Blood Demon (“Hantu Darah”) would spring from it and creep forthwith to the woman’s body and stop her courses, and so prevent her from bringing healthy children into the world.5

---

2 Ibid. p. 148.
3 Ibid. xxviii. 170.
4 Ibid. p. 171. Bartels adds that the receptacle figured in the illustration is only 38.5 cm. in length and 18.3 cm. in circumference. It is a circular segment of bamboo, which has been cut short just below a node at the top (so that the upper end of the vessel is left open), and again just below the next node at the bottom (so that the lower end is closed). Hence it is well suited for use as a water receptacle (or cup). The whole area of its outer surface is painted with an ornamental design, consisting of two narrow stripes with right-angled interior counter-projections, between which are inserted irregular five-rayed stars. The outlines of the pattern are formed by alternative black and white dots. Vaughan-Stevens has copied the “orthodox” pattern on a piece of bamboo with the aid of a medicine-man, but the pattern is not quite identical with that produced.
5 Z.f. E. xxviii. 172.
The men have nothing to do with the Hantu Darah, and say, "We know nothing about it, ask the sage-femme." Even the magicians, who are responsible for all other medicines which the latter employs against the demons, would not acknowledge this antidote against the Blood Demon. No Sakai man will touch this receptacle ("chit-nát"), which is usually kept planted in the ground by the waterside. It can be made very quickly when required, and the pattern is very quickly washed off by the rain. They have no great objection to the "chit-nát" being seen by strangers. 

Unmarried Sakai girls employ for their purification a water-vessel called "ká-pet" ("karpet"). Since these vessels, in order to be fully efficacious, should have been incised by a magician of the old school, they are only found among the wild Sakai tribes who do not speak Malay.

III.—JAKUN.

Besi. — I never once heard of a single case of tattooing, scarification, nose-boring, circumcision, or even of incision, being practised by the Besisi, although I made the fullest inquiries among them. They related to me, on the other hand, a tradition explaining their reason for not adopting the practice

---

1 Literally, "Blood Demon" = Malay "Hantu Darah."
2 Z.f.E. xxviii. 172. Bartels adds that the painting is performed with the instruments used for severing the umbilical cord. The ornamentation of the other "chit-náts," of which more will be said later, is the exclusive privilege of the magicians, who employ in making them a special kind of instrument, closely resembling a curry-comb. They are cut out of a flat piece of horn (Fig. 2), and have a hole at the top for suspending them when they are being carried. They broaden out towards the bottom, and their lower edge is furnished with rough, tooth-like projections. The greatest width of the larger one is 5.3 cm., and its height is 5 cm.; the smaller one being 3.5 cm. by 4.6 cm.
3 Z.f. E. xxviii. 173, 174. Bartels adds here that Vaughan-Stevens has sent two specimens of this vessel, one of them (Fig. 3) being obtained from the Senoi (pure Sakai tribes), and the other (Fig. 4) from the Kenaboi. The former is a short segment of the stem of a bamboo cut short just below a particular internode (at the top), and again just below the next, so that the vessel thus formed is open at the top and closed at the bottom. It measures 28 cm. in length, and 13 in circumference, and its surface is decorated by three narrow parallel stripes formed by a kind of leaf-pattern. The second is like the first, a simple segment of bamboo measuring 39.5 cm. in length by 17.1 cm. in circumference. It is also decorated with three stripes, of which only two, however, are formed by the leaf-pattern, the third apparently representing a downy leaf-stalk. The design represents a plant whose root-end is shown near the mouth-opening of the vessel. The discrepancy in the designs shows that a design does not lose its efficacy through slight mistakes of the operator, such as may be caused by hurry, even though the identification and explanation of the pattern may be made much harder through such slips, if not absolutely impossible.
of circumcision, which they ascribed to the invulnerability of one of their tribal ancestors.

Ear-boring, on the other hand was, as among the Malays, freely practised, the stalk of a flower, such as the fragrant "champaka," being not infrequently inserted in the perforation.

Face-paint, however, was very generally employed by them, and the pigments used for it appeared to be in the main identical with those adopted by the Semang and Sakai, i.e. white, obtained from lime; yellow, obtained from turmeric; and red, obtained from the juice of the anatto.

The only form of paint that I have myself seen among the Besisi consisted in daubing the face with the aforesaid pigments (white, yellow, or red), these being manufactured, in addition to the usual materials, from such others (e.g. "bêdak" or rice-powder) as the growing familiarity of the Besisi with Malay civilisation might suggest. No special pattern was employed by them, and I never saw any distinct traces of the elaborate system of body-paint described by Vaughan-Stevens. The latter, however, as usual, gives no localities or any other facilities for checking his statements, and I can only suggest that he probably got his ideas about the Besisi from some other tribe in their neighbourhood with whom there had been more Sakai admixture.

I give his account, nevertheless, for what it may be worth, in the hope that it may assist some future investigator to work out the subject more completely in the future.

It runs as follows: \(^1\)

The Besisi magician puts on a pattern borrowed from the leaf of the "chindweh rimau," or "tiger chindweh," which is a small, juicy, robust plant

\(^1\) Z. J. E. xxvi. 156.
not yet fully identified. When rubbed to a pulp and smeared on the body, especially the breast, it is believed to give a man the power to overcome a tiger.

The fresh leaf with its peculiar markings gives an exact replica of the face-paint of a Besisi magician. The veining on the upper side of the leaf is of such a pale yellowish-green that it almost has the effect of white, and thus forms a sharp contrast to the very dark greenish-gold stripes of the leaf.

No one leaf is marked exactly like another. The patterns are manifold; in some cases stripes traverse the entire leaf. In a good light the ground colour of the leaf appears, as has been said, of a greenish-gold, but on the under side of the leaf the corresponding parts appear a dark reddish-brown; held up to the light the green of the upper side merges into the reddish-brown.

The under side of the leaf is very soft and smooth, but the upper side is plentifully covered with very fine hairs.

The dark reddish-brown lines which glimmer through from the under side correspond in fact to the red and black of the face-paint designed for the tiger in conjuration ceremonies, and at the same time to the recognised face-paint of the Besisi.

These stripes are said to correspond to the stripes on the skin of the tiger, the red colour not being distinguished from yellow.\(^1\)

**Mantra.**—There is very little information on the subject of maturity customs available with regard to the Mantra of Malacca. Logan, however, records the fact that the teeth of the bride and bridegroom were filed with a stone before the day of marriage.\(^2\)

Montano states that the Mantra (Sakai) usually file the lower edge of the upper canine teeth, but does not connect it with any ceremony.\(^3\)

**Jakun of Johor.**—D. F. A. Hervey, in writing of the Jakun on the Madek, says that one chief characteristic which distinguished the Madek tribe from other Jakun tribes was the absence of any rite resembling circumcision; whilst the Sembrong tribe practised incision, but did not circumcise.\(^4\) The Madek people, however, relate that they used once to observe the custom, but it was given up owing to certain untoward circumstances, which befell the tribe two or three hundred years ago, as follows: on one occasion when the rite was observed, several of the

---

1. Z.f. E. xxvi. 156.
2. Logan in J. I. A. vol. i. p. 323*.
3. Rev. d’Ethin. i. 44.
4. A. D. Machado tells me that incision is still practised among the Jakun of Ulu Batu Fahat, in Johor.
tribe died of the effects. It was ascertained that the knives used for the purpose had been accidentally placed in a vessel containing upas poison ("ipoh"), the poison with which their blowpipe arrows are habitually tipped; and from that time forward the observance of the rite was discontinued.¹

Corroboration of the foregoing account may be obtained from the statement of Logan, who in writing of the Benua (or Jakun) of Johor, remarks that circumcision was not practised by them. A single incision or slit was made by the Benua, but not by the Berembun tribes.²

Names were sometimes given at birth, but these were changed at the age of puberty. The teeth were filed like those of the Malays and the Berembun tribes.³

**Orang Laut or Sea-Jakun.**

**Orang Laut, S'letar.**—Of the Orang S'letar we are informed by Thomson that they did not practise circumcision, nor any other Mohammedan customs. It was, moreover, related to Thomson that many years ago when they had a Malay as their great chief or Batin, all the men now of the tribe were induced to undergo the rite of circumcision, though such a practice was no longer conformed with.⁴ This is probably a reference to some such story as that related above by Hervey.

**Orang Laut, Sabimba.**—Of this Orang Laut tribe we are told that they were not in the habit of filing

---

² Logan in *J. I. A.* vol. i. p. 271.
³ According to Vaughan-Stevens, the Jakun used to blacken their teeth, but this was probably a borrowed custom. Ear-boring was rarely practised by the men, and the lips and nose were never pierced (*Z. f. E.* xxix. 180).
⁴ *J. I. A.* vol. i. p. 344°.
their teeth, and that the practice of perforating the lobe of the ear was equally unknown to them.\footnote{1}

In addition, we are informed (of the same tribe) that they did not practise the rites either of circumcision or incision.\footnote{2}

**Orang Laut (no locality specified).**—To the foregoing may be added an account given by Vaughan-Stevens\footnote{3} of certain Orang Laut customs which he does not attribute to any particular tribe:—

Among the Orang Laut a woman during menstruation was, theoretically at all events, treated as unclean, though in practice it made no appreciable difference.

The women alleged a belief on the part of the men that if they were to touch a woman in such a condition, their virility would suffer. The men themselves, however, would make no admissions, and in practice, as I have said, little notice of it was taken.

Nevertheless, a woman in the condition referred to would avoid touching anything that a man might eat afterwards; it was, however, considered a sufficient purification to peel any roots which were supposed to have been thus defiled. On such occasions the wife would avoid cohabitation and sleep as far away from her husband as possible.

She would, moreover, avoid dipping her drinking bamboo in the common water-pot, but would dip it into a drinking-shell of her own, which she would keep separately, or else into a vessel made of a short segment of bamboo.

\footnote{1}{*J. F. A.* vol. i. p. 298.}  \footnote{2}{*Ibid.* p. 344*.}  \footnote{3}{*Z. f. E.* xxviii. 171.}
CHAPTER III.

MARRIAGE CUSTOMS AND BELIEFS.

Among all the wild tribes of the Peninsula, as indeed among the Malays, an important ingredient of the marriage rite is a form of ritual purchase, commonly followed by a repast which is shared between bride and bridegroom, with their relatives and the chief of the tribe as witnesses.

Among the Negritos these two ingredients appear to constitute the entire ceremony, though even the act of purchase alone is said to be regarded as sufficiently binding, so long as it is performed before proper witnesses. It must not, however, be supposed from the meagreness of the ceremony that the marriage tie is not regarded by the Semang as in the highest degree binding, the reverse being the case. The Semang are, as far as I could learn, habitually monogamists, and I failed to obtain any sort of evidence in support of the statement that has been more than once advanced, viz., that their women were in common like their other property.¹ This idea of the laxity of the marriage-tie among the Negritos may possibly

¹ Similarly erroneous notions as to polyandry among the Andamanese were combated in Man's Andamanese, p. 71. As regards polygamy, on the other hand, the teachings of actual experience, supported by what we see in India, Egypt, the Malay Peninsula, and, indeed, in all Mohammedan countries, tell us that a lord of the harem can only exist in cases where there is wealth to maintain such an establishment; jungle races and the races who live the simplest lives are commonly, from the exigencies of the case, monogamists.
arise from the great antenuptial freedom which appears to be allowed, but there is every reason to believe that when once married the Semang of both sexes are in the highest degree faithful to each other and that cases of unfaithfulness are exceedingly rare. That conjugal infidelity is strongly discountenanced is shown by the penalty assigned to it.

With regard to the Sakai, there seems to be a certain amount of evidence in favour of their being to a limited extent polygamists, though here again our information is too scanty to enable us to form an opinion as to how far the custom is general. On the other hand, with regard to the actual ceremony, the most important elements, according to one authority, are the painting of the man’s face and the squirting of fern-seed over the bride and bridegroom, as a means of ensuring them a numerous progeny.

I may add that among the Sakai marriage is preceded by a form of initiation, at which the man’s face-paint is applied for the first time.

Miklucho-Maclay heard from Malays and members of the Catholic Mission at Malacca that communal marriage existed among the Sakai (sic, ? Mantra). Some days or weeks after marriage the girl was said to leave her husband with his consent and take up with the men of his family in turn. She then came back to her husband, but kept up these irregular liaisons, which were regulated by chance and her own wishes.  

The Jakun or Malayan tribes again (including the Blandas and Besisi of Selangor), are as a rule fairly strict monogamists, and their post-matrimonial fidelity,

---

1 See p. 64, infra.
2 J. R. A. S., S. B., No. 2, p. 215. This is, however, the only notice of such a custom, and resting as it does on second-hand evidence or worse, cannot be accepted without due corroboration.
while it varies in degree apparently from tribe to tribe, is certainly remarkable, although in their case, too, it appears to be considered compatible with considerable freedom before marriage.

Of the Jakun ceremonies, that of eating together from the same dish is one which is found throughout Southeastern Asia. But the most remarkable part of all these customs are the Jakun (i.e. Malayan) "marriage carnival" and the unique race round the mound or "ant hill," for which, among some branches of the Sea Tribes, a race in canoes is sometimes substituted.

The peculiar shape of the mound, which has come down from an entirely unknown origin, may perhaps be held to show that the mound ceremony is the older form of this peculiar rite, but in any case we have here a custom which will assuredly repay any student of ethnography who decides to work out the entire question for himself.

The effect of intermarriage between Malays and aboriginal women is one which at first would hardly be expected, viz., that it is the higher race—the Malay—that is chiefly affected by it. This fact, however strange it may seem, is clearly brought out by Logan, who, in writing of the Benua, observes that many of the Malays had Benua wives, who of course became converts to Islam. The Benua on their part were debarred from seeking wives amongst the Malays, and this must always have had considerable influence in checking the natural growth of population. The first Malay adventurers were probably more numerous in males than females. In many places the Chinese tend to absorb the Malays in their turn. The more civilised and wealthy races thin those below them of their women, and necessity drives the latter to make
up the loss wherever it is possible to do so, in some measure at the expense of those still lower. This is one of those fundamental facts of ethnography which should be borne in mind in speculating on the gradual extinction of aboriginal races, when comparatively civilised colonies come into contact with them. A considerable proportion of the Malays in the Peninsula behind Malacca are descendants of women of the aboriginal tribes, and the Malays in their turn gave wives to the immigrants from China, so that the greater portion of the Chinese of Malacca have Malayan blood in their veins.¹

I.—Semang.

Pangan.—I have never met with any published account of a Semang wedding, but while in Kelantan I acquired some information about the marriage rites of the Eastern Semang in the Belimbing district.

The "marriage settlements," according to my informants, consisted of the blade of a jungle-knife or chopper, which had to be presented by the bridegroom to the bride's parents, and a coiled girdle of great length called "salek," that was said to be manufactured from the fibres of the sugar-palm ("urat hijok"), but that doubtless more or less closely resembled the girdle of rock-vein fungus, which has been described in an earlier chapter. This girdle had to be presented by the bridegroom to the bride, who would never, it was said, consent to part with it for fear of its being used to her prejudice in some magic ceremony.

There was also a good deal of chaunting ("siwang" or "bër-siwang" = invocation of spirits) at these

¹ Logan in J. I. A. vol. i. p. 291.
Pangan marriages, but beyond this no further information was obtainable.

**Kedah Semang:**—Later on I was informed by the Semang of Kedah that adultery was punishable by death (although in practice it might be commuted for the usual blood-fine of forty dollars). This fine, however, was payable in kind, and would doubtless in practice be adjusted to the means of the culprit.

The only information I have met with in regard to the married life of the Semang, is Newbold’s observation to the effect that the Semang women were in common like their other property.¹

What truth there may be in this sweeping statement it is very hard to say, though from what I saw and heard of their domestic life I find it most difficult to believe (with regard to the Semang of Kedah at all events), that the charge was well founded.² Certainly, as has been remarked above, it appears quite incompatible with so severe a punishment for adultery as was exacted by the customs of this very tribe.

**Perak Semang:**—To the foregoing may be added the following notes of Vaughan-Stevens on the Semang of Perak:

When a Semang commits adultery with the wife of another (which very rarely happens), and the fact remains concealed until the death of the injured husband, the latter’s soul acquires knowledge of the offence, and seeks to revenge itself upon the children of the transgressor, by sending a Disease upon them. In such cases the Disease (the same that had killed the man) attacks the children independently of Kari’s commands.³

In order to avert this danger, the transgressor, as soon as he hears of the husband’s death, takes the children by the arms and swings them through the fire, at the same time “jumping” them up and down upon the charred wood so as to blacken the soles of their feet, by way of protecting them. If the Disease comes afterwards when the child has been replaced upon the ground, the child remains unharmed. Even if the child were somewhat affected before being swung through the fire, the Disease is yet forced to retire in order to escape

---

¹ Newbold, ii. pp. 379-381. Cp., however, L’H. ii. 558, where the men are credited with polygamy.
² Vaughan-Stevens in Z. f. E. xxvii. 166, observes that in their (good) treatment of their women, the Semang ranked next to the Sakai.
³ Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 132.
being burnt, and as long as the soles of the child’s feet remain so blackened, the Disease is prevented from returning. Moreover, the Disease cannot in any case kill the child without Karih’s command; nor can it, in any case, make a long stay, since it has to be back with the Death-messenger beside the corpse, as soon as ever the “Penitah” is cut. The children are only attacked as a means of bringing the transgressor to justice, by attracting the superior chief’s (the Putto’s) attention, either from the children’s getting the same Disease as the husband or from the transgressor’s betraying himself by swinging them through the fire. The superior chief, in such cases, pronounces the penalty.¹

By the same writer we are told that—

The Semang have an aphrodisiac called “chin-weh” or “chindweh” (=“chinduai”).² This name is probably borrowed from the Sakai, but as the plant used in this case is altogether a different one and is not employed by other magicians, it may be regarded as a discovery of their own.³

II.—Sakai.

Perak Sakai.—De Morgan, in his account of Sakai marriage customs,⁴ remarks that the conditions required for marriage were few. In the first place, there was no fixed limit of age. The consent of the woman was required, together with that of her father (if living), but if otherwise, that of the eldest surviving member of the family. The future husband made the application in person with the consent of the father. The wife brought no dowry to her bridegroom, but the latter made a present to his prospective father-in-law of certain specified articles, e.g. a knife or hatchet or yams, “according to his means.”⁵ Commenting on the foregoing, De Morgan remarks that it might be

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 132.
³ V. B. G. A. xxiv. 468.
⁴ De Morgan, vii. 422.
⁵ According to Maxwell (J.R.A.S., S.B., No. 1, p. 112) the price paid for a wife included a “piece of iron, some roots, and some flowers.” According to Hale (p. 291) the presents consisted of “sarongs,” or bill-hooks (“parangs”), purchased from Malays, or the bridegroom might clear one or two acres of jungle, plant them with tapioca, sugar-cane, etc., and present them to the parents of the bride. According to Brau de St. Pol Lias (pp. 279, 280) the husband generally paid ten dollars ("ringgit") = 50 francs to the father; a chief paid up to thirty dollars; but M. Lias adds that “this was the highest price, and that it appeared to him the biggest sum of money that the Sakai, even those educated by contact with the Malays, could conceive.” The sums mentioned were doubtless paid in kind, but even then there is, I think, little doubt that this last figure (as M. Lias himself seems to have inferred) was exaggerated, perhaps for “swagger,” owing to the presence of the Malays, that he had brought with him. The nominal price of a Sakai wife, among
Engaged Sakai Children with Uncle.
YOUNG SAKAI GIRL.

Engaged to be married at the next Prah fruit season—the usual marrying time of the Sakai, Ulu Slim, Perak.
called an example of marriage by purchase, but that the fact of purchase is to some extent modified by the smallness of the price paid, and that all that actually remains is a purely formal substitute for marriage by purchase, which was once a wide-spread custom in Southern Asia. Continuing, De Morgan adds that the form of marriage was extremely simple. The bride and bridegroom repaired, accompanied by their relatives, to the house of their tribal chief, where the latter in converse with the two families inquired into the prospects of the joint ménage, after which, if no obstacle presented itself, he formally declared them married, and all was over.\footnote{De Morgan adds \textit{loc. cit.} that there was "no religious ceremony"; but as will appear from the next account, this statement of his is certainly mistaken.} The newly married pair were required to build a hut and form a clearing, and in the interval that must elapse before it could bring them in a return, they lived at the charge of their families, who provided them with yams and maize, and everything else that they might require for their maintenance.

An account of the Perak Sakai by Colonel Low, in the \textit{Journal of the Indian Archipelago}, gives the details of the religious ceremony, which are omitted in De Morgan's description:

A young Sakai man pays his addresses in person. If the girl approves, he makes a present to her family of spears, knives, and household utensils, and a time being fixed, the relations of both sides assemble at the bride's house. The betrothed parties eat rice together out of the same dish, and the little finger of the right hand of the man is joined

\footnote{Z. f. E. xxviii. 177.}

the Sakai themselves, cannot be greater than about the value of ten dollars paid in kind, for the simple reason that no ordinary Sakai bridegroom would have more property than this to pay with. Cp. also Vaughan-Stevens in
to that of the left hand of the woman. These two last observances are found with some slight modifications amongst the Malays on like occasions. The eating together is also a Burmese and Peguan custom.

The parents on both sides then pronounce them married persons, and give them good advice for their future conduct. As an example of the actual words used, Col. Low gives the expression "Mano klamin che dada," an admonition or wish that they might be fruitful.¹

It would appear from some accounts that the Sakai men occasionally take more than one wife. Thus De la Croix says that a Sakai married, or rather bought, a wife, or even two, if he were rich enough.²

**Marriage and [alleged] Totemism.**

According to Vaughan-Stevens, the Sakai (whom he calls "Senoi"), Besisi, and Kenaboi, were sub-tribes of one single people, which also included at a more remote date the Tembeh and Jakun. Each of these three sub-tribes was divided into clans,³ distinguished by the pattern of the face-paint (termed by Vaughan-Stevens "tотems.")⁴ The Thorn, Tiger, Snake, Fish, and Leaf totems were the primary ones. In the course of time, the components of the tribes becoming widely scattered, new settlements sprang up in various parts of the Peninsula, and it became the practice for each local group to adopt some variant of the totem-mark and house. Thus, among the sub-clans of the Snake totem, were Pythons, Cobras, Hamadryads, etc.⁵

In the olden days intermarriage between the clans was forbidden. The penalty for disobedience was expulsion from the clan. The people thus expelled formed new clans (Musang or Civet-cat, Crocodile, Scorpion). A member of the primary clans who married into one of these secondary clans lost his status in his old clan, and became a member of his spouse's clan. With the rise of sub-clans these quasi-endogamic rules do not seem to have been changed; choice was not restricted to the members of the sub-clan. No definite information is given

---

¹ *J. I. A.* vol. iv. pp. 430, 431. According to Cerruti, the Sakai marriage season was at the ripening of the "prah"-fruit.
⁴ *Z. f. E.* xxvi. 150, 151. [I owe this summary of Sakai marriage and totemism to my friend, Mr. N. W. Thomas, who has made totemism his special study.—W. S.] The account is confused, the editor has not distinguished tribe from clan, and speaks in one place of the totem mark as a tribal pattern. It is stated that the clan patterns went out of use owing to the scattering of the members of the tribe, and were replaced by the sub-clan patterns. Of the origin of the clans nothing is said.—*N. W. T.* *Sed v. ante,* p. 32, *et infra,* 258; and *cp. Martin,* 863.
⁵ *Z. f. E.* xxvi. 150, 151.
by Vaughan-Stevens as to the rules of descent as regards sub-clan names, but
paternal descent appears to be the general rule. From the fact that the sub-
clans were local in their character, we may also infer that in respect of the sub-
totems the rule was to take them from the father. The children of a Batin
formed an exception to the ordinary rule. Only the elder took his father’s
totem; the next four belonged each to one of the remaining primary totem-clans.¹

The rule of descent as regards the sub-tribes was as follows. If a Besisi man
married a Sakai woman, she and her children became Besisi. In the case of the
Batin, however, an exception was again made. For three generations the sub-
tribe² of the Batin was prepotent, and the man who married into it lost his own
tribal name, and took that of his wife.³

We have no information as to whether members of the same clan or sub-clan
are regarded as akin, or whether the sub-tribe is by the Sakai regarded as the
kinship group. Nor is it clear how far kinship is a bar to marriage. Vaughan-
Stevens remarks that the customs of the Sakai and Pangan are very similar to
those of the Jakun and Orang Laut, who were compelled to take a wife from
another community.⁴ In the same passage, however, he expressly says that the
Pangan are not restricted as regards their choice of wives, thus contradicting
the assertion that local exogamy is in force among them. The evidence is there-
fore worthless.

As regards the Sakai, however, Hale says that the Kinta Sakai generally
went a considerable distance to seek their wives—to a tribe who spoke quite a
different dialect. Elsewhere Vaughan-Stevens says,⁵ the Sakai usage was for the
son-in-law to build his house on his father-in-law’s land, but this of course does
not exclude the possibility that he belonged to the same local group.⁶ We may
perhaps infer that the same custom prevailed among the Tembeh. Vaughan-
Stevens tells us that although no definite rule appeared to exist, the son-in-law
and mother-in-law avoided one another in practice as much as possible.⁷ This
may of course mean that the son-in-law and mother-in-law belonged to the same
local group; we cannot infer a custom of exogamy from it, but it points to the
two families being in close proximity.

In estimating the value of the account given by Vaughan-Stevens, we must
bear in mind that he is inclined to group his facts from the standpoint of a
hypothesis for the adoption of which he can give no sufficient reason.⁸ We are
expressly told⁹ that it was only after lengthy observation that he arrived at the
results given above, and that the system here displayed is his theory, based on
many single observations, and not a connected traditional account handed down
by the Sakai. Such a traditional account would probably not be entirely
reliable; an observer like Vaughan-Stevens, with no knowledge of scientific
terminology, and not much critical sense,¹⁰ would have done better to give us his
data rather than his conclusions. In his account, summarised above, traditional

¹ Z.f.E. xxvi. 160.
² Here again the word totem is used by Grünwedel (or Vaughan-Stevens) to
mean sub-tribe. As both husband and
wife were of one clan, he could not
change his clan; a change of sub-clan
would be possible, but seems to be
excluded by the context.
³ It does not appear whether this
was accompanied by the removal of the
husband to his wife’s group, and his
incorporation in it.
⁵ P. 291.
⁶ Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 90.
⁸ Cf. his treatment of the question of
patterns, ⁹ Z.f.E. xxvi. 150.
¹⁰ Vaughan-Stevens explains else-
where (Z.f.E. xxviii. 175) that he
means by exogamy, marriage outside
the family, not marriage outside the
tribe. He suggests (Z.f.E. xxvi. 160),
that all three sub-tribes, Sakai or Senoi,
Kenaboi, and Besisi, were a sub-group
of the Leaf clan. Against this may be
set the statement that the original
purpose of the totem marks was to
distinguish articles of property (loc. cit.
p. 151).
narrative, present-day facts, and inferences, seem hopelessly and indistinguishably intermingled.

Elsewhere Vaughan-Stevens gives the story of twins who married the same woman. Their "totems" were "musang" and "palm-leaf," and their child should have followed the father's "totem," but this being uncertain, it was given a new "musang" totem. It is not clear that the twins were children of a Batin.\(^{1}\)

Again, the breast-paint of a Sakai (Sen-oi) man represented a fern (a sort of polypodium). The fronds of this fern being bruised in water and squirted over the bride and bridegroom at marriage assured the pair many children. The dots and lines of the face-paint represented another fern, with the juice of which the youth was sprinkled before he became man and might marry.

The face-paint of the Sakai man consisted of three lines or stripes, whereas that of the woman consisted of five.\(^{2}\)

The tiger and "musang" patterns represented these animals, but are now only used as blowpipe marks. Formerly they were patterns for face-paint.\(^{3}\)

Yet in Z.\(\,\)f.\(\,\)E. xxvi. 150, the face patterns are spoken of by Vaughan-Stevens as being all of one type.

With regard to the age of the contracting parties, M. Brau de St. P. Lias states that the women were often married when mere children.\(^{4}\)

In the account by Colonel Low, from which I have already quoted, we are further told that polygamy was permitted among the Sakai, but was not common, and that the men seemed to care little about their wives leaving them.

The men appeared, nevertheless, to treat them well. But should a man choose to resent the infidelity of his wife, he might kill her and her paramour without any fear of the result, further than the possibility of their relatives avenging the deed.\(^{5}\)

To this we may add the fuller account given by De Morgan, who tells us that the husband acquired absolute power over his wife, and would not shrink from beating her if the provoked were great.

---

\(^1\) Ethnol. Notizblatt, i. 4-6.
\(^2\) Z.\(\,\)f.\(\,\)E. xxvi. 154. Mr. H. N. Ridley (of Singapore) suggests that these alleged fern-spores (as represented in the face-paint of the Sakai) are more probably copied from the black and white fruit-seeds which are found in the Sakai necklaces and armlets. They are probably not meant for fern-seeds or spor- 

\(^3\) Notizblatt, i. 4-6.

\(^4\) Cp. Vaughan-Stevens in Z.\(\,\)f.\(\,\)E. xxviii. 174, where we are told that the age among the Sakai was fourteen for the girl and from fifteen to sixteen for the man.

NEWLY-MARRIED COUPLE, WOMAN WITH PAINTED HEAD-BAND AND
NOSE-QUILL, ULU ITAM, PERAK.
Dancing at Che Tupei's (the Squirrel's) Wedding, Rantau Panjang, Selangor.

Party with Musical Instruments at Wedding of Che Tupei, Rantau Panjang, Selangor.

Malay gongs, drums, tambourines, and fiddles. (See p. 70.)
enough. A form of divorce was allowed among the Sakai, the reasons for which it was permitted being, in the case of the husband, grave misconduct, such cases being settled by a fine, or separation, the woman keeping the children. In the case of the wife, a refusal to take her proper share in housekeeping, planting, hunting, and other tasks necessarily incidental to her position, was regarded as a reason. The aggrieved husband, in the latter case, lodged a complaint with the tribal chief, who communicated it to the woman’s family; if no good results followed, he insisted on separation, sending the woman back to her own family, but always, however, retaining the custody of the children—a point of great importance among these tribes where children were regarded as a source of profit, the possession of children actually making his re-marriage easier.\(^1\) The paternal authority ordinarily lasted during the father’s lifetime, but otherwise ceased as soon as a married child left its father’s roof. The adoption of orphan children by childless people was also occasionally practised.\(^2\)

We are told by Maxwell (in his account of the Perak tribes) that the punishment for adultery was death, and that it was usually carried out by a relative, who invited his victim to a hunting excursion, and after tiring him out, beat his brains out with a club while he was asleep, and left him to rot upon the earth, denying to his remains even the rough sepulture given to those who died in an honourable way.\(^3\)

\(^1\) “Divorce was permitted by the Sakai, but was extremely rare among them. Adultery was regarded as a great crime (‘salah bésar’), To’ Lila told me, and often gave rise to a fight. The guilty parties were made to pay a fine to the husband, which generally amounted to thirty dollars each, the woman’s fine being paid by her father or brothers.”—Brau de St. F. Lias, pp. 279, 280.

\(^2\) De Morgan, vii. 422.

\(^3\) Maxwell in J.R.A.S., S.B., No. 1, pp. 111, 112. It should be noted that Maxwell in his account, which is
A different account of the method adopted by the outraged husband for the punishment of the guilty parties is given by Vaughan-Stevens as follows:

The punishment prescribed by the Sakai for the adultery of a wife was very seldom really carried out. The husband, however, if he wished to enforce it, would bind his guilty wife hand and foot and lay her down upon the ground at a short distance from his hut. He then armed himself with three wooden spears of bamboo or palm-wood ("nibong"), and took up his station among the brushwood in the vicinity. The woman was allowed neither food nor water, but was kept there perforce until she died either from the bites of ants or from exhaustion. Meanwhile, however, her paramour was expected to wait for an opportunity to cut through her bonds and take her back to her husband's house. The husband, on the other hand, was allowed from his concealment to launch each of his three spears once at his rival. If he succeeded in killing him, he might if he pleased let his wife lie there till she died, or else if he were now more inclined to mercy, he might release her and send her away. If, on the other hand, her paramour's attempt succeeded, the husband could take no further steps, though he could if he desired send away his wife when her paramour had brought her back to the hut. If, on the other hand, the paramour refused to make the attempt, the husband might bring him up before the chief for punishment, in which case the husband himself was allowed to name the penalty. He applied in such cases to one of the subordinate chiefs, who could apply to the Batin for confirmation of the sentence, if he considered it just. He need not, however, do so if four of the older men advised him that the punishment was excessive.

The Batin had the power of delaying the proceedings by postponing the sentence for an indefinite period. Nevertheless private quarrels, ending in wounds or death, frequently arose from cases which had been postponed on account of some mitigating circumstance, which limited the penalty to be paid to public discussion of the case.

A wife could not bring her offending husband to the Batin for punishment, since he need only announce that conjugal rights had been intentionally withheld from him, to obtain condonation of his infidelity, and a separation could then be obtained at his own instance. In former days, before the present intercourse with the Malays, divorce was not regarded with such indifference as nowadays, but was highly disapproved of and very seldom actually occurred. Moreover, a man would not put away his wife when he was sure both of losing his children and of having much trouble to come by another wife. But when a woman absconded from her husband, and after the lapse of a month, he did not think it proper to take her back, whether on account of her laziness, or her clumsiness, or her evil temper, both parties in that case were regarded as free, and were allowed to remarry at will. The husband, however, in this case had the right of retaining the children, and of making them work for him.

otherwise sufficiently accurate, confuses the Sakai with the Semang—a confusion of which, however, he is by no means alone guilty.

1 Z. f. E. xxviii. 179. 2 Ibid. 3 Ibid. p. 180. In a letter just received, Dr. Luering says: "Among the Sakai of Bentang, in Perak, the punishment for adultery is a fine of $6.50, unless the woman wishes to follow her paramour, when the latter has to pay $25, or unless the woman is a chief's wife, when $25 may be the minimum. Children may follow either parent by choice, but usually prefer to follow the father. Misconduct of a man with his brother's wife would produce a quarrel, but not necessarily entail a fine. Wives are generally chosen within the tribe."
Before leaving this subject, mention should be made of the account given by Vaughan-Stevens of Sakai love-philtres, which runs as follows:

Among the Sakai love-philtres were employed by both sexes, one of them being called “mong dar” (?). It consisted of the blossom of a creeper which grew upon the hills. If a little of the dried blossom were steeped in water and drunk, it was alleged that it would produce stimulation in the men, but would have no effect upon women.\(^1\)

Another love-philtre, called “chin-weh” (="chindwai") was only used by women, and that in the same way as the one just described; the only difference being that the entire plant was taken, as must necessarily be the case since the plant was of a fungoid character. It was very difficult to obtain.\(^2\)

Under the name “chinweh kasih”\(^3\) various plants were used as aphrodisiacs by the Sakai women. The Sakai magicians, moreover, knew of a certain plant, which they kept secret, and which procured them especial deference.

Even at the present day only the magicians of the old school have any knowledge of this plant, which was besides of great rarity. From one such magician Vaughan-Stevens obtained his specimen. In order to conceal its identity from the lay members of the tribe, the plant was crushed into water, which was purchased at a high price by Sakai and Malay women, who employed it as a love-potion.\(^4\)

The Sakai women also employed an expedient which was believed to impair the virility of the men. For this purpose they took the “sengulong” ("sengulong"), a kind of wood-louse [sic? millipede], and burnt it in the fire until it was charred. At the same time they burnt a small piece of cloth which had been used for washing a dead man’s body. The ashes of the two were mixed together, and whenever a woman succeeded in introducing these ashes into the food of her intended victim, the latter was believed to have lost his virility for ever.\(^5\)

Selangor Sakai.—The late Mr. J. A. G. Campbell of Selangor, in writing of the wedding customs of the Ulu Langat Sakai, describes a peculiar ceremony, which must be very trying to a nervous bridegroom.

Their marriage ceremonies (he says) were very simple; one custom was for the relations on both sides to sit on the ground round an ant-heap, and for the bride or her father to question the bridegroom as follows:\(^6\)—

---

\(^1\) Z. J. E. xxviii. 183.

\(^2\) Ibid.

\(^3\) Ibid. The specimens sent could not be identified. “Kasih” = “love.”

\(^4\) Z. J. E. xxviii. 183.

\(^5\) Ibid. This is also a Malay belief (C.O.B.).

\(^6\) J. A. G. Campbell, p. 241.
"Are you clever with the blowpipe?"
"Can you fell trees cleverly?"
"Are you a good climber?" and
"Do you smoke cigarettes?"

If these questions were answered in the affirmative, the bridegroom then gave a cigarette to the bride and lighted one himself; they then ran round the mound three times; if the man succeeded in catching the woman the ceremony was completed, and they were declared married, but if the man failed to catch the woman he tried again another day.\(^1\)

Of the same Sakai tribe, Campbell adds that their marriage settlements consisted of saucepans, frying-pans, jungle-knives, hatchets, beads, and blowpipes. The woman, however, gave nothing in return. A man could not have more than one wife.

**Sakai (Orang Tanjong) of Selangor.**—Writing of another tribe in Ulu Langat, the same author tells us that the women of the "Cape Tribe" ("Orang Tanjong") were allowed to have more than one husband, and that one woman who lived at Bandar Kanching formerly had four. These women (he adds) used to seek their own husbands.\(^2\)

**III.—Jakun.**

**Blandas.**—The qualifications required of the Blandas (Kuala Langat) women, at their wedding ceremony, which was similar to that described above, were their ability to hammer tree-bark ("měnitek t'rap"); to roast or "burn" ("bakar") bananas, sweet potatoes, and yams; and to make betel-leaf wallets ("bujam"). It may also be worth noting that both

\(^1\) J. A. G. Campbell, p. 241. Although this tribe must be classed as Sakai, this particular ceremony is undoubtedly of Malayan origin.  
\(^2\) Ibid.
parties change their names after the birth of their first-born child, whose name they take. Thus Pā' Bijan, Mā' Bijan, or "Father of Bijan," "Mother of Bijan," were the actual names of a married Blandas couple whose eldest-born child was called Bijan.

Besisi.—Upon one occasion when I inquired of the Besisi in Kuala Langat how a man would address a woman whom he wished to marry, and who was not unwilling to accept him, one of them repeated as a specimen, the following address. It took the form of an imaginary dialogue, which ran as follows:

-Man. Are you willing to take me, say?
-Woman. What mean you? I merely follow you. How can I refuse?
-Man. I wish that too.
-Woman. How can I refuse? It is the man with whom it rests. I merely follow you, since I am but a woman. As I am a woman, I merely follow you.
-Man. If that is truth, so be it. I will be father and mother to you, rest assured.
-Woman. What mean you? I follow you for a single day, but not for long.
-Man. That is also my desire.
-Woman. If you are savage, overbearing, harsh-spoken, if you are like that, if you are like a hornet, I shall be unable to endure it beyond to-morrow.

Here the man, after pushing the betel-stand towards her, says:

"I desire to seek somewhat of yours, a stand for betel;
I am looking for a filly, yearning greatly to obtain her;
I am looking for a sea-canoe,
If it have no mast, I will supply a mast for it,
If it have no sail, I will supply a sail for it,
I have sought it by sea till now, but have not found it.
I have now reached your land, I have scented a blossom,
I have scented it thus far oversea.
Weary am I indeed with roaming so far,
But here verily is such a blossom, and such scent has reached me, that I follow it.
Pick it up? I will indeed pick it.
Is it still to seek? I will indeed seek it.
Desired I not its fragrance, I had not sought it;
But my craving for its scent is very great, I ask but to own it.
Should I find it not, I will seek—yea, until I find it.
Great is my yearning—yea, even if in a month I find it not, I will not return
Until you grant me my Heart’s Desire."

1 In ordinary cases the man’s request would be addressed to the girl’s parents, as among the Malays themselves. Cp. Malay Magic, pp. 364-365.
As regards marriage itself, the existence of a distinctive law is perhaps more than might be expected of this unsophisticated race, yet it not only exists but is recognised as binding, and is, moreover, pretty strictly observed, and it is noticeable that there are in the Besisi dialect special terms for both "husband" and "wife."

A remarkable fact is that the Besisi commonly have a regular carnival (at the end of the *padi* or rice harvest) when (as they say) they are "allowed to exchange" their wives, a practice which recalls the wedding law of ancient Peru, by which there was established one universal wedding-day annually throughout the land.

The marriage settlements brought by the man consist of such objects as are best calculated to contribute to the satisfaction of the bride and her parents, as, for instance, a string of beads, four cubits ("hasta") of white cloth, a plate and a drinking-cup, and in some cases a ring; but at the same time the husband is expected to provide a hut, cooking-pots, and other necessary articles such as will suffice to enable house-keeping to be started with reasonable comfort.

The usual ceremony (as now practised by the Besisi) is of a very simple description, and is usually performed by the Batin, who is a priestly chief, and, as a Besisi man once put it, "who takes the place of an Imam" (the Malay Mohammedan priest).¹

¹ "The marriage ceremony is performed either by the Batin or the Jinang. The contracting parties stand on each side of him, the girl on his left and the man on his right. He then joins their hands, and after an exchange of "sirih" (betel-leaf chewed with areca-nut) they are pronounced man and wife. A feast is afterwards held, to which all the members of the tribe are invited."—Bellamy, p. 227. *Cp. J. F. A.* iii. 490.
Party of Aborigines dressed (in Malay clothes) for a Wedding.

Bride and bridegroom seated in front, centre. The Batin or chief (in a white coat) standing near the bride, and the Batin’s wife seated near the bridegroom. Rantau Panjang, Selangor River.

Vol. II. p. 70.
LARGE BELL-SHAPED MOUND OF CLAY USED IN THE MOUND-MARRIAGE CEREMONY.

This mound was thrown up and shaped as above in my presence by one of the Besisi chiefs at Ayer Itam, Kuala Langat. It is round a mound of this shape (not an ant-heap as alleged) than the Jakun bridegroom formerly had to chase his bride three times.

MARRIAGE DECORATIONS OF PLAITED LEAF STRIPS.

These are the actual specimens inserted by Besisi in the "marriage-mound." They represent "earrings," or nooses for snaring demons (two bunches in centre), blossom-spathes of wild "sealing-wax" palm (on left), and "sail-fruit" blossom, coconuts, and suns ("matahari," the latter star-like objects on long stems). At the top is the festoon or plait referred to in text. Similar objects are used at ceremonial dances (v. p. 413 infra).
This simpler form of wedding (as practised by the Besisi of Sepang in Selangor) was celebrated in the following manner:—In the first place, the bridegroom would bring to the house of the bride’s parents the presents required by custom—say five cubits of white cloth, five quids of betel-leaf, five cigarettes, and a copper ring.

On the bridegroom’s arrival all present partook of food, and the bride and bridegroom then ate rice off the same plate. After this meal the gifts were presented to the bride’s parents, and the Batin or one of the minor chiefs of the tribe (e.g. the “Penghulu Balei”) then inquired: “What about these children of ours? Are we to make them one?” To this the parents replied in the affirmative, and the head of the tribe then gave both bride and bridegroom a new name.

The parties might then disperse at leisure.

The really remarkable rite called the “ant-heap” (properly the “hillock” or “mound”) ceremony, referred to above by Mr. J. A. G. Campbell as a custom of the Ulu Langat Sakai, appears to be now very nearly obsolete among the Besisi, so far as I could ascertain.

I once had the good fortune, however, to witness it when it was being performed at Ayer Itam (in the Kuala Langat district of Selangor) by some Besisi who had just returned from Batu Pahat (in Johor, where they told me that the old custom was still kept up). I will therefore describe the ceremony that I saw as carefully as possible. I attended the wedding at the invitation of the Besisi themselves, with whom I was on very good terms. Shortly after my arrival at the village a small pit was dug by Penghulu Lempar (of Batu Pahat) in front of the door of a special palm-
leaf building (a Balei or Tribal Hall, built on the plan of the letter \( T \)) which had been erected for the occasion. With the earth, or rather clay, thrown up from the pit Penghulu Lempar constructed a mound \(^1\) about the height of a man's waist and in the shape of a truncated cone, surmounted by a small globe and knob, so that it was not unlike a gigantic bell and bell-handle. In the morning, just before the ceremony, I saw Penghulu Lempar decorating it with flowers, and when I asked him where he learnt how to make the mound, he replied that he was quite used to doing so in Johor.\(^2\) The flowers were arranged as follows:—First, round about the mound were planted half a dozen long stems of what Lempar called the "Owl-flower";\(^3\) to these were added several blossoming stems of the wild red "Singapore" rhododendron,\(^4\) and to these were again added some young shoots of fan-palms and other kinds of palms.\(^5\) Into the mound itself Lempar stuck some stems of a common blossoming reed.\(^6\)

To these, the natural products of the jungle, he added a bunch of the following artificial "flowers" manufactured from strips of fan-palm\(^7\) leaf. These were intended to represent the sun;\(^8\) coconuts,\(^9\) nooses or "earrings";\(^10\) the blossom of the wild "seal-

---

\(^1\) The Besisi told me that the mound was always artificial and always of the same remarkable shape. The reason of its being called an ant-hill is merely that the Malay word ("busut") means a "mound" of any kind (whether natural, \( e.g. \) an ant-heaps, or artificial), so that the confusion arose easily enough.

\(^2\) I mention this because the Batin afterwards told me that the custom was only kept up among the tribes of Ulu Batu Pahat. It seems certain, however, that the custom is more widely spread. Cp. Maxwell, J. R. A. S., S. B., No. 1, p. 112.

\(^3\) "Bunga ponggo," called by the Langat Malay who accompanied me "såtawar hutan," or "wild såtawar."

\(^4\) Mal. "kéudók"; Bes. "kodok."

\(^5\) \( i.e. \) "nibong" and "képau."

\(^6\) "Séndayan," or "sendérayan."

\(^7\) "Képau."

\(^8\) Bes. "met are," or "tongkat langit."

\(^9\) Bes. "niyu."

\(^10\) Bes. "subang."
ing-wax” palm,¹ and the blossom and fruit of a remarkable wild tree-nut with boat-shaped sail, called by the Malays the “sail-fruit” or “fill-cup,” the latter title being due to an extraordinary property on the part of its seeds, any one of which, if placed in a cup of water, will fill the entire cup with a substance resembling a brown jelly, which is eaten with avidity by the Malays.²

I may add that each representation of the “sun” was crowned with a little spike, on which was spitted a blossom stripped from a newly-plucked spray of the wild (“Singapore”) rhododendron. This bunch was inserted into the knob-like summit of the mound, and a plait or festoon of the same material, decorated with long streamers, encircled the mound just below the upper rim of the truncated portion.

The preparations were completed by depositing on the flat top of the truncated portion a dish containing two portions of rice and wild betel-leaf³ and a dish of water, which were to be shared later on between the bride and bridegroom.

About half-past nine the beating of drums at a distance announced the approach of the bridegroom’s party. On its arrival the bride (who was staying in the house of the tribal chief or Batin, whose guest I was) was carried outside (on the shoulders of a matron, if I remember rightly), and stationed close to the mound, so as just to leave room for the bridegroom and his supporters to pass. A lengthy catechising of the man (who was coached by the Batin) followed, the questioning being undertaken by the Penghulu Balei (one of the inferior chiefs) on the part of the woman.

¹ Bes. “chongoi méří” = Mal. “pinang raja.”
² Mal. “sälayer,” or “këmbang sâmangkok.”
³ “Chambai.”
Penghulu Balei (for the bride). Have you bought plates and cups?
P. Have you bought pots and pans?
B. Have you bought clothing?
P. Have you bought a jungle-knife (chopper)?
B. Have you bought a hatchet?
P. Have you built a hut?
B. Have you made steps for it?
P. Have you formed a clearing?
B. Have you made a rice-spoon?
P. Have you made a water-bucket?
P. Have you planted yams?
P. Have you planted sugar-cane?
P. Have you planted rice?
P. Have you planted bananas?

B. I have.
P. Do you know how to fell trees?
B. I do.
P. Do you know how to climb for fruit?
B. I do.
P. Do you know how to use the blow-pipe?
B. I do.
P. Do you know how to smoke cigarettes?
B. I do.
P. Do you know how to find turtle-eggs?
B. I do.
P. Is all this true?
B. It is true.

I could purchase a hill at Singapore, Malacca, or Penang.
I could purchase a hill in Selangor or Perak;
How much more then somebody's daughter.

P. Is this true, so a tree fall on you?
B. Speak not of somebody's daughter!
Monkeys of all kinds do I search for and capture;
How much more then somebody's daughter.

P. "Pān!" Sweet potato, "Pān!"
Thus we Jakun plant sweet potatoes!
"Ratified," says the Batin, say the chiefs of the tribe!
"Ratified" [say] both young and old!
Round the mound and round again!

At this stage of the proceedings the bridegroom (who was dressed, like the bride, in Malay apparel) was conducted seven times and the bride once round the mound, and they were then stationed side by side, when they were together given rice to eat from the

1 *I.e.* a rice-spoon of wood or coconut shell.
2 *I.e.* "have you got a yam-patch?" etc.
3 The phrase used may also mean, "Can you make" or "have you made cigarettes?"
4 Lit. a daughter of people (perhaps the wild people or the tribe). But it may equally well mean the daughter of a person, or "somebody's daughter."
5 The phrase here used ("tempa' kret") lit. means "fall upon (your) body," *i.e.* "so may (a tree) fall upon you," which is the strongest form of asseveration used by these forest-tribes, among whom the terror of falling trees is very real and present, and perhaps more feared than any other danger.
6 Lit. "chikahu" and "lotongs" (two kinds of monkey).
7 Lit. "true" (Bes. "höt").
8 Lit. Batin, Jinang, Jukrah (titles of chiefs).
plate and water from the dish. All parties then adjourned to the "Balei" or tribal "Hall," where a feast was in course of preparation, and where the bride and bridegroom were made to eat and drink from the same dish, and shortly afterwards time compelled me to leave.

I may add, however, that during the entire night before the wedding from dark to dawn the Besisi never ceased beating their drums and playing on their rude bamboo flutes and stringed bamboos ("banjeng").

I may add also that the bride and bridegroom looked little more than children, and that there is no apparent limit of age for marriage among these people.

Before we departed one of the Batins remarked to me that the mound by which we were at the time standing was the emblem of his religion, or (as he put it) the "priest of his tribe." There can, I think, be little doubt as to the meaning of this statement, and given some such sacred emblem, the procession around it would be natural enough. Whether the race or the walk round it was the older institution must remain a moot point, until further evidence on the point is obtainable; most probably the walk is the survival.

With regard to the age at which the Besisi women are married, we are told by Logan that among the Besisi a child of a few years old was not unfrequently betrothed to her intended husband, who took her to his house and brought her up.1

---

1 The expression employed (in Malay) was "kita-punya Imam," i.e., "our priest." The statement was a purely voluntary one, and not in response to any question of mine. In Pahang a fire takes the place of the mound (p. 82, infra).

2 J. I. A. vol. i. p. 270. Logan compares this with the custom of the "Dayaks" near Banjermassin, where betrothal takes place at the age of four or six years. A similar custom occurs in Java.
It is said that a Besisi man will occasionally take to himself two wives, but never more than two; as a matter of fact, however, I do not remember a single case in which a Besisi man had more than one. On the other hand, no Besisi woman might have more than one husband, although cases of polyandry have certainly been recorded among the Sakai of the neighbouring district of Ulu Langat.

Before leaving the Besisi marriage customs it should be recorded that at their great annual carnival or drinking feast ("main jo'oh"), during the rice-harvest, there was (as in some other savage lands) a sort of "game of exchanging wives." This is the same ceremony as that which Logan terms the "Tampoi Feast," a fuller description of which will be given below.

**Mantra.**—In an interesting account of the marriage ceremony as performed by the Mantra, Logan informs us that marriages among the Mantra were not ordinarily made with the haste of the "Tampoi Feast." When a young man was desirous of marrying a girl, he would communicate his wishes to his own father, who communicated in turn with the father of the girl. If the latter agreed to the match, from four to eight silver or copper rings were presented to him, and a day was appointed for the marriage. When it arrived, the bridegroom was conducted by his parents and relatives to the bride's house, where a large feast had been prepared. On entering he paid his respects to the near relations of the bride. If the Batin did not reside at a great distance, he always attended, and presided at the ceremony. Betel-leaf and its usual accompaniments having been placed ready upon a sieve ("nyiru"), the bride took up one of the small

---

1 *E.g.*, even, by latest reports, in Greenland. 2 See pp. 169-170, *infra.*
packets of betel-leaf and presented it to the bridegroom, who presented another to her in return. The father of the bridegroom then addressed him, enjoining him to cherish his wife, to be kind to her, on no account to beat her or behave harshly to her, but, if he should ever be offended by her, to complain to her parents. The father of the bride then laid a similar injunction upon her. The company were then feasted, the bride and bridegroom eating from the same plate, a custom which is common to most of the Indo-Chinese and Malayan races. The bridegroom remained for the night.\(^1\)

It should be added that the teeth of the bride and bridegroom were filed with a stone before the day of marriage.\(^2\)

A form of the mound-ceremony found among the Besisi is also practised by this same tribe, and Borie, in describing it, remarks that when all the chiefs, which were thankfully accepted. A plate containing small packages of rice wrapped up in banana-leaves then having been presented, the husband offered one to his future wife, who showed herself eager to accept it, and ate the contents; she then in her turn gave some to her husband, and they afterwards both assisted in distributing the remainder among the other members of the assemblage. The Juru Krah having received a ring from the husband, returned it to him, and he then placed it on the finger of the left hand of his future wife. The bride having also received a ring from the Juru Krah, placed it upon the finger of the right hand of her husband; the marriage was then declared complete, and copious plates full of rice with vegetables having been served round, all set to work to satisfy their appetite. M. Borie remarked that the bride and bridegroom still ate from one dish. (Borie (tr. Bourien), pp. 81, 82.)

\(^1\) J. I. A. p. 323.\(^6\)
\(^2\) Ibid. M. Borie (tr. Bourien), in giving a description of a wedding among the Mantra, informs us that the bride, who was clothed by her companions in her best attire, was conducted to the centre of the assembly, where she took her place close to her future husband, who, bowing, saluted every member of the company, shaking hands with each of them in turn. According to old custom, the three chiefs made speeches upon the obligations of matrimony— not forgetting to enjoin upon the husband that in return for the submission that his wife owes him, he should punctually day by day supply her with betel-leaf to eat and tobacco to smoke. The Juru Krah (one of the three chiefs), who was conducting the marriage, then demanded the pledges of their prospective union, and the bride and bridegroom professing to be unable to comply, addressed themselves to M. Borie, who gave them two handkerchiefs.
guests were assembled, the bride and bridegroom were led forth by one of the old men of the tribe towards a circle of varying size, round which the girl commenced to run, the young man pursuing a short distance behind her; if he succeeded in overtaking her, she became his wife, but if not he lost all claim to her. At other times a yet larger area was appointed for the trial, and the bridegroom pursued the bride in the forest.\footnote{Borie (tr. Bourien), p. 81. Cp. also Mikiucho-Maclay in J. R. A. S., S. B., No. 2, p. 216.}

In addition to the foregoing, we learn from Logan that the Mantra did not mix socially nor intermarry either with the other Benua tribes, nor yet with the Malays,\footnote{J. I. A. vol. i. p. 330.} and further that they were strict monogamists.\footnote{Ibid. p. 270.}

Adultery was a capital crime if it could be proved by witnesses. The sentence of the Batin was carried into execution by the Penglima. The offenders were laid prostrate in the nearest brook, and their heads were kept under water by placing a forked stick over their necks and driving the points into the bed of the stream. When the husband was satisfied of his wife’s infidelity, but was unable to prove it, he might desert her, but was obliged in that case to leave her in possession of the house and clearing, and also to pay her ten cubits (10 “hastas” = 5 yards) of white cloth, thirty cents in money, and eight silver rings. The children remained with the wife, who might not, however, remarry until the husband took to himself another wife in her place.\footnote{Ibid. p. 268.}

The right of the husband to beat his wife for any cause whatever was not recognised by the Mantra,
and such was also the custom of the Benua, and probably of all the other (Jakun) tribes. Should a Mantra woman offend her husband, he might complain to her parents, who would themselves chastise her. The wife, on the other hand, had a reciprocal right to appeal for protection to the parents of her husband. Should the husband commit any serious offence against his wife, her relatives might complain to the Batin or chief of the tribe, who would authorise them to deal summarily with him. They would then repair to the offender’s house and strip it of every article that it contained. The goods thus summarily appropriated were carried to the Batin, who would give one portion to the wife’s relatives, and distribute the remainder between himself and his officers.¹

Benua-Jakun of Johor.—Among the Benua Logan states that betrothal was the rule, and sometimes took place, among most if not all the tribes, at a very early age on the part of the unconscious girl. The Malays declared that when a marriage had been arranged amongst the Benua, the relatives of both parties would assemble at the house of the bride, who was then placed in a canoe by herself, supplied with a paddle, and sent down the stream. When she had been given a start of one or two reaches, the bridegroom entered a canoe and gave chase. Should he succeed in overtaking the fair one, she became his wife. If he failed, the match was broken off. But since most of the young women had good stout arms, and could make good use of the paddle that was given them, it must be supposed that love usually unnerved them, and gave the victory to the bridegroom.² According

¹ J. I. A. vol. i. p. 267.  
² Logan here adds that he is scep-
to members of the tribe, the union was arranged by the parents, and the ceremony consisted simply in the parties eating from the same plate. After partaking of a repast, the relatives of the bridegroom departed, leaving him to pass the night in the bride's house. Next day he carried her home. A small present was sent to the bride's parents previous to the marriage. The Batins and their families would send as much as forty plates ("pinggan") on such occasions, and other persons as much as twenty plates. If the lady had already been married, no ceremony whatever was used. She repaired to the house of her new husband, and installed herself as mistress.\(^1\) Most of the Benua had one wife only, but some had two, and there did not appear to be any rule on the subject.\(^2\) The husband might not beat his wife for any cause whatever.\(^3\)

No marriage was lawful without the consent of the

The young couple then approach each other, join hands, and the sylvan ceremony is concluded. It varies, however, in different tribes. Among some there is a dance, in the midst of which the bride elect draws off, à la galope, into the forest, followed by her inamorato. A chase ensues, during which, should the youth fall down, or return unsuccessful, he is met with the jeers and merriment of the whole party, and the match is declared off. It generally happens, though, that the lady contrives to stumble over the root of some tree friendly to Venus, and falls (fortuitously of course) into the outstretched arms of her pursuer!

"No marriage is lawful without the consent of the parents. The dower usually given by the man to the bride is a Malay hatchet ("bélong"), a copper ring, an iron or earthen cooking vessel, a chopper or parang, a few cubits of cloth, glass beads, and a pair of armlets; the woman also presents a copper ring to her intended. Polygamy is not
father. A man might not have more than one wife at once. A man who divorced his wife lost the dowry given to her, but if the divorce came from the side of the woman, she was bound to return the dowry she received from the man.¹

Any married person surprised in adultery might be put to death. But if a woman so surprised could prove that she was seduced, she would not be put to death, but would be sent away by her husband. After divorce the man and woman might marry again with other parties.²

A father could not sell his child, but might give him to another, always provided that the child would consent, no matter what its age might be.³

If children were left orphans, their nearest relatives would bring them up, unless, with their consent, some other person agreed to do so.⁴

Although the Benua women were generally faithful, adultery appeared to be neither infrequent nor held in sufficient detestation. The Malays asserted that it was not difficult to obtain favours of Benua women, and these latter themselves admitted that husbands sometimes changed their wives, and wives their husbands.⁵ Divorce was simply a putting away of the wife.⁶

permit, but a man can divorce his wife and take another. The form of divorce is that the parties return their copper wedding-rings; the children generally go with the mother.⁷

In some tribes it is customary to deck out the bride with the leaves of the Palas-tree, and to cut off a part of her hair, a custom also observed by Malays, and termed “handam” (Newbold, vol. ii. pp. 407, 408. Cp. also vol. i. chap. v., and vol. ii. pp. 394, 395: “Adultery is punishable with death if the parties are caught in the act.”

With the foregoing should be further compared the account given by Vaughan-Stevens in V. B. G. A. xxiii. p. 833, which does not however add anything of importance.

¹ Favre in J. I. A. vol. ii. p. 269.
² Ibid.
³ Ibid.
⁴ Ibid.
⁵ This is doubtless at the annual “carnival” or “Tampoi Feast,” and it is not fair on that account to tax the Benua with infidelity.
⁶ J. I. A. vol. i. p. 268.
Jakun of Johor.—Logan states that among the Jakun, marriages were ordinarily celebrated about the months of July and August, when fruits were plentiful. The bridegroom frequented for some time the house of his intended, and when he had obtained her consent, he made a formal demand for her hand to her father. A day was then appointed, and preparations made for an entertainment, the scale of which varied according to the means of the two contracting parties, and their rank in the tribe. When the day for the marriage had arrived, the bridegroom repaired to the house of the bride's father, where the whole tribe was already assembled. The dowry to be given by the man to his bride was then delivered; it must consist at the least of a silver or copper ring, and a few cubits of cloth, and if the man were able to afford it, a pair of bracelets. To these gifts a few other ornaments and articles, e.g. furniture for the house of the new family, were added. Sometimes the woman also presented some gifts to her intended husband. The bride was then delivered by her father to the bridegroom, and the solemnity began. Some stated that among some of the tribes there was a dance, in the midst of which the bride elect darted off into the forest, followed by the bridegroom. A chase ensued, during which, should the youth fall down, or return unsuccessful, he was met with the jeers and merriment of the whole party, and the match was declared off. A slightly different ceremony was ascribed to the Benua of Pahang, viz., that during the banquet a large fire was kindled, all the congregation standing as witnesses; the bride then commenced to run round the fire; the bridegroom, who was obliged to run in the same direction, following her; if he succeeded in catching her the marriage was valid,
if he could not, it was declared off. No marriage was lawful without the father's consent. Conjugal faithfulness was much respected among the Jakun; adultery being punishable by death. It was especially remarkable that among the Jakun, although they were surrounded by Mohammedans and heathen races, all of whom were so much addicted to polygamy, it was not allowed to keep more than one wife, and that Logan met with only one who had two wives, and he was censured and despised by the whole tribe. The only difference, in fact, between this form of monogamy and that practised by Christian nations was that amongst the Benua a man might divorce his wife and take another. The rule was that if the divorce was proposed by the husband, he lost the dowry he had given to the woman; but that if the woman asked to be divorced, she must return the dowry she had received at marriage. The children followed the father or the mother according to their own (the children's) wishes; if, however, they had not yet arrived at the age of reason, they followed the mother.

Udai.—The only reference to marriage among the

---

1 On this Favre remarks that all the Jakun he questioned on the point declared that they were not at all aware of the practice, so that if the story were true, it must be ascribed to a few tribes only (J. J. A. vol. ii. p. 264).

[This conclusion, however, does not necessarily follow from the premises. The Jakun frequently deny the existence of practices which they fear will be laughed at by strangers, and the very Jakun who took part in the mound ceremony had previously denied its existence to me.]

A yet older authority for the Mound ceremony than Favre, is Captain Begbie, who states that the marriage ceremony of the Jakun was (ante 1834) as follows:—When a young woman had allowed a man to pay his addresses to her, the parties proceeded to a hillock round which the woman ran three times, pursued by the man; if the latter succeeded in catching her before the termination of the chase, she became his wife, but not otherwise (Begbie, J. J. A. pp. 13, 14). It is worth noting that the object round which the chase took place is here accurately described as a hillock and not as an ant-heap.


3 J. J. A. vol. ii. p. 264. For the treatment of the Jakun women by their husbands, who regard them as mere chattels, but are otherwise not unkind to them, see Z. f. E. xxviii. p. 166.
Udai is that made by Newbold, who records that they are said never to intermarry with the Jakun, who accuse them of devouring their own dead and of cohabiting with the beasts of the forest.¹

**Orang Laut or Sea-Jakun.**

**Orang Laut, S'letar.**—Of the marriage customs of the S'letar tribe we are informed that a mouthful of tobacco and a single “chupak” of rice handed to the bride’s mother confirmed the hymeneal tie. The S’letar women intermarried with the Malays, this custom appearing to be not unfrequent; they were also sometimes given to Chinese, and an old woman stated that she had been united to individuals of both nations, at an early period in her life.²

**Orang Laut, Sabimba.**—Before marriage the bridegroom prepared a hut of his own to which he carried the bride, on the day of marriage, from the house of the Batin where they were united. Twelve cubits (“hastas”) of white cloth, and some betel-leaf and areca-nut were delivered by the bridegroom into the Batin’s hands for presentation to the parents of the bride.

The children of brothers might not intermarry, but those of sisters and of a brother and sister might do so. Adultery was punished by a fine of 1000 rattans, seduction of a virgin by compelling the man to marry her and to give the customary present to her parents.³

To the foregoing should be added the declaration of the Sabimba that they had no actual ceremonies at marriage; the preparation of a shed, open on all sides, and measuring about 6 ft. × 4 ft. (1.8 m. × 1.2 m.),

erected over a few branches and leaves strewed on the ground, comprised all the bridegroom's care. The price of a wife was stated to be ten needles, three hanks of thread, sixteen cubits of cloth, and three "reals." The Sabimba women did not intermarry with the Malays, nor would they part with their offspring for any consideration.¹

**Orang Laut, Beduanda Kallang.**—Previous to marriage the bridegroom was expected to provide himself with a boat of his own. Members of the same family might not intermarry, however remote the degree, though at the same time no doubt the traces of relationship would tend to be soon lost and forgotten. Widowers and widows were not in the habit of marrying again. Polygamy and adultery were both unknown.²

**Orang Laut, Muka Kuning.**—As soon as the breasts of a girl were of the size of an areca-nut she was considered marriageable.³ When a marriage had been agreed upon, the parents of the bridegroom sent to those of the bride 3000 rattans, a piece of cloth, a jacket, and two silver rings. The marriage, which took place at the house of the bride, in presence of the Batin or tribal chief and several guests, consisted in the bride and bridegroom being placed side by side, and made to join hands, while the parents enjoined them to be kind to each other and avoid disputes. A feast followed, at which the newly married pair ate from the same plate or leaf. Singing and dancing to the tambourine ("rebana") followed. The Batin received as his fee a present of 2000 rattans.⁴

---

¹ *J. I. A.* vol. i. p. 347*.
³ This is also the standard followed by the Malays.
⁴ *J. I. A.* vol. i. pp. 338*., 339*.
If a husband was not pleased with his wife, he might return her to her parents, and after the lapse of a month the parties might form other connexions. Polygamy was unknown. The children of brothers might not intermarry.\(^1\)

**Orang Laut, Akik.**—The only remark I have met with in reference to the marriage customs of this particular tribe was to the effect that although a Jakun could take an Akik woman to wife, the Akiks were not permitted to marry with the Jakun females.\(^2\)

The remainder of this account of the wedding ceremonies of the Orang Laut is taken from Vaughan-Stevens, and is of general value only, no names of tribes or localities being given:—

At marriage the son commonly undertook to build a boat for himself, unless, as was usual, he already possessed one. But both he and his wife could live in the boat of either's parents, whenever his assistance and that of his wife might be required. Marriage took place at a very early age, at fifteen or sixteen years, but now since there are fewer women available, it takes place later.\(^3\)

The customs relating to the choice of wives among the Orang Laut are very similar to those of the E. Semang (Pangan), Sakai, and Jakun.\(^4\) The men of one community could only take a wife from another community (not their own), in the days when they lived upon the sea.\(^5\) If the two communities were at feud, and the young people had no opportunity of making a choice, matches were effected by capture, and both the women and their dowry taken by force.\(^6\) But these organised attacks never take place in the interior of the country, since the Eastern Semang is unrestricted in his choice of a spouse, and the Sakai is bound by his totemistic (sic) code.\(^7\) Communal marriage, in which the woman is free to all the men of the community, or its milder form, family-marriage, in which the woman becomes the spouse of all her husband's brothers, did not occur; and both polyandry and polygamy were equally unknown.\(^8\)

---

\(^1\) *J. J. A.* vol. i. p. 339\(^8\).

\(^2\) Newbold, ii. 413, 414.

\(^3\) Bartels in *Z. f. E.* xxviii. 174.

\(^4\) As the customs of the three races are very different, this sweeping statement seems meaningless and indefensible.

\(^5\) On p. 175, Vaughan-Stevens explains that by exogamy he means marriage within the different branches of the same race, not intermarriage with strangers or foreigners. Thus in the case of four communities of the Orang Laut of which A, B, and C, were of pure blood, and D a mixed tribe of Orang Laut and Jakuns, the first tribe A, could take wives from B or C, B could take wives from A or C, and C from B or A, but none of them could take a wife from the mixed tribe D.


\(^7\) *Ibid.* *V. ante*, p. 62.

\(^8\) *Ibid.*
Orang Laut children belong not to the father but to the mother. Thus, supposing a woman belonging to a community A, marries a man belonging to a community B, the children would belong to A, and at the father's death would be taken by the mother to her original home.1 Perhaps this may be the reason (remarks Bartels) why the Orang Laut man cares so little about his children and treats both mother and children so badly.2 Vaughan-Stevens continues, that when he said to some of the Orang Laut, "The fact appears to be that you can be sure who the mother is, but not who the father may be," they laughed and agreed with him.

Among the Orang Laut the exact value of the present to be made to the bride's parents depends partly upon the bride's qualities and partly upon the circumstance whether she was desired in marriage by one or more suitors. In the case of captives being taken as wives, this present was naturally omitted.4

Apropos of the so-called "ant-hill" ceremony, Vaughan-Stevens remarks that in spite of many inquiries he was unable to substantiate it except in a restricted area near Malacca, where he believes it was "introduced by half-breeds."5

Vaughan-Stevens goes on to say that it was the custom for the youths of the tribe, at the wedding-feast, to engage in various games, the object of which was to excite the bridegroom to pursue his bride, but that though it was certainly unnecessary for him to catch her, he was mercilessly bantered if he failed of his purpose. This was, however, by no means a necessary ceremony, and did not take place at every wedding.6

The position of the women among the Orang Laut is pitiable, being much worse than among the other tribes.7 Vaughan-Stevens says, "I have often seen an Orang Laut man take all the fish and roots which had been collected by his family in the course of the day, and silently devour the whole, leaving nothing but the heads and refuse for his wife and children to feed on." And when by any chance an Orang Laut is compelled to traffic either with the Sakai, Jakun, or Malays, these latter not infrequently insist upon his giving a share of the food which he gets from them to his wife and children. The Orang Laut are, in fact, the lowest of all the aboriginal tribes,8 and are the only tribe of which the men, upon all occasions, eat before their womenfolk are allowed to do so. Among other tribes the men on special occasions eat before the women, but that is because somebody has to look after the food, and not because they are considered too much beneath their husband for them to be allowed to eat with him.9

Even when Vaughan-Stevens gave food to Orang Laut women they never dared to eat it when their husband was present, and so long as another man, even if he were not their husband, was present, they would always retire from his presence before eating it or giving any of it to their children.10

The Orang Laut were originally divided into families, recognising a special locality or district as their home, and since they invariably lived in scattered parties in their boats, they described themselves as belonging to such localities. Marriage

---
1 Z.f.E.xxviii. 175.
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid. The custom here described appears to be analogous to the "Adat Perpatih" of the Malays of Rembau and Naning.
5 Ibid. This scepticism as to the prevalence of the custom is, I believe, quite unnecessary (for the reasons before given, and others).
6 Z.f.E.xxviii. 176.
7 This character of brutality so lightly
8 It is not true that they are the only tribe of which the men eat before their women-folk, and even if it were, it may be doubted whether the inference here deduced can be justly drawn from it.
10 Ibid.
did not affect the situation, and the invariable rule held good that men and women belonging to the same locality might not marry, but that each must seek a spouse in another locality. This rule, however, like many others, fell into disuse when the domain of the Orang Laut became restricted to its present area. But nevertheless the spouse is still chosen from as distant a locality as possible.¹

Among the Orang Laut monogamy was the rule, the only exception being the so-called “Levirate.” For whenever the man’s brother died, the former frequently supported the widow, on the ground that he took her as a kind of second wife. This at least is said to have been formerly the custom, until the women discovered later that as there were more men than women, they could very easily obtain a husband of their own.²

When the widow was taken over by the brother of her first husband, the children were allowed to choose, should they be old enough to do so, between remaining with their mother, and leaving her establishment.³

Vaughan-Stevens asserts that the custom of [mother-in-law] avoidance does not exist among the Orang Laut, nor were any names “taboo,” though they had heard of the custom.⁴

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, l.c. p. 174. ² Z.f.E. xxviii. 177. ³ Ibid. ⁴ Ibid.
CHAPTER IV.

BURIAL CUSTOMS AND BELIEFS.

This is a most intricate subject, and the best hope of an adequate solution seems to lie in observing the divergent mental attitudes of the three wild races when confronted with the death of a member of their small community.

The Negrito, for instance, exhibits little dread of the ghosts of the deceased, from which the Sakai, on the other hand, flee far aloof in terror. The Jakun again certainly display a dread of the ghost, but in their case the result of this most powerful motive, which inspires all similar burial customs, takes the form of a religious care for the dead man's spirit.

Hence it is not surprising to find that, though the Semang now employ a simple form of interment, their more honourable (and therefore older?) practice was to expose the dead in trees, whereas the Sakai simply leave the body to rot, and even desert standing crops.

The Jakun devote their first efforts to making things comfortable for the spirit of the deceased, and do not as a rule desert the place until after their month of mourning has expired.

Of the various rites observed by these tribes there are several that will prove of interest to students of
ethnology. Among these are mere desertion of the corpse, as practised by the Sakai; the exposure of dead wizards in trees, attributed to the Semang; platform burial in a modified form, as practised by some of the Sakai of Selangor; the lighting of a fire on or near the grave, as is done both by the Sakai and most of the Jakun; the scrupulous solicitude shown by the Jakun for the deceased's spirit, which is provided with a furnished hut to live in, and provisions to feed upon, (as in the interesting burial-customs of the Besisi), and even with a trench full of water on which to paddle its canoe (as in the case of the Jakun chief recorded by Hervey); and finally, the practice of fixing a bamboo in the grave in communication with the mouth of the corpse for the purpose of feeding it, a custom of which we have among the Jakun of Berembun a mere survival.

To this we may add the use of the "burial bamboo" ascribed to the Semang by Vaughan-Stevens, which is said to be deposited in the grave to serve as credentials for the dead man's spirit to show when it comes before the universal Judge; and the atrocious custom attributed to the Udaï, which is explained by a Pangan tradition that I collected in Kelantan.

1 The Andamanese expose the body facing east on a small stage of sticks and boughs 8-12 ft. above the ground, usually in the fork of a tree; this is thought more complimentary, as involving more labour.—Man's And. pp. 76-77.

2 The soul-hut of the Selangor Besisi is strongly reminiscent of the "three-cornered hutch," which is erected by the side of the grave in Bali. At the burial of a commoner in Bali, we are told that when the body has been committed to the ground, there "is fixed in the ground by the side of the grave a bamboo, on the top of which there is a sort-of three-cornered hutch of lattice-work, in which offerings of small value, chiefly rice and flowers and fruit, are deposited immediately after the funeral, and subsequently at certain intervals. These offerings are for the purpose of propitiating the Butas (the demoniacal beings who infest places of burial especially), lest they should attack the soul of the deceased. The grave is then surrounded with a fence or hedge. Those who are buried in this way cannot enter heaven; they then assume all sorts of shapes" (especially that of the half-wild dogs which are numerous in Bali).—Misc. Papers relating to Indo-China, second series, vol. ii. p. 138.
I.—SEMANG.

Pangan.—The Pangan or Eastern Semang of Kelantan informed me that the bodies of the lay members of the tribe were buried in the ground (in a way which I shall presently describe), but that the bodies of their great magicians (whom they called "B'lians") were deposited in trees in order that they might be able to fly over the head of the fearful figure which they believe blocks the narrow way that leads to the Jungle-men's Paradise. They further informed me that the dead body of one of these magicians had actually been deposited in a tree on the banks of the Kelantan river (above S. Sam), but the place described already lay a considerable distance to the rear of our expedition, and it was not then possible to reascend the river in order to investigate. I may add that the Pangan, like the Sakai, are entreated at death to "think of their departed ancestors alone and forget their living friends."

Kedah Semang.—I will now describe the grave of a Semang which may be taken as fairly typical, and of which I was able personally to obtain the full particulars. At Siong, in Kedah, I persuaded the Penglima or head of the Semang tribe, with a great deal of difficulty, to allow me to purchase the bones of a relative of his own who had been buried in the jungle not far from the settlement. The Penglima conducted one of the local Malays and myself to the site of the grave, which was in the depths of the jungle, and which we could never have found without assistance.

A couple of stout bamboo poles which had been used to form the bier by means of which the remains had been borne to the spot, lay crossed above the grave, which was partially defended by a low fence of
prickly palm-leaves and branches. The grave was that of one “P’landok” or “Mouse-deer,” who was said to have died about a year before, leaving behind him a son called “Padang” or “Flatland,” whom I met in the settlement. We opened the grave together, and found it to measure about three feet deep by about five feet in length. There was nothing left of the body but the skeleton, which lay upon the right side in a huddled-up position, with the head and knees turned towards the right, and legs doubled back,¹ so as to bring them within the limits of the grave.

Three coconut-shells, which had been used for holding small portions of rice, were still to be seen, one of them being just behind the head, and the other two at each side of the body. At the foot was a coconut-shell still partially filled with water. The body rested on a mat which covered a roughly-made floor or platform of sticks,² and had evidently been wrapped up in a red cloth (“sarong”), pieces of which were still here and there visible. A row of short stakes had been driven diagonally into one side of the grave-pit, the lower ends meeting the side of the pit about halfway down, a foot (30 cm.) above the body, and the upper ones reaching to the upper edge of the opposite side of the pit. The roofing to the grave thus formed had been covered with palm-leaves (bërtam) laid longitudinally, and the whole arrangement formed a sort of screen which would keep the earth from falling on the body when the grave was being covered in.

An infant child of the dead man (“Mouse-deer”) had been buried in a tiny grave a short distance

¹ As among the Andamanese, who are buried with “knees brought up to the chin, and fists to the shoulders.” —Man’s *Amd.*, pp. 75-76.

² This platform had no doubt, with the two bamboo poles referred to above, formed the bier on which the remains of the deceased had been carried to the grave.
away from that of "Mouse-deer" himself, but nothing was to be seen there at the time of my visit beyond a slight depression in the surface of the ground showing where the burial had taken place.

These were said to have been the only deaths that had occurred since this tribe had arrived in the Siong district, where they had lived, they said, for a couple of years.

Perak Semang.—Mr. L. Wray writes me, that in the Piah Valley he once camped in a large clearing containing a crop of Indian corn, nearly ripe, besides vegetables, etc. This clearing had been recently abandoned in consequence of two deaths. The graves were in the clearing and the houses were still standing. Lower down the valley Mr. F. Lawder, about four years previously, had seen a case in which the house had been shut up with the dead body in it. The skull and some of the bones from this house are now in the Perak Museum. In the same valley Mr. Wray saw another huge clearing with growing rice abandoned because of a death. In this instance, however, he did not see the grave.

The following account, which generally speaking agrees with what I have observed myself, is taken from Vaughan-Stevens.¹ It gives, however, the only account I have met with of the burial bamboo, which is one of the important subjects connected with these tribes still awaiting further investigation.

On the occasion of a death the Pagan silently fetch the timbers required for the grave, and betake themselves to any suitable place in the jungle. Here they dig a grave with straight sides, deep enough for a man to stand in up to the hips, and then return to fetch the corpse. The Sna-hut meanwhile examines the corpse and gives it the burial bamboo or "pénitah" ("peneotor"), a bamboo written over with signs, which is to serve as testimony on the other side of the grave to the behaviour of the man in the present life.

The burial bamboo is inserted in the girdle of the deceased, with the node uppermost, the hollow pointing downwards; the deceased lying meanwhile upon the ground. A slight bier is then fashioned out of a few bamboo poles, which are bound together with rattan or other creepers. The corpse is laid upon it,

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 119-122.
and as many men and women as have any interest in the dead accompany the remains to the grave. On arrival the corpse is deposited in the grave in a supine position, without any sort of orientation. A few stakes are then planted slanting-wise in the soil of the grave on each side of the corpse, so that they cross each other gable-wise above the corpse, a pole of bamboo or some other material is laid upon the ridge thus formed, in a line with the body, and leaves and branches are employed to cover the sloping sides. As a general rule the earth is shuffled back again into the grave with the feet, a small mound is heaped up over it, and some brushwood laid on the top, in order to prevent the pigs from digging the body up again.

The method of burial now employed by the Semang on the west coast of the Peninsula is no longer the old one. In the southern parts of the west coast the Sakai methods are imitated, only the preparation of the grave is much more careless. The peculiar diagonal hollow for the reception of the corpse is always present. In the north of the west coast the Semang roughly imitate the manner of burial of the local Siamese who do not practise cremation: even idols stolen from their Siamese jungle companions are not forgotten.\textsuperscript{1} The Semang say that they never expose a corpse.\textsuperscript{2}

The Pangan (Eastern Semang) do not as a rule revisit the grave, but they have not the least fear of doing so, because, as mentioned above, they do not believe in Hantu; the Semang of the west coast only do so in order to free the grave from underwood.

If there is no minor chief (Sna-hut) in the neighbourhood, the dead man is buried without a burial bamboo, but the latter is afterwards lowered into the grave through a deep hole bored with a grave-stake. The soul must in that case remain in the body until the burial bamboo arrives, as it is conscious that it has done nothing which might cause the latter to be refused. It is true, however, that if the soul does not leave the grave soon enough, Kari is sure to become impatient, and send thunder and lightning in order to hasten the tarrying soul, and although the exact effect of this is uncertain, the Pangan think that the soul must expiate this. Hence no time is lost in obtaining the burial bamboo, of which the Sna-hut keeps a supply in hand, and when the deceased person is an adult man he also cuts the name-mark on the bamboo, before he gives it to the mourners. In former times the Sna-hut was never very far away, and was always called in, but later the signs became better known, and the men in urgent cases cut the signs themselves. Many had their burial bamboo prepared during life, as the Sna-huts lived very scattered.

When an innocent soul was deprived of its burial bamboo by any accident or through malice, it might demand restitution from Kari, and if the Sna-hut held the burial bamboo back unjustly, Kari’s lightning would strike him and hurl him down to the infernal region (Kamoj).

Beside the corpse of a woman were deposited, in addition to her own burial bamboo, all her combs. These combs were placed in her hair if possible, if not, as many as possible were so placed, and the rest laid upon the breast of the corpse. This was in accordance with “Simei’s command.”

Similarly beside the corpses of men were deposited all their quivers and charm-bamboos and bamboo strings, with charm-patterns against Diseases. Their blowpipes, however, were not so deposited.

The Semang of the west coast often put a little food into the grave before they leave it, and kindle a fire in the neighbourhood; this, however, is in imitation of the custom of the Sakai. The Pangan do not do this.

If the bereaved relatives really feel sorrow, they do not show it openly, even a mother does not weep openly over her child.\textsuperscript{2}

\textsuperscript{1} This is probably a solitary case; it is not true of the Kedah Semang.

\textsuperscript{2} Vaughan-Stevens, iii. pp. 121, 122. Vaughan-Stevens adds, somewhat obscurely, that on the west coast the upper structure of the grave is either
It may still be a moot point whether the Semang ever bury the corpse in a sitting position or not. For although we are informed by Maxwell that the remains (of those who die in an honourable way) are laid upon a log of wood, in a sitting posture, and buried a foot or two under the ground, we have no account of any such custom at first hand from an eye-witness, and it is hence always possible that a statement of the kind, if not in the present instance, may yet sometimes arise from the vagueness of a native trying to describe the position of the corpse (with its legs drawn up under it), such as actually occurs. More exact information upon this point may therefore be awaited.\(^1\)

Ascribed to the Semang is a yet more extraordinary practice, the tradition of which, although totally devoid of foundation at present, may possibly have originated in some obsolete Semang custom.\(^2\) This is the idea, found among the Malays, that when a Semang dies the body is eaten, and nothing but the head interred.\(^8\)

II.—Sakai.

There is no satisfactory description of a Sakai burial, with the exception of one by Vaughan-Stevens, whose accounts as a rule require much independent corroboration.

\(^1\) Maxwell, *J. R. A. S.*, *S. B.*, No. 1, p. 112.

\(^2\) Newbold, ii. 377-379. Since the above was set up (in the text), I have met with evidence that seems to substantiate my view.—*Vide* p. 228, *infra*.

\(^8\) Especially likely does this seem when we remember the extraordinary customs of other Negrito races, *e.g.*, the Andamanese, who used to exhume the bones of relations after three months and clean and break them up to form necklaces, with the skull as pendant.—*Man’s And.* p. 78.

The Jakun of Johor make a similar charge against the Udai, whom they "accuse of devouring their own dead." Newbold, ii. 381, 382.
We are told, however, by Hale that the Sakai of Perak were in the habit of burying along with a man his tobacco wallet, bead necklace, or timber-box. Similarly her comb, necklace, or bracelets were buried along with a woman. The house in which the death had taken place was invariably burnt down and the settlement deserted, even at the risk of the loss of standing crops.¹

On the other hand, two Sakai graves in Batang Padang (Perak) described by Wray were raised like Malay ones, and well taken care of, and on them were the remains of fruit, flowers, Indian corn, coconut-shells, bottle-gourds, roots, etc., which had been placed there probably as offerings to the dead.²

This last description, though puzzling, is of no small interest, for although the graves described were undoubtedly in the heart of the Sakai country, the evident care with which they were tended sounds more like the work of tribes under Jakun influence, who like other branches of the Malayan race are most particular in this respect. From all we know of the genuine Sakai, they have so intense a terror of the ghosts of the deceased that they burn down the house, and even sometimes the village, in which a death has taken place, and never return to it. Can it be that deaths from epidemic diseases inspire this terror among the Sakai, whilst those from old age or other milder causes do not? I confess that I see no satisfactory explanation.

To the foregoing account Mr. Wray now adds, that at Kuala Dipang, in Kinta, he saw the grave of Toh Sang, the chief of the South Kinta and a portion

¹ Hale, p. 291. In a MS. note Clifford says that the medicine-men ("há-lá") of the U. Kerbat Sakai are exposed after death in huts, when they are thought to disappear and become tigers. For others there is no ceremony.
of the Batang Padang Sakai. It was a raised grave of the Malayan type, and was built up with earth thrown up within his house, for which purpose the flooring had been removed, and the walls continued down to the ground. His widow and children were living in a house near by, and it was they who took Mr. Wray to see the grave.

The account given by Vaughan-Stevens contains (as usual) no localities; it runs as follows:—

The old form of Sakai ("B'landas") grave is very peculiar, but has now become rare. In places where the Sakai have mixed with Malays and Chinese the old methods of burial have ceased with the love of the old customs. The grave is made wall-sided, as it is then (says Vaughan-Stevens) found easier to dig (sic). The corpse is washed by friends or relations and dressed in clean clothes. The site for the grave is chosen by the wife or nearest relation and one of the subordinate chiefs (Penglima); it is always distant from another grave, road, river, or house. The digging of the grave, for which no payment is made, is performed by two or more persons, old tools being used in preference to modern (Chinese) ones. The corpse is laid out with the hands close to the hips, and bands or strips of bark or cane are bound round the arms, wrists, and ankles. The eyes are closed, but the lower jaw is not bandaged; and the body having been rolled up in a mat (a modern substitute for bark-cloth), is firmly bound round in three places. A new wrapper of tree-bark (large enough to surround the corpse) is then rolled round it and tied again with three bands of cane or tree-fibre and slung from a carrying pole, the ends of which are borne by two men upon their shoulders. Only one woman (the wife) may follow, but as many men as like may do so. At the grave the bark wrapper is removed, and the corpse laid upon its back in the grave with the head towards the west. There is no "consecrating" ceremony.¹

I omit the rest of Vaughan-Stevens' description of the Sakai grave, as it possesses no further interest from the Sakai point of view. The form of grave described is a mere copy of a common Arabic grave-type which has been borrowed by the Mohammedan Malays, and adopted from them in turn by the Sakai without any interesting variations to recommend it. Those who wish to see it, however, will find it under the

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 136, 137. The length of the grave is fixed by measurement; the standard being a man's length plus a span or "jéngkal" (reckoning from the tip of the middle finger to that of the outstretched thumb). The standard for the depth of the grave is the hip-joint of the digger. [Among Malays it is usually taken to be the ear of the digger.—W. S.]
reference given. The only remaining point of interest in the account is the use of the Sacrificial Tray (Sak. "anchap" = Mal. "anchak"), which contains the "food and water" that are offered to the "Grave-spirit" (Mal. "Hantu kubor"),¹ for whose benefit also the fire on the grave is lit. The soul ("sêmangat") proceeds to the Infernal Region ("Nēraka") or Paradise ("Pulau Buah" or "Fruit Island"), as his case may require; but his Evil Deeds remain by the grave in the form of a "Hantu Kubor," incessantly seeking a fresh embodiment.

To the foregoing may be added Vaughan-Stevens' description of a ceremony observed by the Sakai on the occasion of a death.

A dying man lies with head towards the west. The magician holding a censer ("sungkun") in his hand, takes up the usual crouching position at the feet of the patient, a little to the right side, and raises himself up slowly till he is "breast high." He then waves the censer seven times horizontally over the body, and placing the coconut-shell (bowl) at his feet, bends down and says softly in his ear: "O dying one, do not remember any more your father, mother, children, or relations. Think only of your ancestors already dead and gone to another place. Your living (friends) will find food."²

The embers in the coconut-shell are kept in a glow till the man is dead.

The alleged reasons for the use of incense in this ceremony are that smoke "mounts upward and then vanishes"; also that "good spirits love its smell and bad spirits hate it."³

Selangor Sakai.—Of the Sakai tribes in the Kuala Lumpur district of Selangor, my friend Father Letessier has given an account in which he says that when a death occurred, the body was washed, and the

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 140, 141. To the above may be added Vaughan-Stevens' remark that among the Sakai ("Senoi") face-paint was never applied after death, and that any face-paint that the deceased might have been wearing must be washed off before burial took place. Also that no face-paint was employed by the mourners at a funeral (Z. f. E. xxvi. p. 153).
² Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 144.
³ Ibid.
hair oiled and combed carefully. Then, after being once more clothed in its best garments, it was entirely covered with a shroud. The dead man’s dagger ("kris") or his chopper ("parang") was laid upon his breast, together with his betel-leaf wallet. When all was ready the deceased was carried out upon an improvised bier to a place pointed out by his nearest relation. The trench, which was broad and deep, was lined at the bottom and sides with planks or billets of wood. As soon as the corpse was lowered into the trench, tobacco and betel-nut was offered—"'for the last time,' they say." Everything having been placed beside the body, the grave was carefully covered over with planks which were then covered up with earth.

The same day rice and cakes were placed there, "not to feed the dead," a young Sakai hastened to explain, "but to obtain from the Lord forgiveness for his sins" ("lēpas dia-punya dosa"). On the third, the seventh, and the hundredth days following, a similar offering was laid upon the tomb, which was then raised and tended carefully.

Another form of burial which is perhaps more characteristic is that practised by some of the Sakai in the Ulu Langat district of Selangor, which appears to be a modified version of some old custom of "platform burial"—about halfway between regular "platform" burial and interment. Of this method the

---

1 This explanation may have been given by a convert or have been merely diplomatic, but there can be little doubt as to the true interpretation of the rite, agreeing as it does so closely with the spirit of Sakai funeral rites in places where the influence of Christianity has not yet penetrated.

2 The attention given to the tomb upon the third, seventh, and hundredth days respectively is, I think, the clearest evidence of either Malay or Jakun influence. The careful washing of the corpse (with the oiling and combing of its hair) and the laying of the dead man’s weapon upon his breast are equally Malayan customs.

3 Letessier, p. 102.
late Mr. J. A. G. Campbell of Selangor, in describing the customs of the Ulu Langat Sakai, wrote that, whenever a death occurred in a house, they would erect a platform in front of it, whereon they would place the body, leaving it there for a day, and would then either burn or desert the house, after burying the body. This same writer adds that the whole settlement was frequently deserted on account of a death. Burials were attended by the friends of the deceased, and the blowing of pipes and singing were the only ceremonies at the funeral. The body was not, as a rule, buried more than two feet deep.¹

III.—Jakun.

Tasau (? Sakai-Jakun) of Selangor.—There was a solitary family near Sepang, in the Kuala Langat district of Selangor, who were said to belong to the Tasau tribe (described as being "halfway between the Sea and Hill tribes"). They were said to practise a peculiar funeral rite, the story being that whenever a member of this tribe died he was carried some distance off into the jungle and there laid to rest in an actual hut erected for the purpose. Here he was watched for seven days by his son or nearest relative, who made daily excursions to the spot for that object; after this he was believed to disappear, and the watcher's visits were discontinued.

Jakun (O. Bukit), N. Sembilan.—But by far the best account of a Jakun burial is the description of the funeral of a woman by Rowland,² who remarks that she was called Sulam by name, and that she was about

² Rowland, pp. 711-713.
forty years of age, having died upon the 12th July 1897. She was small and thin; her hair was curly, in strands, slightly grey. The eyes were dark with the remarkable bluish opalescent glitter at the outside edge of the iris, which all old people among the Land Jakun and the Malays themselves have. The woman, according to the statement of her husband, had died of fever and a cough, and she had been dead three hours already and was quite stiff when Rowland came to her funeral. She lay in one of the newly-built huts in which the tribe were then living. In the middle of this hut lay a piece of tree-bark, which served as a species of carpet; on the right of the small entrance a fire was burning, which burned faintly the whole day, and round about were to be seen the usual primitive household objects. The corpse lay on its back at one side of the hut, covered with a white cloth; and billets of wood had been pushed under its head and feet, so that they might not rest on the earth. The husband, an odd-looking person, with long, black beard, sat apathetically beside it; in his face was expressed not exactly sorrow, but a certain dull despondency.

Rowland had arrived, somewhat late, at five o'clock in the afternoon, and the people told him that it was too late for the funeral to take place that day. He therefore came again about eleven o'clock the next morning, summoned by the son-in-law of the dead woman. The corpse and the man still remained exactly in the same position as on the day before.

First, the corpse of the deceased was carried out of the hut by her daughter, a well-formed young woman of about twenty, and her husband, a fine fellow of the same age, after which, covered only
about the hips by a sheltering cloth, it was laid upon its back on a large piece of tree-bark.¹

Though the corpse did not as yet show any traces of decomposition, the cheeks and the eyes were somewhat sunken, the eyes still remaining half open. It was remarkable that on the under surface of the hands and feet, where the colouring is (at all events in the living Land Jakun) very faint, the skin of the corpse had become quite of a milky white, though it had never been noticeable in the same person during life.

Several children and women now brought water in vessels of coconut-shell, and the deceased’s daughter and an old woman began to wash the corpse thoroughly. Rowland noticed that both women showed great delicacy of feeling, and, e.g., never exposed the pubic region, but, in order to wash it, merely wetted the loin-cloth from the outside or slightly lifted it in order to pour water underneath it. The younger of the two women before beginning the work had pushed her “sarong,” which otherwise was always worn over the breast, lower down and round the hips. Before strangers this is never done, and they explained later that this was a sign of special confidence.

After this washing the hair of the corpse was combed, and a silver needle, which the husband had first to fetch from his betel-case, was then inserted ² through the usual knot of hair at the back of the deceased’s head. The daughter then called one of the children standing by and had a piece of yellowish (curcuma-like) root ³ brought; this she bruised a little,

¹ Rowland, p. 711.
³ Probably turmeric.
and then made little crosses with it on the under surface of the hands and feet, leaving a yellow trace behind; it was at the same time explained that when the deceased awoke in the grave she would look at her hands and feet and see from the yellow crosses that she was really dead. This was the custom, they said. Next the husband and the daughter laid the corpse on a mat, which again in its turn lay upon a long piece of tree-bark. The husband closed his wife's eyes, not without reverence, crossed her arms over the breast, and arranged the head so that it looked straight upwards. Next, two long pieces of white cloth were laid upon the body one over another; and in the lower one, which was nearer the body, the son-in-law cut a hole with his chopper ("parang"), explaining that this was done in order that she might breathe. In the outer cloth, however, no opening was made. The bark was then rolled together round the body, laced and relaced with rattan, and carried by two men to the grave, which had been dug, deep in the jungle, in a clearing cut out by other people.

The pit was almost 1 metre deep, and remarkably long and narrow; on the left (the lower) side the soil lay in a long narrow heap; it was banked up away from the hole by two strong beams, which lay one above the other, and were held in position by two pickets.

The corpse was laid on the ground upon the other (the higher) side of the pit, and the bark unwound from it; husband and son-in-law then grasped it by the shoulders and the feet, another man supported the head, and thus it was laid in the grave, face upwards, the feet towards the west, the hillock on the
right, distinctly on the right side of the pit; to the
left of it a space remained free, which would have
sufficed for a second person of equal size.¹

The husband now crouched down at the foot-end
of the grave and took from his betel-wallet half-a-
dozcn little thin silver rings and brooches such as the
Sakai women like so much to wear on the "kabaya."
He gave one of these rings to a young boy, her son.
The others, together with the betel-wallet and some
green betel-leaves, he laid upon the breast of the
corpse; the two last, however, he took away again
later and laid them close to the deceased's left hand.

Near the grave lay a quantity of pickets, measur-
ing about 1 metre in length; these were now placed by
those present close together into the grave so as to
form to some extent a sloping roof of pickets, over
which tree-bark was then laid. While the bark was
being laid upon the pickets, several of those present,
among them all the women, took earth in their hands,
rubbed it between them, and then let it fall with
some care between the pickets fixed above the
corpse.

Great pains were taken that no opening should be
left anywhere, and that all was well covered with the
tree-bark. Then three men, together with the
husband of the dead woman, threw the earth back
into the grave with hoes ("changkul") and stamped
it firm under their feet. When a mound began to be
formed, one of the two beams on the lower side of the
grave towards the right was taken and a shorter piece
of wood cut for the head side; all were then secured
by means of short pegs (pickets), and between them
the earth was heaped up in the usual way, as in

¹ Rowland, p. 712.
a three-sided frame of timbers. The foot end remained outside this barrier.

The husband had already, when the corpse was laid in the pit, placed the midrib of a bértam-palm leaf upright in the corner, on the right at the deceased’s head; in the bark-roof a slit had been cut expressly for it, and even when all the earth had been heaped up, the little shaft still rose a foot above the hillock. That was the sign that the woman had died by herself, and had not by means of the same disease summoned with her one of her children or relations. All leaves and pieces of wood were then carefully removed from the earth of the grave mound. Two dishes of boiled rice were then laid on some large leaves, the one at the foot, the other in the middle of the mound; one was for the woman herself, the other for the spirits ("hantu") of her parents and relatives, who now came to visit her. At foot and head were then inserted a couple of rudely-carved pegs (as in the case of Malay graves), and these were bound with a strip of white material—this was the custom ("‘adat’), and no more could be learnt about it.¹

**Blandas.**—There is no record of a Blandas funeral, but I may mention their "Hantu Pawul," which was a kind of grave-demon (Mal. = "Hantu orang bérkubor"), and was exorcised by means of the following charm:—

Shoots of the Convolvulus, leaves of the Convolvulus !²
Pass by me at the full length of the house-floor!
For one month, yea, for two months,
Avaunt ye to the left hand, avaunt to the right hand!
May I be fatal-to-meet,
And you, O Pawul, be carrion.

¹ Rowland, p. 713.
² Malay charms often begin by reciting the *materia magica* used in the ceremony, for which they thus form an aid to memory.
Besiisi.—The Besisi informed me that their dead are not laid in the grave in one invariable posture, but that though generally placed in a supine position, they are sometimes laid upon the right side (as among the Malays), and also, very rarely, with the knees drawn up to the chin and the hands clasped in front of the knees, in a sort of sitting position. This position, however, was explained by the Besisi as being only adopted for the saving of labour, and there seems no reason why this should be doubted.

The house in which the deceased lived, and sometimes the whole of the settlement, will be occasionally deserted or burnt after a death. This practice, however, is now less common among the Besisi than the Sakai, perhaps owing to the fact that the former live more by agriculture. As regards the hut for the soul, I was once (before I had ever seen it) discussing this custom with the three Batins of Ayer Itam in the presence of some men of the tribe, when one of the Batins gave instructions that a model should be made for me; and in not more than twenty minutes a rough but perfectly intelligible and cleverly made model had been constructed from strips of the leaf-stalk of the ranggam palm, pinned together with the formidable thorns of the "nibong" (a hardwood palm), and filled with the diminutive furniture which will presently be alluded to.

It was an almost inconceivably difficult thing to see anything of the burial customs of the Besisi except by accident, and it was in fact by the pure accident of being on the spot when a death occurred that I at last saw one of these funerals. Even then no Besisi breathed a word to me about
the intended ceremony, and it was from a friendly Malay that the information came which enabled me to see it.

A young Besisi woman, named Sauma, had died the night before my arrival, and it was between 8 a.m. and 9 a.m. that I heard of the preparations for her burial, which had been kept a profound secret. Fortunately, however, there was still time, and one of my Besisi friends taking me up the river in his "dugout" canoe for a considerable distance, we arrived at the burial place, about a hundred yards in from the river, just before the commencement of the funeral proceedings.¹

The deceased was brought to the spot with her own "sarong" (a sort of plaid skirt or long kilt worn by the Malays) girt about her waist, but was wrapped besides in a new shroud of white cloth. The shroud, in turn, was wrapped up in a couple of new mats, the whole being lashed to a pole for ease of conveyance. When I arrived, the body, still lashed to the pole, was lying near the grave, the digging of which had just begun, and which when completed was a very narrow oblong pit no deeper than the digger's waist.

A yard or two from the foot of the grave was erected the triangular hut (no larger than an average-sized doll's house),² to which reference has already been made, but instead of its being thatched in the ordinary way, three leaves of the fan-palm ("kēpau"), with long stalks, were placed upright so as just to lean over the framework of the hut. I was told that this

¹ This burial ground must have been the greater part of a mile away, allowing for the windings of the river.
² The posts of this hut were about 3 ft. to 3½ ft. high (91 cm. to 120 cm.), and the sides measured about 1 ft. 6 in. (45 cm.) each way.
was done to save time, but I noticed near the foot of another grave close by the ruined framework of a similar hut which had evidently, from the remains of the fan-palm leaves, been roofed in a similar manner. A ladder, consisting of an inclined stick, was added for the soul to climb up to its hut by. The hut had just been furnished (before my arrival) with models of the "sentong" (a long basket made of a kind of fan-palm leaf, which is strapped to the back and generally used by the Besisi women in this district for carrying jungle produce),¹ a small closed rice-bag ("sumpit") filled with seed-rice, and an open wallet ("bujam") containing young shoots of the wild betel-leaf ("chambai"), one of the edible kinds of marine bivalve called "lokan," and a piece of newly-woven matting about 9 inches square, on which had been deposited the smallest possible "portions" of boiled rice, fish, acid fruits ("asam kēlubi"), water, and sugar (but no salt).

The deceased's father now unloosed the fastenings of the mats and the shroud in which the body was wrapped, and stripped the latter of its selvage.² Next he wetted the deceased's face and breast with the midrib of a banana-leaf dipped in water, and removed her own garment ("sarong"), which was laid aside to be burned. Then the shroud was re-adjusted and the body laid in the grave, with the head pillowed upon the banana-leaf rib. A plank made of some soft wood (probably "jēlotong," not unlike deal), resting against sticks put ready to support it, was then placed in a sloping position

¹ The articles deposited in the hut are always, I was told, distinctive of the sex of the dead: thus for a man, choppers, etc., would be used.

² This is a Malay custom, the strips of selvage (taken from the shroud itself) being used to tie up the dead body. Cp. Malay Magic, p. 401.
Besisi Soul-Wallet.

Wallet left in Besisi soul-hut (near the grave of deceased), containing small models of various utensils and implements used by deceased during life.
over the body, so as to protect the latter from falling earth during the re-filling of the grave-pit.\footnote{No doubt in imitation of the Malay form of burial, known as "papan sa' képing" (the single plank).}

The earth was now filled in and four poles put down rectagonally to mark the edges of the grave. Then two of the elder men took their stand on the opposite sides of the grave, and each in turn held out at about the height of his breast a couple of jungle knives (choppers) horizontally crossed. These each of these two men let fall (still crossed) seven times running upon the centre of the grave (where the girl's breast would be)—a strange custom, of which those present would only tell me that they did it in order that their own lives might not be endangered, but which (as other Besisi afterwards more fully explained to me) was intended to fix the deceased's ghost in the tomb, and keep it from feeding upon the living.

The elders then planted round the edges of the grave some yams (Bes. "yet"), some roots of the citronella or fragrant lemon grass (Mal. "sérai"), some roots of the sweet potato (Bes. "tila" or "hila"), and some roots of a purple-leaved plant—a kind of coleus (Bes. "torek" = Malay, "ati-ati").

Next the seed-rice was taken out of the hut and sown broadcast over the grave. Water was sprinkled over it, and I was told that the rice was to serve when it grew up for the deceased's soul to live upon. Finally the deceased's garment ("sarong"), the two mats, and the strips of selvage were collected together and consumed to ashes in a small fire which had been kept burning since the ceremony commenced.

I must add that, as it was approaching mid-day before the preparations at the grave were complete,
there was some hesitation on the part of those present as to whether it was not actually noon, in which case they said the burial would have to be postponed till the afternoon, since the shortness of their shadows at noon would (sympathetically) shorten their own lives. Fortunately I was able to reassure them, and the ceremony proceeded. No invocations were employed nor any set forms of words, so far as I could observe, although the chiefs and some twenty to thirty members of the tribe were present. The grief of the mother was especially distressing, since she broke down and sobbed aloud, but no emotion was shown by the rest.

Mantra.—M. Borie, in writing of the burial customs of the Mantra, states that the body was enveloped in a white sheet and bathed; it was then left until the friends of the deceased had had time to arrive, when it was bathed again, and carried by two friends to the grave. The other friends and relations might either follow or precede the cortège. Arrived at the place of burial, the deceased was deposited in a tomb dug in a lonely place, sometimes in a reclining position, sometimes sitting, and sometimes standing. If it was a child, in either of the last two positions and with the face to the east, and if an adult, with the face to the west. At the side of the deceased was placed a spear and a chopper ("parang"), and generally some rice, dishes, and old clothes.¹ Near the tomb flowers and fruit-trees were often planted, and this, they said, was the ancient custom of their forefathers. At the foot of the tomb a fire was kept burning for three days, after which no more visits

¹ Acc. to Montano (Voyage, p. 22), a betel-box, rice-pot, and calabash were deposited, a chopper being added in the case of a man. Cp. Rev. d'Ethn. i. 53.
were paid to it. The Mantra did not wear any signs of mourning, and deaths were rarely wept over. The house of the deceased was abandoned by the survivors, and as a rule the entire village emigrated.¹

Elsewhere we are told, by Logan, that a Mantra grave was not protected by a roof like that of the Benua of Johor, though it in other respects resembled it. Above it the Mantra kindled a fire [of logs] ("ungun"), so that the soul ("sēmangat") or spirit of the deceased might warm itself, and not weep and wail on the grave from the cold. On the grave were also placed some unhusked rice or padi, some plantains, sweet potatoes, yams, betel-leaf, areca-nut, gambier, lime, tobacco, a peeling-knife made of wood, and a blowpipe that the survivors had previously broken to pieces,—praying the soul ("sēmangat") to seek no more from them.² After a death in the clearing, nothing more was planted there, and when the crop or plants on the ground had been gathered, it was abandoned.³

Berembun Tribe.—Among the Jakun of Berembun a fire was burnt above the grave for three or seven nights to prevent the "hantu" or ghost of the deceased from crying in the grave. A still more singular custom consisted in placing the end of a bamboo close to the nose of the corpse, the other end projecting above the grave. This practice was said to be confined to the graves of children who died young, and the reason given for it was that the gases accumulating in the body, and having no outlet, would cause it to swell and burst,⁴ and that by some

¹ Borie (tr. Bourien), p. 82.
² Cp. pp. 91, 98, ante.
³ J. J. A. vol. i. p. 325*.
⁴ This is doubtless a misunderstood survival of the use of the tube or pipe which among some races is fixed in the grave for the purpose of conveying food to the deceased.
sympathy between it and the body of the living mother, the latter would be affected in the same way.\footnote{J. I. A. vol. i. p. 271; cp. the account in Newbold (vol. ii. pp. 408-410), which runs as follows:—}

**Benua-Jakun of Johor.**—On the day succeeding a death the body was wrapped in cloth and deposited in a grave dug near the hut, together with some of the clothing of the deceased, and his chopper ("parang"), if he possessed one. No ceremony was observed, but a framework of wood, resembling a (shallow) box without top or bottom, was placed above the grave.\footnote{This was filled with earth, a piece of carved wood was stuck at each end, and frequently the whole was covered over by a roof.} This was filled with earth, a piece of carved wood was stuck at each end, and frequently the whole was covered over by a roof.\footnote{J. I. A. vol. i. p. 271. This is also a Malay custom.}

**Jakun of Johor.**—The preparations made by the Jakun for their funerals were few and simple. If the decease took place before noon, the body was buried the same day, if after noon, the funeral was deferred until the day following. The corpse was washed, wrapped in cloth, and interred by the relations and neighbours in a grave about four or five cubits deep. The blowpipe, dart-quiver, knife, etc., of the deceased were buried with him, together with some rice, water, and tobacco. The only reason given for burying such things with the deceased was that this was the custom practised by their ancestors and followed by them.

\footnote{This is the usual custom among Peninsular Malays. Cp. Malay Magic, p. 408.}
Like many other people, the Jakun considered white as a sacred colour, and it was a peculiar subject of comfort when, in their last sickness, they could procure for themselves some white cloth in which to be buried. When they were too poor to obtain it, the body was wrapped in tree-bark. It was alleged that amongst some of the tribes on the frontier of Pahang, the corpse of the deceased was burnt, as amongst the Hindus and Siamese; also that the place where a Jakun died was deserted by his comrades, and the house itself burnt; but this practice was confined to a few.¹

**Jakun of the Madek (Johor).**—Of the Madek Jakun we are informed by D. F. A. Hervey that on the death of a man tobacco and betel-leaf were deposited upon his breast, his relations weeping and wailing, and at the same time knocking their heads against the wall; whilst the women would tie a cloth round their necks “as if to strangle themselves”; the men, however, would nowadays invariably interfere before any harm was done, although, in former times, the women are said, on such occasions, to have actually put an end to their lives. The burial usually took place next day, but sometimes on the second day if there were any reason for delay. All the property of the deceased, comprising his weapons, cup and plate, and clothing, were buried with him, together with some rice. The depth of the grave was up to the breast. An axe, torch and torch-stand, coconut-shell gourd, and pan, were placed on the top of the grave.²

The great magicians (“poyang bésar”) of the tribe were believed to be able either to reach heaven by

---

¹ *J. I. A.* vol. ii. p. 265. Mr. Blagden was told by a Mantra that he had seen a Jakun buried in a sitting posture, a fire being lighted round the head, which protruded from the ground.  
disappearing without dying, or else, on sickening for
death, to arrange to have incense ("kēmnyan") burnt
over them for two days after their apparent death
(instead of their being merely wept over and buried),
and then to return to life again.¹

In a further account of some Jakun graves in
Johor which was contributed some years ago to the
same journal, Mr. Hervey states that he once found
two or three Jakun tombs at the back of a small settle-
ment containing five Jakun rattan-gatherers' huts in a
tapioca plantation running down to the river's edge.
Of one of these he attempted a sketch; it was the tomb
("pēndam") of the "Juru-krah," one of the subordinate
Jakun chiefs, and the head of this particular Jakun
settlement, who had died of fever nine days before.
The body lay about three feet under ground, the
tomb, which was made of earth battened smooth,
rising about the same height above the surface. A
little ditch ran round the grave, wherein the soul of
the deceased chief might paddle his canoe. The body
lay with the feet pointing towards the west. The
ornamental pieces at each end of the grave corre-
sponded to tombstones and were called "nēsan,"
which is the Malay word for such stones. On the
other side of them were to be seen the small, plain,
upright sticks, which are called soul-ladders ("tangga
sēmangat"), which were intended to enable the soul
to leave the grave when it desired. There were
also to be seen four horizontal timbers on each side of
the grave, which were joined together to form a
framework,² consisting of sixteen beams in all, which

² This framework is the same as that constructed by the Mantra and
Besisi; as well as by the Malays, who call it "kalang dapor," or "hearth
It may be a survival of hut- or
hearth-burial (e. pp. 100, 112, ante).
JAKUN GRAVES AT KUMRANG.

Fig. 1.—a-a. Grave-posts ("nésan") of carved wood, equivalent to tombstones. b-b. "Soul-" or "spirit-steps" ("tangga sémangat"). c. Torch-stand ("kákí damar"), holding the end of a "damar" torch. d. Coconut shell ("tèmpûrong"). e. Jungle basket ("ambong").

Fig. 2. One of the grave-posts ("nésan") at the foot of a woman's tomb.
was laid on the top of the grave, and thus formed a sort of enclosure, within the precincts of which were placed, for the use of the deceased, a coconut-shell to drink from, a torch ("damar") fixed in a rattan stand ("kaki"), an adze handle, and a cooking-pan ("kwali"). Outside this framework was suspended an "ambong" (which is a back-basket with shoulder- straps, made of the bark of "mēranti" or some other kind of tree) for the deceased to carry his firewood in. Close by the tomb of the Juru-krah was that of his niece, between which and the former there were three points of difference to be noted: the first was that the framework on the top of the niece's grave consisted of but three horizontal timbers instead of four (forming a total of twelve beams instead of sixteen); the second, that one of the ornamental head-pieces was roughly shaped like a human figure, whilst the other resembled the "nēsan" of her uncle; the third, that the only objects inside the framework were a coconut-shell, a torch and torch-stand, and a little sugar-cane. Not far distant was a site marked off for a child's grave, by means of a coconut-shell and some cloth hung upon sticks. In another direction was the half-finished grave of another child, the lower framework being already in position, whilst the earth had been loosely heaped up in the enclosed space, and a small framework, intended for the top, lay close by.¹

Orang Laut or Sea-Jakun.

Orang Laut, Sletar.—At death the deceased (of the Sletar tribe) were wrapped in their garments and committed to the parent earth. "The women weep a little and then leave the spot," were the simple words of the narrator of the ceremony.²

¹ Hervey in J. R. A. S., S. B., No. 8, pp. 97, 98. ² J. I. A. vol. i. p. 344*.
Orang Laut, Sabimba.—Logan tells us, that whenever a member of a Sabimba family died, the body was washed, wrapped in cloth, and buried in a grave, an excavation being made in one side of the pit to receive it. Above the grave was placed some rice, a pot, an axe, a hatchet, a knife, betel-leaf and arecanut, the deceased being meanwhile exhorted not to call the survivors or require anything from them in future. A fire was kindled at the side of the grave. On the third and seventh days the grave was visited, and a month later the house was abandoned and a new locality selected for the survivors. The property of the father descended to his sons.

A later account by Thomson differs slightly from the foregoing, as we are told that on any of their tribe being near death the Sabimba would leave the hut until they thought that all was over; they then laid the corpse upon a plank and removed it, shrouded in its own clothes, to a grave in which were buried, together with the body, the utensils of the deceased, such as his blowpipe, chopper, adze, cooking utensils, etc.; these were placed at the side of the grave, and the survivors then left the spot and wandered to other parts.

Orang Laut, Muka Kuning.—The dead were buried 1½ ft. (45 cm.) deep in graves near the house. A blowpipe was placed upon the grave of a male, and a knife on that of a female. In about a month after the burial the family abandoned the hut and constructed another in a distant place.

---

1 This is the “liang lahad” of the Malays, which is borrowed from the Arabs. Cp. Malay Magic, p. 404.
3 Logan in J. I. A. vol. i. p. 297.
4 J. I. A. vol. i. p. 339*.
CHAPTER V.

MUSIC, SONGS, AND FEASTS.

The musical instruments of the three races include one primitive stringed instrument, two or three kinds of wind instruments (flutes), drums and other instruments played by percussion, and a primitive kind of Jew’s-harp. It is a curious fact that all the regular instruments except the drum are made of bamboo in some shape or form. Of these the distribution appears to be fairly general, with the possible exception of the drum and the “banjeng” (the stringed instrument referred to), which seem to be rarely used by the wilder Semang tribes. They at least belong to a rather more developed class of instruments, found everywhere among tribes of Malayan stock, and were probably borrowed by the Semang from the Jakun.

The most interesting of the flutes, the nose-flute, is so called because it is played through the nose instead of the mouth. It has a wide distribution in South-east Asia and the Malay Archipelago, but I never heard of its being employed by the civilised Malays of the Peninsula, who themselves regard it as peculiar to the aborigines.

The Jew’s-harp is also widely distributed in the same region, is found among all the jungle tribes
of the Peninsula, and most probably came in with Malayan culture.¹

The chief point in which the Jew's-harp of these tribes differs from that used by the Malays is in respect of the handle, which among the aborigines is frequently made from the bone of an animal.

It may be noted here that the drum is not used by the Andamanese, and that, speaking generally, it is hardly portable enough as an instrument to be adopted by nomadic tribes. Hence, wherever it appears as a Semang instrument, it should almost certainly be regarded as borrowed from other (probably Malayan) tribes.

The bamboo harp or guitar of the Semang, as it has variously been called (though it does not perhaps correspond very exactly to either of those instruments), is also not found among the Andamanese, and was most probably in the first instance of Malayan origin.

The music of these races appears to be similar to that which is common throughout China, Indo-China, and (formerly at least) Java, and which generally consists, except where modified by foreign influence, of the five tones C D E G A.

Dress.

In the matter of dress, the trappings worn by the Semang dancers (in all cases which came under my observation) presented a strong contrast to those

¹ While Baron A. von Hugel was showing me some Jew's-harps (? from New Guinea) one day I noticed that the lower extremity of the instrument had been split and subsequently tied up. Other specimens from the same region showed the same peculiarity, and I think there can be little doubt that it is simply due to a more primitive (clumsier) form of manufacture, it being easier to cut out the tongue of the instrument if the end is split. I have never observed this peculiarity, however, among the Jew's-harps of the Peninsula, either among the jungle tribes or Malays.
worn by the Sakai and Jakun (e.g. the Besisi). For whereas the Negritos usually employed both leaves and flowers in their natural state, just as they were gathered in the jungle, both Sakai and Jakun wore artificial leaf decorations consisting of long white strips of palm-leaf plaited up into various fantastic shapes, intended to represent flowers, fruit, krisses, and nooses which (according to Vaughan-Stevens) are specially designed to entrap any unwary demons which might attempt to attack the wearer during the performance of the dance. Bunches of these "demon-traps" were inserted in the girdle and head-band of the dancer.

**Songs and Mimetic Dances.**

From the accounts of De Morgan, Hale, and other writers, it might be inferred that the song-and-dance performances of these tribes were not invested with any special meaning, and had no object beyond that of whiling away an idle hour. In some instances, no doubt, it is so, and it may even be conceded that in a few instances the songs themselves may merely consist, as is alleged by these writers, of words strung together at random. It cannot, however, be admitted that performances of such a kind are in any way typical, any more than it could be admitted that the burden of a music-hall song adequately represented the songs of Europe. As I shall presently be able to show from the specimens I myself collected, the songs of both Semang and Jakun generally possess a very definite meaning, which is only difficult to make out, in some cases, on account of the differences which exist between the sung and the spoken dialects, the former of which sometimes contains what are probably archaic, as well as rare and distorted forms.
The Semang chanted songs descriptive of animals and reptiles, birds and fruit, but there was nothing actually mimetic in the performances that I witnessed.

Among the Jakun (e.g. Besisi and Mantra), however, the songs are often distinctly mimetic, and in such cases are acted by the performers, who take much pride in their performance. Moreover, from an analysis of the songs themselves, taken in conjunction with the dress of the performers, and the subjects, and often the actual words of the songs themselves, it appears to me at least an arguable hypothesis that they may have been instituted mainly for the purpose of increasing the kindliness of nature,¹ as the food-producing ceremonies of the Intichiuma are thought to have been among the Australian Blackfellows. There are also, however, among them songs that are performed for other motives and in other moods, the most important of which are the genealogical songs called "Trumba," which commence by describing the early wanderings of the chiefs of the tribe, and conclude with a recital of the various spots successively occupied by its ancestors.

Of the actual performances of these songs, as distinct from the subjects of which they treat, there is not much that requires to be said. It may, however, be noted that among the Semang, and apparently also among the Sakai, the chief if not the sole performers are the women of the tribe, whereas among the Besisi most of the dancing was actually done by the men, and it was only with much difficulty that the women could be persuaded to perform, except indeed at the great annual banquets after the rice-harvest. The performance took place after the evening meal, which

¹ For a fuller statement of the case, see Skeat, Folklore Journal, vol. xiii.
among the Jakun was on the occasion of their great annual feast-days accompanied by much drinking of freshly-brewed fermented liquors, and terminated with what can only be called their "game of exchanging wives," the whole performance being evidently regarded\(^1\) as having some sort of productive influence not only upon the crops, but upon all other contributing sources of food-supply. I may add that in all cases that I have seen (both among the Semang and the Jakun), as well as, I believe, among the Sakai, the dancing of the women is usually confined to a sort of curtsying step, which consists in bending the knees and modulating the arms and hands in time to the music. The dance-action of the men was much more free, but as far as I can remember, the mimetic dances (representing animals, etc.) were always performed by the men alone.

I.—Semang.

Musical Instruments.

Kedah Semang.—The simplest form of Negrito music (if it may so be called) consists of various simple ways of "beating time." One of these methods is to take a couple of hardwood sticks or bamboo slivers, which are held in the two hands, when one of them is struck upon the other in the air.

This method of beating time was employed by the Semang of Siong, who made use of it to accompany their songs.\(^2\)

Another method of obtaining a musical note from the percussion of bamboo, employed by the Semang of Siong, simple as it is, has not been yet recorded.

\(^1\) V., e.g., p. 152, l. 40; p. 156, ll. 33-35; p. 158, ll. 46, 47; p. 159, ll. 42, 43; and the Fish-trap Song (p. 162).
\(^2\) A similar method is employed both by the Sakai and the Jakun.
It consists in beating the open end of a long bamboo internode of large calibre with a palm-leaf fan. The bamboo employed measures from about three or four feet in length, and has a diameter of three or four inches. The lower end, which rests on the ground, is closed by the node, and the upper end is cut off evenly and left open for the beater. The beater is made by folding the leaf of the "palas palm" (Licuala) into the shape of a fan and lacing and relacing it across with a strip of rattan to stiffen it, and keep it in its proper shape. It measures about one foot in length by five inches at the broadest part, and struck sharply against the upper (open) end of the bamboo, which latter usually rests upon another piece of wood or else upon the knees of the performer. This instrument, like the last described, is used by way of accompaniment to the songs of the tribe.\(^1\)

A small variety of Jew's-harp is a favourite musical instrument with the Semang, though it is of course not used as an accompaniment. It consists of a small strip of bamboo (about five inches long by one inch in width), in the central portion of which a small free tongue is cut, in such a way as to allow it to vibrate easily when the instrument is played. To effect this the performer takes the instrument in his left hand, the left thumb resting upon a slight depression at the lower end of the harp. In his right he takes the handle (which is attached by a short string to the upper extremity of the instrument). By giving the handle a sharp tug or jerk, he sets the tongue of the instrument in vibration, producing a loud twanging note, which can be heard at some distance, but

---

\(^1\) I have not yet heard of this instrument being used by the Sakai or by any of the Jakun.
SEMANG JEWS'-HARP.
Made of bamboo with handle of monkey's bone. (Ulu Siong, Kedah.)

FAN-SHAPED PALM-LEAF BEATERS.
Used for striking the ends of long bamboos to cause a musical note. (Ulu Siong, Kedah.)
PANGAN GROUP IN DANCING DRESS, KUALA SAM, ULU KELANTAN.

R. H. Yapp (Sketch Expedition).
which is by no means unmusical. In order to increase
the volume of sound the body of the instrument is
generally held between the teeth of the performer, or
else over the hollow of the bamboo case in which it is
sometimes kept.

The string by which the instrument is attached to
the handle is generally of twisted vegetable fibre, and
the handle itself the rib of a small monkey. In all
other respects, however, it is very similar to the Jews'-
harp of the Peninsular Malays.

The flutes used by the Semang of Kedah are of
two kinds, the common bamboo mouth-flute and the
nose-flute. Both are occasionally though rarely used
to accompany their songs.

The common flute is usually about a foot long and
is made of a segment of young bamboo. It usually
has three holes, apart from the mouth-hole, and is
often decorated with incised patterns.

The nose-flute, which has a similar number of holes,
was about twice the length of the common flute used
by the same tribe. There does not appear to be any
record of the plugging of one of the performer's
nostrils with grass or leaves (as is done by other races
who use this instrument), but my impression is that I
saw this done by a member of this tribe. The practice
certainly obtains among the Sakai, though as when a
pair of nose-flutes is played both nostrils may be
used simultaneously, there should not be any special
necessity for plugging the unused nostril when a
single flute is used.

The stringed bamboo or "guitar" is occasionally
found among the Semang (in fact I myself obtained a
specimen from the Semang of Kedah), but it appears
to be very rarely used by them, and is probably not a
Negrito instrument. In its simplest form it consists of a big segment of bamboo—usually from about 2 ft. to 3 ft. (60 cm. to 90 cm.) in length, with a diameter varying from 2-4 in. (5 cm. to 10 cm.). This segment comprises an internode with its two adjacent nodes or joints, the strings in my specimen being made by raising several thin parallel strips of the outer skin of the internode with a sharp knife, and inserting under them at each end small wooden wedges or bridges (called "pillows" in Semang) in order to stretch the strings to the required extent. By moving these wedges the instrument can of course be tuned. A strong rattan ring is also passed over each end, partly to keep the instrument from splitting, and partly to keep the strings themselves from breaking away at their extremities.

Perak Semang.—The only authority for the use of the drum among the Semang is the account of De Morgan, who gives, under the heading of "Negrito Songs," an account of the way in which an alleged Semang drum was made. But as he often confuses them with Sakai, and even describes the method of manufacturing a Sakai drum in identical words, I think his statements must, in the absence of corroboration on the part of other writers, be taken as referring to a tribe that was mainly (if not wholly) Sakai.

Feasts.

Kedah Semang.—On festal occasions both sexes adorned the person with white bands of Licuala leaf in place of the ligatures usually worn. Bunches or tassels of fragrant leaves and flowers were inserted under these bands, in the girdle, on the crown of the head, and at the back of the neck, and the head

---

1 De Morgan, vii. 430.  
2 Ibid. viii. 281.
itself was bound with a *Licuala*-leaf fillet. In the case of the men the fillet was simply carried round the head, but among the women in some cases two bands were carried over the crown of the head from ear to ear, the first just behind a narrow fringe of hair in front, and the second at the back of the region of the top-knot, whilst a third was carried round at the back of the head. In other cases only two bands were worn, corresponding to the first and third of the bands just described, the central one being omitted. A small roll or scroll of *Licuala*-leaf was also inserted in the ear-holes.

In addition a couple of leaf-festoons were worn crossed like bandoliers upon the breast, and bunches or tassels of leaves similar to those which are inserted in the fillet were worn in the girdle, and were also sometimes inserted in the armlets and knee-bands. A woman at Siong wore one of these tassels, which was made by shredding (with the thumb-nail) the leaves of the Rêtut, probably a kind of wild ginger (perhaps *Hornstedtia hemispherica*). It would appear that they are worn, not for mere ornament, but as charms against diseases. The one here described was worn as a protection against pains in the back. The leaves are usually picked and worn green, but dried leaves are occasionally employed. The black coiled girdle of "rock-vein" fungus was also usually worn upon these occasions, but a girdle of coiled cane with alternate knots of *Licuala*-leaf

---

1 This was, I believe, the customary dance-fillet prescribed on such occasions for the adornment of the men. Occasionally, however, a fillet made of "urut batu" (the "rock-vein" fungus described in an earlier chapter) were also worn. One of the Semang men at Siong wore a sort of wreath manufactured by shredding the leaf of the Zalacca palm (Salak) with a knife; this form of head-dress being believed to avert headaches. Another, with the same object, wore a wreath of *Lycopodium cernuum*. 
and "chalong" leaves dependent from it, was also sometimes worn by the Pangan women of Kelantan, though the rest of their attire differs but little from what has already been described.

Songs and Dances.

Both in the neighbourhood of S. Mat Sam (a tributary of the Kelantan river) and in Kedah I witnessed performances of the Semang choral dances (called Siwang), the performers in both cases being females. Indeed I was told by the Kedah Semang that their women alone were in the habit of dancing.

In the former case the dance was performed by two Pangan women, to the accompaniment of a somewhat monotonous chant and a bamboo guitar, the latter of which was played by one of the men.

In the other case, at Siong, two or three Semang women and a girl were the performers, and there was quite an extensive orchestra, consisting of two men who beat the long bamboos described above, a man who performed upon the nose-flute, and one or two men who beat time by knocking sticks together. Sometimes the musicians chanted songs; sometimes they merely played the accompaniment. When the former was the case, there was invariably an old man who "conducted," and from whom the rest of the performers caught up the words of the song, even though in some cases they evidently knew the words so well that they might easily have dispensed with his services. The step danced by the women was a graceful one, the knees being bent, the body turned partly round, and the arms either hanging loosely and slightly swaying from side to side or else stretched
forward and swayed in time to the music. The Pangan women when dancing kept slowly moving to and fro, and round in a small circle, but the Semang women of Kedah did not move from where they stood. In the latter case the performance took place by daylight at my special request, but night-time is regarded as the proper time for such ceremonies.

The song-dialect of the Negritos was described to me by the Semang themselves as being different (probably more archaic) than their spoken language, and as being harder to understand and to explain. Certainly the songs which I took down were extremely hard to make out, the words being frequently lengthened by one or more syllables to suit the music, and the difficulties were not lessened by the fact that, although I had them repeated frequently in order to make sure of the words, the lines themselves would constantly be repeated in a different order, fresh lines being inserted and others omitted, even though the words in the repeated line did not vary. Nevertheless, with a considerable amount of labour and repeated checking, I succeeded in discovering the meaning of about a dozen of these songs, which I recorded at the time upon a phonograph (taken with me up-country for the purpose), and thanks to my father's old friend and my own, Dr. R. J. Lloyd of Liverpool, it has been possible in a few cases to initiate investigations both from the phonetic and the musical point of view. I may add that some of these phonograph records were exhibited at one of the Royal Society's soirées in 1901.

In Ulu Raman a number of Semang songs were performed for my benefit by an aged Semang (named
To' Gëlugar), several of whose songs I took down as he sang them. And here is one of the songs that he sang. The subject of it is a monkey called "Krā" (Macacu cynomolgus), and every line ends (by way of a burden) with the monkey's name.

THE SEMANG MONKEY SONG.

He runs along the branches, Krā!
Carrying off (fruit) with him, Krā!
He runs to and fro, Krā!
Over the sêraya-trees, Krā!
Over the rambutan-trees, Krā!
Over the live bamboos, Krā!
Over the dead bamboos, Krā!
He runs along the branches, Krā!
Peering forward, Krā!
And dangling downwards, Krā!
He runs along the branches and boots, Krā!
Peering forward, Krā!
Among the young fruit-trees, Krā!
And showing his grinning teeth, Krā!
From every sapling, Krā!
Peering forward, Krā!
He is dressed for the dance, Krā!
With the porcupine's quill through his nose, Krā!

Dr. Lloyd's note upon the phonographic record of this song is that it is sung to a very simple tune, like the "Song of the Fruit-buds," but that it has a monosyllabic refrain.

The last two lines appear to be merely a "make-believe" invitation to the monkey to come and join the feasting and dancing of the tribe.

Other songs of a similar kind (of which the following are free and tentative translations) were taken down by myself either at Jarum or at Siong in Kedah.

THE SONG OF THE FRUIT-CLUSTER.

The fruit-cluster turns in the wind,
The fruit-cluster at the end of the spray;
The fruit-cluster turns in the wind,
The fruit-cluster that we climb for,
The fruit-cluster turns in the wind,
The fruit-cluster waves to and fro,
The fruit-cluster whose pulp is acid,
The fruit-cluster sways to and fro;
The fruit-cluster turns in the wind,
The fruit-cluster that spins round and round.

Upon the "record" of this song Dr. Lloyd remarks that it shows a different type of chant. The lines of the original have four accents each, but the invariable part of the line occurs at the beginning, and the variable part at the end of the line. Each part carries two accents, and the lines sometimes rhyme, but without regularity, and apparently without design. This song shows well the unorganised character of these compositions, and the singer's habit of bringing in the same lines repeatedly, and in any order, *ad lib*.

**THE SONG OF THE WILD GINGER PLANT.**

Its stem bends as its leaves shoot up,
Down to its root it bends and sways,
Bends and sways in divers ways;
Its leaves are chafed and lose their stiffness;
On craggy Inas it is blown about,
On craggy Inas which is our home.
Blown about in the light breeze,
Blown about with the mist, blown about with the haze,
Blown about are its young shoots,
Blown about in the haze of the mountain,
Blown about in the light breeze.
It nods and nods upon the mountains,
Mountains of Bêching, mountains of Inas,
Mountains of Malau, mountains of Kuwi,
Mountains of Mantan, mountains of Lûmu',
On every mountain which is our home.

Dr. Lloyd remarks that the "Song of the Wild Ginger Plant" is not marked by any regular refrain, though the love of repeated words and sounds shows itself in one way or other in almost every line; otherwise, however, its only quality as verse is that of possessing four accents to the line.

**THE SONG OF THE FRUIT-BUDS.**

They swell and swell, the fruit-buds!
To and fro wave the fruit-buds!
Blown about are the fruit-buds!
In the wind, the fruit-buds!
In the light wind, the fruit-buds!
Spinning round and round, the fruit-buds!
Swaying to and fro, the fruit-buds!

Dr. Lloyd's note upon this song is that the music is simplicity itself, and that the time is well kept, the four accented syllables of each line coming in on the exact beat of the music, with the regularity of marching.

An attempt to reduce the music of this song to paper, from the record of the phonograph, is given herewith. It was kindly sent to me by Dr. Lloyd, with his comments on the songs.

THE SONG OF THE RIPENING FRUIT.
Plump grows the fruit at the end of the spray!
We climb and cut it off at the end of the spray!
Plump is the bird at the end of the spray!
And plump too the buck squirrel at the end of the spray!

Of this song Dr. Lloyd remarks that it exhibits a somewhat different style of metre. It possesses six accents to the line, of which four belong to the variable part of the line, and two to the invariable refrain.

Dr. Lloyd sums up his remarks upon these Semang records by observing that both as to music and metre they are very much on a par with the simplest of my Malay (east coast) records. The versification is based always upon the possession of a given number of accents in the line, and nearly always upon the repetition, either at the beginning or end of the line, of certain invariable words or phrases. The incidence of accent is, however, totally different from that of the Malay songs. The Malay lines usually end in, and are rhymed on, unaccented syllables, but the Negrito lines never end on an unaccented syllable, and though lines often end in identical words, actual rhymes never seem to be sought for. The thoughts expressed are of the extreme simplicity, and almost every line is complete in itself. The lines rarely have any special sequence, and most of them can be recited in any order, without injury to the poem, and it can be heard in the phonograph that the singers are quite alive to this, and freely alter the order of the lines. Accent appears less steadfast than in Malay, or perhaps licence is greater; at least it will be observed that the same word appears in different places with a different accentuation. The final syllable, which so seldom carried the accent in Malay, here carries it oftener than any other.

In conclusion I should add that, from what I was told by the Pangan of Kelantan, the "full" dress of the Negrito men on festal occasions was the same
as that of their women, with the exception of the different girdle ("tali' gel") and the combs that were worn by the latter. The men's dancing dress consisted, as a rule, of a loin-cloth ("pēnjok"), two crossed leaf-festoones or bandoliers ("chiniwok"), and a stick or dance-wand ("cheb chas"), which was carried in the hand.

**Perak Semang.**—The performances of the Perak Negritos have a strong family likeness to those of the tribes of Kedah. Of the former, Maxwell's account tells us that singing and dancing (Mal. "bēr-sempul") were still in a very early stage of development, and that dancing was confined to the female sex.¹

Sitting together in a circle and facing inwards, the five men (whose performance Maxwell is describing) commenced a series of long chants or recitations in quick time. The instruments on which they accompanied themselves were made of pieces of bamboo. One man held in each hand a short tube of bamboo (green and recently cut) in an upright position on a horizontal wooden log. These tubes were raised and then brought down on the log alternately, producing a ringing and not unmusical sound, which had something of the effect of the beating of a tom-tom.² Two others struck pieces of bamboo held in their left hands with other pieces held in the right, after the manner of the Malay "chērachap" or castanets. There was no hesitation or difficulty about recollecting words; the man who led was followed by the other four, who were generally about a note behind him. The general effect was monotonous, the performers sometimes chanting rapidly on the same note for

---

¹ Maxwell in *J. R. A. S.*, *S. B.*, No. 4, p. 48.
² Cp. the same instruments as used by the Bēsisi.
nearly a minute together. Their whole range most probably did not exceed three or four notes.\(^1\)

The first song was the “Tune of the Gias-tree” ("Lagu Gias"). This was an enumeration of fruit-bearing trees, and of the favourite mountains and forests of the tribe. It was said to be held in great veneration, and might contain some of the germs of the traditions of this singular people. Next came the “Tune of the Tiger-spirit” ("Lagu Chēnaku"). "Chēnaku" (or "B'lian") is the name given to a man who conceals his identity as a tiger under the semblance of a human form (Malay "Jadi-jadi-an"), this belief being widespread among the Malays as well as among the aboriginal tribes. The next song was the “Tune of the Prah-tree” ("Lagu Prah"), sung when the "prah" fruit is ripe, no small occasion of festivity among the forest tribes. The fruit is sliced up and mixed with other ingredients ("rojak,"\(^2\)) and then heat-dried in bamboo tubes ("lēmang").\(^3\)

The performance concluded with the “Tune of the Durian-fruit” ("Lagu Durian"). This, like the others, was unfortunately unintelligible, though it may be presumed that their estimate of this fruit was a high one.

But the most remarkable performance yet attributed to the Perak Semang is undoubtedly the Dance-drama related by De Morgan, who was an eye-witness of it, and describes it as follows:—

A young girl entered the circle and began to dance in the middle. She advanced slowly at first with a

---

\(^1\) Maxwell in *J. R. A. S., S. B.*, No. 4, p. 49.
\(^2\) (?) "Gayas."
\(^3\) *Ibid.* It should be noted that Maxwell, in the account quoted above, confuses together the names "Sakai" and "Semang," but that his account is otherwise substantially correct. *J. R. A. S., S. B.*, No. 4, p. 49.
sort of polka step, but without turning round; then she commenced to wave or modulate her arms, and directed her hands behind her back. In this way she went two or three times round the circle. (This was explained to mean that she was looking for a husband in the forest.) A suitor soon appeared and danced round her, singing of flowers, birds, and insects. She moved backwards, followed by the suitor, who pressed for her hand in vain. Then a second and a third suitor appeared, each being repulsed in turn like the first, and at this point three other young girls arrived on the scene, and her late suitors deserted her to make up to her rivals, by whom they were promptly accepted, dancing round with them and talking. The first arrival then went from group to group trying to regain her late conquests, but was too late, and was compelled to remain an old maid, whereupon she stopped in the middle of the circle and uttered the most lamentable cries, repeating again and again the words Death, Malediction, etc. After dancing round her for about ten minutes, one of the men of the rival groups returned to her, when she humbly agreed to accept the humiliating position of a second wife.¹

¹ De Morgan, viii. 282, where other performances of this kind are described. Elsewhere (op. cit.) De Morgan says that the Negritos of Perak were in the habit of singing words strung together at random, their joy or sorrow being distinguished solely by the nature of the words and the air. If they were feeling dull, they would go through the names of all their rivers, mountains, and hills. On returning from the chase they would sing words suited to wild animals, the forest, and their weapons.

After a death of one of the tribe, they would repeat the words, Death, Decay, Fire, and the name of the deceased, etc. If they were feeling happy, they would sing of flowers, birds, and small insects. This, however, is only a general rule, and often they would string words together with reference to sound only, and not to their meaning. If the word was too short for the measure, they prolonged it by adding long drawn-out nasal syllables such as ang, eng, ong, ng, (the latter after words ending in a hard consonant such as g or k, or a vowel).
II.—Sakai.

Musical Instruments.

Perak Sakai.—As among the Semang, the simplest form of music takes the form of beating time. Thus De Morgan describes the Perak Sakai as using small slivers of bamboo, whose flat sides were clashed together with a sound like that of castanets.¹

Another simple form of percussion music is made by using a number of short bamboos (which are open at the upper end only) as "stampers," the bamboos being held in the hand and struck upon the floor or a piece of wood at regular intervals. This method of beating time, which has been only once recorded among the Semang,² is mentioned both by De Morgan,³ and Hale. A full description of these bamboos and the methods of using them will be found in the part dealing with the Besisi.

The bamboo harp or guitar (already described as in use among the Semang) is also found among the Sakai. Thus Hale⁴ describes one that he saw, among the Perak Sakai, as possessing three strings stretched upon a large joint of bamboo. This guitar, however, was probably not in the first instance a Sakai, but an aboriginal Malayan instrument.

In a recent letter Mr. L. Wray states that the Sakai of both Kinta and Batang Padang use frets

¹ Cp. Z. f. E. xxvi. 172. "At times two bamboo sticks called 'sock yet,' measuring 38 cm. in length by 3 cm. in breadth, are employed in the "Tuang-tuang" ceremony among the Sakai. One stick is held in each hand, and they are struck together. The Sakai say that this custom is borrowed from the Siamese." There is, however, apparently no reason whatever why the Sakai should have gone to the Siamese for so simple an invention.
² By Maxwell, v. p. 131 ante.
³ According to De Morgan (viii. 281), it is the length of these bamboo tubes that causes the alteration of tone. The most usual method, however, is by varying the diameter of the tube. Cp. De Morgan, vii. 430.
made of small pieces of wood or pith stuck on to the bamboo under the strings of their guitars, but not touching them until pressed down by the fingers.

Of wind instruments the Sakai use various forms of flute,\(^1\) which are similar to those manufactured by the Semang. Hale mentions their use of a “long bamboo flute with three holes” in it, as well as a species of bamboo whistle.

Mr. L. Wray writes me, that the nose-flute in Ulu Batang Padang is about 18 in. (45 cm.) long, and has four holes, the first being 9 in. (23 cm.) from the blowing end, and the other holes at distances of two fingers’ width from each other. The holes are made by taking a small dry stick, lighting one end in the fire, and then blowing out the flame and applying the glowing charcoal point to the bamboo, blowing with the mouth meanwhile to keep it alight. Mr. Wray had never seen more than one flute used at a time. If two are used, they must, he thinks, be of different construction, as those he had seen had to be held so that the wind from the nostril passed almost at right angles to the length of the flute.

Whistles are rare, but what are usually called by this name by most writers, are in reality short flutes. They have one end closed by the node of the bamboo, except a small hole in the centre, the other end being open. They are played with the mouth like a flute. The palm of one hand is held over the open end, and the thumb of the left hand over the small hole in the other end. They thus give three notes. The hole blown through is not circular, but shaped like that of a whistle.

\(^1\) De Morgan, viii. 281; L’H. ii. 619; Hale, p. 298. Mr. Cerruti tells me that the Sakai often plug one nostril with grass.
The nose-flute is also certainly known to the Sakai, and the Jews'-harp is mentioned by Hale. 1

A drum, which De Morgan obtained at Changkat Kerbu in Perak, was made by hollowing out the trunk of a tree, and "heading" the barrel thus obtained with the skin of a black monkey. 2 According to Hale, this hollowing of the barrel is effected by burning as well as by chopping, the process being continued until the barrel is only about half an inch thick. Across one end the skin of a gibbon (siamang), or some other small animal, is stretched, and tightened up to the required pitch by means of rattan cords and wedges. Hale further describes a tune played upon one of these drums as being in what he calls "one-two time." 3

Mr. L. Wray writes me, that there is a Sakai drum in the Perak Museum, from Batang Padang. It is about 1 ft. (30 cm.) in diameter, and 2 ft. 6 in. (76 cm.) long. It is made of a tree-trunk hollowed out, and has on one end a siamang skin head. Mr. Wray bought it for $2.

Dress.

On festal occasions the attire of the Sakai (for both sexes) does not materially differ from that of the Negritos. The same leaf-festoons, fillets, armlets, knee-bands of Licuala-leaf are worn as have been described already, and the same bunches of fragrant leaves 4 and flowers are also worn wherever there is a

---

1 Hale, p. 296; cp. L'H. ii. 619.
2 De Morgan, viii. 281. But see also De Morgan, vii. 430, which conflicts with this. There can, however, be little doubt that the account assigning this drum to the Sakai is the correct one. The drum referred to appears to have been only headed at one end (like that mentioned by Hale). See L'H. ii. 619.
4 Usually the leaves are picked and worn while green,—but dried leaves are not excluded (De Morgan, vii. 414).
Sakai Men playing Nose-Flutes.

Near Kuala Ko, about six miles from Tapah, Batang Padang, Perak.
Sakai using various Musical Instruments.

Long and short bamboo "stampers," bamboo "guitar," nose-flutes, etc. (Chenderiang, Batang Padang, Perak.)
chance of fixing them. The only important differences appear to consist in the different type of head-dress, and (frequently) of girdle, worn by the Sakai. Of the head-dress Hale says that on the occasion of special festivities, e.g., at their dances, the Perak Sakai wear a sort of high turban made of bark-cloth, or a wreath of sweet-smelling grasses or leaves.¹

The Dance.

Hale, in describing a Sakai dance which he witnessed in Ulu Kinta, says, that after about five minutes' beating of the drum one or two men got up and commenced a dance, "the principle of which was a sort of curtsey made to every beat of the drum"; and that, at the same time, "grotesque gestures were made with the hands." After about half an hour's dancing the men sat down to rest and commenced chanting one of their songs, which consisted of a mere "repetition of the names of a number of mountains, rivers, etc.," all of which were in the Kinta watershed (the "Sakai country") between 4° 30' and 5° N. lat. One of the places referred to was Tambore (?), "now a Malay village with coconut palms at least twenty years old," and which must, as Hale points out, have been in the possession of Malays for that time at least, "as the Sakai do not plant coconuts."²

After about an hour's chanting (Hale continues) the women came forward to perform. It "could scarcely be called a dance," as they did not move from place to place, but only went through certain evolutions as they stood. First they clapped their hands, for a few bars, in time to the beats of the drum,

¹ Hale, p. 293. ² Ibid.
repeating cries that sounded like "Sough, sough, sough," and then "Chaepe, chaepe, chaepe." This was repeated some six or eight times, and at the same time they made a deep curtsey once to every drum-beat. Then the arms dropped to the sides, and the body was turned from side to side (from the hips upwards), the arms being allowed to swing round loosely with it, once to every beat of time; at the same time a deep curtsey was made as before; this being repeated about six times. This had a very pretty effect, as it was done by a graceful swaying movement. After this they stood still (with the exception of the curtseying), and placing one arm akimbo, held out the other with the palm open, and in time to the drum the forearm was turned so as to present the hand with the palm alternately upwards and downwards with a very slight but at the same time graceful movement, continued till the end of the song.\footnote{Hale, p. 299. De la Croix, in a similar account, adds, "At times the musical phrase dies away only to revive suddenly and terminate in a long-drawn howl which is lost in the night. The wild and profound poetry of the performance produced a captivating effect in the midst of the great forest surrounding us on every side" (De la Croix, p. 339). Cp. also Brau de Saint-Pol Lias, pp. 269-271.}

In the same connection, Hale says that each line (or word) was first chanted by the leader of the song and then repeated in chorus by the rest. Most of the expressions used were, however, well known to them, and they often picked up the words to some extent as they went along.\footnote{Hale, p. 299. Hale adds that a similar invocation or "prayer" was addressed to the Spirits of the Forest, the mountains, the rivers, and the wind, the Spirits of Ancestors, the Spirits of Disease, the Spirits of Wickedness, and Trouble of all kinds (Hale, p. 300).}

Words of the Songs.

Apart from the words of the song given by Hale,
SAKAI WOMEN AND CHILD PERFORMING DANCE-MUSIC.

Note the head-dresses and giraffes. (S. Perak.)

SAKAI WOMEN DANCING. (S. PERAK.)
which is a mere list of place-names,\(^1\) we have few trustworthy records of the words of Sakai songs, with the exception of the account by Colonel Low, where we are told that their "Mampade," or airs were much in the Siamese style (which last undoubtedly takes the lead amongst the musical compositions of the Indo-Chinese nations), and that their songs had an inter-mixture of Malay, as in the following specimen which was sung somewhat in the Siamese mode:—

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Pirda salen kinnang ingat sampei} \\
\text{Yari mola asal nyite gyijen} \\
\text{Ayer ambun umbun moli} \\
\text{Kiri baju layang mayep singi.}
\end{align*}
\]

No satisfactory translation could be got of this fragment, but the greater part of the words are Malay.\(^2\)

**Selangor Sakai.**—The Sakai of Ulu Langat (as also those of Perak) are very fond of "wind-organs," which are long bamboos with a slit in each internode, which are lashed to the top branches of trees, and which give out musical tones when the wind blows over them.\(^3\)

III.—**Jakun.**

*Musical Instruments.*

**Blandas.**—The chief musical instruments of the Blandas were their so-called bamboo "guitars," flutes, Jew's-harps, and drums.\(^4\)

A drum which I purchased with not a little difficulty from a chief of the Blandas tribe, whose encampment was situated in the swampy jungle

---

\(^1\) Hale, p. 296.  
\(^2\) *J. I. A.* vol. iv. p. 431.  
\(^4\) For Blandas songs and charms, *v. App.*
on the right bank of the Langat is now in the Cambridge Museum. It is about 2½ feet in length by 5 inches in diameter, and was made out of the trunk of a big screw-pine headed at each end with the skins of mouse-deer, which were held in their position by strong rattan bands or rings. To the edges of each skin, on which a certain amount of the hair was still left, were fastened rattan strings, underneath the ends of which wedges were driven to brace up the skins (or drum-heads) before playing. This drum was played by the hand only, tambourine-fashion. Martin and I, on our visit to the Blandas, also found a dance (?)-mask representing a tiger.

Musical Instruments.

Besisi.—Among the Besisi, as among all the aboriginal tribes of the Malay Peninsula, the beating of time by means of wooden sticks was no doubt one of the earliest forms of music.

The first advance in the development of musical instruments among the Besisi appears to have arisen from their observing the harmonious properties of the hollow stem of the bamboo, from whose long internodes (by various forms of percussion) musical notes were elicited. In the simplest form short segments of bamboo internodes of varying diameter are used as "stampers," each tube being open at the top, but cut off just below the node at the bottom, the scale of notes proportionately descending (like that of the pipes of an organ) as the diameter of the internodes is increased. To elicit the notes the player holds a tube vertically in each hand and drums lightly with the lower end either upon the ground or upon any piece of hard wood that may be at hand.
These bamboo tubes were called "ding tengkhang," or "quarrelling bamboo," and the ceremony "Rëntak Balei," i.e. "Stamping on (the floor of) the Tribal Hall," evidently a reference to some form of beating time. On the occasion of a Besisi feast at which I was present, the two performers sat in the middle of the chief's room. The bamboo tubes were six in number (two sets of three each), and each performer held one, I believe the one which produced the higher note, in his right hand, and the other in his left. Each set was of gradually diminishing sizes. The two biggest tubes, which gave the deepest notes, were called "male" (lëmol) or "father" (kuyn); the two intermediate ones were called "female" (këdol) or "mother" (gëndë'), and the two smallest were called "child" (kënon) or "grandchild" (këntot ?). The utility of these "child"-tubes was not very clear. I was told that they were mere supernumeraries, to replace any others that got damaged; and it is possible that this may have been the case, as this would account for their being smaller than either of the others. At the performances at which I was present the performers, holding one of the tubes in each hand, struck them in rapid succession upon the central floor-beam of the house, producing a simple musical rhythm, which was distinctly harmonious.\(^1\) One of the tunes played by the Besisi consisted of one high note (struck by the right hand) followed by three low notes

\(^1\) According to De Morgan (vii. 430), it is the difference in length of these cylinders that causes the variation in the note; but as the note really depends upon the volume of air set in vibration within the cylinder, the required note is obtained less clumsily, and I believe much more commonly, by varying the diameter of the tube, though it is possible that by some tribes both length and diameter are varied simultaneously. Elsewhere (viii. 281) De Morgan himself says that both are varied. Yet the tubes that I brought home were all almost (to a fraction) of the same length, though varying greatly in diameter.
(struck by the left hand), in common time, the first note being the loudest.

The next Besisi instrument deserving mention is the bamboo “guitar,” which is very similar to that employed by the Semang. A point of some interest lies in the fact that this instrument, according to a Besisi tradition, was imitated from the stick insect, to which the Besisi gave the same name (“kĕranting,” from “ranting,” a twig or “stick”). Unfortunately, however, for this attractive theory, there are only too good grounds for regarding it as a mere instance of popular etymology; for the name of the instrument varies greatly according to the number of strings it bears, and such forms as “kĕruntong,” “kĕrotong,” and others show pretty clearly the fallacy of the suggestion. The name is undoubtedly onomatopoeic, intended to suggest a twanging sound.

But the drum is perhaps the most “important” of all the musical instruments used by these tribes. It is, I believe, usually found only in the houses of tribal chiefs, and may doubtless be regarded to some extent as their insignia of office. If so, this fact would sufficiently account for the extreme reluctance that its owner exhibits when asked to part with it, as it would then be the exact counterpart of the sacred drums and gongs used by Malay Rajas for calling together their retainers. It differs but slightly (in material and to some extent in shape) from the ordinary drum of the Peninsular Malays, to which it has evidently close affinities.

Of the Besisi wind instruments, their flutes were of bamboo, and differed but little from those used by the Semang and Sakai. The Besisi nose-flute was, however, very much shorter than that used by the
Semang; those that I obtained in Selangor being, in fact, little more than half the length of the nose-flutes I got in Kedah. A kind of bamboo whistle was also sometimes employed by the Besisi.

The Besisi were very fond of what are generally called "Æolian bamboos," or "wind-organs"—long bamboos lashed vertically to the tops of trees, with slits cut in them which produced musical notes when blown upon by the wind. Several of the trees near Besisi dwellings at Klang were fitted with these instruments, and they could be heard at a distance of upwards of a mile when the wind blew strongly. The bamboo Jew's-harp is also found among the Besisi.

Feasts.

The man's head-dress on festive occasions consisted among the Besisi of a plaited palm-leaf (Licuala) fillet or head-band, from which depended a row of long fringe-like streamers (called "centipedes' feet"), so that his face was almost entirely hidden as he danced. Besides this, he wore a similar fringe round about his waist, and a third slung like a bandolier over the shoulder and across the breast. Finally, he had a bunch of artificial leaf-ornaments, consisting of imitation flowers, pendants, nooses, and daggers, inserted in his head-band, and another at his waist, and carried a curious dance-wand, which will be described more fully below.

Altogether his get-up reminded me irresistibly of our own Jack-in-the-green, and might well have owed

---

1 Mr. H. N. Ridley informs me that these wind-organs can be stopped at will by turning them round with their backs to the wind, and that the Jakun used occasionally to do this. They were of practical use as well as being harmonious, for the Jakun used to find their way home through the jungle by listening to them.
its origin to a similar motive, viz., an attempt to make the new year more productive by an abundant display of greenery.

The woman’s head-dress on similar occasions consisted of a plaited palm-leaf head-band, lacking the streamers, in place of which it was furnished with little upright spikes, on which were spitted sweet-smelling flowerets or leaves, whose fragrance thus became pleasantly diffused throughout the room. The rest of their attire was similar to the men’s.\(^1\)

As regards the season at which their feasts took place, the Besisi informed me that the chief of these were held annually, first when the rice began to bloom, and again at the beginning, middle, and end of the harvest.\(^2\)

On these occasions, the members of the entire settlement having been summoned, fermented liquor is brewed from the jungle fruits of the season and a banquet spread in the house of the chief. The latter presides and opens the proceedings with the burning of incense and the chanting of an invocation, which is usually addressed to the ancestors of the tribe, as well as to the wild beasts and demons that attack the crops.\(^3\)

The feast then begins, the freshly-brewed liquor is drunk, and, to the accompaniment of strains of their rude and incondite music, the jungle-folk of both sexes deck themselves freely with flowers and fragrant leaves and indulge in dancing and singing throughout the night. This ceremony is called “Bērēntak Balei,”

\(^1\) A beautifully-plaited girdle of a fine species of cane was also formerly made by the Besisi, probably for special occasions. I obtained two specimens of it, but understand it is now obsolete.
\(^2\) Mr. Bellamy adds that a feast took place after the planting out of the rice, not before the sowing, as among the Malays (Bellamy, p. 227).
\(^3\) On the occasion of one of these harvest feasts at which I was present, the invocation was addressed to the Elephant, Deer, and Wild Pig, as well as to insect pests. See vol. i. p. 363, ante.
A Jakun Orchestra, showing Flute, Fiddle, Bamboo Guitar, and Drums of Malay Pattern.

Ulu Batu, Selangor.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.


Stringed Bamboo or "Guitar" of the Mantra, similar to that of the Besisi. (See pp. 142, 179.)
or "Drumming upon (the floor of) the Tribal Hall," from the use of the bamboo instruments described above.

The songs are not always merely chanted, but are often really acted (as well as sung), the dancer being frequently provided (as already mentioned) with a special head-dress, which differs for men and women.

I have also seen the dancer at the ceremonies of this same tribe carrying a curiously carved dance-wand, one of which I was fortunately able to purchase. I have never heard of any similar object being used by any other tribe, though Borie mentions the use of wooden swords (probably Malay fencing-sticks) in the dances of the Mantra, a kindred tribe.

According to the testimony volunteered by the Besisi themselves, these banquets used formerly to conclude with a drinking bout,¹ which was followed by a kind of "game," at which the men of the tribe were traditionally allowed, if they pleased, to exchange their wives. All performances of this kind are now, however, of very rare occurrence, though there is no doubt as to the earlier prevalence of the custom.

Words of the Songs.

The songs chanted on these occasions are generally rude improvisations, consisting of certain well-known and continually-recurring phrases. The tunes to which they are sung are very simple and quaint. These are generally mere chants, of three or four notes only, but

¹ Traces of such drinking bouts are to be found among the Malay races. The wild people are not, however, as a rule, inclined to drink. This drinking festival is called by the Besisi "Main jo'oh," the meaning of which is probably "Drinking game" (vide D. F. A. Hervey's paper on the "Endau and Tributaries," J. R. A. S., S. B., 1882, No. 8, p. 16), where he gives "jo'oh" as meaning "to drink," and remarks that the same word is used in the taboo-language of camphor (Pantang Kapor) with the same meaning (J. R. A. S., S. B., No. 3, p. 113).
yet have a weird kind of melody of their own, and are sung with a wonderful spirit and verve, which prevents them from becoming tedious. Of these songs I was able to form, among the Besisi, an important collection; and as I know of nothing that could give a better general idea of the life, ideas, and customs of these wild tribes than these songs (which are a veritable storehouse of such facts) are likely to do, I give them in extenso, in the hope that something of their spirit may survive in spite of what is lost in the translation. I should perhaps add that I was told, inter alia, that the songs I had collected should, properly speaking, be sung in a certain order. Neither my informants, however, nor any other members of the tribe, could give me the order of any except the first ten, as given below. It would be a point of great interest if they should turn out, on further investigation, to be in any way analogous to the Malay "Rêjangs," corresponding to the "lunar mansions" of the Hindus; and it would also be very interesting to know whether the "lunar mansions" of the Hindus were ever treated as the subjects of ceremonial songs in a manner at all resembling the primitive chants here described. In any case, however, this manual of the jungle would well repay study.

The proper order of the first ten songs, which are, however, in the following pages, more conveniently grouped, was said to be as under:

1. Siamang.
2. Pulai.
3. Mérbau.
5. Bangkong.
7. Rêdan.
10. Mah hêdêt hum.

The gibbon.
A soft-wood tree.
A hard-wood tree.
The flying-fox.
A wild jungle-fruit.
" "
" "
" "
The little folk's bathing song.
Headdress of Besisi Man (on left), Woman (on right), worn to conceal the Face at Ceremonial Dances.

Strange Wooden Dance-Wand carried by Besisi Man at Ceremonial Dances.

Beneath it is a flute, and also a nose-flute, used on similar occasions.

(See p. 145.)
PA' NANTI, THE LATE BATIN OF THE BESISI, KUALA LANGAT, SELANGOR.

It was from this Jakun chief (here shown in full Malay dress) that I took down most of the Besisi Jungle Songs given in the text.
The following have no ascertained order, except the "Lang," which always comes last:—

11. Bro'.
12. Lukah.
13. Rimau.
15. Bertam tênung.
17. Badak.
18. Kijang.
20. Ular sawa.
22. Plandok.
23. Buaya.
24. Rusa.
25. Babi utan.
27. Ayam hutub.
29. Bruang.
30. Lang.

The coconut-monkey.
The fish-trap.
The tiger.
The elephant.
The solitary bertam-palm.
The toad.
The rhinoceros.
The roe-deer.
The tortoise.
The python.
The chevrotin.
The chevrotin (another species).
The crocodile.
The samhbur deer.
The wild pig.
The ape.
The jungle-fowl.
The lace-lizard or "monitor."
The bear.
The kite.

Other alleged songs, whose names were given but the words of which were not given me, are—

Bachang.
Pipit.
Buan.
Sikah.
Lotong.
Kra.
Musang.
Kuching utan.
Srigala'.
Tikus.
Enggang.
Kuau.

The horse-mango.
The finch or sparrow.
The rambutan, a wild jungle-fruit.
A kind of monkey.

The civet-cat.
The wild-cat.
The jackal or wild dog.
The mouse or rat.
The hornbill.
The Argus pheasant.

It is just possible, if the "Rëjang" theory be established, that some of these songs may belong to a second series of "Rëjangs," just as in Malay we find at least three different sets of "Rëjangs" co-existing. The translations run freely as follows:—

THE ELEPHANT.

An Elephant trumpets at Bukit Peralong,
A Herd Elephant to the Lone Wild Elephant,
'Tis the herd that precedes the Old Wild Elephant,
The Sacred Elephant, the Shrunken-foot Elephant,
The Magical Elephant from the land of Johor,
The Elephant that descends to the salt sea yonder,
The Elephant that sports on the sandy beaches,
And thence returns to the Upper Langat;
That climbs the hills to the sacred country,
And tramples the hills, till they sink in ruins,
And tramples the trees, till their trunks snap asunder,
And stamps in his spoor and stamps in his foot-tracks,
Until the whole land to mire is trampled.
Now that at length he has reached his sanctuary,
See that ye slay not the Sacred Elephant;
For if you do, you will die of sacrilege.
Burn ye then incense, and pay your vows to him,
The Sacred Elephant loves his grandchildren,
And in their clearings he will not forage.
Nor will he forage among their coconuts.
Roam then, O Elephant, o'er hill and hill-slope,
Roam then, O Elephant, to cave and hollow.
See, he has passed to the Upper Langat.
An Elephant is drawn, by a host of people,
Is drawn away to a far-off country.
But roam thou, O Elephant, to the Fresh-water Lake-side,
Till thou diest, O Elephant, at the Fresh-water Lake-side.

The Rhinoceros.

Impit—impit! there calls a Rhinoceros,
The Herd Rhinoceros to the Lone Rhinoceros.
She calls her mate to search for sustenance,
The Rhinoceros that roams and climbs the mountains,
The Rhinoceros that roams when dew dries on the out-crop.
What skill have I to strive with the Rhinoceros?
I call to my comrades, but all are absent.
Affrighted I climb up into a forest-tree,
But the Rhinoceros waits at the foot of the tree-trunk.
I break off a bough and cast it down to him,
The Rhinoceros champs it and passes onwards.
Then I descend and run back home again,
But reaching home, the Rhinoceros follows me.
I then take a gun and shoot the Rhinoceros.
The bullet has hit him. The Rhinoceros has fallen.
See that ye singe then and quarter the Rhinoceros,
And give to eat a little to every one;
But sell the horn to the Chinese foreigners.¹

The Tiger.

A Tiger roars at the end of the river-point.
What does he want? He wants to be feeding,
To feed on jungle-fowl, to feed on wild-boar,
To feed on sambhur, to feed on chevrotain;
The striped Tiger that crosses the salt seas.²

¹ The horn of the rhinoceros is greatly prized among all races in the Malay Peninsula, as possessing extraordinary magical virtues. The Chinese, as a rule, are the best customers of the aborigines.
² Probably in allusion to the known fact that tigers do from time to time swim across the narrow strait (about three-quarters of a mile?) that separates Johor on the mainland of Asia from the island on which Singapore is built.

For these songs see also notes to Appendix.
Do not forget this in the telling—
The headlands—they are the Tiger’s country.
The Tiger has sworn an oath against Somebody,
The Tiger whose bound is full five fathom.
Dodge we the Tiger and leap to the right hand—
The Tiger walks up a fallen tree-trunk.
The Tiger looks for a hill that is lofty.
The Tiger sleeps (there) at height of noontide.
And then arises to roam the forest.
The Tiger hunts for his living quarry.
The Tiger roams as far as Mount Ophir. 1
That is the place of the Tiger’s origin.
There is his Jinang, there is his Dato’,
There is his Jukrah, and there his Batin,
There dwells the ‘Great Chief’ of all the Tigers—
The Tiger dies at the house of his Batin.

THE BEAR.

Wah, wah, wah! there calls the Honey-bear,
The bear called ‘ Panggong,’ the bear called ‘ Hijak,’ 2
The bear that for food doth rend wild-bees’ nests,
That climbs the bee-tree to seize the wild-bees,
That roams to the crags and descends to the salt sea,
That yearns to devour the wild-bees utterly,
That climbs up the mangroves, and rends them open,
That climbs up the ‘kempas’-trees, and rends them open.
Sharp indeed are the Honey-bear’s tooth-points.
Mamat the First-born, seize your chopping-knife,
He is nearing the ground! He has dropped, the Honey-bear!
Chop at him now, you, Mamat the First-born.
He has reared upright! He turns to attack you!
Dodge now the Bear, O Mamat the First-born!
He dies! Oho, you have killed the Honey-bear!
Now take his spleen to doctor the fallen. 3

THE SAMBUR-DEER. 4

Keng—berdengkeng! there bell s the Sambhur!
What do you do in the middle of the knob there?
We are but looking at Somebody’s clearing,
A clearing that’s ruined, devoured by Sambhur.
The slot there that’s left is the trail of the Sambhur,
From the hoofs of the Sambhur, so sharp and pointed;
The Sambhur whose tail is short and tufted,
The Sambhur whose ears are pricked and pointed,
The Sambhur whose horns spread massively branching,
The Sambhur whose neck is so slim and slender:
Such a stag is the magic Sambhur.

1 Mount Ophir (or ‘Gunong Ledang’—4000 feet), in the interior of Malacca, is a traditional site of the “Tiger city” of Malay legend, where the posts of the houses consist of men’s bones and the thatch of women’s hair (Skeat, Fables and Folk-tales from a Far Eastern Forest, p. 26; compare J. R. A. S., S. B., No. 3, pp. 110-111).
2 Different kinds of bear.
3 The bear being able to fall a considerable distance without injury, it is thought that his spleen will be good for people who have fallen, like him, from trees.
4 Or “Sambar” (Rusa aristotelis).
A man bent with age, whose [leg] was ulcered,\textsuperscript{1}
'Twas he that became yon sacred Sambhur,
Yon many-tined Sambhur, yon vast-bulked Sambhur,
Yon Sambhur of palm-twigs, yon Sambhur of palm-husks,
Yon Sambhur of palm-shoots, yon Sambhur of tubers,
Yon Sambhur that eats the shoots of the 'klorak,'
Yon Sambhur that feeds on the shoots of the 'cowitch,'
That feeds on the 'cowitch' till his head is itching;
When his head is itching he rubs his horn-points,
He rubs his horns and the horns drop off again—
The golden Sambhur, the stag of magic.
See now, how near to the toils he wanders,
Rouse him and drive him, for all his belling,
The Sambhur that roams among the leaf-heaps,
The Sambhur that couches among the leaf-heaps.
See, the Sambhur starts and the toils have choked him.
Oho, Sir Deer-wizard, spear me yon Sambhur,
And when you have stabbed him, cast out the Mischief.\textsuperscript{2}
Oho, Sir Deer-wizard, here's a Sambhur to quarter!

\textbf{THE ROE-DEER.}

\textit{Empep—empep!} there calls the Roe-deer,
The Roe-deer that roams to the knoll's far-end there,
And wanders back to the knoll's near-end here.
That dwells mid the crags of the Upper Langat.
The Roe-deer that feeds on shoots of wild cinnamon.
Rise up, oho, there! Mamat the First-born,
Rise up, oho! and take your squailer,\textsuperscript{3}
Take your squailer and stab the Roe-deer.
Watch very carefully, the Roe-deer is running.
Oho! Lift him up, the Roe-deer has fallen!
Bear him now homewards and cook my Roe-deer;
And when you have cooked him, quarter my Roe-deer,
And give unto each an equal portion.
Come hither, my sisters, young ones and old ones,
And feast on the flesh of this my Roe-deer.
And when your belly is gorged with feeding,
Rise up, oho, there! Mamat the First-born!
Make merry with drink within the Balei,
The broad-floored Balei, the long-floored Balei.
'Tis the young folk's custom to "dance the Roe-deer,"
To please the men-folk and please the women,
Young folk so many within the Balei.
To-morrow and ever be years of plenty,
Plenteous our fruit, our rice-crop plenteous.
Fruit... Fruit! Fruit! Fruit, oho!

\textsuperscript{1} A Malay legend traces the origin of the deer from a metamorphosed man whose leg was ulcered—doubtless in allusion to the marks on the deers' legs.\textsuperscript{1}
\textsuperscript{2} \textit{I.e.} the evil influence believed to be inherent in all wild animals, and which is driven out by spells before their dead bodies are touched (cp. \textit{Mal. Mag.} 427).
\textsuperscript{3} \textit{I.e.} the throwing-stick used by many of these tribes for killing small mammals. It is simply a short stick of some hard wood sharpened at one (or both) ends.
THE CHEVROTIN (Bes. ‘Kanchel’).

Nyau—gayau! there calls the Chevrotin!
The Chevrotin seeks the fruit of forest-trees,
The Chevrotin seeks the fruit of the ‘fan-palm,’
The Chevrotin feeds when dew dries on the bedrock,
The Chevrotin eats the leaves of the ‘ludai,’
The Chevrotin eats the sweet-potato leaves,
The Chevrotin feeds upon the yam-leaves,
The Chevrotin shrinks from the falling thunderbolt,
The Chevrotin shrinks from the wild-beasts’ on-rush,
The Chevrotin shrinks from the bite of the serpent,
The Chevrotin roams both by day and night-time,
The Chevrotin sleeps at the height of noontide,
The Chevrotin sleeps amid the brushwood,
The Chevrotin sleeps in the fallen palm-leaves,
The Chevrotin sleeps mid the tangled grasses.
Come hither, you there, to seek the Chevrotin.
Set ye the noose to snare the Chevrotin.
The catch has slipped, ho! we’ve caught the Chevrotin.
Now we have captured him, bear him homeward.
And when ye are home again, see that ye singe him.
When ye have singed him, cut him in quarters.
When ye have quartered him, make ye the cooked-meat,
And give unto each his equal portion.

THE MOUSE-DEER (Bes. ‘Pandok’).

Krusau—krusu! there calls the Mouse-deer!
The Mouse-deer that eats the shoots of the ‘ludai,’
The Mouse-deer that eats the fruit of the ‘k’ledang,’
The Mouse-deer that eats the fruit of the ‘fan-palm,’
The Mouse-deer that eats the fruit of the ‘mangostin,’
The Mouse-deer that eats the fruit of the ‘durian.’
On the Mouse-deer’s scent a dog goes barking,
He has got the scent of a milk-white Mouse-deer,
He follows the scent of a milk-white Mouse-deer.
The milk-white Mouse-deer descends to the water,
The dog has seized it within the water.
Lo now, he has killed the milk-white Mouse-deer.
Carry ye homewards the milk-white Mouse-deer,
And cut into quarters the milk-white Mouse-deer,
And give unto each his equal portion.

THE WILD-PIG.

Dret, dret, dret! there grunts the Wild-Pigs,
The Wild-Pig’s litter that feed on sugar-canies,
or by tapping on the ground with a stick
to imitate the stamping of the buck’s
forefeet in rutting-time. ‘Ludai’ is Sa-
pium baccatum, Roxb. (Euphorbiaceae).
White is the sacred colour of these
tribes, as among the Malays.
That eat up our yams and our sweet potatoes,
Till utterly eaten is our plantation.
The Boar, whose feet are sharp and pointed,
The Boar, whose shoulders are sloping and slanting,
The Boar, whose bristles are stiff and stubborn,
The Boar whose eyes are crossed and squinting,
The Boar whose ears are pricked and pointed,
The Boar whose chaps are fat extremely,
The Boar whose tail is crisp and curly.
The Boar has gone down to feed in our rice-fields.
Take then your blowpipe scored with patterns—
Whiz—and it sticks, and the Boar goes floundering.
Watch very carefully, the Boar is running!

THE COCONUT-MONKEY.

Koh, koh, koh! says the Coconut-monkey,
The ‘Gantang’ monkey, the ‘Rangkak’ monkey.¹
The ‘Buku’ monkey, peering and prying,
The monkey whose muzzle is creased and crinkled,
The monkey whose fingers are curved and crooked,
The monkey whose haunches are bent and bow-shaped,
The monkey whose tail’s like a bending sapling,
Who feeds on fruit, the fruit of the ‘durian.’
He is shaking the trees, see, rise up again there,
Rise up, oho! and take your blowpipe.
Stalk him most warily, watch most carefully.
Whiz—and it sticks! The dart has hit him!
The monkey has run off helter-skelter.
The monkey has run off retching and vomiting—
Thud—thump—thump—the monkey has fallen.
Pick him up, oho! you, Mamat Solong,
And bear him homewards, with back bent double,
Bear him homewards and there throw him down again.
Aunt Solong, I pray you, singe me this monkey,
And you, Mamat Solong, cut up this monkey,
And give unto each an equal portion.
And when your belly is gorged with eating,
Rise up, oho! then, Mamat the First-born;
Rise up and drink within the Balei,
The broad-floored Balei, the long-floored Balei.
To-morrow and ever [be years of plenty],
Chant ye ‘the monkey,’ that fruit be plenteous,
Fruit . . . fruit, fruit, fruit, fruit!

THE SIAMANG² OR GIBBON.

Mong, mong, mong! there calls the Gibbon!
The Gibbon that barks at the sun half-risen,
The Gibbon that chatters on the Upper Kali.
Up gets the Gibbon on the Upper Luar,
Crash! there he leaps through the sprays of ‘méranti’!³

¹ Different kinds of Macacus nemestrinus—the difference is probably confined to the colouring.
² Hylobates syndactylus.
³ ‘Méranti,’ a name given to many Shoreas (Dipterocarpus).
Crash! there he flings through the sprays of ‘ludan,’
Now the dry fruit-husks we hear him munching.
Stalk him, there, warily, watch your sharpest,
Mamat the First-born, Mamat the next-born!
Warily, brothers, our Gibbon’s escaping.
Warily, brothers, now pick up your blowpipes,
Your bamboo blowpipes, scored with patterns.
Try now, both, to plant the venom,
Try now, both, to insert the venom.
There, he is hit! the dart has got him.
Warily, brothers, now; watch our Gibbon.
Cough, cough, cough, just hark to his retching!
See, there our Gibbon goes tumbling downwards.
Warily, brothers, our Gibbon has fallen.
Carry him home, with back bent double,
Carry him homewards, our Gibbon yonder.
Seek ye and search for dry ‘ludan’ branches,
Seek ye and search for dry ‘changgan’ branches,
Search ye for fire-logs to singe our Gibbon,
Search for and seek hot leaves of ‘chanchang,’
Search for and seek the pungent ‘jintan.’
The firewood crackles, now stir ye all merrily,
There, it is roasted, now carve it thoroughly,
And give unto each an equal portion.
See that the flesh for all suffices,
Let each have a portion, both big and little.

The Ape (‘Ungka’ or ‘Wa’ Wa’). 6

Wong, wong, wong! just hear the Ape cry!
The Ape that plays mid the sprays of ‘képong,’
The Ape that plays mid the sprays of ‘séraya,’
The Ape that plays mid the sprays of ‘jélotong,’
Crunch, crunch, crunch, the Ape is feeding.
On the ‘anggong’ fruit the Ape is feeding,
On the ‘rambai’ fruit the Ape is feeding.
And the fur of his body is white as cotton,
The fur of his face is black and silky,
His brow is trimmed as a maid’s with the ‘Bride-fringe,’
His stern is at once both hard and flattened.
Take now your blowpipe of ‘Klampenai,’
Stalk him most warily, watch very carefully.
For the arms of the Ape are long and slender,
And the legs of the Ape go swinging together.
Rise up, oho, there! watch very carefully.

[The rest is the same as in the song of the Siamang.]

---

1 Unidentified.
2 This, of course, refers to the poison on the dart-point.
3 Unidentified.
4 Unidentified.
5 ‘Jintan,’ cummin.
6 Hyloates concolor.
7 ‘Képong,’ Shorea macroptera, Dyer (Dipterocarpaceae).
8 ‘Séraya,’ a name given to several Shoreas (Dipterocarpaceae).
10 Unidentified.
11 ‘Rambai,’ Baccaur a macileyana, Hook. fil. (Euphorbiaceae), a common fruit-tree.
12 Unidentified.
THE CROCODILE.

Wah, wah, wah! there bellows the Crocodile!
The 'bay' Crocodile to her mate of the reaches,
The Crocodile whose head is knobbed and lumpy,
The Crocodile whose tail is like a sword-blade,
The Crocodile whose teeth are clenched together.
In every river-pool there dwells the Crocodile,
The Crocodile that's fierce, the Crocodile that's savage,
That climbs up to bask on the bank of the river,
And enters the waters to search for sustenance.
The Crocodile that 'gazes' at our reflections.
If our head is gone, he will get him sustenance,
If our head is there, he will get no sustenance.
There sits a monkey upon the timber,
The Crocodile sweeps him off into the water;
The Crocodile smothers him within the river-mud,
And when he is dead, it bears him shore-wards,
And batters him on timber, to kill him thoroughly,
And swallows him whole, when dead completely.

THE LACE-LIZARD OR MONITOR.

The Lace-Lizard's head is knobbed and knotty,
The Lace-Lizard's eyes are small and narrow,
The Lace-Lizard's snout is sharp and pointed,
The Lace-Lizard's belly sways and swagger,
The Lace-Lizard's footprints are spread out widely,
The scales of its back are like the sting-ray's,
The Lace-Lizard's tail is like a sword-blade,
The Lace-Lizard's teeth are thorns of the screw-pine.
The Lace-Lizard's tongue is a tongue that's double,
Like to the man's that speaketh falsehoods.
The Lace-Lizard's chief is now the crocodile.
He was once the crocodile's younger brother.
The land crocodile, with the salt-sea crocodile,
One upon land, and one in the water.
Watch very warily, and slay the Lace-Lizard.

THE PYTHON.

Seng, seng, seng! there calls the Python!
The Python coiled in the tops of forest-trees,
The Python coiled on the topmost brushwood,
The Python coiled in the tangled grasses,
The Python that enters the hollow tree-trunk,
The spotted Python that men call 'Sawa,'
The Python whose tail is like a peg-top, 2
The Python whose tongue resembles garlic,
The Python whose teeth are thorns of the screw-pine,

1 'Gazes,' in allusion to the belief that the crocodile ascertains the identity of the human beings destined to become his prey by 'gazing' or divination. Whenever this process reveals to him the figure of his prospective victim without the head, he knows he can safely attack the person thus designated.

2 i.e. "gasing." But 'gasing-gasing,' = Cissampelos Parura, L., also Pericampylus imanu, Miers (Menispermacae). Slender climbing plants, used medicinally.
The Python whose cheeks with fat are swollen,
The Python whose head is like a ladle,
And on whose head the scales are golden,
That walks on ribs one hundred and forty,
Whose body is big as the stem of the coco-palm.
The hungering Python that swallows the wild-boar,
Swallows the wild-boar and seizes the mouse-deer,
Swallows the mouse-deer and seizes the samblur,
Swallows the samblur and seizes the tiger.

The silk-skinned Python, the bediamonded Python,
The silk-skinned Python that growth sacred,
The Python that came from the springs of water,
Whose body is big as the stem of the coco-palm.
'Tis he that we call the Horned Serpent.
'Tis the silk-skinned Python that crept down seawards,
And fought against the old Sea-Python,¹
Until the broad seas turned to narrow,
The old Land-Python since time's beginning,
That is the Python that was defeated,
The old Land-Python that fights no longer,
The old Land-Python that craved for pardon,
'Tis he, that came from the land, was vanquished,
And he, that came from the sea, was victor,
'Twas he that possessed the stauncheer spirit.
But the dead Land-Python ascended skywards,
And turned to the Fire we call the Rainbow,
For his horn was ta'en by the old Sea-Python.
Watch very carefully, step not over it,
For if you do, you'll be crushed as a rebel,
Round your limbs will twine the Python-sickness.
Be sure that you this in your soul remember.
To-morrow and ever may Fruit be plentiful!

THE TORTOISE.

Tortoise! Tortoise! Tortoise!
Tortoise whose fore-paws are bent out sideways,
Tortoise whose hind-feet are shaped like adzes,
Tortoise whose head is sharp and pointed,
Tortoise whose back is like a spice-block,
Tortoise whose liver is black of the blackest,
Tortoise whose fat is green of the greenest.
Rise up, oho! now, Mamat the First-born,
And take your knife and your bamboo blowpipe,
And take your throwing-spear² to roam the forest,

¹ This battle of two snakes, serpents or dragons, is one of the most fruitful themes in Oriental art. In China it appears as two dragons fighting for a pearl. In the Malay region it is sometimes a couple of dragons as in China, and sometimes a couple of snakes engaged in fighting for a magical snake-stone. It is also common in India and elsewhere, see, e.g., "The Legend of Merlin," by Dr. M. Gaster (Folklore, xvi. 414, 422). In the present case it furnishes us with this fine Jakun myth of the origin of the rainbow.
² I.e. the pointed hardwood stick or 'squaler' used for killing small game.
And search for the Tortoise; see, here are its footprints!
This is the feeding-ground of the Tortoise.
The Tortoise that feeds on the shoots of the 'chêmeh.'
There, did you see it, Mamat the First-born?
There, did you see it, among the buttresses?
Now you've expelled it, Mamat the First-born,
Carry it homewards, Mamat the First-born.
Mamat the First-born, now cut up your Tortoise,
Chop it up small and let it be roasted;
And when it is roasted, serve it on leaf-plates,
And give unto each an equal portion.
Ho, Mamat Solong! ho, Mamat Alang!
Come, now your belly's full, drum on the Hall-floor.

THE TOAD.

Kok, kok, kok! that's a Toad that's croaking!
A Toad that's croaking his very loudest.
The Toad that dwells at the foot of the forest-trees,
The Toad that dwells on the Upper Langat,
Jumping up-stream, and jumping down-stream.
There goes the Toad, whose waist is so tapering,
And whose chest is one of the very deepest;
The Toad whose eyes are mightily goggling,
The Toad whose fingers are crushed and crumpled,
The Toad whose feet are spread and splaying,
The Toad whose skin is rough and knobbly,
The Toad whose body with slime is venomous.
The 'Rengkong' Toad that feeds on centipedes,
The 'Rengkong' Toad that feeds on scorpions,
The 'Rengkong' Toad that swallows gravel.
Eat ye not then the Toad called 'Rengkong,'
For poisonous to eat is the Toad called 'Rengkong.'
Chop then with a knife at the Toad called 'Rengkong,'
And if he walks off again, be not frightened.
From the times of old till to-morrow and ever
May there remain this rite and memorial,
This rite remain that Fruit be plentiful.

THE KITE.

Sek-sek-leau! there mews the Fishing-Kite!
The Kite that soars above the cloud-belt,
The Kite that glides above the cloud-belt,
The Kite that nests in the tall 'jêlotongs,'
And seeks to breed in the tall 'jêlotongs.'
The Kite that nests in the sprays of the 'kêmpas,'
And seeks to breed in the sprays of the 'kêmpas.'
Soon as begins her children's sickness,
High and low the Kite goes soaring,
And catches the 'siakap' fish to feed her young ones,
And catches snakes to feed her young ones.

1 Unidentified.
2 I.e. leaves used as plates—gener-
ally those of the banana-tree.
3 V. p. 153, n. 9, ante.
The Kite glides past to the Rock of Lalau,
The Kite glides past to the Hill Precipitous,
The Kite glides past to the crag called ‘White-Rock.’
The Kite glides past to the Rock Perhambang—
At Perhambang Rock the Kite sinks earthwards,
To search for the ‘Love-plant’ upon the mountains,
With which to cure her children’s sickness.
Thus we find the ‘Love-plant’ upon the mountains,
And our spirit yearns within our body—
The Kite’s own ‘Love-plant,’ go bear it homewards,
To make you well within your spirit.
Rise ye then warily, [watch] the Kite’s young ones,
This heart of mine is ravished greatly,
Now that I know where to seek the simples.
Do not hesitate, do not dally,
Do not dally in the Garden of Flowers,
But fly direct to the Garden of Fruit-trees.
So shall remain, as from aforetime,
Unto the Kite’s young a debt of gratitude,
And this be a token to chiding women.

THE JUNGLE-FOUL.

Nang chënangkas! there crows the Jungle-foal!  
The Jungle-foal upon the knoll there,
Whose name is called the milk-white Jungle-foal,
Whose name is called the Jungle decoy-foal.
By strange Malays who set bird-nooses,
By strange Malays ’tis made a decoy-foal.
Fly hither then, O milk-white Jungle-foal,
No fowls of the Jungle can resist you,
O milk-white Fowl, that art their chieftain.
The milk-white Jungle-foal now flies homeward.
Nang chënangkas! there crows the Jungle-foal!  
Hark to a tale of days that are gone by.
To-morrow and ever may Fruit be plenteous.

THE FLYING-FOX.

Pé . . . lompë-lompë! there flaps the Flying-fox!
That is the flip-flap of the Flying-fox,
The Flying-fox from o’er the water,
The Flying-fox from the side of the forest,
The Flying-fox from out the islets,
The Flying-fox from o’er the channel,
The Flying-fox that eats the fruit-buds,
That goes about to search for tree-fruits;
And flies unto the upper reaches,
And flies unto the lower reaches.
The Flying-fox tribes are many and various
That feed upon the fruit of the ‘rambutan,’  
That feed upon the fruit of the ‘duku,’

1 i.e. the ‘chindauai,’ the most famous love-charm of the aborigines.
2 ‘Buan’ (Mal. ‘rambutan’), Nephelium lappaceum, L. (Sapindaceae), a common fruit-tree.
3 ‘Duku,’ a well-known fruit-tree.
That feed upon the fruit of the ‘durian.’
Flip-flap go the wings of the Flying-fox,
Flash-flash go the wings of the Flying-fox.
This we call the ‘Rite of the Flying-fox.’
Take now your blowpipe scored with patterns,
Take your blow-pipe and shoot the Flying-fox.
Whiz—and it sticks! The dart has hit him.
Rise up, oh! the Flying-fox has fallen!
Plimp-plump! the Flying-fox has fallen!
The Flying-fox vomits mightily retching.
Carry the Flying-fox home and singe him,
And when you have singed him, cut him in quarters,
And call ye every one to the Balei.
Feed ye your sisters, both young and old ones,
Give ye to each his equal portion.
Then when your belly’s full, stand ye upright.
O Mamat Solong, O Solong Sidai,
Step ye forth for the drinking and singing,
And drum with your heels on the long-floored Balei,
Drum with your heels on the broad-floored Balei;
Let all in the Balei make them merry.
Fruit of all kinds, may Fruit be plenteous,
Every day may Fruit be plenteous,
Every month may Fruit be plenteous,
Every year may Fruit be plenteous.
Such a year is a year of plenty.
Fruit . . . Fruit, Fruit, Fruit!

The Kledang Fruit.

Take your knife, O Mamat Solong,
Such to you is Aunt Solong’s message,
Such to you is Aunt Tengah’s message:
They yearn to eat the fruit called Kledang.
Climb then the tree, O Mamat Solong,
Where the Kledang fruits are swaying o’er you.
The Kledang fruits, lo! are strewn and scattered.
Each of you, children, go gather a little
The Kledang fruits that are ripe to bursting.
Go bring the Kledang fruits, bring them homewards,
And throw them down upon the hut-floor.
Come hither ye gaffers, fathers, uncles,
Come hither ye sisters, aunts, and cousins,
These Kledang fruits are for you to feast on.
Crave ye no more for the bursting Kledang,
Crave ye no more for the crow-black Kledang.
Rise to your feet, then, Mamat Solong,
And unto your hut go summon the little ones.
Let the little folk drink within the Balei;
That is the token of fruit that’s plenteous.
Plenteous be ‘durians,’ plenteous the ‘rambutans,’
Plenteous the ‘rambai’ and plenteous the ‘pulasan.’

1 ‘Durian,’ *Durio zibethinus,* L. (Malvaceae).
2 ‘Kledang,’ *Artocarpus lanceafolia,* Roxb. (Urticaceae).
3 ‘Pulasan,’ *Nephelium mutabile,* Bl. (Sapindaceae), a well-known fruit.
Plenteous the 'tampoi' and plenteous the 'kundang,' So may all manner of fruit be plenteous, So, for nine years may fruit ne'er fail us.

THE REDAN.

Take your jungle-knife, Mamat Solong, And climb yon tree, yon tree called Redan. Lop off its branches, and glide down groundwards. Let every one gather the fruit of the Redan, Gather the fruit of yonder Redan. When you have picked it up, bear it homewards, And serve it up for all the people. May the Redan fruit feed both big and little. To eat the Redan is our little ones' custom. Let none in the Balei still go craving, But when your belly is gorged with feeding, Rise up and dance, O Mamat Solong, Rise up and drink within the Balei. And let all people then make them merry, And you, my children, may naught you startle.

THE KABAU TREE.

The Kabau tree waves this and that way, The tree whose stem creak-creaks so loudly, The tree whose bark is grey and mottled, And with whose bark are made our choppers, And mid whose twigs are bred the borer-bees, And mid whose leaves are bred the swallows; Whose blossom falls like scattered rice-meal, Whose blossom falls like rain in sunshine, The tree whose fruit must not be eaten, Whose fruit is poisonous when eaten. Do not forget this in the telling, But chant of the Kabau now and always. Then hie to drink within the Balei, Tramp-tramp, make merry within the Balei, The Balei that's broad, the long-floored Balei. Let all the little ones be performers, Along with all the men and women, 'Tis this that pleases all the people. Plenteous is the year and fruits are plenteous, Let us then eat the fruit of the 'rambutan,' Fruit of the 'mangostin,' fruit of the 'durian'; Thus eat we Fruit, both big and little, Eat we, O sisters, both big and little, Make you merry now, O Mamat Solong, And Fruit be plenteous every season.

1 'Tampoi,' Baccarrea malayana, Hook. fil. (Euphorbiaceae); also a common fruit. 3 'Redan,' Nephelium maingayi, Hiern (Sapindaceae). 4 Unidentified. 5 The meaning of this, and the next two lines, is very obscure. 6 'Rambutan,' Nephelium lappacaum, L. (Sapindaceae), a well-known fruit.
THE GABANG FRUIT.¹

Take now your chopper, O Mamat Solong,
Take it to lop off the fruit of the Gabang,
The Gabang fruit that is scattered earthward.
First lop ye off the bending twig-ends,
And lop off next the midmost branches,
And after lopping glide down earthwards.
See, we are gathering the fruit of the Gabang,
Bring me your baskets, and bring me your wallets,
And bear ye home the fruit of yon Gabang.
Then go and call our folk together,
And give to each an equal portion.
When you have eaten the fruit of yon Gabang,
Rise to your feet, O Mamat Solong,
And drink and make merry within the Balei,
As was the custom of your grandfathers.
The little ones sport within the Balei,
And all the men-folk are fain to watch them,
And all the women are fain to watch them.
Come hither then with unbound tresses,
And take your combs and smooth your tresses,
And make your tresses as fine as possible
To catch the eyes of all the men-folk;
Then take ye rice and take the rice-pot,
And cook the rice for all the people,
Take too a pan to make you cooked meats,
That is the work that falls to women.
Eat ye last the rice that is left for you,
Eat it, nor be o'er-slow in eating,
And when you are filled, lie down and slumber.

THE SOLITARY BERTAM-PALM.²

The Single Bértam at Langkap Berjuntei,
The Single Bértam on the Upper Langat—
'Tis the Bértam whose fruits bend over outwards!
We have gathered them and brought them homewards,
We have split them and given to each his portion.
Be there Bértam fruit both now and always,
From the Single Bértam upon the Hill-tops,
That is the token of fruit that's plenteous,
That is the sign of a year of plenty.
Come ye, my little ones, make you merry,
Make each of you merry within the Balei,
And when you have eaten and gorged your belly,
Rise to your feet, O Mamat Alang,
Drink and make merry within the Balei,
The Balei that's broad, the long-floored Balei.
And call our folk to dance and make merry,
And call our folk to drink and make merry,
That is a year when fruits are plenteous.

¹ A kind of wild 'rambutan.'
² 'Bértam,' *Eugeissona tristis*, Griff. (Palmae).
THE MERBAU TREE.¹

Plak-plau! there falls the Merbau!
The ‘ivory’ Merbau, the ‘cabbage’ Merbau,
The ‘saffron’ Merbau that’s split with wedges.
Chentong the Carpenter, ho! fell me this Merbau.
Loftily sways and falls the Merbau.
Bring me a chisel, and bring me the planing-adze.
Now we have split it, make we a grating,
Make we a gallery, make we a deck-house,
Make we ears, and make we an awning.
Load we our ship with wax and eagle-wood.²
Load her with benjamin,³ load her with resin,
Load her with gutta, with ‘gutta taban.’⁴
Hoist up your mast and sail forth seawards,
And shape your course to the sea of Mambang;
Drop your anchor and climb up shorewards,
And barter your goods at the people’s houses.
See, our boat points to the land of Malacca,
Our anchor drops just off Malacca,
To barter wax and barter resin,
To barter benjamin, barter gutta,
And salt and rice to take as cargo.
Now points our boat towards our country,
And off our own land drops the anchor.
Now call we comrades, big and little,
To carry our wares up to the houses,
And give of them to each his portion.

THE PULAI TREE.⁵

Kik, kik, kik! there creaks the Pulai!
Its bole a-rock with the brisk-blown breezes.
Thick, umbrageous, pendulous, wavy,
Are its leaves and airy streamers,
Roots in the earth, and roots on the surface,
Its surface-roots like struggling serpents,
Its buds that rival a virgin’s nipples,
Its leaves with sap like milk of a virgin,
Its stem whose hue is grey and mottled,
Its shoots that are like the peak of a head-cloth,
Its shoots that look like scroll-work finials,
Its buttresses whose height is dizzy,
Its blossom strewn like scattered rice-meal,
Its blossom strewn like rain that drizzles.
Thus men are wont to sing the Pulai.

¹ ‘Merbau,’ *Asealia palembanica* Bak. (*Leguminosae*), one of the finest timbers in the Peninsula, used in boat-building.
⁲ Eagle-wood or ‘gharu,’ *Aquilaria malaccensis* Lam. (*Thymelaeaceae*), produces the well-known incense wood lign-aloes, which fetches a remarkably high price in the Far East.
⁳ Benzoin or ‘kēmnyan,’ gum benzoin, *Styrax benzoin* L. (*Styraceae*). The gum is obtained by cutting the bark.
⁴ ‘Gutta’ (or ‘ge cháh’) ‘taban,’ *Dickopis gutta* Benth. (*Sapotaceae*), the best kind of gutta-percha.
⁵ ‘Pulai,’ *Alstonia scholaris* Br. (*Apocynaceae*), a tree whose surface-roots furnish the cork used for the floats of fishing-nets, etc., in the Peninsula.
We take an adze and fell the Pulai,
And build a canoe to trade to Malacca;
To barter goods and sell our coconuts,
Then homewards turn our boat of Pulai;
Beach we it then, and o'erhaul it thoroughly,—
Sell to a Chinaman for a hundred dollars!

THE FISH-TRAP.

*Ting, ting, há!* that's the small-waisted Fish-trap!
The trap that was made by Mamat Alang,
The trap that is set in the river yonder
For the fish, the scale-clad fish, to enter.
Fish so many and fish so various!
The *'tapah'* fish, and the fish *'sabarau',*
The *'ruan'* fish, and the fish called *'bujor',*
The *'lembat' fish, and the fish *'pēpuyuh',*
May all of them enter the small-waisted Fish-trap.
Bear them home, throw them down on the hut-floor,
And slice them up, these fish so many;
Stew them and cook them very very carefully,
And when you have cooked them, call your comrades,
And give to each his equal portion.
And when your belly is gorged with eating,
Rise to your feet, O Mamat Solong,
And drum on the long floor of the Balei,
Drum on the broad floor of the Balei,
Big sisters and little are fain to watch you.
That is our rite of the small-waisted Fish-trap.

CHILDREN'S BATHING SONG.

Go, little people, go a-bathing,
So may you cool your heated bodies,
So may you cleanse your little bodies,
And rub with care your little bodies,
And leave no stain on your little bodies;
Then haste back home and take your hair-combs,
Take your combs and comb your tresses,
Comb them until they be smooth and glossy—
Such is the way at small folk's bathing.
Go, little people, into the Balei.
*Creak-creak!* there sounds the floor of the Balei
The long-floored Balei, the broad-floored Balei.
For all the women are fain to watch you
Dance, little folk, within the Balei.
And fruits be plenteous, the season plenteous,
Fruits be plenteous, fruits that are various.
Every day shall be fruit in plenty,
Every month shall be fruit in plenty,
Every year shall be fruit in plenty.
Go not back from the solemn promise,
From the rites that within the book are written.
Fruit . . . fruit, fruit, fruit, fruit!

---

1 Of these six fish I have only been able to find record of two as being identified, the *'sabarau',* probably = *Laleo boggii,* and the *'ruan', or *'aruan' = *Ophiocephalus punctatus.*
Such is the custom of jungle-dwellers,
Our custom when we with drink make merry.

THE BANGKONG FRUIT.¹

Hong Kau Barak Hong!
Thus we pluck the Bangkong,²
Reach for them, Father Tunang,
Reach for them, Father Sayang,
Reach for them, Father Odong.
Thus we pluck the Bangkong,
We pluck the 'Bangkong kudes,'
We pluck the 'Bangkong kateb,'
We pluck the 'Bangkong mängoh,'
We pluck the 'Bangkong palas.'
Go forth, O Father Odong.
Go forth, O Father Tunang.
Go forth, O Father Sayang.
Go forth and pluck the Bangkong.
Now we've got the Bangkong,
Haste we to bear them homewards,
And call to Mother Tunang
[And call to Mother Odong,
And call to Mother Sayang]
To haste and split the Bangkong.
Take a chip-edged rice-pot—
That's to boil the Bangkong,—
Don your palm-leaf tassels,
And follow, follow homewards,
Follow us, Friend Gentoit,
And wave your palm-leaf tassels.³
I wave them round, I wave them,
I wave the sprays a little.
The holy Basil's planted
Within a hollow tree-trunk ;
If Love desert the body
It then remaineth lonely,
And what remaineth further?
'Tis our grandparents' custom
That all the younger people
Make merry in the Balei ;
All, all, both men and women,
'Tis our grandparents' custom,
And that of Mother Kalis,
For sharp was Mother Kalis,
Yea, sharp—and very stupid,
Stupid was Mother Geboi.
Rejoice then in the Balei,
And what remaineth further
For all now go rejoicing
For joy that fruits are plenteous,
For a season that is plenteous ;

¹ This song in the original is of a different metre to all the preceding ones, having but three beats to the line, as in the translation.
² 'Bangkong,' a wild fruit-tree, unidentified.
³ i.e. the tassels or bunches worn in dancing.
Though many are our people,
Yet fruitful are our rice-fields,
And fruitful all our fruit-trees.
Then tread we all and trample,
And drum upon the Hall-floor,
The Hall-floor made of Bërtam,
Of Bërtam. What remains else?
And what shall we do further?
To-morrow still be plenteous,
Be plenteous all our fruit trees!
He-e-e-e!

The following song, in irregular metre, exhibits other moods—the first part is pathetic, the second joyful:—

**THE SONG OF THE SICK CHILD.**

Expanded are the buds of the 'bharu,'
And thick and ever thicker grows the 'tëmbësu' blossom.
Give no thought more to me, ah Granny!
Cast me away, me the outcast!
Make no more mention of me, ah Granny!
Nought but the fruit-calyx is left, ah Granny!
Nought but the print of my hands is left, ah Granny!
Nought but the print of my feet is left, ah Granny!
Nought is left me but to sing my chant, ah Granny!
My heart yearns for the Hills, ah Granny!
Hearken to my chant in the hut, ah Granny!
I will get me up and go, Granny, wrap up my rice-bundle,
I will roam the forest and snare me wild-birds!
Lo, I have set my snares but have caught nothing, ah Granny!
I have nothing to hope for, ah Granny!
Your child is not strong enough to climb aloft, ah Granny!
I have brought my wallet, but even its cords are broken, ah Granny!

*   *   *

Lo, I have picked up a Hornbill and brought it home,
'Tis a fat bird and a heavy one, oh Granny!
Now I am home again, cook me the Hornbill, oh Granny!
And partake of the Hornbill, oh Granny!
And give to each one a little portion.
Go a-craving no more for the Hornbill's flesh, oh Granny!
But partake of the Hornbill, oh Granny!
Come and partake, oh little sisters and big ones, brothers- and sisters-in-law.

**The Besisi Trumba.**

A song of a very different sort was the Besisi Trumba or Song of Tribal Origin, which has a special

---

1 'Bharu,' *Hibiscus tiliaceus* Linn. (Malvaceae), a common sea-shore tree.
2 'Tëmbësu,' *Fagraea fragrans* Roxb. (Leguminose).
interest of its own as representing an attempt on the part of this race of jungle-dwellers to keep some sort of record of their history.

The Besisi who gave it me was an old man named Bedöh, of Sepang Kechil. Part of this Trumba at least seems to preserve the traditions of old tribal boundaries, and I believe it really supplies the clue to the long strings of (generally contiguous) place-names that are so often described as occurring in the songs of the Semang and Perak Sakai. The following version is a little freer than that given elsewhere in this book:

**Besisi Song of Tribal Origin.**

From Gobang Gubin, from 'Buluh Bohal,'
From the land of Jati, to the land of Endau,
We came to the land of Johor the ancient,
To Tengki-tengkel and olden Jeram.
At Naning-naneng dwelt chieflain Baruis,
And chieflain Banggai at the hill of Nuang.
At Boatpole Hill and the Hill of the Elephant
Dwelt chieflains Mara, Barai, Suntai.
Then chieflain Galang came down from inland.

1 'Gobang Gubin' is very obscure. One explanation given me by the Bésisi was that it stood for "lobang Gubin di-bulu Bohal," i.e. the hole of 'Gubin' in the Bamboo of Bohal, this latter being explained as referring to the (mythical) giant Bamboo from which the founder of the race miraculously issued, and which apparently gave its name to part of the insignia of the Jakun chiefs. A further explanation was that 'Gubin' meant a dog, as indeed it does in the Blandas dialect of Selangor, and that the passage therefore meant 'The Dog's Hole in the Ancestral Bamboo,' in which case the explanation doubtless rests upon the traditions which connect the dog with the mythical ancestor. It is probably a place-name, either of some place in the south of the Peninsula or Sumatra. For this song see also notes to App.

2 'Tanah Jati' is a place-name, though I cannot say where it is.

3 'Tanah Hendau' is the district of the Endau river (on the borders of Pahang and Johor).

4 'Naning' is the district of that name near Malacca, best known from two (British) punitive expeditions which were sent against it, the first of which proved abortive.

5 'Batin Baruis' (=Newbold's 'Batin Breyk') is here mentioned as the founder of the Naning tribes.

6 'Batin Banggai' is locally famous as the founder of that branch of the Besisi tribe that dwelt near Sepang Kechil in Selangor. We here learn that he came from Bukit Nuang or Benuang, a hill near the headwaters of the Labu, an important tributary of the Langat.

7 'Bukit Galah' was said to have taken its name from a boat-pole near its foot, to which the Chinese used to moor their boats 'when the sea washed the base of the hill,' now far inland.

8 'Batin Galang,' i.e. B. Mérak
And pushed to the sea, and made the Sea-Folk,  
And the Sea-Folk grew into the Pirates.  
The Coco-palm chief dwelt at Selayan,  
The Betel-palm chief dwelt at Selayan,  
With Cherteng, Perting,  
Tāgun,  
Bregō,  
And the ‘Watcher’s-Stump’ on the Upper Langat,  
With Ching,  
Berāng,  
Pejam,  
Gēbok,  
The Hanging Langkap-palm,  
The Ivory Bangkon, Kechau, Lang-lang.

Galang, was a well-known Jakun chief frequently mentioned in tradition. He was said to be a son of Moyang Siamang. [Mērak has been conjectured to be the old Cambodian title Pṛēḥ (Brāḥ).]

1 ‘Selayan,’ v. l. ‘ Sarayon.’ This is obscure. Selayan (? Selayang) is the name of a place, possibly an abbreviation of Pantei Layang-layang, a Jakun settlement in the same district, ‘Batim’ dropping out owing to its similarity to the word ‘Batang.’ Or it may well be that we have here a reference to the two chiefs (Batin Gomok and Batin Mahabut) who are connected with the legend of the poisonous coco-palm and the betel-palm of Bukit Nuang and Bukit Galah respectively in this very neighbourhood (cp. i. 687, n. 1).

2 ‘Cherteng’ and ‘Perting’ (or ‘Panteng’) are names of places on the Ulu Langat River. Pateng is no doubt the same as Perting, a name which has been given to several rivers in various parts of the Peninsula.

3 ‘Tāgun’ was said to have been the name of a Batin in Ulu Klang, but if so, it here refers to a river which was named after him—no doubt the Tarun, near Bergul, on the Selangor-S. U. frontier.

4 ‘Bregō’ was explained to me as = Batu Bēr-grak, or the ‘Rocking Stone,’ the name of a rock in Ulu Klang; but I think erroneously. It is probably a place called Bergul or Bregul in Ulu Langat, for which see n. 3, above.

5 ‘Tungul Si Jaga,’ the ‘Stump of the Watcher,’ was the name of a stump in a commanding position, near the River Langat (a little above Subang Hilang), from which a look-out used to be kept by pirates in the days when they infested the Langat River. The spot is still well known.

6 ‘Ching’ is the name of a small stream flowing into the Langat near the mouth of the Beranang. It was said to be short for ‘Kuching’ or the ‘Cat,’ and that the name was given in conjunction with that of ‘Beranang,’ or the ‘Swimmer’; the two streams getting their respective appellations from a cat that once swam across there. This story, however, is no doubt a plausible piece of popular etymology.

7 The ‘Beranang’ is a well-known tributary of the Upper Langat, giving its name to a portion of the district.

8 ‘Pejam’ or ‘Batang Pejam’ and ‘Gēbok’ (or Ribok) are said to be the names of two small streams near Setul, a place in S. Ujong territory quite near the Selangor frontier. The first is beyond Setul, the second just below it (3 m.).

9 ‘Langkap Berjuntai.’ The ‘Pendulous Langkap’-palm, a spot a long way up the Langat River.

10 ‘Bangkon Gadeng.’ There are two or three spots connected with various kinds of Bangkon, which is a kind of wild ‘chēmpēdak’ fruit.—(1) Bangkon Menggoh, or the place of the ‘Bangkon Menggoh’ fruit; (2) Bangkon Gadeng, the place of the ‘White’ (lit. Ivory) Bangkon fruit, near Bukit Tonggoh, at K. Labu; (3) Tegar-Bangkon (or Tegābangkong), the ‘Bangkon Rapids.’

11 ‘Kechau, Lang-lang.’ According to one version these two place-names were also given in conjunction = Kachau ‘Lang-lang or the ‘Place of the Quarrelling Kites.’ This explanation, however, is no better than the Kuching and Beranang one, Kechau and Lang-lang being the names of two streams in the Ulu Langat district, the latter now better known as Sungei Lalang or ‘Jungle-grass River,’ though it was formerly known as Lang-lang.
The Rock of Jamun, Rock of Lalau, Pra' Chârek, and Rock Bergéntel. From the Lace-bark Merbau, we reached the Lake-side, The Swaying Bees'-nest, the Brooding Bertam, The Mango-tree Pass, and Palm-wood Flooring, And passed to the Halting-place Umbrageous, To the hills of the Halting-place Precipitous, To the Headland of the Leaf-clad Boulder. Who was it made the land Semujong? Sister Nyai Têchap and Gaffer Klambu Together made the land Semujong. They who donned the 'round coat,' became retainers, And mixed with strangers, Malays of Rembau: They who donned the 'split coat,' speak 'Besi.'

1 'Batu Jâmun' and 'Batu Lalau' are the names of two inaccessible 'peaks' among the hills of Ulu Klang; cp. the lines 'Ada chengkuoi di-atas Bukit, Batu Lalau di-ulu Klang,' i.e. 'There grows the Love-plant upon the hills, At Lalau Rock in Ulu Klang.'

2 'Pra' Chârek,' the name of a hill, said to be near Ulu Tekar. A somewhat similar name, Pra' Lantei, is that of a Besi settlement on the right bank of the Klang River, quite near the town of Klang. 'Batu Bergéntel' means Elephant Rock, locality uncertain, but probably in Ulu Klang.

3 'Merbau Ber-subang' or 'Merbau Karawang.' There seems to be a spot called Merbau Ber-subang (the Pierced Merbau Tree) as well as one called Merbau Kârawang (the Merbau-tree with the laced bark), both near the banks of the Pejam, already referred to. Sometimes one form is used in this context, sometimes the other.

4 'Lêbah Bergoyang,' the 'Swaying Bees'-nest,' said to be the name of a spot where a bees'-nest, depending from the branch of a tree, swayed miraculously to and fro without even a wind to rock it. 'Bertam Tenung,' Name of a place called after a solitary (lit. 'brooding') Bertam - palm, locality uncertain.

5 'Ginting Pauh.' 'Wild Mango-tree Divide,' and Lantei Nibong are said to be near Bangik, on the Upper Langat, not far from P'rentian Rimpun.

6 'P'rentian Rimpun' is given as in the Ulu Semunyih, not far from S. Lalang (in Ulu Langat district), and said to be a point on the S. Ujong boundary.

7 'P'rentian Tinggi.' Described as on the boundary between Rembau and S. Ujong (?). There are, however, several places of the name, and it is said to be one name for the Ginting Bidei Pass from Selangor into Pahang.

8 'Tanjong Batu Berdaun' is described as being in Malacca territory.

9 'Adek Ber-têchap.' A better reading is Nyai Têchap (or Tichap), Nyai being an old Malayan title (now obsolete) which was applied to respectable women. Nyai Tichap was the younger sister of the Mosquito-net Chief (To' Klambu), the latter of whom 'now lives at Durian Chabang Tiga, beyond Rahang'; Nyai Tichap herself resided near Pantei Layang-Layang, or 'Swallow Beach' (? = Selayar or Selayang), which is now the residence of the To' Klana of S. Ujong.

10 'Round coat.' This seems to be a Jakun nickname for the undivided coat, i.e. a loose jacket with the opening a very short way down the front, just enough to admit of the garment being easily put on and off. The 'Baju bhâh' or divided jacket, on the other hand, is one which is divided all the way down the front. Evidently the legend here refers to the different costumes of two separate Malay tribes whose customs they severally borrowed, possibly those who followed the customs of the Temenggong and Perpati respectively.

The Besi to this day wear the divided jacket commonly worn by the Malays of Selangor and Malacca (who
The songs hitherto given are more or less definite compositions recognised by all the members of the tribe;¹ I will now give a specimen of what I believe to have been an actual improvisation, and which certainly possessed no recognisable metre:

**Song of the Monkey-hunters.**

Go now forth into the forest,
Taking with you a blowpipe,
A poison-case, and seven darts,
For shooting young coconut-monkeys.
One has been shot, struck to the heart,
And has fallen to the ground.
Cut a creeper wherewith to bind it.
Bind it on to your back and carry it home.
On reaching home, singe off its fur,
And poke off its skin.
Quarter it and give a portion to everybody,
And go craving for cooked meat no longer.
Put not in the ‘asam kēlub’ fruits, for they are poisonous,
Put in ‘kulim’ leaves, turmeric, ginger,
‘Kayu-k’lat’ leaves, and spices, and ‘kēsom.’
Take a rice-spoon and skim off into a palm-leaf,
And let every one eat together, each taking a little,
And go craving for the coconut-monkey’s flesh no longer.
After eating your fill, rise and get cigarettes,
And when you have finished them, lie down and rest,
And when you have rested, sleep.

**Mantra.**—We are informed by Logan that the musical instruments used by the Mantra were the ‘salong,’ ² and the bamboo ‘guitar’ or ‘kēranting.’ ³

The tambourine (‘rēbana’) and drum (‘gendang’) were, however, also employed by them, and their only

---

¹ Although somewhat modified by interpolations and omissions, and also occasionally by alteration in the order of the lines, the general tenor and form of these songs does not appreciably vary.

² *Sic* = ‘suling’ (?)

³ On this latter instrument, Mr. Blagden informs me, a special tune was played by the Mantra of Malacca to attract their game. Similarly the Jew’s harp (‘rēngoin’) was used for imitating the note of the ‘chēbau’ bird.
resource, when troubled in mind, was to comfort themselves by singing.\(^1\)

But by far the best and most complete account of a Mantra festival is that given by Logan, who tells us that, at these feasts, a large Balei having been constructed, and abundance of Tampoi wine\(^2\) prepared, all the members of the tribe from the whole country round were invited,—all the families under one particular Batin being the feast-givers. A string made of rattan or some similar material, with knots tied in it to indicate the number of days assigned to the feast, was sent to each of the other Batins. Each of these Batins then assembled all his own people, men, women, and children, who repaired in their best clothes to the place of the feast. If any Batin failed to attend, he incurred a fine of twenty rupees.\(^3\) The Penglima received them at the door of his Balei or Hall with a cup of Tampoi wine, and took from them their spears and other weapons. They then entered the Balei, and danced round it thrice with their arms akimbo, after which they sat down and partook of betel-leaf. A meal of rice, yams, and the flesh of wild hogs, monkeys, fish, coconuts, etc., was then served. When this banquet was over the Tampoi wine was again brought forward, and all partook freely of it, with the exception of children under six or seven years of age. Dancing then commenced, and was kept up all night, and often to the middle of next day, those who were exhausted lying down to sleep in the Balei, husband and wife together. During the dance they were cheered with the music of tambourines, drums, and flutes. The

---

\(^1\) J. I. A. vol. i. p. 330*.  
\(^2\) The fermented juice of the fruit of the Tampoi tree.  
\(^3\) Sic, quare 'dollars.'
women danced together in the centre of the Balei, each grasping the arm of her neighbour, and the men danced round them. One of the men sang or chanted a stanza, generally impromptu, and one of the women answered. The dancing consisted of a peculiar shuffling and stamping of the feet, and the only noticeable difference between that of the men and the women was that the latter kept swaying the hips to and fro at every step. An abundance of sugar-canes and plantains were hung round the Balei, and every one helped himself when he chose. These feasts were kept up for weeks, and even for months, and, in fact, only came to an end when the supply of Tampoi wine failed. Guests came and went while it lasted. Parties daily repaired to the forest in search of game and fruits. During the Tampoi feast many matches were made, and as little negotiation, and less ceremony, was needed, it sometimes happened that a pair who had no thought of marriage in the morning, found themselves at night reposing side by side in the chains of wedlock, while the dance and song were kept up beside them.¹

M. Borie adds, that the favourite instrument among the Mantra women was a sort of guitar called 'k'rantí,' and which, in practised hands, gave forth sweet and varied music.² They also play the (Malay) violin.³

But no account of the musical instruments of the Mantra would be complete without some mention of the ingenious 'Æolian bamboos,' already mentioned in the account of the Besisi. On this point M. Borie says, that the month of January was the one

² Borie (tr. Bourien), pp. 79, 80.
MODEL MADE FOR ME BY A BESISI CHIEF TO ILLUSTRATE THE SONGS,

and in that respect perhaps unique, representing the pursuit of game (hornbills, pigeons, monkeys, etc.), by Besisi with the blowpipe. The man on the right is supposed to be using the blowpipe, and the man on the left to be climbing a tree after a wounded bird or monkey. (See Besisi Songs, pp. 147 et seq.)
Group of Aborigines with Fiddles, Charau, Malacca.

The man in the centre is the Malay Penghulu of the village.

Group of Aborigines with Fiddles, Charau, Malacca.

Pa' Makam (on the left) is the "nenek" (lit. "grandfather") of the community. Pa' Linggi, with the gun, is a tiger hunter.

Vol. II. p. 171.
in which the Mantra gave themselves up to the enjoyment of music. At that season the wind blows strongly, and the Mantra would place on the tops of the highest trees in the forests long bamboos with holes of different size between the nodes, so that the wind passing over these holes might produce musical sounds of various tones. The stronger the wind, and the larger the bamboo, the louder was the music. At other times they would make a kind of fife, with small pipes of bamboo, which they would also place on the tops of the trees, after the manner of a weather-cock.1

M. Borie adds that on their days of rejoicing (after sowing or gathering in the rice), a festival would be given, at which, after the banquet, two men, armed with long wooden swords, would engage in mock fight; advancing, retiring, thrusting, parrying, and making the most ludicrous gestures and contortions. At other times they would simulate a hunt of monkeys.2

Jakun of Johor.—The Jakun had some knowledge of music. They had several songs which they had received from their ancestors, or which they had made themselves, entirely by the ear, for they had not the remotest idea of any musical notation. These songs of theirs were generally rude, and agreed perfectly with the austere aspect of their habitations; they might even, too, be heard singing in a melancholy tone during the night. But these songs, though rude, were not altogether disagreeable to European ears, if the latter were not too delicate. It was surprising to find that though they were entirely

2 Ibid.
ignorant of European music, which they had never heard, yet, in a great many of their songs, they proceeded by thirds and fifths, assuredly without being aware of it, but guided only by the ear; a fact which confirms the opinion of those European musicians who hold that the third, the fifth, and the octave are found in nature itself. Some authors speak of a kind of violin, and of a rude flute used by the Jakun, who also use two kinds of drum resembling those of the Peninsular Malays.¹

Orang Laut or Sea-Jakun.

0. Laut Akik.—The only remark that I have met with in reference to the music of the Sea-Jakun is that of Newbold, who states that the Orang Laut (of the ‘Akik’ tribe) were passionately fond of music, especially that of the violin.²

² Newbold, loc. cit. ii. 413, 414.

On the above passage Mr. Blagden writes me that, "speaking generally," he thinks "the Jakun tribes, and particularly the Mantra, have a greater love of and aptitude for music than the Malays, and that the tunes they play are more pleasing to the European ear than most oriental music. Their tunes would be worth collecting and studying."

CHAPTER VI.

NATURAL RELIGION AND FOLK-LORE.

The question of the religious beliefs of these races, subjected as they have been to such a fire of cross-influences, is surrounded by so many difficulties, that I may perhaps be excused for stating these first before setting down my own conclusions. At present the information that we possess on this most intricate of questions is not only very partial and incomplete, but also, in some cases, self-contradictory.

Many discrepancies must, I fear, in the first instance be attributed to ignorance of the value of the scientific terminology which has in recent years grown up around the subject of religion, using that word in its widest sense. Ignorance of this kind often prevents the ordinary untrained observer from recognising as a God anything that does not exactly correspond to the monotheistic conceptions of Christianity. On the other hand, a no less serious difficulty is created by those who (generally, I am sure, in all good faith) read into their observations the religious ideas by which they are most interested, or who rely upon informants who are simply saying what they think will please. The most remarkable instance of this kind is that of M. Borie (a French Roman Catholic missionary at Malacca), who stated of the Mantra, that "their religious books,
which had long since been lost, appeared to have been in all particulars according to the religion of Raja Brahil (still called by the Malays 'Nabi Isa,' or 'Tuan Isa,' the Lord Jesus)." Raja Brahil, however, which is a corruption of "Raja Jêbrail," is in reality the Archangel Gabriel (who is sometimes regarded as the special protector of these tribes), the phrase being borrowed directly from the Malays, and indirectly from Arabic sources. It is also impossible to believe, from what we know of them now, that the Mantra (in spite of M. Borie's ingenious supposition) ever had any religious books, or that they even knew the use of the alphabet, whilst the idea of pronouncing them to be a broken sect of Christians is nothing short of absurd.¹ An additional difficulty lies in the extraordinary shyness and timidity common to all the Peninsula races, which in many cases is scarcely surpassed by anything of which we read among savage tribes in other parts of the world.

It is therefore hard to devise any analysis that will show at a glance the state of the case, but I believe when all the evidence is weighed and the errors eliminated, it will be found that generally speaking—

(a) The Semang religion, in spite of its recognition of a "Thunder-god" (Kari) and certain minor "deities," has very little indeed in the way of ceremonial, and appears to consist mainly of mythology and legends. It shows remarkably few traces of demon-worship,

¹ See Vanhille on "Radja Bérali," (Ind. Gids, 1902), and compare the Arabic "Firman" ("Decree of God"), which (say the Malays) takes the form of "Firmar" or "Fimal" among some of these tribes, and the obvious "Allah Ta'alal," mentioned by Mr. Bellamy. Similar corruptions of the Arabic attributes of Allah occur in Borneo, and corruptions of words of Sanskrit origin are also occasionally found in the Peninsula, e.g. the Jakun "Jewa-jewa" (= Malay "Dewa-dewa"), which is used in the sense of a minor deity. The tradition of a lost book is an idea common among the tribes of Indo-China; cp. vol. I. pp. 378, 391, 536, and infra, 347.
very little fear of ghosts of the deceased, and still less of any sort of animistic beliefs.

(b) The Sakai religion, whilst admitting a great quasi-deity, who is known under various names, yet appears to consist almost entirely of demon-worship; this takes the form of the Shamanism so widely spread in south-east Asia, the Shaman or Medicine-man ("hâlâ") being the acknowledged link between man and the world of spirits. In the words of Mr. Hale, it is a form of "demon-worship in which demons (Hantu) are prayed to, but not God (Allah)."

(c) The religion of the Jakun is the pagan or pre-Mohammedan (Shamanistic) creed of the Peninsular Malays, with the popular part of whose religion (as distinct from its Mohammedan element) it has much in common. It shows no trace of the tendency to personify abstract ideas found among the Semang, and its deities (if they can be so called) are either quite otiose or a glorified sort of tribal ancestors, round whom miraculous stories have collected. The few elements that it has in common with the Semang religion are no doubt due to cultural contact.

Of this pagan creed J. R. Logan has remarked that there can be little doubt that the Benua have derived their theistic ideas from a Hindu or Islamised race. The basis of their religion and religious practices is Poyangism, in itself a species of milder Shamanism, and this they have united in a very remarkable manner to a mixture of theism and demonism; the one either of Hindu origin, as is most probable, or borrowed from the Arabs through some partially converted tribe of Malays; and the other having a considerable resemblance to the primitive allied religions of the Dayaks of Borneo on the one side, and the Bataks of Sumatra
on the other. The mode in which the three systems have been united so as to be amalgamated into a consistent whole is deserving of consideration. Poyangism remains almost unimpaired, or rather the Poyang, while assuming the character of priest, and to a certain extent abandoning that of wizard, retains in effect his old position. He still commands the demons by incantations and supplications, and their power rather than his own has been subordinated to the deity. At the same time this idea of an ultimate and supreme creator has not greatly altered their conceptions of the demons. Originally, impersonations of the vital and destructive forces of nature—or the recognition in nature, through the first union of reason and imagination in faith of a spiritual power which animates, destroys, survives, and perpetually renews the visible forms and forces of the world,—their presence was still allowed to fill the sensible; and nature herself both material and spiritual was subjected to God. That extramundane theism which pervades many higher religions, adapted to the ancient belief, left the demons in the possession of the world, and if it rendered their power derivative instead of self-subsisting, it also entirely excluded men from the presence of the deity. While by his supreme power and omniscience he could control all things, he remained to them a God afar off.\footnote{\textit{J. I. A.} vol. i. p. 280. As regards the Indian element, Vaughan-Stevens' editor, Grünwedel (one of the greatest living authorities on Buddhism), in his Introduction and notes to the \textit{Materialien}, points out all the facts which appear to him to indicate Buddhist influence.}

Similarly amongst the Berembun tribes we recognise a pure Shamanism, with its accompanying charms and talismans; a living faith fresh from the ancient days of eastern and middle Asia—preserving
its pristine vigour and simplicity even in the present century,—untouched by the Buddhistic deluge which has passed over the vast regions of south-eastern Asia, and has sent so many waves to different parts of the Archipelago, and resisting the pressure of the Islamism which surrounds it.  

The Poyang and Pawang of the various Jakun tribes, the B’lians of the Dayaks, and the Dato' and the Si Basso of the Bataks, are one and all the Shaman, the Priest-medicineman, in different shapes.  

ANALYSIS OF CHIEF DEITIES OF THE THREE RACES.  

The most important points in the description of the character of the chief god of each of the three races may be stated as follows:—

I.—KARI.  

(1) He is of supernatural size and has fiery breath, but is now invisible (†).  
(2) He is not described as immortal, though a belief of this kind may perhaps be inferred from the fact of his having existed continuously from before the creation.  
(3) He created everything except the earth and mankind, and when Ple had created the latter Kari gave them souls.  
(4) If not omniscient, he at least knows whenever men do wrong, and his will is omnipotent.  
(5) He is angered by the commission of certain acts, but sometimes shows pity and pleads with Ple on man's behalf when the latter (their actual creator) is angry.  

1 The following remarks by Logan apply to the Jakuns in general:—"Here I only remark, with reference to the incantations, charms, and other superstitions of the Mantra, that the greater part appear to be essentially native [the Arabic portions having been added or substituted by Malays]—that is, they have not borrowed from the Hindus or Arabs, but have assumed their peculiar form from the state in which the tribe has existed on the Peninsula from time immemorial, while, in substance, they have been transmitted directly from the same common source to which a large part of the inhabited world must refer its earliest superstitions. The religion of the Mantra is the primitive heathenism of Asia, which, spreading far to the east and west, was associated with the religions of the eldest civilised nations, for it flourished in ancient Egypt, before the Hebrews were a people, in Greece and Rome, and bids fair to outlast Hinduism in many parts of India." (Logan in J. I. A. vol. i. pp. 329*, 330*, and cp. ibid. pp. 279-282).  
2 J. I. A. vol. i. pp. 282, 283.  
3 Another form is "Karē" ("Thunder"), but V.-Stevens has "Kayee" ( = "Kayi").  
4 Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 132, 133.  
5 Ibid. 117.  
6 Vol. i. p. 421, supra.
(6) He is the supreme judge of souls, and as he is the giver of life, has however also to destroy it. When he is angry he slays men by means of lightning direct, or by means of a beast called Tinjui.

(7) This, however, appears to be of very rare occurrence, as he usually leaves the killing to be done by his messengers.2

(8) He requires at intervals the sacrifice of blood,3 but does not, however, make any use of it. For the offering of this sacrifice a form of address is prescribed, though this is the only direct example of any sort of prayer being addressed to him.

(9) His servants are Sentiu and Chini4 (which pace Vaughan-Stevens may possibly = Chin-oi), "Tä' Pönn" and "Minang."5

To sum up, Kari possesses many attributes usually ascribed to a deity, but since he lacks (with one doubtful exception) an actual cult, it would perhaps be best to regard him as a mythological person, analogous to the patron saints of Europe.

Of Ple much less is known than of Kari. Ple was, however, the creator of the earth (under Kari's direction), as well as the first actual creator of the human race (as represented by the Semang), on whose behalf he pleads with Kari when the latter is angry. Unlike Kari, Ple has no acknowledged form of cult whatever, unless perhaps we may recognise in the story of the woman who when a tree was falling upon her shrieked to Ple to save her, some faint reminiscence of a cult that has long ceased to exist. In addition to the foregoing there are several other great spirits of whom the chief are Tä' Pönn and Minang.

II.—TUHAN.

An analysis of the character of the Sakai "God" under his various names (Tuhan, Pirman, or Peng),6 shows that he occupies very much the same place in

---

1 Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 117.
2 Vol. i. p. 421 supra.
3 Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 107-109.
4 Ibid. pp. 132, 133.
5 For this whole description cp. Man's description of Puluga, the "God" of the Andamanese (Man's And. p. 89 seq.).
6 "Peng"—sic Vaughan-Stevens. It may be doubted whether the first two names at least are not rather of Malay or Malayo-Arabic origin.
the Sakai cosmogony as is occupied by Kari and Ple in that of the Semang.

(1) He is of supernatural size and invisible (?).
(2) He is immortal (?).
(3) He is not definitely mentioned as the creator, but presides over the existing universe, having the power of life and death over the human race and the spiritual world alike; he appears as the champion of man against both demons and wild beasts.
(4) No statement is made as to his omniscience, except that he invariably knows when man does wrong.
(5) He is angered at the commission of certain acts ("the Sakai think they must have done wrong before he lets the demons attack them"), but may also show mercy.
(6) He is the supreme and final judge of souls (Granny Long-breasts applying the preliminary test by washing the souls in hot water). He alone has power either to grant life or refuse it both to man and demon.
(7) His punishments are inflicted by means of his agents, the demons. Man is described as appealing to Tuhan for help in difficulties.

III.—TUHAN DI-BAWAH.

The more advanced in civilisation the tribes with whom we have to deal, and the closer their connection in particular with the Malays, the harder becomes the task of eliciting from them any definite statements with regard to their own belief in a deity. For by far the most part of the Jakun tribes when questioned upon this subject are accustomed to reply that there is a God whose name they give as "Tuhan" or "Tuhan Allah," the God of their Mohammedan neighbours the Malays. Among the Mantra, however, and doubtless among other Jakun tribes, if the matter were more thoroughly investigated, there does undoubtedly exist a belief, shadowy though it be, in a deity, and this independently of Arabic sources. There are in fact, as among the Semang, traces of a dualistic system, wherein two great mythological powers are

---

1 Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 131. This account and the name "Gendui Lanjut" are Malayan (Jakun) in character, but the general lack of precision and the mixed nature of Vaughan-Stevens' material, which in more than one case is admitted, precludes the drawing of a hard-and-fast line between the races in his case.
2 Ibid. p. 163.
3 Ibid. pp. 130, 131.
4 Ibid.
5 Ibid. p. 131.
6 I.e. "Lord of the Lower World."
recognised, a Lord of the Upper and a Lord of the Lower World. It is the latter to whom the creation of the earth is attributed, and who intervenes to protect mankind from the starvation consequent upon their own over-rapid increase, a result which he eventually achieves by the creation of Death.

Summary.

To sum up, it is evident that the deities recognised by these three races do not by any means adequately fulfil the common definitions of deity; for to take the test of "worship" alone, the only one of the three religions apparently possessing anything approaching a form of prayer addressed to a deity is the Semang, and even this only happens in a single instance (that of the Thunder-charm addressed to Kari). There is a tradition, but no proof, of an appeal to Tuhan on the part of the Sakai, but of prayers addressed either to Allah or Tuhan Di-bawah on the part of the Jakun there is hardly even the tradition. Yet there does not appear to be any reasonable doubt that three of these great spirits (at least Kari and Plē and possibly Tuhan Di-bawah) may, in consideration of the wideness of the gulf that separates them from the lesser spirits and demons (who are always dependent on and are in one case at least actually described as being created by them), be dignified (otiose though they are) by the higher title of Gods. But taking into account the effect of cultural influences, the most probable explanation of the present state of things may perhaps lie in the fact that the pressure of alien religions introduced by more strenuous races has driven the old heathen religion into the background, and that where
it has partially at least stood its ground, it has been first neutralised and then welded into one with the pervading elements of Hinduism and Islam. There have no doubt been other contributory causes; there may even have been a general tendency, as amongst many other races, to increase indefinitely the number of spirits who might be invoked, in the hope of obtaining more powerful succour, but in the medley of races that have gone to fill the Malay Peninsula, the former cause has probably been the more important.

**Analysis of Chief Spirits and Demons.**

We now come to the question of demonology, in which the souls or ghosts of the deceased still play a considerable part, since both the Sakai and Jakun are in the habit of deserting their encampments, and even in some cases their standing crops, upon the occurrence of a death from any violent sickness, so great is their terror lest the ghosts of the deceased should prey upon their own living bodies.

In this respect there is a wide gulf between the religion of these two races and that of the Semang. Among the latter demonology takes such a very mild form that it might be practically non-existent for all the effect that it has upon their movements. Vaughan-Stevens indeed declares in more than one passage, that the Semang do not believe in spirits at all, and though such a statement goes beyond the truth, it may at all events be safely said that the Semang very rarely allow themselves to be terrified by them.

In the following table an attempt is made to classify the spirits and demons of all three races according to their nature and origin:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Semang</th>
<th>Sakai</th>
<th>Jakun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. Nature-spirits—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Atmosphere-spirits—</td>
<td>Kari and Plè and their servants</td>
<td>Rain-spirits [V.-St. ii. 135]</td>
<td><strong>Bes.</strong> — Jin Saribu, or the Thousand Demons (Mal.) [W.S.].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Sky-spirits.</td>
<td>Ta' Pinn [W.S.].</td>
<td>Jin Angin or Wind-Demon</td>
<td><strong>Bes.</strong> — Jin Angin, the Wind-demon (Mal.) [W.S.].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Wind-spirits.</td>
<td></td>
<td>[Hale, 300].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Sun-spirit (sic).</td>
<td>Jin Maktok [Swett].</td>
<td>Heat-spirits [ibid.].</td>
<td><strong>Bes.</strong> — Jin Sarapat, or the Garotting Demon (Mal.) [W.S.].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) Earth-spirits—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Spirits of the soil—</td>
<td>Yā' Takell [W.S.].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Spirits of the hills and mountains—</td>
<td>(kind not specified) [Swett].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Spirits of the swamps—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Spirits of the forest—</td>
<td>(not specified) [Swett].</td>
<td>Stone-spirits [V.-St. ibid.].</td>
<td><strong>1. Bes.</strong> — H. Siburu, or the Demon Huntsman (Mal.) [W.S.].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Tree-spirits.</td>
<td>Disease-spirits embodied in trees. [W.S.].</td>
<td>&quot;Each tree has its special variety of demon (Hantu)&quot; [V.-St. ii. 135].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) Crop-spirits.</td>
<td>(not recorded.)</td>
<td>H. Juling or the Squinting Demon (Mal.) [V.-St. ii. 135, 152].</td>
<td><strong>2. Bes.</strong> — H. Kapor, or the Camphor Demon (Mal.) [W.S.].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) Water-spirits.</td>
<td>(not specified) [Swett].</td>
<td>(not specified) [Hale, 300].</td>
<td>(not recorded.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 *Sr ? Bunyan. It may be questioned whether these spirits of Vaughan-Stevens are not rather Malayan, as their names appear to show. On the other hand, in several cases they agree with those recorded by Hale, who writes of undoubted Sakai.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Semang</th>
<th>Sakai</th>
<th>Jakun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II. Man-spirits— (a) Birth-demons.</td>
<td>(not recorded.)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1. <strong>Bes.</strong> — Jin Kuwak (harmless) [W.S.].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. <strong>Bes.</strong> — H. Langhwe (Mal.) (deadly) [W.S.].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Demons of sinful lusts (of the dead, etc.)</td>
<td>(not recorded.)</td>
<td>1. Gambling-demon [Hale, 301].</td>
<td>(not recorded.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Opium-demon [Hale, 301].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Quarrelling-demon [Hale, 301].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. H. Kubur [V.-St. 132].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Demons of sickness and discomfort.</td>
<td>(not recorded.)</td>
<td>1. (of fatigue) H. Jémoi [V.-St. 135].</td>
<td>1. (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. (of headache) [Hale, 301].</td>
<td>2. <strong>Bes.</strong> — H. Kembang Buah (Mal.) [W.S.].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. (of stomach-ache) [Hale, 301].</td>
<td>3. <strong>Bes.</strong> — Jin Grotak (Mal.) [W.S.].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. (of mosquitoes) [Hale, 301].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5. (of fever, elephantiasis, ulcers, and rheumatism) [V.-St. 135].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Ghosts of the dead.</td>
<td><strong>Pang.</strong> — Ghosts of the dead become Storm- or Water-spirits [W.S.].</td>
<td>1. Hantu Degup [V.-St. 132].</td>
<td>2. <strong>Bes.</strong> — Hantu Kemuk (Mal.) [W.S.].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. &quot;Lost souls expelled by G. Lanyut work upon the living through the agency of rain, heat, in mountains and lakes, rocks and trees&quot; [V.-St. ii. 135].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Myths.**

**Creation of Man.**

In some cases the Semang and Jakun legends bearing on the creation of man show a common impress, which is probably mainly due to the same "savage-Malay" element, of which there are such abundant traces in the dialects of both races. Among
both races, for instance, we find the idea that man at first multiplied so fast as to make the earth too crowded. Kari the Thunder-god (in the Semang story) slays them with his fiery breath, and thus reduces the number of mouths to be fed. In the Jakun legend, on the other hand, Tuhan Di-bawah, the Lord of the Underworld, turns half of them into trees for the same purpose. In both stories this check to the population proves insufficient, and Death is accordingly instituted by way of relief. By both races the same proverb is worked into the argument, viz., that it is better for the parents of each generation to die "like the Banana-tree," leaving their children behind them, than to have them increasing continually like the stars of the sky for multitude, as they are supposed to have done before the institution of Death.

This particular creation-legend is one of great interest, as it may possibly contain certain elements of real Semang mythology disseminated among the Jakun of Johor by the Semang tribes now largely absorbed by the Jakun in the south of the Peninsula. It is at all events interesting to note that, as far as the evidence of our records goes, the Semang are in the habit of personifying abstract ideas, such as Death, Hunger, Disease, and so forth, but that the pure-bred Jakuns (i.e. Malaysians) are not. The racial factor in the two types of legend is in fact so different, that if only a sufficiently large number of both kinds could be collected, I am confident they could as a rule be separated without much difficulty.

A few legends will of course always be difficult to classify, and amongst these may perhaps be included the Jakun story that the mother of the first pair of men (Měrtang and Bělo) was called "Clod of Earth"
("Tānah Sa-kēpal"), and their father "Drop of Water" ("Ayer Sā-titek"), of which all that we can say is that it seems to have originated in some story to the effect that the first parents of the human race were formed from clay.

Ostensibly Semang, on the other hand, is the legend that Kari created everything but man, whose creation he desired Ple to effect, and that when Ple had done so, Kari himself gave them souls. The Semang story of the dialogue between the baboon and the first parents of the human race may quite possibly be distantly connected with the widely prevalent Jakun legend ascribing the origin of mankind to a pair of white apes.

Another interesting legend on the same subject was the Land-Jakun (Mantra) myth that in the early days of the world man did not die, but grew thin with the waning of the moon, and waxed fat as she neared the full.\(^1\)

In yet other Jakun stories, which however are probably, in the main at least, of Malayan origin, the founder of the race is described as a person who "fell from heaven," or who was discovered in some miraculous way, e.g. in the interior of the stem of a giant bamboo.

Before quitting this subject, I may perhaps mention the Jakun references to miraculous forms of birth, such as the Mantra tradition of a certain race of Demons ("Setan") whose children instead of being born in the ordinary way, were "pulled out of the pit of the stomach." Akin to this was the Jakun legend of the first woman "whose children were produced out of the calves of her legs."

\(^1\) J. R. A. S. No. 10, p. 190.
World-Cataclysms.

The same remarkable parallelism that we found in their legends of the creation appears in other Semang and Jakun traditions of floods, which though at first sight might be thought to be Deluge-legends, may be more correctly classed as myths of the "origin of the sea" type. According to the Semang legend of the Rainbow, a great dragon or snake in ancient times broke up the skin of the earth, so that the world was overwhelmed with water. According to the Mantra it was a giant turtle that brought the water up from below through a hole in the ground, from among the roots of a "pulai" tree, thus causing a flood which developed afterwards into the ocean. A Benua account, which is the fullest of the three, refers besides to a kind of vessel in which the first parents of the race are alleged to have effected their escape from drowning. According to the traditions of both Semang and Benua, moreover, it is the mountains that give fixity to the earth's skin.

It is perhaps worth remarking that the various allusions to the destruction caused by fire seem to point to the former prevalence of some myth of an universal conflagration from which the ancestors of mankind escaped with difficulty, and which was more or less analogous to the tradition of the flood.

Natural Phenomena.

The firmament or sky, in the opinion of the Semang and the Jakun, is built in three tiers, the two

---

1 For the Mantra version see p. 339, infra. The Benua version (p. 356) ascribes the breaking up of the skin of the earth, and the consequent deluge which ensued, to Pirman, i.e. Tuhan.

2 Of Last-Day beliefs, we have the Moon-Man's nooses and impending fall of the sky-pot of the Mantra (319, infra), the hatching of the stone eggs of the Sakai World-eagle (237, infra), and perhaps the Man v. Demon battle of the Tembeh (App.).
upper tiers, which are regarded as the Paradise of the blest, being filled with wild fruit-trees, whilst the third or lowest tier contains the low and brooding clouds that bring sickness to mankind.

All three races have versions of the widely-spread tradition of the Paradise-bridge, which leads across a boiling lake into which the souls of the wicked are precipitated.

The entrances of heaven and hell (according to the Semang legends) are close together in the west, and a third place (a species of Hyperborean region) which is also found in them, is described in the traditions of some Jakun tribes as well. There are separate hells for various races of mankind, and yet others for animals and snakes.

As might be expected, a good deal of the mythology of these tribes is taken up with the traditions of the heavenly bodies, all of which are alike personified, many of the stories dealing with the marriages or conflicts of the sun and moon, and the chequered fortunes of their children the stars.

In one of the Mantra stories the sun is described as not having been created till after one of the floods to which I have referred.

The moon is by some of these tribes (e.g. the Besisi) identified with the Island of Fruit (the Jungle Paradise), which, if we take the evidence of one of the songs of the same tribe, is preceded by a "Garden

---

1 "Kelonsong Awan" (p. 207, infra).
2 A form of this Bridge-myth is found among the Andamanese, who describe it as a bridge of invisible cane through the sky (see Man's And. p. 94).
3 The chief of the Heaven of Fruit-trees is called Penghulu by the Semang, but this clearly corresponds to the Granny Long-breasts of the Sakai. Among the Besisi he is called "Gaffer Engkoh" or Jongkoh. Its guardians take different shapes according to the imagination of each particular tribe—a baboon, or demon, among the Semang, a dog among the Jakun, etc. The choicest heaven is reserved not for the good, but for the old and wise.
of Flowers." It is the moon, again, into which Gaffer Engkoh is said to have climbed, and which in several traditions is described as the habitation of the Jakun "Man in the Moon" ("Nenek Kabayan").

Fire.

The Sakai regard Fire as a mystical emanation from the power of Tuhan, which owing to its divine origin is the destroyer of evil. The Sakai point of view is best expressed by their tradition of the washing of the wicked souls\(^1\) in boiling water. They have learnt that whilst Fire annihilates, Water softens and purifies, and hold therefore that Tuhan showed mercy in mitigating with Water the effect of the Fire, which would have destroyed the soul itself in destroying its sin-spots. As things are, however, the Fire only destroys the collective wickedness of the souls washed in the copper, which latter resembles, according to the Sakai, "a red-hot cauldron, in which a remnant of Upas-poison is burning away."\(^2\)

Animal Myths and Beliefs.

Of the tiger's origin we have no account from the Semang side, though several different stories are told by the Jakun of the way in which it was metamorphosed out of various inferior animals. The most usual version of the story appears to be the Jakun one, which derives the tiger's origin from a dog belonging to a chief (the dog being, as a rule, the only animal domesticated by the Jakun).

So too Hervey in his *Mantra Traditions* relates

\(^1\) According to the Besisi it is only the souls of those who commit incest ("sumbang") that are thus treated.\(^2\) Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 130.
that Bēlō (one of the first ancestors of mankind) kept
a dog at his house; from this dog came the tiger
that devours mankind (the "Smooth-skinned" race)
as contrasted with animals (the "Furred" or "Rough-
skinned").

To the wild bull (Sēladang) there is a solitary
reference in the collection of Mantra traditions which
we owe to Hervey. The same remark applies to
the mouse-deer (Kanchil), who was promised by To' Entah (as its reward for rescuing him from the giant
turtle), the leaves of the sweet-potato (K'ledek). The
tapir and the manis are referred to in the Semang
legends, the crocodile in the Blandas account of the
origin of the tiger, and many other animals in the
Besisi songs.

We find among the Jakun a curious pre-Darwinian
version of the evolution of man from the ape, the
ape selected for this distinction being the Hylobates
syndactylus, which, as a matter of fact, is really nearer to
man than Macacus or even than the "Orang-outang."

Borie informs us that he had several times been
"quite seriously" assured by the Mantra that they
were all descended from two white apes ("ungka
putih"). These white apes, having reared their young
ones, sent them out into the plains, and there they
"perfected" themselves so well that both they and
their descendants became men; whilst others, on the
contrary, who returned to the mountains, still re-
mained apes.

1 A grosser fable ascribing the origin
of the tiger to the frog and Baginda
Ali is also given by Hervey (J. R. A. S.,

2 Page 73.

3 An identical story is given by
Newbold, who relates that their chil-
dren were four in number. "White
among the Benuas appears to be regarded
... as a sacred colour. The former
have their white siamang, their white
alligator, and their white ungka" (New-
bold, ii. 395, 396). Cp. also the
Semang story of the baboon and the
first parents of mankind.
The white siamang or "ungka" is, moreover, one of the embodiments in which the soul of a deceased chieftain is believed by the Sakai to take refuge.

The *Macacus* or baboon is also referred to in Semang traditions. There is, for instance, the baboon who acted as adviser to the first parents of mankind, as well as the gigantic baboon which by some Negrito tribes is believed to guard the Paradise-bridge, and which according to another Semang account was "as big as a hill" and prevented unauthorised souls from entering Paradise to steal the fruit.

Of the smaller animals may be mentioned the dog (a reddish-furred wild dog, *Canis rutilans*), which is not only believed by the Jakun to have been the prototype of the tiger, but is also among some Jakun tribes (*e.g.* the Besisi of Selangor) believed to guard the bridge that leads to Paradise.

The big old "monitor" or "lace" lizard, which is called "Bagenn" by the Semang, is credited by them with being the originator of a proverb which among the Jakun is assigned to Bêlo, one of the first progenitors of the human race. Moreover, according to a Jakun tradition (given by Borie) it was on the skin of a monitor that their (mythical) sacred books were said to have been written. One of the small grass-lizards or skinks (as we are told by Hervey in his collection of Mantra traditions), is connected with the returning to life of this same Bêlo, the reptile being mutilated by Mêrtang, Bêlo's brother.¹

Of the squirrel ("tupai") there does not seem to be any special tradition, though tufts of squirrel tails

¹ This may be a Malay idea, or be held by the Jakun in common with the Malays. It evidently refers to the belief that the lizard is somehow connected with the soul (*e.g.* of a deceased medicine-man or magician). Cp. *Malay Magic*, p. 325; and see also Birth-customs, p. 26, *ante*.
are worn on necklaces, probably for reasons of magic.

To the flying-fox there are also one or two references. It is when roasted a favourite dish of the Sakai, and it forms the subject of one of the tribal songs of the Besisi. The bone of a flying-fox was also included in a list of royal insignia belonging to the hereditary Chief of Jēlēbu, who was said to be descended in part from Jakun ancestors.

There is no trace of totemism among the Semang.¹

Transformation.

The power of self-transformation (into the tiger) claimed by a few of the more accomplished medicine-men, as in many other parts of the world, is probably not to be connected with the transmigration theory, whereby it is held that the soul of a dead chief may enter a tiger. The B'lian is the tiger in the Peninsula as in Africa the hyena is the wizard. There does not appear to be any trace of such a belief among the Andamanese, but as it is almost universal among the other tribes of the same region, I am inclined to ascribe this merely to the absence of tigers from the Andaman Islands. On the other hand, it is a fact worth noting that a small "tiger's-claw knife," called "b'ladau," such as is used by the "leopard-men" of Africa, is still in use both among the Sumatran and the Peninsular Malays, and it may possibly be that these wild (Peninsular) tribes first "made believe" to be tigers with the object of impressing their more civilised neighbours with all the fear they could, an object in which they obtained a considerable measure of success.

¹ See p. 260, infra.
Birds.

But the most interesting of all the Semang myths are those representing various birds as vehicles for the introduction of the soul into the new-born child, a full account of which will be found under Birth-customs. The Argus-pheasant, on the other hand, is connected by the Sakai with lunacy,¹ the ground-dove appears in one of the Semang creation-myths, and finally there is the white cock into which the soul of a deceased ancestor is believed by the Jakun to have migrated. But taking all references to birds into consideration, it is certainly remarkable that so little in the nature of divination by birds or augury has yet been recorded of any tribes whatever in the Malay Peninsula.

Legends and Ideas about Plants and Trees.

Among the Semang plant-legends is that of the flowers that were planted by Ple to serve as models for the designs of Disease patterns. Another is that of the epiphyte, upon which the Diseases were laid by the Winds who were carrying them. Yet another is the Semang legend of the origin of the blowpipe patterns explaining why some trees have smooth and others prickly fruits, and why some fruits are sweet and some are acid. To these may be added the Mantra tradition of the period when one-half of mankind were turned into trees by Tuhan Di-bawah, and the Semang “birth-tree” and “name-tree,” for which see “Birth-customs.”

In the legends of the Jakun we are told that the

¹ Z.f. E. xxvi. 169.
ark was made of "pulai" wood. This is a very light wood obtained from the roots of a species of *Alstonia*, which forms the native substitute for cork in these regions, and is used by the Malays for the floats of their fishing-nets.

It is upon a "pulai" tree, moreover, that the Birth-demons called "Lang-hue" are supposed by the Blandas to sit at night.

The proverb about the banana-tree ("pisang") should be referred to here. It is found both among the Semang and the Jakun.

The Semang practice of wearing leaves and screw-pine blossom upon the head as a safeguard against falling trees is explained by an appropriate myth.

In the legends of Kari we are told that the Semang soon got numerous by living on fruits.

Of Ple it is related that he ate fruit and threw away the seeds, which grew up into trees and bore fruit in the course of a single night, and this is not the only story connecting the name of Ple with fruit. Elsewhere, for instance, he is associated with the account in which the origin of certain red and white jungle fruit is described.

The "kėnudai" fruit is connected in the traditions of the Blandas with the origin both of the tiger and the crocodile.

The large, prickly, uneatable fruit with which the giant baboon pelts the would-be invaders of the Land of Fruit-trees, is a kind of "false" (i.e. "valueless") durian called "durian aji."

Other ideas about plants which may here be mentioned are the belief that the breast-painting (of a Sakai man) represents a sort of *Polypodium*, the

---

1 See p. 184, ante.  
2 Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 132.
sporangia of which were bruised in water and squirted over the happy pair on the occasion of the wedding ceremony; and also that the patterns of the face-painting represented another fern, with the juice of which the Sakai youths were sprinkled at adolescence.

The Soul.

The Eastern Semang (Pangan) of Kelantan informed me that each man possessed a soul which was shaped like himself, but that it was "red like blood" and "no bigger than a grain of maize." It was passed on by the mother to the child, but in what way they could not explain.

The Eastern Semang further informed me that the soul of a B'lian (priest, chief, and magician) entered after death into the body of some wild animal, such as an elephant, tiger, or rhinoceros. In this embodiment it remained until the beast died, when it was admitted into the Upper Heaven (of Fruits).

The souls of ordinary people were variously represented as being compelled to cross the boiling lake by means of a tree-bridge (from which the wicked slip off into the lake below them), and as being sent to a different and a far less inviting Paradise. 3

But the most novel soul-theory ascribed to the Semang is that recorded by Vaughan-Stevens, who states that according to the Semang belief all human souls grew upon a soul-tree in the other world, whence they were fetched by a bird, which was killed and eaten

---

1 Not the soul as understood by modern Christians, but the soul of magical (pre-Christian and extra-Christian) ideas, which may be seen in old English woodcuts escaping in the form of a mannikin from between the neck and shoulders of the dying. It is the Malay "sêmangat."

2 Cp. Man’s And. p. 94: "The colour of the soul is said to be red, ... and though invisible, it partakes of the form of the person to whom it belongs."

3 Man’s And. p. 94.
by the expectant mother. The souls of animals and fishes were conveyed in a somewhat similar way, *i.e.* through the eating by the parent of certain fungi and grasses.

Of Sakai beliefs concerning the soul our records are of the scantiest description. It will probably be, however, found that the Sakai conception of the soul does not appreciably conflict with that of the Semang, and that the real difficulty in treating Semang and Sakai religion will be to discover their points of difference.

"To ask whether the soul is immortal appears," says Letessier, "the height of strangeness—'And how could it die? It is like the air!'" was the answer of an old Jakun of Bukit Layang, to whom he put this question.

The Sakai, like the Semang, attach much weight to dreams, and are firm believers in metempsychosis. The soul after death is repeatedly washed by "Granny Longbreasts," in order to purify it from its stains, in a cauldron of boiling water, after which it is made to walk along the flat side of a monstrous chopper with which she bridges the cauldron, the bad souls falling in and the good escaping to the land of Paradise.¹

The beliefs of the Jakun and Orang Laut appear to be very similar to those of the civilised Malays, but very little indeed has been hitherto collected about them.

In a Besisi legend both people and animals are described as having seven souls, a number which agrees exactly with Malay ideas on the same subject.

The same tribe closely connect the soul with the shadow, and build little hutches beside the grave for the soul to dwell in when it issues from the earth, and

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 130.
in other ways certainly carry to a far greater degree than the Semang, and perhaps even further than most Sakai tribes, the arrangements believed by them to be necessary for the soul's maintenance and comfort throughout the period during which it lingers in the neighbourhood of the grave.

The Priestly Office.

As among the Malays, the accredited intermediary between gods and men is in all cases the medicine-man or sorcerer. In the Semang tribes the office of chief medicine-man appears to be generally combined with that of chief, but amongst the Sakai and Jakun these offices are sometimes separated, and although the chief is almost invariably a medicine-man of some repute, he is not necessarily the chief medicine-man, any more than the chief medicine-man is necessarily the administrative head of the tribe. In both cases there is an unfailing supply of aspirants to the office, though it may be taken for granted that, all else being equal, a successful medicine-man would have much the best prospect of being elected chief, and that in the vast majority of cases his priestly duties form an important portion of a chief's work.¹

The medicine-man is, as might be expected, duly credited with supernatural powers. His tasks are to preside as chief medium at all the tribal ceremonies, to instruct the youth of the tribe, to ward off as well as to heal all forms of sickness and trouble, to foretell

¹ "They have neither a king nor a chief, except that title be applied to a person called Poyang ("Puyung"), who decides on every case laid before him, and whose opinion is invariably adopted. Having no religion, they are destitute of priests (sic), their only teacher being the Poyang, who instructs them in all matters pertaining to sorcery, evil spirits, ghosts, etc., in which they firmly believe" (Begbie, pp. 13, 14).
the future (as affecting the results of any given act),
to avert when necessary the wrath of heaven, and
even when re-embodied after death in the shape of
a wild beast, to extend a benign protection to his
devoted descendants.

Among the Sakai and the Jakun he is provided
with a distinctive form of dress and body-painting,
and carries an emblematic wand or staff by virtue of
his office.

Sacred Spots and Shrines.

We have as yet no record of the use of "high
places" or shrines among the pure Negritos, and
perhaps naturally so, since the idea of regarding a
specific locality as sacred could only grow up with the
greatest difficulty among tribes who are so essentially
nomadic that they never stay more than four or five
nights in a single spot.

By the Sakai and Jakun, however, such sacred
spots are certainly set apart, incense being burnt there
and vows registered, invariably, I believe, in the
hopes of obtaining some material advantage.¹

In addition to these shrines, however, there are
also to be seen, in the districts inhabited by the Sakai
and Jakun, what may be termed medicine-houses.
These houses either take the form of solitary cells
erected in the depths of the forest (in which case the
magician keeps a selection of his charms and spells
in them), or (more frequently) that of diminutive
shelters made from the leaves of a palm called "dém-
pong," which are built to screen the medicine-man

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 141.
and his patient from view during the performance of the ceremony of exorcism.¹

*Nature of the Rites.*

The main divisions of the magico-religious ceremonies of these wild Peninsular tribes may be enumerated as follows: prayers and invocations, sacrifice, abstinence, possession, divination, and self-transformation.

*Prayers and Invocations.*

Among all the Peninsular tribes both prayer (in the wider sense) and invocations still remain in the un-ethical stage in which material as distinct from moral advantages alone are sought for.

Among the Semang, however, with the rarest exceptions,² they appear to have scarcely reached the stage of fixed forms, the petitioner generally contenting himself with expressing his wish in a quasi-conversational phrase, addressed to the great spirits or deities of the tribe.

Among the Sakai the conjuration of the spirits of deceased ancestors and demons of all kinds is more freely employed; but most of all among the Jakun, the Bēsisi addressing invocations not merely to animals but even to insects and inert objects which they believe to be the embodiments of the spirits whose aid they are invoking.

All branches of these tribes, as is usually the case with autochthonous races, are credited by the immigrating Malays with the knowledge of charms of the most marvellous potency.

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 142. ² *E.g.* that of the Thunder-charm, *q.v.*
Their love-charms in particular (such as that used in the "Chinduai" ceremony), are believed to be quite irresistible, and they are credited with the power of making themselves supernaturally beautiful or invulnerable at will. By means of "sendings," or rather "pointings" ("tuju"), they are believed to be able to slay their enemies at a distance, and many a Sakai has paid the penalty for sickness and trouble falsely ascribed to his malevolence by excited and not over-scrupulous Malays.

Offerings.

The only common form of offering, which consists in the burning of incense (benzoin), is found among all branches of these tribes, other kinds of offering being comparatively rare. The practice of drawing blood from the region of the shin-bone and throwing it up to the skies is a Semang sacrifice addressed to Kari. On the other hand, many of the Jakuns (especially the coast tribes) expose in the jungle small sacrificial trays upon which are deposited various kinds of food (boiled rice, meat, and fruits), together with small vessels containing water. These trays are called "anchak" (Vaughan-Stevens, "anchap"), and correspond very closely both in name and form to the sacrificial trays similarly employed by the Malays.

I have also seen among the Besisi, on the occasion of their rice-harvest feast, a small quantity of boiled rice deposited on the top of a low tree-stump, and offered by way of a compliment to all the enemies of the rice, as represented by noxious insects and the wild beasts of the jungle. Here we see the idea of sacrifice in one of its most rudimentary stages, that
of a mere complimentary present intended to establish a truce with avowed and acknowledged foes.

Abstinence.

Of fasting and other forms of abstinence among these races not very much is known, though instances do undoubtedly occur. One of the most usual forms of abstinence occurs at Sakai child-births, when the mother is required by the unwritten laws of the tribe to refrain from eating various kinds of food.

Sakai and Jakun medicine-men also to some extent practise abstinence in order to acquire the power of seeing visions.

Possession and Exorcism.

About the forms of possession practised by Semang medicine-men we know next to nothing. It would appear, however, from a ceremony that I myself witnessed among the Semang of Kedah that some form of possession is certainly believed in by them, though I am inclined to think that it is probably of a more simple kind than that practised by the Sakai and Jakun; and that whereas among these latter the magician invokes the aid of a friendly demon to enable him to overcome the demon that is tormenting the patient, the Semang magician trusts rather in the strength of his own spirit to exorcise the adversary.

Divination (Diagnosis).

Of divination among the Semang our records are again almost non-existent, though among the Sakai and Jakun divination is clearly employed as the counterpart in magic of our own medical "diagnosis."
There appear to be two distinct ways of performing divination, one being by means of a tribal ceremony such as our latter-day spiritualists might perhaps call a séance, and the other undertaken by the medicine-man alone. Divination in either case frequently only forms part of an exorcising ceremony, as the possessed medicine-man, after replying to the usual questions concerning the origin and nature of the patient's malady, and prescribing the remedies required to restore him to health, is frequently asked questions of more general import, which need not necessarily have anything to do with the condition or fortunes of the patient.

**Dreams and General Beliefs.**

Both Semang and Sakai, but especially the latter, appear to attach much weight to dreams.

Thus we are informed,¹ for instance, that among the Sakai the new-born infant receives its name in accordance with a dream.²

A similar strong belief in dreams is also found among the Jakun.

**Amulets and Talismans.**

Amulets and talismans form a fairly numerous class of objects among all the wild tribes.

Among them may be reckoned coins strung on necklaces (as charms for the eyes). The custom of stringing on necklaces tufts of squirrels' tails, teeth of apes, monkeys, and wild pig, small bones of birds and various animals, and similar objects, which De Morgan calls “trophies of the chase,” may be com-

¹ *Z. f. E. xxvi. 161.*  
pared, their use being probably due, as in other parts of the world, rather to magical ideas than the mere pride of capture. The bristles, teeth, and claws of tigers are all certainly used much more for magical than for merely ornamental or decorative purposes.

I.—Semang.

The Heavenly Bodies.

The sun is believed by the Semang to possess an actual human figure (that of a female), and is further alleged to possess a husband, whose name was given me as "Ag-ag, the Crow."

On reaching the west the sun falls suddenly, it is believed, into a great hole or cavern, which according to some Semang legends is identified with hell. According to another version, it goes down behind a range of mountains on the western border of the earth, which is believed to be flat, and there gives light to the Senoi.

Similar ideas were entertained about the moon, the name of whose husband was given me (in Kedah) as "Tá' Pönn," a mythological personage of whom more will be said later.

The stars were regarded, I was told, as the moon's children.¹

¹ Swettenham says (p. 228): "They" (the Negritos) "call the sun a good spirit." In J. R. A. S., S. E., No. 5, p. 156, he mentions a "good female spirit in the clouds."

Newbold (pp. 377-379), in speaking of the Semang, says: "They worship the sun." He appears to have taken this statement from Anderson's Consid. (App. xxxvii.), where the Semang are described as "offering up a hasty petition to the sun or the moon," though it certainly has not the least foundation in fact. A similar and equally inaccurate statement (from Symes) was quoted by Anderson (ib.) about the Andamanese (v. Man, p. 93, for the déments). In both cases the idea probably arose from the same cause, viz. the ceremonial treatment of an eclipse. Cp. also J. I. A. iv. 427.
Eclipses.

Among the Semang there is the greatest fear of eclipses, which are believed to be due to the attempt of a gigantic serpent or dragon to enfold or swallow the obscured luminary. The name of the serpent that is believed to enfold the moon was given me as "Hūrā"; but I was told that, although it assumed the guise of a serpent, it is in reality the moon’s own mother-in-law, and is only attempting to embrace and not to swallow it. The moon, however, shrinks from the proffered embrace, from whence we may perhaps conclude that the moon is sometimes also regarded as a man, the confusion being probably due to the conflict of cultures.¹ The only alternative is to suppose “mother-in-law—daughter-in-law avoidance” of some kind. The serpent that swallows the sun is “a different one,” and is believed to attack it in deadly earnest.

The Rainbow.

According to my Semang informants, the rainbow is called “Hwē-ā.” It is believed to be the body of a great serpent or python, and the spots where it touches the earth are regarded as very feverish and bad to live near.

We are further told (by Vaughan-Stevens) that the sun on setting behind the western mountains gives light to the Senoi, and that under the heaven called Tasig, beneath Kari’s seat, begins the gigantic body of the rainbow-snake, “Ikub Huyā” or

¹ According to the Khasia the moon is a man whose mother-in-law throws ashes in his face when he pursues her once a month (Latham, i. 119). And according to the Eskimo the (female) sun smears with soot the face of her brother, the sun, when he presses his love upon her (Peschel, p. 256).
'Hoyā,' which extends to the regions of hell. It lets water from the nether deep through to the earth at Ple's command for the Semang to drink by pushing its head through the flat earth-crust, and thus causing springs of water ("met bētiu") to rise. The light drizzling rain that falls when a rainbow is visible is the sweat of the reptile, and if it happens to fall upon any one who is not wearing a particular kind of armlet, it causes the sickness called 'lininka' (?). Women wear by way of protection armlets of Palas (Licuala) leaf, and men wear armlets of the "Rock-vein" fungus ("tēmtom," or Mal. "urat batu") on the left wrist. These bands are called "ching-neng." 2

Storms.

During a storm of thunder and lightning the Semang draw a few drops of blood from the region of the shin-bone, mix it with a little water in a bamboo receptacle, and throw it up to the angry skies (according to the East Semang or Pangan, once up to the sky and once on the ground, saying "bō", i.e. "stop"). On my inquiring further, one of the women offered to show me how to do this, and drawing off a drop or two of blood into a bamboo vessel by tapping with a stick the point of a jungle-knife pressed against her shin-bone, she proceeded to perform this strange 'libation' ceremony in the manner just described.

If a man is in the least degree too familiar with his mother-in-law, thunderbolts, said the Semang to me, will assuredly fall. For this reason (if for no

---

1 "Jēkob" = snake in the Semang dialect, and "hweā" = rainbow.
2 Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 126.
other!) the contingency never arises. But they also assured me that they of the jungle were far more distant and circumspect in their dealings with their mothers-in-law than was the case with their neighbours the Malays.¹

To the foregoing I may add that according to the Eastern Semang, the ghosts of wicked (or ignorant?) tribesmen, on leaving the dead body, fly up to the sky

¹ Vaughan-Stevens's account is as follows:—The so-called “Kor-loi-melloi,” or “Blood-throwing” ceremony, is now completely forgotten on the west coast of the Peninsula [I did not find it so.—W.S.], and even in Perak, but is quite universal in the east coast states. In order to appease the angry deity men and women (of all ages) are in the habit of cutting the skin covering the shins to obtain a few drops of blood. One cut is usually sufficient, so that on the whole very little blood is drawn. The cuts are made diagonally across the axis of the leg, are from 6 to 10 mm. in length, and are said to have been formerly made with a stone knife (?), though now with the ordinary iron jungle-knife or parang, which was knocked with a piece of wood until blood was drawn. The blood—it need only be a drop—is either sucked out or dropped directly into a long bamboo receptacle, and a quantity of water (sufficient to half fill the bamboo) is poured in with it. The Semang then turns in the direction of the setting sun, and doling out the liquid with a special bamboo spatula, throws it straight up into the air, calling out with a loud voice, “Blood, I throw towards the sun; I draw blood, curled blood; I throw blood towards the sun,” or words to that effect, the invocation being repeated each time that the liquid is thrown up until all is finished.

When the storm is very severe the bamboo may be refilled with blood and water and a fresh ceremony take place. The bamboo vessel used for the purpose is, as a rule, fresh and roughly cut, and was usually not decorated—doubtless owing to the fact that there would be no time to do so during a sudden tropical storm, the vessel being cut for the purpose on each occasion, and thrown away after use.

Kari himself makes no use of the blood thus sacrificed, but is pacified by this sign of his children’s repentance and ceases to hurl thunderbolts, and to continue his complaints of their misdeeds to their creator Ple, at least until they again give him occasion to do so.

Ple, however, employs the blood of the Semang in order to create certain red jungle fruits which serve as food for man, such as, for instance, the well-known “rambutan” (Nephelium lappaeum).

The Puttos themselves did not cut themselves, but instead of doing so threw their secret remedies (which they preserved in bamboo cases), into the air. From these Ple created certain white jungle fruits.

When the periodical wind or monsoon brings no rain, very few fruits appear, and the Semang then say that this is because they had not thrown up enough blood, since the frequency of the blood-throwing has an influence on the quantity of rain. [From this it would appear that the ceremony may alter all perhaps be mainly a rain-making ceremony.—W.S.].—Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 107-109. Cp. Newbold, ii. 386, 396; and J. R. A. S., S. B., No. 4, p. 48, where women only are stated to draw blood.
(along with the vital principle, or "Nyawa") and become storm-spirits (i.e. spirits of thunder, lightning, etc.). Hence, in the blood-throwing ceremony, part of the blood is thrown upwards, in order to propitiate them and persuade them to return to the upper heavens. Sometimes, however, the ghost, on leaving the body, proceeds downwards and becomes a water-spirit. And hence, in the same ceremony, part of the blood is thrown down upon the earth.

A remarkable explanation of the phenomenon of lightning was given me in Kedah by an aged Semang, who explained it as the flashing (in heaven) of the top-cords of the dead medicine-men (or B’lians) of the tribe, who were believed on such occasions to be engaged in the diversion (which in the East is shared by adults) of top-spinning. To the same cause was attributed the sound of thunder, which was believed to be the murmuring noise of the tops as they spun. Other informants of the same tribe, it is true, admitted sharing in the almost universal fear of Heaven’s anger caused by thunder and thunderbolts; it is hard, however, in such cases to distinguish the original ideas from those obtained from foreign sources, though the less original and unique the idea, the less likely it is to be indigenous.

Lightning is produced by Kari when he is wroth. He takes a flower and shakes it over the sinner and the lightning darts forth. The bell-like flower-cups of the (unknown) plant strike each other and cause thunder. The echoes are Ple's answer.¹

Winds.

Kari's servant Sinai is himself one of the winds, and carries a whip in either hand to compel the obedience of the other winds. The monkey Aii chastises the winds when they are too slow in their movements.¹

The Heavens and Paradise.

The Kedah Semang informed me that the heavens² consisted of three tiers or layers. The highest heaven is filled with fruit-trees which bear luxuriantly all the year round, and is inhabited by certain of the greater personages of Semang mythology.

The second or central heaven also contains wild fruit-trees, and is defended against unauthorised pilferers by a gigantic baboon, which pelts all would-be stealers of the fruit with certain hard, prickly, and uneatable fruit (of the kind called false durians).³ The third or nethermost heaven, on the other hand, contains nothing but the low and brooding clouds⁴ which bring sickness to mankind.

When I asked the Eastern Semang (Pangan of Kelantan) about the fate of the soul after death, they declared that the souls of the old and wise proceeded to a Paradise in the west wherein grew fruit-trees of

¹ Cp. vol. i. pp. 451, 457.
² Called in Semang, according to Vaughan-Stevens "Seap." "Sed qu. "Seak" or "Seap." There is no such combination as "p" in any Semang or Sakai dialect, and if "Seak" is right, it perhaps = "Seap" or "Seng" (pr. "Sek") in "Seng Kétok," which means "west" in all the Semang dialects of which I have had experience.
³ I.e. the "Durian Aji." According to Vaughan-Stevens, it is a gigantic figure resembling a Semang, named Kanteh, that keeps the door of Paradise, and has animals as assistants. Cp. vol. i. p. 453.
⁴ Cp. the Malay phrase (used by Sakai tribes) "Kelonsong awan" (the "husks" or "hulls" of the clouds) (V.-St. iii. 106, 125). See p. 187, ante.
every kind (those mentioned as examples were the Bangkong, Rambutan, Durian, and Tampoi), but in order to reach it they had first to pass across a bridge consisting of the fallen trunk of a colossal tree. This tree-bridge would have been easy enough (for a Semang) to cross, but for the fact that at the further end there sat a gigantic figure ("Bērhālā,", i.e., idol or image) with only a single nostril, huge ball-less eyesockets, two immense tusks in each jaw, exceedingly curly hair, and enormously long finger-nails crossed upon its breast. Many of the souls were scared by this horrible demon to such an extent that they straightway fell, panic-stricken, into the vast boiling lake beneath it, up whose sheer smooth sides they tried in vain to clamber. Here, therefore, they swam desperately about, clutching at the sides, for three long agonising years, after which, should the Chief of the Heaven of Fruit-trees then think fit, he would let down his great toe for them to catch hold of, and so pull them out! The old and wise (e.g. the B'lians) were for this very reason buried in trees, viz., so that their souls might be able to fly over the head of this fearful figure.

According to the Western Semang, whilst the souls of the dead B'lians proceeded to the Island of Fruit-trees, those of the lay members of the tribe went a long way across the sea, to a Land of Screw-pines and Thatch-palms,¹ where was the hole into which the sun fell at night. If they had committed any wicked act, however, although they started by the same road, they did not arrive at the same destination, but were compelled to turn northwards aside across the sea to

¹ Nipah = Nipa fruticans, low-growing palms found only in salt-water swamps.
a land which had two months of day and a month of night\(^1\) alternately.

The account given by Vaughan- Stevens is as follows:—

All souls, whether of Semang or of beasts, go straight to Kari to receive their sentence. Good souls proceed to the region of sunset, but the entrances both to Paradise (Seap\(^2\)) and Purgatory (Belet) are close together.

The entrance to Purgatory is called Sunset (“Met-katok bliš”). Purgatory itself is a vast cavern, shut in by rocks, in the mountain-chain (“Huyā”)\(^2\) which forms the world’s end. Good souls pass these ramparts of rock and reach the other side of the world, where they dwell with the Chinoi, the servants of Kari. The ruler of Purgatory is one Kamoj (a black, gigantic, and frightful form), who beats wicked souls as they wander, cold, hungry, and thirsty, with a heavy club.\(^3\)

The door-keeper of Paradise is a spirit resembling a gigantic Semang. His duty is to prevent the souls belonging to other races of mankind from entering into the Semang Paradise.

By his side stand Kungkung, a beast of immense strength, which keeps watch to prevent the entrance of the souls of tigers; Jëlôô, a beast whose duty is to keep out the souls of wicked Semang; and Kangkeng, a beast which keeps out the souls of snakes and scorpions.

In addition to the foregoing are Champa and Chalog, two brother giants, of whom Champa is the elder, and who are represented as the guardians of Tuhan’s\(^4\) (sic) Paradise called “Tasig.”

These two are armed with bamboo-spears, and keep watch over the “lightning-hiding” (blitzbergenden) flowers which belong to Kari.\(^5\)

The Semang Deities.

Although I had many conversations with the Semang (both Western and Eastern) on the subject of religion, they continually pretended entire ignorance of any supreme Being, until one day when one of them exclaimed (in an unusually confiding mood) “Now we will really tell you all we know,” and immediately proceeded to inform me about Tā’ Pön ("Gaffer Pönn"), a very powerful yet benevolent

\(^1\) Probably a slip on the part of the speaker for “a month of day and two months of night.”

\(^2\) Huyā is Vaughan-Stevens’s way of writing “Hwēa” or “Hweyā” = the Rainbow-snake, q.v.

\(^3\) Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 117.

\(^4\) Tuhan is usually the name given to the god of the Sakai (V.-St.).

\(^5\) Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 122-124.

All these guardians of Paradise are represented on one of the bamboos called “gu,” for description of which see “Decorative Art” (vol. i.).
Being who was described as the maker of the world. This information was accompanied by the statement that Gaffer Pönn was “like a Malay Raja; there was nobody above him.” In addition to this, I was informed that he was the moon’s husband, and lived in the eastern heavens, together with “Ag-äg,” the Crow, who was the “husband of the sun.” “Tä’ Pönn” (said my informants) looks “just like a man,” but is “as white as cotton” (Mal. “kapas”).

“Tä’ Pönn has four children, two male and two female, whose names are Rayâdd and Harau (male); Râhh-râhh and Brua’ (female). When you hear the noise of the Riang-riang (cicada or ‘Knife-grinder insect’) in the jungle, that is the voice of Tä’ Pönn’s children. Tä’ Pönn’s mother is called Yâk (Yä’) Takell. She is the old Earth-mother, and lives underground in the middle of the earth.” According to the account of another informant, Tä’ Pönn’s father was one Kukâ’, about whom, however, I could find out nothing further.

Tä’ Pönn has, moreover, a great enemy named Kakuh, who is very dangerous and who lives in the West. He (I was assured) is “very black, blacker than we are,”—as black, in fact, “as a charred fire-log.” “That is why the east is bright and the west dark.” The heavens are in three tiers, the highest being called Kakuh. In the heaven where he lives, there is (according to a Pangan of Teliang) a giant coconut-monkey (B’ro’), “as big as Gunong Baling” (= Tiger Peak, a big limestone hill in the neighbourhood of

---

1 Probably different kinds of insects (cicada, etc.).
2 But Kakuh is the name of the highest tier (of the heavens), and there may have been some confusion here between the name of Tä’ Pönn’s adversary and the place where he lived.
3 The coconut monkey (Macacus nemestrinus) appears in the Besisi Songs (vol. i. p. 152).
Siong in Kedah), who drives back any one who is found (as the B'lians sometimes are) attempting to enter the heavens in order to help themselves to the fruit which grows there. This monkey-monster, on discovering any such would-be pilferers, pelts them with a large prickly jungle-fruit (already mentioned), by means of which he hurls them down headlong. I was further told of this monkey that when the end of the world came, everything on earth would fall to his share.

The account of the Semang religion given by Vaughan-Stevens includes, however, not only Tā' Pōnn (disguised by Vaughan-Stevens as "Tappern"), but two superior divinities named Kari (spelt Kiee, = Kayee, by Vaughan-Stevens, and Keii by his editors) and Ple, neither of whom I was able to identify among the Semang of whom I made my inquiries. Nevertheless the fact that one person out of these three (viz. Tā' Pōnn) was so readily identifiable, establishes, to my mind, a presumption in favour of the general accuracy of the rest of Vaughan-Stevens's account of the Semang religion. At the same time, the fragments of Semang religious belief that I was able to rescue, in spite of all difficulties, exhibit such interesting variations from the accounts related to Vaughan-Stevens, that it is evident that a rich mine of information still remains to be worked.

**Legends of the Semang Deities.**

*Legend of Kari the Thunder-god.*

"Kari created everything except the earth, which he ordered Ple to complete for him. When, therefore, Ple had created man, Kari gave them souls." . . .

When Kari (sic) had created men, they were very good. Death was not yet established, and the Semang living on fruits prospered and soon got numerous. But Kari saw they were getting too numerous, and came down to the Jelmol Mountains to look nearer, and consider what was to be done. The Semang.
crossing the mountain did not see him, for none can see him, and ran over his foot like ants. He blew them away, but his Breath was fiery and burnt them all up throughout the neighbourhood. Seeing this, he ordered his Breath to collect and conduct their souls to heaven. He then continued his meditations, and seeing their numbers were still too great, he commissioned his Breath to go and kill more Semangs whenever they again became too numerous. Kari's Breath had now separated into the winds, and these were to be watched by Kari's two servants, Sentiu and his wife Chini, with Ta' Pönö ("Tappern"), and Minang ("Minnung"). Sentiu now begged that his own servant, or the latter's wife, should alone remain active on earth, and kill only a few Semang; for if he himself and his wife did so, none would be left. Kari, however, refused this, and Sentiu himself remained with his wife, and they killed all they could reach, Kari being wroth at the disobedience of mankind. So the race dwindled away. For Kari had sent the wicked souls to the infernal regions (Belet), and had created Diseases to destroy them in his wrath. Ple, however, pitied them, and, having come to an agreement with their chiefs (Puttos), got Kari to turn these winds into lightning (Kelos), and stopped them from slaughtering the Semang, except in special cases when Kari's wrath was provoked. When Kari sends them now, they kill the Semang in a body, but the death-messengers only kill certain individuals by Kari's command. Ple also arranged with Kari in what cases souls should be sent to Paradise (Seap) or to the infernal regions (Belet), whence arose the system of burial bamboos. Ple himself (and in his stead the Putto of the district) was to write his decision upon the burial bamboo to be shown to Kari, by whom it was executed. Ple also got power given him to avert Diseases by charms. These were good against every Disease, so long as the sin which provoked the Disease was unintentional, or had been forgiven by the Putto. Ple had taken, as already related, the flowers growing near Karib's dwelling and planted them on the mountains (Jelmol), and assigned them as remedies for the various Diseases. He also brought the drawings of each flower, and instructed the Putto about its use. He also agreed with Kari that his Breath should be substituted for Kari's (since it was less fatal), and should only kill individuals.

Thereafter when the winds waited for the burial bamboo to be given to the deceased (before which time the soul could not leave the body), they laid the Diseases on a parasite on one of the trees, because its roots did not enter the ground, and the Diseases waited there until the soul was ready to go to Kari. Ple also created a wind which sat on the mistletoe, and told Ple all that passed. Now that Ple no longer dwells upon earth, this wind goes, according to the opinion of the Semang, who are not, however, unanimous about it, either to Kari or perhaps direct to Ple. When Ple had thus apportioned the Diseases, the vegetable kingdom was exhausted. But soon afterwards some very deadly Diseases, which had been sleeping whilst Ple had been breathing upon others, tried to obtain a resting-place upon various epiphytic plants. The plants, however, had all been given away, and that is the reason why to the present day smallpox, cholera, and other epidemics, of which the Semang stand in the greatest terror, but which are hard to identify from Semang descriptions, have no rest, but as soon as they have killed one man, fall straightway upon another even before the soul of the first has left the body.

Legend of the Firebrand.

According to the views of the Semang, when Kari selected Belet (in the "Sunset" region) as the abode of the damned, he gave Kamoj a firebrand. This brand was burnt in two before Kamoj had nearly had time to arrange Belet as his

---

1 Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 109, 132, 133.
2 Ibid. pp. 133, 134.
sphère of action. Therefore Kamoj hung one portion with the charred end downwards before Belet, and kept the other as an emblem of his power and jurisdiction. The brand hanging over the entrance stopped the once-entered souls from returning, the upper uncharred end allowing the souls to come from Kari’s judgment-seat. Hence a charred stick serves as a protection against Diseases. The Disease which caused a man’s death was fetched by the winds at Kari’s command; and the winds had to accompany the soul and the Disease to Belet, but dared not enter, since if they had, they would not have been able to return (for fear of the brand). The Puttós then adopted, as emblem of their power, a charred stick about six feet long. With this stick they could expel Diseases, and if they could not go themselves, would send it by a servant to the sick man, upon whom it was laid. But if a Putto wanted to kill a man, he touched him with the unburnt end, and all the Diseases near by entered the man’s body. If to heal, he touched him with the burnt end, and all diseases were driven out of him.1 A Semang will still close up a path by suspending a charred stick across it, though he himself could not inflict Diseases with it, and only the Putto could—by marking his stick in charcoal with his secret sign, which varied with the object he had in view. Thence in time were derived the charm-bamboos (Gar’s), which at first were sticks marked with charcoal, but later sticks which had designs incised upon them, into which the charcoal was rubbed. For these finally were substituted light and convenient bamboos, which were also available for the flowers and herbs appropriate to the charm in question.2 The original marks on the fire-sticks have disappeared with the Puttós who employed them, but the old patterns are revived in the quivers and charm-bamboos, the magic combs of the women, and the blowpipe. At the end of the Semang quiver is a spot where the skin of the bamboo has been scraped off, and the place blackened with charcoal. The end thus marked, which hangs downwards, represents Kamoj’s fire-stick, and hence serves as a charm against Diseases. If a Semang is unlucky in hunting, he stands still, makes a fire, and rubs a little charcoal upon the mouthpiece of his blowpipe, and upon the conical butt-ends of his darts. Sick persons mark themselves with charcoal where the pain is felt. Formerly this was the duty of the Putto, who employed a special sign which always healed.3

Legends of Ple.

Ple and his sister are “the central figures of Semang mythology.”

Kari created everything except the Earth. He told Ple to complete this part of his work, and Ple did so; Ple made men, and Kari gave them souls (life), and Ple lived among them with his sister Simei in the Jelmol Mountains in Perak. Under Ple and Simei were the Puttós, each of whom ruled a district.

No one knows who Ple’s wife was; but his sister did the work of one. They both resembled the Semang in shape. Simei gave light to the fire-flies, so that they might accompany her by night when she visited sick Semang women, especially those in travail. In those days the men only awaited the advent of her messengers the fire-flies, and then withdrew into the jungle, leaving the place free to her and the women. Since Ple and Simei disappeared, the fire-flies keep seeking for them among the bushes. They must therefore never be harmed. Simei was accompanied by day by a bird called Me-el, apparently a kind of crested dove,4 and either she or Ple was always at home when the other was out.

1 Vaughan-Stevens relates (p. 131) that frequently when he was resting at night in the jungle, one of the old Semang people would hang a firebrand near his head, to drive away fevers, etc.

2 Vaughan-Stevens considers that the full development of the Semang magic designs did not take place until after they had had dealings with the Sakai (ibid.).

3 Vaughan-Stevens, iii. pp. 131, 132.

4 It was believed that in former days, when Simei was on earth, this bird
Kari retained his power of punishing mankind, wherefore Ple, who pitied them, went to the land of the Chinioi, the servants of Kari, on the other side of the world. These servants had the task of making hanging flower-ornaments, and Ple collected all the flowers and planted them near the mountains, and therefrom evolved the patterns which are now in use as charms against Diseases.

Simei helped him. She it was who invented the special set of designs which serve as charms against the sicknesses peculiar to her sex, and which are copied on their combs.

The Puttos copied the patterns on bamboo, and Ple then deposited them in a cave, and turned them to stone, so as to be always ready when wanted. The Puttos also prepared another set for each Sna-hut, whose duty it was to see that every man had the proper kind of charm that he required. At the same time the Puttos inscribed a set of charm-bamboos with the mythology of the Semang, and Ple turned these also to stone; the Puttos alone knew where they were.

Of the leaves and blossom of the screw-pine (pandanus) worn on the head as a charm against falling trees, the following is related:

Ple (in the form of an old man) and Simei would appear when called, and after helping, disappear, the former helping the men, the latter women. Ple used to ask for fruit and throw away the seeds, which grew up into trees and bore fruit in a single night. Thus, and thus only, the Semang knew that Ple had been present.

Ple once met a man and woman carrying fruit, and asked for it. The woman denying having any, and as usual (when Ple caught a Semang lying) a tree fell upon her. As it was falling she shrieked to Ple (not knowing of his presence), and he threw some pandanus leaves upon her head, whereupon the tree returned to its erect position as soon as it touched them, leaving only an impression on the leaves where it fell. Ple subsequently ordered all women to wear leaves, thus marked, as charms against falling trees. The Puttos therefore designed patterns for various trees which easily fall. These leaves are stuck in the hair-combs of the women, but no pattern is used on the pandanus leaves if the wearer feels innocent, unless a twig falls on her head, when it is at once added.

Ple often appeared as a Semang, but with long thick bushy hair covering his body. Some say he returned to Kari with Simei, others that he sleeps in the Jelmol Mountains, and will yet return.1

To the foregoing may be added (from various portions of Vaughan-Stevens's account) the following allusions to the history of Ple:—

Like Kari, Ple appears to require blood-sacrifices. Thus in his account of the blood-throwing ceremony Vaughan-Stevens says2 that Ple uses the blood (thrown up to the skies to dispel the thunder) for making the red jungle fruit called Rambutan. And a little further on he says that Ple made white fruit of the storm charms which the Puttos threw into the air for a like reason. Vaughan-
Stevens describes how Ple turned himself into a stick-insect and sat on a twig, and when the elephant tried to destroy his plantation of magic flowers, caught it by the nose so that it stretched and became a trunk.\(^1\)

A little later he describes how Ple turned himself into a manis (Mal. "tenggiling") to defend the Semang against the elephant, and how his scales ran into the elephant’s foot and wounded him.\(^2\)

Again he describes how Ple was attacked by the tiger and the snake, and how he put his foot upon the snake’s hood and told the rhinoceros-bird to drive away the tiger.

In the Legends of Kari we learnt\(^3\) how Ple got the winds (Kari’s Breath) turned into lightning in order to stop their indiscriminate slaughter of the Semang; how he arranged with Kari the system of burial bamboos as a means of deciding whether souls were to go to Paradise or to the infernal regions; how he got power to avert Diseases by charms; and how he brought the flowers from Kari’s dwelling and apportioned them as antidotes to the several Diseases; and how his Breath was substituted for Kari’s as being less fatal, and how he created a wind to sit on the mistletoe and tell him all that passed.

**The Semang Soul-theory.**

According to the Eastern Semang or Pangan, each man has a soul which is shaped exactly like himself, which is “red like blood,” and as small as a “grain of maize.”

According to Vaughan-Stevens, the Semang suppose that souls are supplied in a variety of ways to the young of human beings, tigers, and other noxious and harmless wild beasts, night-beasts (as a separate class), birds, and fish.\(^4\)

The “Til-til-tapa” and the “Chim iui” need no souls; for they are the souls of human beings in the form of birds; when they need life for their eggs they eat of fruit of the male or female birth-trees. If one of these birds dies a natural death, it is because an unborn

---

\(^1\) Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 137.
\(^2\) See below, p. 222.
\(^3\) Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 133.
\(^4\) Evidence is required in support of these statements. Cp., however, the Malay superstition which connects the Burong Pingai or Pingai bird of the Malays with the soul; and our own nursery make-believe of child-bringing storks and other animals (Cp. Folklore, xi. 235). The Bahmar have a ceremony called “Hlomdon”; they believe an infant has no soul, and hang a wax puppet up in the forest. As soon as a stick-insect (?) settles on it the sorcerer wraps it in a cloth; the insect is shaken out on the child, which then gets its soul.—Missions Cath., 1893, p. 140.

According to the Guarani (South America) the humming bird brings the souls and takes them back after death. —Alencas, O. Guarani, ii. 321.
fœtus has died. Some say these undeveloped souls go into another bird, and the woman who eats it becomes the mother of twins, just as if she had eaten a bird with its egg.¹

An expectant mother visits the nearest tree which happens to be of the species of her own birth-tree and hangs it with fragrant leaves and flowers, or lays them beneath it (avoiding the place where, in her own tree, the after-birth was buried), “because her child’s soul (embodied in the bird) will recognise the tree by it.” The bird which conveys the soul sits on the tree and is killed and eaten by the woman. The souls of first-born children are young birds newly hatched, the offspring of the mother’s soul-bird.²

Fish-souls come from grasses, bird-souls from their eating certain fruits. Each species of animal has a corresponding soul-plant. The “susu rimau”³ contains the soul of an unborn tiger cub. The tiger eats it, and thus the soul is conveyed. When the soul-bird (human) falls upon one of these fungi the souls fight and the child is crippled or dies. But in any case the human soul is victorious.

Souls of beasts noxious to men are conveyed by poisonous, and harmless by non-poisonous, fungi. Phosphorescent fungi convey souls of night-beasts. The idea of the soul-bird, however, is obsolete except among the Pangan. The Malays, Siamese, and Chinese are thought to have different birds, to convey their souls.

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 116. This can of course only refer to children of the same sex. ² Supra, pp. 4-6. ³ The “tigress-milk”fungus, or “susu rimau,” is the sclerotium or resting-stage of a fungus, which has been identified by Ridley as Lentinus sp. (Tuber Regium) of Rumph. (Herb. Amboin. vi.). It is largely used in native medicine, e.g. for consumption, and was supposed by the Besisi to wax and wane with the moon, so that it was thought best to gather it when the moon was full.
The new souls sit in a great tree behind Kari’s seat till he sends them forth. They never return to him after death, after they have become human. "She has eaten the bird" is the expression used by Kelantan Semang of a pregnant woman. The soul-bird is not eaten up all at once, but sometimes kept in a bamboo called "tahong" (?) "tabong".1

The bird which conveys men’s souls is the small Argus-pheasant ("Til-til-tapa"); the bird which conveys women’s souls is “Chim iui.”

Twins result (as above indicated) from eating the soul-bird with an egg. 2 They have the same birth-tree.

With the dead was interred the “pênitâh” or burial bamboo, which had to be produced by the soul when it came before Kari, on penalty of condemnation.3 Both by Semang and Pangan the soul was believed to cross over into Paradise by means of a tree-bridge, from which the souls of the wicked fell into a boiling lake beneath, through fright of a monstrous figure that mounted guard over the bridge. A fuller account of this, however, has already been given.4

The ideas of the Eastern Semang (Pangan) with regard to death and the future life are as follows:—

There are two Death-spirits, one for men which is called Sentiu, and one for women called Chin-ni. Sentiu has a male servant ("hâlô") called Tâ' Pôn ("Tappern"), and Chin-ni, a female servant called Min-nang. All these are invisible spirits. Of their own unaided power they cannot take away life from any one, but on their wanderings among the Eastern Semang they see here and there persons who in their opinion are fit to be called away from life. In such a case either Sentiu or Chin-ni send their servants to the Putto of the district, and the latter sends his servant to the Sna-hut, and sets forth everything that concerns the life of the Semang in question. The answer returns by the same road until it reaches Ple, who proceeds to bring the matter before Kari by word of mouth. If Kari decides that the man should die, Ple then commissions his servant to inform the Death-spirits about it. These latter (Sentiu or Chin-ni,  

1 Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 112-114.  
2 Ibid. p. 116.  
3 Cp. vol. i. p. 460; and vol. ii. p. 93.  
4 P. 208, ante.
as the case may be) then send forth the "Death-wind" ("Bēwā kābis"), which blows over the doomed person, causing death. No spells have the power to ward off the Death-spirits, as Diseases may be warded off. On the other hand, when Kari is wroth with any one he slays him with a flash of lightning, and not through the agency of the Death-spirits.\(^1\)

In Paradise the souls eat fruits alone, and the children’s souls are able to move about unassisted. All the souls are visible to each other though invisible to mortal eyes. They do not change, nor do they marry, but remain for ever in Paradise and never return to earth again. The bodies of the dead do not rise again.

The souls of innocuous beasts go after death to a place near Paradise which is called "Kena-luong"; but the souls of tigers, snakes, scorpions, etc., go to Purgatory (Belet), where they torture and feed upon the souls of the damned. According to a different tradition, however, the souls of tigers go after death, like the souls of all other beasts, to Kena-luong, which is an immense cavern. There they are no longer able to feed upon flesh, but on fruits and plants; and have no power of harming the souls of the harmless beasts that are with them. Only, along with snakes and scorpions, they take pleasure in showing themselves at an opening of the cave called "Belet,"\(^2\) and thus scaring the souls of men.\(^3\)

Common people were buried in the ground, but Bellans (the great chiefs who were believed to have the power of turning themselves into tigers), were deposited in trees.\(^4\)

**Legends and Ideas about Human Beings.**

The Semang say that the first woman, seeing that all other animals had children, was desirous of having children of her own, but did not know how to obtain them. At length she and her husband took to carrying a brace of fire-logs under the armpits by way of "make-believe." One day the coconut monkey (B’ro’) noticed what they were doing, and gave them advice, as the result of which they obtained two boys and two girl children. In the course of time these four grew up and had children likewise. One day, however, the ring-dove ("tēkukor") met them and warned them that they had married within the prohibited degrees of consanguinity. It was, indeed, then too late to undo the mischief already done, but the ring-dove advised them, nevertheless, to separate and marry "other people," in which case (it said) the

---

\(^1\) Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 117.

\(^2\) From this it would appear that Kena-luong and Belet are contiguous.

\(^3\) Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 117-118.

\(^4\) Cp. page 91, ante.
children of these fresh marriages might intermarry without impropriety.

Among the Semang vague ideas about a big conflagration seem to take the place of the widespread myth of a big flood.

Thus, in explanation of the "fuzziness" or "frizziness" of their hair, they told me that a very long time ago their ancestors were near a clearing in the forest together with the ancestors of the Malays. But one day some Siamese priests ("Sami") set fire to the clearing (which was overgrown with jungle-grass), the result being a conflagration from which both they and the Malays escaped with difficulty. The Malays, however, were a trifle the quicker in getting away, and in the confusion which followed contrived to annex both the clothes and the rice-spoons of the Negritos. The latter, on the other hand, only succeeded, with great difficulty, in saving their blowpipes and quivers, and in effecting even this their hair got so singed by the fire that it has never since recovered from the crisping that it then received.¹

This same story, with a few variations, is recorded by Vaughan-Stevens,² who suggests that it

¹ Among themselves I believe they really admire a thoroughly woolly head such as not a few of them possess, but in meeting people of a higher grade of culture, such as the Malays, they are perhaps naturally somewhat ashamed of it, just as they would be of their blacker skins.

² The account given by Vaughan-Stevens (iii. 99), runs as follows:—
"In ancient times they had straight hair and lived in Kamponds. Their Rajas were the gigantic Gergusi's. "Pram" (Siamese, Phra Ram), a Siamese Raja, wished to destroy the Gergusi's, and for this purpose led an army into Kedah. In this army were also the Kra and the B'ro' (two kinds of monkey—the ape-kings Hanuman and Sugriwa of the Indian poem). The battle began. "Pram" fastened fire-brands to the tails of the apes, which ran over the leaf-roofs of the jungle-men's houses and set them on fire. The fire reached the jungle, and the jungle-men fled into the forest. As, however, they ran through the burning jungle their hair curled, and remained curly ever afterwards. But after they had once fled into the depths of the primeval forest they never returned to the civilisation which they had once possessed. During their flight the coconut-monkey called
may be taken from a Siamese version of the Ramayana.

Other Semang Traditions.

One of the Semang traditions given to De Morgan was to the effect that an officer of the Raja of Johor, named Nakhoda ("Nada") Kassim, exiled by his master, and setting sail, arrived after a few days at the mouth of the River Bruas, and there landing, proceeded on foot through the jungle till he struck the Perak River near Kuala Kangsar. Here he met with a Semang village and exchanged presents with the inhabitants, and stayed there for some time. One day, however, two little daughters of the Semang chief were quarrelling over a stick of sugar-cane, each of them attempting to break it in turn, when another child snatched up a knife and severed the sugar-cane, at the same time, however, cutting the hand of one of his sisters, at which milk-white blood immediately issued from the wound.

Nakhoda Kassim, who was a spectator of the scene, thereupon demanded the sale of the child from the Semang chief, in order that he might make her his wife. The chief agreed, but persuaded Nakhoda Kassim to remain with him, and in course of time the marriage came off, but for four years they had no children. One day, however, his wife going down to the river to bathe found upon the bamboo raft a new-born infant couched in moss. She therefore took the child back to her husband, who adopted it and gave it the name of Putri Busu ("Pouteh Buishe!")

Now about this time a dog belonging to one Gaffer Long-nose ("To' Hidong"), a relation of the Raja of Pahang, took to barking every day at the same hour in the direction of the sunset, and one day Gaffer Long-nose let the animal loose and followed it. In seven or eight days he reached Yang Yup in Ulu Pius, and the dog coming to a clump of bamboos began barking all round it. Gaffer Long-nose took his knife and slit up one of the stems, and therein found, to his great surprise, a new-born (male) infant, which he at once extracted and took along with him on his journey.

A few days later Gaffer Long-nose met with the Semang, and hearing from them of Nakhoda Kassim, went to meet the latter, and showed him the child, whom he had named Mouse-deer Hill ("Bukit Pandok."). A few years later the two children were married, and Nakhoda Kassim died. Mouse-deer Hill having discovered by looking through his father's papers that his father had received from the Raja the right to select for his own whatsoever part of the country he would, proceeded to Pahang, but finding himself incapable of governing it, he went to Johor and requested the Raja to appoint one of his sons in his stead. The Raja first sent his two youngest sons, the elder of whom, however, slew the younger and then himself at Tanjong Batu. The Raja then sent a godson of his, named Salam Balik, to take charge, but shortly afterwards a son being born to Mouse-deer Hill, Salam Balik had the child killed, and a desperate conflict ensued with the Semang, who employed poisoned arrows. The struggle

out angrily, 'Dia lari sarupa Semang.' They run like Semang,'

Vaughan-Stevens says he could not find out what this allusion means. [It is probably a pun on Siamang.—W.S.] (V.-St. iii. 99, cp. ii. 99, 100.)

For the firebrand incident, cp. Judges xv. 4; Hyde, Vet. Pers. Religio, p. 255; and the account in Livy, as well as the Ramayana.

1 In addition to this legend, which is clearly from Malay sources, a very incoherent account by Vaughan-Stevens of Semang wanderings is to be found in Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 128, 129, but is not worth quoting.
lasted some years, and Malays from the Nicobars came over to assist the Semang, among the latter being Megat Terawis ("Meceah Traves," *sic*), who had brought with him a wonderful gun, on the bullets of which he wrote his name. Salam Balik being wounded by one of those, agreed to make peace, and gave his daughter to Megat Terawis in marriage. In course of time Megat Terawis obtained a daughter, and Mouse-deer Hill having married again and obtained a son, the two children were wedded, and their offspring became the royal family of Perak.\(^1\)

**Legends and Beliefs about Animals.**

The elephant, as being one of the largest and most important of the animals, is naturally one into which the souls of chiefs are believed to migrate after death, and has euphemistic and propitiatory names by which it is known to the Semang and other wild tribesmen. The following story in explanation of the strained relations now supposed to exist between the elephant and the stick-insect and the tapir is told by the Semang:—

The elephant originally had no trunk and instead four big teeth, and greatly harassed the Semang by stealing the fruit out of their back-baskets or dossiers, even turning up the flowers that Ple had planted. The Semang therefore begged Ple to help them, and he turned himself into a stick-insect and perched on a twig, and when the elephant came to feed on the fruit of the tree on which he sat, he knocked the elephant’s lower teeth out and caught him by the nose. At this the elephant naturally drew back, so that his nose got stretched and became a trunk. The elephant, however, then begged for mercy, so he was allowed to go, but was obliged to keep his trunk by way of a reminder.

The elephant next met the tapir, who could not refrain from expressing his surprise at seeing the elephant’s altered features, whereat the latter tried to bite him as if he still had his teeth, and would have done so but that the tapir slipped behind a rock. The elephant caught at the rock and used his tusks like a boar, but the tapir said that he would have nothing to do with a "pig." At this the elephant stretched out his trunk, caught the tapir by the nose, flung him down on the ground, and said if he met him again on the hills he would tear his head off. Since then the tapir has stayed by the river-side, avoiding the elephant that lives in the hills. And the elephant has a long trunk, and curved teeth in the upper jaw only, and he gets angry whenever he is called a "pig"; and strikes every branch that he eats either against a tree or his own foot, in order to drive away any chance stick-insect that may have settled on it. If he fails in doing so and eats the stick-insect, he goes mad at once and goes to search for the tapir.\(^2\)

This story is on the lines of local Malay stories in some parts of Kedah and also on the east coast,

\(^{1}\) De Morgan, i. 59-61.  
\(^{2}\) Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 137.
where the stick-insect is called by the curious name of "elephant's fish-poison," the east coast Malays firmly believing that if an elephant accidentally swallows a stick-insect with any leaves that he may be eating, he will die as certainly as if he had eaten the well-known fish-poison called "tuba."

On one occasion when I was travelling by elephant in Kedah my mahout referred to this story, and in order to test it I got him to give the elephant some wild ginger leaves (of which the elephants are fond) on which a stick-insect was sitting. The elephant looked them over, and seeing the stick-insect, promptly tossed the leaves aside.

The story of the breach between the elephant and the pangolin or manis is told as follows:

The elephant once attacked some Semang sleeping in the jungle, who called to Ple for help. Ple turned himself into a manis, and meeting a pair of young elephants, rolled himself up and was kicked out of the way by the male. The female called to the male to follow, but the male replied, "Wait till I have killed this thing." "What thing is that?" replied the female. "A live stone," said the male. "Swine," said the female, "stones are never alive, bring the thing here." "I am afraid to do so," said the male. "Swine!" cried the female, and the male, losing his temper, seized the manis with his trunk to fling it at his wife's head. But Ple rolled himself up and fastened on to his trunk, and the elephant trying to shake him off, and failure, trod upon it, so that the scales ran into his foot, Ple meanwhile shouting "Kro-o-o-ok." The elephant recognising Ple's voice, asked and received mercy, but the elephant since that day has a finger at the end of his trunk, and fears the cry of the manis and always holds up his trunk when he meets anything likely to hurt him.

The inland Malays say the elephant cannot endure the manis, and are hard to ride when they hear it, and Semang elephant-hunters drive him by imitating the cry of the same animal.

The tiger (like the elephant) has many names, and is one of the more important animals into which the souls of dead chiefs are supposed by the Semang to migrate after death.

Tigers and snakes had always been good friends, and when Ple once drove off a tiger which was attacking a man, the tiger henceforth became the enemy of Ple.

---

1 Mal. "tuba gajah" or elephant's tuba ("tuba" = *Derris elliptica*).
2 Mal. "tênggiling."
and the mistletoe, and tried to destroy the latter. The snake took the part of the tiger. But the rhinoceros-bird seized the snake by the nape of the neck and flew away with it. Then came Ple, and the bird beginning to speak, the snake fell to the ground and Ple put his foot upon its head and ordered the bird to drive away the tiger. The broad hood of the snake was produced by Ple's treading upon it, and the marks in its neck came from the bird's beak. Hence the rhinoceros-bird now kills the snake when he sees it, and makes a great noise when he sees a tiger, to drive it away. That is why the feathers of the rhinoceros-bird are used for tiger-arrows (as charms) and for those only.¹

Vaughan-Stevens states that the dead bodies of tigers (as well as of poisonous snakes) were sometimes ceremonially treated on animistic principles. The Pangan of Kelantan, according to his statement, would formerly deposit a charred stick either upon the body or before the jaws (of a dead tiger or snake), and in the case of a tiger the stripes would even be touched with charcoal in several places. This was to prevent their souls from going near the Semang on their way to their own place.² On the other hand, tigers were sometimes said to show themselves (with snakes, etc.) to souls in Belet in order to frighten them for their wickedness. And yet other accounts declare their souls to be admitted even to Paradise, when however they are believed to change their habits and become graminivorous, or in some other way to be prevented from attacking their natural prey.

From what I myself heard, I may relate that, according to the Semang, if forest leeches (Sem. "lawai"), such as are abundant in the jungle, are picked off from the person and burnt in the fire outside the shelter, tigers will be sure to scent the burning of the blood and will hasten to the spot.

Another certain way of provoking the aggressiveness of the tiger-folk is to follow after any member of the tribe who has started on a shooting expedition in the jungle with his blowpipe, no matter whether with the object of accompanying or of recalling him.

Monkeys.

The coconut monkey is the subject of more than one tradition. It is a gigantic coconut monkey, for instance, that is one of the guardians of Paradise, and it is a coconut monkey too that is represented as offering advice to the parents of the race.

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 134. ² Ibid. p. 132.
Snakes.

Snakes and serpents of various kinds (more especially the python and the cobra) have a fairly important rôle to play in the mythology of the Negritos. The most important is the python, which the Semang connect with some of their ideas about nature, e.g. with their theory of eclipses (in which they distinguish a python enfolding and seeking to devour the sun and the moon), and Ikub Hwëä' (Vaughan-Stevens' " Huya"), the great world-snake of which the rainbow is believed to be the visible portion.

The origin of the cobra's hood and of the cobra's quarrel with the rhinoceros-bird has already been related in connection with the tiger. The same ideas are held about the souls of snakes as are held about those of tigers.

Birds.

Birds also occupy a somewhat important position in the religious life of the Semang, as will be seen in the chapter on the soul, though they do not appear to be regularly watched for purposes of augury. They are, however, believed to convey the souls of new-born children, and among the Kelantan Negritos a mother who has hope of offspring is required to eat this soul-bird; and the phrase "she has eaten the bird" has become tantamount to saying "she expects to become a mother."

The bird which according to some Semang versions conveys men's souls is the small Argus-pheasant. Besides this, there is the bird which conveys women's souls, and the bird Me-el, which is the inseparable companion of Simei.
Yet another bird which figures in Semang mythology is the ring-dove ("tēkukor"), which is represented as admonishing the first ancestors of mankind.

**Insects.**

Of insects, the stick-insect is perhaps the most important from the point of view of Semang folklore, and the strained relations between the latter and the elephant have been set forth above. It is called (as by Malays) the Malacca-cane Spirit, but the noise attributed to it is probably made by a small frog. Fireflies again are connected with the Ple traditions (as given above), and the noise made by the cicadæ is said to be the voice of Tā’ Pōnn’s children.

**Beliefs About Trees.**

In accordance with Ple’s command, a tree is believed to fall on a Semang who tells a lie. The leaves of the screw-pine are employed as a charm against falling trees.¹

Children’s names are derived from trees near the place of birth. The after-birth is buried under the birth- or name-tree. The father then cuts notches in it, and Kari does the same with the tree on which he leans.²

Any tree can be a name-tree. The family (birth-) tree is taboo; it is not injured, nor is its fruit eaten except by an expectant mother. A woman with hope of children among the Eastern Semang (Pangan) used to visit the nearest tree belonging to the species of her birth-tree and decorate it with flowers. The soul-carrying bird always sits on the same kind of tree.³

The birth-tree on which the notches are cut dies soon after the death of its owner, but should the tree die first, its death forbodes that its owner will soon die also. The tree of a murdered man is believed to fall on the murderer.⁴

*NB.*—There appears to be some confusion in Vaughan-Stevens’ account between the name-tree and the birth-tree; except by chance they cannot be identical.

The soul-bird is said to rest only on trees of the same species as the birth-tree, all of which are regarded as identical.

**Magic—The Medicine-man or B’lian.**

Among the Semang by far the most important member of the tribe was almost invariably the Shaman or Medicine-man (called B’lian).⁵ These

---

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 112.
² *V. supra*, p. 3.
³ Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 113.
⁵ Sem. "hālā." "B’lian" is of Malayan origin.
B'lians are of course of varying status, but I believe that under ordinary circumstances the chiefs of the Semang tribes are always B'lians of more or less repute, who take (among tribes more or less in touch with Malays) the Malay titles of Pêlima (= Mal. "Pênglima") or Pêngulu (= Mal. "Pênghulu"). The chief of the Kedah Semang (at Siong) was called "Pêlima," but would not admit that he was a B'lian until I had seen him charm the evil spirits out of one of the women, when he admitted that he knew something of the medicine-man's art.\(^1\) One of the men seen by Mr. Laidlaw and myself on the east coast had also the reputation of being a notorious B'lian, who had moreover the power of turning himself into a tiger at will.

The B'lians themselves obey certain prohibitions which are not observed by the lay members of the tribe. They will not eat goat or buffalo flesh, and but rarely (it is said never, but I have seen it) that of fowls. I was further informed that the oldest and "best" of them, that is to say, in their own words, "those who know all the magic of the tribe," receive a special form of burial, the body being deposited in a rude tree-shelter built among the branches, together with a modicum of food and water, a jungle-knife, etc. This method of tree-burial is believed to enable them to enter into Paradise (which is not the Paradise of their lay fellow-

---

\(^1\) B'lian is naturally a title of respect (as Bomor and Pawang are among the Malays), and as such is occasionally used by the Malays, the result being that confusion sometimes arises as to its exact meaning. The name B'lian again may be applied both to the man who can become a tiger and to the tiger into which he is believed to have turned. Thus we read in Newbold (ii. 416) of the "treacherous" B'lian "that watches over the tigers, and which is supposed on rainy nights to visit the abodes of men, and under pretext of asking for fire, to seize and tear them into pieces with its enormous claws." In Sarawak the word is always female, it appears. Cp. p. 149, n. 1, ante.
tribesmen), by flying over the demon that scares the latter. They are moreover believed to be able to proceed, in trances, to the Fruit Paradise and bring fruit back with them; they can drive out devils; they alone know the love-charms which never fail; and they are able to slay men at a distance by means of their "sendings," which are more feared by the Malays than any magic of their own.

Above all, they can turn themselves into tigers during their lifetime, and after death their souls not infrequently enter into wild beasts, such as the elephant, tiger, and rhinoceros, and there abide until their animal embodiment dies, when they duly proceed to their own Paradise.¹

The Were-tiger Ceremony.

One of the most interesting episodes of the Cambridge Expedition in 1899-1900 was our meeting, at the little Malay hamlet of Ulu Aring in the far interior of the Peninsula, with a B'lian named Pandak who possessed a great reputation as a dangerous were-tiger.

The Malays waited for his departure before giving me this information, but although I was not aware of his reputation at the time, I had fortunately asked him a good many questions about B'lians and their reputed powers, and he had given me a good deal of interesting information. From what he told me

¹ Mr. N. W. Thomas writes me that most probably this common feature of Shamanism first arose from the belief that animals are cleverer than men. The Shaman's magical powers are supposed to be due to the aid of the animal, and he takes its form to put them into practice. The manito (individual totem) is another case. The man does not, it is true, take the form of his manito, but practically the familiar is the manito of the Shaman. At all events this power that the B'lian claims of becoming a tiger seems clearly to account for the painting of his face, on solemn occasions, with the tiger's stripes, which are supposed to make other tigers [and men?—W.S.] afraid of him.
it appeared that he had (or believed that he had) the power of turning himself into a tiger at will, in which guise he would feast upon bodies of his victims (whether dead or alive), always, however, excepting and burying the heads.\footnote{This claim of the Semang medicine-man is evidently the foundation of the atrocious custom attributed by the Malays to the Udais; see "Burial Customs," p. 95, ante.}

"When a B'lian wishes to become a tiger," said Pandak the B'lian, "he takes a handful of incense (i.e. benzoin) and says, 'I am going to walk' ('Yē chōp'), and sets off into the hilly parts of the forest, often two or three valleys distant from his shelter of leaves. There he kindles the incense, and dipping his right hand into the smoke (to collect the fumes in it), he holds it just above the level of his right shoulder funnel-wise, and blows the smoke through the funnel thus formed. This process he repeats a second time in front of the left shoulder, and again just in front of his face,—at the same time invoking the spirits of the mountains to grant his wishes. He then recommences, and collecting more smoke in his fist, blows through it as before—this time, however, close to the ground. He next squats on his haunches and leans forward on his hands, turning his head quickly to left and right.

"Presently" (I tell the tale in his own words) "his 'skin changes, fur grows, and a tail appears.'\footnote{According to Mr. H. N. Ridley, the tail, in one version of the story, is the first part to appear.} Thus he remains from seven to twelve days, during which time he raids the neighbouring cattle-pens till his craving is fully appeased, when he returns to the spot that he started from, squats down as before, and turns himself back by means of saying simply, 'I am going home' ('Yē wet'). Throughout the period of his absence, however prolonged, his wife,
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sitting at home, must keep the fire always burning and from time to time burn incense. Otherwise he would disappear entirely. On regaining his human form, he is usually extremely sick and vomits up the still undigested bones that he had swallowed in his tiger-shape." It is, I was told, impossible to shoot him, as would otherwise be done, in this stage, as he invariably disappears before there is time to fire a shot.

**Medicine.**

We now come to the subject of medicine and exorcism, which latter forms the most important part of the Semang medicine-man’s ritual. In the estimation of the Semang, Diseases are not caused by demons, but are demons, and require to be exorcised as such.

I will therefore describe an actual case in which I was by good luck enabled to see one of the Semang methods of “casting out devils” from a person believed to be possessed.

One of the women in the Semang encampment at Siong in Kedah suffered terribly at times from severe pains in the limbs, and one day while I was there she was seized with one of her paroxysms, and after much weeping and crying suddenly got up and rushed out into the jungle at the back of the encampment, shrieking as she went. The sight was a very distressing one, as I could not make out anything for certain from her exclamations except the fact that she had great pain in her limbs, and as I had come over from the nearest Malay village, which was some miles distant, early in the morning, and had left my medicine-case behind me, I had no means of alleviating the poor woman’s sufferings. However, when all the Semang in the
encampment had one by one slipped out after her, I too followed in order to see whether anything could be done for her, or whether she was about to die in the jungle, as some of her tribe assured me. On reaching the spot I found her sitting down with her legs stretched out in front of her, whilst the chief (Pelima) was digging away as if for dear life with a pointed stick to try and uproot the stump of a sapling a few yards away from her back. After a good deal of hard work, which caused the perspiration to stand out upon him like beads, he succeeded in uprooting the stump, and thereupon taking some soil from the hole he rubbed it upon her back and stomach. He then showed me the identical stump, the stem of which was pinched in—a sure sign, he declared, of the late presence of the demon of which it had been the embodiment. He then dug up a second root, which proved to be that of a creeper whose roots had grown across each other in a manner suggestive of the mandrake; this too he declared to be the habitation of a dangerous demon, and soil taken from the hole from which it had been uprooted was rubbed on the woman in the same manner as before. By this time his patient had commenced to recover, and he informed me further that the cleared space where she happened to be sitting had been the site of a previous encampment, and that he had thus been exorcising these two evil spirits from the spot where she used formerly to bathe (the inference being that they had attacked her while bathing). The roots being extracted, the Pelima proceeded to perform the peculiar rite known

1 One of these roots (the stump) belonged to a sapling of the “Peng-ling” tree, called by the Malays “jang-gut kli” (“Beard of the K’li fish”), and the other that of a creeper called “awe kembong” (“k. creeper”).
to the Malays as "sèmbor sirih,"¹ and to conclude the ceremony two of the audience picked up a couple of dead and fallen saplings and hurled them forcibly into the surrounding jungle, in order (as they explained) that the evil spirits might go with them. By this time the woman had, strange to say, for the time, at all events, perfectly recovered, and in the course of about half an hour she was able to walk back to the encampment, two males of the party working off their emotion by running up a couple of forest trees (placing the flat of the foot against the trunk), and shouting for joy.

On coming away I begged of the Pelima the two queer stumps which had given him so much trouble to uproot, which are now at Cambridge.

According to Logan, the Semang not infrequently imposed upon the superstitious Malays, when they wished to procure a supply of tobacco and had no products to barter, by presenting them with medicines which they pretended to derive from particular shrubs and trees in the woods, and which they represented as efficacious for the cure of headache and other complaints.²

I may add that we learn from Vaughan-Stevens that charred sticks and the blackening of the feet with charcoal were regarded as effective charms against disease,³ also that the body is painted for magical purposes.⁴

The women also wear combs inscribed with magic patterns against disease.⁵ The wind-demon is believed to deposit the disease upon the forehead, hence the importance of having the charm upon the head. In the huts the combs are not worn.

¹ "Sèmbor sirih." To perform this rite the Malay medicine-man ejects chewed betel-leaf accompanied by a charm upon some part of the patient's person, which in this case was the stomach and small of the back.  
³ Cp. supra, p. 59.  
⁴ Cp. supra, p. 38.  
⁵ The Fangan women of Ulu Kelantan wear "huchong" leaves stuck in their combs as charms.
The men had a corresponding set of charm-patterns for their quivers and
charm-holders, the latter having been substituted, as more convenient, for the
partly charred sticks originally given by the Putto. ¹
The women also had the "tahong," or birth-bamboo worn for magical
purposes during pregnancy. ²

Love-charms.

I now come to the famous love-charm of the wild
tribes which is called "Chinduai," and appears to be
very widely if not universally known to them, though
its actual origin is quite uncertain.

The Chinduai is said by the Semang to be the
name of an exceedingly small and rare plant, a few
inches only in height, and possessing a very small
white blossom of extraordinarily powerful fragrance.

When the plant is met with it is pulled up by the
root (and burnt?), and a few drops of oil are dropped
upon it, after which a little of the oil from the plant is
smeared upon the forehead and breast, and the follow-
ing mystical formula repeated:

En-en Bonn,
Tä-tä' noi,
Nai ka-bleb,
Chuang boi,
Chêpôi dôoi,
Tug-tug loi.

I spent a good many hours in endeavouring to dis-
cover the exact meaning of the words, with, however,
only partial success. It may therefore serve as a
problem to be worked out at leisure by those who
enjoy such linguistic enigmas. It is only fair, how-
ever, to say that I doubt whether it is in the ordinary
Semang dialect. The Siong people told me that they
themselves could not explain it properly, because the
language of their charms was harder to understand
than what they usually spoke. It quite possibly

¹ See vol. i. p. 437. ² Vol. i. pp. 458, 459.
belongs (as do so many charms in Malay and most other languages) to a more archaic dialect.

A tentative version runs as follows:—

Look, look, comrade!
As this oil drips,
Alone by yourself
Approach towards me,
(And) yearn towards me
(As this) oil spreads upwards.

Sendings or "Pointings."

The following information concerning the bamboo sendings or rather "pointings" ("tuju") used by the B'lians of their tribe was furnished me by the Semang themselves.

The ordinary "tuju" is a mere slip or sliver of bamboo about two inches long. This is laid upon the right palm, and commanded to go and kill its intended victim. It thereupon flies through the air, and on reaching its victim pierces him to the heart. ¹ The "tuju" with the nick in it was (they told me) far the more deadly than the one without, as on reaching its victim it would "twist itself round his heart-strings."

One form of the ceremony is as follows:—Wax from a deserted bees'-comb is taken and fashioned roughly into a taper. This taper is lighted, and a little incense burnt. The sliver ("tuju") is then commanded to proceed directly, turning neither to the right hand nor to the left until it reaches its destined victim.

When I asked some members of the tribes at how

¹ The nicked "tuju" may very probably, I am inclined to believe, represent a degenerated bamboo arrow, the nick still carrying on the tradition of the barbs. It must be remembered that in the version of the Ramayana, as modified by Malay shadow-players, the arrows of the combatants are represented as a kind of small serpents or dragons which did not require to be shot with the bow, but flew of their own accord to the mark, directed merely by the magic power, or will, of those who owned them.
great a distance one of these sendings could be expected to take effect, I was told "as far as from here (Siong) to Ulu Selama," a distance of probably two days' journey across country.

The Malays especially fear the power of these "pointings," which are, they believe, almost invariably fatal.

II.—Sakai.

The beliefs of the Sakai, whether concerning celestial or terrestrial phenomena, have been very imperfectly described, and the scanty details that have been collected on this subject, except perhaps for the materials collected by Luering, are in no way characteristic, though they appear, so far as they go, to be very similar to those of the Semang.

Sakai Legend of Early Man—Origin of the Blowpipe Patterns.

Originally man and beast lived on fruits alone, and every tree and plant (even rattan and bamboo) bore sweet and wholesome fruit. Demons ("Hantu"), however, dwelt in all of them, and hence men, whenever they desired to fell a tree, used to knock upon its trunk to warn the Demons to leave it. The land, however, was full of apes, who used to break off twigs at random through mere wantonness and thus incurred the wrath of the Demons; so that many trees took to bearing seeds only, or protected their fruit by means of hard or prickly shells; or else bore but sour or noxious fruits. Then famine commenced, and Tuhan ordered the people to slay wild beasts also for food, and taught them the use of the blowpipe. Whereupon certain trees and plants offered to make their sap poisonous and lend it to man, so that they might be revenged upon the apes. The bamboo Demons, however, soon became wroth with man as well, because so many stems of bamboo were used, and entering the blowpipes either diverted the darts, or licked off the dart-poison to spoil their shooting. Then they applied once again to Tuhan for help, and Tuhan grasping in his red-hot hands a clump of "Seven Bamboos" (into which the Demons had crept), forthwith turned the Demons themselves into stone.

The Batin, who had fallen asleep, now awoke, and Tuhan (seeing the Demons in his blowpipe stretching out their necks) called to him and told him to put the Demons into the fire by means of a long rattan (cane). So did the Batin, and so did they all, and thus many demons were killed.

After that Tuhan had annihilated the Demons, he observed, on his way, that the Batin and his people were suffering greatly from hunger and thirst. Therefore he touched the ground where the Seven Bamboos had been growing, until there shot up a number of fresh young bamboo sprouts, such as are willingly eaten by

1 Tuhan is of Malay or Malayan origin. The title of Batin, too, points to southern (probably Jakun) influence. 2 See Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 128, 129.
the Sakai, and indeed by all native races of the Peninsula—as well as full-grown bamboos, which contained water. Thus all the chiefs obtained enough to eat, and henceforth they cooked the sprouts of bamboo in the internodes of the full-grown stems themselves. And since the thorns of the rattan had scratched the interior of the tube, each headman gave his own tribe the marks which had appeared on his own bamboo, as a magic design to protect them against the Demons, and hence each clan derived its own so-called “pichod”-mark.

Then each of the headmen made a quiver for himself out of one of the internodes of the Seven-fold Bamboo, and out of the abnormal growth, by drilling a hole through it, a buckle for his own girdle, in which he carried the quiver. Later, people took to burning into their quivers patterns representing the various marks that had been left by Tuhan’s red-hot hands upon each separate part of the bamboos, no two tribes selecting exactly the same pattern, since each demon was most easily quelled by the particular design which had slain his own relative.

And when Tuhan had given them a complete series of charm-patterns, each tribe followed the graining (“Baris hidup”) of the node which fell to its chief.

This is the reason that the “Orang Sakai” are fond of ape’s flesh.¹

**World-beliefs.**

The Sakai of Ulu Bertang say that Rahu is a monster which appears to resemble a dragon, since it “swallows like a serpent.” It is seen to crawl across the heavens, and its colour is at once both green and black (“bla-ūr bl-āk”). The moon sees Rahu approach and becomes very red (“rēngān”), perhaps from fear. To help the moon, people strike drums and bamboos (“awād”) together, and scream out to frighten Rahu. This is what they shout and sing:

> The moon has been eclipsed by Rahu,
> We call out to the moon, we call out to Rahu,
> O Rahu, let loose my moon, oh!²

> “Then the moon is let loose (‘bērhōl’) by the monster, and we are all glad, for if the moon were not it would be very dark. We do the same when Rahu tries to swallow the sun.”

**World-legends—“K’lang B’lok,” the World-eagle.**

On the east side of Gunong Renduai, in Ulu Bertang, in the Kinta district of Perak (near Sungei

---

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 128, 129.
² Ya kilip gichä ya Rahū,
Ha chngru gichä, chngru Rahū,
O Rahū bērhōl gichä eng, oï!
Siput), the low-lying reaches of which are now known as S. Batu Putih, or "White Rock River," there is a hollow ("gugup") in a steep and inaccessible wall of limestone, at about half its height. This is the nest of the "K'lang B'lok," a giant eagle, which at one time nearly succeeded in destroying all human beings. Only two persons had managed to escape, both the youngest members of their respective families, a boy called Bā-lut (i.e. "youngest son"), and a girl called Wā-lut (i.e. "youngest daughter"). These two owed their safety hitherto to the possession of a magic knife (called "jēhuh paung"). When they found that they had alone escaped with their lives, the youth approached the maiden saying, "Marry me?" The girl replied, "All right! if you will cause the K'lang B'lok to die, I will be your wife." The boy replied, "I will kill the K'lang B'lok." After saying this he climbed to the cave and waited for the return of the giant bird. It was then about noon, but suddenly the sky became dark, and the sun disappeared behind the wings of the bird, the rustling of which was like the sound of thunder ("'ngkuh"). Bā-lut then stretched out his right arm with the magic knife, which proved to be so sharp that in its flight the approaching bird cut its own neck against it and died. Then Bā-lut married Wā-lut, and they two became the ancestors of all the people now living in this world.

To this Dr. Luering of Perak, who sends me the foregoing tale, adds that he was informed, not by the

1 "Mai lik gi-chá" (Mal. "manusia habis di-makan").
2 "Gīy ru eng" = "live (lit. sit) with me."
3 "Buli eng pērdāt K'lang B'lok."
teller of this story but by a third person, that there could be no doubt that the cave which was pointed out to Dr. Luering himself was really the nest of the K'lang B'lok, because many years ago, no one knows how many, a man succeeded in climbing up to it, and there he saw two very large eggs of the K'lang B'lok, which, however, had been turned into stone, and could not therefore be hatched. "Oh, if they ever were hatched, this world would come to an end, and we should all be eaten up. No one can withstand the might of K'lang B'lok." This was the exclamation made by Siamat, the man who recounted the story, when asked whether he had ever heard of the eggs of the K'lang B'lok having been seen. The cave can only be reached by rope-ladders.

Another bird connected with Sakai beliefs by Dr. Luering is the Coucal ("but-but" = Mal. "bubut"), which has the power of healing the broken legs of its young ones. People go and find the nest, if they have good luck, for one may search for a lifetime and never find it. When the bird has young, if you break the leg of one of them, its cries will attract the mother, who will come and see what is the matter, and when she has found it out she will fly into the jungle to find the plant called "akar tēmu urat," or "creeper with the meeting leaf-ribs," which she will rub upon the injured limb. Next morning if one returns to the nest it will be found that the young bird is quite well again. This medicine has sometimes been obtained by frightening the mother-bird so that she drops the plant, but the Sakai know how to find it in the jungle, and some Malays also know the plant.¹ To prepare it for use you have but to steep it

¹ Cp. p. 157, ante.
in oil, and rub it upon the affected part, when it will join even broken bones and heal all manner of wounds. Dr. Luering's authority said that he was shown the plant some years ago, but unfortunately had never found it since, and his informant had died, but he remembered distinctly that his informant broke the growing plant about two inches from the ground, and joining the broken pieces again, tied them with a string. The next morning the two pieces had again grown together, so that there was no sign of them ever having been broken. It was also impossible to break them at the former place, though they could still be broken elsewhere. Seeing this was believing.

To return, the Sakai are said to indulge in a ceremonial exorcism of the spirits of thunder, during the prevalence of which they go out of their houses and brandish their poles and arms, to frighten away the evil spirits.¹

The forces of nature are thought to possess the souls of certain evil spirits or demons, which cause them to harm people. The forces themselves are not demons. The harm which is sometimes caused by wind and lightning is the work of demons. If a demon is banished by a powerful charm, he dare not in such a case cause (for instance) the lightning to deviate from its destined goal, e.g. to set the jungle on fire, in order to do harm of another kind by striking a man. The winds are believed to be seven in number, each one lying above the other; seven, like three, being a mystic number to the Sakai. The whirlwind—a product of several meeting winds (called "Angin Puting B'liong")—is cone-shaped like the haft of an

adze ( = Mal. "puting"). This name is said to be taken from the cone-like shape assumed by leaves when they are being rolled up by the wind in question.¹

The earth, moreover, is regarded as a thin, flat crust floating upon a nether ocean. The heavens consist of several layers or tiers, the lowest of which may probably be identified with the traditional region of "Kelonsong Awan" (lit. "Husks, or Shards, of the Clouds"), beyond which lies the Sakai Island of Fruit-trees.²

The inhabitants of the upper heavens consist of Tuhan or Peng,³ the "god" of the Sakai, and a giantess named "Granny Long-breasts" ("Gendui Lanyut"), whose task of washing human souls will be described more fully in the succeeding section. Both men and women go to this Paradise, but children, instead of undergoing the ordeal, are allowed to go and play in a place called "Noon,"⁴ which lies underneath the aforesaid "Cloud-husks."

Sakai Soul-theories.

About the appearance and attributes of the soul as conceived by the Sakai, we have at present no information whatever.

After death, however, the Sakai say that "Granny Lanyut" or "Long-breasts" ("Genowie Lanyot"), the Queen of Hell, washes their sin-blackened souls in hot water.⁵ All men's souls must be purified,⁶ and after death they proceed to Neraka (the Infernal Regions),

¹ No. It is really from the Malay word for water-scutt (from its conical form). The passage may perhaps refer to "B'landas" beliefs, at least to some of Malayan origin.—Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 148, 149.
² Ibid. These too are Malayan beliefs.
³ Perhaps to be identified with the Semang Pönn, q.v.
⁴ The original has "Tingha Howi," which I take probably to = Mal. "Tengah Hari," i.e. "Noon."
⁵ Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 130.
⁶ Ibid. This is also Malayan.
where they come before the aforesaid personage, who is described as a giantess with pendulous breasts, which she throws over her shoulders. Elsewhere she is described as sitting in the usual posture of a Sakai woman, sideways, with the feet drawn up to the left, and with her hands resting on her knees, except when she was engaged in washing the souls. She makes the souls (after their purification) walk along the horizontal edge of a monstrous chopper, which hangs with point turned away from her over a big vessel, to the middle of which it nearly reaches. The water in this vessel is kept at boiling point, Granny Lanyut herself stoking the fire. A block of wood ("tras lēpong"?) juts out from the opposite side of the copper so as nearly to meet the point of the blade, and the souls have to spring across the intervening gap. Bad souls fall in, good ones escape, the latter proceeding along the block of wood in the direction of the Island of Fruit-trees. Here they wait till Tuhan sends them a friend of the same sex to show them the way to the "Husks of the Clouds."

If they have no friend, they must wait for the arrival of another soul who has a friend there. Upon this journey the two sexes are separated, and none but adults are allowed to proceed; all children ("without limit of age or sex") stay with Tuhan instead of proceeding to Granny Lanyut. When eventually they go to the place called "Noon" (?) they spend their time in play, and (like their elders) do not require to eat.

The souls that fall in are fished out by Granny Lanyut as soon as they are clean enough, when they are rubbed, and set upon the block of timber.

If they then require further purification, they are
thrown in a second time, and if necessary a third time, and so on up to seven times, when if they still remain black, they are cast out by Granny Lanyut to wander on earth again as demons (of the kind most appropriate to the sins they have committed).\textsuperscript{1} Two such “lost-soul” demons are the Dēgup Demon and Grave Demon, to both of which we shall presently revert.

\textit{The Sakai Deity.}

Tuhan, the Sakai (“Blandas”) god, and Kari, the Semang Thunder-god, are (says Vaughan-Stevens, without, however, giving any proof) quite different persons.

About Tuhan we are unfortunately told very little. We gather, however, that he is the supreme judge of the souls of men, who are sent before him by Granny Lanyut, and that the demons are the agents of his punishments. And elsewhere we are told that whenever the Sakai have done wrong, Tuhan gives the demons leave to attack them,\textsuperscript{2} and that against his decree there is no contending.\textsuperscript{3} He is not prayed to, as his will is unalterable.

The name of the chief spirit or god of the Sakai is, however, in other places given by Vaughan-Stevens as Peng; \textit{e.g.} in that writer’s account of the “tuang-tuang” ceremony,\textsuperscript{4} where Peng’s power over the demons is described.

\textit{Spirits and Demons.}

Of Sakai demons (“Nyani”) in general we learn from Vaughan-Stevens that there are both male and female demons, but that there is no intercourse between

\textsuperscript{1} Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 131.
\textsuperscript{2} \textit{Ibid.} Note that the name at least of “Tuhan” is Malay. The name of \textit{Peng} is uncorroborated.
\textsuperscript{3} \textit{Ibid.} p. 132.
\textsuperscript{4} \textit{Z.f. E.} xxvi. 163.
them, and consequently no propagation of the species. They prefer, nevertheless, to live in pairs like human beings. Peng (or "Allah") is able to annihilate them, and can also increase their numbers, but nobody (else) can kill them. The magician alone is in a position to keep them at a distance, when they want to inflict injury upon any one, and that only if Peng himself has no reason for permitting them to cause it, as otherwise the power of the magician is ineffectual. We are also told that demons, especially the male ones, are not afraid of women; and that at the "tuang-tuang" ceremony they enter the ring from above and pass out of it through the ground.¹

Of other spirits and demons Vaughan-Stevens gives the following information:—

The demons into which the souls that cannot be purified are changed vary from those which are merely shut out of the "Cloud-Husks" to the Hantu Đęgup or Ghost Demon, which suffers from cold, thirst, and hunger.

The Sakai think (as has been already mentioned) that they must have done something wrong before any demon (with the exception of the Đęgup Demon) gets permission from Tuhan to attack them. In any case, however, they consider that all demons should be avoided "like the tiger," and when sick (though not when dying) they seek to frighten them away (or oppose them by means of spells), just as if they were human beings.²

¹ Z. f. E. xxvi. 163.
² Hence when Vaughan-Stevens declares (ii. 132) that there is no trace of demon-worship, he is evidently using the word "worship" in its narrow (and popular) sense. So too on pp. 135, 136, his remark that "the idea of prayer is quite foreign to the Orang Hutan" is due to a similar employment of popular phraseology. See J. I. A. vol. iv. p. 430.—"The Sakai deprecate the Nyani or superior spirits, and the Pateh or inferior ones, which are male and female."
There are four chiefs of the world of demons, viz.: a Batin, Jinang, Jurukrah, and Penglima.  

The symptoms of a man killed by the Dēgup Demon resemble those caused by snake-bite in the foot. Men can easily escape from a demon by running, because both its feet are reversed. If, however, they are overtaken, the demon shakes them and they soon fall dead. All deaths by demons are permitted by Tuhan, who decides how long each man ought to live.

The Dēgup Demon.

The Dēgup Demon is a lost, but immortal soul, which being so spotted that Granny Lanyut is unable to purify it even after seven times bathing it in boiling water, has been expelled by her from hell, and is undergoing punishment on earth for its sins. It is visible, and always slays all whom it meets, without, however, causing them pain. It cannot go far from the spot where its body is buried, but seeks for warmth and comfort in the vicinity of the grave. Even, however, when it finds what it seeks, it derives no benefit. "Unbearably tormented, it seeks relief and finds none, except on the grave, and when it fails to find the latter (the grave) it may be heard at night shrieking "Gup! gup! gup!" (Vaughan-Stevens declared that he had often heard it, by night only, but attributed the cry to a small owl or gecko.) When it finds the grave, it cowers down upon it, taking the form of an old man or woman whose feet are turned backwards (as is the case with other demons).  

---

1 Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 134. A proof of Malayan influence.  
2 Yet (pp. 133, 134) V.-St. says that though (unlike other demons) it had power from Granny Lanyut to kill whomsoever it met, it might only frighten them.  
3 In his account of the "tuang-tuang" ceremony, after stating that the soul of a magician could not be damned, whilst that of a Batin could, Vaughan-Stevens
The Sakai will leave any place at once where even a single evil-doer dies, the whole tribe moving on and rebuilding their village, and never returning to the deserted site. The number of deaths, however, does not matter if the deaths may be attributed to other causes (than the Hantu Dëgup), nor if all the deceased bore good reputations. Hence the Sakai avoid Malays, who always have (with them) a bad reputation, although they maintain that dead Malays go to a different place.

The Grave Demon.

Of the Hantu Kubur (or Grave Demon) Vaughan-Stevens says¹ that the use of the anchak ("anchap"), or sacrificial tray, which is suspended over Sakai graves, is to receive food and water destined for the Grave Demon.² It is again for the Grave Demon that the fire on the grave is lit. The soul (Mal. "sëmangat") of the deceased has already gone to the nether regions ("Nëraka"), but his wicked deeds continue to wander about near the grave in the form of a grave demon in order to find some human embodiment into which they can enter. A good man gives them no opportunity, but a bad one allows them to enter, and becomes worse in consequence. If the Grave Demon finds no such new place of abode, it

---

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 141.
² Cp. supra, p. 98.
must return to the grave in three days' time. The use of the fire is to show it the way. If after the three days it finds no new home, it sits by the fire at night, eating and drinking the contents of the "anchak" or tray, and sleeping throughout the daytime, and having continued in this state for seven days, it dies outright and vanishes for ever. Hence after seven days no more food is put in the tray. While it is alive and being fed it is harmless, and does no harm to the survivors, who visit the grave either to bring it food or to attend to the fire. As the Grave Demon is invisible, no one can tell whether the deceased left behind him a Grave Demon or not. Therefore the fire is lit and the food offered on behalf of all the members of the tribe, both big and little.¹

Demons of the Atmosphere.

In Vaughan-Stevens' class of invisible demons there are many kinds of demons of the atmosphere which work through the agency of rain, heat, mountains, lakes, stones, and trees. These are, however, not very dangerous, and seldom kill.

The Demon Huntsman (Hantu Sêburu) is a lost soul that has been excluded from the "Cloud-Husks" ("Kêlonsong Awan"), and sent back to earth by Granny Lanyut. Like the "Lofty Demon," it resembles a jungle-man, and disappears from sight the moment it is seen. It is never far from water, and is sometimes swallowed in drinking and thus introduced into the blood. It also resembles the Baunan Demon, except in form, which in the case of the latter is that of a huge black human figure.

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 141. Cp. ib. 83 n., for a "Hantu" with "vampire" proclivities.
The Mati Anak (or Stillborn-child Demon) has two forms, that of a frog and that of a bird. Like the other three demons, it is a soul expelled from Paradise by Granny Lanyut, and resembles such souls in all other respects.

The Jēmoi Demon resembles a black dog, which disappears as soon as it is met with. It is seen in bushes after a long day's journey, and seems a sort of personification of fatigue, the sight of it bringing great bodily prostration, and the legs of the victim swelling up until he is unable to move from the spot. In other respects it resembles the foregoing.  

There are also many tree-spirits which belong to the class of invisible spirits, but are not very dangerous, and seldom kill. Also the crop-spirits belonging to the same class, chief of which is the Hantu Juling or Squinting Demon, which is exorcised with so much care at the harvesting of the rice.

Before leaving the subject of demons, reference should be made to the Sakai custom of hanging up the jaws of apes (that have been shot with blowpipe

---

1 Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 135.
2 Before a tree is cut down, a Sakai taps three or four times on the trunk with the back of his implement. The legendary explanation is that this ceremony is a notice to quit the Hantu of the tree. Vaughan-Stevens could never get a satisfactory explanation.—V.-St. iii. 128.
3 The process has already been described, but may here, for convenience' sake, be in brief recapitulated. Before felling the trees for a padi-clearing all the tools had to be charmed. Women and children might not be present on account of the dangers from evil spirits. Saplings were cut and erected at sunrise and the handle of a hatchet hung from them. After repeating a number of charms the magician replaced the head of the hatchet in the helve and returned it to its owner, subsequently doing the same for the other tools. The ceremony of burning the felled timber was likewise accompanied by magical ceremonies. At the planting of the rice the magician performed various ceremonies intended to make the rice grow short, to protect it from wild animals and evil spirits, and to make the seed fertile. Care had to be exercised not to awake the mouse-demons.

Before the commencement of harvest a magical ceremony was performed to secure the soul of the rice; this was followed by a feast, after which the labours of the harvest, till then in the hands of the women alone, were continued. Supra, vol. i. p. 344 sq.
darts and eaten) from the roof of the house.\(^1\) This is done in order to keep away the ape-demons, which cause epileptic fits. This form of madness ("gila"), as the Sakai call it (i.e. the grinning and showing of teeth that is seen in apes as they fall from the tree after being shot, and before the hunters kill them with the parang or chopper), is inflicted upon the hunter by the ape-demon, if the latter is not diverted from the object of its revenge.\(^2\)

Dr. Luering of Perak writes me, that the spirits which most afflict the Sakai of Ulu Bertang are the following:—"Nyani' manus," the tiger spirit; "Nyani' s'rāk," the jungle or forest spirit; "Nyani' tīu," the river or water spirit. These three spirits can more or less be overcome by the skill of the Sakai, either by charms or medicine, but another spirit called "Nyani' jēhū'," or the tree spirit, is so quick in working mischief that no help is possible. He comes down from the trees when no man knows, and before any one suspects it, has slain his victim.\(^3\)

Dr. Luering inquired after the elephant spirit, which is so much feared by the Perak Malays, and which, the Malays believed, had quite recently killed one of the greatest chieftains of the state (the Dato' Penglima Kinta, who died of dropsy), but the Sakai knew nothing of any such spirit. Questioned as to small-pox (Mal. "champak" = Sak. "ginas"), they said that it was a "Nyani' gop" or Malay spirit, which was very hostile to the Sakai, while it treated the Malays kindly. The chieftain of the Sahum tribe remarked that he used to estimate his tribe at about three

---

1 The Perak Sakai similarly suspend the (lower) jaws of civet-cats ("musang") and other animals, as well as bunches of hornbill skulls. \(\text{J.R.A.S., S.B., No. 21, p. 162.}\)

2 Z.f. E. xxvi. 169.

3 For the offerings made in expelling these spirits (the "Balei Nyani"), \(\text{Vasc. Mal. p. 46.}\)
hundred souls, but within the last year twenty-four had
died of small-pox. Dr. Luering’s informant added:—
“We believe in ‘kramats’ or sacred places, at
which we worship like the Malays, burning incense
(‘kĕmĕnyian’). We learnt this from our ancestors.
Of course, some of these sacred places belong to
Malay spirits (‘Nyani’ gop’). In case of sickness we
make vows there (‘bĕrkaul’). We have no other
word for making a vow.
“These spirits have sometimes been seen: Malay
spirits look like Malays, others look like ourselves.
There is a sacred spot on Gunong Banglang,¹ near
the steep rock-wall there. I have never seen it, but
our people go there to make vows. Another is on
Gunong Renduwai, where the K’lang B’lok was
killed. Of course there are many more, and some
are very powerful, but there is no name for them
except that of the place where they dwell.”

According to Vaughan-Stevens (in his account of
the “tuang-tuang” ceremony), the term “physic” is
somewhat misleading, for it is only in very few cases
that the magicians act to any extent as physicians.
They are really magicians pure and simple, the corre-
sponding profession in the case of the southern tribes
being rather that of medicine-man (or “Poyang”).
As the latter, however, has not been formally initiated
into the mysteries of the magicians, as preserved by
the wilder tribes of the jungle, a new profession has
arisen there, viz. that of healing diseases with infusions
of herbs applied inwardly.

The ancient demon- or devil-man is something
quite different. Through the magic power bequeathed
to him by his ancestors, he exorcises all kinds of

¹ Or “Balang” (Malay), south-east of Batu Pips.
demons and diseases, and the few plants that he employs are applied outwardly either in pressed form or in that of an infusion.  

The Sakai magicians in ancient times exercised an influence far exceeding even the prerogative of a chief. On every occasion their counsel was required, and even the Batin did not undertake any action of importance, such as a migration or a war, without their approval. Moreover, they filled an important rôle both at births and at marriages, though not (it appears) at funerals.

The chief power of the magician consisted in his universally recognised attribute of being able to assure the health of his clientèle, and to provide for them the means of nourishment and the like by virtue of his charms. The magician of the wilder tribes is distinguished from his colleagues of the south by the fact that he still believes firmly in the power of his charms.

Besides this, the magician could punish any persons who offended him by permitting the demons to torment them and make them ill, this result being attained by his refusing them his protection against the demons that were always ready to torment mankind. He had, moreover, the right to step into a house and take away the charms that were hung up in the house, and any one who hindered him from so doing was compelled to suffer the penalty of being killed by means of his club. The supreme god (Allah, Tuhan, or Peng) alone had the power and the right to dictate to the demons on whom they should inflict their injuries. No demon could injure a magician, and the latter's death (no matter from what

---

1 Z.f. E. xxvi. 145.  
2 A Malayan official.  
3 Z. f. E. xxvi. 147.
cause) was regarded solely as the act of heaven. The chief reason alleged for this belief was that the power of the magician had been developed to its utmost (i.e. that he had learnt everything that magic had to teach him), and that he was therefore entrusted by Allah with the charge of caring (in an unrecognised way) for the souls of the dead, whether in heaven or the Isle of Fruits. The soul of a magician could never be damned, but that of a Batin could.¹

The trappings of a Sakai magician consisted of his headband, necklace, girdle, kneebands, and staff.

His headband was painted "in black colour and without dots" (to distinguish it from the red pattern with black dots worn on ordinary occasions by all members of the tribe).

His necklace ("koy-iss") consisted of a "string of seeds of a kind no longer procurable,"² to which was attached a tortoise-bone pendant, with tiger's teeth or beads on both sides.

His girdle consisted of tassel-like bunches of "s'lowk" (?) leaves.

His kneebands consisted of "linok" or squirrel-tails, strung as closely together as possible.

His hair was allowed to fall down to its full length (for it was never cut!) over his face, so that his features were all but hidden.

His loin-cloth (unlike that of his fellow-tribesmen) was entirely plain and undecorated.

The emblem of his dignity—a staff—was made from Sâtambun ("Tamoon") wood, and was said to have been originally the emblem of a Batin,³ which was

¹ Z.f.E. xxvi. 147. ²V. n. 3, infra. ³ This statement is scarcely credible. It is not at all likely that the seeds could have belonged to plants or trees that had died out, nor is it likely that any formerly imported seeds have ceased to be imported.

³ This and similar statements ap-
adopted at the time of the first influx of Malays, in place of the ancient mark of the magician, viz. a rare deformed growth or "sport" of the bamboo, which was incised with powerful charms for quelling evil spirits. None but the magicians might bear this staff, which it was believed would injure any one else who tried to do so.¹

One of these staffs which was collected by Vaughan-Stevens measured 62 cm. in length, and bore, firstly, a charm designed as a protection against the "P'wllî" (?) or "Vampire of Shake-Net Island" (which was the traditional first home of the race); secondly, a charm against the ape spirit or epilepsy; and thirdly, a charm against the argus- pheasant spirit or lunacy.²

In addition to his staff, the Sakai magician also occasionally employed a sprinkling-brush named "chen-ow," with which, in the performance of certain ceremonies, he sprinkled the demons.³

It may be here further noted that all the Sakai, whether magicians or not, whenever they find themselves compelled to handle any magical object, are in the habit of taking a leaf into the hand, to prevent the demon (Hantu) that resides in the said object from passing directly into their persons.⁴

I may add that iron may not (according to Vaughan-Stevens) be used for cutting either the hair or the finger-nails.⁵

¹ Z.f. E. xxvi. 166-169.
² Ibid. p. 169; cp. p. 264, infr.
³ Ibid. p. 105, ante.
⁴ Ibid. p. 166.
⁵ Ibid. xxix. 178.
Medicine-huts.

We are also informed that a special type of medicine-hut was formerly owned by the Sakai magicians (in addition to their own private dwelling-hut), that the latter stood "deep in the forest," that it was built on the level of the ground, and that it was protected against intruders by means of a post, which was planted in the ground in front of it, and hung about with a medley of bones, leaves, and flowers.

The shape of these huts is said to have originally been round, and none but magicians were allowed to enter them, or to see their contents, which consisted of bamboos incised with special charms.

Vaughan-Stevens was only allowed to enter such a hut once (and that only after a sort of ceremony of admittance into the tribe, which consisted in fern-seed bruised in water being poured over him). The walls and roof of the house were hung with tufts of dried plants, and bamboos of all sizes lay scattered about upon the ground and in every corner, all of them being covered with incised patterns.

Exorcism or "Tuang-tuang" Ceremony ("Kuwet-niss").

"Kuwet-niss" is, as it appears, the older name for Sibylism. An arbour of thorns is framed, into which a man and his wife are put. The neighbours perform a chant outside, and a strange noise is then supposed to be heard, which is believed to be a sign that the spirit they have invoked has possessed the pair enclosed in the arbour. The latter then come forth, and whatever they utter is regarded as an expression of the will of the spirits alluded to.

1 Vaughan-Stevens adds that the Sakai magicians of the present day employ their own dwelling-houses as medicine-huts; though even now a cave will sometimes be fitted up to do duty for this purpose.
2 Z.f.E. xxvi. 145. Strong confirmation of this statement of Vaughan-Stevens with regard to the Sakai medicine-huts is to be found in J.I.A. vol. iv. p. 430: "They (the Sakai of Perak) practise a sort of

3 Ibid. p. 144.
the ceremony of exorcism, which is also called "tuang-tuang." The first expression is employed by the Sakai among themselves, and the second appears to be especially used by the civilised (i.e. Malayising) tribes. The latter is applied not only to the act of exorcism, but also to the bamboos employed for that purpose. Since only a thoroughly skilled magician is in a position to bring the ceremony to a quite successful completion, it is now somewhat rare, the magicians who possess the old tradition sedulously avoiding the Malays on the ground that their "medicine-hut" would be defiled if it were entered by a stranger.

The ceremonial headbands of the men, or "lat," as distinguished from those of the women, "rib" ("reeb"), were stiff bands of bark-cloth, and were always worn, whereas the headbands of the women, though made of the same material, were only worn on occasion. The hair of the men was allowed to fall down after the example of the magician, and was merely bound by the headbands, whereas the women bound up their hair in some kind of knot, which they employed the headbands to fix.

The patterns painted upon these headbands were alleged to represent the owner's name in each case.

These patterns, as has been said (together with the face-painting and blowpipe patterns), might not be employed until the Sakai youths were married and had thus been admitted into the tribe.

Since the painted headbands might only be worn on special occasions, the black patterns were not

---

1 These "tuang-tuang" were bamboos decorated with magical patterns and struck on the ground during magical ceremonies, so as to produce musical notes. They were intended for use as amulets against disease, spiders, drought, etc., or as rain-charms. Supra, vol. i. p. 472, seq.

2 Z. f. E. xxvi. 144.
retained on the headbands of the lay members of the tribe, and only the red pattern with black dots was allowed.

The black patterns were called "demon" patterns, because they afforded protection against the demons, who, as soon as they saw them, were obliged to flee.

The magician who presided at the ceremony wore his own pattern in black and without dots.¹ The object of this was partly to hinder the demons (who had been invoked by the bamboos of his servant) from entering the circle in the middle of which he himself stood, and partly so to lead the demons round the circle as to confront them with the patterns of all who were present, so that during the ensuing chase they should know which persons might not be injured by them. But in order to avoid terrifying them too much, and thereby hindering them from imprinting the patterns on their memories with sufficient exactitude, the Sakai purposely let fall their hair over their faces, so as to prevent the black stripes in their face-painting from becoming too noticeable. The magician and his attendant did the same. In this way it was possible for the demons to approach the headbands and observe the patterns. In order to make them plainer to the demons, the dots of the red pattern were made black instead of the recognised white, since white dots against the dull "anatto" red were difficult to distinguish. In former times, when a species of red ochre was employed, the dots were white, as in the case of the face-paintings.²

These preparations having been made, the magician after a short silence strikes the end of his bamboo

¹ For the customs of face-painting and body-painting (which were employed for purposes of magic), cp. supra, "Maturity Customs."
² Z.f. E. xxvi. 162.
("tuang-tuang") a few times upon the ground, the pupil accompanying him with one of the decorated bamboos in each hand. Soon after this all the men join in with due solemnity, and continue for about an hour; so long, in fact, as the magician himself continues. As soon as he ceases, all of them stop, and laying their bamboos behind them, proceed to the particular business (whether hunting or fishing or whatever it might be) for which this strange ceremony was preparatory.

Meanwhile not a word was spoken, and little, if any, gesticulation was used. In some cases two bamboo sticks called "sok-yet" (38 cm. × 3 cm.) were used at the ceremony; one stick being held in each hand and struck upon the other in the air.

In former times the women might use none but "smooth" (i.e. undecorated) bamboos in contradistinction to the men.¹

Women and children were obliged to attend the ceremony, since it was considered unsafe for them to be far from the men when so many demons were being invoked.

The women took their places in the circle, each woman sitting behind her husband, with her children in turn behind her. Between the two circles (of men and women) there was a broad space left vacant for the passage of the demons, so as to enable the latter to look at the headbands of both men and women simultaneously. The demons, especially the male ones, are not afraid of women, and hence the women did not allow their hair to hang down over their faces, the black stripes on their face-painting being thus left visible. This device prevented the

¹ Z. f. E. xxvi. 172.
demons from breaking through between two women and attacking the unprotected children.

The demons entered from above into the space between the men and women, but as soon as the beating of the bamboos was at an end, and escape was possible, they went down through the earth in obedience to the magician's will.

It was alleged that the women wore no designs on their headbands, but were recognised by the demons who had previously seen them in their husbands' company, and protected by the charms inscribed upon their husbands' headgear.\(^1\)

The idea that lies at the bottom of the ceremony is the following:—

The painted bamboos of the pupil are to call together all the demons to see what the magician is doing. The decorated bamboos of the other men are intended by means of their patterns to render the demons powerless for the ensuing day. At the same time, if Allah (\textit{i.e.}\ Tuhan or Peng) intends a man to be injured, there is no remedy against it. Each individual man now knows how to cut the charm-pattern to suit his particular case, but he may not employ the general charm-pattern for himself alone, as he would then conjure up all the demons against himself, without any chance of self-protection. On the other hand, if a man should (as he properly might) incise either the tiger or snake-charm for himself alone, and thereupon sound it, he would certainly be safe if the tiger and snake-demons heard the sound, but as certainly not if they did not hear him. Since, however, the chase was only undertaken as a rule by fairly large parties, there was usually little

\(^1\) Z.\textit{f. E. xxvi. 163.}
danger for any particular individual, so that the charm if employed was almost uniformly successful. And since every member of these hunting parties had to be equipped with the charm-leaves, the prizes and rewards that fell to the magician were great.  

Another Form of Exorcism (Sawai).

This consists of an incantation, or rather spell, which is performed on behalf of an invalid when all else fails. The exact words employed are not known as yet, but the form of the ceremony itself is known to every Sakai.  

The patient is laid with the head towards the west under cover of a roof or screen made from the fresh leaves of a palm, which resembles the areca-palm, and is called "dampong." An opening is left through which the magician (or Pawang) enters. This entrance can be closed so as to conceal both the patient and the magician from observation. The latter takes a censer ("sungkun" or "sangkun"?) with him, which consists of a half coconut-shell containing burnt resin (benzoin). He then squats down at the feet of the invalid, and raising himself breast high swings the censer seven times over the patient's couch. Next he seizes a leaf of the "dampong"-palm, and therewith belabours the invalid, or rather the demon by which he is possessed, with the object of driving it either into the network of loops or a cage which hangs over the head of the patient.

The loopwork varies greatly, both as to form and material, probably according to the demon it is intended to catch.

---

1 Z.f.E. xxvi. 173.  
2 In orig. "Orang Hutan." This than the last.  
3 Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 141, 142.
The magician now stamps his feet and dances wildly, shrieking and shouting until the demon, to escape its chastisement, takes flight by entering into the cage. The magician then stops and murmurs certain magic words, which are believed to prevent the demons from escaping.

Then he goes out with the loopwork, which he takes home and hangs up there. If it comes in half, the demons escape, and return to their original dwelling place. This particular process is called "Tékan Badan Sawai." Yet another spell, called "Tékan Badan K'luar," or Birth-blessing, belongs to the original duties of the magician's profession, and as it is not kept secret, it can be performed by any man or woman who chooses. The magician generally imparted this incantation (like that for the dying) to the Penglima of the place and his wife, so that in urgent cases they might be able hastily to take his place.¹

Alleged Totemism.²

Unfortunately Vaughan-Stevens does not seem to have found any consistent theory on the subject, and his notes, which, as his editor tells us, were gathered on many different occasions, so often confuse the clan with the tribe that it is impossible even to gain any clear conception of the Sakai traditions on the subject. It seems, therefore, useless to attempt any reconstruction. The only facts to be gathered are the following:—

In dealing with the face-patterns of the Sakai, Vaughan-Stevens gives an account of an alleged clan-system. The Sakai are said to compose five original

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 142, 143.
² Cp. pp. 32, 62-64, ante. I am indebted for this summary to Mr. Thomas, an expert in Totemism. I must add that to me the evidence (I) appears to be of the text-book order and to conflict with all we yet know of the Sakai.—W.S.
groups, which formed sub-groups, when the tribe ceased to inhabit a single locality, each of which adopted a name closely allied to that of the parent group. The alleged five main groups, found among the Senoi, the Kenaboï, and Besisi, were the Snake, Fish, Leaf, Thorn, and Tiger clans. The sub-groups of the Snake clan take as their eponymous species the Python, the Cobra, the Hamadryad, and so on. The original purpose of the crest of the sub-groups was as a property mark on blow-tubes and as a pattern for face-painting, according to the account given by Vaughan-Stevens. He does not, however, seem to have been able to collect any examples of the former sub-groups.\(^1\) As to the latter, which he distinguishes from the patterns, none of which he gives, he says he was able to get them from the magicians, though they were no longer used owing to the clan ("tribal") assemblies having fallen into desuetude.\(^2\)

The Sakai marriage regulations were said to be based on this clan-system, but instead of being exogamous, they were strictly endogamous, marriage outside the clan involving expulsion from it, a practice that gave birth to new clans—Civet-cat, Crocodile, Scorpion, etc., which soon attained a numerical superiority.

In the absence of any information as to the sacrosanctity of the eponymous species, it is premature to use the term totemism in speaking of this system. At the same time the fact that a quasi-totemic nomenclature is found in conjunction with a marriage system resembling that of the mythical period of the Arunta, renders even this alleged Sakai organisation of extraordinary interest and importance.

---

\(^1\) Probably because there were none to collect.—W.S.

\(^2\) Z.f.E. xxvi. 150-152.
Among the Semang there is no trace of totemism. As to the Jakun, the only fact pointing in the direction of totemism is one recorded by Favre,¹ that some "tribes" of Jakun abstained from eating elephant flesh, alleging that it caused sickness. This, in form, very totemistic belief, is, however, an isolated case. In the absence of further information it is simpler to suppose that some Jakun groups had, owing to contact with Malays or other tribes, given up one of their old tribal beliefs, or, possibly, that those which respected the elephant had acquired from outside a belief in its sacrosanctity.

*Charms against Wild Beasts.*

*Sakai.*—A charm against tigers is made in the following way:—A bundle of "s'lowk" leaves is rolled up to represent the tiger's body; this is transfixed with imitation bamboo arrows made of thin strips of běrtambark, on the ends of which are tassels of split "s'lowk" leaves. To the "tiger" is fastened a strip of rattan, on which is hung a leaf painted with magical patterns in dragon's blood.² After various other magical additions, including a water-vessel, a flower of the Latoom-plant, etc., had been made, the whole was hung up in the house.

When a man fell ill of dysentery or colic, it was attributed to the tiger-spirit. He was sprinkled with water from the water-vessel, and the spirit was believed to be thereby transferred to the Latoom-flower, in which it was believed to be imprisoned by the "s'lowk" tassels. Vaughan-Stevens found these charms among the Central Sakai (Senoi), Besisi, Kenaboi, but not among the Jakun or Benua-Jakun.³

¹ Favre in *Ann. de la P. de la Foi*, xxii. 303.
Interpretation of Dreams—the Dream Ceremony.

The Sakai attach great importance to dreams, bringing formal reports of them to the magician or the midwife; the man to the former, the woman to the latter. The dreams of the lay members of the tribe are of no special interest, but the magicians in dreams receive inspiration from spirits that are well disposed.\(^1\) Of special significance are those dreams regarded which are awaited by all magicians and the whole tribe on important occasions, the Batin being the chief person involved. These gatherings were held on the highest accessible mountain summit in the territory of the tribe, and occupied several days’ time, since it was required that each of the dreams should be repeated upon three successive nights.

There has been no such gathering since the disappearance of Berchanggei Besi; all that the present magicians know with regard to such ceremonies being that the Batin invoked the help of Tuhan in some form now forgotten, and that the Batin then fell immediately asleep and the dreams came to him in a disguised form, and after his awaking were interpreted by the magicians.\(^2\)

Sakai children are named in accordance with dreams, in which there appeared the track of a tiger, a tree, an insect, etc.\(^3\)

Use of Love-philtres.

The Sakai, like the Semang, have a great reputation (especially among the Malays) for love-philtres,

---

\(^1\) Z.f.E. xxvi. 158 (c). The mention of these officials suggests Malayan influence. For "Berchanggei Besi" (lit. "Iron Claws"), v. p. 265, infra.
\(^2\) Ibid. p. 158.
\(^3\) Cp. infra, p. 12.
the most famous of which is made from a plant called "Chinduai," which grows on the Perak mountains.¹

It is with this plant that a tale collected for me by Dr. Luering among the Sakai of Ulu Bertang in Perak is connected. It runs as follows:

Dato' Jaja' (? Yahya) was the wife of a Malay trader living in the Kampong of Sungei Siput, Kinta, which then was near, or nearer than now, to the sea. As is still the case, the Sakai, on arriving from the far-off Bertang, were accustomed to drop in and call at Malay houses to chew "betel." One day when Jaja's husband had gone to sea, some Sakai from Bertang came to the house, when Jaja’, repelled by their ugliness and dirtiness, received them in a very unfriendly mood. She told them that she could not afford to give them any "betel," for her husband was away, and she did not know when he would return,—in fact she had not the means to feed her own children, and how could she be expected to supply "betel" to outsiders, especially to Sakai? The Sakai went away crestfallen, but vowed that they would revenge themselves. One of them who was a medicine-man ("Pawak"), as soon as he had returned to Bertang, made "chënduwai" or witchcraft, which caused the Malay woman Jaja’, though so far away, to

¹ Cp. Wray in *J. R. A. S., S. B.*, No. 21, p. 127: "On the rocks near the summit, a quantity of a plant called "Chimbuai" (sic) grows. This plant is much valued by the Malays, as it is supposed to act as a love-philtre. It probably belongs to the Ophioglossaceae, and is a delicate rush-like plant about three inches high, having its spores in little tassels on the tops of the leaves." And cp. also the same writer in *ibid.* pp. 158, 159, where, in referring to the plant called "buluh përinga" or "yearning bamboo," he says: "The small bamboo called by the Malays 'buluh përinga' is, on the other hand, extremely plentiful on Berumban, and comparatively scarce on the other hill. I was fortunate in being able to collect flowering specimens of this elegant little bamboo, which is credited with mystic properties by the natives, and is in much request by love-lorn swains, whose mistresses are cold and irresponsible."
fall violently in love with him. She seemed to have lost all her reason, for she fled into the jungle calling for her Sakai lover, whom, after days of wandering in the wilds, she at length found at his home in Bertang. Jaja' had had two children by her Malay husband, called Kulop Perak and Si Mat respectively; and now by her Sakai husband she in due time had two children, who grew up in Bertang as Sakai. When her Malay husband returned from his trip to the sea, he at first made vain endeavours to have his wife restored to him, but failing to recover her, he gave up the search. Nevertheless her Malay sons, Kulop Perak and Si Mat, felt the reproaches of the villagers, that their mother had gone to live as a Sakai, very much. They therefore went to Bertang where they found their mother with her Sakai family. It took a great deal of persuasion to bring her away from there, but at last they succeeded, and she left in the company of Kulop Perak and Si Mat, leaving her Sakai husband and children (whose names are now forgotten) behind. But the nearer she approached her former home, the more reluctant she became to proceed. The thought that the villagers would reproach her for her escapade began to be more and more oppressive to her, and therefore, when almost in sight of her former home, she drowned herself in a little rivulet which they had to cross. Her body was easily recovered by her children, and she was buried close by, but her name is still attached to the river, which goes under the name of Sungei Jaja'. Her Sakai children became the ancestors of the Sakai, who related this story, and who attribute the high standing of their family to their partly Malay descent through Jaja' the Malay.
The woodlouse (?) is related by Vaughan-Stevens to be used as a charm by the women for impairing a man's virility.¹

The Sakai ("Blandas") Traditions.²

The following traditions are assigned to the Sakai ("Blandas") by Vaughan-Stevens, though (by his own admission) they were taken from very mixed sources. They "depend," says Vaughan-Stevens, "upon accounts given by some hundred individual members of the races concerned, and only those accounts which are practically universal have been retained"(!). In parts they resemble the Mantra legends.

The oldest of these traditions concerns an island called Gunong Penyaring ("Shake-Net³ I."). It is said to be situated across the sea in the direction of the rising sun. In the interior of the island was a mountain with two summits. Between these lodged at night great flocks of fruit-bats, which were in the habit of repairing to their feeding-places on both sides of the mountain from thence. By day they remained suspended from the trees near the saddle of the mountain. The Sakai drew nets across the entrance to the gorge in a diagonal direction by means of long cords, and shook them down during the daytime. Frightened, and blinded by the sun, the bats flew into the nets, and the Sakai ate them. The

¹ Cp. supra, p. 67. Probably a large millipede ("gonggo"). The Malays have a similar idea.
² The name "Sakai" stands for "Blandas" throughout these legends. In part they are certainly Mantra, but the numerous references to Selangor and Perak, and especially the statement as to the many settlements of "Kenahoi" (counted as "Blandas" by Vaughan-Stevens) "near the sources of the great Perak river," show, I think, that Vaughan-Stevens has here tried to compile an eclectic account covering all the "branches of the race from Johor to Kedah" (p. 279), in conformity with his views (vol. i. p. 26). They form a considerable part of Vaughan-Stevens' work, and as such have been included, in preference to omission.
³ = Mal. "guntung"; i.e. "gun-chang [pén-jiring]"—a folk-etymology. Vaughan-Stevens has "Gunong Pinjarring."
tradition terminates by describing how a great ship was wrecked upon the island, and how the water sank and left the ship stranded high and dry upon the rocks. The captain and crew got to land and were kindly received by the Benar-benar, or Benua, a branch of the Orang Laut, or Sea Tribes, who lived upon the coast, whereas the Sakai dwelt in the forest. The Orang Laut belonged (according to the Sakai) to an inferior branch of their own tribe, though others say they originally formed a separate race which mixed with the Sakai by intermarriage. All accounts, however, agree in saying that they stood in some close sort of relationship to the Sakai. This tribe informed the Sakai Batin, who allowed the shipwrecked people to come and hospitably entreated them.

Nevertheless, it is related, some of them went off in the ship's boat, and were heard of no more.

The captain and the rest, however, remained and were well cared for, and soon after the old Batin himself died, leaving no son.1

The Sakai then assembled to elect a new chief, and choosing the captain of the shipwrecked vessel, gave him the title of Batin Berchanggei Besi (lit. the Chief with the Iron Claws).2

This name is said to have been given to the Batin on account of his great personal strength. He once (it is said) called twenty people together to cut down a certain tree, and when they failed to perform it, he

---

1 V.-St. ii. 83, 84. Other Sakai ("Blandas") traditions are given in V.-St. iii. 97-100, but they are of no real value.
2 Or "nails": "changgei" = a long finger-nail, which has been allowed to grow to an abnormal length (as by Chinese mandarins). They were formerly worn by Malay chiefs. Artificial finger-nails of great length are still worn by Malay women when performing with a theatrical troupe, and also occasionally by highly connected women at weddings, as in the case of the late Haji Gayah of Selangor. They are made of various metals—gold, brass, or as here, of iron.
felled it unaided, splitting, however, his long fingernail in doing so.

Batin Iron-claws built a novel kind of house for his subjects upon the summit of a hill, its roof being made of fire-burnt earth, and its foundation-posts, in some cases of exceptionally hard wood, and in others of a giant grass which was as thick as a man’s leg, and which possessed a hard outer cuticle, but a soft interior—a form of timber unknown in the island. The roof-tree was not straight, but depressed in the centre, and it had greatly projecting gable-ends. Finally, the walls were of glass.

Sometime afterwards it happened that the son of a Raja fell from heaven, and, staying with the Batin, married his eldest daughter. Later on this prince persuaded many of the Sakai to give up eating swine’s flesh altogether.

Now the old Batin, the predecessor of Iron-claws, had a brother who had died before Iron-claws came, and who had left two sons, the eldest of whom was called Abang (“elder brother”), and the younger, Adik (“younger brother”); and Abang ought to have been Batin. But once the two were crossing a stream by means of a tree-trunk, the eldest in front as was customary. Half-way across the trunk broke under Abang’s feet and both fell into the water, the elder in an upright posture, the younger in a sitting attitude. And when the younger found he was unhurt he called out in the Sakai (“Blandas”) dialect, “Usul.”

The brothers continued their journey, but inquired of a medicine-man when they reached home what this omen meant. The medicine-man said that the elder should always be on his feet and never find rest, whilst the younger should be seated like the Malays and give
up wandering. The younger brother then determined to seek a place where he might be enabled to fulfil the prophecy, and went to Menangkabau. But Abang remained in the country.

But before the younger son's departure Iron-claws prepared a banquet of all kinds of flesh, and at the banquet the younger son and a number of his friends remarked that although the meat was cooked with swine's fat, the head had not been served. On inquiry they found that through some neglect the head had not been cooked. They then went to the Batin and asked for it to be given them. But Iron-claws finding it had been forgotten made excuses. At this the guests were very angry and said that if the Batin kept back dishes for himself they would not eat any of his banquet, and went away. Then the younger son and all his friends who had refused to eat the swine's flesh went to Menangkabau. Hence arose the custom of exhibiting the produce of the three days' harvest to the guests in order to prove that the entire amount of the rice has been prepared for them.

When Iron-claws heard that the grave demons ("Dęgup") had taken to killing the Sakai, he convened an assembly and proposed to found a new settlement. His son-in-law (the prince who fell from heaven) and a number of the Sakai would not agree to this, but the others assented. Iron-claws then broke up his house on the hill, and re-erecting it on the sea-coast, fenced it with a palisade and called it Pagar Ruyong (Palm-stem Fence). He then gave a great feast. At one end were the dishes containing swine's flesh, at the other end those that did not; the whole tribe was invited. Those who did not eat swine's flesh sat in one place together, and vice versa, and after the
feast Iron-claws and all who ate swine's flesh proclaimed their determination to leave the island. The son-in-law received the Batin's house at Pagar Ruyong and there remained, no further mention being made of him in the traditions. But when the building was ready the elder brother died, and Iron-claws desired the Benua (or Benar-Benar) to complete the palisade. Afterwards, however, he left it and built a number of boats, in which he, his friends, and all of the Benua who ate swine's flesh and obeyed his orders left the island.

In due course Iron-claws and his people arrived at an uninhabited island, to which they gave the name of Pulau Pasir ("Sandy Island"). Many of his party stayed here, but Iron-claws and the rest went still further, and on reaching a second uninhabited island, called it Pantai Layang. Here too some of the Sakai were left behind.

Next Iron-claws reached a yet larger island (which was also uninhabited) and called it Jawa ("Jowar") or Java. Here his youngest daughter remained with several of her following of Sakai, and Iron-claws and the rest, proceeding still further, arrived at Malacca, which was then uninhabited (as was all that region) and covered with thick forest. Here they made a clearing and called it Pengkalan Tampoi, and Iron-claws, setting off with his Penglima and some companions to explore the interior, arrived at the place where Klang now stands. Here Iron-claws vanished from the sight of men and was seen no more, his people returning to Pengkalan Tampoi.

In view of his own departure, Iron-claws had made Hang Tuah the Batin of Pengkalan Tampoi, and the latter proceeded to build a house on the hill overlooking the present town of Malacca. A great
colony soon grew up here, and in a few years had spread to Mount Ophir (Gunong Ledang). A marshy place was used by the new settlers for yam-culture, and thence called Paya Kladi. Not far off stood a large orchard ("Dusun Besar"), whose fruit, which was in full bearing, had been planted by the Sakai a few years before.¹

When Hang Tuah saw that the country was too small to contain the Sakai, he went southwards one day to Johor to have a look at the land there. The Benua had spread southwards along the river Muar, which debouches a little south of Malacca. Hang Tuah here looked round for a little, and then made a great clearing near the place where the town of Muar now stands, and called it Benua Dalam, and a smaller one on the sea-coast, a few miles south of the large one, the smaller receiving the name of Benua Laut Jagun.²

Many of the forest-dwelling Sakai went to Benua Dalam, but the Benua (Benar-Benar) spread themselves partly in the forest-clad country and partly on the coast. One day a Malay prahu was proceeding up the coast from Kedah. They were looking for new land, and when they saw the clearing at Pengkalan Tampoi they landed and begged for water and vegetables. They were well received by the Batin in his house, and when they departed one of them asked the Batin to tell him the name of the colony. As the question was asked both were standing near a large tree. The Batin thought he was being asked for the name of the tree, and answered "Kayu Lāka"³ (or "Laka Tree"), giving the name by which the tree in question was known to the Sakai.

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 85, 86. ³ A popular derivation of "Malacca.
² Or "Jagong." ² Or "Jagong." ³ There is a Pengkalan Tampoi near Jugra (Selangor).
The Malays then went on board their vessel and returned to their own country, though only to give their own Raja a glowing description of the beautiful land they had seen. They soon reappeared with a flotilla of prahu, and their leader demanded the land possessed by the Sakai. As this was refused, a battle ensued, in which the Sakai were beaten. They fled to the country where Malaka Pindah now stands; next morning they continued their flight in a northerly direction.

At Dusun Besar the Batin rested on a great stone and took food. To show that the land was his own, he called a medicine-man, and made, deep in the stone, an impression of his foot and also of the bottom of his betel-leaf pulper, both of which may be seen to this day. The Batin had two full-grown sons, called Hang Jebat and Hang Ketuwi (i.e. Kasturi) respectively; these sons were Jenang, or subordinate chiefs, and were in charge (under their father) of the surrounding settlements east and north of Pengkalan Tampoi. At Muar dwelt Batin Alam, a grandson of Batin Iron-claws.

The fugitive Sakai now arrived at the place where Johol now lies, and here a daughter\(^1\) was born to Hang Tuah.\(^2\)

Hang Tuah now wished to make provision for all his children, and as he intended to give the colony of Johol to his daughter by way of inheritance, he left the child in the care of his Penglima and went to what is now Sungei Ujong. On the way, Hang Jebat and Hang Ketuwi quarrelled as to who should

---

\(^1\) Vaughan-Stevens here remarks that this Hang Tuah, his daughter, and his two sons are the "Undang Yang Ampat," or four great lawgiving chiefs of the Negri Sembilan. Hang Tuah, however, is really the celebrated Malay hero mentioned in the *Malay Annals*.

\(^2\) Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 86, 87.
possess the country through which they were then travelling, and the dispute ended in a combat which proved mutually fatal. As Hang Tuah was thus deprived of both his sons, he declared he would not wander further to seek a new dwelling-place, and therefore called the river by which he stayed Sungei Ujong ("River of Termination").\(^1\) For a time indeed he tarried there, but again in fear of the ghosts of his dead sons he proceeded to Klang, and here a son was born to him.

There is no account of any attack after that upon Pengkalan Tampoi.

Some years later this last-born son of Hang Tuah was crossing the river by means of a tree-trunk, chewing sugar-cane as he went, and blowing the trash out of his mouth. Some of the latter fell upon the tree and some into the stream, the latter being carried away by the current, so that it was eventually seen by the son of a Menangkabau Raja, who was coming upstream at the time in a little boat, the ship in which he had arrived being at the mouth of the river.

Now this new prince had brought a casting-net for fish, but had caught nothing, and was therefore suffering from hunger. A chief who was with him saw the trash floating down the river, and concluding that some people or other must be dwelling in the vicinity, pushed on until he reached the tree-trunk. Here he observed the rest of the trash, and following up the track, came at last to the house of the Batin. One of the people who accompanied him proved to be a descendant of one of the younger brother's com-

---

\(^1\) This is a popular etymology. The real name of the country before the British entry seems to have been Sému-jong, a name which is still sometimes heard, and which I have seen on old official seals.
panions, who had gone to Menangkabau, and this ensured a friendly welcome to the new arrivals.¹

As, therefore, they were sitting in the verandah and chewing sugar-cane, the Malay prince turned his eyes to an opening in the side-wall of the house, and through it was able to distinguish one of the Batin's daughters.

With the idea of making her his wife, he asked the Batin if he would exchange presents with him. The Batin, however, said he was a poor man, driven by the Malays from his rightful possessions, and that he now had no possessions. The guest, however, replied that he possessed a daughter, whom he would much like to make his wife. The bargain was quickly concluded, in accordance with Sakai custom, and the guest sending his Penghulu to the ship for his own presents, went home again, and in a few months returned to marry the Batin's daughter.

Sometime afterwards the pair had a son, and according to Sakai custom the mother inquired of the father what name the child should bear. The father answered that if it were a boy it should be called To' Mantri. So the boy was named To' Mantri, and since that time the Sakai of the west coast near Sungei Ujong and Malacca have been called Mantra.

The girl who was born to Hang Tuah in Johol remained there till she was of marriageable age. According to Sakai custom she became Batin (or chief of the tribe) for a whole year, after which she married a Malay from Menangkabau. From the time of her Batinship arose (so say the Sakai) the title of Pangku (i.e. "Vice-") Penghulu.

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 87.
The story runs on in this way to a great length.

The Pendhulu of Inas (a small semi-independent district of Johol) came into possession of the wooden chopping-board on which the bats were cut up at "Shake-Net Island," and a spoon of old Sakai make, manufactured from the skull of a bat.¹

The Sakai at that time had no fixed boundaries, such as now exist. These are of later date, and were originated by the Malays.

Eventually the last-born son of Hang Tuah became Batin of Sungei Ujong, and since that time the Sakai consider all the land which now belongs to Sungei Ujong, Klang (Selangor), Johol, and Malacca as their own especial fatherland.

After Hang Tuah and his race had died out the Sakai never had a regularly elected Batin again. When a number of Sakai wished to found a new settlement they chose a Batin for themselves; there was, however, no head Batin who could confirm the new appointment, and thus the power of the Batin shrank and his duties also, so that at last each man of the community was almost his equal.

From another side arose a power superior even to that of the Malays, viz. the Beduanda, who very quickly became the masters of the Sakai.

As the Malays flocked into the country in increasing numbers to seek for land, they merely communicated with the chief of the Beduanda, between whom and the Sakai Batin there was at first still some sort of understanding, but after a time the Beduanda chief ceased to consult the Sakai Batin, and gave his Malay kinsmen all that they wished by virtue of his own authority.²

¹ V.-St. ii. 87, 88. Cp. the Jelebu regalia, p. 291, infra. ² Ibid. p. 88.
Only in three districts (Sungei Ujong, Klang, and Johol) did any bargaining take place between the Sakai Batin and the Malays, and even these did not relate to the land, but to the fruit-trees, which, according to Sakai custom, each member of the tribe was required to plant on the land that he possessed. This custom still exists. It is most closely followed by the dwellers in the jungle, but even in small stretches of waste land, here and there, the Malayising Sakai, though they know well that in the course of a year or two they will be far removed from their present home, still plant coconut-palms and fruit-trees of various kinds, the fruits of which they will never gather. This custom was due to the care taken by the old Sakai laws for the welfare of the future race, and the only terms that the Sakai made with the Malays were (1) that no tree planted by a Sakai might be felled by a Malay, and (2) that, later on, no Sakai who wanted fruit from the trees should be prevented from having it.

Thus the Beduanda obtained the extensive territory to which they naturally afterwards laid claim. But they do not belong to the original Sakai stock, although they are connected with them by blood. They are a mixed race, and are considered as such both by Malays and the purer-bred Sakai. They exhibit, moreover, all possible stages of admixture, varying from people who are almost like Malays to people who cannot be distinguished from the Sakai. These Beduanda lay claim to a definite fixed territory, whereas among the nomad Sakai tribes each man desires only so much land for his own as a cock's

---

1 This statement is open to question. The coconut-palm is very seldom, if ever, planted by these tribes.
2 Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 89.
crow can be heard over, and that only for so long as he stays; and, moreover, he lays claim only to the products of the trees that he happens to have planted during his temporary sojourn.¹

Before the battle with the Rawa men, the Bataks, or the Lubu men ² (as the Sakai called them), an attack was made on the Sakai from outside.

The Sakai had spread out alongside of the Malay settlements when the attacks of the Bataks began. These latter lasted for some years, and the outer settlements in Perak had encountered them first. The Sakai now report that their kinsmen were eaten by the Bataks, and that it was from fear of this enemy that they fled hither and thither in the jungle.

In this hasty flight their various tribes and families were united. The pursuing Bataks went east to the sources of the great Pahang river. Here lay many settlements of the Kenaboi, and the Batin of the latter determined to expel the heathen interlopers. He therefore called all his fighting men together, hid most of them in ambush in the jungle, and then entered into negotiations with the leader of the Bataks, and invited him and his companions to a great feast. The Bataks came, but the crafty Batin had mixed the poisonous fruit of the P'rah-tree ³

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 89.
² The Rawa men, the Bataks, and the Lubu men are all Sumatran tribes, the Bataks being cannibals.
³ The fruit of the P'rah-tree, which resembles that of the Spanish chestnut, is certainly not poisonous under all conditions, and it is in fact a favourite food of the Jakuns, though I myself was one day warned by Jakuns of its "poisonous" properties when tasting it. I believe the fact is that it is extremely liable to produce violent indigestion or colic; but probably this danger is lessened when it is cooked.

Mr. L. Wray also writes that he was warned by some Batang Padang Sakai not to eat "buah p'rah." They said it was poisonous unless it was cooked. Mr. Wray adds that he had eaten them roasted many times. The P'rah-tree belongs to the Euphorbiaceae, many members of which order are poisonous. The bright red young leaves of the P'rah-tree are cooked and eaten by the Sakai as a vegetable.
among the dishes which were placed before the Bataks, so that many died immediately. The rest succumbed to a hail of javelins rained on them by the ambushed Kenaboi. The rest of the Bataks in consequence left the country, and the Batin was called Batin P'rah in remembrance of the event.¹

The second attack came from the Bugis, whom the Sakai call Rawa,² and who are described as having come from an island situated not very far off.

The story runs that one Guntar (?) was at that time the Batin of the Beduanda in Sungei Ujong, and the Sakai used to bring their wares out of the jungle and sell them to Guntar, who thus became a middleman between them and the Malays, one Kelanong being named as the Malay chief. After a time the Malays went further west from the Pahang in order to trade with the jungle tribes of the interior, especially in eagle-wood and ivory, which they in turn sold to the Chinese and Siamese of the eastern seaboard. And as the eastern Malays offered the Sakai much higher prices than Guntar, they therefore sold their goods to him no more.

Being vexed at this, he threatened the Sakai, who called to their aid the fighting men of the Senoi, Kenaboi, and Besisi, and went in a crowd to Guntar's house. Frightened at the crowd, the leader of the Beduanda dissembled, and invited the Batins of the Jungle-folk to a council.³ These agreed, and leaned their blowpipes against a coconut-palm, and the tree was thrown down by their great weight. As Guntar

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 91.
² St. The “Bugis” are inhabitants of Celebes, which is a very long way off the Peninsula. The Rawa really came from Sumatra, which is only just across the Straits.
³ Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 91.
yielded in every point and withdrew his threatenings, the Sakai again dispersed.

Raging at this check, Guntar, while he simulated friendship for the Sakai, made secret overtures to the Rawas, who for a long time had carried on trade with the west coast, without having any regular settlement. Guntar promised to give the Rawas the land of the Sakai and certain presents if they would drive them away. The Rawas accepted, and soon many of them came to the Peninsula and attacked the Sakai in their own homes at night, thrusting their spears up through the floor and killing the men as they hurried out. Women and children they sold to the Malays, who must therefore have known of the design. The Sakai sought to drive the intruders out of Selangor. Many battles took place, in one place with success. They had taken up a position at Bukit Guling Batang, and rolled rocks and stones from the scree down on the attacking Rawas, who were obliged to retreat. Since the Rawas had better weapons, they killed many and took many into slavery, and in the confusion the Sakai fled in all directions into the jungle, where the Rawas did not venture to follow them.

This is the cause of their wide dispersal, the destruction of their race, and the difference that shows itself in the customs of the separated branches of the race.

Here and there one finds in the remote hill-country small settlements of Sakai of comparatively pure race, but on the whole their original mode of life and early customs have either been given up or very much modified.¹

According to tradition, enmity broke out in the

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 92. These legends cannot, of course, be taken as history.
end between Guntar and the Rawa, after which all the Sakai men who had not been made slaves fled far away. Guntar is said to have broken his word, on which the Rawa attacked the Beduanda, and took away many of their children to be sold. Then most of the rest sailed back to their land, only a few remaining in Perak and Selangor.

The example once given was not forgotten, and for many generations the Malays of the Peninsula were wont on occasion to take the children of Sakai parents and sell them as slaves, although they made no further organised attack on them.

Here follows the history of the "Orang Jakun" (!). When the Malays of Kedah attacked Pengkalan Tampoi, the Benua united themselves both with the Benua Laut Jagong and with the Benua Dalam people, and Batin Alam withdrew with them to the mountains of Johor. When he heard that the Sakai men had not been again attacked, but had settled in Sungei Ujong, Johol, and Klang, he decided to unite with them; but this plan was opposed by the Benua. In the end, however, he set off with those who wished to follow him, and united himself with the Sakai at Klang.

The Orang Benua who had remained behind in Johor resolved to go southwards, while the rest of the Sakai who could not bring themselves to unite with Batin Alam's people returned to Muar, where soon afterwards wanderers arrived from Menangkabau. Tradition mentions them no more.

The Orang Benua arrived at Batu Pahat in Johor, which was then unoccupied. Here they were afterwards attacked by men in boats. These were not Malays, and it is not known who they were.
The Orang Benua fled along the coast, and reached the east end of Johor. As they found the country unoccupied they turned towards the interior, and settled on the river Sembrong. Here they lived long in peace, working their way step by step through the forest towards the north-west. Here they met with some people who were fleeing from the Bataks. The fugitives were received as friends, and stayed with them for a time. A few years later came a great host of Sakai fleeing from the Rawa towards Johor. Many of them stayed with the Benua.

The Benua themselves afterwards took their way westward along the Strait of Johor, and fell in with a race of the Orang Laut, and intermarriages took place. Physical proof of the mixture is said to exist in the projecting teeth which can be seen in so many of the Benua, and through them also in the Mantra of Malacca.¹

The Benua dwelling on the west coast of the Peninsula belong just as much to the main Sakai stock as the other branches of the race from Johor to Kedah. On the east coast the type of the people is more deeply marked, and the various branches differ less from one another.²

The traditions of the Benua themselves are very poor, but agree in the main with the usual stories of the Sakai.

The Kenaboi folk had wandered far both from the Sakai ("Blandas") of Sungei Ujong, when they found themselves checked in their march by the Kenaboi river, one of the tributaries of the main stream of the Pahang.

¹ This is, of course, a mere tradition. ² Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 93.
They found the country attractive, and settled at Kenaboi (the Mengiri river,\(^1\) where the best bamboos grow for blowpipes being not far away). This circumstance determined their choice of a settlement for a long time, when they pushed gradually further down the Pahang to the Pekoi, or, as the Malays called it when they reached it, the Senoi ("Sinnoi") river.

These two settlements perished through the invasion of the Bataks and the Rawa; their inhabitants were dispersed, and united afterwards with other tribes.

From Klang a great host of Sakai ("Blandas") including those who had attached themselves to their companions after the attack on Pengkalan Tampoi, had gone to a place east of Sungei Ujong, which they called Kring,\(^2\) as their first settlement. Later they spread to the north and east. In consequence of the attack of the Bataks this section of the race—known merely under the name of "Blandas"—went further towards the north.

When, however, the Kenaboi men under Batin P'rah had beaten back the Bataks, the greater part of the now so-called Besisi came back.

Broken up, however, into separate family groups in the time that followed, they ceased to form a separate race, and scattered themselves among the Besisi at Sungei Ujong, Perak,\(^3\) and especially Selangor. Their countrymen in these places remarked that half of the new arrivals brought with them a foreign dialect. In addressing the inhabitants of Perak, Selangor, and Sungei Ujong they all spoke the Sakai tongue; among themselves they talked half Sakai,

---

\(^1\) *Sic, ? Nenggiri.*  
\(^2\) Probably Triang or Tring.  
\(^3\) One of V.-St.'s characteristic inaccuracies. There are no Besisi in Perak.
half an unknown language, whence they were called Besisi, which means "a foreign language." ¹

[The remainder of the chapter is taken up with the merest speculations as to the origin of the tribes and their distribution.]²

Legend of the Origin of Sakai Face-painting.

When the Senoi had decided to leave the main stem of the Sakai stock in order to seek a new home in the eastern part of the Peninsula, the magicians took counsel together to decide what form the new patterns of body-paintings³ (which were to distinguish the Senoi) should properly take. A decision with regard to the breast-painting was soon reached; but this was not the case with regard to the face-painting, some magicians wishing to change the pattern at the eye, others not. At this stage, however, the wife of one of the magicians who had hidden herself to hear the discussion, put her head into the room uninvited, and took part in the discussion. Her husband, who stood near her, had smeared his fingers, like all the others, with "anatto," in order to be able to apply the red streaks. Incensed at his wife's intrusion, he struck at her with his red-dyed fingers, and as they left five marks upon her face, the assembly decided that the women should in future bear five lines upon their face, but the men only three.⁴

Traditions of Abnormal Races and Cannibals.

The "Orang Ekor," or Tailed Men, who are

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 93, 94. This derivation of "Besisi" is certainly inaccurate.
² See Vaughan-Stevens, vol. ii. pp. 94 to end.
⁴ Ibid. p. 155.
spoken of all over the Malay Archipelago as if they were real human beings, are described as appearing from time to time in various parts of the Malay Peninsula. They are said to resemble human beings, and are not believed to be dangerous; but they will have nothing to do with men, and vanish at once into the forest as soon as they are seen. They wear nothing but a loin-cloth of tree-bark, beneath which may be seen a short tail. Both the men and women have tails, but they are not numerous, and their children are never seen.\footnote{Cp. M. Maclay in \textit{J.R.A.S., S.B.}, No. 2, p. 216; and the explanation given by Treacher, who in No. xxi. pp. 101, 102, of the same journal refers to a tribe of the Muruts, in Borneo, who in addition to the usual loin-cloth wear on their backs only the skin of a long-tailed monkey, the tail of which hangs down behind so as to give the impression at a short distance that it forms part and parcel of its wearer.}

Other traditions of abnormal races are as follows:—

1. A race of gigantic women, or Amazons, who live unmarried. The Sakai, it is said, sometimes find beautifully decorated blowpipes of great length belonging to one of these Amazons, either lying on the ground, or leaning against a tree. In some cases they have been rash enough to carry them away, but had not gone far before they were struck down from behind. Those who were not killed and could observe their aggressor, described her as a gigantic woman who vanished immediately upon the recovery of her property. Nothing more is known of them, though they are described as being real human beings.\footnote{Cp. \textit{Z.f.E.}, Index, s.v. "Geschwänzte Menschen." I may add that when the Malay members of the staff of the Cambridge Expedition went on board ship at Klang (on their way to Bangkok in 1899), they were warned by their Malay friends to take care on reaching their destination that they were not eaten up by the Tailed Bataks (Batak bêrekor).}

2. The Sakai (the "Blandas" of Vaughan-Stevens) apply the name "Sakai" to a fabulous race of little, hairy, desert-dwelling people, who are now but rarely\footnote{Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 82.}
seen, are very shy, and possess so fine a sense of smell as to know when a human being is approaching.¹

These "demon Sakai" (Hantu Sakai) have a sharp blade-like bone in their right forearm which they use in the felling of trees. To gather the fruit from the topmost sprays of a tree they climb the stem, and seat themselves upon a branch, whilst they cut the spray through with this sharp blade. Although they fall to the ground together with the branch they never hurt themselves.²

De Morgan states that he was informed by one of his men (Ibrahim) and the Sakai Penghulu ("Pā' Pinang"), who was travelling with him, on reaching Sungei Kandis, that the part of the country through which they were passing was too cold for the Sakai to live in, but was inhabited by other tribes who were short of stature, and whose only garment was a cincture of leaves attached round the waist. They

¹ It is a curious fact that meat-eating Europeans are said to have a (comparatively) strong rank smell, in this differing from that of (and noticeable by) the rice-fed native.

² This agrees with the Malay traditions of the "orang-outang," or "Mawas," sometimes called Hantu Mawas. Begbie (pp. 5, 6) speaks, however, of the Mawas as a wild tribe of human jungle-dwellers whose chopper has been confused with the arm that yields it.

Cp. also Anderson, who states that, according to Malayan legends, there is a race of wild people said to be found in the interior of Bernam ["Burnam," the boundary between the states of Perak and Selangor], designated Tuah Benua [sic ? Hantu Benua] by the Selangorians, and known in Kedah by the name of "Mawas." They are represented as bearing a strong resemblance to the Mawah, or long-armed gibbon, but instead of having a bone in the lower part of the arm, they have a piece of sharp iron which serves the double purpose of an arm and a cleaver for cutting wood. Anderson mentions another savage race, according to the Malays called B'lian, who are covered with hair, and have nails of extraordinary length. Their principal occupation is said to be tending the tigers, which are their peculiar flocks, as the buffaloes are of the Malays. They are represented by the Malays as sometimes coming to their residence on rainy nights and demanding fire, which those who are acquainted with their savage disposition prefer to hand them upon the extremity of the sumpitan, or blowpipe, or on the point of a sword, since were they to present it with the hand, they would inevitably be seized and devoured by the savage monster, a fate which the Malays firmly believe has befallen many. See pp. 225-229, ante.

A "mawas bone" obtained by the Expedition, proved to be part of an old iron implement of peculiar form.
were further described as having frizzled hair, and as talking an incomprehensible dialect, as living in caves and feeding on wild plants, and as being entirely ignorant of metal, for which they substituted stone implements. The entire range of mountains between Perak, Selangor, and Kelantan was said to be inhabited by them. They were alleged to flee from the approach of men. De Morgan was unable, unfortunately, to obtain confirmation of this statement, but says that he considers it to be probably true.\(^1\)

3. There is also said to be an invisible, huge, man-like being, who, though never seen, leaves footprints a yard (or "metre") long on soft and clayey ground. This, however, is all that is known of it, and Malays in the Peninsula maintain that otherwise normally formed jungle-folk have been known to possess these huge feet.\(^2\)

4. The giants ("Gergasi") are believed to be represented by two huge black men with projecting tusks in both jaws. They are said to devour those who lose their way in the mountain chains of the north of the Peninsula.\(^3\)

Fuller accounts assert that southern Siam was once invaded by man-eating giants with dark skins.

---

\(^1\) De Morgan, vol. i. p. 19. The description appears to answer best to that of the pure-bred Semang, as they might be described by the Sakai.

\(^2\) Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 82. Cp. M. Maclay in *J.R.A.S., S.B.*, No. 2, p. 216: "The Malays of Pahang relate that the wild men on the river Tekam have feet half a metre in length." The idea of wild men with abnormally long feet is a widespread tradition among Mohammedans, and probably reached the Sakai through the Malays, although Vaughan-Stevens has elsewhere suggested a way in which he thinks the tradition may have arisen, viz. through the practice (common to many of these wild people) of binding leaves or branches onto their feet when crossing swampy ground, either for the purpose of preventing themselves from sinking in the mud, or of concealing their tracks from possible enemies.

\(^3\) Vaughan Stevens, ii. 81, 82. Cp. M. Maclay, who in *J.R.A.S., S.B.*, No. 1, p. 216, describes the "Gergasi" as dwelling on the borders of Kedah and Singora. Their (Sanskrit) name points to Indian (Hindu) influences.
and two projecting teeth resembling the canine teeth of tigers. The Raja fought with them, and in a single battle killed all but seven, who fled to Southern Kedah, where each of them sought for a hill for himself to dwell in. Here they henceforth dwelt in caves. According to some they had many heads, or elephants' ears, or large wings. By the poorer Malays they were believed to bury treasure, and in many parts of Kedah a Malay who has dreamt of such a treasure will go and dig for it. At length, however, they died out, and if they were killed and their blood fell on the earth, leeches arose, but if it fell upon the grass it turned to mosquitoes.¹

The stories of cannibalism perpetrated by Bataks in the Peninsula are very common, and although probably much exaggerated, it is not unlikely that such traditions may possess some remote foundation of fact.

The charge of cannibalism may possibly have been transferred to the wilder jungle-folk from the Bataks of this invasion.² None of the former, however, are cannibals, and there is no proof at all that cannibalism has ever, at least in historical times, occurred among them.

TEMBEH.

_Gods and Natural Phenomena._

The Tembeh give the name “Sam-mor” to the Supreme Being, of whom as a God they seem to have very vague notions. The custodian of the region to whom “Sam-mor” sends wicked souls is called “Naing-Naing.”³

¹ Vaughan-Stevens, ii. 100.
Heaven lies "somewhere on the other side of the world"; Hell ("Ni-nik") in a cavern or dark region in the interior of the earth. The chief of the nether regions does not altogether correspond to our own "Devil," for though he is a friend of Darkness and cannot endure Light, yet as receiver of the souls of the wicked Tembeh he appears rather to fill the place of some lesser divinity. To him (i.e. to "Naing-Naing"), who continually seeks to injure mankind when they do not humbly obey him, the Tembeh address fair words, praying him to stay far away from them, etc., whereas they never pray to "Sam-mor" who always remains (they declare) friendly-disposed towards them.¹

Before the creation of the Sun, the Earth was like a flat board, beneath which centipedes, ants, and scorpions swarmed. In a hole beneath this board (the earth) dwelt Naing, whilst Sam-mor was enthroned high above it. Sometimes Sam-mor descended to the board (the earth) in order to take exercise, and on one such occasion Naing let him be stung by a demon in the shape of an ant.

Then followed a battle between Sam-mor and Naing in which the latter was defeated; Sam-mor threw Naing back into his hole and piled up the biggest rocks which he could find like a mountain on the top of him and over the hole, so as to make it impossible for him to come out again. Finally Sam-mor threw the whole board, mountain and all, into the air, wherein the whole world has since remained suspended. Afterwards he rolled fire which he had brought down with him into a ball (the sun), which still revolves

¹ The reduplicated form "Naing-Naing" does not appear to have any specific meaning, the form "Naing" being indifferently employed by V.-St.
round the mountain (i.e. the earth) to keep watch over Naing.  

Magicians.

Among the Sakai each magician could perform any charm that he wished, but among the Tembeh, on the contrary, the magicians were divided into the seven following classes, with the proviso that the members of each class should only learn and be allowed to practise one particular form of magic.

1. The three Demon-charmers or Head Magicians.
2. The Disease-charmers or medicine-men who banished sickness by means of charms and drugs.
3. The Field and Forest-charmers (for agriculture, hunting, and fishing), with whom should be classed the Weather-charmers.
4. The Diviners of Dreams, who interpreted the dreams of the uninitiated as well as individual dreams of supernatural events.
5. The Diviners of Omens, who interpreted omens, and knew the auspicious and inauspicious days, etc.
6. The Diviners of Crimes, who tried charges of felony and decided whether the accused was innocent or guilty.
7. The Assistant Magicians or pupils, who carried out the magician's orders, and lived in closer communication with the laity.  

Traditions.

The following is the gist of the Tembeh traditions given by Vaughan-Stevens:

1 Globus, lxix. 118 (1896), H. V. S.
2 Ibid.
3 Vaughan-Stevens, iii. 98.
The Tembeh were of the same stock as the Sakai when the latter dwelt in Pulau Guntong Penyaring, although they themselves (the Tembeh) dwelt upon another island, called Tembeh ("Tumior"), which was far distant from that of the Sakai (Blandas). Long before the time of Batin Iron-claws, the Tembeh had been attacked by the inhabitants of another island, who were cannibals, and the survivors had fled to Borneo (Negri Brunei).

For their subsequent departure from Borneo various reasons are given; e.g. a quarrel, the hostility of the Dayaks, and the dream of a white bird which they were to follow. The upshot, however, was that they reached Perak and wandered inland. A foreign conquest of the Peninsula followed, driving them permanently into the mountains.

Exorcism of the Cholera Demon.

The cholera charm here described was alleged by the Tembeh to have been identical with one formerly practised by all the Sakai tribes, at the time when there still existed among them a real hereditary class of magicians. The fact that the Sakai magicians were once acquainted with a special charm against cholera was frequently asserted by them, but none of them were able to state for certain whether it was or was not identical with the ceremony practised by the Tembeh.¹

The ceremony commenced by the magicians giving a signal, at which every one but himself was compelled to withdraw into the small tree-huts in which this particular tribe was living. After their retirement he proceeded to enclose, by means of four shallow furrows drawn with a pointed staff [at right angles to each other], an open space, the size of which depends on the (anticipated) number of spectators—in this case it measured about 30 m.—and which has previously been cleared and levelled for the purpose.

It is here that there takes place the expulsion of the Cholera Demon, who is called "Rak" and is apparently exorcised like the Smallpox Demon by

¹ Globus, lxix. 118 (1896).
Markings of Men representing Demons in the Tembeh Ceremony for exorcising the Cholera Demon.

Plot of ground marked out for the ceremony of exorcising the Cholera Demon.

N, E, S, W. Points of the compass.

Y = Corner at which the spear-bearers entered the plot, their track being denoted by dots.

$\# =$ Bamboo sprays planted in centre of plot, from which spears were fashioned.

$\circ\circ =$ Positions taken up by spear-bearers to await attack of the white-striped men (demons).

Vol. II. p. 283.
means of a dance, during which certain magic formulae are chanted by the magician.¹

SAKAI OF SELANGOR.

Ceremonies and Charms.

Records of the religion of the Selangor Sakai are extremely rare. It is therefore very interesting to learn from the late Mr. J. A. G. Campbell that the Sakai of the Ulu Langat district "had a ceremony at which they used all to sit down, blow bamboo pipes, and sing to demons (or 'Hantu')," though whether to drive them away or to ask blessings of them he had not, when writing, been able to learn.²

Yet more interesting is the Ulu Langat version of the famous love-charm called "Chinduai." According to Campbell, the plant called "chinduai" "is extremely rare, and almost unobtainable. The charm is a white flower of three petals, which is supposed to be only procurable in almost inaccessible places, such as very steep cliffs. It grows out of the rock and possesses no leaves or stem, but exhales a strong perfume. If placed in a house it is supposed to make all the inhabitants so enamoured of the owner that he can do anything he likes with them." Mr. Campbell continues, "I am told that there is a hill in the interior of Malacca where a 'chinduai' is supposed to grow. The Sakai are said to be able to climb these steep cliffs by the aid of devils. I have never seen the 'chinduai.'"³

¹ Globus, lxix. 118 (1896). The detailed description of this ceremony (from Globus, lxix. 137-141) is given in the Appendix to this volume.
² J. A. G. Campbell, p. 240.
³ Ibid.
III.—Jakun.

Jakun of Sungei Ujong.—The following story of the transmigration of the soul of a deceased tribal chief, or "Batin," of a Sungei Ujong tribe was contributed to the *Selangor Journal* by a French Roman Catholic missionary, the Rev. Charles Letessier:

"On the summit of the Hebang mountain, at the foot of which dwells the Batin Lepeng, there lives in solitary retirement a beautiful black ape of the Siamang species. It is known to all the Sungei Ujong tribes under the name of 'The Sacred Ape' ('Siamang Kramat'), a title which recalls its mysterious origin. A Batin having died, the mourners repaired to his tomb as was customary seven days later in order to make it up, but on their arrival were unspeakably astonished to find no traces remaining of the deceased save his clothing and his shroud, when suddenly they perceived a 'Siamang' swinging from branch to branch of the great tree that overshadowed the grave. As a 'Siamang' had never been seen at Bukit Hebang before, they came to the conclusion that it could be nothing else but the deceased Batin, especially as they never succeeded in their attempts to drive it away. They assert that on a subsequent occasion, when wounded by the dart from a blowpipe, he transformed himself for a moment into a tiger, striking such terror into his would-be assassin that the latter expired not long afterwards.\(^1\) This 'sacred ape' is of the size of a child of six years,

\(^1\) This is a very interesting point, as it shows that the deceased ancestor in animal form is believed to be still able to turn himself from one shape into another at will. So, too, I was told by the Malays of the Tembeling river in Pahang of a bear that one of the leaders of a previous expedition to the Tahan Mountain had shot at and wounded, and which had forthwith
and is covered with long jet-black fur. It is never known to descend to the ground, but whenever one of its tribe climbs the mountain it hastens to meet him, springing from tree to tree, and accompanying him to the summit, expressing its delight the while by means of cries and gestures; and in conclusion those who relate the story never forget to say that it foretells, three days in advance, the approaching death of their existing Batin.”

Jakun of Jelebu.—It is an interesting fact that the ancient Malay regalia of Jelebu, one of the states of the Negri Sembilan, are declared by Malay tradition to have been of Jakun origin.

The list of articles composing it was given me as follows:—

1. The ivory ear-studs, or “Subang Gading.”
2. The ebony-wood ear-studs, or “Subang Kayu Arang.”
3. The “monkey” bone, or “Tulang Chikâh.”
4. The “flying-fox” bone, or “Tulang Kêluang.”
5. A mouse-deer’s eye-tooth, or “Taring P’landok.”
6. A slip of “male” rattan, or “Sêga Jantan.”

The following tradition is also told about the origin of these Jelebu tribes:—

Batin Salengkur ‘Alam (the ancestor of the tribe) descended from heaven. He is said in Malay tales to have been the hero of the “bamboo episode.” There once grew a giant bamboo (which according to one account was called Buluh Bohal), upon Gunong Hijau,
and the Batin is said to have stirred it thrice with his foot, in spite of the mysterious protestations which issued from it each time he did so. On the third occasion a Princess, Lindong Awan, issued out of it, and was married on the spot to a Prince of Johor named Raja Ma'atham. The ceremony was performed by a mosque official ("Kathi") and the requisite number of witnesses (four), all of whom descended from heaven for the purpose of performing it. Subsequently, we are told, the Batin "disappeared," and the young prince and his miraculously provided spouse together ascended the throne of Johor.¹

**Blandas.**

*Natural Phenomena and Paradise.*

**Blandas of Selangor.**—According to the Blandas of Kuala Langat the earth was originally the shape of a particular kind of betel-box, which is called "sodok-sodok" by the Malays, and which is flat and oblong. The nether deep or ocean was the shape of a tobacco receptacle of the kind called "lopak-lopak" (*i.e.* globular), and the heavens which were round and over-reaching were like an umbrella (="Mal. "payong").

The traditions of the Blandas Paradise are very similar to those of the Besisi in the same district, which latter will be set forth more fully below. A well-known old Blandas chief told me that in the "Island of Fruits" (the Blandas Paradise) the souls of "old people" became "young" again;² that there was no pain or sickness there, and that there was such an abundance of "well water" there that it formed seven ponds or lakes.³

² "Orang sudah besar balik kēchil (di-Pulau Buah)."
³ "Ayer tēlaga bangun kulam tujoh."
He added that it was possible for a medicine-man to send his soul to visit the Island of Fruits in a trance ("bēr-sawai"), and that if he and his people "sat down in a line" that extended all the way there, any one who thus visited it could bring back enough "rambutans" (a favourite jungle fruit) to feed every one of them. He added that the way to it led along a plank ("mēniti papan"), and that any great medicine-man, if he wanted to kill an adversary, could do so by "sapping the plank" in question ("tētas papan").

**Animal Beliefs and Traditions—the Elephant.**

One of the nicknames given to the elephant by the Blandas of Selangor is that of "Babi Rébong," or bamboo-sprout (v. p. 222) boar, i.e. the wild pig that lives on the young bamboo shoots, these being the favourite food of the elephant in the Malay Peninsula.

A form of the "manis" story, as related by the Semang, also occurs, for I was one day told by an old Blandas chief of the same district that once when the elephant had incautiously pushed his trunk through a hole (in a tree), a manis caught hold of the tip of it, and thus effectually prevented the elephant from withdrawing it again. This, no doubt, is the reason why the elephant's trunk has become so elongated, as it is also the reason why the elephant still goes in fear of the manis.

The story here told is the counterpart of numerous stories very familiar to the Malays. In some of these the manis bites the elephant's foot, in others it rolls itself round the elephant's trunk and so suffocates it; in yet others the manis licks a wild banyan-tree ("jawi-jawi"), and the tainted tree is for ever avoided by the elephant and all his descendants.
The same (Blandas) tribe also had a story about an elephant-stone which possessed certain magic virtues, and which had been obtained by a member of the tribe from an elephant killed by a spring-spear trap ("blantek"). The stone was called "Batū' Badui," or "Elephant-stone," and appears to be an analogue of the magic stone which the Malays believe may sometimes be obtained from the head of a snake (cp. our own "toad-stone").

**The Tiger.**

The tiger's stripes are believed, among the Blandas, to have resulted from contact with the "kënudai" fruit, which fell upon the tiger's skin and caused its markings. But this effect was only caused by the "kënudai" fruit that fell upon the land; and that which fell into the water is believed to have been in some way connected with the origin of the crocodile.

The following is a Blandas charm which is believed to have the power of crippling a tiger. It was given to me by a member of the Kuala Langat tribe:

**Tiger-crippling Charm.**

Trong wet! Trong wau!
Stick fast i' the tree-stumps, where thou prowlest;
The weighting charm is said already.
Refuse thou then men's heads, O Tiger.
And be your hind-feet slow, earth-loaded,
And slow, stone-loaded, be your fore-feet.
A sevenfold rampart now surrounds me,
The weighting-charm I've just repeated.

---

1 Mr. H. N. Ridley calls this fruit "kënudai," which may be Malay, but "kënudai" was the name used by the Blandas. Mr. Ridley tells me that it is a *Glochidion* (possibly *Brunnium*), and that it is a "shrub with pulpy fruit growing on wet river-banks." The pulpiness of the fruit may doubtless have helped the story, as the result of its falling would naturally be to break and leave a stain or smear on anything with which it came in contact.

2 The exact connection was not explained, but I believe it to have been that they developed into the knob-like projections on the top of the crocodile's head (over his eyes), which are very conspicuous, and are alluded to in Malay stories of the crocodile's origin.
A second Blandas tiger-charm, which ran as given below, consisted of a couple of stanzas of the Malay "pantun" type:—

**Tiger-charm.**

Though the young tobacco bends in the breezes
'Tis planted in a rock-walled cranny.
Pull ye the cord, clap hands together,
So from the sun the moon's defended.  

Grant me a ladleful of water,
A ladleful ta'en from the wellsida,
It shields me like the king's umbrella,
It shields me like unto a Fairy.

A charm for snaring the souls of monkeys has already been given.  

**Exorcism.**

Exorcism is called in the Blandas dialect "bër-sawai," which is the equivalent of the Besisi "bër-salong" or "tisi."
The directions for exorcism of the Blandas magicians, given me by themselves, were as follows:—

Make a shelter with Nibong-palm leaves, big enough to contain the Pawang or magician and any one else who wishes to be present. Lay the sick man inside it on his back. Burn benzoin or incense, and summon the spirits (Hantu) of either tigers or elephants or monkeys ("lotong") and the like, to descend and enter into your body. Wave ("bër-limbei") a bunch of "licula" leaves, and as soon as he (the spirit just invoked) descends and "twins" with you, brush the patient downwards

---

1 The allusion in the fourth line of the first stanza refers of course to the belief that the sun is, on the occasion of an eclipse, bent upon devouring the moon, from whom he has to be frightened away by the din raised by the inhabitants of the earth.
2 The umbrella of Malay royalty is, of course, the one here meant.
3 Supra, vol. i. p. 215.
4 Called "cho'ong" (or "cho'ok") in both the Blandas and Besisi dialects.
5 "Cho'ong" lit. means to "burn" or "kindle,"—"incense" being understood.
6 "Kalau dia turun békémbaran kita."
from head to foot seven times in succession (with the bunch of leaves) repeating at the same time the following charm:

**EXORCISING SPELL.**

One, two, three, four, five, six, seven!  
All seven heads of you, begone now.  
But let not go the soul i' the shadow;  
Let go the demons and the devils  
That dwell within this flesh and sinews,  
And let the Hot grow cold and frigid.  
Descend ye now, all Venoms,  
Ascend ye, Neutralisers.  
Lo, thus I neutralise all Venoms,  
Ascend ye, Neutralisers.

Another form of exorcism practised by the Blandas consisted in casting out demons by means of a ceremony called "bêrjin," which appears to be analogous to the Malay ceremony which goes by the same name.

The requisites ("kalangkapan") for the ceremony consist, they told me, of "sêrdang" leaves, for making the so-called ear-studs or "subang" (which is the name given to the pendent leaf-ornaments used by these people in all their ceremonies); "bêrtam"-palm leaves, for waving (Mal. "pêlimbai"); and lastly, "lêgum" leaves to make the leaf-chamber ("salong") itself in which the performance takes place.

The charm runs as follows:

**SPELL FOR EXORCISING DISEASES.**

O Spirit-guides, both all and sundry,  
Both big and small, and old and young ones,  
I crave your help in healing some one  
Who's sick i' the veins [or bones, joints, or soul, etc.].

By the Blandas charms and spells are employed against the Langhui (birth-demon), the Polong, the Pontianak,¹ and the "Uri"² demon.

¹ Cp. *supra*, pp. 13-15. By many with the Langsuir, and not, as it authorities the Pontianak is identified should be, with the Matianak.  
² Lit. "afterbirth."
The Blood-throwing Charm.

The Blandas informed me that they did not now practise the actual throwing of blood, but always threw water instead. At the same time, however, leaves of the "bunglei" were burnt, and the following charm (which is principally directed against the Spectral Huntsman) repeated by the magician:—

CHARM AGAINST THE WILD HUNTSMAN.

Oho, thou Demon Hunter,
Accept this bowl of blood we offer,
And use it up to cook your mushrooms;
But go a-hunting here no longer,
Hunt only in the Slough of Ali,
And in the Swamp of the Mahang trees.
With your good hound whose name is Tampoi,1
Your hound whose name is Köing,
Your hound whose name is Sukum,
Your hound whose name is Langsat.
Lo, here I draw my jungle chopper
To cut the Neutralising Creeper,
To cut in twain the Giant Creeper,
And snuff out thus the Demon Hunter.
Come thou a-hunting here no longer,
But hasten back to where thou cam’st from,
Return unto the Slough of Ali.

CHARM AGAINST CRAMP.2

Crack-crack! creak-creak!
That’s the banyan with its streamers!
Your beard is long, your eyes are scarlet.
The web hangs down: why, children, bring it?
E’en as I snap this staff of rattan,3
Be snapped and broke your jaws, O Demons!
And like to them be yours, O Giants!
Like hammered iron, like Indian iron,
Be snapped and broke your jaws, O Demons!
Be all to-broke your jaws, O Giants!
I neutralise your jaws, O Giants!
It is not mine, this Neutraliser,
But it is that of Malim Putih.
For your jaws is it meant, O Giants!

---

1 The dogs’ names are those of certain wild jungle-fruits.
2 Mal, "Sémut Buta."
3 Lit. "snap this ‘Rotan manau,’” this being a special kind of rattan specially used for staffs, etc.
The Blandas also attribute souls to maize and banana-trees, and also, like the Besisi, bring back the soul of the rice, and suspend it from the rafters,\(^1\) holding a great feast afterwards.

**BESI S I.**

*Celestial Phenomena.*

Concerning the ideas of the Besisi on the subject of heaven, Mr. G. C. Bellamy reported in 1886 to the Selangor Government that the souls of the departed, according to their own notions, passed away to an Island of Fruit-trees, where they spent eternity. This Fruit Island was, as far as he could ascertain, nothing more or less than the moon, and on the occasion of an eclipse they considered the shadow of the earth on the moon's surface to be a spirit or demon (Hantu) annihilating their moon-ancestors ("Nenek 'Bayan"). This belief occasions the greatest possible terror in their minds, and they proceed into the jungle with great lamentations and beating of tomtoms, and, striking the trees with their jungle-knives ("parangs"), beseech the God of the Malays ("Tuhan Allah") to release their moon-ancestors. All this I can myself confirm from inquiries made in the same district, but they are very shy about referring to it in conversing with a stranger, and in such cases usually remark evasively that they cannot say where this island lies, since nobody has ever seen it. Yet to those who have gained their confidence they will insist upon its reality readily enough, their descriptions of it forcibly recalling the poet's island-valley of Avilion,

\(^{1}\) *Supra*, vol. i. p. 362.
"where falls not hail, or rain, or any snow, nor ever wind blows loudly,"—a land unfailing of durians and rambutans and mangostins and all the varied fruits of the jungle; 1 a land therefore of perpetual feasting, where the simple jungle-men may lie reclined, playing upon their rude instruments of music. None but the good will be admitted to it, the bad will have no place there, but mourn, "blown along a wandering wind" (as was the ghost of Gawain). It is only reached by crossing a fallen trunk which serves as a bridge, and from which the ignorant and wicked when they go the wrong way fall into a great water, generally said to be a boiling lake, contained in a vast caldron. This only happens, however, to those who allow themselves to be frightened by a big and fierce dog which sits at the parting of the ways by which the souls must go.

Another account, from the Besisi near Sepang in the same district, was to the effect that as soon as the survivors retire seven paces from the freshly-dug grave in which they have laid a newly-lost comrade, there comes a sound of thunder, which is the reception accorded to the soul of the deceased as it ascends the heavens and reaches the Island of Fruits. There is to be found every kind of fruit that grows, and there, too, are many straight roads planted on each hand with avenues of banana-trees and pine-apples. Here, also, said my informants, are tigers and other wild beasts, but Gaffer Engkoh withholds them from molesting any one who goes there. The magicians of the tribe are reputed to be able to visit the Fruit-tree Paradise in a trance and bring fruit back with them.

1 Mr. Bellamy rightly remarks that this is just what one would expect from their way of living, one of the great features of which is their passion for fruit (cp. the loud shout of "Plë" = "Fruit," with which many of the songs of the Besisi conclude). I should add that "Nenek Bayan" = Mal. "Nenek Kābayan."
Of the divine ancestors of the Besisi this Gaffer Engkoh (or Jongkoh), of whom the following interesting story is told, is the chief. Gaffer Engkoh, I was informed, once upon a time fell from heaven (together with his dog) in the neighbourhood of the Besisi settlement at Sepang Kechil, on which occasion one Porang⁰ Atiyau became possessed and remained unconscious for seven days and nights. In this unconscious state he plaited a festoon, which soon became a ladder reaching to the moon. By this ladder Gaffer Engkoh reascended, and when he had gone up, and Porang Atiyau with him, the latter quietly slipped down again and pulled down the festoon with him. And thus Gaffer Engkoh now dwells in the moon and protects from wild beasts dead souls that visit the Island of Fruits.

Now Nenek Kâbayan ("Si Bayan") dwelt in the (upper) tier of the heavens in which the sun is, and he cursed Gaffer Engkoh because the latter (when on earth) had felled the sea-coconut palm ("pauh janggi"). Then Gaffer Engkoh in wrath (as he could not retaliate) adjured his dog, whom he had left behind, saying "Thou shalt eat the Rough-skinned (lit. 'furred') and the Smooth-skinned shalt thou devour." And with that Gaffer Engkoh's dog became a sacred tiger, whose footmarks may to this day be seen at Bukit Bangkong near Sepang Kéchil. And so to this day Gaffer Engkoh is chief of the Besisi Paradise, and the guardian of the soul-bridge among them is a dog.

A number of other beliefs and traditions, such as

---

¹ *Sic*? "Poyang."
² "Pauh janggi," the coco-de-mer or double coconut-palm, found in the Seychelles, and believed by Malays to grow on a sunken bank in the midst of a great whirlpool in the Heart of the Seas.—Cp. *Malay Magic*, p. 6, *note.*
³ "Yang bér-bulu."
⁴ "Yang ta' bér-bulu."
the myth of the origin of the Rainbow, and beliefs connected with various animals and reptiles, will be found in the Besisi Songs.

Spirits and Demons.

The following notes on the spirits and demons of the Besisi were collected by the writer among the Besisi of Selangor:—

The Wind-Demon (Jin Angin) lives on a white rock near Tanjong Tuan (Cape Rachado). "It is a male spirit and harmless, and once came to me" (the speaker) "in a dream and invited me to visit its abode."

The "Legion of Demons" or "Demonic Legion" (Bes. "Jin Sã-ribu") dwell in the earth and feed when possible upon human victims. They are as tall as the loftiest trees, and measure more than a fathom across. They have scarlet eyes, and very long black hair, which in the case of males is grown down to the waist, but in the case of females falls down below their feet ("lêbeh kaki"). They have conical heads, and walk with the greatest swiftness, as swiftly, in fact, "as a fire-ship (i.e. steamer) can sail." As they go, they make a shrill whistling noise, "that sounds like shi-i-i-i." At the full of the moon their bodies are perfectly white, as white, in fact, as a sheet.

The demon garrotter (Jin Sa-rapat) lives in the hills. He is of the size of an ordinary person, but carries a small pocket-knife ("pisau b'landa") with which he slits the weasand of his victim.

In addition, there are the Hantu Këmbang Buah ("bagei lanjut") and the Jin G'rotak, of which nothing more than their names is known.

There is also a strong belief in animal spirits and in vegetation spirits of various kinds as well as in
spirits of inert objects. As regards vegetation spirits, I have seen a fruit-tree (mangostin) decorated with palm-leaf festoons which I was told were used in a ceremony for promoting the fertility of the tree, and there was also, as among the Malays, a strong belief in the spirits inhabiting trees yielding gutta (Hantu Gētah), eaglewood (Hantu Gharu), and camphor (Hantu Kapor), all of which were treated ceremonially and surrounded with taboos.

The "Orang Bunyan" live in swampy places. "I" (the speaker) "once met two of them near the Pelkun in the Siak district (Sumatra). They wore madder-coloured jackets and flowered skirts of the kind called 'batek'; beautiful women they were, both of them, with pale skins, open features, and black hair rolled up on their heads, and trimmed with a fringe (like that of a bride) over the brows. They asked me what I was doing, and I said I was 'collecting gutta.' They replied, 'All the gutta here is ours. If you collect any, give it to us.' At this I turned back, and when I had gone but two paces, they vanished. When I got back, my comrades said, 'Why did you abandon all that gutta?' So I told them of the two women I had met, and what they said. And that night my two comrades died without a trace of sickness. Afterwards I met a gutta-tree magician and told him my story. So he would try too. He got as much as two pikuls and sold it, and had just returned to get more when his son-in-law died.

"One of these same 'Orang Bunyan' called Gaffer Blue-Heron (Bes. 'Dato' Si Puchong') lives at a Sacred Place near Sungei Kroh (close to Sepang), and another at a Sacred Place on the way to Labu (Bes. 'K'ramat To' Kēmarong'). Whenever we pass
their shrines we have to burn incense there and say, 'Grandfather, harass me not, I am your grandson,' or we should be destroyed by their attendants. Each has two attendants, an elephant and a tiger, both of whom have one of their feet formed like the foot of a man.'

The Demon (or "Spectre") Huntsman (Bes. "Hantu si Buru") is full ten feet high, and his face is very hairy (with beard and whiskers). From nightfall onwards at the full of the moon he goes hunting deer and pig. He has two hunting dogs, both of them small and with reddish fur. One of them, the redder of the two, is called Sokong (Mal. "Sukun"), and the other Ko'ing (? Mal. "K'ruing"). He carries a spear with which he stabs people, and its shaft is six cubits long, and as big as two hands may grasp ("bésar dua tangan"). He whistles as he hunts, and his dogs go barking "weh, weh!" "Relatives of mine" (i.e. of the speaker) "have however repeatedly made friends with him. If they want to meet him, they restore to its erect position a half-snapped tree-stem. (Any but a gutta-tree will do.) At this he appears, and says 'What do you want?' And they reply, 'I want my father.' To this he answers, 'I will be a father to you; if ever you are sick, send for me and I will come to you.' This promise he keeps, and when they are sick they invoke him, and he comes and cures them with his charms."

The Spectre Huntsman described above, dangerous as he is, corresponds in scarcely anything but name to the terrible Demon who is regarded as such a scourge to the forest-dwelling Malays in the same district.

The River Spirit (Bes. "Hantu Sungei") haunts the sources of the rivers.

The Demon of fatal Birth-sickness (Bes. "Jin
Mati Anak," with which however it has scarcely any points in common), is of two kinds. The one which is harmless is called Kuwak. It is believed to resemble a dwarf human being, being only three hand-spans high. It has a white body and goes naked, "barking like a deer" ("ke-e-e-eng") in the very dead of night. The more dangerous kind has long nails (like claws), is covered from head to foot with long bushy hair, and goes lolling its long tongue out "like a thirsty dog." Sometimes it enters people's bodies, and then they go mad; at others it enters into water, and no harm is done. This demon sprang from a woman who died in giving birth to her youngest child.

Of the Hantu Lang-hwē (Mal. "lang-suir," which is often associated in Malay mythology with the Mati Anak) very little was told me. I learnt, however, that it lives in the Pulai-tree, is about the size of an owl, and makes a noise which sounds like "kok-kok-kok-kok."

Of the Grave Demon (Hantu Kubor) there are two kinds. The first enters into the bodies of wild beasts, such as deer and tigers. When you see a deer or tiger with its head turned round (looking backwards), it is because its body has been entered by the Grave Demon.

The other kind, which is called "Kēmuk,"¹ has a globular body like the fruit of the wax-gourd ("kundor"). It is pallid in colour, and chases people at sight, rocking itself after them, and making a noise which sounds like "nuh-uh-uh-uh." When it enters people they get "all abroad" and feverish, and little by little it "steals their life."

Before leaving this part of the subject I may perhaps as well record the fact that among the Besisi,

¹? Vaughan-Stevens' "Hantu Dēgup."
it is "pantang" (prohibited) to gather quartz, and that the practice if persisted in was believed to cause both fever and a swelling of the legs.

Transmigration of Souls.

In addition to the foregoing information, I may add that the transmigration of souls is also one of their religious tenets, and they firmly believe that the souls of their deceased Batins now find a resting-place in the bodies of tigers, deer, pigs, and crocodiles.¹

This testimony extends the list of animals into which the transmigration is believed to take place beyond the limits of mere beasts of prey, and shows that the idea is based on more general grounds than might otherwise have been supposed. To the foregoing list, again, monkeys or apes, the elephant, and the rhinoceros should be added.

The Tiger.

The Besisi had several names for the tiger, whom they used to call "Tūēh" (Tuweh) and "Mālāp" as well as "ā'ā". They told me that the tiger had a song of its own, and that what it said was:

Teng wet bong
Teng wet bong
Mērutup kāpala chuchu;

which might almost be translated, on the analogy of one of our own nursery rhymes:—

Fee foh fum!
Fee foh fum!
Crack goes your head, my grandchild!

¹ I may mention in this connection that I myself well remember being shown a grave near Sepang in Selangor of which the earth had partly fallen in, leaving a hole in the centre of the grave or mound out of which I was told a wild pig (in which it was implied that the deceased's ghost was embodied) was believed to have issued. This idea, was I believe, due to the Chinese, but it is perhaps worth quoting as a local parallel.
These lines evidently afforded them considerable amusement. They may very possibly be one of their own children’s rhymes, in which case they would naturally amuse the grown-ups.¹

The wooden “scapegoat” images of the Besisi will be dealt with later (pp. 374, 375).

_**Divination (“bër-sawai”).**_

The most usual form of medium-making among the Besisi is the ceremony called “Sêoi,” or more commonly, perhaps, “Sawai” (Mal. “bër-sawai”); _i.e._ the “chanting” ceremony.²

I was once present at a performance of this sort near Ayer Itam, in the Kuala Langat district of Selangor. The ceremony is performed usually for the benefit of sick persons, but there was no sick person in this case, and the Besisi informed me that the use of the performance was not confined to cases of sickness, but that the medium who falls into the trance in such cases was able to answer any questions affecting the welfare of any individual or individuals for whose benefit the ceremony was performed.

The ceremony took place about an hour after sundown. All lights having been carefully extinguished, so that the house was plunged into complete darkness, the assembled company, which included women as well as men, sitting in a wide circle close to the outer walls of the hut, commenced to chant a weird kind of incantation, to the accompaniment of bamboo “stampers” (“ding tengkheng”), which were played

---

¹ Two more lines about the tiger, of which I could not, however, get the exact meaning, were—

“Chawong abang, abang-nya,
Chawang adik, adik-nya.”

Lit. “Chawong the elder, is his elder brother, Chawong the younger, his younger brother.”

² “Sêoi,” lit. = to sing or chant (in Besisi).
by performers sitting in their midst. Two of the performers, each holding one of these "stampers" (in each of his hands), struck these instruments in rapid succession upon the central beam of the house-floor, producing thereby a musical rhythm by no means unpleasant to listen to. At the same time incense (benzoin) was kindled in an improvised brazier of coconut-shell. As the incantation (which consisted of an invocation to the spirits) proceeded, one of the spirits commenced to give evidence of his descent, by taking possession of one of the company, who presently fell down apparently unconscious. While he was in this state (of possession) questions were put to him, apparently by anybody desiring to do so. The required information having been given, the possessed person was restored to consciousness by the inhaled smoke of the burning incense, which, I was assured by one of the company, will always "restore him immediately."

I only succeeded in obtaining a portion of the words of the incantation, which proved to be a description of the preparations required for the ceremony.

I would attempt to translate it, somewhat roughly, as follows:—

**Part of Charm used by Besisi Mediums.**

"Right," we cry, One, Two, Three, Four!
"Right," we cry, Five, Six, and Seven!
Hang up the ivory ear-studs,
Hang up the leaf-fringed pendants,
Stretch out the leafy festoons,
Stretch out the festooned fringes,
Count up your "smooth-coat" lime-fruit,
Count up your "rough-coat" lime-fruit,
Stamp on the leaf-cell's flooring,
The flooring of the Balai.

To the foregoing a few words of explanation should perhaps be added.

1 For this ceremony, cp. pp. 257, ante; 359, infra.
The use of the word "right" (Bes. "höl" or "nahöl" = true, ratified, or approved, i.e. "right!") together with the short numerical formula or category which follows, is clearly parallel to the use of the same word at a Besisi wedding, described at p. 74, ante.

The "ivory ear-studs" are ring-shaped decorations or nooses made of white (dried) licuala-palm leaf, which together with long fringed festoons of leafwork, are hung about the house by the Jakuns at all their religious ceremonies to snare the spirits.

The words "stamp (or drum) on the floor," etc. refer to the beating of time by means of the "ding tengkheng" or "quarrelling bamboos" just described.

The reference to the leaf-cell or leaf-chamber is important, owing to the rarity of any such allusion. I was however told by the Besisi (independently of this statement), that for the purpose of divining a person's sickness the magician often makes a small leaf-chamber or cell for himself, called "Balei bumbun." This cell is erected close against the walls of the sick person's dwelling, and the magician conceals himself within it during the performance of the ceremony in which the treatment required for the patient is divined.

The Malays firmly believe that the performance of this "bêrsawai" ceremony (as they call it) on the part of these tribes is infinitely more efficacious than any ceremony of which their own medicine-men are capable. Hence the Besisi kept it a very close secret.

The following charm is employed by the Besisi for exorcising the Demon of Pain, or as they call it, Venom (Tawar Bîsā'):

CHARM FOR NEUTRALISING VENOM.
Dishevelled are your locks, O Demon,
Your spear too, sire, is weak and fragile.
Harm you the shoot, I’ll show the Antidote,  
Harm you the leaf, I’ll show the Antidote,  
Cross me, and I’ll display the Antidote,  
Point at me, I’ll display the Antidote,  
Enter, and I’ll display the Antidote,  
Oppress me, I’ll display the Antidote,  
Strike me, and I’ll display the Antidote,  
Harm me, and I’ll snatch forth the Antidote.  
Descend, O Venom; ascend, O Antidote!  
It is not I that am skilled in Antidotes  
It is my Masters, the old magicians.  
O Bird men call Chinchili, bring me  
Wherewith to foil attacking Demons.  
O skilful Master, bring the flour-paste  
To heal this Anguish in the sinews.

**Inwalling Charm.**

The following is one of the so-called "inwalling"  
(*i.e.* prophylactic) charms used by the Besisi (= Mal.  
"Pendinding").

**Spell for Self-protection.**

*Tu' Kruat*: On Batu Putih, on Ladun the lofty,  
I tread the lemon-grass,¹ the Iron Pestle,²  
To inwall me against foul fiends so many.  
The Seven Hill-craggs have I uprooted.  
The long cane's split; walk ye o' the one side,  
O fiends, whilst I walk on the other.  
Comrades, may Light become your rampart,  
Be mine a rampart of thick Darkness.

**Charm for Driving out Devils.**

One, Two, Three, Four, Five, Six, Seven!  
Be cool, O Fever, cool and frigid,  
In flesh and bones and joints and sinews  
Pluck-forth, expel all Fiends and Devils,  
Be opened, loosed, ye Fiends and Devils,  
Drive forth, I beg, all Fiends and Devils.  
Busu, bring thou the sucking Flour-ball,  
Busu, bring thou the flour-paste Antidote,  
To allay these pangs i' the flesh and sinews.  
And thou, O Fever, be thou cooled,  
And all the Fiends and Devils forth-driven  
From out the heart, from out the spirit.  
Busu, bring thou the Tenglang blossom,  
And chant in the leaf-cell, the leaf-chamber.  
Bring, Busu, all these Fiends together,

---

¹ Doubtless in allusion to the legend of the seven magical clumps of citronella grass which are believed by the Malays to grow upon the peaks of some of the highest mountains in the Peninsula.  
² This no doubt refers to some special geological feature of this particular crag. There are places so named in the mountains in other parts of the Peninsula.  
And drive them forth before your knife-blade
Unto the Rock that's called Përimbun,
And there remain they, at Përimbum;
Foul be Përimbum with them ever.

**CHARM AGAINST DEVILS.**

Hong Hang become Foam,
And Foam become Rock,
And Rock become Foam!
Dash them down, to left and right,
Dash them to ground, these devils divers,
Hong Plëse',¹ that from the first wert Plëse',
The pot's a-boil, the copper's boiling,
And lo, to left and right I brim it,
I brim it up with devils divers!

The following charm is used by the Besisi for exorcising the Spectre Huntsman (*v. p. 303, ante*), an Oriental counterpart of the "Wild Huntsman" of the Harz mountains, so familiar to us in European literature:

**CHARM AGAINST THE SPECTRE HUNTSMAN.**

Headlong I fly to seize a peeling-knife
Wherewith to peel yon hairy betel-nut.
I've drawn my sword and walked the tree-trunk,
And sharpened me seven stakes of bamboo
To pierce thy chin, O Spectre Huntsman!
Avaunt to the left, avaunt to the right hand!
Avaunt, avaunt, thou Spectre Huntsman!

**Love-charms.**

The Besisi have two or three very famous love-charms, which are, however, sometimes confused in native accounts. The first of these, the "Buluh Përindu" (Bes. "ding dioi"?) is described as a kind of dwarf bamboo, which grows, like its no less famous rivals the "Chinduai" and "Chingkwoi," on the steepest and most inaccessible mountain peaks.

It is said that² in former days the members of the travelling theatrical troupes, still a feature of the

---

¹ The Plëse' (Mal. "Pëlesit") is also called Pemprät by the Besisi, who describe it as a kind of vampire, which sucks the blood from its victim's body.
Peninsula, were in the habit of obtaining from the Jakun some minute splinters or slivers of this plant, and of slipping them in between their teeth, in the belief that this would render their voices irresistibly melodious; when successful they kept all their hearers at their mercy, and made use of their power to extort anything and everything that took their fancy. Hence in some parts of the Peninsula the mere possession of a splinter of the “Yearning Bamboo” was formerly an offence punishable by death.

The Chingkwoi, which may or may not be identifiable with the Chinduai, is a fragrant rootlet about a palm’s-breadth long, which has minute efflorescences and fine threads about it, and is said to possess a more delicate and refined fragrance than any other flower in the world. The most widely accepted version of the story says that it grows underneath the ledge of an overhanging crag on the top of one of the mountains in Ulu Klang (near the sources of the Klang river),¹ and that a Jakun when he wishes to obtain it has to ascend this hill and there build a shelter wherein to keep his fast beneath the crag until a kite, which builds upon the crag and uses the Chinduai as medicine for its young, drops a piece of the plant in flying over him. I have in my possession two minute rootlets which purport to have belonged

¹ According to Campbell, the Chinduai is also reported to grow in the interior of Malacca, but is not equal to the Chingkwoi.

According to another account, it is the Chingkwoi which grows upon a crag called Batu Lalau in Ulu Klang. It is described, like the Chinduai, as a root about a palm’s-breadth long, with fine threads about it.

A local quatrain of the Selangor Malays ran as follows:—

"Chop not at the ‘Têlang’ Bamboo,
If you chop at it, its splinters will strike you.
Set not your foot upon the Klang mountains,
If you do so, their love-charm (lit. yearning) will strike you."

The story reminds us of old English legends of the cinnamon, a plant of wonderful virtues got from the nest of the phoenix.
to the Yearning Bamboo and the Chinduai respectively. Unfortunately they cannot be identified, as they possess no leaves or stem, but it is noteworthy that one of them at least answers to the description which is given above, and a faint and indescribable perfume always seems to arise whenever the bamboo receptacle wherein they are kept is opened. In any case, the Chinduai of Ulu Klang has a wide reputation as the rarest and most potent love-charm known in the Peninsula. It is usually carried in a pouch attached to the girdle.

**Besisi Traditions—Si Nibong.**

One of the most remarkable of the legends told by the Besisi, though unfortunately I could not succeed in getting anything like a perfect version of it, was the following story of Si Nibong, which, from what I was told by the narrator, an old Besisi man, was founded upon a story known to the Blandas.¹

The story relates to a Jakun chief named Si Nibong, (or "Nibong-palm"),² who lived apparently in a house constructed entirely of materials obtained from the palm after which he was named.³ This house was described as being situate at or near the village and holding of his overlord, Busu Bābā (Mal. "Bābā," the youngest born), who was described to me as having been in former days the greatest chief of all the Jakun

---

¹ As the story is incomplete, I only propose to give here a short sketch of the several portions, but a completer version will be found in the Appendix.

² A Sungei Ujong Malay informed me that in a Malay version of the same story there were three brothers called Pēdang Salei, or the "Single Sword-blade," Sa-bēntak Alang (?), and Sama-yang Nibong, or the "Nibong-palm Flower-spathe," who lived at Ulu Chembong in Rembau, and that the "ancient Jukrah" here mentioned lived on Gunong Berembun, near an estate of Mr. T. H. Hill.

³ The posts, thatch, and flooring of the house were all to be of nibong, and it was constructed by Jakuns at the order, apparently, of Busu Bābā'.
chiefs of Johor. The village in question, with its seven betel-palms, seven betel-vine props, and betel scissors made from a mouse-deer’s eye-teeth, was deserted, it would appear, in consequence of certain incidents related in the tale. At the opening of the story Nibong-palm’s younger brother, Bujang Semangan, is represented as urging him to don his best apparel, in order to pay a visit to the house “of certain people,” the reference being to an “aged Jukrah,” the father of two princesses, one of whom Nibong-palm at the time evidently desired to marry. Before he sets out on the journey, however, he has to make an inspection of the “Five Times”—in other words, he must divine, by astrological means, the most propitious moment for his departure. This performance is, it may be presumed, satisfactorily completed, and he afterwards completes his attire, amongst which prominently figures a head-cloth of the finest silk, the value of which is expressly stated to be one hundred and ninety-five dollars, as well as a sword called “Sweeper of the Courtyard” (because he wore it trailing on the ground), and a kris or dagger called “Sweeper of River-reaches” (because it was stuck in the belt at his side). The journey is then described, and halfway they meet with the two sister princesses, Princess Tepong (or “Rice-flour”) and Princess Adah (the aged Jukrah’s daughters), who are being escorted by the Mantri (a minor chief) on their way to the house of the aged Jukrah.

1 The regalia (“kabēsaran”) of Jelebu is said to have been first derived from an old Jakun chief, and to consist of the eye-tooth of a mouse-deer (“taring plandok”), together with several other magico-mystical objects, a list of which will be found at p. 291, ante.

2 This number points doubtless to Malay influences.

3 The first of these reasons is clear enough; the second is one that was also given me, but is not so obvious.
The party now arrives at a place where there are five cross-roads, one of which leads to the Garden of Flowers, and another to the Island of Fruit (the Jakun Paradise). Opposite the house of the aged Jukrah they find two different species of lime-trees growing, and “by the hot ashes lies a savage dog,” which for the time (like the dog on the road to Paradise) effectually bars further progress. They escape from their dilemma, however, by requesting the Mantri to give them some “medicine” to harden the skin of their hands, by which means they think to grasp the glowing embers, and throw them at the dog so as to drive it away. Their request is granted, the Mantri providing them with certain stones called “dew-stones” (probably hail, which is occasionally, though rarely, seen in the country), by using which they are able to pick up the embers and dispose of their adversary.

In this way they get to the house of the “ancient Jukrah” and sleep there, Nibong-palm pairing off with Princess Rice-flour, and Bujang Simangan presumably with Princess Rice-flour’s younger sister.

Next morning, however, desolation reigns supreme,

---

1 In the usual version there are only two, or at the most three, cross-roads, and it would be interesting to ascertain whither these five roads were supposed to lead. Moreover, the first part of the road takes the form of a bridge or fallen log, which is said to be called Batang Kélandan.

I may add that this reference to the Garden (lit. compound) of Flowers occurs elsewhere, and may point to some further subdivisions of the Jakun “Eden,” as in some Irish myths—the “Island of Fruits,” “Island of Flowers,” etc., of Tennyson’s poem, the “Voyage of Maeldue.”

2 There appears to be an allusion here to the dog which is believed to sit at the parting of the ways leading to the Island of Fruits and the Island of Flowers; it shows the way to the souls of the pious (“kramat”), but bites the wicked, who in trying to escape from it fall into the boiling water in the great copper beneath and are killed (according to some accounts). I was told by a Malay who knew the Besisi remarkably well, that on this account, whenever one of their dogs dies, they wrap him in a shroud and bury him in a grave like a human being, and also that when people are dying all their dogs are collected and brought close to the sick man, and are requested to assist him to recover. I have not, however, had any chance either of confirming this or otherwise.
for in the early morning "Big Brother Nibong" is found to have stolen away from his lady-love during the night, and to have sailed away for ever, directing his course towards the Sea of the Burning Island. The reason for this sudden desertion is not given, and this is perhaps the most obscure part of the story, but on his way the faithless lover suffers shipwreck, his vessel going aground on "the island of Kédong,¹ which is off the sea of Pahang." Like Dido, the princess is "left lamenting," and the tears she sheds are "as big as the stones that support the cooking-pot."

An Upas-tree Legend.

In the Labu district (Selangor) I came across a form of the upas-tree legend now long regarded as a typically daring attempt to "gull" the home-staying Briton.² There were once two Jakun chiefs or Batins, one of whom (Batin Gomok) was called the "One-Cocopalm Chief," and the other (Batin Mahabut) the "One-Betelpalm Chief." The former took his name from a solitary coconut palm, which is still alleged to grow in the depths of the forest on Bukit Galah (or Boatpole Hill). It is described as possessing a black stem, and its fruit is poisonous; indeed, it is believed to exhale so poisonous an effluvium as to kill every green thing that grows within a radius of ten yards around it. Its nuts are so plentiful and look so tempting that on one occasion a Jakun persisted in eating one of them, in spite of all the remonstrances of his friends, the result being that

¹? "P. Kéban" or "Kaban," just off the Endau.
² The Upas-tree Legend has ranked so long with the Sea-serpent and the Giant Gooseberry that I feel it is almost sacrilege to suggest that it may possess some germ of foundation in native experience; see above, and vol. i. p. 263, for instance.
before he had gone ten yards from the tree he dropped down dead. There can be no doubt that the other chief (Mahabut) derived his name from this same legend, but unfortunately I was unable to obtain further information, except that his full name was Batin Mahabut, and that he was still living (in 1895). He had resided all by himself on Bukit Nuang, ever since Batin Banggai abandoned it for Sepang Kechil. I may add that this legend came to me through a Besisi source, and that for want of other evidence I have classed it as a Besisi tradition.

**Besisi Tradition of early Migrations.**

The following tradition of the early history of the Besisi was taken down by me from a young Jakun who was credited with knowing all the traditions of his tribe, though this knowledge, on being put to the test, did not carry him very far:—

"We came from a land at the edge of the sky, in the country where the sun comes to life (‘matahari hidup’), beyond the country of Siam, at a distance of more than a man’s lifetime (‘mati balik hidup’). Thence we went south till we reached Johor, whence, however, we returned hither again, through fear of a cruel Malay Raja. At the edge of the sky (‘tēpi langit’) stood one of our ancestors, who was a great giant, and whose duty it was, by order of Tuhan Allah, to guard the pillars of the sky (‘tongkat langit’).\(^1\) By way of food he devoured the clouds which kept falling downwards at the edge of the sky, cutting off the over-

\(^1\) But "tongkat langit" (lit. pillar or prop of heaven) is in many of these dialects also the name for the sun itself, possibly through some popular confusion.
hanging "sprouts" with his knife. In those days we were taller than we are now, and slept in caves of the rocks. The country then was a plain and was called Padang Masah; it had no grass or trees growing on it, as no rain fell there and it contained no rivers. In this country there lived besides the Head or 'Prophet' of our own Religion (Nabi Mělaikat), the 'prophets' (Nabi) respectively of the White Man, the Chinese, the Indian, and the Malay, but this was a very long time before Mohammed, and even before the founding of Mecca. In the sky there were then to be seen no less than seven suns, seven moons, seven stars, and seven rainbows, but the seven rainbows were only the seven snake-souls of the serpent called Naga Mělaikat. This snake lies there with his head reaching to the gate of Heaven. There too were seven birds of the kind called Roc ('gěruda'), and a solitary elephant of immense size. This latter, however, was not really alive, but only an elephant-soul.

"The plain itself did not resemble earth, but shone like silver." The 'prophets' of the different races could, in those days, still understand something of each other's language, and they all called the earth 'měnia.' The 'prophets' who got on best together were those of the White Man, the Malay, and the Jakun; the White Man's 'prophet' (Nabi Isa) was the elder brother of the 'prophet' of the Jakun (Nabi Mělaikat) and protected him accordingly as his younger brother. The Malays were sea-folk and came overseas from Rūm and Stambul, Sham (i.e. Syria), and Mecca!

---

1 Cp. the Mantra tradition given below, p. 319, which shows it to be a "Last-Day belief."
2 Padang Masah. This, according to Mohammedan tradition, is the new earth that is to be after the day of judgment.
3 ? One of the salt plains of Central Asia.
"The next place we came to was Padang Berimbun (= P. Bërambun, 'the plain of dew'), where the surface of the earth was covered with deep dew, which was bitterly cold. Here also we slept in caves of the rocks. Next we reached the mountains of Keluntong (which were very near the sky, and had no trees or grass growing on them). Here there were the souls of a sheep, a saddle-pony, and a 'gajah mena,'\(^1\) as well as the dragon whose head lay at the gate of Heaven and whose tail reached to Keluntong, a distance of about ten years' journey, reckoning like a Malay. All these animals had seven souls shaped like themselves (Mal. 'tujoh sëmangat'). From the mountains of Keluntong we next proceeded to the hills of Kelantan and thence to the hills of the Giants (Gunong Gasi-gasi), the Seven Hills (Gunong Mentu-joh), Bukit Saguntong Guntang, Ulu Pahang, and finally Johor. And in Johor we first encountered the Malays.

"The titles of our chiefs (Batin, Jinang, Jukrah) were first given among the seven hills (Gunong Mentu-joh) which lie beyond the country of Siam. Before we came to Johor we passed Ayer Tawar, and there a Raja called Lumba-Lumba Putih ('The White Dolphin'), who came from Pagar Ruyong, drove out our Batin Siamang Putih\(^2\) ('The White Ape'); wherefore our chief fled to Sungei Ujong, and there his daughter married and became the mother of the Toh Klana of Sungei Ujong.

"From Sungei Ujong we continued our journey to Selangor, where we then settled and have ever since that time remained.

---

\(^1\) Lit. a sea-elephant or leviathan.
\(^2\) "White Ape" is the title of an officer of the Sultan, of lower rank than Penghulu, and still used in Sri Menanti and Negri Sembilan. So, too, probably was "White Dolphin."
“Our language and customs have not changed much since we arrived here, but the Malay Peninsula has greatly altered, the straits extending in old days as far inland as Ulu Klang; Bukit Galah and Bukit Menuwang were both formerly on the sea-coast, and the former took its name from a post to which a Chinaman, named Si Pakong, made fast his boat during a storm which occurred on his way to Riau. At the same time there was dry land where the straits are now.”

MANTRA.

Beliefs concerning Natural Phenomena.

The Mantra have not, to any great extent, acquired any of the Malayan ideas respecting the form of the earth, motion of the sun, etc. The dark spots in the moon they believe to be a tree, beneath which sits the Moon-man, Moyang Bertang, who is the enemy of mankind, and who is constantly knotting strings together to make nooses wherewith to catch them, the only reason for his not succeeding in doing so being the fact that some pitying mice are no less diligently employed in biting through the strings.\(^1\) They do not know how or whence the winds arise, but believe that through their incantations tempests are made to subside. They do not, like the Malays and Chinese, believe that eclipses are caused by the attempt of a dragon to swallow the sun or the moon, as the case may be, but, like some of the Polynesians, that an evil spirit is devouring or destroying it. Many of them, however, have a different notion. They believe the sky to be a great pot suspended over the earth by a string. The earth around its foot or edge

\(^1\) Cp. Malay Magic, p. 13. This is properly a "Last-Day" belief.
("kaki langit"), is constantly sending up sprouts which would join the sky and entirely close it in over us if an old man did not cut and eat them. On the other hand, should the string by which the pot is suspended break, everything on the surface of the globe would be crushed.\(^1\) The sun is a woman who is tied by a string which her lord is always pulling.\(^2\) The moon is another woman who is named Kundui \(^3\) and is the wife of Moyang Bertang,\(^4\) who dwells in the moon and is the maker of the nooses for snaring mankind. The stars are the children of the moon, and the sun had formerly as many. But since they feared that mankind could not support so much brightness and heat, they each agreed to devour their children. The moon, however, instead of eating her stars, hid them from the sight of the sun, who, believing them to be all devoured, ate up her own.\(^5\) No sooner had she done so, however, than the moon brought her own family out of their hiding-places, and the sun on seeing them was filled with despair and rage, and gave chase to the moon in order to kill her. This chase has continued ever since, the sun sometimes succeeding in getting near enough to the moon to be able to bite her, and thus causing an eclipse. The moon still hides all her children during the day when her pursuer is near, and only brings them out at night when she is distant.\(^6\)

From another source we learn that, according to

---

\(^3\) = Besisi "Gendui," i.e. "Granny."
\(^4\) Doubtless the same as Mer-tang.
\(^5\) Identically the same myth is found among the Hos and Uraons of Chota Nagpore (Latham, ii. 422; Tribuner's Record, 1889, p. 75).
an old belief of the Mantra, the sun was once surrounded by an army of stones, and when it had eaten them up, it took to pursuing the moon, which conceals its children from the sun, but during eclipses runs the risk of being bitten by it.\footnote{1} To this we may add that both fogs and clouds are the sweat of the sea at flood-tide.\footnote{2}

**The Future World.**

Unlike the Benua of Johor, who apparently have no belief in the existence of the soul after death, the Mantra possess a peculiarly positive faith in another world. The sêmangat, or in other words the soul (\textit{i.e.} the unsubstantial but sensible body which is permeated by the spirit, and which, according to some informants, may be preyed upon by demons), leaves the gross earthly body at death, and is carried by Bayang Lasa,\footnote{3} through the air to a place called Ngangnari\footnote{4} or Pulau Buah (Fruit Island), which lies far away in the region of the setting sun. There the souls (sêmangat) of all the dead dwell together in constant harmony and enjoyment, for the great island is full of trees, of which there are none that do not bear pleasant fruits. There, too, the souls marry and have children, as in the present world, but pain, disease, and death are unknown.\footnote{5} The souls of men who have died a bloody death do not, however, go to Pulau Buah, but to a place called Tanah Merah (Red Land), which is a desolate place and barren, and

---

\footnote{1} Ausland, 1873, p. 534.
\footnote{2} J. I. A. vol. i. p. 283.
\footnote{3} Cp. Besisi Nenek Kâbayan or Nenek 'Bayen, the Man (or rather "ancestor") in the Moon.
\footnote{4} Probably the same as "Nyayek,"
thence the souls that inhabit it repair to the Fruit Island to procure their food.\(^1\)

**The Mantra Deities and Demons.**

The traditions of the Mantra (collected by Hervey) give Tuhan Dibawah, or the “Lord of the Underworld,” as the name of the creator of the earth. His dwelling is, in fact, beneath the earth, and even below the “Land of Nyayek” (Tanah Nyayek),\(^2\) which represents the underworld, and by his power he (Tuhan Dibawah) supports everything above him.

The first two men belonging to the human race were Poyang Mertang and B’lo (or Bêlo) his brother, and the former had so many children that he complained to their creator, who turned half of them into trees. Later on, at B’lo’s suggestion, when this proved too mild a measure, Tuhan Dibawah institutes Death, to give some relief to overcrowded humanity.

Borie says the Mantra recognise a Supreme God (Tuhan Allah), at whose command Raja Brahil \([*i.e.* “Gabriel”]\) created all living things, God himself creating the firmament. They have also a “day of judgment” belief, yet their religion is mainly Shamanistic.

All diseases are believed to be caused either by spirits \(^4\) or by the spells of men. Amongst the spirits or demons of disease (“Hantu Pênyakit”) the most powerful are the Hantu Hamoran, Barah Sisip demon, and Barah Tërkilir demon.\(^5\) These demons are those

---

1. It is the slain, not the slayer, who is excluded from Ngangnari; for the pagan Mantra have no belief in future rewards and punishments.
4. It would be more correct to say that all Diseases are believed to be Spirits.
5. The Malay phrase “barah sisip” means an “abscess under the ribs,” and “bara tërkilir,” external ulcers (which spread over the surface).
that cause the greatest mortality. The Smallpox Demon (Hantu Ka-tumbohan) is held in such dread that the Mantra have a repugnance even to mentioning it by name. The Swelling Demon (Hantu Kębong) haunts the abodes of men whom it afflicts with pains in the stomach and the head. The “Craving Disease” (Mal. “Kępunun”) causes pains and accidents to persons who have had a desire to eat of any particular article of food, and have not been able to get it. The Hantu Sa-buru, or Demon Huntsman, dwells in lakes and river-pools. His body is black, and he has three dogs named Sokom, or Black-mouth. When any one of these dogs passes a hut, the inmates make a great noise, by beating pieces of wood together, to frighten him away, and the children are caught up and held tightly by their elders. This Demon Huntsman causes his dogs to chase men in the forest, and, if the victims are run down, drinks their blood. At the upper extremity (“ulu”) of every stream dwells the Lofty Demon (Hantu Tinggi). In the ground lives the Hantu Kamang who causes inflammation and swellings both in the hands and feet, so as to deprive his victims of the power of locomotion. The Hantu Dondong resides in caves and the crevices of rocks, and kills dogs and wild hogs with the blowpipe, in order to drink their blood. The Hantu Penyadin is a Water Demon, with the head of a dog and the mouth of a crocodile. It sucks blood from the thumbs and big toes of human beings, thus causing death.

1 This = V.-St.'s Hantu Saburu, though he (V.-St.) “was not told about his dogs” (V. B. G. A. xxviii. 307).
2 The Malays have a similar belief. But with them Sokom is preceded by a night-bird named Berek-berek. Whenever it is seen near a house as much noise as possible is made.
3 Sir, ? “Pénjadían” or Protean Demon of the Malays.
the time when it first leaves its watery abode, it wanders about incessantly in search of food, until it is at length satiated, when it returns home. The Wood Demons (Hantu Kayu) frequent every species of tree, and afflict men with diseases. Some trees are specially noted for the malignity of their demons. The Hantu Dago haunts graves, and assumes the shape of deer, and whenever any one happens to pass, it calls to them. When a person is wounded, the Hantu Pari fastens upon the wound and sucks the blood, and this is the cause of the blood's flowing. Amongst the other demons are the Hantu Chika, (who produces yet more excruciating pains in the abdomen than the Hantu Këmbong), the Hantu Jimoi, Hantu Salar, and Hantu Swen. To enumerate the remainder of the demons would be merely to convert the name of every species of disease known to the Mantra into that of a demon or Hantu. If any new disease appeared, it would be ascribed to a demon bearing the same name.

The Malayan demons called "P'leset," "Polong," "Bajang," "Pontianak," and Penanggalan," are not demons among the Mantra, although the latter, from intercourse with the Malays, are in many cases acquainted with their names and attributes.

**Animal Beliefs.**

The tigers are the slaves of the magician or Poyang. Although the Mantra believe in this, as well as in the immortality of tigers, they nevertheless do

---

1 J. I. A. vol. i. p. 307.
3 Probably the "Hantu Jëmoi," cp. Vaughan-Stevens, p. 246, ante.
4 Sir, ? "Sawan" (Mal. "sawan"), convulsions.
5 J. I. A. vol. i. p. 308.
6 Ibid. p. 330*. 

not scruple to kill and eat the cubs whenever they find them.\textsuperscript{1}

From Father Borie, Cameron learnt that the Jakun (by whom M. Borie probably means the Mantra) have a fixed and singular superstition concerning tigers, ninety-nine men out of every hundred believing it, even in the face of their Christian teaching. They believe that a tiger in their paths is invariably a human being, who having sold himself to the Evil Spirit, assumes by sorcery the shape of the beast to execute his vengeance or malignity. They assert that invariably before a tiger is met, a man has been or might have been seen to disappear in the direction from which the animal springs.\textsuperscript{2}

**Omens.**

Much attention is paid to omens when a new clearing is to be made, and charms are used for the expulsion of evil spirits. The head of the family cut a little of the new rice and after the feast of the "New Year's Day of Rice" each of the guests received a little to take home.\textsuperscript{3}

**High Places of the Mantra.**

We now come to the sacred or "high places" of the Mantra, concerning which we are told in an account from Logan, that there is a famous Wishing Rock in Klang called Batu Tre, to which the Mantra have, from time immemorial, been in the habit of resorting. A person going there must not carry fire

\textsuperscript{1} Logan in *J. I. A.* vol. i. p. 277.
\textsuperscript{2} Cameron, *Our Tropical Possessions*, p. 394.  
\textsuperscript{3} Cp. *supra*, vol. i. p. 365 sq.
with him, because if a spark should fall upon the rock it would immediately take fire and be consumed.

On the rock grows a flower called "chingkwi" (sic, ? "chingkui"), which is not found elsewhere, and can only be gathered by women. Whoever possesses even a little of this plant acquires great power, since if a woman, she is followed by men, and if a man, by women. It is carried in a small bamboo vessel, which is kept in the ear lobe or fastened by a string round the waist. If any person wishes to obtain a portion he must sleep with the woman who has it, and take it by stealth, and in the morning he must place eight or ten silver rings upon her fingers. When she awakes and sees the rings, she knows that the flower is lost beyond recovery. If the flower be carried to sea, its virtue is lost. It is much sought after by the Malays, who are greatly addicted to the use of aphrodisiac charms and substances.¹

There is also a Wishing Place on the summit of Gunong Berembun, which is much resorted to by the Mantra in the neighbourhood. Other mountain summits are also Wishing Places, because each has its good spirit. When a person goes to a Wishing Place he carries with him a couple of white fowls, and samples of various articles of food in use. The latter he places in a sort of flat tray or basket² made of rattan, which he either suspends from a tree or places on the highest peak of the summit. He then kills one of the fowls and deposits it in the tray, setting the other free. He next silently addresses to the spirit of the mountain the wishes that he has most at heart.

¹ J. I. A. vol. i. p. 319.
² The "anchak" or sacrificial tray of the Malays (see Malay Magic, p. 414).
This done, he prepares and eats a meal upon the spot. If what he has desired at the Wishing Place does not come to pass, he revisits it a second and even a third time; after which, if his wish still remains ungratified, it is considered that the spirit is not favourable to the wisher, and he therefore repairs to another mountain.¹

The Mantra Magicians.

The magicians (Poyangs), and a few others only, have the power of afflicting and destroying men by spells. These latter are of various kinds, and operate in different ways, in some cases rapidly, and in others slowly. The most noted form of these is the Tuju or Pointing Ceremony.² The magician first takes a little wax that has been found in an abandoned bees’nest ("Lilin sambang"), and after muttering a spell over it awaits his opportunity to perform the ceremony ("mėnuju"), because to ensure its success he must not only be able to see his intended victim, however distant, but there must be a strong wind blowing in the direction of the latter’s residence. When such a wind arises, the magician takes the wax, places a vessel of water, with a lighted candle or two, before him, mutters an incantation and fixes his eyes intently on the water [until he discerns therein the image of his victim], after which he throws the wax into the air, and the wind instantaneously transports it to the victim, who feels as if he were struck by something. Sickness follows, which is either prolonged or induces speedy death, according to the exigency of the spell.

But it is not upon every one that the spell will

operate. Many persons, by supernatural skill, or by counter-spells or charms, surround themselves with an invisible fence or wall, which not only renders the spell inoperative, but even prevents the magician from seeing their image in the water. The use of invocations and charms of this and other kinds to avert evils and counteract evil powers, both natural and supernatural, to nullify incantations, to inflict maladies and calamities, and to excite love and regard, is common. The first kind of these invocations consist, in general, of "Inwalling" charms (Mal. "pëndinding"), called by the Malays "Do'a pëndinding," or Inwalling prayers\(^1\)—from the Malay "dinding," a wall—which must be repeated seven times at sunrise and seven times at sunset. Examples of these charms as used for protection against the maleficence of various enemies are given below.\(^2\)

**Forms of Disease, Medicines, Drugs, Amulets, etc.**

The fatal diseases most prevalent among the Mantra are sickness from "pointing" ("sakit mati di-tuju orang"), sickness from unsatisfied "cravings" ("sakit punan"), sickness from "barah sisip," and sickness from "barah tërkilir" (two kinds of abscess).

Mineral medicines are unknown, and the only animal substance used as a remedy is the oil of the boa-constrictor.\(^3\)

Amulets are much used. They are composed of pieces of turmeric ("kunyit") or "bunglei," and other substances which are strung on a shred of *artocarpus* ("t'rap") bark, and worn round the neck, wrists, or

---

1 The proper meaning is "the in-walling invocation or charm."
waist. They are regarded as prophylactics against demons, bad winds, and generally against all kinds of evils.

There are also spells which are believed to have the power of rendering the person who uses them invulnerable, though the fortunate possessors are careful not to impart them to others. There were (in 1847) several men amongst the Mantra, e.g. Luit at Semunyih, Pre at Beranang, Hambang at Lobo, the Batin at Klang, Tongging at Semantan, the Penghulu at Jibba, Kaka and Mempis at Pengawal, who were reputed to be "invulnerable." 1

The following are specimens of actual spells used by Mantra magicians:—

(1) INWALLING SPELL.

HONG! O Horn, Shoot of Iron, offering of the wise to the forest in solitude. 2
I am walled round with rock, I recline walled round by the earth with my face downwards. Cover me, O Air; may my enemies be ever as the Sélaguri plant. Tear off the husk within. Hang a thick mist before the eyes of him who looks at me. Come, thick mist, the concealer, and render me invisible to all enemies, opponents, and assailants. Thou that art the true and holy instructor, descend, and pray that I may touch,

1 J. I. A. vol. i. p. 319. Sémunyih and Béranang are in the Ulu Langat district; Lobo may be for Labu or for Lubok Batu, the old Malay name of Sepang. Klang and Sémantan are well known. There are no Mantra in Selangor.
2 Logan here remarks: "Hong! no Malay can explain the meaning of this word, further than that it is used in original Malayan invocations in the same way as the Arabic Bismillah in the modern or modified ones. It is deemed a very unshallowed word, of great power, and so panas (hot), that if any man uses a Hong invocation three times nothing that he undertakes for himself will succeed, and he will live powerful and miserable, able to afflict or assist others, unable to help himself. It appears to be considered as a recognition of an Essence or First Principle beyond God, and an appeal to it for power which God has not granted to man. It is used in Javanese invocations, and a Javanese explains it to mean Embryo of Being, Primeval Essence, so that Sir T. Raffles's conjecture that it is the Hindu Om (Aum) is probably correct."—History of Java, vol. ii. p. 369.

Horn. Chula (instead of tandok) is the name given to hard horns or horn-like parts of animals, believed to possess magical or medicinal properties. The Malays cannot affix any definite meaning to the first two lines. Instead of the rendering given above a better one would perhaps be "(magical) science for protection when alone in the forest," or "to make the offerer alone as when surrounded by a forest." [The latter is probably correct.]—J. I. A. vol. i. p. 309.
by the invocation of invisibility, all the eyes of my enemies, opponents, and assailants.

(2) Inwalling Spell.

Ho, Iron, thou that art named Pisamin. I dwell within a fence of Angels, eleven on my left. I dwell within a fence of Angels, eleven on my right. I dwell within a fence of Angels, eleven behind me. I dwell within a fence of Angels, eleven before me. If Muhammad be oppressed, then will I be oppressed. If the sun, moon, and stars, be not oppressed, may I not be oppressed either. And if earth and heaven be not oppressed, may I not be oppressed either. If the corpse within the grave be oppressed, may I be oppressed also [but not otherwise], by virtue of the granting of the prayer of my religious instructor. Grant it, Muhammad! Grant it, royal Prophet of God! and grant, too, that by virtue of my using the prayer of a thousand lives, I may not be oppressed at all by anything that breathes within this world.  

Charms to gain the affection or goodwill of the person charmed are also much used. They are termed “Pengasih” (Mal. “kasih” = love or affection). The following is a specimen:—

MANTRA LOVE-SPELL.

Oil I stir and stir. I pour it out. May I stand erect like the royal Umbrella. May I be greater as I walk than the sons of all mankind, by virtue of my using the prayer that causes affection! Love (me) entirely all mankind, who have two feet and are five-fingered. Speak not of men, when even grass, twigs, and trees of all kinds, both of Earth and Heaven, bow down in sheer affection. Let all so bow in affection, bow in love, towards me.

The “Pemanis” (from “manis” = sweet) renders the person using it universally agreeable.

DULCIFYING SPELL.

Dulcifying shoots, dulcifying leaves, I cut, running the while. Even as I sit may I be exceedingly sweet; as I stand may I be exceedingly sweet; sweet in the sight of all mankind, two-footed and five-fingered, even as the moon and sun together. Exceedingly sweet to look upon be the brightness of my face. Grant that I, through using this dulcifying spell, may have a sweet lustre rise over my face.

SUBJUGATING SPELL (“Penundo”).

A nail, a low nail I deposit in this kerchief (“sibe”). Though I sit amongst many may I be counted among the greatest, O Prophet of God! Grant me the good fortune to cut that which is called Mamu. When I am

2. Ibid. pp. 310, 311.
3. Ibid. p. 311.
4. Qu. “Semambu” (Malacca cane), for which this would be the Mantra form, and the stem of which, when misgrown in a particular manner, was credited with the most considerable magical virtues.
seated, may all mankind who breathe bow in complete subjection. Make them bow, O God! Make them bow, O Muhammad. Make them bow, O royal Prophet of God! Grant that I, by using this subjugating prayer, may cause to bow down all men, two-footed, five-fingered. Grant it, O God! Grant it, O Muhammad! Grant it, O royal Prophet of God! Grant that I, through using this subjugating prayer, may stand and confront the living (ones) of all mankind, two-footed, five-fingered.¹

PACIFYING SPELL ("CHUCHA").

Selisuo' padang selasa.
My throwing-stick is of holy basil.
May the heart that is angry be shut.
May the heart that is kind be opened.

Aje eje ech echa.
As the young jungle-grass springs up in moist ground,
Though I am wicked, may I be applauded.
Though I do wrong, may I be reverenced.
Speak not of mankind,
Two-footed, five-fingered,
When even the white elephant,
The streaked elephant from beyond the sea,
Reverses its hair, reverses its tusks,
Reverses its trunk, reverses its feet,
Reverses its flesh, reverses its blood,
Bows down reverentially to the little toe of my left foot
My oil is pressed out and runs down at the side of the door.
Though the young hornbill² sit upon the topmost bamboo spray,
May I yet hit it with my blowpipe.
For the sun is lifted upon my eyebrows,
And my tongue is as the swell of the ocean,
And my lips are as ants pursuing each other.
Abase them, O God! Abase them, O Muhammad!
Abase them, O royal Prophet of God!³

TONGUE-BREAKING SPELL ("PÈMATAH LIDAH").

Dry betel-nut, seed betel-nut,
Split by the foot of an elephant.
His heart's blood I lock, his bones I break, break.
Hail, O God! Hail, O Muhammad! Hail, O royal Prophet of God!
May this tongue-breaking prayer be granted
That I may break the tongues of my enemies, foes, and assailants.
May they be soft, may I be hard.
There is no god but God, by virtue of my use of the tongue-breaking prayer.⁴

MANTRA HATE-SPELL ("PÉBINC'I").

Shoots of the Hate-plant, leaves of the Hate-plant, I pluck seven stalks of you, seven leaves of you. I cut them seven times, and cut the heart of

¹ J. I. A. vol. i. pp. 311, 312.
² Logan here has a note: "This bird frequents the upper branches of the highest trees, and is probably in general beyond the reach of the blowpipe." [This, however, can hardly be the meaning, as the tree here mentioned is a bamboo, which never grows so high as to be beyond the reach of a blowpipe dart.]
⁴ Ibid. p. 314.
the son of Somebody. Look upon that person as you would look upon ashes, as you would look upon a swamp. Sitting, hate! Sleeping, hate! Walking, hate! Eating, hate! Bathing, hate! Drinking, hate! Come, shadow of Somebody. Until three days are past, hate to look upon Somebody. Look upon me alone as surpassingly sweet, as if you saw that which shone brightly in my face. Twelve days, when the sun descends, let your soul descend together with it, and when the sun rises, let the soul of Somebody rise together with it.  

ANOTHER HATE-CHARM.

Shoots of Bérarawang intermix with leaves of the Hate-plant. By faith and sacrifice carry away the heart within with excessive hatred. Standing, hate Somebody! Walking, hate Somebody! Sleeping, hate Somebody! Speak not of mankind, when even grass, twigs, and trees altogether hate to look upon Somebody! May brightness descend upon my face. If the night brighten, then indeed shall the face of Somebody brighten. But if the night do not brighten, then shall not brighten the face of Somebody! I make descend the oil of sweetness. I make to rise the invocation of hatred. Hate! all ye people, all mankind! Descend! O Sweetness of Somebody! Rise! O prayer of Hatred in the face of Somebody! Hate entirely, all ye things that breathe, to look upon the face of Somebody, yes, to hear the voice of Somebody.

SPELL FOR DRIVING OUT THE MISCHIEF.

Hong! Quake, O Mischief, quake! I wish to cast down. I wish to strike. Swerve to the left. Swerve to the right. I cast out the Mischief, quake. The Elephant murmurs. The Elephant wallows on the opposite side of the lake. The pot boils, the pan boils, on the opposite side of the point, Swerve to the left, swerve to the right, swerve to thy wallow, Mischief of this our Grandfather, I unloose the finger of my hand.

ANOTHER EXORCISING CHARM.

My Grandfather’s to me, mine to my Grandfather; my smell [be only the] smell of water; my smell [be only the] smell of leaf; my smell [be only the] smell of earth; my smell [be only the] smell of mud! Through eating this areca-nut mixture, I close thy nose, O Grandfather. If you raise your hind foot, be your hind foot heavy; if you raise your fore foot, be your fore foot heavy, as [heavy as] if it were a split rock; suspended, as if it were a suspended water-jar. When this rock moves, then and then only move thy feet, O Grandfather! Move ye all together! move, O entrails; receive the hand and fingers of thy grandchild, O Grandfather!

STORM-QUELLING CHARM.

Rambong péranan batang! The Elephant gathers all in together. If the Elephant should wallow, may it wallow on the opposite side of the sea! Withdraw to the right, withdraw to the left! I break the hurricane!

1 Here the name of the person against whom the charm is directed should be mentioned by those who repeat it.  
2 J. I. A. vol. i. p. 315.  
3 Ibid. pp. 315, 316.  
4 I. e. the Elephant.  
6 Ibid. p. 317.
Demon-quelling Charm ("Tangkal").
Swerve to the left, swerve to the right, all ye my enemies, opponents and assailants! May your gaze be thrust aside from me. May I walk alone.1

Charm for exorcising the Wild Huntsman.
For protection against the Hantu Sāburu, or Demon Huntsman, the following charm is repeated:—

Spell for banishing the Wild Huntsman.
What is your name, O dog? Sokom is your name, O black dog, and your master's name is Water. Your master's name is Rēdang.2 Your master's name is Forest. Begone, depart, and take away your dog. What do you hunt here? There are no hogs, no deer. Your nostrils are shut, the smell of your nose have I charmed. My smell the wind carries away.3

Charms for exorcising Fever Demons, etc.
The Kapialulu Demon and the Kēmbong Demon are exorcised by means of the following spells:—

Charm against Fever.
Hong! First of Fevers. Fever that flies, as I pluck out this bēluntok-shrub, may the counteracting charm be uttered. I cast this charm for Fever upon my head. I throw it upon my head. As the Fever is lost may it too be thrown away from above my head.4

Another Fever-charm.
First essential life! Primitive life! The devil's life have I counteracted. The life that lodges have I counteracted. The life that is affected have I counteracted. I cast out the hard-souled (evil) life. Let your spirit, the spirit of your life, rise and be lifted up; and may all the life in your belly, in your body, spring up, and be drawn out. Lo, I replace all your life [or, cast away all spirits].5

Madness.
When a Mantra becomes mad, his parents are obliged to kill him, in order to prevent him from killing other persons. A sharp sword of wood must be employed.6

Traditions of the Mantra.
The Mantra do not appear to possess any more

---
1 J. J. A. vol. i. p. 317.
2 Lit. "swampy jungle."
3 J. J. A. vol. i. p. 318.
4 Ibid. The reading of the second sentence is doubtful, v. Appendix.
5 Ibid. pp. 318, 319. Sic Logan, but "jiwa" (here trans. "life") probably = Mal. "dewa" (an inferior deity or spirit).
6 Ibid. p. 255.
precise traditions respecting their origin than other tribes such as the Besisi. They all believe, however, that they are the original occupants of the country. "You know," once said a Besisi, "that this is the Great Island (‘Pulau Besar’) which belongs to us, and not to the Malays, who have intruded into our country." The Mantra have the same notion as the Besisi, and some of them add that the "Great Island" is of such vast size that in former ages their ancestors were for many generations employed in endeavouring to circumambulate it, but since each new generation met with a new country, the last of their nomadic forefathers settled where the race now lives. They were not now, therefore, in continual motion, but each generation, after advancing a considerable distance, rested, and the succeeding one, when grown up, resumed the journey.

The Mantra possess the following tradition respecting the origin of their Batins or great tribal chiefs. The first of all Batins, and indeed of all rulers, was Batin Changgei Bēsi, whose nails, as his name imports, were of iron. He lived at a place called Guntong Penyarong in the Menangkabau district of Sumatra, and by him a Raja was placed over Menangkabau, a Bendahara over Pahang, and, at a later period, a Penghulu over Ulu Pahang. Batin Iron-nails, in the course of time, died, leaving in his place his son Batin Krat Tiga, or Chief Cut-in-Three-Pieces, who derived his name from the following circumstances. The Bendahara of Pahang was greatly offended at the fact of a Penghulu having been placed in charge of Ulu Pahang, but dared not show his resentment openly during Batin Iron-nails’ lifetime. The latter was

well aware, however, of his feelings, and on his deathbed enjoined Batin Three-Pieces not to receive any complaints nor seek anything from him. The Benda-hara therefore, finding that Batin Three-Pieces, on succeeding his father, was not disposed to afford him any opportunity to open intercourse or provoke a quarrel, resolved to take the initiative himself. He therefore sent to the Batin some of his Penglimas or war-chiefs, and these having requested presents of various kinds from him, and having received a refusal, set upon him and cut him down. But every wound which they inflicted immediately closed, and the Batin remained alive and scathless. The war-chiefs therefore reported the circumstance to the Bendahara of Pahang, who hastened to Menangkabau in person, and there ordered the war-chiefs, in his own presence, to cut the Batin in three. This having been done, each piece as it was severed was carried to a little distance and there deposited. But no sooner were they placed on the ground than they flew together and became reunited, whereupon the living Batin stood before them uninjured as before. The Bendahara therefore took counsel with the Raja, but the latter advised him to desist from his attempts to molest the Batin.¹

The best aboriginal traditions yet published in the Peninsula were those related to D. F. A. Hervey, formerly of the Straits Civil Service, by Batin Pa' Inah, who claimed to be the head of all the Batins of the Mantra tribes. He had resided in Johol for fifteen years or so. His original name was Koloi, and his native place was Tanah Tasek in Jelebu. They are given in the following pages.

¹ J. J. A. vol. i. pp. 326*, 327*. 
The Creation of Man.

The Lord of the Underworld (Tuhan Di-bawah) made the earth, and lives beneath it. The earth is supported by an iron staff, which is strengthened by iron cross-bars; and beneath these again is a place called the Land of Nyayek¹ (Tanah Nyayek), which is inhabited by a race of fiends (Sētan), whose children are not born in the ordinary way, but pulled out of the pit of the stomach! This interesting race was visited by Mertang, the First Magician (Poyang), who brought back this account of them.

The Lord of the Underworld (Tuhan Di-bawah) dwells beneath the Land of Nyayek, and by his power supports all above him.

It was through Mertang, the first Poyang, and Bēlo (or B'lo), his younger brother, that the earth was first peopled. Their mother was called "Handful of Earth" (Tanah Sā-kēpal), and their father "Drop of Water" (Ayer Sā-titik).

They came from a place called "Rising Land" (Tanah Bangun) in the sky, and returned thither, taking back with them, however, a house from the sources of the Kenaboi river, on the further side of Jelebu, which flows into the Pahang. B'lo having died and been buried, a skink or grass-lizard ("mēng-karong") approached the grave, and Mertang threw his jungle-knife or parang at it and cut off its tail, whereupon the skink ran away leaving its tail behind, and B'lo came to life again forthwith, and left the grave and returned home to his own house.²

When Mertang took his house away with him

¹ Cp. Tanah Nangnari, p. 322. Mērtang or Bērtang is the Moon-man, cp. p. 319, ante.
² Hervey in Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, Straits Branch, No. 10, pp. 189, 190.
to "Rising Land," a dog, the first of the species, appeared on the spot where the house had formerly stood, but was prevented by Mertang's power from attacking mankind. Then a dog appeared at the house of B'lo; and from this dog came the tiger, which devours mankind as well as animals. We are also told that when Mertang left the earth for "Rising Land," he flew away, house and all, through the air.

When B'lo went to "Rising Land" he crossed the sea on foot; for he was so tall that the water only just reached to his knees.

Originally the sky was very low and near to the earth, but B'lo raised it with his hands, because he found it stopped his pestle whenever he raised the latter in husking his rice.

Mertang took his youngest sister to wife, and from them the Mantra are descended. B'lo married the other sister, but they had no offspring.

In course of time the descendants of Mertang multiplied to such an extent that he was forced to go to the Lord of the Underworld and represent the state to which things had come, and the Lord of the Underworld remedied it by turning one-half mankind into trees.

In those days men did not die, but grew thin at the waning of the moon, and waxed fat again as she neared the full, and hence when their numbers had again increased to an alarming extent, To' Entah, a son of Mertang and the First of the Batins, brought the matter to his father's notice. The latter wished things to remain as they were, but B'lo said it would be better if they died off like the banana ("pisang"), which leaves its young shoots behind it, and die leaving their children behind them, and the matter
was submitted to the Lord of the Underworld, who decided in favour of the view held by B'lo, so that ever since men have died and left their children behind them as B'lo proposed.

In the earliest times there used to be three Suns—husband, wife, and child—and hence there was no night, since there was always one Sun left in the sky when the others had set. In those days, too, people slept as they felt inclined, and there were no divisions of time.

After a long time To' Entah thought the heat was too great, and he devised a plan for reducing it, in pursuance of which he went to the Moon, which in those days gave no light, and told her to summon Bintang Tunang, the Evening Star (her husband), and the other stars her children, and to put them into her mouth, but not to swallow them, and to await his return. When she had carried out his wishes, he then went to the Female Sun, and by representing that the Moon had swallowed her own husband and children, induced her to swallow (in reality) her husband and child—the other two Suns—likewise. "Lord-knows-who" having thus gained his end, returned to the Moon and told her that she might now release her own husband and children, which she did by flinging them out into the sky again.

As soon as the sole remaining Sun discovered the deception that had been practised upon her, she waxed very wroth and withdrew in dudgeon to the other side of the heavens, declaring that when the Moon came across her path she would devour her, a promise which she still performs at the season of an eclipse.²

It was from this period—this separation between the Sun and the Moon—that the present division of time between day and night, and the rule of the Moon and the Stars over the latter first took place.

The Origin of the Sea.¹

Till the time of Batin Lord-knows-who men never used to drink, no water was to be had, and the sensation of thirst was quite unknown. It came about in this way. One day Lord-knows-who having shot a monkey with a blowpipe, made a fire, at which he cooked and ate it. Some time after he became sensible of a desire to imbibe something, and went about in search of water, but found none, not even a water-giving liana or monkey-ropœ ("akar"), for lianas did not produce water at that time. At last, however, he came upon an old stump of a tree called "jēlōtong," and on listening at a hole in it heard the sound of water trickling down below. He therefore fastened a liana (of the kind called "rōtan manau")² to the top of the tree outside, and by this means let himself down into the hole until he reached the water, where he slaked his thirst. He then made his way out again by means of the creeper, and just as he was leaving the spot saw a large white river-turtle ("lēlābi" or "labi-lābi") issue from the hole, accompanied by

¹ This is really a form of the "water-reservoir" myth, and not a deluge myth, or at most intermediate between that and a deluge myth. Cp. Dawson, Australian Aborigines, p. 106. For a deluge myth of this type, cp. Brett, Indian Tribes of Guiana, p. 378 seq. Several Welsh and Irish lakes are said to have been formed by a cover being left off a spring or well (Rhys, Celtic Folklore, p. 367 sq.). Lough Shulin (loc. cit. p. 394) was formed by the waters of a well on which a woman forgot to replace a flagstone. She fled from the deluge and was cut down by a man, after she had run seven miles, in order that the water might advance no farther.

² "Rōtan manau" is a large rattan which is often used by the Malays as a sort of walking-stick.
a vast body of water, and begin to chase him. Lord-knows-who therefore ran for his life, and called to the elephant for help, but they were both driven back by the rush of water. Lord-knows-who then encountered a tiger, whose help he likewise begged, and the tiger attacked the turtle's head, but failed to produce any impression. Lord-knows-who therefore continued his flight until he met a wild bull ("sélādang"), whom he implored to come to his rescue, and the bull proceeded to trample upon the turtle, but all to no purpose. Lord-knows-who next begged the aid of the rhinoceros, but equally without effect, as both of them were compelled to fly from the turtle. At length Lord-knows-who was forced to apply for the intervention of a mouse-deer ("kanchil"), which is the smallest of all the deer kind,¹ and not so large as a hare — whereupon the mouse-deer said: "What good can be done by small creatures like ourselves?" Lord-knows-who said: "I have asked all the others and they have been able to do nothing." Then said the mouse-deer: "Very well, we will try; do you therefore get to one side." But the mouse-deer forthwith called together an army of mouse-deer, in fact the entire race, and said: "If we do not kill the turtle, we all perish; but if we kill him, all is well."

Then they all jumped on to the turtle, which was of great size, and stamped on him with their tiny hoofs until they had driven holes through his head and neck and back, and thus killed him.

But meanwhile the body of water which accom-

¹ The mouse-deer or "kanchil," a small chevrotin, is very prominent in many of the tales told by the Peninsular tribes. It is, in fact, a sort of "Brer Rabbit," and is called in Malay "Mentri B'lukar," or the Vizier of the Underwood. The "Brer Rabbit" of Uncle Remus cannot, of course, be a true rabbit, but either an American hare, or, perhaps, as the late Miss Mary Kingsley once suggested, the African tree-cony.
panied the turtle had increased to a vast extent and formed what is now the sea.

After the destruction of the turtle, the mouse-deer asked Lord-knows-who what was to be his reward for the service he had performed, upon which he replied that he would take for his part the root of the sweet potato ("kledek"), and the mouse-deer could have the leaves for his share, wherefore they have ever since been the food of the mouse-deer.\(^1\)

**To' Entah's Descendants.**

From the sources of the Kenaboi river Lord-knows-who proceeded to Pagar-Ruyong\(^2\) (in Sumatra), and his son To' Terjeli came across again thence and settled in Jelebu.

To' Terjeli had eight sons—Batin Tunggang Gagah, who settled in Klang; Batin Changgei Besi (or Iron-nails), who lived in Jelebu; Batin Alam, who settled in Johor; Batin Perwel, who crossed the Straits to Pagar-Ruyong; Batin Siam, who went to Siam; Batin Minang, who crossed the Straits to Menangkabau; Batin Pahang, who settled in Pahang; Batin Stambul, who went to Stambul (Constantinople); and Batin Raja, who ruled over Muar.

Penghulus, or tribal chiefs, were first appointed by To Terjeli, who placed one in charge of Beranang in the Klang (i.e. Selangor) country; the To' Klana Putra in charge of Sungei Ujong; To' Aki Saman\(^3\) in charge of Jelebu; and in charge of Kuala Muar To' Mutan Jantan (Male Rambutan), a woman, whose

---

\(^1\) *J. R. A. S.* No. 10, pp. 191, 192.

\(^2\) "Ruyong" was explained as signifying the "nibong" or hard palm wood, of which the fence round the Raja's palace was made (*Areca nigong*).

\(^3\) = "Akhir Zaman," a N. Sembilan title?
husband, Jauhan Pahlawan Lela Perkasa, he removed to Johol. Hence, to preserve the memory of the first female ruler of that state, the Dato' of Johol always wears his hair long, down to the waist.

The To' Klana Putra of Sungei Ujong established the States of Rembau and Naning, placing his sons over them.

Lukut was also established by the To' Klana. And the Dato' of Johol founded Terachi, Gunong Pasir, Gemenecheh, Jempol, and Ayer Kuning. Jelei originally formed part of Johol, but afterwards broke away from it.¹

After the death of "Male Rambutan," the female ruler of Johol, the succession passed to her nephews, and has since been held by males, though always passing through the female side, as in Naning. To' Mutan Jantan was succeeded first by To' Ular Bisa ("The Poisonous Snake"), then by To' Maharaja Garang, and then by To' Tengah, To' Nari, To' Bunchit ("The Pot-bellied"), and the present Penghulu, To' Eta.

The first Raja ever appointed was Salengkar Alam of Bukit Guntang Penyaring² (in the interior of Menangkabau). The name Guntang Penyaring was said to be derived from "guntang," which was explained as signifying the shaking of the "jaring" (or fowling-net), which was used to catch the flying-fox ("kēluang") for the feast at which Salengkar Alam was proclaimed Raja.³ After the feast they descended the hill (of Guntang Penyaring) and cleared the settlements of Menangkabau for the Raja. But the

³ These etymologies appear to be merely popular. Guntang Pényaring is really a Malay legendary name (cp. the "Sêjarih Maluay," or Malay Annals, where we find Mount Saguntang Mahameru). See p. 264, ante.
Batin Minang previously mentioned remained in the jungle.

*The Bamboo Princess.*

Khatib Malim Seleman, the son of Salengkar Alam, once came over to Bukit Peraja (in Ulu Jempol) with a jungle-knife ("parang"), an adze ("patil"), a chisel ("pahat"), and a pair of betel-nut scissors ("kachip"), in pursuit of a beautiful princess, and after searching in vain for food, went to sleep beside an enormous bamboo whose stem measured a fathom in diameter. During the night the princess for whom he was seeking appeared and cooked him some food, and passed the night with him, but disappeared at dawn.

The Khatib attempted in vain to cut open the bamboo (in which the princess had told him he would find her), using each one of his implements in turn. The one that he last tried was the pair of betel-nut scissors, which he used upon the topmost shoot of the bamboo with success, after which he was able to split it downwards, whereupon the princess fell out of the stem and he secured her. She did not disappear again, but was escorted on horseback by many followers in company with her husband to Bukit Peraja, where, however, they both disappeared together. And there they both live invisible to this day, and their horses in full trappings are occasionally visible at certain favourable seasons. If their aid is invoked by the burning of incense ("kêmnyan") they will come and perform whatever is required of them ("bêchâra"), and then disappear again. The princess (it was added) was quite fair in complexion and her hair was white and measured seven fathoms in length.
All the different tribes of aborigines were said to be merely subdivisions of an (assumed) original Mantra stock, who were also alleged to exist in the country of Menangkabau, unless (says the Batin) they have possibly turned Malay.

*Another Version of the Creation of Man.*

According to another version of the creation (recorded by Borie), the Mantra were all descended from two white apes ("ungka putih"). These having reared their young ones, sent them forth into the plains, where for the most part they developed so rapidly that they and their descendants became men. Those, however, who returned to the mountains still remained apes. Others say that apes are degraded men.

*Legend of the Peopling of the Peninsula.*

In an age gone by, of which they do not even know the century, a Mantra chief, named Batin Alam ("King of the Universe"), constructed a large and beautiful vessel and set sail for (sic ? from) Rûm (i.e. Constantinople). This ship not only sailed with great rapidity but possessed the wonderful property of propelling itself. It anchored, after several days' voyage, in what was then a small port (since named Malacca). In this ship had been brought all the requisite materials for founding a colony. The immigrants built by God, which was set floating on the waters of the earth. The ship sailed with fearful rapidity round and about the earth till it grounded on one of the mountains of the peninsula, where they declare it is still to be seen.—*Our Tropical Possessions in Malayan India*, p. 113. A limestone cave legend. Cp. Hervey in *Man*, 1904, 14.

2 Borie (tr. Bourien), p. 73.
4 Of a "Mantra tribe behind Mt. Ophir" John Cameron writes: "They say their fathers came originally from heaven in a large and magnificent ship
were divided into five parties; one of which was directed to the foot of Johol and Rembau; another ascended the river Linggi to its source, and there settled; and two others, penetrating still further into the interior of the country, established themselves at Klang and Jelebu respectively.

Batin Alam (with the fifth party) established himself upon the sea-coast, but reserved for himself the sovereign power, the chiefs of the other four parties being only his vassals. It may be remarked that the chief Batin, when visited several years ago, still assumed to himself the rights of a suzerain.

Batin Alam's ship was not destroyed, but still exists (they say) underneath one of the mountains of the Peninsula. As long as Batin Alam lived, the Mantra remained in undisturbed possession of the country. It was not till long afterwards that the Bataks came over from Sumatra and slaughtered and destroyed a great number of the Mantra. There was, however, among the latter a courageous chief who succeeded in re-uniting his scattered countrymen. In great haste he constructed a ship, in which he embarked with the remainder of his people. They made sail for Rûm, where they arrived in a few days. The Batin, whose name was Merak Galang, here disembarked his people in safety and started for Malacca once more by himself. The news of his return to Malacca spread like lightning; the Bataks gathered together once again in great numbers, in order, as they said, to roast the old man. The latter, however, had become invulnerable, and when Merak Galang threw himself among them they were never able to arrest him or wound him. Upon this he turned towards his enemies and said to them, "Even
your arms respect my person; tie your weapons together in bundles and throw them into the air, and if they are able to fly, I will admit myself to be your prisoner for ever. If, on the contrary, your weapons fall down upon the earth, and if mine only have the privilege of flying, you will obey the laws of your conqueror." This challenge by Merak Galang was accepted; but as soon as they had put it to the test, it was found that his weapons alone could fly. They, however, flew by themselves, felling the trees in the neighbouring forests, and then returning to the astonished Bataks,¹ whom the chief forthwith cut to pieces. Indeed, all the invaders perished, with the solitary exception of one individual, who saved his life by making his submission. Left in undisturbed possession of the country after the defeat of the Bataks, Batin Merak Galang returned to Rüm, whence he returned with his people a short time afterwards. These he divided, as Batin Alam had done, into five colonies, over each of which he appointed chiefs, on the understanding that they should continue his vassals. A long time after the death of Merak Galang the Bataks again invaded the Peninsula, and this time Batin Changgei Besi, or Iron-nails, who was then governing, was completely driven back, with all his following, into the interior.²

*Tradition of Lost Books.*

In addition to the foregoing, the Mantra possess a tradition relating to the loss of certain religious books, said to have been lost during the reign of Batin Alam or Mërak Galang; but most of the Mantra agree

¹ Might this be some faint tradition of a boomerang?
that some fragments existed in the time of Changgei Besi. These, however, only served as a reminder, since at that time they had forgotten how to read. The only record which then remained was the skin of a lace-lizard ("biawak"), on which there were certain characters written, which, however, nobody could understand. It was Batin Changgei Besi who destroyed this skin, and thus destroyed the religion of Raja Brahíl,¹ alleging as an excuse that that religion had become incompatible with their mode of life. According to other informants, however, Batin Iron-nails respected this monument, which was destroyed after his time by a dog.²

**Mantra Doom-myth.**

The following doom-myth is possibly of Christian origin. The human race having ceased to live, a great wind will rise, accompanied by rain, the waters will descend with rapidity, lightning will fill the space all around, and the mountains sink down; then a great heat will succeed. There will be no more night and the earth will wither like the grass in the field; God will then come down, surrounded by an immense whirlwind of flame ready to consume the universe. But God will first assemble the souls of the sinners, burn them for the first time, and weigh them, after

---

¹ M. Borie has, as already shown, quite misunderstood this name, which is borrowed from the Malay form Raja Jebrail (or Jibrail = Gabriel, ante, 174; Mal. Mag. 638, n., and ibid. 641, cci.), which is taken from Mohammedan sources. It should hardly be necessary to add that the expression has nothing whatever to connect it with the worship of Nabi Isa (Jesus Christ), or with any form whatever of the Christian religion, of which the Mantra know only what they have picked up (not always perhaps very intelligently) from the Roman Catholic missionaries, of whom M. Borie himself was one.

² Borie (tr. Bourien), p. 83. Similar traditions are current in various parts of the Malay Peninsula and are not confined to the Mantra alone. See vol. i. pp. 378, 391, 536; and cp. the Karen practice of eating dogs in the hope of regaining the lost knowledge.—See *J. I.A.* vol. v. p. 346; cp. vol. iv. p. 316.
having collected their ashes by means of a piece of linen cloth. Those who will have thus passed the first time through the furnace without having been purified will be successively burned and weighed for seven times, when all those souls which have been purified will go to enjoy the happiness of heaven, and those that cannot be purified, that is to say the souls of great sinners, such as homicides, and those that have been guilty of rape, will be cast into hell, where they will suffer the torments of flames in company with devils—there will be tigers and serpents in hell to torment the damned. Lastly, God having taken a light from hell, will close the portals, and then set fire to the earth.¹

BENUA-JAKUN.

Benua-Jakun of Johor.—It is a curious fact that the fables relating to the personification² of the sun, moon, and stars are identical amongst the Benua of Johor and the natives of Macassar and several other eastern races, as well as amongst the Kols of India.³

Beliefs concerning Natural Phenomena.

The Benua believe the world to be globular in shape and enclosed in the sky. "The sun and moon," once remarked a Benua, "move round the earth, so that now, whilst we are in darkness, it is light on the other side of the earth where the sun is shining." Clouds and rain they believe to be produced from the waves of the sea by the action of the wind. When thunder is heard to the north or south, the Benua say,

¹ Cameron (Trop. Poss.), p. 122.
² Logan uses the term deification here, but of such a fact there is no trace whatever.
"The North" (or South) "tree is sounding." The only explanation that they could give of this was that in the extreme north and south were the two extremities of a great beam; the northern extremity being twenty days' journey beyond Boko, where there was a great hill from which the north winds issued.

**Belief in a Deity.**

Speaking of the Benua belief in a deity, Logan remarks that, so far as he had been able to ascertain, the Berembun tribes had no idea of a Supreme Deity, and he had taken it for granted that he would find the Benua equally atheistic. His surprise therefore was great when he discovered that they had a simple and, to a certain extent, rational theology. They believed in the existence of one God, Pirman, who made the world and everything that is visible, and at whose will all things continued to have their being. This Pirman dwells above the sky, and is invisible. He is unapproachable, save through the mediumship of Jewa-Jewa.

Intermediate between the human race and the heavenly powers are the Jin (or Genies), the most powerful of whom is the "Jin Bumi," or Earth Genie, the minister of Pirman. He dwells on earth, and feeds upon the lives of men and all other living things. It is the Earth Genie who sends the various kinds of sickness and causes death; but his power is entirely

---

1 "Berbunyi pokol Utara" (or "Seletan"). "Poko" = (1) main body or principal part of anything, as in "poko wang" = the principal (of money laid out at interest); (2) especially as here in the phrase "poko' ribut," or "poko' angin" = the body of the storm (or wind), *i.e.* cloud-rack.

2 *J. I. A.* vol. i. p. 283.

3 "Pirman" was derived through Malay from "Firman" (the Decree or Word of God). *Cp.* 174, *ante.*

4 *J. I. A.* vol. i. pp. 275, 276.
derived from Pirman. Each species of tree has its Genie. The rivers also have a spirit connected with them, but this spirit is the Earth Genie, who haunts them with his power. The mountains are similarly animated by him. He does not, therefore, appear to be entirely a personification of the destructive power of nature, but is, to some extent, identified with its living force also.¹

**The Soul.**

Although the Benua have a conception of the spirit (or rather the soul) of man as distinct from the body,—and their belief that the souls of their magicians are carried in music to heaven,² whilst their animate bodies remain beside them, even shows a high degree of immateriality in their conception of its nature,—they appear to be without any glimmering of faith or hope in its permanent indestructibility, or rather in its retention of individuality.

It is believed to be fashioned by Pirman of air, and when the Earth Genie is commissioned to dissolve its union with the body, it relapses once more into the airy nothing from whence it came.³

**The Magician.**

To avert death recourse is had in sickness to a

¹ _J. I. A._ vol. i. pp. 275, 276. It should be noted that though the word "Jin" is of Arabic origin, the spirits to which the name is applied by the Jakun are almost certainly of native origin, in spite of their thin disguise.

² Newbold, writing of the Benua, says:—"The better informed of the Benua have a confused idea that after death the spirits of good men travel towards the west and are absorbed into the effulgence of the setting sun, 'the eye of day,' as he is poetically termed by most of the tribes of the Indian Archipelago. It is to prepare the traveller for this journey that the weapons and cooking utensils used by him in life, and a pittance of food, are buried along with the corpse. The souls of the bad are to be devoured by spectres, who approach the graves for that purpose on the seventh day after interment, on which fires are kindled to drive the evil spirits away" (ii. 389, 390).

³ _J. I. A._ vol. i. p. 279.
magician (Poyang), no other person being supposed to have the right of imploring mercy from Pirman. These magicians are an order of men combining the functions of priest, physician, and sorcerer. The Malays (who appear to be more superstitious than the Benua) have a greater faith in the efficacy of the supplications of these Poyangs, and a greater dread of their supernatural power. They are believed not only to be able to cure the most virulent maladies, but to inflict disease and death upon an adversary, and the Malays have recourse to them for both purposes. Even the tigers are believed to be subject to them, and every magician has one in constant attendance upon him. When a man falls a victim to a tiger he

1 By means of the Tuju (or Pointing ceremony). "The Poyangs are imagined to be adepts in the Tuju, or the art of killing an enemy, however distant, by the force of spells, and by pointing a dagger or sumpitan in the direction of his residence; in performing the incantations termed Bersawai ('Besawye') and Chinduai ('Chinderwye'), and in discovering mines and hidden treasures. They are imagined to be endowed with the power of curing the most grievous sicknesses, by causing their familiars to appear and minister to the sufferers. The incantations are carried on by night: fire, incense, together with many herbs and roots of peculiar virtues are employed. The Bersawai (ceremony) consists in burning incense, muttering midnight spells over a variety of herbs and plants, among which are the Palas, the Subong Krong, the Lébar, and the Bértam, and in calling upon the spirit of the mountains. Should the process be successful, the spirit descends, throwing the exorcist into a trance, during which the knowledge he wishes to obtain is imparted" (Newbold, pp. 389, 390).

2 *J. I. A.* vol. i. p. 275, 276.

3 Compare the account given by Newbold, who says that the soul of a Poyang after death is supposed to enter into the body of a tiger. This metempsychosis is presumed to take place after the following fashion. The corpse of the Poyang is placed erect against the buttress or "strut" at the root of a large tree in the depth of the forest, and carefully watched and supplied with rice and water for seven days and nights by the friends and relatives. During this period the transmigration (believed to be the result of an ancient compact made in olden times by the Poyang's ancestors with a tiger) is imagined to be in active operation. On the seventh day it is incumbent on the deceased Poyang's son, should he be desirous of exercising similar supernatural powers, to take a censer and incense of Këmnyan wood, and to watch near the corpse alone; when the deceased will shortly appear in the form of a tiger on the point of making a fatal spring upon him. At this crisis it is necessary not to betray the slightest symptom of alarm, but to cast with a bold heart and firm hand the incense on the fire; the seeming tiger will then disappear. The spectres of two beautiful women will next present themselves, and the novice will be cast into a deep trance, during which the
is supposed to have been sacrificed to the malevolence of some magician whom he has offended. When the aid of a magician is sought on behalf of the life of a sick person, presents are carried to him, and he repairs to the house where his patient lies, taking with him a musical instrument named "gelondang," which consists of a long bamboo suspended in a horizontal position under the roof and struck with small sticks. When night comes on, the magician commences to chant his incantations, at the same time waving a white cloth to and fro, whilst one of his attendants (frequently his wife), beats the "gelondang," and another burns incense (benzoin). The chants are invocations addressed to Jewa-Jewa, who resides in heaven, and through whom alone Pirman can be approached. They are chanted to different airs the whole night long, and sometimes for three or four nights in succession, until the magician is able to announce either that he has received medicine to cure the disease or that the deity is inexorable. The more powerful magicians do not need to prolong their invocation beyond one or two nights. The explanation given of the object of the invocations, and of the mode by which they reach the deity, is this. Whenever a person becomes sick, it is believed that Pirman has ordered the Earth Genie to "eat his life" ("makan dia-punya nyawa"), and that death will certainly ensue unless Pirman revoke his mandate. But as Pirman is

initiation is presumed to be perfected. These aerial ladies thenceforward become his familiar spirits, 'the slaves of the ring,' by whose invisible agency the secrets of nature, the hidden treasures of the earth, are unfolded to him. Should the heir of the Poyang omit to observe this ceremonial, the spirit of the deceased, it is believed, will re-enter for ever the body of the tiger, and the mantle of enchantment be irrevocably lost to the tribe" (ii. 387-389).

1 Sometimes pronounced Dewadewa. It is, of course, a plural, from the Sanskrit "Deva" (through Malay).
inaccessible to mortals, Jewa-Jewa must be supplicated to intercede with him. The fumes of the incense rise to the heavenly abode of Jewa-Jewa, who, pleased with the fragrant smell, is disposed to welcome the spirit or soul of the magician which ascends to him in the music of the "gélondang." Jewa-Jewa inquires of the magician's soul what his errand may be. The latter then informs the minister of heaven of the condition of the sick person, and solicits medicine. If Pirman pleases, Jewa-Jewa gives medicine to the magician to cure the disease, e.g. the juice or root of a plant, a flower, etc. The Malays outside the limits of the country of the Benua, were not aware either that the Benua believed in a God, or that the magician's power was considered to be derived from Him and entirely dependent on His pleasure. On the contrary, they declared that they had no religious belief, and that the magicians cured diseases and inflicted calamities by means of spirits which they kept.

The Benua (as has already been remarked) are much less superstitious than the Malays, and the more sensible among them even doubt whether the Poyangs of the present day can really attain supernatural power

---

1 J.I.A. vol. i. p. 276.
2 Of Herbalism among the Benua, Newbold writes as follows:—"The Benua are celebrated among Malays for their skill in medicines, and, it is said, know the use of venesection in inflammatory disorders. The following is a specimen of their rude receipts: A person with sore eyes must use a collyrium of the infusion of Niet-niet leaves for four days. For diarrhoea, the decoction of the root of Kayu yet, and Kayu panamas; for sciatica, powdered Sandal-wood (?) in water, rubbed on the loins; for sores, the wood Kambing. If the head be affected, it must be washed with a decoction of Lawong-wood; if the chest, the patient should drink a decoction of Kayu tikar leaves. Such recipes as these, of which there is abundance, are not, however, supposed to be fully efficacious without the incantations of the Poyangs. Guligas, stones extracted from the heads and bodies of animals, particularly the porcupine, and the Rantei Babi, which is imagined to be endowed with powers equivalent to those of the celebrated Anguinum of the Druids of Gaul and Britain, hold a high place in the Materia Medica of these rude tribes." (ii. 408-411).
3 J. I. A. vol. i. pp. 276, 277.
or aid. "Not one in a hundred reaches Jewa-Jewa," said an old man. "The only one I ever knew to do so was a Poyang who died when I was young. His spirit was seven days in heaven. I have never had recourse to them in sickness, but always allow diseases to take their course. If Pirman is determined that a man shall die, he must die. If Pirman thinks fit to grant him an extension of his life, he must recover."  

Treatment of Diseases.

To ascertain whether fever exists, the patient is directed to take "Chuping" leaves mixed with lime, rub them together in the hand, and squeeze the juice into a cup. If it hardens, the patient is pronounced to have fever. The most common of the remedies are for fever the leaves of the "Sëdingin," and for fever and ague the growing shoot ("umut") of the "Sëmambu." The "Akar Butut" is used for jaundice in the case of young children, and the "Akar Balaksini" for pains in the loins. After child-birth a decoction of "Puar"

---

1 J. I. A. vol. i. p. 277.
2 Unidentified.
3 This is probably Bryophyllum calycinum, Salisb. (Crassulaceae).
4 According to Vaughan-Stevens, "on the breaking of an arm or a leg, the Benua magicians are in the habit of killing a "large black bird with brown wings" (whose name was not given). The patient is fed with some of the boiled flesh; and one of its bones is then moistened and grated upon a stone, and the liquid applied to the injured part."

The gall-bladder of snakes (e.g. of the python) is worn round the neck in order to heal fever. Also the wood of certain trees (e.g. the "Përadang") or orchids (e.g. the Dipodium paludosum) is boiled and the fluid drunk.

When a thorn has entered the flesh, the tooth of a wild bull ("Sëladang") = Bos gaurus is grated with water upon a stone and applied to the injured part.

For cuts a fruit called "Langyang" is used in the same way.

For diarrhoea, benzoin ("Këmnyan") is scattered on a fire, and the region of the stomach fumigated with it.

For indigestion the fruit of a kind of rattan called "Jëngang" or Dragon's Blood (Calamus draco) is boiled and the liquor drunk. Or the tooth of a porcupine is grated with water upon a stone and applied to the region of the stomach.

For abscesses the bark of a tree called "Samung" is boiled, and the infusion rubbed on the inflamed part by means of a piece of bark in place of a brush.
leaves is administered to the child, the mother being treated with an infusion of various kinds of "Měrian," such as "Měrian api," "Měrian padi," "Měrian batu," and "Měrian igi."  

The Orang Laut believe that small-pox is a separate malignant spirit which moves about from one place to another, and those of the tribe that were located on the east side of the island (Pulau Tinggi) closed all the paths that led to the western with thorns and bushes, for, as they said, he (the spirit) can get along a clean pathway, but he cannot leap over or pass through the barrier that we have erected.

Traditions of the Benua-Jakun.

The origin of the country and race of the Benua was thus related: "The ground on which we stand

For rheumatism the painful part is well rubbed with bees' wax.

For bruises dry roots of Citronella grass (*Andropogon nardus*) are laid upon a fire-log, and the smoke used for fumigating the bruise (*V. B. G. A.* xxiv. 467, 468).

For ailing children (in general) the leaves of the "Kémunting" (*Rhodomyrtus tomentosa*) are boiled, and the child washed all over with the infusion.

As aphrodisiacs the roots of the "Tangkorali" (?) or "Tongkatali" and the dried bark of "Pérugas" are used; they are chewed when the sun has passed the meridian. [The Tongkat ali may be a grass called "Rumput Tongkat Ali" = *Panicum Sarmentosum*, or *Grewia umbellata*, or perhaps a fern. — *Ibid.*]

1 J. I. A. vol. i. p. 277.
3 According to Newbold, "there are many idle tales current among Malays of the existence in the woods and mountains of malignant races, half men, half monkeys, endowed with supernatural powers; such, for instance, as the Pikats of Java, who are said to dwell on the summits of hills, and to intermarry with the Siamangs; the Pangans and the cannibal Benangs, who, like beasts, cohabit with their nearest relatives; the malignant Mawa that mocks the laugh of a human being, with its iron arm and body covered with shaggy hair; and the treacherous B'lian that watches over the tigers, and which is supposed on rainy nights to visit the abodes of men, and under the pretext of asking for fire, to seize and tear them into pieces with its enormous claws" (ii. 416).

Elsewhere we are told by Newbold that "in the beginning of the world a white Ungka and a white Siamang dwelt on a lofty mountain; they cohabited and had four children, who descended from the mountain into the plain, and became mankind. From them sprang four tribes. In after times the heads of these tribes, Tukol, Landasan, Jelandon, and Karah, were invested
is not solid—it is merely the skin of the earth (‘kulit bumi’). In ancient times Pirman (the Deity) broke up this skin, so that the world was destroyed and overwhelmed with water. Afterwards he caused Gunong Lulumut, together with Chemundang and Bechuak (hills in Johor), to rise out of the water this low land which we now inhabit being formed later. These mountains in the south, together with Mount Ophir (Gunong Ledang), the mountains of Kāf (Gunong Kap), ‘Flute-pillar’ Hill (Gunong Tongkat Bangsi), and Gunong Tongkat Subang (lit. ‘Earstud pillar’ Hill) on the north, give a fixity to the earth’s skin. The earth still depends entirely upon these mountains for its steadiness. The Lulumut mountains are the oldest land. The summit of Tongkat Bangsi Hill is within a flute’s-length (one foot) of the sky; that of Tongkat Subang Hill is within an earstud’s length; and that of the Hills of Kāf is in contact with it. When Lulumut had already emerged, a ship (‘prahu’) of ‘pulai’ wood, completely covered over and without any opening, was left floating on the waters. In this Pirman had enclosed a man and a woman whom he had created. After the lapse of some time the vessel no longer progressed either with or against the current, and ceased to be driven to and fro. The man and woman therefore, feeling it to be motionless, nibbled their way through it, and standing upon the dry ground, beheld this our world. At first, however, everything was obscure. There was

by an ancient king of Johor with the honorary titles of To’ Batin Kakanda Unku, To’ Batin Sa-ribu Jaya, To’ Batin Johan Lela Perkasa, and To’ Batin Karah. The first founded the state of Klang, and possessed the canoe Sampan Balang; the second ascended the Samawa or Linggi river, and founded Sungei Ujong; the third proceeded to the hill of Lantei Kulit, and founded the State of Johol; and the fourth to Ulu Pahang” (ii. 376-378).
neither morning nor evening, because the sun had not yet been created. When it became light they saw seven small wild rhododendron ('Sendudo') shrubs, and seven clumps of the grass called 'Sambau.' They then remarked to each other, 'In what a condition are we left, lacking both children and grandchildren!' Sometime afterwards, however, the woman conceived, not however in her womb, but in the calves of her legs. From the right leg came forth a male, and from the left a female child. Hence it is that the issue of the same womb cannot intermarry. All mankind are the descendants of the two children of the first pair. When men had much increased, Pirman looked down upon them and reckoned their numbers with pleasure.”

In addition to the foregoing, Logan further remarks that in crossing the Lenggiiu at the upper part of the ravine in which it rises, a long flat granitic slab covered with thickly-growing moss, and called “Batu Bekachong,” is pointed out as the first couch of the parents of the human race.

They look upon the Gunong Lulumut group with a superstitious reverence, not only connecting it with the dawn of human life, but regarding it as possessed of animation itself. Lulumut is the husband, Chemundang his old wife, and Bechuak his young one. At first the three lived together in harmony, but one day Chemundang, in a fit of jealousy, cut off Bechuak's hair. The young wife retaliated by kicking Chemundang's head with such force as to force it out of its position. Lulumut, seeing his mistake, stepped in

1 J. I. A. vol. i. p. 278.
2 Hervey in quoting this tradition verbatim from Logan, remarks that his own inquiries enable him to confirm Logan's account (v. J. R. A. S., S. B., No. 3, p. 105).
with his huge body between them, and has ever since kept them separate.¹

From an old Portuguese writer comes the following interesting passage:—

"Queen Putri ("Putry"), spouse of Permiçuri, founder of Malacca, was said to inhabit a cavern on Mount Ophir ("Gunoledam"). Here the Benua were said to learn magic. Without seeing any one they heard the magical qualities of plants revealed by mysterious voices. They drink a decoction of the Erba vilca in order to put themselves into communication with the evil spirit or with Putri, who was said to take the form of beasts and birds. The Benua by the same spells and charms transformed themselves into tigers, lizards, crocodiles, and other animals; they then became gifted with divination and communicated with persons at a distance. The Benua were said to come to Malacca at night in the form of tigers, and to kill women and children."²

"In the forests of that country [Johor] dwelt the Benua, wild races who ... lived on Mount 'Gunoledam' (i.e. Ophir, or Gunong Ledang), where resided a certain Queen Putri, a magical enchantress who ... collected herbs and plants possessing medicinal virtues, and transformed herself from the human form (of a woman) to that of a tigress, and of other animals and birds."³ "Putri" is the Fairy "Princess" of Mount Ophir legend.

¹ J. J. A. vol. i. pp. 278, 279.
² Goudinho de Eredia, p. 32b.
³ Ibid. p. 11; cp. Malaca, L'Inde Meridionale et le Cathay, MS. ... de G. de E., reproduit en facsímile et traduit par Léon Janssen, Bruxelles, 1882. Goudinho de Eredia wrote in 1613. He also speaks of a "cannibal" (!) race called Saletes, inhabiting Malacca before the Malays. Of the Malays he says: "The witches employ many roots, plants, trees, and animals for their charms, and above all spells, especially those who kill children before baptism, on the fifth day after birth, or in some cases before birth. The
BEREMBUN TRIBES.

The Berembun tribes, like the Malays, attribute the magician’s power to his command over spirits which possess and inspire him. The spirits of the rivers (Hantu Sungei) are evil, inflicting diseases, and feeding on the human soul (or “sēmangat”). On the other hand, the spirits of the mountains (Hantu Gunong) are harmless. Every magician has several disciples who attend him when he visits a sick person. A small hut called “sawai” is constructed near the house, and in this the incantations are performed, everybody being excluded save the magician himself and his disciples. Incense is burned, and invocations chanted to the accompaniment of music, until the magician is possessed by the spirit, which answers through his mouth the questions put by the disciples respecting the mode of treating the disease. When a river spirit enters a man and he begins to waste away through its evil influence, the magician has power to exorcise it. The tigers are his slaves.¹

JAKUN OF JOHOR.

Belief in a Deity.

A great part of the Jakun know and acknowledge

¹ reason hostile to man. But they are rather demons, for they have their sides open and inflamed.”—Goudinho de Eredia, p. 38.

“'At the equinox, especially on the autumnal, on the day called ‘divaly’ [sic, evidently the S. Indian or Tamil feast called Thivali], trees, herbs, plants talk and disclose the remedy for every malady. To hear them people hide in the forest.”—Ibid. p. 386.

¹ J. l. A. vol. i. p. 277. "Sawai" is the name of the ceremony, not of the hut in which it is performed.
the existence of a supreme being, whom they call by the Malay name “Tuhan Allah,” the Lord God. Many of those in Johor also admit their belief in a punishment for sin. With some of them it is only a general admission, and they have no idea by what means it is to be executed; but some few others declare openly that sinners will be thrown after death into the fire of hell, though even these do not know of any reward for good men and good works. Those of the Menangkabau States, probably on account of their more frequent communications with the Malays, have more knowledge of religion, some of them speaking of God as the creator of everything, of Adam as the first man, of Abraham, Moses, David, Solomon, though very confusedly, and there was not to be found amongst them any real knowledge either of Christ or the Christian religion.¹ The more learned of them are called magicians or “Pawang,” and those of Malacca are the most ignorant of religion. They do not worship the sun or the moon or any idols.

Spirits and Demons.

In demons (or “Hantu”) the Jakun devoutly believe, but unfortunately little or nothing has been collected on the subject. Hervey's account of the Jakun belief concerning the “Hantu Sëmambu” is however, I think, worth quoting here. “The noise,” he says, “that a certain species (of cicada) makes is almost unearthly and quite disagreeable. There is only one other sound in the jungle at night-time which, though otherwise different, resembles it in this peculiar way—it is that made by the ‘Hantu

¹ Favre in J. T. A. vol. ii. p. 249. Abraham, Moses, David, and Solomon are known to all good Moslems.
Sēmambu,¹ which is very weird, consisting of three or four long-drawn notes rising and falling slightly; but the effect it is impossible to describe. The Jakun say that it is a weather guide."²

We are further told that some Jakun regard jelly-fish as human souls waiting to be born.³

The offerings of rice laid on graves to appease the demons have already been mentioned.⁴

The Magician.

Of the paraphernalia used by a Jakun "Poyang" or magician, Hervey writes that the "Kayu kélon-dang" (or "Gélondang," as it is also called), which is struck by the magician’s attendants when the latter is exercising his skill on behalf of a sick man, must among the Jakun of the Madek people be made of wood from the Měrawan tree, and no other. Whilst his attendants are striking the instrument in question, the magician waves a spray of a tree called "Chawak," and at the same time proceeds with his incantations.⁵

Treatment of Diseases.

The knowledge of the Jakun in the art of physic is very limited. They use very little medicine, and the sick lack almost every form of assistance, the sickness being ordinarily abandoned to the ordinary course of nature. Notwithstanding, the Malays consider them clever physicians, and in their stupidity believe themselves very fortunate when by giving them either money or clothes they succeed in obtaining from them some medical prescriptions.⁶ Some of the Jakun,

---

¹ The noise is probably made by a small frog.
⁵ Hervey, J. R. A. S., S. B., No. 8, pp. 119, 120.
though not very many, and only those who are styled "Pawangs," pretend to some knowledge in physic as well as to a knowledge of the secrets of nature; but their actual acquisitions in that respect are not so great as is ordinarily reported, and in fact they are very little more clever than the others.\footnote{Logan in J. I. A. vol. ii. p. 251.}

We are also told that some "tribes" of Jakun refused to eat the flesh of elephants, alleging that it would occasion sickness.\footnote{Ann. P. F. xxii. 303. The word "tribe" here doubtless merely signifies a local group, and the fact does not imply totemism. Cf. p. 260, ante.}

The Malays believe that when a Jakun hates any one, he turns towards his victim's abode, and strikes two sticks together, one upon the other, and that in such a case, no matter how great the distance between them, his victim will fall sick, and even die, should he persevere in this performance for a few days.\footnote{J. I. A. vol. ii. p. 274.}

H. W. Lake, in writing of two Jakun who had been brought in very badly mauled by a tiger, remarks that, according to their statement, they had been attacked whilst asleep on a sandbank some distance up the river. One man's scalp-wounds appeared to be of a fatal nature; the other, a youngster, was badly bitten in the fore-arm. Both refused to be treated by a European, and later in the day they could be seen lying in the blazing sun with their wounds well smeared with wood ashes and wrapped in leaves.\footnote{H. W. Lake in J. R. A. S., S. B., No. 25, pp. 3, 4.}

\subsection*{Fire-making.}

In addition to the foregoing, an account of ceremonial fire-making among the Jakun is given in Vaughan-Stevens:
Whenever a company (of Jakun) were on their travels and desired either to change their camp or to prepare for a longer stay there, a new camp-fire was lighted "for luck" by an unmarried girl with a fire-drill.

The girl selected was usually the daughter of the man who happened to be acting as the leader of the company. Such a selection was regarded as specially fortunate; but the leader's daughter could only be chosen if she were of an age just before puberty. And this custom is especially remarkable, since the Jakuns on their wanderings always carry with them a smouldering rope-end of tree-bark.  

Here, however, we have a survival of an older custom. The fire is obtained by means of the drill from a block of soft wood of the kind which the Jakun use for making the handles of their choppers ("parang"). A small block of this wood is generally carried either on the person, or more especially inserted in the headband of tree-bark, "exactly like the charm on one of our own watch-chains." It was shaped like the marine bivalve which they say their ancestors employed before they had learned the use of iron to cut up their fish, as well as for determining the spot for their encampment when they happened to be upon a journey.

When the fire was about to be kindled the girl took this block of soft wood and held it on the ground, whilst her father or some other married man worked the vertical shaft which served as the drill. When the spark appeared she fanned it to a flame either by blowing upon it or by whirling the block round in her hand, for which purpose she surrounded the spark with a heap of shredded cloth and exposed it to a current of air.  

From the fire thus kindled were lighted the other fires, for every successive night, and to it were ascribed good-luck in the matter of cooking, and a greater power of warding off wild beasts (e.g. the tiger) than was possessed by the first fire of an encampment when it was kindled by means of the smouldering rope-end of tree-bark. At the same time there was no hard and fast rule that this fire-kindling must be performed by a girl, since any person whatsoever, man, child, or woman (unless, in the case of the latter she were having her monthly discharges) might do it if it happened to be more convenient. 

Taboo Languages.

Amongst other industries the collection of various forms of gutta and camphor obtainable in the forests of the Peninsula is practised by the Jakun, who, whilst

---

1 A specimen was sent with the notes (Bartels).
2 Z. f. E. vol. xxviii. pp. 168, 169. [Bartels here remarks that it is not from the context whether it is the block of wood used for kindling the fire that is shaped like a shell, or whether it has no special shape. According to Vaughan-Stevens the leader's daughter obtained the block of wood from her father, for the blocks carried by the unmarried girls and boys for fire-making have no special shape; and although the men and women generally carried such shell-shaped blocks about with them, there was no obligation for them to do so. From this passage it would appear that it was the shell-shaped block that the girl used in this case for fire-making. On the other hand, Vaughan-Stevens says later that these shell-shaped blocks are of extreme rarity, and are now never carried for their original purpose, viz. that of fire-making, since the custom had long become obsolete.]
at work in this way, employ a peculiar dialect usually called the Camphor (or Gutta) Taboo language \(^1\) ("Pantang Kapur," etc.). As to the origin of this dialect there has been a good deal of speculation, but whatever its origin, the Jakun attribute great efficacy to its employment, as well as to certain strange ceremonial practices. Logan, for instance, mentions the eating of earth as a concomitant of the use of the Camphor Taboo language, as well as complete abstention during the prosecution of the search both from bathing and washing. Without these accompaniments of the superstition the "Pantang Kapur" would hardly be complete, and they would readily be suggested by the magicians themselves, to whose cunning and influence over the Malays Logan bears striking testimony. As some proof of the complete confidence the Malays possess in their powers, it may be recorded that the Malays at Kuala Madek, for instance, asserted of the Juru-krah resident there, that he used to walk round the village (or kampong) at night and drive away the tigers without any weapons.\(^2\)

I may add that many restrictions as to diet (or "food-taboos") were observed by the parents in the months preceding a birth, and that divination was employed to determine the probable sex of an expected child.\(^3\)

The Jakun Traditions.

The following is a Jakun tradition entertained by several tribes, and formerly related by a Batin of Johol:—

\(^1\) This question of the Taboo dialects will be fully treated of under "Language."
\(^2\) Hervey, J. R. A. S., S. B., No. 8, p. 103.
\(^3\) Cp. pp. 21, 23, ante.
God created in heaven, in former days, a man and a woman. They were Batins (that is, a king and a queen) of course, but had no kingdom or subjects. History does not say how long this couple remained in heaven; but only that one day they descended to earth and were discovered in the neighbourhood of the river of Johor, in the southern part of the Peninsula. There this celestial Batin and his consort begat a numerous family, who peopled all the Peninsula. Those of them who embraced Islamism are now called Malays; and those who remained faithful to the manners and customs of their ancestors retained the name of Jakun.\(^1\)

Another legend (collected by Hervey) is that of Bukit Penyabong, near Kelesa' Banyak. The legend is that a cock-fighting match once took place here, between Raja Chulan and another Raja of old times, that the defeated bird flew away to his house at Bukit Bulan, whilst the victorious bird was turned into stone and still remains a mute but faithful witness to mark the spot where the tremendous conflict took place. The Dato', or chief of the tribe, stated to Hervey that he had himself seen the figure on the top of Bukit Penyabong; it was a good deal above life-size, he said, and just like a cock in white stone;\(^2\) he added that the top of the hill was bare and that a good view was to be had from it.\(^3\)

A similar legend is told of a Jakun Batin whose soul migrated into a white cock.

The "Batu Hampar," or "outcrop rock," which

---

2 Hervey suggests that the hill itself may possibly have been limestone, in which case it would be the most southerly limestone hill known in the Peninsula.
gives its name to this place, is a shrine ("kramat"), a sacred rock in the river, on which the devout spread the mat of prayer; it owes its sanctity, according to the legend, to the execution carried out upon it (by order of the Sultan of Kota Tinggi) of one Jit, a Jakun chief, who had been detected in necromantic practices. When they came after the execution with the burial garments to take away the body, it had disappeared. Three months after Jit was met by his son on the same spot alive and well, which from that period onward he used to haunt. He was also said to assume at times the form of a white cock; and when met in human form he disappeared, and a white cock was seen vanishing in the distance.¹

Tradition of Tribes with Great Feet.

Finally it may perhaps be worth while to refer to the explanation given by Vaughan-Stevens² of the huge foot-prints attributed to certain of these jungle tribes, more especially the "Eastern Jakun." According to Vaughan-Stevens, the great size of the footsteps of these Jakun, at certain seasons, is due to their binding the leaves of the Bērtam-palm upon their feet, in order to avoid sinking in the deep mangrove mud when they are forced to traverse it in search of jungle produce, etc., the bad land which requires this special provision to be made being said to extend in patches as far north as Pahang. There may be something in this explanation; on the other hand, it must not be forgotten that, as has already been pointed out, this legend of tribes with great feet is a widely spread Mohammedan legend, which is found

² Zeitschrift f. Ethnologie, xxxix. 195 seqq.
in other countries besides the Malay Peninsula, and this is perhaps the more probable explanation.

**Orang Laut or Sea-Jakun.**

*Principles of Religion.*

**Orang Laut, Sabimba.**—The statement that the Sabimba have no religion, believe in no demons ("Hantu") or other supernatural beings, hardly any medicines, and no magicians ("poyangs")\(^1\) can hardly be accepted as final, even if the word "religion" be confined to the narrow sense in which it was, till recent years, so frequently employed. The converse statement would probably come nearer the truth. The present writer has on more than one occasion, without going out of his way to look for them, met with a variety of demons and charms believed in by the Orang Laut, and he thinks there is very little doubt that when it is adequately investigated the Sabimba religion will prove to be the old religion of the pagan (pre-Mohammedan Malays) which was most probably a form of demonology or Shamanism, overlaid with a slight Hindu veneer.

**Dreams.**

Dreams, we are informed, are greatly dreaded, and, when bad, suffice to keep the dreamer in a state of uneasiness for several days. A Sabimba man of old is said to have dreamed that he would be killed by a tiger, and within two days his dream was fulfilled.\(^2\)

Again, they declare that their ancestors were

\(^1\) *J. I. A.* vol. i. p. 298. Cp. also *ibid.* p. 348*.

warned in dreams that if the race took to bathing they would be visited by tempests. Hence they abstain as religiously from bathing as they do from eating the fowl. The only punishment which the Malays threaten them with, or ever inflict, is to duck them in water, and of this they have so great a horror that they say they would prefer being killed at once.¹

**Sabimba Traditions.**

Before the Sabimba were transported to Johor by the Temenggong of that State, they inhabited that portion of the island of Battam which is traversed by the stream called Sabimba and its tributaries.

They are entirely a forest people, having no clearings or cultivation of any kind, and also (we are told) no boats. They are therefore in a lower plane of civilisation than the Benua. According to their own traditions, however, they have not always been so rude of habit. They declare that they are of Malayan race, and give the following account of their arrival at Battam. Their forefathers lived in the land of the Bugis (i.e. Celebes), and were, like the Malays, of agricultural and maritime habits. In voyaging, however, from Celebes to the westward, a vessel containing a party of them and a Bugis Raja was lost off the coast of Battam. Some of them succeeded in reaching the shore, and having no means of returning to their native country, remained on the island. In the course of a few generations their numbers increased, and they lived in comfort, making clearings in the forest and gradually regaining the easy condition in which

¹ *J. I. A.* vol. i. p. 297.
their shipwrecked ancestors had lived before they left their native land. At this stage, however, they unfortunately attracted the attention of pirates and their settlements ("kampongs") were ravaged. New clearings were made and their houses rebuilt, but once again they were visited by the pirates. They then removed to another locality, but their merciless and persevering assailants yet again discovered them, and continued to repeat their attacks every few years. At last, when their settlements had been destroyed for the seventh time, they gave themselves up to despair, abandoned their ancient habits, and sought safety by wandering in the forest and restricting themselves to such food as it yields spontaneously. To prevent any desire to return to the comforts of civilisation from exposing them again to plunder, slavery, or death, the whole tribe then and there made a vow that they would never again form any clearings, live a settled life, or even eat the domestic fowl, the crowing of the cock having sometimes betrayed their dwellings to the pirates.

Whatever be the foundation of this tradition, it is certainly descriptive of the condition in which they now live.\(^1\)

**O. Laut, Sletar.**—To the impulses which govern the actions of the Sletar, only a long acquaintance with their prejudices and domestic feelings could afford a clue. Of a Creator they did not appear to have the slightest comprehension, and even when the greatest care was taken over the investigation, the result was still entirely negative. They neither knew the God nor Devil of the Christian or Mohammedan, though they confessed they had been told of

\(^1\) *J. I. A.* vol. i. pp. 295, 296.
such, nor any of the Hindu demigods, many of whom were recounted to them. In the three great epochs of their lives (i.e. at birth, marriage, and death), we consequently find no rites or ceremonies enacted. Of the Pari, Dewa, Mambang, and other aerial spirits that are assigned to every mountain, rock, and tree in Malay mythology, they did not even know the names, nor had they anything to be afraid of (as they themselves said), except the "Gallang Pirates," who were men like themselves.¹

O. Laut, Bitudanda Kallang.—They have a Bomor or physician who chants in order to summon the demons to give them medicine.

For swellings they bruise the leaves of the "Baru,"² and rub them over the affected part. Cuts or wounds are rubbed with the juice of the "Akar lale urat." For pain in the bowels they employ ginger. For headache they drink the juice of a tree called "Kapielu (sic, ? Kapialu) angin."³

O. Laut, Muka Kuning.—The Orang Muka Kuning have derived some obscure and distorted notions of a Creator from the Malays, but otherwise appear⁴ to have no religion or superstitions. Allah Ta'ala (the God of the Mohammedans) is the creator of all living things, and Nabi Muhamad (the Prophet Mohammed) is his wife,⁵ who destroys all living things. They dwell together above the sky, and have two children, a male and a female, whose names and functions, however, are unknown. The Orang Muka

¹ J. I. A. vol. i. pp. 343, 344.
² "Baru" = Hibiscus tiliaceus, Linn. (Malvaceae).
³ J. I. A. vol. i. p. 300.
⁴ The italics are mine. For the same remarks apply to them as to the Sabimba already mentioned.
⁵ This idea is perhaps the most striking proof that could be imagined of that absolute superficiality of the Mohammedan element for which I have contended.
Kuning have no idea of the soul as existing separately from, or surviving the body. It is probable that their belief in a male creating and preserving, and a female destroying, deity was derived either from Hindus or Hindu Malays in the pre-Mohammedan era, and that the Muka Kuning have merely altered the names, a practice which appears to be common in the Archipelago, and one, indeed, of which the history of almost every nation furnishes examples.  

O. Laut, Temiang. — A special form of arrow-release is said to be employed by the Orang Temiang in shooting fire at the spirit of sickness. According to the description the bow is perforated in the centre (the "handle" of the bow), and the arrow has a shoulder near the distal end, which prevents it passing through the hole, and the nock is fastened to the string.  

A ball of inflammable material is loosely placed on the end of the arrow, and when the arrow is released, it is suddenly checked by its shoulder striking the

1 Logan here remarks, in a quaint note, that in the eastern parts of Bengal, which have a distinct ethnological connection with the Indo-Chinese peoples, instances of this kind occur. The successive changes that the religion of Europe has undergone were accompanied by a similar confusion of names. "The memory of the pagan (classic) creed was not speedily eradicated in the extensive provinces through which it was once universally received; and in many particulars it continued long to mingle with, and influence, the original superstitions of the Gothic nations. Hence we find the elves occasionally arrayed in the costume of Greece and Rome, and the Fairy Queen and her attendants transformed into Diana and her nymphs, and invested with their attributes and appropriate insignia" (Sir W. Scott's *Introduction to the Tale of Tamiane*).

2 Mr. L. Wray informs me that the form of bow here described is employed by Malay Pawangs, or magicians, in Perak, and that there are several specimens of it (that came from Larut) in the Perak Museum.
bow, the fire-ball being projected into the air by its momentum.

To effect this "release" the first finger is passed above the string and under the arrow, the thumb being straightened, and the arrow grasped between the thumb and finger.

Traditions of the Orang Akik.

0. Laut, Akik.—Dato' Klambu, a man of some power in former days, employed a number of Jakun in the building of an Astana or palace. He had an only daughter, a young and beautiful damsel, who, once upon a time observing the primitive costume of one of her father's workmen, was seized with an uncontrollable fit of merriment. Thereupon the irritated Jakun commenced the incantation "Chinduai," and pursued their way to the forest, followed by the spellbound princess. Dato' Klambu despatched mes-

---

1 Professor Morse adds, "This is a most awkward and inefficient release, and as the description of this and the previous release were given me by an old man, it is possible that they may have been incorrectly described."

[The fact that these releases were described by an old man some years ago is, however, rather in favour of their being correctly (not incorrectly) described. It is the younger (town-bred) generation in the Peninsula that is the less reliable. Is it not possible, too, that the weakness and inefficiency of the release may have been intentional, as a strong release could hardly be required by the circumstances?]


3 Lit. Mosquito-net Chief. "About two and a half miles up the Linggi, after passing the mouth of Sungai Béjar, the voyager arrives at the 'Kubur,' or tomb, of Dato' Klambu. This was a Mohammedan saint of considerable odour, who crossed over from Achin to the Malay Peninsula, and who, during his lifetime, selected this spot for the inhumation of his remains. It is situated on the summit of a steep mound near the bank of the river, and having a small stream winding round its foot. The structure has nothing peculiar in it, being built after the usual fashion of the Malayan Mussulmans; it is about twenty yards long by two broad, and is visited by most Mussulmans passing up the river, who repeat a prayer and offer an oblation for the peace of the Marhum. There is neither date nor inscription on it, with the exception of a few sentences of the Koran, and the names of some of the devotees, which have been rudely scrawled on it in charcoal."—Begbie, pp. 400, 401.
sengers to bring back his daughter, but she refused to return, and eventually became the spouse of one of the Jakun chiefs. Dato' Klambu, on receiving intelligence of this occurrence, dissembled his resentment, and invited the whole tribe to a sumptuous entertainment on pretence of celebrating the nuptials. In the midst of the feast he fired the palace in which the revels were carried on, and the whole of the Jakun, except a man and a woman, perished in the flames. These two Jakun fled to Rawang, a marsh near the seashore, and from them sprang the Rayat Laut, sometimes termed Orang Rawang or Akik, who, not daring to return into the interior, have ever since confined themselves to the coasts and islets. The truly characteristic tradition among the subjects of the sea themselves, is that their first parents were a white alligator and a porpoise.

Belief in Spirits.

Orang Laut (unspecified). — The Orang Laut, for instance, believe (we are told) that the flying lizard looks out for births and causes the soul to take up its abode in the new body. It is the subordinate of the mythical lizard, the guardian of the Stone [of Life], and can leave the earth to go to its master. If an Orang Laut killed one of these lizards, the others would refuse to bring the soul of his new-born child. The flying lizard can transform itself into a crocodile; the crocodile and the shark are brothers and carry out the death sentence on a man whose Stone of Life is soiled and buried, if the lizard does not do so in person.

1 Newbold, ii. 412, 413 [cp. J. i. A. vol. ii. p. 278].
2 Z. f. E. xxviii. 187. The name of the tribe is not stated. For the belief in the power of the Jakun to change into lizards, cp. p. 358, ante.
Again, the time from birth to the cutting of the umbilical cord is the critical period, and all present unite in shouting to drive away the evil spirits.¹

The Orang Laut do not fear sharks. "They are our own brethren, they are Sea Pirates ('pêrompak laut') like ourselves," said one of them to Thomson.²

Use of Wooden Images.

Before leaving the Orang Laut I must not omit to mention a valuable contribution to the J. R. A. S., S. B., in No. 41 of the Society's Journal, by Dr. Abbott, who writes that in July 1903 he discovered among the Orang Mantong of Sanglar Island, two wooden images representing women, in a cave near the seashore, not far from Kampong Telok Lanun. Each image was about \(3\frac{1}{2}\) feet high, and one of them had three wooden horns about 6 inches long projecting upwards from the head. These horns were serrated along one edge. This figure also had straight rudely-carved arms of soft wood much decayed.

The teeth were represented by pieces of broken shell. A blackish line extended diagonally across the chest, meeting a horizontal one extending across just above the breasts. The region of the heart was marked by a blackish spot. The other figure was very rudely carved of soft white wood, and was without arms.

The figures were lying face downward on the floor of the cave, and had evidently not been disturbed for months, as roots were growing over them, and the wood was beginning to decay.

No information in regard to the use of the images could be obtained. Everybody questioned by Dr.

Abbott denied the existence of such things, not knowing that Dr. Abbott had already found them.

No true Malays live on the island, and all the inhabitants eat pig.

Dr. Abbott concludes, I think quite rightly, that these images cannot be regarded as true “bërhala” or idols, and that most probably they are a form of scape-goat (“sakat buang”) for use in sickness. Dr. Abbott adds that when an Orang Laut is ill, a wooden figure of a bird, snake, fish, or other animal is made, and as soon as the medicine-man (“pawang” or “bomor”) has exorcised the demon (“hantu”) in the sick man, and has driven it into the figure, the latter is then carried out to sea and thrown overboard. In the same locality (during the previous year) Dr. Abbott picked up the floating image of a bird. Very likely (says Dr. Abbott) these human images were similarly used. They resemble the “adu-adu” of the Nias Islands.

To this (already mentioned) testimony I may add my own, for I myself once picked up on the Kuala Langat coast, close to the regular haunts of the local group of Orang Laut or Bësisi, a large wooden figure representing a coconut-monkey or “b’ro’.” As in the case of Dr. Abbott’s specimens every kind of information was rigidly withheld, but in view of these later discoveries, I have now little or no doubt that my own specimen should be explained in the same way. As somewhat analogous, I may add that at a shrine on the Bird’s Nest Islands in the remarkable “Inland Sea” (Tâlê Sâp) of Singora, visited by the Cambridge expedition under my guidance in 1899, a (human) image of wood occupied a central position, between the skull of a rhinoceros and that of a crocodile (this,
however, being the nearest approach to an idol that I have seen among the natives of the entire Peninsula, offerings of edible bird’s-nests and broken clay images of animals, etc., being placed before it). During the same expedition, at a later date, I picked up on the river bank near Jambu in Jering (one of the seven modern subdivisions of Patani) a large wooden elephant (with mahout), which had been used, in place of the more usual “lanchang” or spirit-boat, during the ceremony of casting the spirits of evil out of the village in the preceding year.

**Summary.**

As is evident from the foregoing, the religions of these native tribes are made up of mixed elements, in which native notions greatly preponderate and form the basis, with details from Indian and Mohammedan sources superadded. (For the former see especially p. 176, ante.) Much of the Indian element seems to have been introduced direct, but some of it also appears to have come through an Indo-Chinese channel, though the exact manner of its introduction is still uncertain, in view of the vagueness of our knowledge of the early history of the Peninsula.

A detailed comparison is outside the scope of the present work, but still it has to be largely kept in view in forming an estimate of the extent to which even these rude jungle tribes have been influenced by their more “civilised” neighbours in the obscure twilight of their unrecorded past.
PART IV.
CHAPTER I.

PRESENT STATE AND FUTURE PROSPECTS.

The languages spoken by the aboriginal tribes of the Malay Peninsula present various problems of uncommon interest as well as of exceptional difficulty. They are split up into a large number of dialects, all of which are of course unwritten, as these tribes have never attained to the level of civilisation which a knowledge of the art of writing implies; and in the greater part of the Peninsula each of these dialects is confined to a relatively small area, and it often happens that a little clan, or even a single family, uses a form of speech which, though more or less related to the dialects of its neighbours, is nevertheless sufficiently differentiated from them to be practically unintelligible to all except the members of the little community itself.

A necessary consequence of this state of things (which itself results from the natural segregation of the tribes into small clans nowadays to some extent cut off from one another and surrounded by settled Malay communities) is that most of the aboriginal dialects are now, and have been for some generations past, in

---

1 In the neighbourhood of Malacca a few individuals have been taught to read and write by the Roman Catholic missionaries; but Newbold's hearsay statement (op. cit. vol. ii. p. 417), that some of the Perak tribes write on leaves, remains unconfirmed.

process of decay. Being of no use except for the very restricted intercourse for which they serve, they have hardly ever been thoroughly learnt either by Europeans, Chinese, Malays, or even, it may be supposed, by members of other tribes or clans: and nearly all communication between the aborigines and the outside world has therefore, for a considerable time past, been carried on in the general lingua franca of the Peninsula, that is to say, in Malay, more or less modified by the national and personal idiosyncrasies of the speaker.

Accordingly, in such parts of the Peninsula as have been at all exposed to outside influences, the dialects of the aborigines have for some generations been maintaining a precarious existence in constant competition with the invading Malay language, and in some parts they are now almost entirely superseded by it. All the dialects, so far as they are known to us, contain a considerable, though very varying, proportion of Malay loan-words, and the number of these is daily increasing. There can be no doubt that this tendency has been accentuated of late years by the establishment of peace and order in the Peninsula. The aborigines, who, in many districts, were formerly hunted like wild beasts, and whose well-founded distrust and fear of their Malay neighbours kept them in the jungles, have now learnt that the existing government will protect them. The consequence is that they now often visit Malay villages for purposes of trade and barter, and naturally they learn to speak Malay and imitate Malay customs.¹ The number of aborigines who are thus bilingual, having learnt enough Malay to carry on a limited conversation on

ordinary subjects, must be increasing in most districts, even where the tribes to which they belong are stationary or dwindling in numbers.

The way is thus being prepared for the gradual absorption of these wild tribes by their more civilised neighbours, and it must not be forgotten that this process is for them really a rise in the social scale, so that they are under a constant temptation to cast themselves adrift from all that is most characteristic in their customs and language. Accordingly there is a strong tendency for these dialects to die out and to be replaced by a Malay _patois_, differing little from ordinary Malay.

This process of assimilation, though accelerated in recent times, has been at work for several generations, and in the extreme south of the Peninsula it has reached such a pitch that almost all the dialects of that region are now practically obsolete. Already in the middle of the last century, when Logan\(^1\) made his exploratory journey through Johor, he found that the Jakun aborigines of that State used Malay even in speaking amongst themselves, and that the only traces left of their extinct dialects were a broad and rather uncouth pronunciation of Malay, a few words which appeared to be survivals of their older tongue, and a peculiar, half-artificial jargon used by them while engaged in the search for certain jungle products (especially camphor), when the use of their ordinary Malay vernacular was for the time being tabooed.\(^2\)

Miklucho-Maclay,\(^3\) Hervey,\(^4\) Lake and Kelsall,\(^5\)

---

\(^{1}\) _J.I.A._ vol. i. p. 289.
\(^{2}\) _Ibid._ p. 263.
\(^{3}\) _J. R. A. S., S. B._, No. 1, p. 39;
\(^{5}\) _Ibid._ No. 25, p. 3; No. 26, p. 40.
and Machado,¹ who have since Logan's time reported on these southern tribes, all agree with his account of their condition in the matter of language.

Similarly Emeric² states that the Sakai along the Klau river in Pahang speak only Malay, with "a faint souffrance of the guttural brogue that enables one to recognise aborigines within earshot, even if dressed like Malays and speaking Malay"; and Clifford, in his manuscript notes communicated to me, records having met a clan of Sakai between Tras and Bentong, in the same part of Pahang, who spoke only Malay even amongst themselves, and explained it by claiming to be descended from a Rawa³ Malay ancestor, who, being invulnerable from his birth, could not be circumcised and had therefore to go and live in the jungle with the wild aborigines. No doubt the legend was invented to account for the fact of their speaking only Malay, but curiously enough some members of the clan were themselves circumcised, though it is not stated (and does not appear likely) that they were converts to Islam.

So too Lawder⁴ in 1887 wrote, with reference to Kuala Selangor, that the very few Sakai in that district spoke only Malay; and about the same time Turney⁵ wrote of the Klang Sakai, that they themselves asserted that their language was Malay. Similar statements have also been made as to the Ulu Selangor Sakai.⁶

Yet words have been recorded quite recently in the last-named district which prove that the old dialects

³ I believe these Rawa people come from an inland region in Sumatra, situate about lat. 0° 40' S., long. 100° E. (of Greenwich), adjoining the Mandeling Batak country.
are not entirely extinct there; and the present writer can vouch for the fact that some at least of the Klang aborigines speak a dialect closely allied to, if not identical with, Besisi, for he obtained similar words to the Malacca Besisi, which he knew, from a planter whose acquaintance with Sakai was limited to a few words of the dialect of some of the aboriginal coolies employed on his estate near Klang.

In fact, the assertion that a particular clan of aborigines speaks Malay exclusively is often rashly made on evidence which really only goes to show that the members of it all know Malay, but does not negative their having a special dialect of their own as well. The aborigines like to be thought civilised, and are extremely shy of displaying any of their tribal characteristics to an outsider who may be unsympathetic. Moreover, in the south of the Peninsula the matter is complicated by the fact that there may often be some doubt whether what is spoken by the aborigines is really a roughly pronounced form of Malay or a closely allied dialect of separate development, influenced by, but not directly derived from, the civilised Malay language of the country.

Nevertheless the process of decay which these dialects are undergoing is now in most parts of the Peninsula advancing at such a rate as to justify the presumption that in a few generations there will be little or nothing left of them, except, possibly, in the two or three remote tracts where at present bilingualism has hardly begun to appear.

It follows that any research that is to be made into these peculiar forms of speech, must be made at once before the inevitable extinction with which they are threatened makes all further collection of materials
for ever impossible. These tribes, surrounded as they are by men of different faiths and alien races who despise them and regard them as little better than brute beasts, have no recorded history; barely a few allusions to their mere existence are to be found in Malay literature, and practically nothing whatever is on record that can throw any light on their origin and antecedents. It is to their physical structure, their customs, and above all to their languages that we must turn if we would gain any insight into their past.¹

Such is the somewhat pathetic interest which attaches to the languages of these forest-dwellers; and though the study of them is not likely to be of practical use to any living soul, yet, embracing as they do the modes of speech of some of the least developed and most thoroughly wild and uncivilised members of our race, it is perhaps natural that they should form a fascinating subject of inquiry.

Apart from this, however, they are of considerable importance in relation to the study of language in general, and of the languages of South-eastern Asia in particular, for they are connected in a peculiarly intricate way with several groups of these languages, some of which have hitherto been almost entirely neglected or at least very inadequately studied. Situated at the extreme end of a vast continent, these "aboriginal" tribes of the Malay Peninsula represent the disjecta membra of several distinct portions of the human race, and their languages are a curious blend of the most strangely amalgamated constituents.

Classification and Distribution.

Before, however, dealing with this point, it will be advisable to explain how the different dialects are distributed within the Peninsula, and to give some few specimens of the differences which exist between them. The terms Semang, Sakai, and Jakun will not be used in this section of the work to indicate merely the languages spoken by the tribes which anthropologically fall under these respective divisions as defined in Part I. of this work, but will bear a more strictly linguistic meaning. In arranging the materials which are embodied in the Comparative Vocabulary appended to this volume, it soon became evident that there was a typical Semang group of dialects, best represented by the speech of the aborigines in Central Kedah and the adjoining state of Raman, and contrasting strongly with a typical Sakai group, of which the best specimens came from Southern Perak and the adjoining parts of Pahang.¹ These two types clearly differed in some important points, of which the most obvious were a considerable divergence in phonology, and the existence in the Semang type of a whole series of quite common words which appeared to be entirely absent in the Sakai type. Around these strongly contrasted types have been grouped the intermediate and outlying dialects, and thus the dialects of the north and centre of the

¹ This classification has been admirably done by Schmidt in his excellent article “Die Sprachen der Sakae und Semang auf Malacca und ihr Verhältnis zu den Mon-Khmer-Sprachen,” in Bijdragen tot de Taal- Land- en Volkenkunde van Nederlandsch-Indie, 6th Series, Part 8 (Part 52 of the whole), pp. 528-537, which for the first time established on purely linguistic grounds the existence of a Semang group distinct from the Sakai group. The new material given in the present work confirms and justifies Schmidt’s classification in its main lines, while extending it in some particulars.
Peninsula have fallen more or less satisfactorily into a series of groups and subdivisions.

In the south there are not the same clear distinctions; for reasons which have already been in part indicated, there is no such good representative of the Jakun type as still exist in the case of Sakai and Semang. Nevertheless, the remaining dialects of the Peninsula have been classified and will be referred to as Jakun, both for convenience and because they may be ultimately derived from a common stock, and are at any rate distinct from both the Sakai and Semang types.

The pages of the Comparative Vocabulary will amply illustrate the leading differences which exist between these types; but for convenience, and as some indication of the divergences which occur, I here subjoin a short list of words which will serve as a specimen.¹

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Semang.</th>
<th>Sakai.</th>
<th>Jakun (1)</th>
<th>Jakun (2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ant</td>
<td>késo'</td>
<td>laish</td>
<td>pha'</td>
<td>mérèt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bird</td>
<td>kâwöd</td>
<td>chép</td>
<td>sâbu</td>
<td>burong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child</td>
<td>wong</td>
<td>kénon</td>
<td>chaái</td>
<td>enek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day</td>
<td>kéto'</td>
<td>jish</td>
<td>séri</td>
<td>hari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egg</td>
<td>mîkâ'</td>
<td>tap</td>
<td>buntat</td>
<td>képoh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>begjag</td>
<td>ka</td>
<td>râyap</td>
<td>ikan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>chas</td>
<td>tōka</td>
<td>râwet</td>
<td>tangan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snake</td>
<td>ekob</td>
<td>tâju</td>
<td>llîh</td>
<td>ular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunder</td>
<td>kârê</td>
<td>éngkukh</td>
<td>âbû</td>
<td>gérëntah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooth</td>
<td>nyus</td>
<td>lëmoñ</td>
<td>chëráh</td>
<td>gigi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>tom</td>
<td>têu</td>
<td>par</td>
<td>ayer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ It must be understood that these words are selected, in some cases, from a number of variants, for which reference can be made to the Comparative Vocabulary. The list is intended to be typical, but by no means exhaustive. Further, it often happens that the “Sakai” word appears (generally with some modification of form) in a number of Semang and Jakun dialects; while there are several series of words, belonging to several distinct families of speech which run more or less through all three groups. These will be discussed later; the above short list merely illustrates a few of the verbal differences between the groups.

In view of the apparent internal diversity of the Jakun group, it is here represented by two lists.
As a matter of fact, the relations which exist between these different types are exceedingly complex, and cannot be satisfactorily discussed without referring to the other families of speech in South-eastern Asia with which the dialects of the Peninsula are connected, or by which they have been modified. But before entering into the consideration of these difficult problems, it is desirable to explain the geographical distribution of the dialects, and to indicate at the same time the subdivisions into which they fall; for these subdivisions, though based on linguistic data, do in fact agree to a considerable extent with the territorial arrangement and geographical relations of the several tribes.

Roughly speaking, then, the dialects fall into groups which correspond, though not accurately, with the anthropological varieties of the aboriginal races. In the north of the Peninsula are the Semang dialects (called on the eastern side of the main mountain range by the name of Pangan); in the centre the Sakai; and in the south the very mixed and broken-down dialects which are here grouped as Jakun.¹

Semang.—The Semang dialects, including those of the Pangan tribes, are spoken in an irregular tract extending from at least as far north as lat. 6° 30' ² to about lat. 5° 5' on the western side of the Perak river, and about lat. 4° 45' on the eastern side of the main range in the States of Kelantan and Trengganu; and lying between longs. 100° 40' (though a century ago

¹ A reference to the map here given will illustrate the relative position of these groups. The boundary lines drawn on the map merely indicate roughly their limits as evidenced by the actual data of dialects recorded. It is quite possible that others exist outside these lines, while within them some of the recorded dialects may have become extinct.

² Except where otherwise stated, all latitudes are north. All longitudes are east of the Greenwich meridian.
the limit was near the actual coast-line, about long. 100° 20' and 102° 45'. Outlying members of the group have been recorded beyond these limits: Miklucho-Maclay¹ heard of Negritos, presumably Semang-speaking ones, though nothing is said on that point, as far north as the mountains of Patalung (probably about lat. 7° 35', long. 99° 45'), and he also saw two captured boys of that race in the house of the Raja Muda of Singgora. Again, Warrington Smyth² states that a small tribe of about four hundred Negritos inhabit the district of Chaiya (lat. 9° 20', long. 99°), but he too says nothing as to their language; on the other hand, Clifford records the presence of a single Semang-speaking family, apparently not of pure Negrito stock, as far south as Sadang (lat. 4° 30', long. 100° 53'), and in Pahang, though no specimens of their dialects have been recorded, it is probable that a few Pangans wander at least as far south as this, if not farther.³

Throughout almost the whole of its very extended range, the Semang language is curiously uniform as compared with the Sakai. This may with much probability be ascribed to the relatively more nomadic life of the Negritos, which leads them over a considerable tract of country, keeps up communication among the several clans, and checks the process of local differentiation. There is no clear linguistic line of demarcation between Semang and Pangan; in fact, the Semang speech of Central Kedah and the Pangan of Southern Kelantan, though more than 120 miles

³ Emeric reports, on the authority of Frost, District Officer, Pekan, that they go as far as Pulau Tawar (lat. 3° 51', long. 102° 27'), and a pēnghulu informed Emeric that they were to be found on the tributaries of the Semantan (about lat. 3° 30' or 3° 40', I presume); but this awaits confirmation.
apart, resemble one another more closely than do some Sakai dialects which are near neighbours.

The following short list, which could be considerably amplified if necessary, will suffice to illustrate this close resemblance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semang of Kedah</th>
<th>Pangan of Kelantan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>beltek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father</td>
<td>ê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>chas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lip</td>
<td>têñud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder</td>
<td>klapêh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stomach</td>
<td>chông</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone</td>
<td>bâlog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunder</td>
<td>kâyê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>beltek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>âh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>chas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>têñöyt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k'lapä</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>chông</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>balu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kârê</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, the Semang and Pangan dialects have a long border-line where they march with members of the neighbouring Sakai group, and on both sides of that line there has been some inter-mixture and mutual influence. While all Semang dialects, so far as at present recorded, have many words in common with Sakai, several of the Semang dialects near the Sakai border, especially the dialects of the Plus and Galas valleys, contain a few Sakai words and forms which do not occur in the more typical Semang further to the north. But this is only what might have been expected, and it does not amount to much.

In a few instances the Pangan dialects seem to prefer a different word from the Semang; but in such cases it usually happens that one or both synonyms occur also in Sakai:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semang</th>
<th>Pangan</th>
<th>Sakai</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cold</td>
<td>hangit</td>
<td>têngked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>mabê</td>
<td>yalu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot</td>
<td>pêdîh</td>
<td>bêkud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>bêtcu, ho, gel</td>
<td>tom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following short list of words will suffice to
show that the Semang dialect of the Plus is distinct from the Sakai dialect of the same valley:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semang of Plus</th>
<th>Sakai of Plus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Big</td>
<td>böö</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child</td>
<td>wong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dog</td>
<td>'od</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>böded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To give</td>
<td>eg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even when, as in the last instance, the Semang and Sakai languages use the same word, there are, as a rule, characteristic differences of form which show that the phonetic tendencies of the two races diverge considerably. The following are a few instances:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semang</th>
<th>Sakai</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bone</td>
<td>iyeng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye</td>
<td>med</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot</td>
<td>chan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf</td>
<td>hali'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>kéché'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>kétö'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tail</td>
<td>hatek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorn</td>
<td>hisli'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tongue</td>
<td>litt'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Low-country Semang.—A more substantial exception to the general uniformity of the Semang language consists in a small group of dialects, now probably extinct, but formerly spoken in the extreme south of Kedah and in the upper part of the valley of the Krian, the boundary river between the States of Kedah and Perak. This little subdivision seems to correspond with the Semang Paya, or low-country Semang, of Anderson and others; and, in spite of its probably very limited range, it appears to have constituted a distinct subdivision of the Semang family, for it sometimes differs from the other dialects even when these agree with one another. It appears to

¹ Perhaps this should be chuô.
have more words in common with Sakai than the typical Semang has; thus for "hand," it uses tong, Sakai tökᵃ, instead of the typical Semang chas; and yet it occasionally has a different term where most of the other Semang dialects have a word corresponding with the Sakai equivalent, e.g. "ear," pol (pul, pun) as compared with the usual Semang ŋtōng (inteng, anting), Sakai këntok (ntãk, etc.). Sometimes, though it has the same term, it differs somewhat in form, e.g. "to eat," chio', as against the usual Semang chi', Sakai cha'; "shoulder," kapueh (kapweh), as against klapēh (klapõh), Sakai gēlpãul, etc.

Pangan-speaking Sakai.—Included among the more typically Semang dialects are two, collected by Clifford in the Lebir valley in Kelantan, and the Kerbat in Trengganu respectively, which are spoken by tribes whom the collector, a careful observer, describes as being physically Sakai. If that is so, it is clear that these tribes must have adopted the speech of their Negrito neighbours, or they may have been originally Negritos whose physical type has been modified by crossing with a Sakai strain.

Sakai-speaking Negritos.—Conversely, the Negritos of the region of Kenderong, Kenering, Sungei Piah, and Temongoh (or between lats. 5° 25' and 5° 5', and longs. 101° and 101° 20') in Northern Perak speak dialects which, though containing a few Semang words, must nevertheless be classed as Sakai. In this district it is evident that the Sakai speech has encroached at the expense of Semang, a view supported by Semang tradition, which, according to Clifford, lays claim to Mt. Korbu (lat. 4° 41', long. 101° 20'), as being part of the old Semang territory.

It will be noticed that, with slight exceptions in
Perak (and formerly Province Wellesley), all the Semang dialects hitherto recorded are comprised within the States politically subject to the Siamese suzerainty; that is to say, Kedah, Raman, Jalor, Teluban (or Sai), Ligeih, Kelantan, and Trengganu.

Sakai.—The Sakai group occupies the central mountain tract of the Peninsula, with the headwaters of its principal rivers, and extends, approximately, from long. 101° in Perak to long. 103° in Pahang, and, on the western side of the main range, in Northern Perak, from lat. 5° 25', and, on the eastern side of the range, from lat. 4° 50', to lat. 2° 25', approximately, where it ends in a few outlying and obsolescent dialects on the Pahang-Johor border. Almost the whole of the group is comprised within the limits of the Federated Malay States under British protection;¹ that is to say, Perak, Pahang, Selangor, and the Negri Sembilan.

With such a wide range it is not surprising that this group of dialects should be characterised by considerable internal diversity, especially when it is borne in mind that the tribes which speak them are for the most part broken up into small clans inhabiting the upper parts of valleys in a mountainous country, and to some extent confined each to its own little district. Unlike the Semang tribes, the greater part of the Sakai clans are no longer engaged merely, or even mainly, in hunting and in gathering wild fruit. They tend to settle down into small temporary villages, and to practise a rude kind of agriculture;

¹ The only exceptions I know of are the Sakai of the Nenggiri valley in Kelantan, a straggling tribe in the Ketiar valley in Trengganu, another which occasionally resorts to the headwaters of the Dungun river in the same state, a few Besisi in Malacca, and the above-mentioned tribes along the northern frontier of Johor.
and though they do, from time to time, change the location of their clearings, it is probable that they hardly ever shift into a valley inhabited by another clan,\(^1\) for such an act would be regarded as a form of trespass; nor are they always on perfectly friendly terms with their neighbours.\(^2\)

Apart from this, the Sakai group borders on two long frontier lines with the Semang and Jakun groups, both of which, especially the latter, it overlaps and has probably encroached on, so that it is in part made up of dialects which have retained or absorbed elements derived from one or both of these two alien sources.

It is only, therefore, in a relatively small tract, approximately between lats. 4° 30' and 4°, and longs. 101° 15' and 102°, that the really typical Sakai is spoken; while just to the north of this is another region, extending to the Semang - Sakai frontier, where the dialects, besides differing in some other respects from their southern neighbours, are evidently somewhat affected by Semang,\(^3\) and appear to be spoken by tribes of mixed descent, with a considerable though varying percentage of Negrito blood.

The map here given shows with sufficient precise-

---

\(^1\) Leech in *J. R. A. S.,* S. B., No. 4, p. 29, says: "The common idea that they wander at large all over the hills is certainly a mistake; each particular tribe keeps exclusively to its own valley ... their habits are migratory in their own districts, but ... they seldom leave their own valley."

\(^2\) Leech, loc. cit., speaks of them as being frequently at feud with their neighbours on either side. I do not think, however, that actual fighting occurs nowadays, if it ever did.

\(^3\) The Semang influence is more traceable in their phonology than in their vocabulary; but they have a few special words (which do not seem to occur in Central Sakai) in common with Semang, e.g. "alive," *gušk*, Tembi; *gššk*, Sakai of Korbū; "arrow," *loš*, Sakai of Plus; "bow," *šg*, Sakai of Plus; "pig," *napš*, Semang (so-called, but really Sakai) of Kenering; for which compare the Pangan *ššk*; Semang *loš* (and *louš*), *šg*, and *napš*. This last appears to be a typically Semang word, being recorded only in dialects that are undoubtedly Semang and two others that adjoin the Semang area.
ness the localities where the chief Sakai dialects have

been recorded in the central region where these two subdivisions adjoin. This is described by Clifford as
the one true Sakai district of the Peninsula, the only permanent inhabitants being all of aboriginal race, and comprises the headwaters of the rivers Jelai, Telom and Serau in Pahang, Batang Padang, Bidor, Kampar and Plus in Perak, and Galas and Nenggiri in Kelantan.

**Northern and Central Sakai.**—I shall call the two subdivisions of the Sakai group which are represented in this region by the names Northern and Central Sakai, which correspond respectively to the Tēm-be’ and Sēn-oi of Clifford, who was the first to point out the distinction between them. They are separated by a line drawn from the neighbourhood of Blanja (lat. 4° 30', long. 100° 55') on the Perak River, in the direction of east by a little north, passing between Ipoh and Gopeng, then north of the Sungai Raya valley but south of Tanjong Rambutan, Ulu Kinta, and Mt. Korbu (and probably of Mt. Chabang) to the Serau valley in Pahang, across which it seems to run somewhere about lat. 4° 35'. According to Clifford, the line continues to Kuala Nenggiri, lat. 4° 45', long. 101° 53', but I have no data as to the nature of the dialect spoken by the relatively numerous Sakai population of the Nenggiri valley; probably it falls into the northern subdivision of the Sakai group.

The dialects of Blanja, Sungai Raya, and the Serau valley are border dialects falling into the central subdivision; those of Tanjong Rambutan, Ulu Kinta, Korbu, and the dialect specifically called Tembe’ (or Tembi) are their immediate neighbours.

---

1 Part at least of the Galas valley is inhabited by Semang-speaking aborigines.
3 This is Clifford’s line, slightly modified, and with additional detail supplied from more recent data. It is noticeable that this line cuts straight across the main mountain range of the Peninsula and has no relation to any political or physiographical frontier.
on the north; and it is certain that Northern Sakai is unintelligible to the clans speaking the central dialects, just as Semang is unintelligible to the Northern Sakai.

To the south the Central Sakai extends continuously as far as the Slim valley in Southern Perak, probably about lat. 3° 50', after which there is a gap in the record, the only other known specimen to the southward being the dialect of the Orang Tanjong, or "men of the river reaches," in the Ulu Langat district of Selangor, about lat. 3° 10', long. 101° 50'. As to this outlying clan, one can only wonder how it got so far away from the main body to which it belongs and from which it is now separated by tribes speaking dialects of a different type.

**Southern Sakai.**—The tract of country extending from lat. 3° 15' or thereabouts to about lat. 2° 25', and between longs. 101° 20' and 103° 15', is pre-eminently a mixed district inhabited by a motley crowd of tribes, some of Sakai and others of Jakun speech. Some aborigines in this region (e.g. the Besisi) speak Sakai, but are physically Jakun, and *vice versa* some (e.g. the Belandas) appear to be of Sakai origin, though they do not speak Sakai dialects. This puzzle may perhaps be in part explained by the habit which these clans have of seeking their wives from a stock different from their own; anyhow, it is a very mixed district.

With the exception of the Ulu Langat dialect mentioned above, the Sakai dialects here spoken constitute a distinct southern subdivision which is more allied to the Central than to the Northern Sakai, but is quite distinguishable from both. They are best represented by the Besisi of Southern Selangor and

1 Luering, J. R. A. S., S. B., No. 35, p. 92; Clifford, *l.c.*
the Negri Sembilan (especially Sungei Ujong), a scattered tribe speaking a relatively uniform dialect, and extending even into the British territory of Malacca. Other cognate dialects have been recorded in the Serting valley of the Negri Sembilan, the Bera valley in South Pahang; and also on the Upper Palong and Endau (or Indau) in Northern Johor, where, however, they are obsolescent, if not extinct.

This southern subdivision of Sakai can be further split up into two subgroups, a south-western and a south-eastern one, the former comprising, in addition to Besisi, the dialect of the Orang Bukit ("hill men") of Ulu Langat and the somewhat mixed dialect collected somewhere in Selangor by Daly, the latter subgroup including the remaining dialects just mentioned, and perhaps also the so-called Beduanda dialect of Chiong in Johol, which, despite a considerable Jakun element, seems to have a larger percentage of words in common with Sakai than with the Jakun dialects with which its name would incline one to classify it. Of the occasional differences that justify this division of Southern Sakai into two subgroups the following words (not all of which are really of genuine Sakai origin) may serve as specimens:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>South-western Subgroup.</th>
<th>South-eastern Subgroup.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Banana</td>
<td>hęntok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belly</td>
<td>čót</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye</td>
<td>mät</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House</td>
<td>döng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>d̆uö</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wife</td>
<td>gadó</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Besisi collected at Nylas (Malacca), has y̆uk.
² Also in Ulu Palong.
³ Also in Ulu Palong. The Ulu Indau dialect also has dı̂o; Orang Hutan of (Northern) Johor, dı̂o.
Occasionally the south-eastern subgroup has forms more nearly akin to those of the other Sakai subdivisions than the Besisi equivalents: *e.g.* "big," Serting *thoi*, Senoi *čento*, but Besisi *kadui*; "nail," Serting *čerōs*, Korbu *cheros*, Orang Tanjong of Ulu Langat *činnros*, Besisi *kokāt* (a Malayan word common in the Jakun dialects). But, as a general rule, the two subgroups agree pretty closely together.

Probably all the tribes of this southern subdivision know Malay and speak it pretty frequently, and their dialects have been much mixed with Malay and Jakun elements. Dealing, as we often have to do, with mere lists of words without specimens of sentences or grammatical information, it is impossible to draw a hard-and-fast line here between Sakai dialects and Jakun, as the two seem to have influenced each other to a considerable extent, and many mixed vocabularies are recorded.

Eastern Sakai.—Returning now to the northward, we find in Pahang, to the east of the central subdivision, a number of dialects scattered over a tract extending between lats. 4° 40′ and 3° 30′, and longs. 102° and 103° approximately. The dialects here recorded, which I have classed, somewhat tentatively, as the eastern subdivision of Sakai, fall into two subgroups, viz. an inner subgroup located in Central Pahang, comprising the dialects spoken about Kuala Tembeling, Pulau Guai, Kerdau, and the Krau valley;¹ and an outer one, consisting of the speech of the Sakai tribes of Ulu Tembeling and Pulau Besar (who also occupy or resort to Ulu Dungun in Trengganu), and of the Sakai of Ulu Cheres in Ulu Kuantan.

¹ A vagrant branch of the Krau tribe has wandered to the Ketiar valley in Trengganu, about lat. 5° 10′ to 5°, long. 102° 35′ to 102° 40′.
Both these subgroups, though having much in common with Central Sakai, occasionally favour the Northern type. They both contain a sprinkling of Semang words, which thus extend much further south in the eastern part of the Peninsula than they do on the western side of the main mountain range. It is curious, for instance, to note that whereas, for instance, in Perak the word for “sun” is the Sakai madīs (mat jīsh) as far north as lat. 5° 25' at least, in Pahang the Semang mat kētor (kētā probably) extends as far south as the Krau valley in lat. 3° 40'.

The outer subgroup also approximates in some particulars towards the Southern Sakai, e.g. “belly,” lēpoch, Ulu Cheres; cf. lēput, Bera; lēpot, Serting; lōpot, Ulu Indau, as against the typical Sakai, kut: “sun,” motbri, Ulu Tembeling; cf. matbri, Ulu Palong, as against the typical Sakai mat jīsh: “tongue,” lēpes, Ulu Tembeling; lēpeh, Ulu Cheres; cf. lēpās, Serting; lipes, Ulu Indau; typical Sakai, lēntāk: “to climb,” yāl, Ulu Tembeling; hial, Ulu Cheres; cf. yal, Besisi and Serting; typical Sakai, hūt: “to go,” suak, Ulu Tembeling; chūak, Ulu Cheres; cf. swag, Ulu Indau; chok, Besisi; this word apparently occurs also in the other Sakai subdivisions, and in Semang and Pangan, but the typical Sakai work is chip. As the above instances indicate, the connection is mainly with the south-eastern subgroup of Southern Sakai, while some of the words also occur in the Jakun dialects of the same region and possibly

---

1 Perhaps this Semang element is traceable even in the Southern subdivision of Sakai, but the instances are not numerous, and it is not quite certain that they are specifically Semang words: e.g. “banana,” keikei, Ulu Palong; kukeau, Semang: “mouth,” nut, Ulu Indau; smu, Orang Hutan of Johor (2nd list); tēnut, Semang: “nest,” gērēm, Besisi of Kuala Langat; kēsūm, Bera; sum, sam, Semang; ensobn, Semang (really Sakai) of Kuala Kenering.
a few of them are Jakun loan-words, not originally Sakai at all.

With all this internal diversity, the two subgroups have perhaps enough in common, and are sufficiently distinct from the other forms of Sakai, to justify their inclusion in a subdivision of their own. In spite of their foreign elements they are undoubtedly Sakai dialects, though of a mixed and somewhat degenerate type.

I append a few words illustrating the sort of resemblances and differences which exist between the four subdivisions of the Sakai group:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Northern</th>
<th>Central</th>
<th>Southern</th>
<th>Eastern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ant</td>
<td>las</td>
<td>läish</td>
<td>pos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banana</td>
<td>télui</td>
<td>télāi</td>
<td>hēntok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big</td>
<td>mēnu</td>
<td>ēntoi</td>
<td>kadui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bird</td>
<td>chāp, chēm</td>
<td>chēp</td>
<td>chīm, chēm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child</td>
<td>kuōd, kōn</td>
<td>kēnōn</td>
<td>kēnon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day</td>
<td>iis</td>
<td>jish</td>
<td>chōhoi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dog</td>
<td>chuo</td>
<td>cho'</td>
<td>chau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egg</td>
<td>tap</td>
<td>pēlōkā</td>
<td>képoh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye</td>
<td>māt</td>
<td>māt, mot</td>
<td>mat, mot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot</td>
<td>jūkā</td>
<td>jūkā</td>
<td>jōng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>tīk, ting</td>
<td>tōkā, tāk</td>
<td>tīg, tī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House</td>
<td>dān̄g, dēh</td>
<td>dōkā, dōk</td>
<td>dōng, dōl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf</td>
<td>sēlā</td>
<td>sēla</td>
<td>plong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man</td>
<td>sēnōi, mai</td>
<td>sēnōi, mai</td>
<td>mah, sēma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many</td>
<td>bigā, kupā</td>
<td>jēoi, kōpā</td>
<td>'nom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose</td>
<td>mu</td>
<td>mōh</td>
<td>mūh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pig</td>
<td>gaur</td>
<td>gau</td>
<td>kētā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tongue</td>
<td>lēntāg</td>
<td>lēntāk</td>
<td>lēpās</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>āg</td>
<td>tēu</td>
<td>dōō, dak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jakun.—The Jakun\(^5\) group now to be considered

---

\(^1\) Cf. Semang pētum, wong, kēto', balō, tom.

\(^2\) Occurs also in some Pangan dialects, e.g. mēnā, Pangan of Belimbing.

\(^3\) Perhaps a Jakun word.

\(^4\) Occurs also in low-country Semang, e.g. koh, Semang of Juru.

\(^5\) Though for convenience I call the whole of this mass of dialects by this name, I must point out that the name Jakun is really properly applicable to the tribes falling into the Jakun subdivision of the group, and would be repudiated by all the rest.
is the most difficult one to deal with; the materials available are far more fragmentary than those which represent the Semang and Sakai groups, and no previous attempt has ever been made to classify them.\footnote{1} The one certain thing about them is that, though they embody some words of the Sakai and Semang types, they cannot as a whole be classified in either of those groups.

The group extends as far north as the neighbourhood of Rasa in the Ulu Selangor district, lat. 3° 30', long. 101° 37', but here, so far as our information goes, there is merely an outlying patch, perhaps consisting of a single clan, severed from the main body. The next members of the group are met with about lat. 2° 50', long. 101° 30', in the Kuala Langat district of the same State. From that point it extends in scattered communities known as Belandas, Beduanda, Mentra, and Jakun (intermixed down to about lat. 2° 25' with portions of the Southern Sakai subdivision), as far as lat. 2°, long. 103° 45', approximately, in Johor. A separate subdivision, so strongly differentiated from all the rest that it ought perhaps to be formed into a distinct group by itself, is found in several localities in the Negri Sembilan, but judging by its name of Kenaboi would seem to have had its real home in Jelebu, in the valley of the Kenaboi or Kenabui river, lat. 3° 10' to 3° 5', long. 101° 58' to 102° 8' or thereabouts.

The Jakun group is thus characterised by considerable internal diversity, so that much doubt must remain whether it can be considered as a unity at all.

\footnote{1} Schmidt's classification, excellent (so far as it goes) as regards the Sakai and Semang groups, fails entirely to deal with Jakun, of which, however, very scanty materials were at that author's disposal.
In the mixed district north of lat. 2° 25', being overlapped by Southern Sakai, the dialects of the Jakun group are much mixed with that form of speech; to the south of 2° 25' very few words appear that have anything in common with the Sakai group. On the other hand, throughout its whole range, the Jakun group has been so much mixed up with Malay that it is often impossible to say whether a particular dialect is to be described as Jakun much overlaid with Malay elements, or Malay embodying a few remnants of Jakun. One consequence of this state of things is that collectors of vocabularies, on the search for the non-Malayan elements in these dialects, finding that almost all words in ordinary use were obviously of Malay affinity, were driven to push their inquiries further afield, and sought for out-of-the-way words, such as the specific names of particular trees, the less known animals, and the like. As they worked independently of one another, they naturally did not all inquire about the same species, etc., and so it happens that they have left us for the most part very fragmentary, scrappy vocabularies, which offer singularly few points for comparison.  

South of latitude 2° (with one or two exceptions which will be mentioned hereafter) it is clear that practically nothing specifically Jakun survives in the speech of the Jakuns of the interior; and almost the same is true of the dialects of the Orang Laut who

---

1 Sometimes the jungle-men in response to a request for out-of-the-way words, have evidently given words of their taboo jargon, which have thus to some slight extent crept into several of the lists.

2 Thus Hervey (in 1879) found that the old Batin of the Lenggau and Sayong Jakun (lat. 1° 45' to 1° 55', long. 103° 33' to 103° 43'), a man of great age (over eighty apparently, J.R.A.S., S.B., No. 3, p. 101) had no recollection of a dialect peculiar to his own race (J.R.A.S., S.B., No. 8, p. 108). Cf. Logan, J.I.A. vol. i. p. 289.
roam about in their boats among the little archipelago of islands south of Singapore to about lat. 1° S. (where they also have a few settlements on the Sumatran coast), and who resort from time to time at least as far north as lat. 1° 50' on the west coast of Johor, and 3° amongst the islands to the east of Johor and Pahang, if not farther.

The difficulty of dealing with the dialects of this group is increased by the fact that in part of the area occupied by them, inland of an irregular line running at some few miles' distance from the coast in South Selangor, the Negri Sembilan, and Malacca, the Malay speech by which they have been influenced is the Menangkabau dialect (from inland and western Sumatra), which differs considerably from ordinary Malay, and has never been thoroughly studied in the Peninsula. Sometimes where the Jakun dialects differ from ordinary Malay, it is merely because they have adopted words or forms from the Menangkabau Malay of their immediate Malay neighbours.

Most of the Jakun tribes, then, speak dialects which, on the face of them are Malayan: they contain only small residuary percentages of words peculiar to themselves, and it is these small residues which offer the only basis of classification.  

Kenaboi subdivision.—Kenaboi is recorded only in two vocabularies, representing apparently two different dialects, both collected by Hervey, the one

---

1 There are also Orang Laut, known as Sëkah, in Billiton. They speak a Malay dialect, but are excluded from this work by reason of their geographical position. Their name Sëkah is probably not connected with Sakai, but a special form of Suku (with the meaning "clan" or "tribe").

2 One could, of course, arrange them in a series, with the almost entirely non-Malay Kenaboi at one end, and the practically unmixed Malay of Southern Johor and the islands at the other; but that would be no real classification.

3 I neglect Vaughan-Stevens' scanty contribution, as it contains nothing distinctive.
numbering about 200 words, the other about 80, and amounting together (as the lists have a common element) to a total of about 250 words.

The specifically Kenaboi words common to the two lists include the important words of relationship, "father," sangkat; "mother," hāpet; "child," chaāī; "elder brother," mohōlok; "younger brother," tāk; "elder sister," tēmai; "younger sister," mōjong; "father-in-law," lahik, lahik; and also the words for "ear," chēlāh, chēliok; "gibbon" (monkey), jēwun, jēngón,1 but hardly anything else. But as their divergences are due in most cases to one of them using a Malay, Sakai, or other identifiable synonym, these differences are not perhaps a sufficient reason for refusing to classify the two lists together as allied dialects.

Assuming, then, that they constitute a unity, we have about 250 Kenaboi words to classify; and of these I find that nearly half stand quite alone; at least, I have not succeeded in tracing a connection between them and any other language whatever.

Of the remainder, excluding words of Malay affinity and a few that are related only to languages outside the Peninsula, a greater percentage appear to be connected with Sakai than with Jakun, while a small minority appear to point to Semang. But Kenaboi is so thoroughly different in its general type from both Sakai and Semang, of which two groups we have a large mass of materials available for comparison, that it cannot possibly be classed with either of them. On the other hand, the other Jakun vocabularies are, as already stated, so fragmentary

---

1 Excepting the last one, these words have no certain parallels in the other dialects.
that it is not surprising that a large proportion of the fairly long Kenaboi list should be incapable of being traced in them. Confining our attention to the fifty or sixty cases where the materials available enable a comparison to be made, I find that Kenaboi agrees with one or more of the remaining Jakun dialects in about a fourth or a fifth of these cases and differs in the rest from them all, even where some of them agree together.

As there is no striking divergence in general type and phonology between Kenaboi and the other Jakun vocabularies, and as no grammatical information whatever is available that would modify the position, I leave Kenaboi as a possible Jakun subdivision. It may be that before their decay, the other Jakun dialects resembled it more than they do now: paradoxical as it may seem, Kenaboi must be regarded either as the best specimen of Jakun recorded or else as not being Jakun at all; and I doubt whether, on the existing evidence, it is possible to be quite certain as to which of these two conclusions is the right one. The Kenaboi problem awaits further investigation on the spot; the collection of a few sentences and some additional words may perhaps solve it.¹

¹ Beduanda subdivision.—I give the name Beduanda
to this subdivision of the Jakun group because, besides being the name under which two or three of the dialects have been actually recorded, it is claimed as of right by the Mentra as well.\(^1\) I am not aware that the Belandas, who are included in this subdivision, claim the title; but they are closely connected with the other members of this subdivision, which includes, besides the Belandas of Kuala Langat and Rembau, the Beduanda of several unnamed localities of the Negri Sembilan, and the Mentra who are the leading aboriginal tribe of Malacca territory.

The dialects of all these agree together sufficiently well to warrant their inclusion in one subdivision. They contain a variable percentage of Sakai words, but the Jakun element on the whole preponderates. Into this subdivision also falls the mixed dialect collected near Rasa, which (after excluding words of doubtful connection and words of Malayan origin) consists for the most part of Jakun and Sakai in the proportion of three to two approximately. The Sakai element in this dialect is apparently related more or less to all the Sakai subdivisions; but in general the Beduanda subdivision, when it agrees with Sakai, shows most affinity with the Southern Sakai spoken in its neighbourhood.

The following words will serve to illustrate this last point:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>maham</td>
<td>maham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear</td>
<td>tong</td>
<td>tông</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>us</td>
<td>üs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snake</td>
<td>tijá</td>
<td>tijau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>long</td>
<td>délong</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) It is also the name of the leading Malay tribe of “land inheritors” (Mal. *waris*) of the Menangkabau-speaking districts of the Peninsula, and claimed by them in virtue of their alleged descent in the female line from the aboriginal lords of the soil.
I append a short list of words showing the connection between several dialects of the Beduanda subdivision, and also illustrating the existence of apparently Jakun words in the Southern Sakai subdivision, which are not found in Central Sakai:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brother, elder</td>
<td>geēk</td>
<td>geēk</td>
<td>geē</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egg</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>kāpo</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Gibbon,&quot; monkey (Mal. unkgka)</td>
<td>tīmo'</td>
<td>tēmō'</td>
<td>tīmō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grandmother</td>
<td>gēnōi</td>
<td>gēnōi</td>
<td>gēnu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sister, elder</td>
<td>gaū'</td>
<td>gaū'</td>
<td>gaū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiger</td>
<td>mejē</td>
<td>mājā</td>
<td>mejēh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yam sp. (Mal. kēladi)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>yet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Jakun subdivision.**—The dialects specifically termed Jakun are spoken by the tribes to whom this name properly belongs. With the exception of the Malacca dialect, which, though its most marked connections are with the other Jakun dialects, yet agrees occasionally with Kenaboi and Beduanda, besides having a few words apparently peculiar to itself, the Jakun dialects are found only in Johor, and are more closely related together than those of the Beduanda subdivision.¹

This greater uniformity is partly due to the Jakun dialects having fewer elements in common with Sakai than the other two subdivisions in general have, though some of the Mentra dialects are also relatively free from Sakai elements.

In this subdivision, on the slender evidence of two or three words,² may be classed the remnants of the

---

¹ The Mentra claim to be the Malacca aborigines *par excellence,* and state that the Besisi belong properly to Sungei Ujong, and the Jakun to Johor. The latter, on the point being put to them, did not dispute it.

² "Come here," ka-kián, Orang Laut of Galang; kiýán, Barok; kiýan,
dialects of the Orang Laut of Singapore and the islands to the southward. Here too, so far as it embodies relics of the obsolescent Jakun dialects, falls the taboo language of the Johor Jakun, which is used apparently throughout the greater part of the interior of Johor, even by tribes that no longer retain any trace of Jakun words in their ordinary speech. But this taboo language is a very mixed product, and cannot be classified among the ordinary dialects; it must be discussed separately.

Much the same observation applies to the taboo language of the Mentra, of which, however, only very few words have been recorded. One or two of these correspond with Beduanda, to which subdivision it probably belongs: but the list is really too short to admit of classification.

I append a list of words showing the connection of the subdivisions of the Jakun group amongst themselves, and with the Johor taboo language:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cold</th>
<th>Kena boi Subdivision</th>
<th>Beduanda Subdivision</th>
<th>Malacca Jakun</th>
<th>Johor Jakun</th>
<th>Taboo Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sédék</td>
<td>siap</td>
<td>sédék</td>
<td>sedek</td>
<td>siap</td>
<td>kian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intá, mächan chian</td>
<td></td>
<td>kian</td>
<td>kian</td>
<td>kian</td>
<td>menchor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amun, kétök amun</td>
<td></td>
<td>koyok</td>
<td>koyok, ménhor</td>
<td>ménhor</td>
<td>menchor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gëntuí</td>
<td>gëntïl</td>
<td>gantir</td>
<td>segantsũ</td>
<td>segantsũ</td>
<td>sagántel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>songsang</td>
<td>chûn</td>
<td>bringkil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>räwet</td>
<td>kûkót</td>
<td>kiuð</td>
<td>kiuð</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>räwet</td>
<td>kokûn</td>
<td>kokot</td>
<td>kuko</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kukat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kalang; ch Ian, Jakun of Kuala Lemakau; Ch Ian, Jakun of Malacca; but ch Ian, ch Ian, Belandas and Mentra. Similarly “go there,” “far off,” is kiyun, kiyoh, in Orang Laut and Jakun, the Beduanda subdivision having chûn or chûn.

1 Logan found the same taboo language in use on the Sedili, Indau, and Batu Pahat rivers. It has been traced by Hervey in the Upper Lenggriu and Madek; and by Lake and Kelsail at Kuala Lemakau on the Indau, on the Madek, and at Simpai (Ulu Batu Pahat, Sembrong).

2 Benna of Newbold.

3 Cf. Sakai chô.

4 Only in the short unclassed vocabulary from Tanjong Sagenting, as to which see pp. 411, 412, infra.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kenaboi Subdivision</th>
<th>Beduanda Subdivision</th>
<th>Malacca Subdivision</th>
<th>Johor Subdivision</th>
<th>Taboo Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nail</td>
<td>risik</td>
<td>kokat</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkey (porcine)</td>
<td>jeun, jeng'on</td>
<td>timo', temo' je'un</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>tawok²</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkey (roit)</td>
<td>roit</td>
<td>bagheh</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pig</td>
<td>se'roi</td>
<td>risim,</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>jokot⁴</td>
<td>jokut⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>te'bong,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s'embungkor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ke'tu⁵</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porcupine</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>puntu, joi</td>
<td>puntu, sonoi sebuntu</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainbow</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>betha</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>bohuta, kawat</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhinoceros</td>
<td>te'khô</td>
<td>resêki</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>sëngkrit sëngkrit</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spider</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>te'wôwoh</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>te'wôwoh¹</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Summary of Classification and Distribution.**

The principal dialects and subdialects of the aborigines of the Peninsula, so far as represented in this work, may now be grouped under the main heads mentioned above.

I. **Semang Group.**

1. **Main Semang and Pangan Subdivision—**
   Semang dialects of Kedah (Mt. Jerai, Yan, and Siong), Ulu Selama, Ijok, Jarum,² Plus, and the Jehehr (or “Sakai Tanjong”) of Temongoh; Pangan dialects of Jalar, Sai, Ulu Patani, Teliang, Belimbing, Sam, Ulu Kelantan, Lebir, Galas, Kuala Aring, Ulu Aring, and Kerbat; also the “Hill Semang” dialect of the Maxwell MS., 29 of the Royal Asiatic Society’s collection.

¹ Benua of Newbold.
² Cf. Semang tawoh, Sakai of Serting tawoh; cf. “spider.” Is it so called because of its long and slender limbs?
³ Besisi pot.
⁴ Perhaps cf. Sakai changgah.
⁵ Besisi ketur.
⁶ Semang tawoh.
⁷ The Jarum dialect might with equal propriety have been called Pangan.
(2) *Low-country Semang subdivision*:

Semang dialect of Juru, Begbie’s Semang, Semang words in Newbold’s Orang Benua list, and the “Swamp Semang” dialect of Ulu Krian of the Maxwell MS.

Pupier’s Semang words and those of the Semang of Sadang probably come into this subdivision, but are too few to admit of classification.

II. SAKAI GROUP.

(1) *Northern Sakai subdivision*—

Sakai dialects of the “Semang” of Kenderong, Grik, Kenering, and Sungai Piah, of the Po-Klo (or “Sakai Bukit”) of Temongoh, of the Sakai of Plus Korbu, Ulu Kinta, Tanjong Rambutan, and of the Tembe’ or Tembi.

(2) *Central Sakai subdivision*—

Sakai dialects of Blanja (Lengkuas), Sungai Raya, Ulu Bertang, Ulu Kampar, Mt. Berumban, Jelai, Serau, and the Senoi of Ulu Pahang; the Sakai dialects of Chendariang, Tapah, Ulu Gedang, Sungkai, and Slim; and the dialect of the Orang Tanjong of Ulu Langat.

(3) *Southern Sakai subdivision*—

(a) *South-western subgroup*—

Daly’s Selangor Sakai, the dialects of the Orang Bukit of Ulu Langat, and the Besisi of Kuala Langat (Ayer Itam and Sepang), Negri Sembilan, and Malacca.

(b) *South-eastern subgroup*—

Sakai dialects of the Bera, Serten, Ulu Palong, and Ulu Indau (and perhaps also the mixed Beduanda dialect of Chiong, Johol).
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(4) Eastern Sakai subdivision—
(a) Inner subgroup—
Sakai dialects of Pulau Guai, Krau and Kuala Tembeling, of the Krau men of Ketiar (Trengganu), and of Kerdau.
(b) Outer subgroup—
Sakai dialects of the Ulu Tembeling and Ulu Cheres.

III. Jakun Group.

(1) Kenaboi subdivision—
Two Kenaboi dialects (of the Negri Sembilan).

(2) Beduanda subdivision—
Dialects of the aborigines of Rasa, Ulu Selangor, of the Belandas of the Kuala Langat district and Rembau, the Beduanda of the Negri Sembilan and the Mentra of the territory around Malacca; to which may be added the Taboo language of the Mentra.

(3) Jakun subdivision—
Dialects of the Jakun of Malacca territory, Ulu Batu Pahat, Sembrong, Simpai, Kuala Lemakau, and Madek, Johor; and of the Orang Laut of Singapore, Galang, Temiang, and Barok (of Singkep, Lingga); to which may be added the Camphor Taboo language of the Johor Jakun.

Unclassed Dialects.

There remain two unclassed dialects, spoken by the Orang Laut of Muh Island near Trang, lat. 7° 24', long. 99° 25', and the Orang Rayat of Tanjong Sagenting, Johor, lat. 1° 48', long. 102° 54', respectively. These are recorded in two lists of about a dozen words each, and too short therefore for purposes
of classification. The most that I can say of them here is that, judging from the specimens recorded, these are both Malayan languages in the wider sense. They are not merely Malay subdialects, nor do they fall under any of the subdivisions of the aboriginal dialects of the Peninsula, though they have, of course, by virtue of their Malayan element, more in common with the Jakun group than with the other two. The connection of the dialect of the Orang Laut of Trang with those of the Selungs of the Mergui Archipelago (who, as not being geographically appendant to the Malay Peninsula, are excluded from the scope of this work ¹) would be worth investigating, if a more extensive vocabulary of the Trang dialect could be obtained.

Language Frontiers.

It is impossible to say with any approach to accuracy of statement how many different dialects and subdialects are included in the classification that has been given above. The materials are in many cases too scanty, and in some too inaccurate, to serve such a purpose. Having given the main lines of classification, I think it safer to avoid problematical subdivisions, and merely to point out that there are among the dialects of the Peninsula a number of striking instances of sharply defined linguistic frontiers between contiguous but mutually unintelligible forms of speech.

Such, in the north of the Peninsula, are the border lines separating, e.g., (1) Semang from Northern Sakai,

¹ See Anderson, Selungs of the Mergui Archipelago (1890), especially pp. 39-47, and the Selung Language Primer (1846) mentioned ibid. pp. 18, 36, of which a copy exists in the India Office Library.
(2) Pangan from the outer subgroup of Eastern Sakai,
(3) Northern Sakai from Central Sakai.

In the south of the Peninsula the boundary lines are less definite but more numerous; for instance, the absolutely distinct dialects of the Central Sakai of the Orang Tanjong of Ulu Langat, the Southern Sakai of the Orang Bukit of the same, the Belandas and, probably, the Kenaboi, are crowded together in an area which can hardly be more than 50 miles long and 35 broad. So, too, Besisi, Mentra, and Jakun jostle one another in the 660 square miles of Malacca territory; and again between the Sakai dialects of the Upper Palong and Indau and the adjoining Jakun dialects of Johor there must have been a strong line of demarcation, which, however, is probably now obliterated by the almost total extinction of both sets of dialects.

It is worth noting that nearly all the tribes still speaking peculiar dialects live at some distance from the coast and from the main navigable rivers. The only substantial exception in our own day, among the tribes whose dialects have been classified above, are the Besisi, who are in part coast-dwellers and even sometimes go short distances by sea and have relations with the Orang Laut of the Johor coast. This state of things is probably more marked than it was about the beginning of the last century, when a Semang clan lived close to Kedah Peak and another came down into Province Wellesley (at that time a strip of land extending only four miles from the seashore). At the present day, however, nearly all the tribes are essentially landsmen, and are even more cut off from communicating with one another and the outside world by sea than they are by land.
CHAPTER II.

TABOO AND OTHER SPECIAL FORMS OF SPEECH.

The Camphor Taboo language of Johor has often been referred to. It was first dealt with by Logan,\(^1\) after him by Miklucho-Maclay,\(^2\) then by Hervey,\(^3\) and lastly by Lake and Kelsall,\(^4\) who have contributed the greater part of the materials on which our knowledge of this curious form of speech is based. Hervey has also published a few words of the taboo language used by the Mentra of Malacca territory and the surrounding region when engaged in searching for eaglemwood and gold.\(^5\)

Logan appears to have regarded the taboo language as a purely artificial production; Miklucho-Maclay considered it to be a survival of the otherwise obsolete Jakun dialects, stimulated by the fact (which is in itself probable) that the more primitive and remote tribes of the interior of Johor would be the most likely both to preserve their old language and to retain an intimate knowledge of jungle-craft. His inference is that these expert camphor-gatherers found it to their pecuniary advantage to keep outside competitors at a distance by consciously setting up

---

\(^1\) J. I. A. vol. i. pp. 263-266.
\(^3\) Ibid. No. 3, pp. 112-115; No. 8, 8, 9, issued with No. 14 of the pp. 100-102, 118; No. 9, pp. 167, 168.
\(^4\) Ibid. No. 26, pp. 39-56.
\(^5\) Notes and Queries, No. 1, pp.
a fictitious connection between successful camphor-hunting and their esoteric knowledge of the obsolescent dialects, which thus became a sort of craft mystery whereon they deliberately traded.

Hervey and Lake and Kelsall, while recognising the partly artificial character of the language, agree as to its probably embodying some relics of the old dialects, and Hervey accepts Miklucho-Maclay's rationalistic explanation of such partial survivals.

While admitting that these views go some way towards explaining the Camphor Taboo language, I do not consider them an adequate account of the whole matter. This taboo language does not stand alone in the world; in many places, especially in Eastern Asia and the Indian Archipelago, there are analogous modes of speech which throw light upon its principles of construction.

Linguistic Taboos in General.

The Malays have several such taboo vocabularies appropriate to different purposes; thus there is a list of words which must be used in speaking to royalty and under no other circumstances; and there are linguistic taboos applicable to fishing, fowling, mining, warfare, and other occupations, besides a "spirit language" used by magicians.\(^1\) Closely resembling these last in principle, is the Sasahara, a jargon used by the Sangirese (of the islands north of Celebes) when at sea, to conceal their plans from the malice of the water-spirits.\(^2\)

---

1 Skeat, Malay Magic, passim: the references are collected in the Index, s. v. Language, and specimens of the spirit language are given on p. 646.
2 Adriani, Sangiresche Spraakkunst, pp. 7, 53-65.
various forms, Krama\(^1\) and Krama Inggil, of the ceremonial, or rather “high chief,” language of the Javanese,\(^2\) and the Basa Sangiang or sacred tongue in which the Balian (priestesses and dancing-girls) of the Dayaks of Borneo chant their invocations and legends;\(^3\) and there are no doubt many other more or less similar forms of speech elsewhere in the Indian Archipelago.\(^4\)

I cannot therefore agree with Hervey\(^5\) when he says that the Jakun “may prima facie be assumed to be unequal to the coinage of a special language,” and consequently can only have turned their own old dialects to account in the search for camphor by representing to their Malay competitors in the trade that without its use all search would be unavailing. On the contrary, if (as is almost certain) the Jakun are, at least in part, of Malayo-Polynesian ancestry, the presumption would be in favour of their having inherited the widespread and therefore certainly very ancient tendency of the Malayo-Polynesian races to specialise their language in particular cases of this kind; and it is by no means certain that in this instance the process began only under the direct impulse of Malay competition. It may have been going on from a very remote epoch, when the Jakun

---

\(^1\) Pronounced Krámá, in accordance with a rule of Javanese phonetics, whereby final -a, and a in a previous open syllable of a word ending with -a, are sounded as å.

\(^2\) See especially Brandes, *Bijdrage tot de Vergelijkende Klankleer der Westersche Afdeeling van de Maleisch-Polynesische Taalfamilie*, pp. 79-95. Crawford in his *Grammar and Dictionary of the Malay Language*, vol. i. pp. xxvii.-xxxv., gives some specimens which may be of use to English readers unacquainted with Dutch.

\(^3\) Hardeland, *Versuch einer Grammatik der Dayackschen Sprache*, pp. 4-6.

\(^4\) Brandes points out the existence of “high words” in Balinese, Madurese, Sundanese, and Bolaang-Mogondou. There are also in Sangir certain “high words,” besides the Sasahara.

dialects were still generally spoken; or even before the Malays had gained a permanent footing in the Peninsula at all, when they perhaps merely visited it temporarily as traders. The search for camphor has been going on for many centuries; it was known at least as early as the sixth century, and though the best known source of supply was North-west Sumatra, it is mentioned as a product of Johor in the Chinese history of the Ming dynasty (A.D. 1368-1643), and may have been found there much earlier for aught that is known to the contrary. If the taboo language was used by the Jakun while their own dialects were still commonly spoken, it cannot in its original form have been identical with their ordinary speech, but judging by the analogy of other taboo languages, it is pretty sure to have been some modification of it.

The root-idea in all these taboo languages is simple enough: it is merely the avoidance, in an indeterminate number of cases, of the ordinary everyday word, and the substitution of something different and out of the common. The primary motive is not pecuniary gain or a desire to exclude possible competitors, but a respectful fear of the superior powers, human, natural, or supernatural, as the case may be, which creates and enforces as a matter of etiquette, amounting almost to law, the use in their presence, and sometimes even when referring to them, of a special honorific terminology. In the case of the

---

3 In some parts of the world, e.g. Polynesia, South Africa, and the Nicobar Islands, there is a converse form of taboo which enjoins that the names (or parts of the names) of high chiefs, relations by marriage, or deceased ancestors must not be pronounced in common speech. This, in some languages, from time to time
Jakun it is the Camphor-tree Spirit which has to be propitiated; and the use of the taboo jargon is only one part of the necessary ritual, which also includes abstinence from certain kinds of food, and from washing and bathing, as well as the offering of portions of each meal to the spirit. Moreover, during the camphor hunts, the taboo language must be used not only by the hunters absent in the jungle, but also by the men and women left behind in the village or settlement.\footnote{1} All this points to its being a genuine traditional usage of ancient date.

**Methods of Formation.**

Speaking generally, the various devices by means of which these peculiar jargons seek to avoid the forms of common speech may be classified under the following heads:—

1. Use of an archaic form of the ordinary word, where such a "doublet" exists.

2. Deliberate modification of form, sometimes according to a definite system, perhaps originally based on the analogy of some particular pair of "doublets," and therefore in some cases not easily distinguishable from (1).

3. Use of a rare or obsolescent synonym, entirely distinct in form and origin from the ordinary word.

4. Use of a synonym derived from a foreign language; sometimes this is further modified by the application of the method of (2).

\footnote{1} J. R. A. S., S. B., No. 8, p. 103; No. 26, pp. 39, 40.
(5) Metaphor: this again it is hard to keep quite distinct from (3).

(6) Descriptive periphrasis: a method closely allied to (5).

(7) Lastly, a secondary form of metaphor or transference of meaning, sometimes adopted when a word, already imported into the taboo language by one of the preceding methods, has its application further extended by some strained analogy to cover a number of new significations more or less allied to its primary taboo signification.

No doubt Schmidt, when he complains of the Malay words and "mystifications" contained in Lake and Kelsall's Camphor Taboo vocabulary, is referring particularly to the forms which may be classified under Nos. (5), (6), and (7); but this peculiar feature is a perfectly genuine characteristic of these ceremonial jargons, and not due to any caprice or error on the part of the collectors or their native informants. It serves to show that we are not entitled to treat the Camphor Taboo language as if it were an ordinary aboriginal dialect, to be judged by the same standards as any other, for it belongs to a class apart from common speech.

Descriptive Periphrasis.

If one may hazard a conjecture, it would seem that the adoption of descriptive periphrasis is due to the want of other material and the poverty of invention; at any rate it is by far the most widely used method.

---

1 "Die Sprachen der Sakei und Semang auf Malacca und ihr Verhältnis zu den Mon-Khmer Sprachen," Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde van Nederlandsch-Indië, 6e Volg. 8e Deel, p. 404.
Thus, in the Camphor Taboo language, to give a few instances out of many, the ear is "the hearer," the eye "the seer," the nose "the smell," the mouth "the chewer," fire "the heater," the wind is "the blower," mat and umbrella are "the thing that unfolds," salt "the saline," pepper "the pungent thing," tapioca "the poison-wood" (some kinds, as is well known, contain a poisonous element which has to be washed out before they can be eaten), the scorpion is "the pincher," the pig is "short legs," a medicine-man is "he who sees through (or sees straight)," the goat is "the be' animal," the buffalo "the wong animal" (no doubt from their respective noises), beans are "the fruit of the climbing rattan," rice is "the fruit of grass," and so on. Similarly in the Mentra taboo language the snake is "the long animal," the elephant "the big animal," and a fish is "the glistener of the sand."

In these and many other cases the expressions are perfectly intelligible, being derived from words of Malayan affinity (though not in all cases necessarily from Malay itself). In other instances, as in pęngayal, "the intoxicator," i.e. tobacco, pęmuntol, "the white thing," i.e. silver, the root-words themselves are not obviously intelligible through the medium of Malay, but their primary sense is preserved in the Camphor Taboo language itself or in some other Jakun dialect. So too it is pretty clear that the sea is "the salty water," honey "the water of the bees," and the elephant "big bones" (or "big and stout") in one periphrasis and "the big thing" in another. Similarly "to weep" is "to have water in the seer," and thunder is "the far-sounding noise in the sky."

In other taboo jargons precisely the same method
obtains: thus in Malay mining taboo the elephant is "the tall one that turns himself about," the cat is "that which turns itself about in the kitchen," and metallic tin is "white stone"; in fishing taboo the fish are "sea-rubbish"; in war taboo a stockade is a "transverse log (or shed)"); in the spirit language, as in the Camphor jargon, a pig is "short legs," fish, as before, are "sea-rubbish," and the cat is "the kitchen tiger." Similarly in Krama iron is "the hard thing," sugar-cane "the thing with knots," the duck is "that which floats," and the pig is "the black thing" or "the low thing"; in Krama Inggil the grave is "the flowery place" (flowering shrubs being usually planted there); and in Sasahara water is "the cooler," the dog "the hunter" and "the Barker," the pig "the long-haired thing," the cat "the scratcher," the goat "the bleater," teeth are "the flashers," hair is "that which is combed," and so forth, the examples being very numerous in this particular form of speech.

Metaphor.

Instances of the use of distinctly metaphorical language are less frequent. In the Camphor Taboo the scorpion is "the hoop," the snake "the climbing rattan," hair is "leaves," a coward "the intoxicated one," and "manner" or "conduct" is "a cutting," which is seemingly derived from the idea of a line cut through undergrowth or jungle, and hence a line of conduct or mode of procedure. Similarly in the Malay spirit language the eyes are "the stars," and betel-leaf is apparently "the soaring peacock"; in the fowler's charms his nooses are called "King Solomon's necklaces and armlets," and all his apparatus is given
similar fanciful names, while the birds themselves are addressed as princesses; in mining jargon the snake is "the climbing rattan" or "the live rattan," the centipede is "turmeric," and tin-ore is "the fruit of the grass" or "the flower of the grass"; in fishing jargon the fish are "tree-leaves," the snake is, as before, "the climbing rattan" or "the live rattan," and the crocodile is a "tree-log"; and in war taboo a bullet is a "white beetle," the ball of a swivel-gun a "black beetle," a cannon is a "trunk of bamboo (or of the cotton tree)," and a cannon-ball is a "coconut." So too in Krama, it would seem that the teeth of royalty are spoken of as "steel," and the eye of a king is a "gem"; while tobacco is "the cock" (which is a curious parallel to the "peacock" mentioned above). Similarly in Krama Inggil, nasal mucus is termed "ivory."

**Secondary Metaphor.**

Instances of secondary metaphor are very numerous in the Camphor Taboo language; thus a word bintok, which apparently properly means "sick," has to do duty for "to hate," "angry," "tired," and perhaps also "to fight" (bębintok). Another word, pěnakăn, serves for the allied meanings of "back," "afterwards," "waist," "rudder," and "boat-pole." A third, bisan, stands for "woman," "bird," "the camphor-spirit," and, in combination, for "cat," "mankind," "marriage," "fowl," "mother," "widow," "child," and "musketball," so that it is difficult to attach any more definite meaning to it than "creature," with a tendency towards "female." On the other hand, in some cases where the primary meaning is distinctly traceable, the transference is also very remote; thus kuning,
“yellow,” is used for “gold,” which is an obviously descriptive periphrasis, sometimes further modified in form to pémuning or pēchen kuning, “the yellow thing.” Then, apparently, the word is transferred to the meaning “debt” and “order,” while its presumed derivative muning means “to buy,” and another derivative bērkuning “to swear” (perhaps originally “to wager money”), and the River Mas (which in Malay means “gold”) is naturally called pēnguning. As the instances of this kind of secondary metaphor are collected together under their several root-words in the Comparative Vocabulary, I need not further enlarge on them here, the more so as in most cases it is not possible to be quite sure what the primary meaning of these transferred words originally was. One thing which is very noticeable is that the transfer in meaning is often accompanied by a differentiation by means of Malayan formative prefixes and infixes, and, occasionally, suffixes.

Archaisms and Synonyms.

The methods of which examples have been given account for by far the greater part of the Camphor Taboo language. Of the use of synonyms it is difficult to speak precisely. It would seem that the Malay Taboo languages resort occasionally to Arabic (e.g. kēlbu, “heart,” for “life”), Sanskrit (e.g. bayu, “wind”), and archaic Malay (e.g. hulu, “head”; tohok, “spear”). Krama and Krama Inggil depend largely on Sanskrit, and considerably on archaic Javanese, and perhaps also on Malay. The Basa Sangiang adds Malay words to its native archaisms, and the Sasahara contains archaic words that no longer occur in ordinary Sangirese.
The difficulty in the case of the Camphor Taboo language is that we know too little of the ordinary Jakun dialects to identify with certainty the cases where an archaic synonym may have been used in the ceremonial vocabulary. While these dialects were still in common use it is possible that the Camphor Taboo was eked out with synonyms borrowed from Malay; at any rate it seems to contain a few words like buah, "fruit," and hadap anak, "a railing to prevent children from falling down the ladders of houses" (if these are really used in the taboo language), which have nothing to distinguish them from ordinary Malay, while others, like lepen, "eight," are at any rate derived from a Malayan dialect. On the other hand, when in any given Jakun tribe the old dialect had begun to be superseded in everyday usage by Malay (or a Malayan dialect closely resembling it), any obsolescent Jakun word, of whatever origin, would become qualified for admission into the specialised taboo jargon; hence, doubtless, the acceptance in the Camphor Taboo of such words as sëngkrat "rhinoceros"; sïap, "cold"; jokút, "pig," and the like, which are reported to be still preserved among some of the Jakun tribes in their everyday speech. Such words are relatively few in number, and to this limited extent only can it safely be said that the taboo language represents the old Jakun dialects.

In fact, however, it becomes at this point excessively difficult to draw a hard-and-fast line between the Camphor Taboo and the obsolescent remnants of the ordinary dialects. The circumstance, remarked on by Hervey, that Miklucho-Maclay's vocabularies, which purport to represent the old ordinary language not the Camphor Taboo, nevertheless contain one or
two undeniably taboo periphrases, is to my mind not
evidence, as Hervey seems to have thought, that
the taboo language is a relic of the old ordinary
language, but rather that the two have become
mixed up, and that collectors in search of out-of-the-
way words amongst a tribe which in modern times
and in its everyday life speaks only or mainly Malay,
inevitably pick up a mixed lot of samples containing
a few taboo expressions. The taboo periphrases
tēlur sēnut, "ants' eggs," for rice, in one of Hervey's
Beduanda vocabularies, and Miklucho-Maclay's padingo
(i.e. pēningok), "the seer," for eye, illustrate the
point clearly enough. As the old dialects dwindle
into mere relics, no longer in everyday use, they
tend, in fact, to become esoteric jargons and to be
coleffed with the taboo language.  

Doublets and Modification of Form.

Some little assistance towards unravelling these
knotty problems may perhaps be afforded by a
peculiarity which has been more than once noted in
some of the ceremonial jargons, namely, their use of
words which differ from their ordinary equivalents by
some definite modification of form. Sometimes this
is due to the survival of a genuine old doublet, some-
times to the artificial creation of one according to
more or less ascertainable rules.

I have not thought it worth while to point out
how closely all the previously mentioned methods of

2 On one occasion when I was trying to collect Jakun words in Malacca territory, I was at first given a few specimens of what was evidently
a "back-slang," e.g. ngilah, "sky"
(from Mal. langit, quasi ng完全没有-la), nati,
"earth" (from Mal. tanah, with a
suggestion of the Besisi it).
taboo usage correspond with phenomena observable in European languages; how, for instance, when we want to avoid words which are considered too sacred or too indecent for conversational use, we get round them by a periphrasis, a metaphor or a Latinised synonym. Sometimes, especially in oaths and expletory epithets, we merely modify the form of the ordinary word.\footnote{I need only instance the expressions "by Jove," "by George," "Great Scott," "the deuce," "the Dickens," and the like in English, and "diantre," "merde," and "saperdii," in French.} Similarly in the Malayo-Polynesian ceremonial languages there is a system, carried out somewhat more consistently than in Europe, of modifying the form of common words to make them suitable for special occasions. In certain cases it would seem\footnote{See Brandes, \textit{op. cit.} pp. 84-95, on which a good deal of what follows is based.} that there really existed two genuine forms of the same word, being either in different stages of development, or dialectically differentiated, and one has been selected to serve for ceremonial purposes, while the other was left for everyday life.

One set of these "doublets" in Javanese is differentiated by the vowel sounds which in the ceremonial form are ē—a, while in the common form they are u—u, both being ultimately referable to a more primitive ē—ē (or ē—ō). An instance is the word \textit{s"urnh}, in Krama \textit{sdah}, which is equivalent to the Malay \textit{sirih}, "betel."\footnote{Here the consonants also happen to differ, but they also only represent different stages of natural variation.} Words of this class seem to have served as a basis for the analogous artificial creation of others by heightening one or more of the vowel sounds, in the order \textit{u, o, a, ē, e, i}; but in its origin this differentiation was, at any rate in some instances, quite unartificial.

Whether the same can be said for certain other
methods of modification which involve a change or addition of consonants, I do not know. At any rate there are several such in Javanese. One only need, however, be noted here. Its formula seems to be this: given a word with an open penultimate syllable (and a final syllable preferably open and generally ending in -a), to turn it into a Krama form, close both syllables with a nasal (or the final one more rarely with a liquid), modify the initial consonant of the final syllable to suit the nasal which now closes the penultimate, and change the vowel of the final syllable (as a rule to ē, which, however, may become a, i, or u). As this is probably not very intelligible, I will make it clearer by examples:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Javanese 1</th>
<th>Javanese 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To think</td>
<td>kira</td>
<td>kintēn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pardon</td>
<td>apura</td>
<td>apuntēn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea</td>
<td>sēgara</td>
<td>sēgantēn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evening</td>
<td>sore</td>
<td>sontēn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coconut</td>
<td>kalapa</td>
<td>kارamբil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sēgantēn, being from the Sanskrit sāgara, is a good illustration of the fact that this change is, at any rate in some cases, made quite consciously and artificially.

But the curious thing is that in other Malayan languages similar forms occur, without, however, any ceremonial or specialised meaning. Thus in Sundanese, dantēn, “a hen that has not yet laid an egg,” “a female buffalo that has not yet had a calf,” corresponds with the Malay dara, “virgin”; and conversely it would seem that the Malay jantan, “male,” is a quasi-Krama form of the Sundanese jalu, while the Malay words pantang, “taboo,” and pantun, “eclogue,” appear to be quasi-Krama forms of two words which appear elsewhere as p(e)mαli and pali, and the same seems to be the explanation of such “doublets” as
the Malay antan and alu, "pestle." Evidently, unless these forms have been deliberately moulded on the Javanese Krama, which seems unlikely, this formula is either in its origin unartificial, like the method of vowel-modification, or at any rate it is of very ancient date.

The reason why I have mentioned, with perhaps too much detail, these two leading Javanese forms of doublet-formation is that both of them, the one with mere vowel change and the other with consonantal modification as well, are found in the aboriginal dialects of the Peninsula (including the taboo language). Thus in Besisi the polite (bêhasa halus) word for "long" is jêlông, and for "deep," jêrak, of which the vulgar (bêhasa kasar) forms are jêlông and jêrök respectively, thus affording a precise parallel, both in form and meaning, to the Javanese Krama and Ngoko differentiation by vowel change. Similarly "black" is presented by a double form hirâm and hîrom; and though in this instance we are not told that the one is considered politer than the other, yet it may be presumed that there is a shade of difference in their use corresponding to the slight difference in form.¹ Probably further inquiries would result in the discovery of additional doublets.²

Of the differentiation by consonantal change examples also occur, but no specialised meaning has been distinctly recorded in connection with them. The following, however, are so closely analogous to the Krama forms that it seems worth while to draw particular attention to them.

¹ The word, moreover, is Malayo-Polynesian, being identical with the Kawi hîrîng (originally probably hîtûm), of which the Malay hitum (from an older hîtûm) is, as Kern has pointed out, probably a mere variant.
² Compare, for instance, the Besisi gentah and Beduanda gêrentah, with the Malay guntur, "thunder."
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wild cattle</th>
<th>sapi</th>
<th>sēlāpoença</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coconut</td>
<td>kēlapa</td>
<td>karambil, kērāmil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocodile</td>
<td>bayā¹</td>
<td>bayul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dog</td>
<td>āsu'</td>
<td>(anjing), nyang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild dog</td>
<td>sērigala,¹ sēgala¹</td>
<td>sērānggil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elephant</td>
<td>gajah¹</td>
<td>gēntui, gēntāl,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>putih</td>
<td>sagantel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pēntol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The quasi-Krama form for “coconut” also appears in Malay, whence it may therefore have been borrowed, but the other words in the third column are not susceptible of this explanation: even if nyang is the same word as the ordinary Malay anjing, it cannot be derived from it. I imagine that both go back to a form anjing or anyęng, which may conceivably be formed from asu.²

Although in the above cases nothing is definitely recorded which would justify us in attaching a ceremonial meaning to these forms, there is one circumstance which tends in that direction. Most of the larger animals have a variety of names, some of which are evidently honorific synonyms, while others must not be used while the animals are supposed to be in the neighbourhood, and especially while they are being hunted; the Comparative Vocabulary, particularly under the headings “elephant,” “pig,” “rhinoceros,” and “tiger,” illustrates the great variety of such animal synonyms. It may safely be said that the tiger must never be spoken of as “tiger” when he is supposed to be within earshot. Similarly the Mentra word risim must not be used of the wild boar by the hunters while engaged in tracking one. There is therefore some inherent probability in the conjecture that the quasi-Krama formation of the names

---

¹ These are words of Sanskrit origin. The Javanese Krama form of the first one is sēgarwown.
² See Brandes, l.c. p. 88.
for "wild cattle," "wild dog," and "elephant," really had a ceremonial basis, and though their formation is not absolutely according to rule, it seems to me sufficiently near to the Krama formation to illustrate the widespread tendency of this particular trick of language amongst the Malayo-Polynesian races and the tribes which have fallen under their influence.

In a few instances it would appear that the aboriginal dialects have retained forms which represent theoretical Ngoko (i.e. vulgar) equivalents of words which Malay possesses only in a quasi-Krama shape. I put forward this suggestion with some diffidence, but it appears to me to be a possible explanation of such forms as e.g. kēchō, kēchoit, "small," sēdōkon, "a little," and kochoi, "to urinate," when compared with the Malay equivalents kēchil, sēdikit, and kēnching. This, however, is hardly more than a mere conjecture.

Poetic Forms.

Too little is known of the poetic diction of the aborigines to enable us to make any very positive statements on the subject, but it is asserted by the Semang, and I have heard it said of the Sakai, that in their songs they use words and forms differing from those of their colloquial dialects; all these points call for further inquiry.

1 In the case of the "crocodile," the close analogy to the Javanese doublets haya—barul strongly supports this hypothesis.

2 Thus telilwil, in a Semang song, said to mean "turns round and round," is probably an amplified form of telwil, from the root wil (in Sakai wul), "to turn," with the prefix te-, which in accordance with a recognised Semang peculiarity takes a final -l to correspond with the final consonant of the root. The form has probably been amplified metri gratid, as in other languages. Clifford reports that among the Pangan-speaking tribe of the Kerbat valley in Trengganu, the medicine-men (hāia) in cases of sickness recite incantations to the spirits in a tongue unknown to the uninitiated.
The upshot of the whole matter appears to be this: there are, throughout a great part of the Malayo-Polynesian area, traces of a tendency to specialise common everyday language to suit particular purposes. The aborigines of the Peninsula seem in some degree to have inherited a similar tendency. In the south it has taken the shape of a fairly elaborate jargon, which has been preserved and enlarged owing to its association with a special and more or less lucrative employment. Elsewhere the tendency has not been developed to the same extent, nor has it been as carefully investigated, but traces of it appear to exist especially in those dialects which bear other evidence of Malayo-Polynesian influence; and in some cases the actual mode of specialisation is strikingly analogous to that of the Malayo-Polynesian languages. That it is a mere modern imitation of Malay seems extremely improbable; it is far more likely that the tendency, perhaps inherent more or less in all races, has been fostered by the influence of the primitive Malayo-Polynesian tribes whose early presence in the Peninsula is attested by so much other evidence.
CHAPTER III.

PAST HISTORY AND RELATION TO OTHER LANGUAGES.

We possess no data regarding the past history of the aboriginal languages of the Malay Peninsula prior to the beginning of the last century, since which period they do not appear to have undergone any marked changes except in the way of further acquisition of foreign words and consequent gradual decay. We are unable, therefore, to compare their present condition with any preceding stage of development, and are thrown back upon a comparative study of their various dialects and an investigation into their relations with other languages.

Specifically Malay Element.

A good deal has already been said as to their relations with the Malay language by which they are being superseded. There is internal evidence that this process has been going on for a considerable time: it has repeatedly been observed that many Malay loan-words in these dialects are pronounced not as the Malays of the Peninsula pronounce them to-day, either in the standard speech of educated people or the various local dialectic pronunciations, but as they appear in the Malay written language, and as it would seem, from comparison with other Malayan
languages, they must have been pronounced at the period when Malay was first transcribed in the Arabic characters in which it is usually written.

Thus the final -a, which in standard Malay is heard as -e (or -i), something like the last syllable of the English word better, and the local pronunciation of which varies from -a to -e, -i, and -a, is in the aboriginal dialects almost invariably a pure -a', with the abrupt ending so frequent in final vowels in these dialects. Similarly the final Malay ending in -k (or -k') which in the spoken language of the Peninsula has dwindled down to the glottal check, is pronounced as a distinct -k in the aboriginal dialects, as it must have been when Malay orthography was first fixed, and still is in some places (e.g. Borneo) in spoken Malay. Similarly initial k-, often silent in spoken Malay, is distinctly audible in the aboriginal dialects.

In these cases there is no reason to doubt that Logan was right in considering the aboriginal pronunciation to be a survival from the time when spoken Malay still preserved the old sounds that are stereotyped in the written language.\(^1\) Clifford's rejection of this explanation, in favour of a supposed phonetic law by which in these dialects final -e (or -i) and the glottal check are necessarily transmuted to -a and -k\(^2\)

---

\(^1\) k in Arabic is pronounced further back than k. The adoption of the former, rather than the latter, letter to represent the Malay final -k points, perhaps, to the probability that even some centuries ago this final had no longer precisely the same force as a medial or initial k. But, as a matter of fact, the spelling varies, in some words, between -k and -k'; and anyhow, if the final -k in the spoken language had already become a mere glottal check, it seems likely that the Arabs would have represented it by the *hamsah*.

\(^2\) *J. I. A.* vol. i. p. 289.

\(^3\) *J. R. A. S., S. B.,* No. 24, pp. 28, 29. In 1887 Clifford had accepted Logan's explanation: see *Notes and Queries*, No. 4, p. 101, issued with *J. R. A. S., S. B.*, No. 17, in which place he adds the interesting statement that a Sakai, when talking Malay, drops these peculiarities, but resumes them immediately when he has to use a Malay word in the middle of a Sakai sentence.
finds no support in their phonology, which frequently admits the supposed rejected finals in their own native words. It is, too, surely more reasonable to believe that the original sounds have persisted (as old sounds often do persist in isolated dialects) rather than to assume that they have been reconstructed. These dialects have retained much that is more archaic, by hundreds of years, than their Malay loan-words, and it cannot therefore be considered very remarkable that in some of these they should have preserved the pronunciation of a few centuries ago.

Of the Malay element in the dialects of the Peninsula it it not necessary to say more, save to point out that it is essentially foreign to them, and was originally foreign to the Peninsula itself. The Malay language has been introduced into the Peninsula from Central Sumatra, where the Malay-speaking tribes were trained under Indian influences into a more or less civilised condition before they sent out the successive swarms of colonists who made new homes for the race in the Peninsula. At what date this colonising process began is unascertained, except that it was before the final conversion of the Malays to Mohammedanism (a process which appears to have begun in Sumatra early in the thirteenth century and to have been completed in the Peninsula about two centuries later). The early emigrations appear to have proceeded mainly from the east coast of Central Sumatra. Subsequently to the complete establishment of Islam in the Peninsula there was a separate movement of colonisation from the inland parts of the island (where the Menangkabau dialect of Malay is spoken), directed mainly towards the territories just inland of Malacca; but the influ-
ence of this later stream has remained very much more local than that of the main stream from the Sumatran coast districts, though both continue, in diminished volume, even to the present day.

Together with the genuine Malay words thus introduced into the aboriginal dialects of the Peninsula there have, of course, come in a certain number of words of Sanskrit and Arabic origin which have obtained a footing in the Malay language, under the successive influence of the Hindu and Mohammedan civilisations.

At the present day, as is obvious in almost every page of the Comparative Vocabulary, Malay loan-words constitute a large part of the language spoken by the wild tribes; but it seems unnecessary to illustrate them here, as they are after all relatively modern accretions on the aboriginal dialects, and do not form an essential part of their structure.

**Generically Malayan Element.**

It must, however, be borne in mind that Malay is only one of the languages comprised in the vast Malayo-Polynesian family, and it must not be assumed that every word of Malayan\(^1\) affinity found in the aboriginal dialects of the Peninsula has come into them from or through Malay. In a great number

---

\(^1\) For the sake of brevity I shall use this term instead of the somewhat clumsy "Malayo-Polynesian," when referring specially to the languages of the western subdivision of the family, which comprises Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Celebes, the Philippines, and a few neighbouring smaller islands, as well as Madagascar. The Malayo-Polynesian family extends from Madagascar to Easter Island and from Formosa to New Zealand; it is generally considered to be subdivided into the (1) Malayan, (2) Micronesian, (3) Melanesian, and (4) Polynesian subdivisions; but except as regards the first and last of these, this classification appears to be tentative and provisional rather than strictly established.
of cases, where such words are as closely alike in form to their equivalents in a number of other Malayan tongues as they are to their Malay equivalents, their immediate source of origin is, for the present, doubtful.\footnote{A Malayan origin independent of Malay may reasonably be suspected for such forms as \textit{enēh}, "child"; \textit{bapai}, "father"; \textit{renā}, "low"; \textit{sēmpēt}, "narrow," where the Malay equivalents are \textit{anāk}, \textit{bapa}, \textit{rendah}, \textit{sēmpēt}.} In a certain, more limited, number of instances, there is not the slightest doubt that, though of Malayan affinity, they cannot have come into the aboriginal dialects through Malay at all.

The following are examples of such words:—


I have instanced only such words as, in my judgment, are certainly of Malayan affinity. A number of others, as to the origin of which there may be some doubt, are noted in the Comparative Vocabulary, and it is very likely that a more extended comparison with the numerous Malayan languages of the Indian Archipelago would lead to the discovery of a good many which have escaped my notice.

These words appear to me to suggest the solution of a peculiarly interesting problem. While every part of the western division of the Archipelago has its local Malayan languages, varying in number inversely with the state of civilisation of the people, from the
two (or three) languages of the highly civilised island of Java to the numerous dialects of Borneo and Northern Celebes, the Peninsula, though situated within the area of this language family, seemed to form an exception, as its only known Malayan language, viz. Malay, was a foreign importation, not a local growth. It would seem, however, that the exception is more apparent than real.

These words, which are Malayan but not Malay, do not appear to be referable to any one of the existing languages of the Archipelago; while their affinities are mainly with the Sumatran languages, especially Achinese, they sometimes differ from these and come closer to the dialects of Borneo, and even occasionally to more distant branches of the family, such as Javanese, Madurese, and the mixed half-Malayan dialects of Southern Indo-China, of which Cham is the typical representative. Accordingly, I think they must be regarded as relics of a group of Malayan dialects locally differentiated in the Peninsula itself, for I do not think that their existence in the aboriginal dialects can be accounted for by any theory of borrowing from casual strangers coming from three or four different islands. There is no

---

1 Their existence in the aboriginal dialects was apparently observed by Logan, who speaks of Benua (i.e. Sakai and Jakun) dialects containing "non-Malay vocables—mostly Sumatran, but some have remoter Indonesian affinities" (J. R. A. S., S. B., No. 7, p. 86), but no particular attention seems to have been drawn to them until their peculiar importance was pointed out by the present writer in J. R. A. S., S. B., No. 39, pp. 50, 51.

2 Achinese and Cham being mixed languages, containing elements which are not Malayan, I have omitted in the above short list a number of aboriginal words which I have identified in these languages, but have not, as yet, traced in other Malayan languages. The following are some of them: "blowpipe" (outer case), tagu; "to break," bēhāh; "cloth," ābar; "cloud," sagū; "quick," mēlagat; "river-bank," térbis; "sand," anēy; "sleepy," lēbōd; "tame," lägi; "very," tēhet. Probably some of these will be identified as Malayan; but two or three of them are perhaps of Mon-Annam origin.
evidence of any intimate intercourse between such occasional immigrants and the wild tribes of the Peninsula; and nothing short of prolonged and intimate relations could have given these words a footing in their different dialects. They point, in my opinion, to the presence in the Peninsula, long before the Malay conquest, of primitive Malayan tribes (of whose existence there is other evidence); and as these Malayan words are found in all three language-groups, Semang, Sakai, and Jakun (though less in the purer dialects of the second group than in the other two), it seems a reasonable inference that these early Malayan tribes for the most part occupied the coast-line, and that their influence diminished towards the interior of the Peninsula.

Owing to the fact that in a great number of cases it is impossible to decide whether a word of Malayan affinity has been introduced into the aboriginal dialects from Malay or from this more archaic Malayan source, it is difficult to draw any inference as to the nature and extent of the influence exercised by these primitive Malayan tribes upon their Sakai and Semang neighbours. Perhaps the domestication of the dog, the introduction of the domestic fowl, and the use of salt and of spears, was in some parts of the Peninsula due to them; but the blowpipe, though included in the instances given above, has (as will be shown later) another and more usual name which is not of Malayan derivation at all; and the same is true of most of these words, which in almost every case have synonyms of non-Malayan origin.¹

¹ The relative importance of this Malayan element can only be ascertained by a careful collection of new material from the aboriginal dialects, which will have to be compared with the several Malay dialects spoken in the Peninsula, most of which still await systematic investigation.
Mon-Annam Element.

A still more important element in the aboriginal dialects of the Peninsula is that which illustrates their close relation to the Mon-Annam\(^1\) family of languages.

This important family has, until quite recently, been almost entirely neglected, and the comparative study of it as a whole is still in its very beginnings.\(^2\) It includes, in the first place, the now almost extinct language of Lower Burma, which is properly called Mon, but is generally known as Peguan, or by its Burmese nickname, Talaing; Khmer, or Cambojan, the language of the kingdom of Camboja; and Annamese, the principal spoken language of Cochinchina, Annam, and Tongking. All these are literary languages, the two former being written in alphabets of Indian origin, the last in a script based on the Chinese ideographic system. To these must be added an endless number of unwritten dialects spoken by more or less uncivilised tribes inhabiting different

---

\(^1\) So called by Logan, who was, I believe, the first to point out its separate existence. More recent authorities, especially on the Continent, appear to prefer the name Mon-Khmer, a term that has the advantage, perhaps, of not prejudicing the position of Annamese, which stands in a somewhat peculiar relation towards the other members of the family. As, however, in spite of its abnormal development, Annamese cannot be severed from the other languages, it seems to me that the old name might well be retained for the family as a whole, while Mon-Khmer will serve to denote these languages, when, as often happens, it is desired to exclude Annamese from consideration.

\(^2\) A beginning was made by Forbes (Comparative Grammar of the Languages of Further India, 1881), and Kuhn (Über Herkunft und Sprachen der Transgangetischen Völker, 1883; Beiträge zur Sprachenkunde Hinterindien, 1889). The study is now being admirably pursued by Schmidt (Die Sprachen der Sakai und Semang auf Malacca und ihr Verhältnis zu den Mon-Khmier-Sprachen, 1901; Grundzüge einer Lautlehre der Khäi-Sprache, 1904; Grundzüge einer Lautlehre der Mon-Khmer-Sprachen, 1905). See also Cabatou, Dix dialectes indo-chinois recueillis par Prosper Odendhal—Étude linguistique, 1905, and Girrson, Linguistic Survey of India, vol. ii.
Sketch Map showing the position of the Mon-Annam dialects of Eastern Indo-China.
parts of the forest country of Southern and Central Indo-China, especially along the borders of Annam, Camboja, and Siam, the stretch of mountain country running east of the Mekong, mainly between latitudes 17° and 12°, and elsewhere in scattered patches amongst the now dominant populations of the alien, mainly Tai and Tibeto-Burman, races of these regions.

Taken together, these languages constitute a fairly distinct, and (with the exception of Annamese, which has been much modified by direct Chinese influence) a relatively uniform group. In the early centuries of our era, Mon and Khmer (with their allied dialects) were the dominant languages of Central and Southern Indo-China, long before the Burmese and Siamese had come down from the north; while the Annamese were confined to the Tongking delta and its immediate neighbourhood, and the south-eastern coastland, which is now Annam and Cochin China, was occupied, under the name of Champa, by a race called Cham, whose language, already mentioned, was a mixture of Mon-Khmer with Malayan elements.\(^1\)

Apart from the special interest attaching to them as having been the earliest indigenous vehicles of literary culture in Indo-China, the Mon-Annam languages are of unique importance in connection with the past history of South-eastern Asia. They are related in various ways to Nicobarese, Khasi, and the Munđa (or Kolarian) dialects of India on the one hand; they present curious analogies with the

\(^1\) This interesting language, together with a few allied dialects of ruder neighbouring tribes, still lingers on in S.E. Annam and part of Camboja. A dictionary of it by Aymonier and Cabaton (which, by the courtesy of the latter, I have been permitted to use in proof) is in the press, and will shortly appear.
Sketch Map showing the position of the various groups related to the Mon-Annam family.
Malayo-Polynesian family on the other; and yet more strangely they have a certain number of points of contact with the northern languages of the great Indo-Chinese conglomeration which includes the Tibeto-Burman, Kareng, Chinese, and Tai families.¹

How much of all this is genuine original relationship, how much is due to mere historic contact or borrowings from some common source, it is, however, as yet impossible to say. So far as the connection with Nicobarese and Khasi is concerned, it would seem that the relationship is vital, entering as it does into the very structure of the languages. In the case of the Munḍa dialects this has not been proved; and their structure (especially their syntax) presents many marked differences from the Mon-Annam.²

¹ As to the connection with Nicobarese, see especially the grammar of Nicobarese by Temple, annexed to his report on the Census of 1901.

The best authority for Nicobarese itself is Man, Dictionary of the Central Nicobarese Language, 1889. The connection with Khasi is dealt with by Schmidt in his Grundzüge einer Lautlehre der Khasi-Sprache, 1904, where it is also shown that the Palaung, Rumai, Wa, and Riang dialects of Burma and the Shan States are a connecting link between Mon and Khamer on the one side, and Khasi on the other. For the connection with Munḍa, see Grierson, Linguistic Survey of India, vol. iv. pt. i. (by Konow), which by the courtesy of the editor I have been permitted to use in proof. Attention was called by the present writer in J. R. A. S., S. B., No. 38, to the analogies with the Malay-Polynesian group. The relation to the Northern Indo-Chinese languages has never been worked out, but see Forchhammer, "Indo-Chinese Languages" (Indian Antiquary, 1882). That there is some common element in the vocabularies was perceived by Haswell, who in his Grammatical Notes and Vocabulary of the Peguan Language, p. 6, compares the Mon cha pung (pronounced chi' pung), "to eat rice," with the Amoy Chinese tsiah pung. See also that learned but not always quite accurate work, Terrien de Lacouperie's Languages of China before the Chinese, 1887. It must, however, be borne in mind that in the case of languages which are monosyllabic or quasi-mono-syllabic, the chances of accidental coincidence are much increased; and, until careful investigations have established the existence of regular laws of phonetic correspondence, no individual identification based on mere resemblance in sound and meaning can be safely accepted.

² The sketch map here given indicates the relative position, in modern times, of the language-groups most clearly connected with the Mon-Annam family, and illustrates the importance of the Mon-Annam races as links in a broken chain that extends from the district of Nimar in the extreme west corner of the Central Provinces of India all the way to Johor, or from lat. 22° long. 77°, to lat. 2°30' long. 103°, approximately.
Nevertheless it is certain that a considerable common element runs through Munda, Khasi, and Nicobarese, and this common element is identical with the main constituents of the Mon-Annam family. The connection of the Mon-Khmer languages with the Malayo-Polynesian family is most mysterious, as there appears to be a considerable resemblance in structure, accompanied (despite a certain number of common words), by a very distinct diversity in the actual materials.\(^1\) Their relation to the Northern Indo-Chinese languages (including Chinese) would seem to point to long contact and considerable borrowing, but not to community of origin.

These peculiarly complex relations may perhaps be explained by the former geographical positions of these various races. In Indo-China there has been a great shifting of populations to the southward. It would seem that some two or three thousand years ago the southern coast-line was occupied by Malayan tribes, and the interior by tribes speaking Mon-Khmer languages.\(^2\) To the north of these, in Southern China and the adjoining regions, dwelt the

\(^1\) The syntax is almost identical, and there is a remarkable likeness in some of the prefixes and infixes in use in the two families. The Malayan languages also use suffixes, whereas the Mon-Annam languages do not; but, curiously enough, Nicobarese also to a limited extent uses them. When, however, De Lanessan (Encyclopædia Britannica, vol. xxvi. p. 513, 1902) styles Khmer a blend of Malayan and Chinese, he goes completely astray. There are in Khmer certain words which it has in common with Chinese and certain others which it shares with the Malayan languages, but the main substance of it is neither Chinese nor Malayan. One might as well call French a mixture of Gaulish and German, or English a blend of British and Latin.

\(^2\) The Chams are sufficient evidence of this former state of things so far as the south-eastern part of Indo-China is concerned. As to the probability that the centre of dispersion of the Malayo-Polynesian languages was somewhere on the coast of Indo-China, see Kern, Taalkundige gegevens ter bepaling van het Stamland der Maleisch-Polynesische Volken, 1889. The islands off the coast of Tenasserim up to about lat. 13\(^\circ\) are to this day occupied by a Malayan race, the Selungs. But as these are mere sea-gypsies, their present haunts do not help us much to determine their early location.
ancestors of the Tai and Tibeto-Burman races, which within the last fifteen centuries or so have flooded Indo-China with successive swarms of conquering immigrants, who after receiving through Mon and Khmer channels a varnish of Indian civilisation, broke up the political organisation of the older races, and isolated their various fragments from one another.

The Annamese, unlike their relatives, fell some two thousand years ago within the sphere of Chinese political and cultural influence, and, thus strengthened, they have taken part in this conquest, the eastern coastlands, which constituted the old Hinduised Kingdom of Champa, having fallen to their lot.

It would seem probable, therefore, that for ages together the Mon-Annam races occupied a central position between the Northern Indo-Chinese in the north and the Malayan races in the south. But it is also a fairly safe assumption that all three families had their original locations still further to the north, and probably outside Indo-China altogether. As each in turn sent out colonising swarms to the southward, it may well have left a remnant behind which was absorbed by the next group of races, and thus each family would be influenced to some extent by the one that had preceded it in its southward march. We know that this has actually happened in some parts of Indo-China, and we cannot at present say from how far north a similar process may have been going on in remoter ages.

Such an hypothesis would not, I believe, be inconsistent with ascertained facts, and might perhaps serve to explain the curiously complicated entanglement of languages which South-eastern Asia presents. To attempt to discuss it here would, however, be
entirely out of place. I have only mentioned the matter in order to draw attention to the special importance of the hitherto much neglected Mon-Annam family of languages, and must confine myself here to its relations with the aboriginal dialects of the Peninsula.

**Mon-Khmer Structure.**

The structure of the Mon-Khmer languages\(^1\) consists, to put it briefly, in a system of monosyllabic root-words, to which can be added prefixes and infixes for the purpose of expressing modifications of the original idea. This system is best represented in Khmer, and may be illustrated by the following example:\(^2\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Khmer</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kát</td>
<td>to cut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khnát</td>
<td>measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kúmnát (künát)</td>
<td>piece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thkát</td>
<td>pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tákát (tákát)</td>
<td>suffering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skát</td>
<td>to cut off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sánkát</td>
<td>division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pánkát</td>
<td>to cut, to divide.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, if all these words are related, the root *kát* is modified by the prefixes *t-* , *s-* , and *p-* , and the infixes *-n-* ( *-n-, -ng-*) and *-m-* and their combinations; and, besides these, other prefixes (such as *k-* , *ch-* ( *j-* ) , *l-* and *r-* ) and infixes (such as *-p-* , *-r-* , and *-l-* ) occur in some of these languages.

All this contrasts with the Malayan system of structure, notably in the fact that in the latter, although the system of prefixes and infixes is somewhat analogous, the root-words are dissyllables; and

---

1. In Annamese the structure is strictly monosyllabic, and the meaning of words is bound up with the particular tone, just as in Chinese.
though in some cases it seems to be possible to discern in them an original monosyllabic root, yet this does not stand out as clearly as in the Mon-Khmer languages; it is no longer (as a rule) capable of independent existence, and the normal type of the language is disyllabic. If it was originally monosyllabic, it has long since passed out of that stage, and its disyllabic words are now treated as independent roots for all purposes of composition by means of the addition of prefixes, infixes, and suffixes.\footnote{As to the probability of an earlier system of monosyllabic roots in the Malayan languages, see especially Pijnappel, "Over de Wortelwoorden in de Maleische Taal," and Vreede, "Over de Wortelwoorden in de Javaansche Taal," in Actes du Sixième Congrès International des Orientalistes tenus en 1883 à Leide, 1885, and Brandstetter, Tagalen und Madagassen, pp. 48-57, 1902.}

The point, however, which mainly concerns us, is that a great part of the constituents of the Sakai and Semang dialects agree closely with the Mon-Khmer languages both in the monosyllabic character of their root-words and in the method of composition by prefixes and infixes.\footnote{See especially Schmidt, op. cit., where this fact was first pointed out. Skeat (in the Selangor Journal) had already drawn attention to the prefixes in Besisi.} When we exclude the Malay and other Malayan elements, we find that the words which are common to Sakai and Semang are in the main monosyllabic, or capable of being reduced to monosyllabic roots. Thus, in Sakai, from the root cha' (Semang chi’), "to eat," we get the verbal formations ām-cha', en-cha', ka-cha' (and in Semang ma-chi'), and the substantival āncha (Semang inch'i) and cha', "food"; from yut, "to return," i.e. to go back, the transitives tyut and tengyut, "to return," i.e. to give back, and so on, quite in accordance with Mon-Khmer methods.\footnote{Probably an infix formation (= ch-an-a').}
Ordinary Mon-Annam Words.

But not merely is there this close correspondence in structure: there is a very large common element in the vocabulary itself. The number of words in Sakai and Semang which can be traced in the Mon-Annam languages (and in some cases also in Nicobarese, Khasi, and Munḍa) is very considerable, and includes many of the most important words of everyday life. It would be impracticable to set them out here at length; and I have illustrated this connection, as fully as circumstances permitted, in the Comparative Vocabulary. But the following list of the names of the principal parts of the body will serve as a specimen of the extent to which this common element runs through the ordinary speech of these tribes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semang</th>
<th>Sakai</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arm</td>
<td>bêling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back</td>
<td>krâ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>mahôm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone</td>
<td>iyeng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>téndo'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast (female)</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chin</td>
<td>'ngkë'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear</td>
<td>pol, èmpong, 'ntông</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye</td>
<td>màd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flesh</td>
<td>seg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot</td>
<td>chan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gall-bladder</td>
<td>kêmöd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair</td>
<td>sog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>tong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head</td>
<td>kui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee</td>
<td>kaltong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>rûs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouth</td>
<td>ban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose</td>
<td>màh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thigh</td>
<td>blô'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tongue</td>
<td>lîtî'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooth</td>
<td>lamoing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above list is not exhaustive, but includes the
principal words of this category that can be safely traced to a Mon-Annam origin. Besides these, a number of quite common words such as "sun," "moon," "darkness," "rain," "water," "fire," "earth," "stone," "forest," "tree," "wood," "flower," "fruit," "leaf," "thorn," "rattan," "banana," "centipede," "fly," "louse," "mosquito," "spider," "leech," "fish," "bird," "egg," "rat," "tiger," "elephant," etc., and a number of adjectives and verbs (as well as some other parts of speech) have one or more identifiable equivalents in the Mon-Annam languages; though most of them also have synonyms, which have not, as yet, been traced to that source.

**Mon-Annam Culture Words.**

More interesting, perhaps, than the foregoing are the relatively few words which throw light on the stage of development attained by the aboriginal tribes independently of any Malay influence: the following representative list of these is confined to such as appear to be of Mon-Annam affinity:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semang</th>
<th>Sakai</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To bathe</td>
<td>muh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blowpipe</td>
<td>bēlau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blowpipe dart</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To boil</td>
<td>to³m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bow</td>
<td>ig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloth, clothes</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comb</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To cook</td>
<td>'nchin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To dance</td>
<td>kengseng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dog</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flute</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghost, spirit</td>
<td>kēmoyd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grandchild</td>
<td>kanchâ'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grandfather</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grandmother</td>
<td>yā'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House</td>
<td>dōng</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Found in Cham and Bahnar, this word may be of Malayan origin.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semang</th>
<th>Sakai</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ivory</td>
<td>bâlâ'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mat</td>
<td>nös</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nephew</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paddle</td>
<td>chindwâ'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pillow</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To plant</td>
<td>tup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poison (for darts)</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiver</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice (in husk)</td>
<td>bâ'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice (husked)</td>
<td>hëkâ'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice (boiled)</td>
<td>inchï¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof, thatch</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt</td>
<td>empoyd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Somewhat doubtfully identified are the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semang</th>
<th>Sakai</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adze</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areca nut</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boat</td>
<td>kupon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chopper</td>
<td>chokâ', weng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt, price</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiddle</td>
<td>kri¹m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To plait</td>
<td>dendan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pot</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Too much stress must not be laid on these words; the word for "clothes" probably meant no more than the wisp of bark-cloth which still constitutes the main article of apparel among some of the wilder tribes, the "house" was no doubt always a small and rudely-built hut, the "dog" may conceivably (though not probably) have been the wild, not the domesticated, variety, the word for "ivory" by no means implies that it was an object of traffic, the word for "pillow" is perhaps derived from the word for "head" and may have been independently invented, as may the

1 These primarily mean "food" only.

2 If rightly identified, this is a Sanskrit word which has passed through a Mon-Khmer channel.

3 Pillows do not appear to be in very common use: see supra, vol. i. pp. 178, 180; and Martin, Inlandstämme der malayischen Halbinsel, 1905, p. 677.
word for "flute," which has a different prefix from its Mon-Khmer equivalents (some of which differ amongst themselves) and may have been newly formed from a common verbal root. But nevertheless there is here sufficient evidence that some at least of the aboriginal tribes of the Peninsula do not owe their primitive agriculture and general semi-civilisation to Malay influences exclusively, but must have retained them at least from the time (now some eight or nine centuries back if not more) when they were finally cut off from all relations with the Mon-Khmer civilisation of Southern Indo-China.

Therefore I cannot agree with Martin when he suggests that the Sakai house on piles is borrowed from the Malay style of architecture,¹ or that the planting of cereals, especially rice, is due to Malay influence.² The house on piles is the typical structure in the greater part of Indo-China as well as of the Indian Archipelago, and even if the words for "rice" originally meant some other cereal, which I do not see any particular reason to believe, they are at any rate evidence of some, however primitive, cultivation, which in itself negatives the view that all planting on the part of these tribes is due to Malay influence. The true inference, in my opinion, is that, like many of the ruder Mon-Khmer tribes, some of the wild tribes of the Peninsula have from time immemorial planted rice in their jungle-clearings. But they have never made the great advance to planting in irrigable swamp-land: that, in South-east Asia, is the Rubicon which a barbarous tribe must cross before it can fulfil the conditions precedent to real civilisation, first in

the material sense of the word, and ultimately in its social, moral, intellectual, and other connotations.

The only possible alternative is that the aboriginal tribes have in some past age lived in close contact with a more civilised Mon-Annam race, who did plant rice and so taught them the words if not the practice. But that view also does not find favour with Martin, who cannot discover any evidence that they were ever under such influence.¹

Double Relation with Mon-Annam Languages.

This leads us to the question whether the relation of the Mon-Annam languages to the aboriginal dialects of the Peninsula has been one of mere external influence or whether the latter can be classified as true members of the family. Logan, who was the first to notice the presence of Mon-Annam words in the aboriginal dialects,² propounded a very complicated theory of the relations of the Mon-Annam languages with the Malayan family, which it would be out of place to discuss here, but apparently held that their influence on the aboriginal dialects was external. His view was that a civilised Mon-Khmer race colonised the Peninsula in early days long before the Malay immigration from Sumatra had begun, and that during this Mon-Khmer era that people occupied towards the aboriginal tribes the same position which the Malays now occupy. "The language of the Mons and Kambojans," he says, "would become the lingua franca of the districts round their colonies and of the rivers on both sides of the Peninsula which their praus³ frequented for barter with the natives,

and it would ultimately, in a large measure, displace the older dialects of the latter.”

This view was again advanced by the present writer in a paper dealing with a number of, mainly verbal, analogies between the Mon-Annam languages and the dialects of the Peninsula. The possibility of their ultimate genuine relationship was not excluded, but put aside as not being proved by the evidence then under consideration. On the other hand, Kuhn, in a very valuable paper on the relation of the Mon-Annam languages with the Munḍa languages, Khasi, Nicobarese, and the aboriginal dialects of the Peninsula, had already, though only on similar evidence, inferred the existence of a common substratum, but still did not quite go the length of classifying these diverse tongues in one family.

More recently Schmidt, in his excellent work already referred to, has devoted a much more thorough investigation to the question, and has arrived at the conclusion that the close correspondence in phonology, structure, syntax, and a considerable percentage of the vocabulary between the Semang and Sakai dialects and the Mon-Khmer languages cannot be accounted for except on the view that they are essentially members of one family of speech.

It is to be observed that these two views are not mutually exclusive; these dialects may well be distant relatives of the Mon-Khmer languages separated from them in a remote prehistoric age, and long afterwards again influenced by renewed direct contact with a Mon-Khmer population. There may be two

---

2 Ibid. No. 27, pp. 21-56.
3 Beiträge zur Sprachkunde Semang, p. 581.
distinct Mon-Khmer sources, just as there have been two of Malayan origin, entering into their com-

**Sketch Map showing the Distribution of the Numeral Systems.**

position. That this is really the case seems to be indicated by the diversity of the numeral systems which are found in the Peninsula.¹

¹ In the sketch map here given, numerals of Malayan type are neglected: they occur occasionally, especially on the outskirts of the area inhabited by the wild tribes. The boundary lines between the four systems are more or less hypothetical. The Arabic numbers refer to the following dialects:—

1. Semang of Mount Jerai; 2. Semang of Ulu Selama; 3. Semang of
It has often been remarked that the purer dialects of the centre of the Peninsula do not possess any native numerals for higher numbers than “three”; the following short lists will therefore suffice for a general comparison of the different types that exist:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I.</th>
<th>II.</th>
<th>III.</th>
<th>IV.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>nai</td>
<td>nei (or nê)</td>
<td>nanu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>bie</td>
<td>nar</td>
<td>nar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>(various)</td>
<td>ne'</td>
<td>ni</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Type I. represents the Semang group of dialects; Type II. the Northern Sakai and the inner subdivision of the Eastern Sakai; Type III. is co-extensive with the Central Sakai; and Type IV. includes the Southern Sakai, one or two mixed Jakun dialects, and the outer subdivision of the Eastern Sakai.

Now it is clear that (with the exception of the first numeral of Type II. which it has in common with Type I.) Types II. and III. are really one system; and this system cannot be derived from Type I. or Type IV., nor can these be derived from it.


One or two dialects, of which the numerals are imperfectly recorded, have been omitted.

1 For higher numbers some of the aborigines nowadays use the Malay numerals.

2 The various forms given are diu, pat, and empung. Most of the typical forms above have minor variants.
We have therefore at least two, if not three, different systems of numerals to deal with.

But Types II. and III., which on the face of them are so closely allied, are also relatively central, while Types I. and IV., especially the latter, are distinctly peripheral in their geographical positions in the Peninsula. *Prima facie*, therefore, the true Sakai types, II. and III., have the best claim to represent the old Sakai numerals, while the rest may be suspected of having been due to outside influences.

Now Type IV. is the only genuine and authenticated non-Malayan numeral system in the aboriginal dialects of the Peninsula that extends to higher numbers than "three" (or at most "four"), which fact in itself suggests its derivation from a more civilised race than the wild tribes of the Peninsula; and there is no shadow of doubt that it is of Mon-Khmer origin, as the following comparison will show:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type IV.</th>
<th>Mon.</th>
<th>Suk.</th>
<th>Hui.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. mui (or moi)</td>
<td>mawai</td>
<td>mui</td>
<td>mui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 'mbar</td>
<td>bā</td>
<td>bar</td>
<td>bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 'mpe'</td>
<td>pī</td>
<td>pe</td>
<td>pe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. ēmpun</td>
<td>pān</td>
<td>puon</td>
<td>puōn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. masokn</td>
<td>māsun</td>
<td>song</td>
<td>sāng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. pērī†</td>
<td>tārau</td>
<td>trou</td>
<td>treu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. tempo</td>
<td>thāpah</td>
<td>pho</td>
<td>pha</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 It is doubtful whether the Semang equivalents for "two" and "three" can be derived from the Mon-Annam type, though with the exception of the anomalous *dui*, "three," it seems likely enough. It is possible, however, that they are of independent origin. There is, unfortunately, no properly authenticated Semang word for "four" except *sa·bōh* in the Sadang dialect, which is clearly derived from "two," and probably means "double two."

2 The geographical position of most of the tribes which use numerals closely resembling our Type IV. can be seen from the maps which have been given above. It is important as giving a clue to the region from which this particular influence proceeded. This, as I conjectured in *J. R. A. S.*, *S. B.*, No. 27, was probably the Menam valley.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>moi</td>
<td>muui</td>
<td>moe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>bar</td>
<td>baar</td>
<td>bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>pâ</td>
<td>pê</td>
<td>peh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>puân</td>
<td>puon</td>
<td>puan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>sôn</td>
<td>chheng</td>
<td>chang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>tarau</td>
<td>trau</td>
<td>trao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>pôb</td>
<td>pañ</td>
<td>pah</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But the numeral systems of the languages of the great Mon-Annam-Muñḍa-Khasi-Nicobarese alliance (saving only those of the mixed subfamily, best represented by Cham, which have numerals of Malayan origin) are distinctly divisible into two different groups:

1. The Mon-Annam-Muñḍa group (of which the above Mon type agreeing so closely with our Type IV. is one subdivision only).

2. A group comprising (a) Khasi; (b) the dialects, such as Palaung, Riанг, Wa, and Lemet, which are intermediate between Khasi and Mon-Khmer; and (c) Nicobarese.

The following specimens will sufficiently illustrate the peculiarities of this second group:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>pî-a</td>
<td>âpià</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>pon-ea</td>
<td>uphunià</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See the *Linguistic Survey of India*, vol. iv. part i., especially pp. 12, 24, and 242-245. In the higher numbers (which, however, do not directly concern us) two of the Muñḍa dialects, namely Kharía and Savara, agree closely with the Palaung, Wa, Lemet, and Khmu dialects of the second group; a fact (first noticed, I think, by Konow in *J. R. A. S.*, 1904, part iii. p. 429) which strongly supports the view that all these groups of languages are ultimately related.
### Relation to Other Languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Khasi (Standard)</th>
<th>Riang</th>
<th>En.</th>
<th>Son.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. wei</td>
<td>hàk</td>
<td>tai</td>
<td>tê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. är</td>
<td>kär</td>
<td>ra</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. lāi</td>
<td>kwai</td>
<td>loi</td>
<td>oi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. sāu</td>
<td>k'pwon</td>
<td>pun</td>
<td>wun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tai-Loi Wa</th>
<th>Palaung (Rumai)</th>
<th>Danaw</th>
<th>Lemet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. kati</td>
<td>hle</td>
<td>küt</td>
<td>mus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. la-al</td>
<td>ā</td>
<td>an</td>
<td>ar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. la-oi</td>
<td>we</td>
<td>wi</td>
<td>lohe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. pun</td>
<td>pwan</td>
<td>plūn</td>
<td>pun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. kahāk</td>
<td>heang</td>
<td>heg</td>
<td>heng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. neit</td>
<td>ā</td>
<td>ā</td>
<td>au</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. lūē</td>
<td>loc</td>
<td>lūē</td>
<td>luge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. fān</td>
<td>foan</td>
<td>fānt</td>
<td>fuat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Having regard to the geographical position of these languages and to their connection, as evidenced by a large common element in their vocabularies, it is impossible to believe that these resemblances in the numbers “two” and “three” are due to accidental coincidence, while “four” brings almost all of them into close agreement with the Mon-Annam-Munda type. If, however, the words for “two” and “three” throughout this group are connected, they must represent originally identical roots, merely differentiated by different prefixes $k$-, $r$-, and $l$-.

If that is so, we get back to something like $ar$ for “two” and $i$ for “three” as ultimate roots, and these will then explain not only the Mon-Annam-Munda types $b-ar$ and $p-i$, but also the Sakai $n-ar$ and $n-i$.

---

1 As to Khasi, see the Linguistic Survey of India, vol. ii. p. 38. The Lemet numerals are of the dialect of Chieng Khong (about lat. 21° 30', long. 100° 30'), see Voyage d’Exploration en Indo-Chine (1873), vol. ii. p. 516. For the Nicobarese numerals, see Man, Dictionary of the Central Nicobarese Language (1889), pp. 240, 241. For all the rest see the Gazetteer of Upper Burma and the Shan States (1900), part i. vol. i. pp. 626-727.
(or \(n-e\)'), the roots being in each case the same but the prefixes differing. A similar explanation would then attach the Mon-Annam \(m-wai\) and the Semang \(n-ai\) (Sakai \(n-ei\)), "one," to the Khasi \(wei\).

The Eastern Sakai forms \(n\-e\-weng, ni-n-e, n\-i\-e\), and the Central Sakai \(n\-ai\), "one," may perhaps be the same \(n\-ai\) (or \(n\-ei\)) with different numeral coefficients welded on to them, as has happened to the Malay \(satu\) (from \(sa+watu\), lit. "one stone"), and a similar explanation may be given of the Central Sakai variant \(nina\), "three."

If the above explanation holds good, practically all the properly authenticated numerals in the Peninsular dialects are accounted for; but it follows, as a consequence, that they derive from two distinct sources, both (though not in the same degree of affinity) cognate to the Mon-Annam languages. This explanation of our Sakai Types II. and III. is admittedly somewhat conjectural, but finds some support in the fact that in a certain number of cases where words closely allied to the typical Mon-Khmer forms occur in the outlying dialects (including those which have numerals of the Types I. and IV.), they are either not recorded at all in the dialects of the interior (which have numerals of the Types II. and III.) or else occur in them in forms differing more distinctly from the normal Mon-Khmer type.

The following are representative instances:—

---

1 On the other hand, it is not impossible that these forms may better represent the supposed primitive \(n + wei\) (which may have been \(weng\) originally and so connect with the Nicobarese \(keng\)). But this is a mere guess.
2 A form \(nok\) is, however, reported for "one"; this may either be an abbreviation of \(nanu\) or, if the above explanation is wrong, its root.
3 It was first suggested by Schmidt in \(Die Sprachen der Sakai und Semang\), pp. 524, 580; and again in \(Grundzüge einer Lautlehre der Khasi-Sprache\), pp. 759, 760.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical Mon-Khmer.</th>
<th>Outer Dialects.</th>
<th>Inner Dialects.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bamboo</td>
<td>ding, diă ¹</td>
<td>ding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banana</td>
<td>chek ²</td>
<td>tiòk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To bathe</td>
<td>hum</td>
<td>hum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>maham, phăm, chham, chhim</td>
<td>maham, bahöm behlm, behlp, béhlt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day</td>
<td>tangai</td>
<td>têngagi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>ti, tai</td>
<td>ti, thi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>kejût, kajök, jük</td>
<td>kajöb, hënjug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill</td>
<td>bönâm, manam</td>
<td>bênum, bênum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ménum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>long</td>
<td>long, dêlong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>djâk</td>
<td>dôö, dak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It would seem, therefore, that there are really two distinct strains of the Mon-Annäm element, the one ancient and remote, the other much more recent, in the composition of these dialects, or at least some of them; and in view of the relative importance of this element, which seems to run through their whole structure, the Sakai and Semang languages in their present stage of development, at any rate, may well be classified as outlying members of that family. It must be remembered that in the case of uninflected languages the problem of classification is necessarily very difficult, especially when, under the influence of alien tongues, the vocabularies have been much mixed. Such a language as Cham, for instance, can from certain points of view be classified as Malayan, while other aspects of it are distinctly Mon-Annäm, and scholars have accordingly differed in their classification of it. Much the same difficulty besets the classification of the languages of the Peninsula, with the additional complication that they are numerous and heterogeneous, besides being very imperfectly known.

Uninflected languages can pass, almost impercep-

¹ = "Tube." ² In Khmer only.
tibly, from one family into another; thus some of the
dialects of the Peninsula at the present day are being
more and more modified by the influence of Malay,
and are being transformed into Malay dialects.
When a language is in such a state of transition (or
even when its condition is fixed but it is a hybrid
product), the classification of it will vary according
to the principles adopted: a hard and fast system
which looks only to grammar and puts the vocabulary
entirely aside can hardly meet the difficulty. What
if the grammar, which may mean nothing more than
the order of words in the sentence, is similar in the
two languages of which the hybrid is made up? What
if a mixed dialect uses the vocabulary of one
language put in the syntactical order of another?
A classification according to grammar only would lead
to paradoxical results: the pidgin English of the
China ports and the Malay of the Singapore bazaar
would have to be classed as Chinese dialects, although
there are very few Chinese words in either of them.

Viewed in this light, the problem of the origin of
these languages does not, I venture to think, coincide
precisely with the question of their proper present
classification.

The phonetic tendencies of the Semang race have
exercised a modifying influence over the Mon-Annam
elements which their dialects have absorbed, softening
their primitive consonantal hardness and moulding
them into a more vocalic form. The Sakai dialects,
on the other hand, and especially the purer members of
that group, have better preserved the characteristic
harshness of the Mon-Annam phonology; in fact they

---
1 A few instances of this have been found in the Comparative Vocabulary
given on p. 390 supra; others will be lary.
are sometimes more archaic than even the stereotyped forms of the Mon and Khmer written languages.

In the Jakun group, so far as can be judged from the fragmentary evidence available, the Mon-Annam element is present in a much smaller percentage than in Sakai or even Semang, and is of merely secondary importance. The Jakun dialects share it in some degree with the Sakai dialects with which they are intermixed, but there can be no doubt that it is not an essential part of their composition; and except that the forms in which it appears are sometimes modified by the peculiarities of Jakun phonology, which has perhaps also affected the neighbouring Sakai subdivisions, it seems to require no special notice here.

**Unidentified Elements.**

It is certain that the Semang dialects were not originally members of the Mon-Annam family. They still embody a number of words, of a distinct type, which have not been, and I believe never will be, traced to a Mon-Annam or Malayan source. Among such words are many quite common ones, relating to matters of everyday life. The following list may serve as a specimen:— “bad,” jèbeg; “bag,” chog, sëneng; “bamboo,” løbeh, gënün; “banana,” kukeau; “bear,” tëlábas; “beast,” åb; “betel-leaf,” bed; “big,” bòo; “bird,” kâwod; “blind,” chû; “blood,” nyâp; “body,” løy; “brain,” lëkem; “broad,” men-ôy; “calf” (leg), langut; “cloud,” ál; “coconut,” herpái; “day,” këto; “dog,” ek, woh, od; “earth,” kelyid; “to eat,” ya’-gëy; “egg,” mákå;

---

1 It is this element which has been referred to on p. 406 supra as the Sakai element occurring in the Jakun group.

The chief point about these words is that their use, so far as is known at present, is confined to tribes of the Negrito type. These words are therefore presumably remnants of the old original dialects of the Peninsular Negritos, such as they were before they became modified and transformed by foreign influences.² A comparison of these specifically Semang words, with their equivalents in the dialects of the Andamanese Negritos, is naturally indicated by the circumstances of the case; but so far as I have been able to make it, it has proved inconclusive, although in a few cases I have ventured in the Comparative Vocabulary to append the Andamanese equivalents, for what they are worth. Until, however, a much more extended series of comparisons reveals the existence of some phonetic laws connecting the Semang with the Andamanese words, their relationship must be considered as hypothetical. The structures and grammars of the languages at the present day are quite different, and can give us no help in this matter.

There are many words also in Sakai which have

¹ This probably really means the fungus-string of which the girdle is made.
² This was first pointed out by Schmidt in Die Sprachen der Sakai und Semang, pp. 563, 583.
not as yet been traced to any known source, and it may still be regarded as an arguable question whether the Sakai dialects were originally cognate to the Mon-Annam languages. Both groups must be more minutely examined than has been possible up to the present time before absolute certainty can be attained as to their original relations. But there does not appear to be in Sakai, as there certainly is in Semang, a substantial list of common words in everyday use which would betray an alien origin, and, on the whole, the evidence at present rather tends to the conclusion that the Sakai dialects were from the first related to the Mon-Annam languages in the same way as is apparently the case with Nicobarese, Khasi, and the Palaung, Riang, and Wa dialects. So far as I know, there is nothing in their grammar or structure which would negative this conclusion.

The Jakun group, after deducting the words which can be accounted for as Malayan or Mon-Annam, leaves us a considerable residue, the origin of which I am unable to explain. Some of these have been mentioned already, but it may be convenient to give a few specimens here. The following are typical of Kenaboi, which contains the largest percentage of unidentified forms:—“bird,” sąbu; “black,” sāyā; “breast,” rā pang; “cloud,” lingsā; “crocodile,” tohol; “dog,” kētōk; “fish,” rāyap; “forehead,” chālā; “head,” tahal; “moon,” linta; “pig,” sērōi; “root,” jelār; “tooth,” chērāh. The following are

---

1 If Sakai was originally descended from the same mother-tongue as the Mon-Annam languages, it might nevertheless possess words which the others had lost or which it had evolved since the remote date of its separation from the common source. The presence, therefore, in Sakai of some words which cannot be found in the Mon-Annam languages does not cause any difficulty, in view of the large percentage (in Senoi ± 35 per cent) of important words in everyday use which it shares with them.

2 See pp. 386, 404, 407-409 supra.
found in various Jakun dialects, and some of them appear even in the neighbouring members of the Sakai group:—“ant,” mërët; “brother” (elder), geë; “dog,” āmun; “eyebrow,” lālis; “face,” rēmān; “grandmother,” gēnōi; “house,” chērōng, jēkōt; “pig,” risim; “porcupine,” puntu; “rhinoceros,” resēki; “sister” (elder), gau; “snake,” jēlēle; “tiger,” mājā, kohoñ, mēngkōlom; “tired,” kābo.

More words of this kind will be found in the Comparative Vocabulary. A few of the words of unknown origin in the Jakun group are also found in Semang, but are not recorded in Sakai: these words may perhaps be relics of dialects formerly spoken by Negritos of the south of the Peninsula and now absorbed into the Jakun group, but they are hardly numerous enough to support the view that the Jakun dialects were originally allied to Semang.

The origin of the Jakun group is therefore still in doubt. Very little is known as to its structure and grammatical system, but apparently the latter, at least in those dialects which contain a strong Malayan element, is of the Malayan type. It would seem that the Jakun group, if it is a unity at all, was originally of alien origin, but has been for centuries under the influence of Malayan dialects, with which it has been mixed up, so that it may now be said to be mainly Malayan in character and in process of becoming entirely so. In their present state, the Jakun dialects (with the exception of Kenaboi) may fairly be classed as mixed Malayan dialects: in fact, some of them have become mere subdialects of Malay.

---

1 See, for instance, in the Comparative Vocabulary paragraphs C 267, L 119, M 135, M 151, P 76, P 156, and S 378, and compare B 215 with B 217.
Language and Race.

I shall not undertake to correlate the complex facts of language here briefly sketched out with the physical relationships which connect the wild tribes of the Peninsula with the various races of South-eastern Asia. It seems to me somewhat premature to do so until these races have been more thoroughly investigated and more accurately described. But it must not be forgotten that in this region there are several originally distinct racial strata: first a stronger and dominant race, which though varying materially in different localities, has the common characteristic of being more or less Mongoloid in type, and, underlying it, fragments of two other races, which were both probably seated in this region earlier than the race of Mongoloid type. One of these older races seems to correspond with the Sakai type. The Mon-Annam languages are spoken to a great extent by communities of Mongoloid type, but also by wilder non-Mongoloid tribes, and it is still a question to which racial type this class of language originally belonged. It is somewhat significant that at the two ends of the great Mon-Annam-Munda-Khasi-Nicobarese alliance, viz. in the pure Sakai and the Munda region, the races should be of somewhat similar Dravidian or quasi-Dravidian, non-Mongoloid, type. It may be that the intervening populations have been modified by an intrusive Mongoloid strain, while nevertheless retaining their original language: that at present seems to be a tenable hypothesis.\(^1\) The

---

\(^1\) This would appear to be Schmidt's view; see *Die Sprachen der Sakai und Semang*, p. 581, but he does not point out the fact that the great bulk of the populations of Mon-Annam speech are, in spite of slight specific peculiarities, substantially Mongoloid in type. This constitutes the main difficulty of the problem.
other submerged race above referred to is the Semang or Negrito type, which is much more restricted in area than the quasi-Dravidian one. It is still doubtful whether the Negrito type can really be traced elsewhere in South-eastern Asia than in the Peninsula and the Philippine and Andaman islands, and it seems to have had very little influence in building up the races of this part of the world.

Then there is the further complication that the Mongoloid race speaks languages, of various different families of speech, which have not yet been satisfactorily grouped under one head; while on the other hand the Malayo-Polynesian language-family (like the Mon-Annam) coincides with no racial group, but includes several diverse types, Mongoloid and non-Mongoloid. In short, the question of the relation between race and language in South-eastern Asia is an extremely complex problem, and all these matters still call for much more extended and detailed investigation before a really certain conclusion as to the early history of these races can be arrived at.

*Language and History.*

It would seem that fragments of these various races, probably in small numbers and in a very primitive stage of development, independently found their way into the Peninsula at various remote epochs. It may reasonably be supposed that the Sakai brought with them the habit of cultivating patches of ground roughly cleared on the hillsides, and so tended mainly to occupy the hilly country of the interior, while the more savage Semang hunted in the lower levels, and the Jakun tribes (or such of them, at least, as spoke Malayan dialects) settled along the coast-line.
At some period after the Mon-Khmer populations of Southern Indo-China had become more or less civilised through the medium of immigrants from India, the central portion of them, inhabiting the Menam valley, seems to have extended its influence to the southward and to have founded settlements in various parts of the Peninsula. This occupation, of which there is no distinct historical record, is evidenced by the local tradition which assigns such a great part in the past history of the Peninsula to the Siamese. Ancient mines and other workings, remains of forts and the like, are generally styled Siamese by the Malays; in fact, "Siam," in the local popular topography, plays the part which in England is shared between Caesar and the devil: it serves to explain any ancient and striking landmark the real origin of which is unknown. As, however, there is not a trace of anything really Siamese, i.e. Tai, in the dialects of the aboriginal tribes or elsewhere in the Peninsula, and as the Siamese are relatively modern intruders in Southern Indo-China, it seems reasonable to suppose that these traditions refer to the Mon-Khmer race.

---

1 It appears from Siamese sources that the Mon race had occupied Ligor (lat. 8° 24', long. 99° 58') before the Siamese arrived there: see Low in J. J. A. vol. v. pp. 518-521; Bastian, Geschichte der Indo-Chinesen, p. 197. Further south than this they have not been positively traced: Sanskrit Buddhist inscriptions in alphabets of South Indian origin have been found in Kedah, but it has not been shown that these were the work of Mon settlers. The archaeological collections in the museums of the Peninsula have never yet been properly studied, and it is possible that they might throw some new light on these matters.

2 To avoid misunderstandings, I must add that this refers to the Peninsula from lat. 7° (or thereabouts) southwards, that being the region within which the specimens of aboriginal dialects were collected. North of that region there has been a, more or less mixed, Siamese population for several centuries; south of that latitude there was, until quite modern times, no real Siamese penetration or occupation, but merely a traditional and persistent claim to suzerainty over some of the Northern Malay States. It is only during the last hundred years or so that this purely external suzerainty has been transformed in some cases into actual effective occupation, accompanied in a few districts by the settlement of a Siamese-speaking population.
which inhabited Siam before the Tai came down from the north of Indo-China.

The hypothesis of such a Mon-Khmer occupation of the Peninsula is strongly supported by the linguistic evidence. If the above attempt to unravel the tangled skein of language has proceeded on the right lines, it seems clear that the numeral system which I have termed Type IV. was introduced into the Peninsula by a Mon-Khmer race from the region of the Menam valley at a period which cannot have been very remote, inasmuch as these numerals have hardly diverged at all from the type still current in the adjacent parts of Indo-China. The precise date cannot be determined, but possibly the Mon-Khmer occupation, which may have lasted for hundreds of years, began about the fifth century A.D., or even earlier. It may have come to an end nearly a thousand years ago.\(^1\) Since the last seven or eight centuries (for here again the precise dates cannot be given) the Malays from Sumatra have colonised and occupied the Peninsula, and except in the dialects of the wild tribes and in the popular traditions already referred to there is little trace left of its former intimate connection with Indo-China.\(^2\)

---

\(^1\) The Tai conquest of the Menam valley (as to the precise date of which I have no certain information), and the subsequent extension of the Tai race to the southward finally cut off the Peninsula from the Mon and Khmer regions.

\(^2\) There appear to be a few words of Mon-Khmer origin in the Malay dialect of Kedah, but the matter awaits further investigation. In the jargon used by the elephant drivers of Kedah and Perak in speaking to their mounts there are a few words which are almost certainly derived from a Mon-Khmer source. If these words have come direct into this jargon from a Mon-Khmer language, this is evidence that the Malays of these northern States have been in contact with Mon-Khmer-speaking individuals who had acquired the art of taming elephants and imparted it to the Malays. The latter do not appear to have learnt this craft in Sumatra, nor is it nowadays practised in the south of the Peninsula. This Malay elephant jargon, however, also contains some undoubtedly Siamese words and may have come through a Siamese channel.
Language and Culture.

While the heterogeneous composition of the languages of the Peninsula is evidence of the fact that the tribes which speak them, besides being of several different races, have been subjected to various alien influences, the number and diversity of the dialects into which the several languages fall is also eloquent of much. One sees at once that the Peninsula has not, in any period within our ken, been the seat of a great unifying civilisation, and that its aboriginal inhabitants have lagged behind in the progressive movement which has affected Southeastern Asia generally.

Here, as elsewhere, we seem to see the different stages of social evolution mirrored in the phenomena of language. First comes a stage of merely nomadic hunting and fruit-gathering, during which it would appear that there is comparatively little tendency to development or differentiation of speech among the several fragments of a roaming race. Then the gradual beginnings of agriculture bring with them somewhat less temporary modes of habitation, and restrict the wanderings of the clan or tribe within the narrower area of a few miles around the huts it now more regularly occupies. Its small patches of cultivated ground shift, it is true, from season to season, but only within a strictly limited range. This necessarily results in local differentiation of dialect and consequent difficulty of intercourse with other clans or tribes. Next, in the normal course, should come the practice of cultivating permanently occupied areas, partly planted with fruit trees, partly irrigated and periodically sown and planted with rice. This, in
South-eastern Asia, is the most momentous step in advance; accompanied, or soon followed, by the domestication of the buffalo and ox, it allows of a great increase and concentration of population in certain favoured localities, and thus tribes begin to differ in numbers, wealth, and power, according to local circumstances. Next come intertribal wars, ending generally in the predominance of the most numerous and powerful tribe over its neighbours, and the imposition of its language on the other tribes within a considerable area, thus welding the whole into a new unity and laying the foundations of a truly national existence.

But by the aborigines of the Peninsula this stage has never been attained: they never took the great stride from shifting cultivation to the permanent occupation of land, and while they have remained a tangle of more or less savage clans, the coasts and river-valleys of their native land have been colonised by immigrant aliens, who in their own island home had already passed this stage and gained the possession of a common language and some of the other elements which go to the making of a nation. Thus the aborigines of the Peninsula find themselves to-day in the position of scattered fragments dependent on a stronger and far more numerous race, in a distinctly higher state of culture. It requires no great stretch of imagination to foresee clearly enough that the only unity of speech they can ever attain will consist in the loss of their own and the adoption of a foreign tongue, while their other special characteristics will also soon disappear.

Many of the districts in which aborigines were formerly to be found have, even in modern times,
been deserted by them in their flight from their more civilised neighbours. In other districts they have been absorbed into the Malay population, which in several of the States of the Peninsula has a strong strain of aboriginal blood. This process has been going on for many generations, and will soon be complete. The tribes that have maintained their separate existence down to the present time are evidently mere remnants, which happen by favour of local circumstances to have escaped extinction or absorption: and even these few survivals of a past stage of human development will in no long time become absorbed by their somewhat more advanced neighbours.
APPENDIX.

PART III.—RELIGION.

In Z.f.E. xxviii. 189-196, Vaughan-Stevens (ed. Bartels) describes some of the birth-customs of the Sakai (whom he calls Blandas). Incantations (wrongly called "Powang")¹ by Vaughan-Stevens are spoken over the sufferer, who is also given as potion an infusion of "three plants called 'miēran' ('mirian')."² There is nothing very special to note in the methods of manipulation, which are, however, very fully described.

"Delivery is, as a rule, very easy, and the death of the mother in child-birth extremely rare, although still-born children are not uncommon."

"In the case of protracted delivery, which is generally rare, a second charm is spoken over the sufferer and her body rubbed with the fat of the big python, a small portion of whose fat is also given her to swallow."

"Haemorrhage and ruptured blood-vessels seldom occur, but where they do, nature alone must decide the result, since the Sakai know nothing of the art of the physician."

For a similar account of the manipulation employed by the Orang Laut, see Z.f.E. xxviii. 196.

SAKAİ LOVE-CHARMS.

Vaughan-Stevens (ed. Bartels) describes the use of a particular plant by any Sakai man who wishes to make his wife indifferent to himself in order to further his own intrigue with some other woman.³ This plant, which is laid under the sleeping-mat, is said by Ridley (who informs me that Vaughan-Stevens himself gave him a specimen of it) to be Lasianthus.

Sakai women are said to make use of cotton from a silk-cotton tree to secure their husband's fidelity.⁴

THE CREATION MYTHS OF THE TEMBEH (ORANG TEMIA).

From the manuscripts of Hrolf Vaughan-Stevens, translated into German by H. W. Williams.

The author writes that in vol. lxix. Nos. 8 and 9 of Globus, this story of the creation has already been mentioned, in part reproduced, and that on account of its special interest he now gives a translation of the whole of the original. His version runs as follows:—

---

¹ "Pawang," spelt "powang" by Vaughan-Stevens, signifies a magician or "charmer" (the old-time "conjurer" of west-country folklore), not the charms by which he works.
² For "miēran" see note to p. 10 of text.
⁴ Ibid.
"Before the sun was created the earth was like a board lying on the ground, beneath which swarmed centipedes, scorpions, and ants, in a putrescent mass. These creatures are similar to the demons which then lived in darkness. In a hole under the board lived Naing, while Sammor had his dwelling high up above the board.

"Sammor often came down on (to the board) to take a stroll. This displeased Naing, who ordered the demons to sting and bite the feet of Sammor (as ants do now when we tread on them).

"One day Sammor got very angry and lifted the board up to seize Naing. Then they both fought and tried to kill each other. Sammor got the mastery. Naing ran away, crawled down into his hole and hid himself. Since Sammor knew that Naing could not bear the light, he determined to keep him in the hole. During the fight both of them had torn great pieces out of the earth, in order to throw them at each other (hence originated the hills and mountains which we now see upon the earth). Sammor also sought the largest rocks which were to be found, and heaped them on the hole, in order to prevent Naing from coming out. Then Sammor went to his own dwelling-place, and took some fire out of it, and when he had rolled it into a ball with his hands, he returned to the scene of the strife. He threw the board up high into the air and ordered it to stay there, and he commissioned the fire-ball (i.e. the sun) to guard the mountain-covered hole, so that Naing might never come out again. That is why the sun always goes round the mountain, watching it from all sides. Although Naing has often tried to push away the mountain from the mouth of the hole, he is always obliged to let it fall again as soon as he has raised it slightly, because of his inability to bear the light.

"Now the sun discovered that Naing was doing this on that side of the mountain where she herself was not. But Sammor had gone back to his dwelling-place, and since the sun could not forsake her duty to obtain advice from Sammor, she kindled a fire at the place where Naing was making his attempts to escape. She then continued on her way.

"Every time, as soon as the sun has passed by, Naing stretches his arm out of the cavern and attempts to smother the fire with earth. When the moon, in the course of its motion, appears before the hole, Naing throws at it a handful of earth, until he has at length quite extinguished it, and the sun has then to kindle it once more.

"The stars are the hot embers which are scattered about by the fire every time Naing throws a handful of earth at it. These embers are driven towards the board, where they remain burning. The sparks thrown out from the embers are shooting stars. Naing has often been seen in the act of drawing out a fire-brand from the moon.

"Thus has it always happened ever since. When Sammor hurled the board up into the air, it took the form of the heavens above us, and what we see is its lower side.

"On the upper side of this board is the place (heaven) to which the good souls pass, but no one knows what sort of place it is, or what the souls do there. We only know that there is neither marriage, nor birth, nor death, nor change of any kind. Every one has there whatever he wishes.

"The place of Sammor lies far above this upper surface of the world.

"Naing, being unable to come out of his hole, dug a great cavern in the ground for himself and his demons. During the battle between Sammor and

---

1 This comparison of the earth to a board or plank, which afterwards is apparently transferred to the sky, looks to me somewhat like a confused recollection of the so-called "tray" (Mal. "talam"), which is described in Malay folklore (v. Malay Magic, p. 3) as being representative of the original dimensions of the earth when first created, according to the account of Malay magicians.
NAING these demons had run away in a fright. Some ran down into the hole and had remained confined there with Naing. The greater number, however, hid themselves behind the hills thrown up by the two combatants. They are thus separated from Naing, and still dwell in the same place that is inhabited by men."

(Here follows the story of the creation of man.)

"When Naing found that he himself was prevented from coming out, through the strict watch maintained by the sun and moon, he tried to get the better of them by means of the demons which, at the covering of the hole, remained outside on account of the superincumbent mountain. This failed, however, because the demons were not strong enough. Naing, therefore, created a great number of demons (the Tembeh could not explain how this was done) which, however, succeeded no better in stopping the watchful course of the sun and the moon.

"Naing then commanded the demons that dwelt outside, in a body, to heave away the mountain from his place of captivity, so that he might come out thence by night in order, if possible, to destroy the sun. All the demons then joined their forces, and with the help of the demons that dwelt underneath, and of Naing, they heaved the mountain slightly upwards and shook it. But when Sammor noticed the shaking of the mountain, he came back to see what was happening. When the demons saw him they immediately ran away and hid themselves in the rocks, trees, and rivers. Thence it happens that the woods are everywhere full of demons, and every tree, every rock, every river, has its own demon. The demons, however, escaped in a body from the mountain on which Sammor stood. In order to prevent the demons from repeating their attempt, Sammor determined to create men so that they might fight against the demons. He therefore took some sparks of the sun-fire (stars), which Naing had broken off from the moon by throwing earth at it, and out of them made seven men. He then, however, reflected that the fire would never die, so he removed the seven men thence, and afterwards made them into the seven guides or messengers who show the good souls the way to heaven. He then took seven leaves which grew close by, and from them made men, whom he commanded to dwell on the mountain, and to prevent the demons from moving it again. Naing, however, went on increasing the number of demons, until it became impossible for the seven men to fight with them all. At their request Sammor returned, removed them thence, and afterwards made them into the messengers who had to lead the wicked souls to hell (because the men made out of leaves died within a fixed period, like the leaves from which they had been created).

"Then Sammor went back to his place and brought thence a man and a woman (no one knows of what material they were made), and placed them on the mountain to guard it. This pair had at one birth three sons and three daughters. When the children had grown up they were given names; the eldest son took the name (and the emblem) of a leaf, the second that of a star, and the third that of an ant. Each one married a sister.

"As the son who had taken the leaf-name was the eldest, he was chief over the others. From him are descended all the Tembeh Batins (chiefs) of the leaf-clan.

"The second son, who had adopted the star emblem, was very clever in every way and became a magician. All the Tembeh magicians are of this totem.

"The third son, who had taken the name of an ant, was the father of ordinary human beings. The ant-families have always been more numerous and more prolific than either of the others.

"The families of the three sons and their wives increased with great rapidity,

\[1\] These mountains separating man and the demons from Naing are probably the Caucasus, the "Kaf" Mountains of Malay legends. See *Malay Magic*, p. 2.
so that, with the help of the incantations and magic given to the second son, by the sun, the moon, the stars, and by Sammor himself, the demons were driven back to their hiding-places."

(Since the first man was placed by Sammor on the mountain, the Tembeh always prefer to live in the hills.)

"When Naing discovered that men were guarding the mountain laid on him by Sammor, and that he himself could not get out, he tried to build himself a road up through some of the other mountains, which had been heaved up and torn from the flat earth in the great battle. These attempts have caused the huge caverns which are found in so many mountains.

"Since there were not enough men to guard all these mountains, Sammor brought yet more and more men and women from his habitation and placed them in various localities. These men who appeared later differed somewhat in form and appearance from the first-created Tembeh, hence it comes that in the world there are various races of men.

"The seven men created from leaves watched at first very carefully, but in the course of time they became weary of the constant watching and pacing up and down, and fell asleep. The demons soon discovered this, and slipped behind the trees, and hid in the brushwood, until they were again quite close to the mountain, when they began to push it away. When some of them had seen that the seven guardians were asleep, they divided themselves into seven companies in order to seize them and take them captive. The demons that found themselves among the attacking forces disguised themselves under the shapes of animals and insects—each party having a special form. The forms were as follows: millipedes, snakes, ants, tigers, leeches, and mosquitoes.1 These fought with the seven men, and the noise of the battle and of the demons which were trying to overthrow the mountain brought Sammor once again on the scene of action. He drove the demons away, and condemned the seven guardians to serve as guides to the souls journeying towards Nenek 2 (Hell) in the darkness."

Page 289. DETAILS OF THE CHOLERA CHARM OF THE TEMBEH.

On leaving their tree-huts, they both painted themselves and helped each other to paint themselves with their totem 3 emblems (leaf, star, and ant) on stomach and forehead. Three magicians were then chosen, who painted each other's persons with white lines and devices, according to a prescribed pattern, behind a screen of leafy branches erected to conceal them. In this screen was a triangular opening formed by two converging uprights with seven rough horizontal bars fixed across them. Over these cross timbers were stretched the leafy branch of a plant resembling a palm and another resembling a caladium. The opening is supposed to represent the triangular figure intersected by horizontal cross-lines that the Tembeh are said to employ as a "message character" typifying "night" or "darkness," but which here typifies "death" and the darkness dear to spirits.4 A screen that was erected on the eastern side

1 There should be seven of these parties, one corresponding to each of the leaf-men.—W.S.

2 Or "Ni-nik." This is possibly identical with the word that appears as the name of Hell or Purgatory in the legends of other tribes, in various forms, such as "Ngari," "Nyayek," and so forth; cp. vol. ii. p. 321 of text.

3 It need scarcely be repeated here, since it has been insisted upon in the text, that there is no proof of real totemism among these tribes.

4 For these message characters, v. vol. i. p. 414 of this book.
resembled that on the west, except that the opening on the east formed a truncated triangle, typifying "day" or "light," this figure being supposed to represent the sun rising behind the mountains. Behind the screen at the eastern end stood a post of about 4 metres high, stripped of its bark, and beyond this again a roughly built round roofless hut, quite 3 inches high, so that nobody could see in except by the door, in front of which hung a mat decorated with the leaf emblem plaited in red on a ground of yellow, the natural colour of the undyed strips—a device the use of which was confined to the magicians. In front of this door was a fire composed of three converging fire-logs. The plot within which the people stood was then measured off by the magician, beginning at the north-east corner and proceeding westward. On its completion the magician proceeded to the round hut already described. After half an hour's wait he raised a fearful din in the hut by blowing into a bamboo of special construction. At this sound the men, each with his jungle knife, hurried to a spot in the plot where some days before had been stuck a number of bamboos, which were now sticking in the ground as though they grew there. Every one now took one of these bamboos and fashioned a spear from it. Meanwhile the women up above had begun wailing "Ah-wah," "Ah-wah," as soon as the blowing of the bamboo in the magician's hut had ceased. On completing their spears the men leapt forth brandishing their weapons, and looking in every direction as though they expected the attack of some enemy. The concealed magician now blew three deep booming notes, when there suddenly appeared from behind the western leaf-screen the white-striped men who took the place of the seven magicians of the seventh class, that in former times represented the demons. Each of them bore a long piece of liana, bent in the middle and forming a lasso, the two loose ends being held together. With howls and yells the spear-bearers now turned round and took to running and proceeding first from west to east, parallel to the southern boundary of the plot, and then from south to north alongside the eastern boundary (along the line of the dotted arrow), finally entered the plot at the north-east corner and took up their positions in a row just within the plot's limits with their faces turned outward and their spears in wait for the attack of the white-striped "demons." These last ran in the same direction as that in which the boundary line had been drawn, all round this plot, and attempted at the same time to throw their liana lassos over the head of one of the men who were standing within the plot and using their spears to prevent the lassos from falling over their heads, and for that alone. Occasionally one of the three would let go one end of his liana so that it fell to the ground, and poked it to and fro over the boundary line in an attempt to touch therewith the legs of those who stood within. But as these latter leapt aside and deflected the plant lianas with their spears, none of them were hit. This was a good omen, since any one so hit would soon after have been attacked by cholera. Silent themselves, but accompanied by the fearful yells of the men, shrill wails of the women, shrieks of the children, and barking of the dogs, the "demons" ran round and round the rectangular plot, until suddenly at the sound of the tooting of the magician who was in the hut the din ceased, except among the children and dogs. One of the three "demons" had thrown himself on the ground, twitching and writhing as if he were in bodily pain. His two companions dropping their lianas, ran to the magician's hut, and as they entered the magician came forth. The dress of the latter consisted of a bark loin-cloth, together with bracelets, neckband, girdle, anklets, and knee-bands, plaited from strips of tree.

1 *All* fires as kindled by these tribes are commonly of converging fire-logs.
2 Probably a "tuntong" or "tuang-tuang," as to which *vide* note to vol. i. p. 472 ante.
3 By "liana" no doubt some kind of rattan (Calamus) is intended.
fibre resembling grass. The three burnt spots on his forehead were painted white, and on his breast the totem emblem in white clay. In one hand he bore a bamboo, presumably his staff, but this particular staff showed neither drawings nor patterns. He held the staff with the lower part uppermost; in the hollow part, at its lower end smoked some fragrant tree-gum, which, as I had not noticed it before, the magician no doubt must have kindled at the fire in front of his hut as he passed by. One of the three who had been left behind was evidently rehearsing a part for the first time, as he now quite simply asked the magician what more there was for him to do, and the magician had to pull him into the proper position with his hands. The magician slowly approached the man, who kept rocking himself to and fro as though he had the colic; he bent over him, squatted down, and applied his ear to the man's stomach. Next he knocked the burning tree-gum out of the end of his staff, so that it fell within the limits of the plot. One of the men who happened to be there caught up a handful of earth, collected the burning tree-gum, pressed it quickly upon the earth, and then bore the whole round to his comrades, so that each should get a little of the smoke blown over him. Meanwhile the magician had been apparently attempting to examine all over the inwards of the man lying on the ground for something or other; at last with one hand he applied the upper end of his staff to the mouth and nose of the man, and appeared by this means to bring pressure upon the thing in the man's inwards to come out at his mouth. When he at length had succeeded in this, he uttered a loud cry of joy, and at the same time the man who bore the earth and the tree-gum let this fall into the hollow part of the bamboo, right on to the cholera demon. The latter being induced to come out by reason of the challenge of the spears opposed to him, had, it seems, entered into the white-ringed belly of one of the assistant magicians, who then being unable, even with the aid of magic, to endure such an accretion, threw himself on the ground and rolled to and fro, till the magician [of class] No. 2, who in consequence of this proceeding now knew where the demon was, caught the latter and enclosed him in the hollow at the upper end of the staff, where the "damar" kept him imprisoned. The magician then went in company with all the other men (who up to then had remained within the mar ked-out plot) to the magic hut, laid his staff within, and announced to all present that the demon would stay there a month, until he died of hunger and thirst. However, in anticipation of that desirable event, all persons able to walk would have to leave the encampment for that period, and in the meanwhile reside on the summit of a distant hill.  

1 Doubtless strips of the "palas" palm.  
2 Mal. "damar."  
PART IV.—LANGUAGE.

MATERIALS AND SOURCES OF THE COMPARATIVE VOCABULARY.

The materials on which the study of these dialects must be based are in some respects fairly copious, but they are heterogeneous, and the different portions of which they consist are of very unequal value.

For the most part they are confined to vocabularies, some of a few words only, others of respectable length running into several hundred words; in a few cases only are there any sentences, and these are for the most part very short. Such as they are, these sentences (together with the songs and charms contained in the Appendix to vol. i. of this work) are the only means we have of arriving at the principles of syntax on which these dialects proceed.

The vocabularies and lists of words which have been embodied in the Comparative Vocabulary represent the collections of many different investigators, of various nationalities, including English, French, Russian, German, and, in a few cases, Malay. Their modes of orthography differ very considerably in consequence, and it is only by checking them inter se that it is possible to arrive at a clear idea of the sounds intended to be represented, for in most cases the collectors have omitted to give any key to their systems of orthography, and in many they have evidently been somewhat inaccurate either in their observation or rendering of the sounds. Moreover, not unfrequently, they have evidently blundered by giving a wrong meaning to the words they have collected. It must be remembered that, with hardly a single exception, the collectors had no personal knowledge of the aboriginal dialects, but had to work through Malay, a language which was often imperfectly known both to themselves and the aborigines with whom they attempted to converse. Sometimes the European collector appears to have been practically ignorant even of Malay, and to have gone to work through one or more interpreters; often, as in the case of Vaughan-Stevens, his knowledge of Malay is obviously very imperfect. Very seldom does it appear that a collector has even a fair knowledge of the aboriginal dialect on which he reports. Clifford is one of the rare exceptions to this state of things, and, though objections may be made to his rendering of certain sounds, his vocabulary of the Sénoi dialect is probably a very close approximation to absolute accuracy.

The material embodied in the Comparative Vocabulary resolves itself into two parts, viz.: (1) published matter, which has appeared in various books or periodicals; and (2) collections in manuscript and as yet unpublished. By far the greater part of the Comparative Vocabulary is made up of hitherto unpublished matter, partly collected by the authors themselves, and partly contributed by others, by whose courtesy the authors have been permitted to include it in their collection.

The earliest of our sources for the study of the aboriginal dialects is a short list of words of the "Jakong" or "Jokang" (i.e. Jakun) language of Malacca.
compiled by Sir Stamford Raffles, and published by him, together with other matter, as a sort of appendix to an article on "The Maritime Code of the Malays," in the Asiatick Researches (1816), vol. xii. p. 109. It was reprinted in Marsden's Miscellaneous Works (1834), p. 87, and again, but apparently independently from the original MS., in the Malacca Weekly Register in 1840. A reprint of the last-named version is given in No. 3 of the Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society (1879), pp. 6, 7. The versions differ slightly inter se. The list of words is of no particular importance except as confirming the existence of the Jakun dialect in Malacca territory at the beginning of the nineteenth century. About half the words (including all the numerals) are identical with Malay. There are only about fifteen words that are not Malay.

The next vocabulary to be mentioned is contained in John Crawford's History of the Indian Archipelago (1820), vol. ii. pp. 125-192 (which pages consist of a Comparative Vocabulary of some twenty languages or dialects, compiled from various sources). The Sémang words in this collection are expressly stated to be a "specimen of the language of the Sémang or woolly-haired race of the mountains of the Malay peninsula," collected for Crawford "by the minister of the prince of Queda" (i.e. Kédah), "a man of very superior mind," and corrected by Major MacInnes, who, according to Crawford, was, "after Marsden, among Europeans, perhaps the best Malay scholar existing." They number about eighty-six, but a few of them are Malay loan words. In his dissertation to vol. i. of his Grammar and Dictionary of the Malay Language (1852), pp. clxxi. clxxii., Crawford repeats about twenty of these words (with slight differences), but adds to them the numerals (all of which, however, except the first two, are merely Malay). On p. clxvi. of the same dissertation he also gives a short list of seventeen words, most of which are contained in his longer vocabulary.

Crawford's main object in adducing these specimens appears to have been to support his pet theory that there was no such thing as a Malayan family of languages by showing that inter alia the Sémang did not belong to it. But his list is a very good one for all that, and very accurate, as comparison with other sources, even the most recent, sufficiently shows; and it does great credit to the Malay official who compiled it. But as it was almost certainly taken down in the first instance in the Arabic character, which is ill adapted to the representation of the highly differentiated vowel system of these dialects, not much weight can be attached to its rendering of these sounds, and it must be controlled by the more recent records made by Skeat in the adjacent region.

In the Journal of the Indian Archipelago (1848), vol. ii. p. 205, Crawford says that it was in 1811 that he got the list from the minister of the Raja of "Queda," and that it was a list of 176 words of the language of the Sémang of Mount Jérai (i.e. Kédah Peak, a mountain visible from Penang, which fixes definitely enough the locality of the tribe speaking this dialect). He goes on that to this list he added 21 words¹ from Marsden's Miscellaneous Works (1834), and of the total 197 he finds that 156 are native, 15 Malay, 2 Javanese, 23 common to these two languages, and 1 word Sanskrit. The numerals, he says, are all Malayan, which, however, is not the case with numbers "one" and "two" of the list given in his Grammar. It seems evident that this list has never been published as a whole, and the unpublished words are no doubt lost altogether.

Adriano Balbi in his Atlas Ethnographique du Globe (1826), Tab. xxxvii., No. 103, gives a dozen words avowedly derived from the list in Crawford's History of the Indian Archipelago. No account has been taken of these in the Comparative Vocabulary.

¹ These are the "Juru Sémang" words, of which, however, one is apparently taken from Crawford's own list in the History. The rest belong, therefore to a different dialect from the Kédah dialect.
Klaproth in No. 12 of the Journal Asiatique (1833), pp. 241-243, gives a Sêmang vocabulary, which is for the most part a copy (with some omissions) from Crawford's longer list, but turned into the French spelling. That it is so copied is shown by the fact that he gives a Sêmang word mos as meaning "sans," i.e. "without"; but in Crawford mos is given as meaning "without" in the sense opposite to "within," as the Malay luar in the same column sufficiently shows. Moreover, for "gold" Klaproth gives as Sêmang a word volosalman, which does not occur in Crawford as a Sêmang word, but under the form volersmaner as a Malagasy word in the line immediately below where the Sêmang entry would be if there were one. Obviously the copyist blundered. Probably it was not Klaproth himself, for he addsuce the Malagasy word, in another spelling, as a form to be compared with his fictitious Sêmang volersman, which he could hardly perhaps have done with Crawford's Comparative Vocabulary before him to refer to. Anyhow, the indebtedness to Crawford is not acknowledged, and does not extend to the whole of Klaproth's words, some few of which (including some variant forms given in addition to those where the agreement with Crawford is close) are derived from some other, unknown, source.

The short lists of Kêdah Sêmang in John Anderson's Political and Commercial Considerations relative to the Malayan Peninsula and the British Settlements in the Straits of Malacca (1824), Appendix, pp. xlv.-xlvii.; William Marsden's Miscellaneous Works (1834), p. 113; Edmund Roberts' Embassy to the Eastern Coasts of Cochin-China, Siam, etc. (1837), pp. 413-415; and T. J. Newbold's Political and Statistical Account of the British Settlements in the Straits of Malacca (1839), vol. ii. pp. 422-434, are confessedly drawn from the same source, viz. a vocabulary collected by MacInnes, of the Sêmang dialect of Ian (i.e. Yan, a village at the foot of Kêdah peak), and are substantially identical with Crawford's materials, or perhaps merely extracts from the "minister of Kêdah's" original list. Anyhow, the evidence of these sources is not cumulative, and differences between them are probably due mainly to printers' errors and to some of these authors making slightly different selections from the original source. Roberts, however, professes merely to reprint Anderson's list; and Marsden acknowledges his indebtedness to Anderson, but several words appear in his list which do not occur in Anderson's book. Of the whole set of sources Crawford is the fullest and best representative. Taken together, and compared with quite recent collections, these old lists tend to show that Sêmang, though the language of a very primitive savage tribe, has not during the last century undergone the rapid changes to which savage languages are commonly supposed to be subject.

A list of ten Sêmang numerals published on p. 113 of Marsden's already mentioned work, and there attributed to James Scott, is embodied in the Comparative Vocabulary; but the numerals are utterly unlike anything collected by other collectors, and the fact that they extend to "ten" is in itself suspicious. I attach little or no importance to them.

The next set of sources goes back to Anderson's list (contained in his already mentioned work) of some ninety words of the Sêmang dialect of "Joooro," inland of the Company's territory (as it was in 1824) of Province Wellesley, compiled by Mr. Maingay, the Resident of that territory. "Joooro" is evidently the Juru river in Province Wellesley, which territory now extends further inland than it did in Anderson's time. No Sêmangs are to be found there or anywhere in Province Wellesley nowadays, and there were none even in Logan's time, fifty years ago, nearer than Ulu Kêrian. Marsden and Roberts have reprinted this list, like the previous one, with due acknowledgements to Anderson. Newbold has drawn from the same source with acknowledgments to Maingay, but omits some of the words that Anderson gives. Here again, therefore, there is but one original, and differences are due mainly to misprints. Perhaps Roberts and Newbold have corrected a few of the misprints in Anderson,
but they have, on the other hand, made a few new ones on their own account, so that there is not much to choose between them. Comparison inter se and with other sources is generally sufficient to show which is in the right when they differ.

All these versions have been included in the Comparative Vocabulary, but in estimating their value as evidence it must be remembered that each group is only one source, and that their weight is therefore not in any way increased by the number of the versions, which have only been reproduced by reason of the variations which occur in them.

A letter written by the Rev. Father Pupier, dated Penang, the 2nd October 1825, and printed in the Annales de la Propagation de la Foi (1826), tom. ii. p. 303, contains a few Sémang words and phrases also, apparently, from a district in or near Province Wellesley, but collected independently from the above materials and expressed in a French orthography. This source is of no great value, but has never been noticed hitherto, so I have thought it worth while to mention it. A diligent search in other missionary records may perhaps lead to the discovery of more such material.

P. J. Begbie, in his rather rare book the Malayan Peninsula (1834), pp. 14-18, gives a list of about 160 Sémang words (including, of course, a few Malayan loan words) which was furnished him by an unnamed friend of his. 1 It is not stated where the dialect was compiled, but it is undoubtedly a Sémang dialect, 2 and from a source quite independent of those already mentioned, but related more nearly to the Juru than to the Ian (or Kédah) Sémang. The spelling appears to be rather good, but the list has been badly printed, so that in ten cases vowels are left out and represented by turned letters, thus $. This, however, is not due to Begbie's own printer, for Begbie apologises for it on p. xvii., at the end of the Errata, and explains that these blanks occurred in his original, which (having himself no knowledge of the aboriginal dialects) he was unable to correct. It appears, therefore, that Begbie's list is founded on a printed source, which I have been unable to trace.

The same list appears to have been reprinted in the Malacca Observer, in an article on the missionary journey of the Rev. Jacob Tomlin, mentioned in J. S. Vater's Litteratur der Sprachwissen (2nd ed., by B. Jülg, 1847), p. 537, and a copy of this reprint is preserved in the Royal Library, Berlin. I have not had access to it, but from the words extracted from it in Grünwedel's Glossary and Schmidt's work it is evident that it is identical with Begbie's list; one or two minor differences are noted in the Comparative Vocabulary, but otherwise this so-called "Tomlin's Sémang" is not embodied in it.

The next list to be considered is Newbold's Vocabulary, headed "Orang Benua," printed in his already mentioned work. This is a long list of about 450 forms (including some trifling variants) being the equivalents of about 250 English words. In some cases there are as many as five synonyms, generally there are two or three.

In point of fact this list is a heterogeneous agglomeration of at least three distinct dialects belonging to three quite different groups.

As Schmidt points out, one element in it is Sémang, of a type so closely allied to that of Begbie's list that it must be referred to the same or at least a neighbouring dialect; but the spelling differs from Begbie's, and is somewhat less accurate, so that perhaps Schmidt is right in concluding that the two do not go back to the same written source. On the other hand, in a few cases

1 Probably the Rev. C. Thomsen, a missionary and scholar, of Malacca and Singapore, to whom Begbie in p. ix. of his Introduction makes his acknowledgments for a paper treating of the Aborigines.
2 In No. 27 of the Straits Asiatic Journal I wrongly expressed a doubt on this point. Probably the dialect was recorded in Southern Kédah.
(e.g. B 80 in the Comparative Vocabulary) Newbold appears to have based his version on Begbie or Begbie’s printed original, with its printer’s errors, which he neglected: so that it would seem that, at any rate in some words, Newbold’s list represents Begbie’s unknown original with the spelling recast into the common English style.

Another element in Newbold’s Bênu list is Bêsi, and though Newbold’s spelling (being mostly the old-fashioned English spelling) differs from that of the more recently collected specimens of Bêsi, a comparison shows that this part of his list is fairly accurate and leaves no doubt as to its being really Bêsi. It was probably collected by Newbold himself, for he mentions that he interviewed Bêsi and Bêlandas; the latter may perhaps be represented by the strong Malayan element in his list; but this is quite uncertain.

Another element in his list is Jakun, which was collected for him by the Munshi ‘Abdullah bin ‘Abdulkader at Gunong Panchor, near Alor Gajah, in Malacca territory, as related by ‘Abdullah in his autobiography (pp. 381-391 of the Singapore edition of 1887).

‘Abdullah’s account of the matter is worth summarising, as it throws some light on the manner in which the words were collected, and goes some way towards explaining the fact that a good many of them are quite unintelligible and evidently wrong. The worthy Malay was not favourably impressed with his kinsmen of the jungle. Their squeal disgusted him, and their language in their conversation amongst themselves seemed to him “like the noise of squabbling birds,” the general effect of it being graphically rendered by him by the cacophonous (and meaningless) words, “kakak-kakak kang king cha’ku,” “Such was the sound of it,” says he, “that I don’t know what they were talking about, for I didn’t understand it.” The Jakuns were very much afraid of their visitors (especially of Newbold, who was wearing a red coat, which he had to take off in order to set them at their ease), but by dint of gifts of tobacco and arsenic, and the persuasion of a tame Jakun boy who acted as guide and intermediary to the little expedition, their fears were got over. Then Newbold said to ‘Abdullah, in English, “Go and sit with them here and write down their language, numerals, and customs, and I will go and have something to eat,” and then Newbold and Mr. Westerhout (the local official who had accompanied them from Alor Gajah) went to their lunch, and the Jakuns appeared to be relieved at their departure, and began to talk and laugh more freely amongst themselves. ‘Abdullah, who had brought a vocabulary or list of words written down ready for the occasion in a pocket-book, proceeded to examine the Jakuns as to their language, asking such questions as, “What do you say for ‘earth’ and ‘sky’?” and they answered him accordingly. Some of the words they gave him were “much the same as the Malay words, some were much the same as Portuguese,” which last astounding statement ‘Abdullah supports, however, only by the word Deus for “God,” whereon he proceeds to found a theory that the Jakuns were of Portuguese descent.¹ Then he got a good deal of information out of them as to their customs in such matters as marriage, birth, bringing up of children, religion, property, the ipoh poison, the names of the different aboriginal tribes, their dwellings, and their practice of magic and medicine. At 5 p.m. Newbold and Westerhout returned to ‘Abdullah, who was still pursuing his inquiries, and as they were in a hurry to get back to Alor Gajah he bundled up his papers, pen, and ink, and they all left.

It is evident that Newbold himself took no part in collecting the Jakun words, and was not even present when they were written down, and it seems probable that ‘Abdullah noted them down in the Arabic character, which he

¹ Favre has a similar theory (Jour. Indian Arch. (1848), vol. ii. p. 243), and it is just possible that in the neighbourhood of Malacca a stray “Portuguese” half-caste or two may have contributed a new strain to the aboriginal stock.
would naturally use as being the one most familiar to him, though he was acquainted with the Roman alphabet as well. If that is so, it may be readily imagined that when the words came to be transliterated into the Roman character, which may have happened some days or even weeks later, when ‘Abdullah had probably quite forgotten what they sounded like, mistakes were very likely to be made. The Arabic character is such that the presence or absence of a dot over a letter may make all the difference; and Malays in writing hurriedly frequently put one rather large extended dot to represent two dots over one letter, and habitually use one dot instead of three over the letter ّ(a modification of the Arabic ﺎ). As a rule, they do not represent short vowels at all. In fact, the Arabic character lends itself to errors of all sorts more readily even than shorthand or the Morse code of telegraphic signs, which circumstance, I think, goes to explain the anomalies of the Jakun words in Newbold’s list, a list that includes some quite extraordinary forms, the like of which are to be found nowhere else.

Probably the strange forms beginning with tamar- and tami- represent the rough Jakun fetchAll, which ‘Abdullah perhaps rendered by the Arabic letters ghain + ra and ghain + lam. In subsequently reading these off he could easily mistake them for l- m- r and l- m- l respectively.

The next set of sources are those contained in the Journal of the Indian Archipelago, a periodical publication which was edited, very ably, by J. R. Logan between the years 1847 and 1862, and of which he himself was the mainstay.

In vol. i. pp. 263-266, appears a list of the words of the “Camphor Language” of the Johor Jakuns, collected by Logan himself from tribes who except in the search for camphor used the Malay language exclusively. It is of interest as being the first recorded specimen of this ceremonial jargon.

In vol. iv. is a short paper by Colonel James Low on the Sakais of Perak, containing, on p. 431, a few words and sentences which have this special interest, that they were the first specimens published of a Sakai dialect (except the Bésisi words of Newbold’s Bênuia list), and that they were till quite recent times the only specimen available of the Central or purer Sakai group.

It appears from a statement in vol. v. p. 230, that Logan had at his disposal specimens of the dialects of the following tribes: Bênuia of Johor, Bésisi, Mêntéra, South Sakai, Jakun, Udaı, North Sakai, and two dialects of Sêmang. The last two are, from the evidence of the few words he gives, pretty certainly the Kédah and Juru dialects, and no doubt from the sources already mentioned, the South Sakai is doubtless J. Low’s tribe, and the North Sakai is presumably cognate to the Sakai dialects of Plus and Kérbu, of which we possess more recent records, the Bênuia and Bésisi, and perhaps also the Jakun and Mêntéra, represent in part Newbold’s “Bênuia” list, in part probably other collections made in the same regions, viz. Johor and the neighbourhood of Malacca. The Udaı dialect is altogether unrecorded by other collectors. From other parts of the Journal it appears that Logan also had access to a few words of some other dialects, e.g. Sabimba, Bêduanda, etc.

Unfortunately, instead of publishing his materials in a full comparative vocabulary or a series of separate lists, Logan as a rule merely gives individual words here and there throughout his numerous articles dealing with ethnographical and philological matters, and in short comparative vocabularies intermixed with other words of more or less similar meaning and form, drawn from all manner of distant and alien languages. The consequence is that it is impossible, without sifting practically every page of his voluminous disquisitions, to collect the specimens which are scattered in them, few and far between as they are. I have been at great pains to gather as many of them as I could recover, but the result was so incommensurate with the labour involved that I had to abandon the task, which I can recommend to some future student endowed with ampler leisure than myself.
Possibly some of Logan's manuscript collections may still be in existence, either in the possession of his descendants at Penang, or in the Logan Collection in the Raffles Library at Singapore: if so, they would be worth publishing.

The short vocabularies of the Malacca Mantra or Mentéra, collected by Borie and De Castelnau, call for no special remark. The first was first published in an account of the Mantra which appeared in the 'Tijdschrift voor Indische Taal-Land-en Volkenkunde' (1861), vol. x. pp. 413-443, and of which a revised version was printed in vol. i. of the second series of Miscellaneous Papers relating to Indo-China and the Indian Archipelago (1887), pp. 303, 304. I have preferred the revised version, but added the words contained in the earlier version, where the two differed. De Castelnau's vocabulary appeared in the 'Revue de Philologie et d'Ethnographie' (1876), vol. ii. pp. 142, 143. The orthography of both Borie and De Castelnau is somewhat influenced by the French nationality of the two collectors.

Somewhere about this period, I think, must be placed the two Sèmang vocabularies contained in MS. No. 29 of the collection of Malay books bequeathed to the Royal Asiatic Society by the late Sir W. E. Maxwell.

Some account of this manuscript was given by me in the 'Journal' of that Society for July 1902, pp. 557-566, and a further note (mainly by S. H. Ray) on its contents (other than the two Sèmang vocabularies) will be found in the number for January 1903, pp. 167-179. The MS. is partly made up of paper bearing a water-mark dated 1850, and I conjecture that it was probably acquired by Maxwell in Perak soon after 1875. At any rate it is rather a curiosity, being written entirely in the Arabic character, apparently by one or more Malays, and it contains a comparative vocabulary of Malay, two Sèmang dialects, Madurese, the Tulehu dialect of Amboyna in the Moluccas, and the Makua language of South-Eastern Africa. I came across it in making a rough catalogue of the Maxwell bequest for the Royal Asiatic Society, and subsequently, by the courtesy of the Council, was enabled to keep it for a considerable time with a view to deciphering and copying the two Sèmang lists for the purposes of the present work.

These Sèmang lists are mostly in pencil and rather badly written, but are fairly long vocabularies; they contain a great many repetitions, Malay loan words, and, probably, blunders. Nevertheless they are decidedly a valuable addition to the material in hand, and are of special interest, as one of them, a "low country" dialect of the "Sèmang Paya" of Ulu Kérian agrees on the whole very well with the type of Begbie's Sèmang and Juru Sèmang (a type of which no more recent specimen exists, and which is now probably extinct), while the other, a hill dialect ("Sèmang Bukit"), agrees with the ordinary run of Sèmang as represented by the dialects of Kéda, Jarum, etc. This second dialect has also a locality assigned to it: apparently the hill in question is called Bémbar or some such name, but I cannot identify it on the map. Presumably it is in Northern Perak or in Kéda. I do not think G. Bérumbar (lat. 4° 20') can be meant, for that is in the middle of the Sakai country, and not likely to have been occupied in recent times by a tribe speaking a Sèmang dialect.

As these two lists are in the Arabic character and roughly (sometimes illegibly) written, the transliteration is occasionally doubtful, especially as regards the vowel sounds. I have therefore given a double transliteration, which is explained below, and will enable the reader, if necessary, to reconstruct the original script and form his own idea as to whether my rendering of it correctly represents the sound intended by the writer.

Miklucho-Maclay, whose exploratory journeys in the Peninsula took place in 1874 and 1875, deserves special mention as the first to give us a specimen of a Pangan dialect.

1 It may have been compiled at the instigation of Logan, who seems to have succeeded in communicating his enthusiasm to others.
From the map appended to his second paper in the *Tijdschrift voor Indische Taal- Land- en Volkenkunde* (1876), it is obvious that he never saw any Sakais, properly so called; his first journey was confined to Johor and the Rumpin district of Pahang, where he saw mixed tribes speaking dialects in which a fair number of words of Southern Sakai still survived, but who from his description were in the main Jakun in physical type; while in his second expedition he met with no aborigines on his way up the Pahang River till he got near the Kélantan border, where the Negrito element is already predominant. This explains his otherwise inexplicable identification of the Sémang and Sakai as physical types: he had not seen the latter pure.

Linguistically he is fairly accurate: his two Pangan dialects are fairly pure and relatively well rendered. His Ulu Kélantan dialect was probably gathered near the Aring River, his Ulu Patani one perhaps at Jarum in Raman (since visited by Skeat), or else in Ligeh or Jalor: for, unfortunately, owing to his preconceived idea that these tribes are indefinitely nomadic, Miklucho-Maclay does not specify the localities where he gathered his dialects, though he does mark on his map the places where he met with aborigines.

It is to his credit that he noticed the common (Indo-Chinese) element which runs through his Pangan and Johor vocabularies, but he wrongly attributed it to the strain of Negrito blood which is probably present in the mixed tribes of the South of the Peninsula.

He has the further distinction of having collected the completest set of undoubtedly genuine non-Malay numerals found in any aboriginal dialect of the Peninsula: they extend to "seven" in his Ulu Endau dialect, and though the collector modestly queries the last three, there can be no question as to their substantial correctness. It is to be regretted that his vocabularies are all very short. They were in part reprinted in No. 1 (1878), pp. 41, 42, 44, of the *Journal of the Straits Asiatic Society*, but I have preferred the lists as given in the *Tijdschrift*, etc. (1876), vol. xxxiii. pp. 306-308, 311, 312, as being fuller and also containing fewer misprints. Miklucho-Maclay was a Russian, but his orthography is German.

Unfortunately the value of a good deal of the material contained in the *Journal of the Straits Asiatic Society* is impaired by misprints. This applies to the vocabularies in No. 5 and to Hervey's vocabulary of the Camphor Taboo Language in No. 3 (1879), pp. 113, 114 (but not so much to his lists of Jakun words in No. 8 (1881), pp. 99, 100, 112-117, and of the Camphor Taboo Language in No. 9 (1882), pp. 167, 168). Hervey himself is extremely accurate in rendering the sounds of words, and he consistently employs the Romanised Malay orthography. He is especially good on the Malayan element, which is such an important factor in the Southern dialects. Hervey's hitherto unpublished collections, which he has been kind enough to permit me to embody in the Comparative Vocabulary, comprise no less than thirteen vocabularies, of varying length, of which three were collected from the Orang Laut of the Singapore island region, and the rest in the territory of Malacca and the adjoining parts of the Négrí Sémiblan (especially Rembau and Johol, and to the exclusion of Sungai Ujong and Jelëbu, which for some years, from 1875 onwards, were administered separately from the rest of the Négrí Sémiblan, though now reunited to that little Confederation of States). I am also indebted to Hervey for a short list collected by the late A. M. Skinner from coast aborigines near Batu Pahat, Johor.

The lists given in No. 5 of the *Strait's Asiatic Journal* (1880) were collected by various persons at the instigation of the Society. They are unfortunately very incomplete, and the spelling is not consistent throughout. The Kénérég (Perak) "Sémang" (though stated to have been collected by D. D. Daly) is in a partially French orthography (possibly "sub-edited" in MS. by the Secretary), as appears by comparison with the neighbouring "Perak Sémang" dialect. This last has neither collector's name nor locality assigned to it, but from internal evidence it
is a Sakai dialect (with Sémang admixture) from Northern Perak, and a reference to the notes on pp. 153, 154 of No. 5 as compared with pp. 46-50 of No. 4 of the *Journal*, makes it probable that it was collected by the late W. E. Maxwell at the Residency at Kuala Kangsar from aborigines who had come down from the neighbourhood of Kêndêrong in Ulu Perak in connection with the recovery of some of their children, who had been abducted by Malays. Maxwell observes, quite correctly, that in Upper Perak the Sémangs and Sakais of the plains appear to mix, both being distinct from the men of the mountains, who are described as fairer and better-looking than the others. The Sémangs of Ijok ("Ijoh") are specifically described by F. A. (now Sir Frank) Swettenham (who collected words amongst them) as being Negritos, and a rough sketch of the head of one of them bears out the description. Linguistically, two of the six dialects, of which fragments are recorded in No. 5 of the *Journal*, are Sémang (Ijok and Sêlama), one Central Sakai (Chendariang),¹ and the remainder Northern Sakai, the two from Ulu Perak showing special Sémang admixture. The original MSS. of the two Sémang vocabularies are extant, and were kindly put at my disposal by the Straits Asiatic Society. They have served to check the printed record. It is clear from the MS. that the Ulu Sêlama vocabulary (collected by R. D. Hewett) was "sub-edited" by Swettenham (then Secretary of the Society), who turned its old-fashioned English spelling into the modern "romanized" system.

Here should be mentioned three hitherto unpublished vocabularies preserved in MS. in the library of the same Society, and dating from the same period, viz. about 1878-1880. Like the above mentioned they are on forms issued by the Society about that time for the purpose of recording dialects. One of them, a vocabulary of the Sakai dialect of Blanja in Perak, collected by Swettenham, is imperfect, the last sheet having become detached and lost; the other is of a Sêlangor dialect, locality unspecified, collected by Daly. As in those early days the State of Sêlangor was unexplored, and probably only the districts of Klang and Kuala Lumpur had been visited, the dialect in question probably belonged to one of these two districts, especially as it resembles Bésisi pretty closely. The spelling, however, unlike that of the Blanja vocabulary, is the old English spelling and very erratic. A list of numerals is given, which except for the first three numbers, is quite unique and probably spurious.

The third MS. contains a list of words of the Central Sakai dialect of the neighbourhood of the Sungkai and Slim rivers in Southern Perak. The name of the collector is not recorded, but the list is accurate and compares well with neighbouring dialects.

As Brooke Low, Errington de la Croix, and Brau de Saint-Pol Lias all deal with the same region, which they visited about the same time, it will be convenient to take them all together and to include also De Morgan, so far as he deals with the same dialect as the others. All these explorers collected vocabularies from Sakais of the Kêrbu valley in Perak. De Morgan, who was last in point of time and who gives by far the longest list of words, penetrated farthest into the interior of the district. Lias only met the Sakais on the outskirts of this region, near Lasak in the Plus valley, below Kuala Kêrbu, where they came, by arrangement, to meet him in February 1881. He only gives about a dozen words, a few phrases, and a fragment of a Sakai song (printed in the Appendix to vol. i. of the present work) in his book, *Perak et les Orangs-Sakêys* (1883), pp. 270-273.

Brooke Low's vocabulary was printed in the Appendix to Ling Roth's *Natives of Sarawak and British North Borneo* (1896), vol. ii. pp. xlv. xlvii. as the dialect of a tribe in the Rejang district of Borneo. This mistake was detected by S. H. Ray, who pointed it out in *Man* (1902), No. 42. There were some errors in it as printed in Ling Roth's book, and it has now been revised with the original

¹ Or Chanderiang.
MS., kindly lent by Ling Roth for that purpose. Like some of the preceding ones, this MS. is written in pencil on a form issued by the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society soon after its formation (about 1878), for the purpose of encouraging the collection of aboriginal dialects. The form contains spaces for 115 words (including fifteen numerals), and Low supplied 110. He omitted, however, to indicate the locality and name of the tribe: hence the mistake, which was made, when, after his death, this vocabulary was found mixed up with his Borneo papers.

Low and Errington de la Croix in January 1881 went together up the Plus and Kérbu rivers, and a comparison of their vocabularies shows conclusively that they represent the same dialect. De la Croix gathered his words independently, but apparently supplemented them by adding some of Low's, in which process he fell into a few errors. In Low's manner of writing the letter t the cross stroke is often separated from the rest of the letter, and consequently De la Croix took it for l followed by a vowel with the mark of length over it; also Low's final g is like a y: this I take to be the origin of de la Croix's lantby for lantag, "tongue," and lāp for tap, "egg." De Morgan (who visited these regions two or three years later) appears to have added some words collected by de la Croix to his own collection: for he also has lanlātī, "tongue," but gives it in addition to the form lantōh. I know of no authority for lanlātī or lantōh except these two collectors, and Low's rather roughly pencilled manuscript appears to be responsible for this mistake.

De la Croix has a few words not given by Low, but omits about twenty words that are to be found in Low's list. His orthography is French. His vocabulary, and probably also Low's, was collected at Kampong Chabang, De Morgan's at Changkat Chano, both being places in the Kérbu valley.

De Morgan's other two vocabularies are of the dialects of Sungai Rayah, a valley to the south of Ulu Kinta and falling just within the Central Sakai group, and a Northern Sakai dialect which the collector calls Sēmang ("Sōmahn"), collected apparently at Changkat Chēbong ("Chōboh") in the Sungai Piah valley. This last is to the north of the Kérbu region and the Plus valley, but not very far distant, being on the left geographical bank of the Perak river, above Kuala Kēnēring (which is on the right bank of the same). According to De Morgan the habitat of the Sēmangs is bounded on the south by the Plus river, though a detached clan of a few families remains in the hills south-west of Kuala Kangsār: evidently these hills are G. Arang Para and G. Bubu. De Morgan's Sēmang is not a true Sēmang dialect, but must be classed amongst the Northern Sakais, though the tribe is probably in the main of Negrito descent.

He further enumerates the Perak Sakais, of whom he has heard, in the following order, viz. those of Sungai Kérbu, S. Kinta, S. Rayah, S. Kampar, Bujang Malaka, S. Chanderian, S. Batang Padang, and S. Bidor. And remarks that the Kérbu tribe is much larger than the next two; that the Kérbu and Kinta tribes speak the same language; that the S. Rayah and Kampar tribes also inhabit Mt. Bujang Malaka, and that a detached fragment of them exists in the mountains south-east of Kuala Kangsār, between the Perak and Kinta rivers (these mountains are presumably Gunong Kledang and G. Ijan, between Blanja and Ipōh), while the S. Bidor tribes inhabit the upper valleys of the Batang Padang and Bidor rivers. Then, says he, come the tribes of Bērmam and Sēlango: but at this point, I fancy, he is getting beyond the range of his own immediate observations.

De Morgan's spelling is based on the French system and is rather too elaborate. Unfortunately he does not carry it out with perfect consistency. Further, he has made some bad blunders in the rendering of some of his words, and his lists contain a large Malayan element. They are, however, very full, and he evidently took great trouble over them. His method of marking the accentuated syllable in the Sakai words is of considerable value. His specimens
of Sakai prose, consisting of translations of a page of his diary, will be found in the Appendix to vol. i. of this work. They are, however, evidently word for word translations from the Malay version, and of no great value as evidences for Sakai syntax.

De la Croix's vocabulary appeared in an article entitled "Les Sakaiés de Pétrak" in the Revue d'Ethnographie (1882), vol. i. pp. 317-341. De Morgan's vocabularies were first published in the Bulletin de la Société normande de Géographie (1885), vol. vii. p. 434 seq., reprinted as Exploration de la Presqu'île Malaise, Linguistique (1886). Some further remarks of his on these dialects, with specimens of words and sentences, are given in L'Homme (1885), vol. ii. p. 578 seq.

Hale's paper in the Journal of the Anthropological Institute (1886), vol. xv. pp. 285-301, contains very few words. His vocabulary of the Ulu Kinta dialect was deposited in MS. in the library of the Anthropological Institute in London, but although a search has been made for it, it could not be found.

Of Vaughan-Stevens' linguistic contributions I would merely say that in the aggregate they are fairly plentiful, but that this collector was no linguist, and his spelling is so bad that, except where he can be checked by other sources, the pronunciation of his words remains in much doubt. The meanings he assigned to them are also often wrong. But his editor Grünwedel has rendered good service by being the first to make a comparative vocabulary of these dialects. Stevens' worst fault, from the linguistic point of view (next to his imperfect acquaintance with the local vernacular), is his habit of jumbling up information gathered among different tribes without stating precisely the localities to which each part of it applies. His linguistic contributions are mainly Sémang, and will be found in the glossary and comparative vocabulary at the end of Part 2 of "Materialien zur Kenntniss der wilden Stämme auf der Halbinsel Maláka," in Veröffentlichtungen aus dem Königlichen Museum für Völkerkunde, Band iii. Heft 3-4, pp. 145-190.¹

The next authority requiring special mention is Clifford, whose paper on the Sakai dialects in No. 24 of the Journal of the Straits Asiatic Society (1891), pp. 13-29, undoubtedly marks an epoch in the study of these dialects; first, because it gives us our first specimens of Pahang Sakai, and secondly, because Clifford was the first to point out the distinction between the Northern and Central Sakai groups. He also enters into a fairly full account of the characteristics of these dialects, giving sentences in illustration of their syntactical construction, and a good deal of other valuable information.

The relatively few words contained in this paper have now been supplemented by eleven vocabularies in MS. (including one collected by the late E. A. Wise), which Clifford has been good enough to put at my disposal for the purposes of the present work. Most of these are dialects from Pahang, a few from Perak, Kelantan, and Tréngganu.

Clifford's orthography is carefully explained in the above-mentioned paper, and follows in the main the system of romanised Malay, modified, however, to suit the phonetic requirements of the Sakai dialects. In some of his earlier MS. collections, it is true, he has used the old English spelling for certain sounds, and these and other slight discrepancies have of course been noted where they occur. But taken as a whole, Clifford's material is of exceptional value, and I understand that he still has some MS. vocabularies in his possession, which (being packed up with other books and stored away) he was unable to lend for the purposes of this work. Among these is the short vocabulary of the Sémang of Sadang referred to in the above-mentioned article. It is to be hoped that all these will in due course be published, as their loss would be regrettable.

Lake and Kelsall's collection of Johor Jakun words in No. 26 of the Straits

¹ The stray words in his other reports have not been collected.
APPENDIX

Asiatic Journal (1894), pp. 41-56, continues the work of Logan and Hervey in this part of the Peninsula, and includes a very full list of the Camphor Taboo Language, which amply illustrates the peculiarities of that curious jargon.

I pass over the Malacca words contained in my paper in No. 27 of the same Journal, and Skeat's very full Bésisi vocabulary in No. 29 of the same, because these have all been revised and may be regarded as superseded by the Bésisi, Mëntéra, and Jakun material now embodied in the Comparative Vocabulary. The same applies to Skeat's linguistic contributions contained in the Selangor Journal (1897), vol. v. pp. 378-382. To these lists Skeat has added the text and translations of a great number of the jungle songs of the Bésisi not before printed, as well as some prose specimens, proverbs, and some grammatical notes (e.g. he first noticed the existence of prefixes in this dialect).

The matter published in the Selangor Journal (1895), vol. iii. pp. 227, 228, 244, 245, was collected by G. C. Bellamy and J. A. G. Campbell in 1886-87 in pursuance of official instructions; it is of some value, though the spelling is rather erratic. One of the vocabularies (that of the Orang Tanjong of the Ulu Langat district) is the only Central Sakai dialect recorded in Selangor, and probably marks the farthest southern extension of that subdivision of the Sakai family.

In No. 33 of the Straits Asiatic Journal (1900), pp. 248-250, Ridley and Skeat give a few words used by the Singapore Orang Laut, who now speak Malay only, with a slight residuum of their older dialect occurring in it.

Luering's paper on the dialect of the Ulu Kampar Sakais in No. 35 of the same Journal (1901), pp. 91-104, in addition to other valuable information, contains a vocabulary which is much the best specimen in existence of the Central Sakai dialects of Perak, being both full and extremely accurate. It has since been supplemented by some valuable communications in MS. on the dialects of neighbouring tribes.

In No. 38 of the same Journal (1902), pp. 31-33, Machado gives a vocabulary collected from the Jakuns of the interior of Batu Pahat, Johor.

The long series of Sémang and Pangan dialects collected by Skeat during the Cambridge expedition to the Northern States of the Peninsula in 1899 and 1900 forms a large part of the hitherto unpublished material embodied in the present work. His linguistic work in the Negrito region includes sentences, proverbs, some grammatical notes, and a number of Sémang songs, some of which latter he also recorded on the phonograph, the first instance, I believe, of its employment in the collecting of aboriginal songs in the Peninsula. Skeat's work has been further supplemented, to a limited extent, by some short lists collected by N. Annandale and H. C. Robinson in their subsequent expedition. They have also furnished a few words of several Sakai dialects of Perak, and of an Orang Laut dialect of Trang.

From R. Martin I have received two vocabularies in MS., a very short one of Ulu Sélama Sémang (differing in some particulars from the one in No. 5 of the Straits Asiatic Journal, and in one or two words resembling the type of the Ulu Kérian Sémang of the Maxwell MS.), and a somewhat longer one of Sakai collected at Ulu Gedang, in the mountains some two days' journey from Bidor in South Perak. These appear also in Martin's own work.

The material collected by A. Grubauer and put at my disposal by W. Schmidt comprises a vocabulary of the Kérbu dialect, useful for checking the other collectors in that district, one from the neighbourhood of Tapah, and another, collected on a subsequent visit to the Peninsula in 1902, near Kuala Kénēring.

The spelling of Martin and Grubauer is German and suffers from the racial incapacity to distinguish between voiced and unvoiced sounds, but is otherwise good, and their material is fairly copious.

To C. D. Bowen of Kuala Kubu I am indebted for a few words collected near Rasa in Ulu Sélangor; it is the only specimen on record of a dialect from the northern part of the State of Sélangor, and as it differs entirely from the Southern
Perak dialects, further investigation in this region would seem to be well worth while.

Last, but by no means least, a fine collection of words and phrases in four or five Sakai dialects of Pahang was forwarded to me by F. Emeric (then stationed at Kuala Lipis), when the Comparative Vocabulary was already set up in type (as indeed was also the case with Bowen’s words and Martin’s vocabularies). As far as possible, this additional material has been embodied in the vocabulary, the value of which is much enhanced thereby.

To all the collectors whose materials I have used in this work I would here express my great obligations. I know from personal experience something of the difficulties they must have encountered in making their records; and while I find it necessary to maintain a critical attitude with regard to parts of their work, I deprecate anything like disparagement of it, for not only do I realise how many hardships and how much trouble it has involved, but I find, on a comparison of their collections, that the discrepancies between them are in the main due to real differences existing between the different aboriginal dialects, not to inaccuracies on the part of the collectors. I may add that the somewhat carping attitude which some of these explorers have thought fit to assume towards their predecessors and colleagues seems to me regrettable and unjustified.

Perhaps it may not be without value to point out in what respects the materials here collected are deficient; it may guide future collectors in making good the deficiencies. In the first place, there is a good deal of uncertainty as to the niceties of pronunciation of the aboriginal words, because collectors often omit to give a key to their orthography. If they would only say, e.g., *au* = English “ow” in “cow,” *ai* = English “i” in “I,” and so on, using the commonest English words as keywords, it would be far better than nothing at all. Secondly, there is often a doubt as to whether the meaning of the words is correctly given; this is especially the case when the aboriginal dialect has been collected through the medium of Malay and some of the Malay words used have a double meaning. Thirdly, there is a lamentable lack of sentences, the necessary material for the study of the grammar of these dialects.

All the above remarks have a general application, but must of course be qualified as regards particular collectors. A reference to the Comparative Vocabulary will show how carefully some collectors have recorded their words.

As regards the area covered by the vocabulary, some districts are very well represented, others scantily, some not at all. The State of Perak is most strongly represented, Pahang, Kedah, and Southern Selangor perhaps next, then Malacca and parts of the Negri Sembilan. As for the States (other than Kedah) under Siamese influence, the dialects collected there were to a great extent recorded by one man only, and no doubt much remains to be done. In Chaiya and Patiulang, where Semsangs are known to exist, no record of their dialects has ever been made. In Northern Selangor there is a great gap, and there are blanks over a great part of Pahang and half the Negri Sembilan. I doubt if much remains to be collected in Malacca or Johor, where the aboriginal dialects are on their last legs.

But I would strongly urge every one, in any part of the Peninsula, who has the opportunity of collecting a few words of an aboriginal dialect, to do so at once, and to make a careful note of the locality and, if possible, the tribal name and physical characteristics of the aborigines speaking the dialect, and above all to get the facts he has recorded published without delay, however imperfect they may seem, taking care to distinguish with a query anything that seems doubtful. If this course had been uniformly followed during the last thirty years, we should know a vast deal more about these matters than we do at present, for there can be no doubt that much valuable material has been lost for ever by being left in manuscript, with the intention of getting it completed and published at some future date, which never arrived.
NOTE ON THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE COMPARATIVE VOCABULARY.

The system on which the vocabulary has been arranged is as follows:—An attempt has been made to classify the native words in accordance with their apparent relationships. Each separate paragraph so formed has then been arranged under English key-words, which latter are printed in the thick type known as Clarendon. These key-words alone are in strict alphabetical order, and for the rest, where the alphabetical order has been departed from, cross-references are given by adding the letter and number of the paragraph to be referred to. The numbering begins again with each letter of the alphabet. In the arrangement of the paragraphs the dialects, as far as consistent with the above principles, run (as a rule) in the order Semang, Sakai, Jakun, ending with Malay and Malay forms.

In view of the diversity of the materials drawn upon, it was necessary to indicate in the case of every word the source from which it was derived, and for this purpose the name of the source, in an abbreviated form, was put after every word. A list of these abbreviations is given below.

When a phrase occurs (of which only one word of course is explained by the paragraph in which it is placed) a cross-reference, by letter and number, has been given to the place or places where the rest of the phrase is explained in all cases where this appeared to be necessary.

With regard to the use of the vocabulary as an authority, while something has been said above as to the respective weight to be attached to the several sources, it need only be pointed out that words attested by one source only must for the present be regarded as doubtful, while those which are recorded by several distinct authorities can be received with a higher degree of confidence. By means of this criterion it will generally be possible to form a correct judgment as to whether a word can be considered as properly authenticated; the bringing together of the work of many collectors tends to eliminate their individual idiosyncrasies, and the Comparative Vocabulary so formed is therefore of far greater value than each and all of the several sources from which it has been compiled.

In its compilation the pre-existing Comparative Vocabularies of Grünwedel and Schmidt have of course been of much assistance, but reference has always been made to the original authorities from which they drew. These authorities have been reproduced in their own original spelling, but inasmuch as their systems of orthography differ considerably and no reader could be expected to remember them all, the standard orthography adopted in the linguistic part of the present work has been added wherever it differs substantially from that of the

---

1 The arrangement is, of course, in many cases merely tentative and necessarily, in the imperfect state of our knowledge of these dialects, provisional only. In some instances paragraphs have been recast while passing through the press; but to this proceeding there are obvious limitations. No doubt in many cases future research will throw new light on the subject and amend the present classification.


3 Sprachen der Sakai und Semang auf Malacca und ihr Verhältniss zu den Mon-Khmer Sprachen (1901), pp. 415-488.

4 The only exceptions are the following: for Logan’s acute accent (’), by which he indicates length of vowel, the sign of length (‘) has been substituted. Emeric’s ő (explained as the sound of “ought”) has been rendered by ő, and (in final syllables only) his ő (explained as the sound of “her”) by ö.
original source. In that case the standard spelling is put first, followed by the original in brackets.\(^1\) In cases of doubt a mark of interrogation is added.

The Arabic characters of the Maxwell MS. have been transcribed as follows (the true pronunciation being, as in the case of the other authorities, prefixed when necessary): \(\ddot{a} = \text{fatha}, \ a = \text{alif}, \ \ddot{a} = \text{alif + fatha}; \ i = \text{kaf}, \ i = \text{ya}, \ i = \text{ya + kaf}; \ \ddot{u} = \text{dammah}, \ u = \text{wau}, \ \ddot{u} = \text{wau + dammeh}; \ e = \text{a_hooked_vowel} \) mark below the line, \(\ddot{e} = \text{ya} \) with this mark under it; \(\ddot{o} = \text{a} \) similar mark (turned hook upwards) above the line; \(\ddot{a} = \text{alif} \) with this mark over it; \(\ddot{d} = \text{the 15th letter of the Arabic alphabet}; \ h = \text{ha} \) (the 6th); \(\ddot{k} = \text{kaf} \) (the 21st); \(\ddot{r} = \text{ghain} \) (the 19th); \(\ddot{t} = \text{ain} \) (the 18th); \(\ddot{h} = \text{haamsh}; \ ch = \text{cha} \); \(g = \text{ga} \); \(ng = \text{nga} \); \(\ddot{n} = \text{nya} \) (these last four letters appear in the Malay alphabet, but not in the Arabic). The other letters require no explanation, but it may be observed that dots are often omitted by the Malay who wrote down the words, so that \(\ddot{r} \) appears for \(\text{nga} \), \(\text{kaf} \) for \(\text{ga}, \ \text{ha} \) or \(\text{jeem} \) for \(\text{cha} \) (and perhaps final \(\text{wau} \) for \(\text{kaf} \)).

Observations within square brackets are those of the compiler, while words enclosed in round brackets are part of the original; but the scientific names of plants, etc., have been added by the compiler, mainly on the authority of Ridley’s “List of Malay Plant Names.”\(^2\)

The Malay words which in many cases are added to the English equivalents are retained for the sake of precision, as the aboriginal words were of course collected through the medium of Malay. Moreover, in the case of the two dialects of the Maxwell MS. and a great part of Clifford’s and Emeric’s contributions no English equivalents were given at all in the original MS.

On the other hand, the Malay words which appear in square brackets at the end of some paragraphs have been added by the compiler, and, like the other foreign words in a similar position, are intended to suggest the etymology of the aboriginal words or are given as probable cognates. A list of the languages and dialects which have been referred to for this purpose will be found below.

---

**EXPLANATION OF THE ABBREVIATED NAMES OF THE MATERIALS RELATING TO THE DIALECTS OF THE ABORIGINAL TRIBES OF THE PENINSULA EMBODIED IN THE COMPARATIVE VOCABULARY.**

*Baruk.*—Orang Laut (“men of the sea”) of Singkep, Lingga Archipelago (south of Singapore), \(c. \ 0^\circ \ 40' \ S. \times 140^\circ \ 30'.\)\(^3\) Hervey MS.

---

\(^1\) It is to be observed that Skeat frequently gives two spellings, putting the second, which is intended to indicate the pronunciation more precisely, in brackets preceded by the abbreviation \(\text{pr} \) (which means “pronounced”). This system has been preserved by the compiler, so that in all such cases both spellings must be considered as original.

\(^2\) *J. R. A. S., S.B.* (1897), No. 30, pp. 31-283.

\(^3\) The determinations of latitude and longitude, which have been taken from the Straits Asiatie Society’s map of 1898, are given in order to enable the geographical position of the various dialects to be fixed approximately and to avoid error arising from the existence, in some cases, of two places bearing the same name. Those marked \(c. \) (for \(\text{circa} \)) are for the most part merely rough approximations, correct, however, to within a few miles (perhaps 10 or 15 on an average) of the true position, and generally within the range of the wanderings of the tribe; those to which no \(c. \) is prefixed may be regarded as accurate to within less than 5 miles; a few have been queried as being of even more doubtful accuracy than the ones to which a \(c. \) is prefixed.

Except where the contrary appears,
Appendix

Bed. Chiong.—Béduanda (or Biduanda) of the region of the Chiong, a stream in Johol (Négrí Sémibilan), c. 2° 40' x 102° 20'—Hervey MS.

Bedu. 1.—Béduanda (probably of Malacca territory), c. 2° 20' x 102° 20'—Hervey MS.

Bedu. II.—The like, another list of words.—Hervey MS.

Bedu. III.—The like, another list.—Hervey MS.

Béladas.—Béladas, a few words (from South Sélangor), c. 2° 45' x 101° 40'.—Skeat, Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society (1900), No. 33, p. 248.

Belend. Stev.—Bélendas (=Bélandas), locality undefined (probably Négrí Sémibilan, between 3° 15' and 2° 25' x 101° 40' and 102° 35').—Vaughan-Stevens, Veröffentlichungen aus dem Königlichen Museum für Völkerkunde (1894) Band iii. Heft 3-4, pp. 145-190.

Ben. Nou.—Orang Bénuia (but the list is a jumble of (1) Sémang, from the north of the Peninsula, locality unknown but probably c. 5° 20' x 100° 40', (2) Bésisi, probably from Sungai Ujong, between 2° 50' and 2° 25' x 101° 40' and 102° 2', (3) Jakun, probably from Bukit Panchor, Malacca, 2° 22' x 102° 18', and perhaps (4) Béladas, from the same neighbourhood as the Béisi.—Newbold, Political and Statistical Account of the British Settlements in the Straits of Malacca, etc. (1839), vol. ii. pp. 422-434.

Ben. Stev.—Orang Bénuia (locality undefined).—Vaughan-Stevens, op. cit. (see Belend. Stev.).

Bera.—Aborigines of the Béra river valley, South Pahang, between 3° 20' and 2° 45' x 102° 32' and 102° 40', collected by E. A. Wise.—Clifford MS.

Bers. Stev.—Bérasis (=Bésisi), locality undefined, but certainly between 3° 15' and 2° 10' x 101° 15' and 102° 35' or thereabouts, and probably from South Sélangor, Sungai Ujong or Négrí Sémibilan.—Vaughan-Stevens, op. cit. (see Belend. Stev.), and ibid. Band. ii. Heft 3-4, pp. vi. vii.

Bes. A. I.—Bésisi of Ayer Itam (or Hitam), Kuala Langat district, South Sélangor, 2° 50' x 101° 22'.—Skeat MS. (partly published in J. Straits B. R. A. S. (1896), No. 29, pp. 13-31).


Bes. Her.—Bésisi, locality uncertain, but believed to have been collected near Jirat Gunjai on the northern border of Malacca territory, 2° 29' x 102° 10'.—Hervey MS.

Bes. K. L.—Bésisi of Kuala Langat district (see Bes. Bell.)—Skeat MS.


Bes. Malac.—Bésisi of Malacca territory, collected from aborigines in the mukims of Bukit Senggeh, 2° 23' x 102° 25', and Sébatu, 2° 10' x 102° 27', the latter being recent emigrants from Sépang, Kuala Langat district, South Sélangor, 2° 35' x 101° 40', the former originally from Sungai Ujong (see Ben. Nou.)—Blagden MS. (partly published in J. Straits B. R. A. S. (1894), No. 27, pp. 27-40).

Bes. Sép.—Bésisi of Sépang, Kuala Langat district (see Bes. Malac.)—Skeat MS. (partly published with Bes. A. I.)

Bes. Sép. A. I.—Bésisi words where Bes. Sép. and Bes. A. I. (which are barely variations of the common Bésisi dialect) agree in the lists as collected.—Skeat MS. (partly published, see Bes. A. I.)

Bes. Song.—Bésisi words extracted from the songs published in the Appendix to

the latitudes are north of the equator; and the longitudes are east of the Greenwich meridian.

Of course the Orang Laut, or Sea-gypsies, have a much more extensive range than the forest tribes, and in fact some of them can hardly be said to have a local habitation at all.
vol. i. of the present work and not occurring in (or slightly differing from their equivalents in) Skeat’s other lists (Kuala Langat district, see Bes. Bell.) —Skeat MS.

Besisi coll. Nya.—Besisi words collected at Nyalas, Malacca territory, from aborigines in a Mëntëra settlement (see Mantr. Malac. Nya.)—Blagden MS.

Blan. Rem.—Blânas (=Bêlandas) of Rêmbau, Negri Sembilan, c. 2° 30’ x 102° 10’.—Hervey MS.


Buk. U. Lang.—Ongur Bukit ("Hill men") of the Ulu Langat district, South Selangor, c. 3° 10’ x 101° 50’.—Campbell, Selangor Journal (1895), vol. iii. pp. 244, 245.

Darat.—Sakai, known to local Malays as Orang Darat ("up-country men"); collected near "Jéram Star" and Tanjong Gahai, Ulu Jélaï mukim, Ulu Pahang, c. 4° 18’ x 101° 37’?—Emerie MS.

Galang.—Orang Laut of Galang island, near Riau, south of Singapore, 0° 45’ x 104° 15’ (perhaps collected at Singapore).—Hervey MS.


Jak. Mad.—Jakun of the Madek river district, Johor, c. 2° 5’ x 103° 38’, perhaps collected near Chëndia Bèmban, 2° 3’ x 103° 39’.—Hervey, J. Straits B. R. A. S. (1881), No. 8, pp. 112-117.


Jak. Malac.—Jakun of Malacca territory, collected from Jakuns near Jasim, 2° 18’ x 102° 24’.—Blagden MS. (partly published with Bes. Malac.)

Jak. Raff.—Jakong (=Jakun) of "the neighbourhood of Malacca" (Malacca town is c. 2° 12’ x 102° 15’: the Jakuns probably lived at least 10 miles away; Malacca territory lies between c. 2° 30’ and 2° 16’ x 101° 55’ and 102° 36’), collected by Raffles. —Marsden, Miscellaneous Works (1834), p. 87 (a version, with minor differences, of the following).

Jak. Raff. As.—Jakong (=Jakun) of Malacca: the original version of the preceding.—Raffles, Asiatick Researches (1816), vol. xii. pp. 109, 110.

Jak. Sembr.—Jakun of the Sembrong river district, Johor, collected at Kënalau, 2° 8’ x 103° 20’.—Hervey, J. Straits B. R. A. S. (1881), No. 8, pp. 99, 100.

Jak. Sim.—Jakun of Simpai, Johor, 2° 2’ x 103° 17’.—Lake and Kelsall, loc. cit. (see Jak. Lem.)

Jak. Sten.—Jakun, locality undefined (probably Nëgri Sëmbilan or Malacca, as some of the words are allied to Bèsisi).—Vaughan-Stevens op. cit. (see Belend. Sten. and Bers. Sten.)

Jehehr.—"Jéhehr" (by Malays called Sakai Tanjong, but speaking a Sëmang dialect), mixed Negritos of Tëmonogoh, North Perak, 5° 17’ x 101° 22’.—Annandale MS.

Jelat.—Sakai of the Jélaï river valley, Ulu Pahang, c. 4° 20’-4° 10’ x 101° 31’-102° 13’?—Emerie MS.

Jak. Raff.—"Jokang" (=Jakun).—Raffles, J. Straits B. R. A. S. (1879), No. 4, pp. 6, 7, a reprint from the Malacca Weekly Register, 1840 (another version of Jak. Raff. As.)

Kena. I.—Kënaibu (or Kënaibul), originally probably from Jëlëbu, c. 3° 8’ x 102°,
but collected at Alor Gañah, Malacca, 2° 22' x 102° 14' from a clan that had settled near Gunong Dato', Rêmbau, 2° 32' x 102° 15'.—Hervey MS.

Kena. II.—The like, another list, collected at the same place.—Hervey MS.

Kena. Stev.—Kënaiboi, locality undefined, but see Kena. I.—Vaughan-Stevens, op. cit. (see Belend. Stev. and Bers. Stev.)

Kérbat.—Aborigines, stated by Clifford to be Sakai (but speaking a dialect which must be classed as Pangan) of the Kérbat river valley, Trêngganu, c. 4° 55' x 102° 40', but originally from the Kêndiam and Sat rivers, Ulu Têmêlêng district, North Pahang, c. 4° 35' x 102° 30', vîl the Lëbir (or Lëbhî) river, South Kêlantan, 4° 40'-4° 55' x 102° 25'.—Clifford MS.

Kerdau.—Sakai of Kerdau, Têmêlêng district, "about three hours above Kuala Sêmantan," Central Pahang, 3° 32' x 102° 22'.—Emicic MS.

Krâu Em.—Sakai of Krâu river valley, Central Pahang, c. 3° 40' x 102° 14', but (from internal evidence) some at least of these materials were collected beyond Kuala Lipis, in Ulu Pahang.—Emicic MS.

Krâu Ket.—Sakai of Ulu Ketiar, Kérbat river district, Trêngganu, c. 5° 8' x 102° 35', claiming to have come originally from the Krâu district, Central Pahang (see Krâu Em.)—Clifford MS.

Krâu Tem.—Sakai of the Krâu (see Krâu Em.) and Kuala Têmêlêng (4° 5' x 102° 19') districts, Central Pahang.—Clifford MS.

Lëbir.—Aborigines, stated by Clifford to be Sakai (but speaking a dialect which must be classed as Pangan) of Ulu Chaling, Lëbir (or Lëbhî) river district, South Kêlantan, c. 5° 10' x 102° 27'.—Clifford MS.


Mantr. Cast.—Mantra (= Mëntëra) of Malacca territory (see Jak. Raff.)—De Castelnau, Revue de Philologie et d'Ethnographie (1876), vol. ii. pp. 142, 143.

Mantr. Malac.—Mantra (= Mëntëra) of Malacca territory, collected mainly at Bukit Sênggeh, Malacca (see Bes. Malac.)—Blagden MS. (partly published with Bes. Malac.)

Mantr. Malac. Cha.—Mantra (= Mëntëra), collected at Chabau, Malacca, 2° 21' x 102° 31'.—Blagden MS.

Mantr. Malac. Nya.—Mantra (= Mëntëra), collected at Nyalas, Malacca, 2° 25' x 102° 30'.—Blagden MS.

Ment. Her. I.—Mëntra (= Mëntëra), as "given by two Mëntra men named Gâlang and Bêlum," probably collected in Malacca territory (see Jak. Raff.)—Hervey MS.

Ment. Her. II.—Mëntra (= Mëntëra) "from a Mëntra man named Lang Panas," probably collected in Malacca territory (see Jak. Raff.)—Hervey MS.

Mentr. Stev.—Mëntra (= Mëntëra; Stevens has Mantra), locality undefined, probably from the same neighbourhood as the preceding seven vocabularies.—Vaughan-Stevens, op. cit. (see Belend. Stev. and Bers. Stev.)

Or. Berumb.—Sakai, calling themselves Mai Dárît, and by Malays called Orang Darat ("up-country men") of Mt. Bêrumban (or Bêrumbang), on the border of Perak and Pahang, 4° 20' x 101° 28'—Annandale and Robinson MS.

Or. Hu. Joh. I.—Orang Hutan ("men of the woods") of the northern part of Johor, c. 2° 45' x 102° 45' (?only those words are reproduced which do not appear in Pal., of which this is seemingly but another version).—Miklucho-Maclay, Tiêdêskrîft voor Indische Taal- Land- en Volkenkunde (1876), vol. xxiii. pp. 306-308 (also published in J. Straits B. R. A. S. (1878), No. 1, pp. 41, 42).

Or. Hu. Joh. II.—Orang Hutan of the northern part of Johor, c. 2° 30' x
103°10'. (only those words are reproduced which do not appear in U. Ind., of which this is seemingly but another version).—Miklucho-Maclay, loc. cit. (see Or. Hu. Joh. I.)

Or. Laut.—Orang Laut ("men of the sea" or "sea-gypsies") of Kampong Roko', Kalang, Singapore, 1° 19' x 103° 52'.—Ridley and Skeat, J. Straits B. R. A. S. (1900), No. 33, pp. 248, 249.

Or. Trang.—Orang Laut Kappir (i.e. Kahr, that is, "heathen sea-gypsies") of Pulau Mentia (in Siamese Koh Mikh) off Trang (or Tarang), Ligor, 7° 24' x 99° 25' (the northernmost specimen of Orang Laut included in this collection, the Selungs of the Mergui Archipelago having been excluded as not being adjacent to the Malay Peninsula, which is usually considered to terminate about lat. 10°).—Annandale MS.

Pal.—Orang Hutan of the Palong and Ulu Rumpin river districts (or more probably the country lying between these rivers), Johor-Pahang border, c. 2° 45' x 102° 45'.—Miklucho-Maclay, op. cit. (see Or. Hu. Joh. I.), pp. 311, 312.

Pang. Belimbh.—Pangan of Bélimbing near Tomoh, South Ligej, c. 5° 40' x 101° 38', but collected at Jarum (see Sem. Jarum).—Skeat MS.

Pang. Gal.—Pangan of Galas, South Kélantan, c. 5° x 102° 10'.—Skeat MS.

Pang. Jalor.—Pangan (calling themselves Hami, i.e. "men") of Mabek, between Bisérat and Tanjong Luar, Jalor, one of the "Patani States," 6° 23' x 101° 8'.—Annandale and Robinson MS.

Pang. K. Aring.—Pangan of Kuala Aring, Lébih river district, South Kélantan, 4° 56' x 102° 25'.—Skeat MS.

Pang. Sai.—Pangan of Sai (or Télubin), one of the "Patani States," c. 6° 30' x 101° 37', but collected at Jarum (see Sem. Jarum).—Skeat MS.

Pang. Sam.—Pangan of Sam, near Sungai Sokoh, Central Kélantan, c. 5° 37' x 102° 5'.—Skeat MS.

Pang. Skeat.—Pangan, dialect not specified, but one of those mentioned here.—Skeat MS.

Pang. Songs.—Words extracted from the Sémang (or Pangan) songs printed in the Appendix to vol. i. of the present work, collected at Siong and Jarum (see Sem. Kedah and Sem. Jarum).—Skeat MS.

Pang. Stev.—Panggang (=Pangan), locality undefined, but in the north-eastern part of the Peninsula.—Vaughan-Stevens, loc. cit. (see Belend. Stev.)

Pang. Teliang.—Pangan of Teliang, locality unrecorded, but collected at Siong (see Sem. Kedah).—Skeat MS.

Pang. U. Aring.—Pangan of Ulu Aring (upper part of the Aring river), Lébih river district, South Kélantan, c. 4° 47' x 102° 20'.—Skeat MS.

Pant. Gah. Mant.—Pantang Gaharu (Agila-wood Taboo Language, but it applies also to the search for gold) of the Mantra (=Mentéra) of Malacca territory (see Jak. Raff.) and neighbouring states.—Hervey, Notes and Queries (1885), No. 1 (issued with No. 14 of J. Straits B. R. A. S.), p. 9.


Pant. Kap. Joh.—Pantang Kapur of Johor Jakuns (words which are not marked as being specifically of the Lémakau, Madek or Simpai regions, but it is not clear whether they are to be referred to any or all of these).—Lake and Kelsall, J. Straits B. R. A. S. (1894), No. 26, pp. 41-54.


Pant. Kap. Log.—Pantang Kapur of Johor Jakuns (the same, according to Logan, on the Sédili, Endau and Batu Pahat rivers; apparently, therefore, covering
Central Johor, between (at least) 2° 25' and 1° 50' x 103° and 103° 40'.—Logan, J. Indian Archipelago (1847), vol. i. pp. 263-266.


Po-Klo.—Po-Klo, mixed Negrito tribe speaking a Sakai dialect and known to Malaya as Sakai Bukit, of Temongoh, North Perak (see Jekehr).—Annandale MS.

Rasa.—Words collected from aborigines near Rasa, Ulu Selangor district, c. 3° 30' x 101° 38'.—Bowen MS.

Sak. Bat. Pad.—Sakai of Batang Padang, South Perak, c. 4° 20' x 101° 10'-101° 20'.—Wray, J. Straits E. A. S. (1890), No. 21, pp. 123-165 (there are very few, if any, Sakai words in this paper, which is a journal of an expedition in the Perak hill country).

Sak. Blanj. Cl.—Sakai of the neighbourhood of Blanja, Perak, c. 4° 30' x 100° 57'.—Clifford, J. Straits E. A. S. (1891), No. 24, pp. 19, 20.

Sak. Blanj. Clif.—The like, additional words.—Clifford MS.

Sak. Blanj. Sw.—The like dialect.—Swinettemas MS. in the library of Straits Asiatic Society.

Sak. Br. Low.—Sakai of Kerbu (or Korbu) river valley, Perak, c. 4° 47' x 101° 16'.—Brooke Low MS. communicated by Ling Roth (printed, with some errors, in Ling Roth, Natives of Sarawak and British North Borneo (1896), vol. ii. App. xlvi., xlv.)

Sak. Chen.—Sakai of the Chandarian river district, Perak, c. 4° 15' x 101° 15'.—Paul, J. Straits E. A. S. (1880), No. 5, pp. 129-149.


Sak. Em.—Sakai of Pahang, locality uncertain.—Emeric MS.

Sak. Guai.—Sakai of Pulau Guai, three miles below Kuala Tembuling, Central Pahang, 4° 3' x 102° 19'.—Clifford MS.


Sak. J. Low.—Sakai of South or Central Perak, locality undefined.—Law, J. Indian Archipelago (1850), vol. iv. p. 431.

Sak. Jer.—Sakai Jéram (so called by Malays, but calling themselves Sémand and being really Negritos speaking a Sakai dialect) of Grit (or Gërik), North Perak, 5° 27' x 101° 4'.—Annandale MS.

Sak. Korb.—Sakai of the Kërbo (or Korbo) river valley, Perak, c. 4° 45' x 101° 19'.—De Morgan, Bulletin de la Société Normande de Géographie (1885), vol. vii. pp. 434 et seqq., reprinted as Exploration de la Presqu’île Malaisie—Linguistique (1886), from which reprint the words were extracted.

Sak. Kinta.—Sakai of Kinta, Perak, c. 4° 40' - 4° 20' x 101° 8' ?—Speedy, loc. cit. (see Sak. Chen.)

Sak. Kor. Gh.—Sakai of the Kërbo (or Korbo) river valley, collected at Kuala Batu, 4° 53' x 101° 12'.—Grubauer MS., communicated by Schmidt.

Sak. Korb. Liaw.—The same dialect, but collected at Kampong Lasak, 4° 59' x 101° 8', from Sakais who had come there by appointment.—De Saint-Pol, Liass, Pétrak et les Orangs-Sakêys (1883), pp. 270-273.

Sak. Lengé.—Sakai of Lëngkuas, near Blanja, Perak; evidently the same dialect as Sak. Blanj. Cl.—H. C. C. (=Clifford), Notes and Queries (1887), No. 4 (issued with No. 17 of the J. Straits E. A. S.), pp. 102, 103.

Sak. Martin.—Sakai ("Senoi") of Ulu Gedang, in the mountains two days' journey from Bidor, South Perak, c. 4° 7' x 101° 20'? (stated by Martin to be about 4° 2' x 101° 7', but that can hardly be right).—Martin MS. (also-
printed, with slight modifications, in Martin’s *Die Inlandstüme der Malayischen Halbinsel*, pp. 989-992).

Sak. Morg.—Sakai, but not stated whether Sak. Kerb. or Sak. Ra.—De Morgan, loc. cit. (see Sak. Kerb.)

Sak. Plu.—Sakai of the Plu river valley, Perak, c. 5° 3' 46" × 101° 8'-101° 28'.—H. C. C. (=Clifford), loc. cit. (see Sak. Lengk.)

Sak. Plu. Clif.—The same dialect, additional words.—Clifford MS.

Sak. Ra.—Sakai of the Sungai Raya river valley, Kinta district, Perak, c. 4° 35' × 101° 10'.—De Morgan, loc. cit. (see Sak. Kerb.)

Sak. Sel. Da.—Sakai of Selangor, locality undefined, probably Kuala Lumpur or Klang district, c. 3° 15' 2" 57' × 101° 20'-101° 45'?—Daly MS. in library of Straits Asiatic Society.

Sak. Slim.—Sakai of the Slim (Selim) river valley, South Perak, c. 4° 12' 3" 49' × 101° 22'-101° 33'.—Clifford, loc. cit. (see Sak. Bilanj. Cl.)

Sak. Sung.—Sakai of the neighbourhood of the Slim and Sungkai rivers, South Perak, c. 4° 7' × 101° 25'?—Anonymous MS. in library of Straits Asiatic Society.

Sak. Tan. Ram.—Sakai of Tanjong Rambutan, nine miles from Ipoh, Perak (Ipoh = 4° 36' × 101° 5').—Luering MS.

Sak. Tap.—Sakai of the hill country about a day’s journey from Tapah road, Perak, c. 4° 15' × 101° 25'?—Grubauer MS. communicated by Schmidt.

Sak. U. Bertang.—Sakai of Ulu Bertang, near Mt. Berumban (or Berbungi), Perak, 4° 24' × 101° 20'.—Luering MS.

Sak. U. Kam.—Sakai of the Ulu Kampar, Perak, c. 4° 24' × 101° 11', but also spoken in Ulu Pulai, Ulu Gopeng, 4° 28' × 101° 11', and the hills around Batu Gajah (Batu Gajah = 4° 29' × 101° 3').—Luering, *J. Straits B. R. A. S.* (1901), No. 35, pp. 91-104.

Sak. U. Kampar.—The same dialect, additional words.—Luering MS.

Sak. U. Tap.—Sakai of Ulu Tapah, Perak (see Sak. Tap.)—Luering MS.

Sak. Beg.—Sé mang, locality undefined, but probably c. 5° 7' 20" × 100° 30'-100° 55'?—Begbie, *Malayan Peninsula* (1834), pp. 14-18 (it would seem that Begbie, who did not collect this vocabulary himself, was indebted for it to the Rev. C. Thomsen, see op. cit. p. ix.)

Sak. Buk. Max.—Sé mang of Bukit Bérumban (?), North Perak (?)(the locality has not been identified; it cannot be Bérumban or Bérumbun).—Anonymous Malay MS., No. 29 Maxwell bequest in library of Royal Asiatic Society.


Sak. Jij.—Sé mang of Ijoh (or Ijok), North-west Perak, c. 5° 8' × 100° 40'-100° 55'.—Swettenham, loc. cit. (see Sak. Chen.), and also his MS. in library of Straits Asiatic Society.

Sak. Jarum.—Sé mang (or perhaps, more consistently, Pangan) of Jarum, South Raman, “Patani States,” 5° 51' × 101° 2'.—Skeat MS.

Sak. Jur. And.—Sé mang of Juru (the “mountains of Jooroo”) behind Province Wellesley (as bounded in 1824), c. 5° 20' × 100° 35', collected by Maingay.


Sak. Jur. New.—The same.—Newbold, *op. cit.* (see Ben. New.)

Sem. K. Ken.—Sémang (but really a northern Sakai dialect) of Kuala Kêndêring, collected at "Kambugi - Ongbîl," North Perak, c. 5° 14' x 101° 3'.—Grubauer MS. communicated by Schmidt.

Sem. Kêd. And.—Sémang of Ian (i.e. Yan, at the foot of Mt. Jérai), Kêdah (see Sem. Craw. Gram.), collected by M'Innes.—Anderson, op. cit. (see Sem. Jur. And.)


Sem. Kêd. New.—The same.—Newbold, op. cit. (see Ben. New.)

Sem. Kêdah.—Sémang of Ulu Sîong, near Bukit Sabêlah, Kêdah, 5° 44' x 100° 45'.—Skeat MS.

Sem. Ken.—Sémang of Kêndêring, Perak (printed as "Perak Sémang"), (see Sem. K. Ken.), really a northern Sakai dialect.—Daly, loc. cit. (see Sak. Chen.)


Sem. Martin.—Sémang of Ulu Sêlama (or Sêlama), North-west Perak, c. 5° 16' x 100° 51'.—Martin MS. (also printed with Sem. Martin).

Sem. Pa. Max.—Sémang Paya (lit. "swamp Sémangs" or "low-country Sémangs") of Ulu Kêrian, Perak-Kêdah border, c. 5° 20' x 100° 45'.—Anonymous Malay MS. (see Sem. Buk. Max.)

Sem. Per.—Sémang (speaking a Sakai dialect) of (North) Perak, probably of the neighbourhood of Kêndêrong, c. 5° 29' x 101°.—Maxwell (?), loc. cit. (see Sak. Chen.)

Sem. Plus.—Sémang of the (northern portion of the?) Plus river valley, North Perak, c. 5° 6' x 101° 15'-101° 30'? but collected at Ulu Sîong, Kêdah (see Sem. Kêdah).—Skeat MS.


Sem. Sadang.—Sémang of Sadang, near Blanja, Perak, c. 5° 29' x 100° 54'.—Clifford, loc. cit. (see Sak. Blanj. Cl.)

Sem. Scott.—Sémang (numerals only), locality undefined, collected by Scott.—Marsden, loc. cit. (see Sem. Jur. Mar.)

Sem. Skeat.—Sémang, dialect not specified, but one of those mentioned here.—Skeat MS.

Sem. Stév.—Sémang, locality undefined (but presumably Kêdah or North Perak).—Vaughan-Stevens, loc. cit. (see Belend. Stév.)

Sem. Toml.—A few words where this source differs from Sem. Beg. (of which it appears to be a mere reprint).—Malacca Observer, article on Tomlin's missionary journey, 6 pp. 8vo, copy preserved in Royal Library, Berlin (embodied in Grünwedel's Glossary, see Belend. Stév.)

Sem. U. Sel.—Sémang of Ulu Sêlama (or Sêlama), North-west Perak (see Sem. Martin).—Hewett, loc. cit. (see Sak. Chen.), and also his MS. in library of Straits Asiatic Society.

Semilai coll. Nya.—Semilai tribe, locality unknown, words collected from Mêntêra at Nyalas, Malacca territory (see Mantr. Malac. Nya.)

Sem. Cl.—Sênoi, i.e. Sakai of the Central group, precise locality undefined, but no doubt collected in Ulu Pahang between c. 4° 45' and 4° 16' x 101° 30' and 102°.—Clifford, J. Straits B. R. A. S. (1891), No. 24, pp. 16-29.

Sem. Cliff.—The same, additional words.—Clifford MS.

Sem. Em.—The same dialect.—Emeric MS.

Semur.—Sakai of the Semur river valley, North Pahang, c. 4° 40'-4° 20' x 101° 50'.—Emeric MS.
Sérting.—Sakai (so-called) of Tinjau, Sérting river valley, Négré Sêmblan, c. 2° 50’ x 102° 18’-102° 29’—Hervey MS.

Sérting coll. Nya.—The same dialect, collected from Mënêra at Nyalas, Malacca territory (see Mantr. Malac. Nya.)—Blagden MS.

Sinh. Stev.—Sinnoi (=Sënoi), locality undefined (but see Sen. Cl.)—Vaughan-Stevens, loc. cit. (see Belend. Stev.)

Sôm.—Sômaë (=Sëmang), a mixed Negrito tribe speaking a Sakai dialect, of the Sungai Phiah river valley, North Perak, c. 5° 10’ x 101° 8’.—De Morgan, loc. cit. (see Sak. Kerb.)

Tan. Sag.—Orang Rayat ("subject people") of Tanjong Sagënînt, Batu Pahat, Johor, 1° 48’ x 102° 54’, collected by A. M. Skinner.—Hervey MS.

Tan. U. Lang.—Orang Tanjong ("men of the river reaches") of the Ulu Langat district, South Selangor (see Buk. K. Lang.)—Campbell, loc. cit. (see Buk. U. Lang.)

Tem. Cl.—Têmbê, i.e. Sakai of the Northern group, precise locality undefined, but probably of North-west Pahang, c. 4° 40’ x 101° 35’-101° 50’.—Clifford, loc. cit. (see Sen. Cl.)

Tembi.—Têmbi or Têmê, the same dialect, of the Pahang-Kélantan borderland, c. 4° 42’ x 101° 35’-102°? but collected at Kuala Beltek, Serai river valley (see Serai) from Têmê who had come there to work for the Sênoi of that region.—Emeric MS.

Temiang.—Orang Laut of Têmang (an island in the archipelago south of Singapore, 0° 18’ x 104° 23’), probably collected at Singapore (see Or. Laut.)—Hervey MS.

Tum. Stev.—Tümmeor (=Têmîâ, the same as Têmê), locality undefined, but see Tem. Cl. and Tembi.—Vaughan-Stevens, loc. cit. (see Belend. Stev.)

U. Cher.—Aborigines (speaking a Sakai dialect) of the Ulu Chêrês river valley, Ulu Kuantan, North-east Pahang, 4° 3’ x 102° 57’.—Clifford MS.

U. Ind.—Orang Hutan ("men of the woods") of the upper reaches of the Indau (or Endau) river, Johor-Pahang border (see Or. Hu. Joh. II.)—Miklucho-Maclay, loc. cit. (see Pal.)

U. Kel.—Pangan of Ulu Kélantan (locality undefined, but probably collected in the Aring or Lëbih river valley, see Lebir, Pang. K. Aring, and Pang. U. Aring).—Miklucho-Maclay, loc. cit. (see Pal.)

U. Pat.—Pangan of Ulu Patani, locality undefined, but probably collected somewhere near Jarum (see Sem. Jarum).—Miklucho-Maclay, loc. cit. (see Pal.)

U. Tem.—Aborigines (speaking a Sakai dialect) of the upper reaches of the Têmêlêng river, and Pulau Bèsar, North-east Pahang, and the upper reaches of the Dungan river, Trêngganu, c. 4° 36’-4° 24’ x 102° 30’-103°?—Clifford MS.

LIST OF LANGUAGES REFERRED TO AT THE END OF PARAGRAPHS OF THE COMPARATIVE VOCABULARY, FOR COMPARISON WITH WORDS OF THE ABORIGINAL DIALECTS.

**Munda Languages.**

Santali, Mahâ, Munjâri, Birbâr, Dhanguû, Kerwa, Kurku, Nakali, Kharia, Juang, Savara, Gadaba (a few words only), from the Linguistic Survey of India, vol. iv. pt. i.

Santali, Bhumiij, Kel, Juang, Munjâri, Kurku.—Campbell, Specimens of Languages of India (1874), pp. 78-91, 94-107, 112-123.
APPENDIX

Khasi and Mon-Annam Languages.1

Khasi.—A few words, mainly from the Linguistic Survey of India, vol. ii.
   Palaung.—Bigandet, J. I. A., N. S. (1857), vol. ii. pp. 223-229; Anderson,
   Palaung (or Rumai), Riang, Wa (or Vü), Wa (of Kengtung State), Danaw,
   En, Son, Tai Loi Wa (or Wa Küt), Amok (or Hsen-Hsuam), Angkë, Loi (or
   Tai-Loi of Mông Lwe).—Gazetteer of Upper Burma and the Shan States (1900),
   pt. i. vol. i. pp. 626-727.

Mon.—Haswell, Grammatical Notes and Vocabulary of the Peguan Language,
   (1901, 2nd ed., ed. Stevens); Stevens' Vocabulary, English and Peguan (1896).
   Khmer.—Aymonier, Dictionnaire Khmèr-Français (1878).
   Stieng.—Azémard, Dictionnaire Stieng (1887).
   Bahnar.—Dourisboire, Dictionnaire Bahnar-Français (1889).
   Ka (of the mountainous borderland between Laos and Camboja) [apparently=
   Phnom], Chong (of the district inland and east of Chantabun).—Crawford
   Embassy to Siam and Cochín China (1828), ad fin.
Old Khmer, Samre, Xong (or Chong), Cédang (or Sedang), Huei (of Attopeu),
   Cat (or Kat, of Attopeu), Sou (or Suk, of Attopeu), Soue (or Sue, of Saravan
   and Phong), Hin (of Saravan), Proum, Annamese, So (of Lakon), Nanvang
   (or Nakhang, of Sang Kon near Kemarat), Mi (of Xieng Cang=Chiang Kang),
   Khmuus (Khmu or Khmus, of Luang Prabang), Lemei (of Chiang Khong and
   Pak Ta).—Lagreé and Garnier, Voyage d’Exploration en Indo-Chine (1873),
   Samré, Por, Cuoi (Kui or Koui), Phnom, Prou (also called Brao and
   Braou), Cancho (or Kancho), Rodé (also Rade or Raïaï), Chhrái (also Jarai).
   Taren, Kaseng, Ken Tu, Sûu, Halang, Boloven, Cédang (or Sedang),
   Churu, Jarai.—Odend’hal, Vocabulaire Comparaître (lithographed, since printed,
   Boloven, Nhôûû, Alâk, Lêê, Kaseng, Halang, Sedang, Jarai.—Lavallée,
   Vocabulaire Comparâit des Dialectes Sauvages du Bas-Laos (MS.).
   Rade (or Raïaï), Kha Bi (or Kha Pi), Kuy Dek, Cham, Raïlaï, Chhûû,
   Churu, Braou; also Khmer, Bahnar, Stieng, etc.—Cabaton, MS. notes. See
   also Cabaton, “Dix Dialectes Indo-Chinois,” Journal Asiatique (Mars-Avril
   1905), pp. 265-337.

Nicobarese.

Central, Southern, Shom Fê (Inland Southern), Teressa (and Bompoka),
   Chowra, Car Nicobar.—Man, Dictionary of the Central Nicobarese Language
   (1889).

Andamanese.

Aka Biada, Aka Bojigiiab, Aka Kede, Aka Chariar, Önêe.—Portman,
   Manual of the Andamanese Languages (1887).
   Aka Beada (or Bea), Aka Bals, Puchikwar, Akâ Juwoi, Kol.—Portman,
   Notes on the Languages of the South Andaman Group of Tribes (1898).
   See also Temple, “Grammar of the Andamanese Languages,” being Chapter
   iv. of part i. of the Census Report on the Andaman and Nicobar Islands, 1902.

1 Schmidt’s Sprachen der Sabei und Semang (1901), Grundz. einer Lautl.
   der Khazi Sprache (1904), and Grundz. einer Lautl. der Mon-Khmer Sprachen
   (1905) have been of great assistance in connection with these languages.
British Borneo Dialects.

Sea Dayak (of Rejang and Batu Lupar), Kanowit, Kayan, Bintulu, Panan, Matu, Bruna, Malay, Bisaya, Murut Pasuk, Murut Trusan, Dalis Dayak (near Limbang), Malanau (of Mukat district), Pulogetak Dayak, Karangan Dayak, Sinding and Meretel Dayak, Kajan Dayak, Sam Dayak, Bulau Dayak, Murut Dayak, Landu Dayak, Bintulu Dayak, Milanau and Mukau Dayak, Berang and Sabungo Dayak, Buhar Dayak, Santan and Guro Dayak, Sinan Dayak, Sumpo Dayak, Budanok Dayak, Stang Dayak, Sibagau Dayak, Tubbia Dayak, Sabutau Dayak, Serig, Gugu, and Matan Dayak; Kayan, Keniah, Panan, Kalabit, Naram, Sibep, Kawayan (of Bintulu and Rejang rivers), Sarah, Lobo, Sibuyan, Salakan, Lundu, Malau, Milanau, Pakatan, Ida’an, Adang (Murut), Laru, Dayak (of Sentah, Sarawak), Irmun, Dusun, Bulud Opie, Sulu, Kian Dayak (? Kayan), Punan Dayak, Melano Dayak, Bukutan Dayak, Land Dayak, Balau Dayak.—Ling Roth, Natives of Sarawak and British North Borneo (1896), vol. ii. Appendix, pp. i.-clx.

Long Kiput (of Long Tutau, mouth of Tutau river), Naram (of Claude Town), Lelak (of Long Tru, formerly of Luak Lake), Panan (Bok, of Bok river, Tinjar), Sea Dayak (general in Sarawak territory), Barawan (of Long Tisam, Tinjar river), Tutung (lower and upper part of Tutung river), Sarawak Malay, Malang (of Long Simitan, Tinjar river), Sibop (of head of Tinjar river), Lepu Anan Kenyah (of Long Panggan, head of Tinjar), Ba Mai (of Mt. Dulit), Kalabat Buang (Bear, of Long Panah, Tinjar river), Lirong (Orang Lobok Bay, Upper Tinjar, Long Moyal), Malak Kais (of Upper Kapauas), Tabun (of lower Madalam river, near Limbang), Kayan (Uma Beluho, of Baram district generally), Lepu Sauan (Long Pana, of Tinjar river), Long Ulai (Lepu Pun, of Baram river), Punan Nibong (of Nibong branch of Lobong river), Long Pokun (Long Sultan, of Dapo river); Madang (of Tinjar river), Kajaman (of Balois), Muriik (of Baram river), Brunan Malay, Miti (of Mira river), Bintulu (of Bintulu river), Muka (of Muka river), Uma Pah Kayan (of Upper Aphon river, Baram), Lepu Tau Kenyah (of Silat river, tributary of Upper Baram), Bakutan (of Baloi river or Upper Rejang), Orang Bukit Bekiau (of Tutung river, near Nyamok river), Lemettin (of Upper Balait river, formerly Marudi), Murut (of Trusan river), Dalis (of Singallas on Sibuti river), Grago (of Upper Sarawak river), Batu Blah (of Tutau river), Bugau Dayak (of hills between Kapuaas and Batang Lupar); Tanjong (of Rejang river, above Kanowit), Pilit (of Upper Limbang and Tutau originally), Lepu Pulun (Baram Kenyahs), Kadeyan (Orang Bukit, of Upper Balait and Tutau), Madang (Badang of Silat—a doubtful source), Ake (Long Ake, of Baram river), Long Pata (of Baram river), Bisaya.—S. H. Ray, MS. vocabularies.


Dutch Borneo Dialects.

Sampit, Katingan.—Tiedtke, Woordenlijst der Sampitsche en Katingansche Taal (1872).


Tidung,—Aernout, Een Woordenlijstje der Tidoengsche Taal.

Ngaju Dayak.—Hardeland, Da’ackisch-Deutsches Wörterbuch, 1859.
Other Malayan Languages.


For Batak, Minangkabau Malay, Lampong, Sundanese, Javanese, Kawi, Madurese, Balinese, Bugis, Mangkasar (Macassar), Bisaya, Tagal, Malayasy, etc., various published authorities have been followed, including, besides vocabularies (or dictionaries) of some of these languages, Kern’s *De Fidjitaal vergeleken met hare verwanten in Indonesië en Polynesië* (1886), and the same author’s *Over de Verhouding van het Maforsch tot de Maleisch-Polynesische Talen* (1884), and Brandes’ *Bijdrage tot de Vergelijkende Klankleer der Westersche Afdeling van de Maleisch-Polynesische Taalfamilie* (1884). The Malay words added for etymological comparison have been checked for the most part with Klinkert’s *Nieuw Maleischi-Nederlandsch Woordenboek* (1893), but the English spelling usual in the Straits Settlements has been adhered to.

In general an attempt has been made to render the spelling of words from all these authorities uniform with that adopted as the standard for the aboriginal dialects, but in some cases (especially in cases of doubt) the original spelling has been added (in brackets) as well. The native spelling of *Mon* and *Khmer* is put in square brackets, to draw attention to it, as it usually represents an older stage of the language than the modern pronunciation.1

Owing, however, to the diverse nature of these sources, and the fact that the systems of orthography used by the several authors are often left unexplained, it has not been possible to secure absolute certainty or uniformity throughout, especially in the vowels.

It need hardly be said that no attempt has been made to illustrate fully the relationship which the aboriginal dialects of the Malay Peninsula bear to all these other languages. Apart from the fact that this would have necessitated a much deeper study of these various tongues than the time at the writer’s disposal permitted, considerations of space would have made it quite impossible to embody within the limits of the present work all the results of such an extended research. Where the Malay equivalent of a word in an aboriginal dialect of the Peninsula seemed to be a sufficient explanation of it, no other has been added; but this must not be taken to imply that in every such case the word is a loan-word from Malay. In a very large number of instances, as mentioned elsewhere, there is a strong probability that some other local Malayan language, now merged in the aboriginal dialects, is to be credited as the real source. Where the aboriginal word was a Malay word not found in Malay, a small selection has been made from the cognate Malayan languages. Words connected with the Mon-Annam family have been somewhat more fully illustrated, but even here a selection had often to be made. It will be observed that in some cases where the Malayan and Mon-Annam families appear to have words in common, and it is doubtful to which of them the aboriginal word should be referred, both sources have been indicated. Nicobarese and Khasi, Munđa and Andamanese have been drawn upon to a very small extent only. Altogether, it must be clearly understood that this part of the work has no pretensions to completeness, and does not claim to be an etymological dictionary of the aboriginal dialects of the Malay Peninsula.

---

1 The cerebral letters are distinguished by a dot under them; \( \ddot{a} \) in Mon) is a sort of nasalized \( \ddot{a} \).
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A

1. **Abandon, to**: jā (djē), Sēm. D 123?
2. **Abandon, to**: pelā (pēlà), Sak. Kerō. [ Cf. Sedang, Jarai loi, "to abandon"; but more probably Mou bālāh, "to let alone"; Khmer laī [lāh; lāh], "to quit." ] Cf. R 201?
3. **Abandon, to**: mēnīnggāl (mōnīnggāl), Sak. Ra. [Mal. mēninggal].

**Ability**: A 197.


**Able**: C 20; C 48.

4A. **Abortion** (?); miscarriage (?) (Mal. tēgugorān): bēhāk, Jelai.


6. **Above**: towards the top of (Mal. ka-atas): ka-kentōk (or ba-kentōk?), Sem. Jarum; ka-kentōk (or ba-kentōk?), Sem. Plus; A 178; A


8. **Above, on** (Mal. atas): (a) sā-i, Sen. Clīff. Above (Mal. di-atas): kēn-sā-i, Sen. Clīff. From above; from the
Comparative Vocabulary of


ABSCESS; ulcer: puru, Jelá; purú (pourou), Sak. Ra. Ulcer [Mal. puru]; tőrok, Bes. K. L. [Mal. puru].

Absent: N 69.

Abundant: F 290.


Abuse to insult: nêhali (nôl-hal), Sém. To oppose, to fight with [Mal. lawan]: ya' niyar (more correctly niyari?) or niyail, Pang. U. Aring.


Accept. to: C 48.

Accompany, to: C 221; C 228.

Accost. to: S 361.

Accurate: S 483.

Accuse, to: cheyyag? (tséyag), Sak. Kerb. [? Cf. Cham yak, "to accuse"].

ACUSE, TO: tudoh (toudoh), Sóm; tudoh (toudoh), Sak. Ra. [Mal. tudhôd].

ACUSTOMED: baban (e.g. b. méri, "familiar with the forest?"); Bes. A. I.


Ache: S 187.


(šm), Sem. Pa. Max. [Mal. asam; kasam; masam].

ACID: S 349, 350.

Acquainted: K 61.

Across: A 6.


Act, to: D 135.


27. Add. to (Fr. "ajouter"); Mal. tambah): taboh, Söm. tabuhu (tab- bough), Sak. Kerb.; tamāh (tamāh), Sak. Ra.; tama', Sak. U. Kam. More; still: amatabuk (hamptabouk), Sak. Kerb. [Cf. Mal. tambah; but cf. also Boloven, Niahūn buok; Alak būk; Lave buku, "to accumu- late."]


Adjoining: J 9.


Adolescent: V 41.


32. Advice; counsel: buguru (bougourou) Söm., Sak. Ra.; bugorō (bugorō), Sak. Kerb. [Mal. bēguru, "to have a teacher"].

33. Adze (Mal. bēlioniang): gūk (gēlk), Söm.; kek, Tembi;jek, Tembi, Seru, Jelai, Sak. Em.; jekn, Darat; jek, Tem. Ck, Sen. Ck.; jek, Sak. Plus Chiff.; Tan. U. Lang; jek (djek), Sak. Kerb.; jien (dijen), Sak. Ra. Axe [Mal. kapak]; jēk (djek), Sak. Kerb.; nōh gūk (nōh gēlk), Söm.; gēp, Sak. Ra. Chopper (Mal. parang), hēg (haig), Sem. Stev. [Cf. Cham jiong, "hoe," chāng, "axe"); Bahmar ńik (ńik); Jarnı ńōchong; Sul kachok, "hoe"; Khmer chèk, "to cut in pieces"; and perhaps Bahmar hak, "to split, to tear"; Stieng hek, "to tear", jēk, "to cut (e.g. brushwood); Khmer chèk [jik], "to hollow out."]


35. Adze: tatok (ʔ), Bes. K. L. [ʔ = A 34].

36. Adze (Mal. béliiong), chai, Sem. Plus [ʔ = A 33].


40. Adze, shaped like an: patul-patul, Bes. Songg. [Cf. Mal. patul; Jav. petel, a kind of adze].

Affection: L 146-149.

41. Affectionate: mēsēl, Jak. Mad.

Afrain: F 48-51.


44. After: pintal, Kena. I.; B 5; F 125.

Afterbirth: N 42; P 121.

45. Afternoon: raös? (ra-erse), Bers. Stev.; D 17; D 19; D 33; D 39.


Afterwards: B 4; B 6.
48. Again: pula, Serau [Mal. pula]; A 71; M 170-172.

What is your age?: marok umor ha’ (hak), Tembi. What is his age?: brapa tahutli umâr (umârâ), Jelai; Y 23 [Mal. Ar. ’umor]; A 57; L 130; P 117; W 112.

50. Agila wood (Mal. gaharu), Aquilaria malaccensis: klim, Sem. Pa. Max. [Cf. Khmer khlem (short e) [khlem]; Sitieng klin; Bahkhr alieni; ‘heart of wood.”]


Agree, to: P 217.

53. Aim, to: muju (=noudyes), Mantr. Cast.; tuju’i, Sak. U. Kam. To procreate: mënjuô (m’njuô), Jak. Ba. Pa. Sending (Mal. pënjuô): tuju’ô or tuju’, a small slip or sliver of bamboo which is “sent” to go and injure or kill an enemy, Sem. Kēdāh [Mal. tuju, “to aim”].


56. Alight, to; to perch: C 52.


Some of these forms are derivates, being formed from “gos” by means of the infix -êm- and the causal prefix pi-.” [Schmidt suggests Khmer nākûs [âyâs] “age,” “life,” “existence,” “seed quâr” as to this being an Indian loan word? Quâr as to possibility of identification with next group; for interchange of g- and r- cf. B 291.]


To seek a livelihood: ke hisui, Seru [cf. Mon kyaing [gyuing], “living.”]


60. All (Mal. sêmâu): nengkâm (pr. nengkâm or neng-kâm), Sem. Plus; nêng? (naing), Mantr. Stev. Whole (Mal. sêmu) : nom-kom, Pang. Sam [cf. M 46?]


62. All; together; kēnûl (kōnôul), Sôm.

It is enough (Mal. sudah chukup): hôi kēnûl (hôi-kōnôul), Sôm.


No more: dit, Sak. Ra.; F 122. [cf. Bahnar di “finished,” “all,” “entirely”; dik, “only”; Cham di, “only”; Sitieng di, “one,” “only”; dech, a particle indicating the past, the completion of an action. But cf. also Bahnar tât (tôt), “end,” “finished,” “dead” [cf. D 48]; Mon tōe [tual], particle of completion; Ka ted, “all.”]

64. All: sêmâ (sôma), Sak. Ra.; samohoñ, Mantr. Malac. All to-
gether: sëmuhä (sömouhä; sömouhá), Sak. Ra. [Mal. samua].


46. ALLOW, TO: biar, Sak. U. Kam. [Mal. biar].

Alluvial deposit: W 30.


49. ALONE: gënar, Bes. A. I.

50. ALONE: deri (deri), Sak. Kerb. [Mal. diri, "self," as in sa'orang, "alone by oneself"]; E 3; O 27; O 34.

Already: F 123.

51. Also: klö, Bes. Sep. Again; and then; too: klö, Bes. Songs. Again: klät, Bes. Songs; lil, lo, etc., "he is well again," ya bor lil', Sak. U. Bert. [= M 127.]

Also: M 127; T 85.

52. Alternately: I 29; T 257.


55. ALWAYS: ilalü; ilalö, Sem. K. Kem.; salalu (salaluk), Serâu; sëlalû (sëlalu), Sëm; sëlalu (salaluk), Sak. U. Kam.; sëlalu (sëlalo), Sak. Ra.

56. Immediately or forthwith: sëlalu (salalu); ex. këbök birang pedbôd salalu, "pack up (?) the ... (?) fruit forthwith," Pang. Teliang [Mal. sëlalu] = P 39; M 42.

57. Ambaloh (tree), (also known as balu, embalu): iyo ambaloh (aiu ambaluh), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. embalu].


60. Ancestor: G 86.


62. And: with: kl-kul (kl-koul), Sëm. [= A 178.]


64. AND: with: samä (samä), Sak. Ra.


(b) Angry: têkêh (têkêh), Jak. Mad.; têkêng (têkeng), Jak. Lem., Jak. Ba. Pa.; têken (têken), Jak. Sim. [Khmer kheng [kching], "anger," "angry"].

81. ANGER: angry: kilé (kilé), Sak. Ra.

82. ANGER: wroth (Mal. marah): get-häd, Sem. Plns. Burning embers; gehâd (gehârd), Sak. Ra. [Probably there is here a confusion between the Malay equivalents, marah, "angry," and bara, "embers."]


84. ANGER: biläs, Sak. U. Kam.

85. ANGER: seih (se-èh), Bes. Her.

86. ANGER: nghërida, Seråting; nghërin, Bedu. II. Bad; nghërin, Kena. II. [Mal. nghëran, nghëren, "angry."]

87. ANGER: angry: bâ-marah, Söm.


Angina pectoria: H 64.

Angle: B 175; C 244-245.

88. ANGLE: TO: mëphas, Jak. Mad.; T 107.

89. Angry: A 17; A 80-87; G 42; S 189.

90. Animal: jo-ön, Kena. II.

92. Anjang (name, a proper): Anjjang (Andjjang), Sak. Kor. Gh. [This is Malay, and is probably a corruption of panjjang, "long," i.e. "tall" = L. 58.]


Anklebone: F. 290.

Anklet: A 139.


Answer: blah-lāg (blah-leg), Söm. [Mal. balik, with infix -ē].


Answer, to: jahut, Mantr. Malac. [Mal. sahut].

Answer, to: bāntā, Sem. K. Ken. [Mal. bantah].


107. Ant: bēt, Tembi; phak (ph'ak), Kona. I. [cf. A 105 or 106?]


Ant: S 50.

110. **Ant, White** (Mal. anai-anai): awun (aun), Sem. Buk. Max.; rhu, Jak. Malac.; gauri (gā-riot), Sām.; gauri (gāriot), Sak. Kerb. [this last is given with meaning "to hold (tenir)", but should be opposite the next entry, viz. "termite"]; groitn, Jelai. Ant (spec. Mal. kēlengkink): mērung, Jak. Malac. [Mōo grin; Centr. Nicobar dābin (pr. dhāmin?), "white ant"].

111. **Ant, White**: anai-anai, Mantr. Malac.; inau, Serau [Mal. anai-anai]; B 143.

112. **Ant, Winged** (Mal. kalakatau): kikas (kiks), Sem. Buk. Max. [a Malay word?]


114. **Ant-eater**: kōnda', Bes. A. I.


117. **Antidote** (against ipoh poison): chuping (chooping); chuping, Ment. Stev.


120. **Anxious**: bimbang (bimbāh), Sām.; bímâṅ (bimbān), Sak. Ka.; bim-


Arise, to: A 156; A 190; G 15; S 429-430.


(c) To arise (to get up); to rise (Mal. bangkit): bë-kûi; bë-kû-i, Sem. Cliff. To rise (get up): kûi, kûy, Sak. U. Kam.; (Mal. bangun) bekût, bekûtû, Serau.


(e) To rise: kôsh (kôsch), Sak. Ra. To rise of the sun, lit. to "emerge": kâh or kâhë, ex. emphai kâh, "new-risen," Bes. K. L.

ARISE, TO: lek, Bes. Sep. A. I. To get up (from sleep): lek, Bes. Sep. A. I.; lô, Bes. Malac. To rise (Mal. bangkit): lek, Bes. Sep., e.g. lek jöng, Bes. Sep. A. I.; S 429; liak, Ben. New.; [?] B 399. "Rise, get up, go (you)!

etla de hái, Sak. U. Bert. [Khomr këk [pr. lök] [lök], "to lift," "to raise," cf. A 9; A 155; F 163? [cf. Bahmar lech, lek, "to go out," "to rise" (of the sun).]


(c) Forearm: chôrëk (chëh-rek), Sôm.; chôrek (chërehk), Sak. Kerb.; chôrek (chërehk), Sak. Ra.; chëregh or chëregh (tscherëg or tscherëg), Sak. Kor. Gh.


tongan (the second word = Mal. tangan, "hand"); Cham popall "arm").

(d) Upper arm: râpet, Kena. I.
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136. ARM; forearm: hual (hâl), Pâng. Jâlô. Upper arm: râhâb, Kena. II. 
[? Cf. Central and Southern Nicobar koalâ; Som Pê kowââ; Teressa kär (kôr); Car Nicobar kei—"arm."]

lêngân, Galâng, Bêdu. II.; rongân (zongân), Ben. Neâw. [Mal. lêngân, "arm," esp. "forearm"]. 
ARM: F 111; H 15; H 18.


139. ARMLET: gêlak (glâk), Sak. U. Kam.; gêlak (elak?; klag?), Sak. Kor. Gâ; glakâ, Jelai. Anklelet: 
glăng jêkâ, Jelai; F 220. Lines on the hand: gelang (kling), Sem. Bik. Max. 
Worm (Mal. channeling): gelang, Sem. Jarum; gelang (or 
gelaûng), Sem. Plât. [Mal. gelang, "armlet"; gelang-gelang, "worm," 
ssp.; Achiin, gêlêng, "bracelet;" gelâng, "worm;" Seîng k'lang, "bracelet;" gelang, "worm."]


ARMLET: R 133.

Wing of bird (Mal. sayap); lôdâ' (doubtful), Pâng. Sam. Mal. Gal.; H 1. 
(ê) Armepit (Mal. kêtîak): krâm- 

ARMS: I 36: K 47; W 65.

142. Aroid (Mal. birah, bira): biah 
(biah), Sem. Pa. Max.; brak, 
bragramo, Tembi; brakâ, Serau; 
brakâ, Darât [Mal. birah; birak]; 
L 32.

AROUND: O 67; R 160; R 192; 
T 266.


144. Arrang [?]. to (Fr. ranger): uba- 
manah (ouba - manah), Sak. Ra. 
Other: ubah (oubaâ), Sak. Ra.; 
A 121 [Mal. ubah, "to change"].

145. Arrive, to (Mal. sampai): ched 
(pr. chedd), Sem. Kedah; ched or 
chet (pr. chedd or chett), Sem. 
Jarum, Sem. Plût, ex. ched lawe' 
(Mal. sampai ka-rumah) = "to reach 

146. Arrive, to (Mal. sampai): ya-lêo 
or (leu?), Pân. Sam., Pân. Gal. 
To arrive (at the top): lâî, Sak. Ra.; 
ca. A 155?

Max. To arrive at: dôs, Bes. 
A. I.

148. Arrive, to: tiba, Sak. Per. (Plût 
or Leng{k}?); 4 N. Q. 101; tîba (tîbâ), 
Sak. Ra.; G 42; W 81 [Mal. tîba]. 
ARRIVE, TO: C 217-225; G 29; 
G 42; T 86.

ARROW: B 261; B 263; B 291- 
304; B 354; B 356; B 360; 
E 83.

ARROW, point of: E 65.

ARROW, shaft of: B 183.

ARROWS, to dip (in poison): D 112- 
113.

ARROWS, quiver for: Q 17-29.

ARROW CASE: B 31: N 42; Q 20;
Q 24; Q 26-27.

ARROW POISON: P 163-175. Arrow 
poison receptacle, P 175.

149. Arsenic: wang (uang), Sem. Buk. 
Max.; [Mal. warangan].

ARTERY: M 219.

150. ARTERY; pulse: jô (ju'), Sem. 
Buk. Max.

151. ARTERY; pulse: kâng (kaing), 

152. Aroan, fish, spec. Channa orient- 
alis: bakib, Sem. Buk. Max.; bakap, 
Bes. Songs.

152A. AROAN: hâuen (haïn), Sem. 
Pa. Max. [Mal. aruan; haruan].

ASAM durian: D 189.

153. Asam gêlûgur (fruit), Garcinia 
atroviridis: nâyô (na lu?), Sem. 
Buk. Max.; boh no' (buh nu'), Sem. 

ASAM PâYA (fruit): S 11.

154. Ascend, to (Mal. naik): (a) chuôh 
(pr. chu-ôh}; ya-chuôh, ex. chuôh 
ha-dông = Mal. naik ka-rumah, "I 
enter a house"; chuôh ba-chêbak 
= Mal. naik gunong, "to climb a 
hill," Pâng. U. Aringe; ya-chuôh, 
Pân. Sam, Pân. Gal. To climb 
up; to ascend: chuôh, ex. chuôh 
kabâdông (Mal. naik ka-rumah) = 
"enter the house," Pâng. K. Aringe.

(7) Ascend, to (Mal. naik): ya' hijáh (pr. hi-jáh), (of climbing a hill), Sem. Plús; hechhoi (hetchhoi), Sak. Kerb. To climb a hill: hechhoi (hetchhoi), Sak. Kerb. [cf. Kämér chòu [jau], "to rise" (of the tide)].


157. ASCEND, TO: nai, Sak. Ra.; naik, Bedu. II. To climb: naik, Bedu. II. To climb (a hill): nai, Sak. Ra. [Mal. naik]; A 6; C 165-167.

Ash: A 159-161; F 129; R 12.


158B. ASHAMED: sagur, Tembi, Seran [cf. and dist. D 122; F 49].


ASIDE: A 121; O 62; S 198.


163. Ask for, to (a thing); to beg: ayé, Sak. Kerb. [= A 162].


166. Ask for, to: sōi; chöi; hōi, e.g. chöi kih-oi, "I ask for a little"; sōi; nōi, e.g. sōi nis ha' öyn, "asked us for a light"; kasoi, e.g. kasoi hangkh, "ask him (for it)," Bes. Sep. A. I. [Tureng së; Khmér sëm [sum]; Kasang sanɔ, "to ask for"; but cf. Khmér suor; Sieng chuo "to ask (questions)""]; G 29.


168. Ask, to (a thing): pëintsâ (puñintsâ), Söm. To demand (ask for): mintai, Mant. Bor. [Mal, pinta; minta].


170. Assist: S 244-246; S 265-266.

171. Assistance: H 73.

172. assured: V 12.


174. Astonished: D 56; S 522, 523.


177. At: on; päl, Sem. Cl. [? = B 200; cf. Mon pha, "with"].

178. At: mo, Söm. To; towards: ma', Sen. Cl., Tem. Cl.; A 6; A 8; F 291.

179. At; in; on (Mal, di): kën, e.g. hë gi kën te nyun dökë (derka) jih, "sit you upon the ground near this house," Sem. Cl. From (Mal, déri): kën, e.g. eng pai bôl kën rê, "I have just arrived from downstream," Sem. Cl.; A 8.

180. At: (a), ku (kou), Sak. Kerb. To; guu [?], Sak. Guat; ku-kai, Sak. Guat; A 9 [perhaps = A 77]. [Mon ku, kó [kuw], "to"; Bakkar kó, "to", "for", "in", etc.; cf. Sieng kou, Mon kam [kuim], "with."]

181. At: in; ha, Bes. K. Lang.; A 5. 6. To: ha, Bes. Malac; ha, e.g. jën ha öyn, "give to me"; (to indicate the object, in some cases) e.g. Batin padoyo ha öyn, "the Batin ordered me," Bes. Sep. A. I.; R 84. Towards: ha, Bes. Sep. A. I. With: ha, Bes. Malac. With; against: ha; hang, e.g. hang këk, "with him," Bes. Sep. A. I.; T 53. To want (?): ha, e.g. öyn ha-chok mëri ha-nëcht chim, "I want to go to the forest to snare birds." Bes. K. Lang.

At: A 5.

At once: B 145.

Atap: R 164-168.


186. Atrophy: T 70.
182. **Attack, to**; B 213.

**Attach, to**; B 213.

182. **Attack, to**; B 213.

183. **Attack, to**; B 100.

**Attack, to**; deri (dérí), Sak. Kerb.


**Attic**; B 100.

**Attitude**; F 246; G 63.

185. **Augment, to**; to increase: toko, Malt. Bor. To increase: toko, Mantr. Cast. [Mal. tokok].

186. **Aunt**; gòmò (gómòk), Bes. Her.; gómò, Bes. Sep.; M 192-194; O 23; S 282.


187A. **Authority**; kusâ (kouâ), Sak. Ra. [Mal. kuasa].

188. **Average** in size or looks (Mal. sôdèrhoana); kôch' mole' (koch' mulik), Sem. Buk. Max.; S 284 [Mal. këchhil; "small"; molek, "beautiful"]; G 63.


190. **Awake, to** (Mal. chêlek); ya-pôh, Sem. Kedah. To open the eyes (Mal. chêlek); ya-pin (pr. pìn), ex. chû med pin [=trans. of Mal. prov. si buta (باحرا) chêlek], the blind man opens his eyes," Pang. Sam. Pang. Gal. To rise; to get up (Mal. bangun); ya-pipôh, Pang. Sam. Pang. Gal. To rise; to arise (Mal. bangun); ya-pong (pr. poîng), Pang. Sam. Pang. Gal.

191. **Awake, to** (Mal. chêlek); ya-chingang, Sem. Plus. To wake; to open the eyes (Mal. chêlek); ya- chengang med (pr. medd), Sem. Jarum. Sem. Plus; E 83. To watch (Mal. jaga); ya- chengang, Sem. Jarum; ya- chi-wang or chi-wang medd, Sem. Plus; E 83.

192. **Awake, to**; ngak, Sem. Beg. [Mon nguh,"to awake out of sleep"; Khmer phâchâk [phâchâk], "to wake up with a start," from phêak [fâk], "sudden movement"; Alak ngo, "to awake"]; A 131, A 156, W 10.


194A. **Handle of axe**; A 197; B 345.

195. **Axe, stone**; dan, Sem. Stev.; S 466. Flat side of stone axe; B 147. Round side of stone axe; S 466.

196. **Axe, stone battlefield**; san, Sem. Stev.

197. **Axe-handle, peculiar kind of**; gandî-u (gan-di-u), Sem. Stev. [the -u is probably the grd pers. sing. pronoun]. Back of the blade of a weapon; gannê (gannay), Sem. Stev.

---

**Baby**; B 448; C 101-108.

1. **Bachelor**; unmarried; single [Mal. bujang]; ju-leh, Sem. Cliff. [?] Cf. Khmer liv [liw]; Central and Southern Nicobar illâ, "bachelor."]

2. **Bachelor**; unmarried; lang-lâb, Kerbat.

3. **Bachelor**; unmarried man; pênganting, Jak. Ba. Pa. [Mal. pêngantin, "bridegroom"].


c) Back: iyuk, Sem. Craw. Gram. [perhaps a misprint for kiyu?]


Backbone: B 4. 5; B 336; B 339.

Backwards: B 165.

7. Bad: bêlög, Sem. PLUS. [See P 143.]


(b) Bad: jëtun (jeut), Galang; jëyt, Barok; jëht, Bes. Sep. A. I.; jëha’t (jëhëat), Bes. Her.; jëha’t (jëha’t), Bedu. II.; jahat, Jak. Malac.; [djahat], Sak. Kor. Gb. [Mal. jahat].


Bad: A 86; 87; G 65; G 67-68; S 190; W 1034; W 150.

Bag: S 1.

11. Bag or wallet (for betel, etc.): = Mal. bujam sirih: chog (pr. chogg), Sem. Kedah.


Bake, to: B 468.


Ball, musket: G 130.

COMPARATIVE VOCABULARY OF


28. BAMBOO, kind of: semeng, Sem. Stev. A special kind, used for the outer case or sheath of the blowpipe (yâ'), is called têming (?=Mal. têmi-


34. BAMBOOS, split (for bed): ecoh (etcoh), Sak. Kerb.

35. BAMBOOS, split: ire (iré), Sak. Ra. [Cf. Mon kärek, tärrek, "to split," e.g. tun [dun] kärek, "split bamboo."]

36. BAMBOOS, split: pélupô (pôloupô), Söm. [Mal. pélupoh].


38. BAMBOO tongs: tin-teb, Sem. Stev. [Cf. Bahmar tep (têp), "to take between the thumb and first finger"; or Bahmar khep; Mon dâkêp; Khamer tangkiep, "tongs."]


43. BANANA: plantain: jöö, Rasa; tìök (tiérk), Sêrting; diok, U. Ind.; yok, Besisi coll. Nya. [Khamer chek: Annâm chuô, chuôk, "banana."]


47. BANANA (plantain): sênîyôn, Kena. II; Coconut: sênîyôn, Kena. II.

COMPARATIVE VOCABULARY OF

Plus; têlui jai (têlou jai), Sak. Kerb.; B 42; pisang jãl (pisang djê), Sak. Ra.; B 49. [Bakunar jol, ju; Stienj ju, "wild banana."]


Band (round the head): H 57.

Bandolier: R 133.


Bank (of river): R 145, 146.


60. Bark, to: šalak, Mantr. Malac. [Mal. salak].

61. Barter: exchange: nêchetôt (nêchetôt), Sêm. [? cf. Khner ūmu or chuôun, "to trade"].


Baru (tree): N 50.

62A. Basket: chuël, Dararat.


64. Basket, for carrying on the back: hineom, Sem. Stev.; sentong, Bes. Songs.


70. Basket: bakul, Sak. U. Kam., Jelai (bakoul), Sêm.; (bakoul), Sak. Ra., Sak. Kerb. [Mal. bakul]; C 34, 35; R 133; R 136.


75. Bat: sêkâ, Jak. Malac.


77. Bat, Fruit-, (flying-fox): kompou, Jak. Malac. [Mal. kolompang is noted as the equivalent in B 79; but I cannot find the word in the dictionary].

78. Bat, Fruit-, (flying-fox): kuak'ung,
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79. BAT, FRUIT-, (small kind) : kēlēsa (Mal. kolompang), Man tra. Malac. Nyu.


81. Bathe, to, jelai? (jēl ...), Sem. Beg.; (jail). [Probably the same word as "enlai": the form in Sem. Beg. indicates that two letters have been omitted in printing; probably they were "ai" or "ei," and the word ought to be "jelai." Tomlin and Newbold copied the error. Cf. Central Nicobar. kolaih, kolaih, "to bathe." Perhaps S 544 is the same word.]


83. Bathe, TO, hum, Bes. Malac.: hum, e.g. chok hum, "to go and bathe"; hum dōi, Bes. Sep.; W 30. [Bahmar, Cherh hum; Taren hōm; Bolovan hōm; Sedang hōm; Halang lōum; Stieng hōm; Mon hum dāi? [hū dāk]: also Boloven, Niāhūm; Lāh, hōm; Alah, Kāseng uam; Halang uam; Sedang hōm; "to bathe."] G 43; W 34.

Bathing-place: T 213.

84. Batter, TO, lempheh, Bes. Songs; P 203.

Bawl, TO, S 175-178.

85. 8awung (fish spec.) Dangilia lineata: kātim (katim), Sem. Pa. Max.


89. Be, to, mo-ah, Sem. Beg.; moa, Ben. New. To be; to become; being: mo' (mu'), Sem. Pa. Max. To become: mo, Sak. Kerb. To be; to have: mo, Som.; mo, mo, Sak. Kerb. To be: moh, Tem. Cl. Is; has: moh, Sak. Plu. Clifford; mong, Sak. Blanj Cliff. To be: mēng? (māng), Sen. Cl. To be; to have: mong (mōh); māng (māh), Sak. Ra.; maung, Sak. Martin. To have (= past aux. = Mal. ada): māng (māh), Sak. Ra. To be; there is (Mal. ada): moh, Tembī; mong, Seruau, Darat, Jelai. Not to be; there is not (Mal. tiada): to moh, Tembī; to pē mong, Jelai. Not to be; there is not; there is no more (Mal. tiada; habis): pe mong [original seems to read, he mong]. Darat. I have: éng moām, Sak. Tap. To become: bēng; beng. Sen. Clifford. To be born: meng, Kena. I. Remain in the house: mang pa-dūk, Sak. U. Kampa. To sit: mōin, Tembī. [Khmer mēam [mān], "to be, to have"; So mī, maimi, "to have"; Mon māng [māng], "to remain"; Niahōm māng, "to stop." ]
comparative vocabulary of

cp. lem hē' cheg uı' (= Mal. sudah kita tikam dia, "we have stabbed stabbed him"), Sem. Kedah; B 87; Y 41.


(b) To be; to have?: ada, Sak. Ra. [Mal. ada; but the forms beginning with d'- are nearer to Mon tāh [dah], "to be"].

98. Be, To; to be: lōh, Mant. Bor. e.g., lōh orang tai, "there are people." To have: laog, Mantr. Cast.

99. Be, To; to have: isi, Mant. Bor. To be: isi, Mantr. Malac.

100. Be, To; ha, Mantr. Malac., e.g. the master has come (or is here) tuan nin ha, Mantr. Malac. Here he is: nin ha, Mantr. Malac.

101. Be, To; is: there is: ti, Sak. U. Kam.; R 67.

beads: E 83.


beak: S 329.


106. Bear: chēgūm, Jak. Mal. (Pant. Kap.). [cf. Cham changau; Achin. chāgē [chagau]; Bāhūrī hōgū; shōgū (kögäu); Chūri sh'kāu (x'kāu); Annau gau' Alāk chākā; Lāv chōgāo, "bear"].


108A. Bear: talōk, Tembi.


112. Bear, to; to support (Mal. tahan): dāk, Sen. Cl.; B 396; E 66, 67. To bear children: C


117. Beard: janghap (jianghap), Sak. Ra. [cf. Mal. janggut, but cf. C 113]; D 98; H 1, 2; M 198.


120. Beast, wild: merga, Söm. [Mal. merga]; A 90, 91; B 110; F 218; T 139.

121. Beat, to: C 295, 296; S 495-497.


122. Beautiful: oh, Sem. Papier; G 63; G 65.


123. Because: sëbáb (süáb), Sak. Ra. [Mal. Ar. sabbab]; A 187; B 152; H 39; T 54; W 77; W 79.


127. Become, to: jadi (djadi), Söm.; jadi (djadi), Sak. Ra. [Mal. jadi]; B 87, 88.


140. Honey: ayu lëbôh, Blau. Rem.; aier lëbôh, Bedu. II.; aier lëbôh, Jak. Lem.; aier lëbe, Barôk; W 33; manisan lëbôh, Bedu. II.; manisan lëbôh, Jak. Semb.; H 122 [Mal. lëbôh, "bee"].

Kap. Lem.; R 76; W 34. [Batak uwâni; Bugis awâni; Mangkasar bâni; Timor, Roti jânì; Bima âni; Katingan bânyi (banjje); Samfît binâni (binanie); Jarai honi; Achnin unoi, "bee"; Cham hâni, haning, "honey."]


140. Beex, small wild: (sp. Mal. kelulut), Trigonia: shâht, Bes. A. I. [bahnor shût (xût); Boloven, Nia- hîn, Alâk shût (xût); Sadang xut; Kuseng xût; Halang sût; Stieng xût; Chôl shût (xut), shuût (xût), "bee."]

Beex: B 110; H 135; W 25.


Bees' wax: W 47-51.


143. Beetle: (a) kêmôr (kômor), Sak. Kerb. Insect: kêmôr (kômor), Sâm. kêmôr (kômor), Sak. Kerb.; kêmûr, Serang. Insect: worm (Mal. ulat): kêmôr, Tembi; kêmôr, Serau. Maggot: kêmông (kmông), Sak. U. Kam. White ant: kemuan, Tembi; kemô, Serau [or Tembi]. (b) Caterpillar; worm (Mal. ulat), kêmô, (kmô), Sem. Pa. Max.; Sem. Buk. Max.; (spec. Mal. ulat bulu): kêmô sok (kmô sok), Sem. Pa. Max.; kêmô sog (doubtful), Pang. U. Aring; S 1.: kamai (pr. kamai?) or kamai jelik, Sem. Jarum, Sem. Plus; ile' kêmô? (ail' kmâl), Sem. Buk. Max., [this last must surely be for kêmô ile', else it means 'hairs of the caterpillar']; T 94; (spec. Mal. ulat nangka), kêmô nangka' (kmô nangka), Sem. Pa. Max. Abscess of the teeth: kêmô pênek? (kmô pênek?), Sem. Buk. Max.; T 168; T 170. [There are a number of insect names which appear to be in some way connected with the above: e.g. Khmer khmor [khmû], "cricket"; khmaut [khmût], "black winged insect which gnaws wood"; Bahnar kômôt, "moth" (Fr. eiron); Chôl kômôsh (kômôx), kômôh; Stieng kômiet, "maggot" (Fr. charançon); Stieng kômuon, "beetle" (Fr. espèce de cerf-volant); Mon thâ, "beetle"; khâmô, châmô, "insect"; Bahnar shamot (xamot), "bug"; Achnin kamûwê, "white ant"; and cf. M 180 and W 25.]

144. Beetke: kumbang, Tembi, Serau, Jelai; kumbang (kômbâ), Sak. Ra. [Mal. kumbang; B 143 (a) may possibly be connected]; B 141.

144A. Beetke: harang-harui, Sem. K. Ken.; cf. A 110?


150. Before: to a ; a 162-168.


151. Beginning or foot: to'm ; tom, Bes. Sôp. ; tâm or ta'm, Bes. K. L. [Probably identical with T 203, which see.]


154. Beginning: R 176 ; T 203.

155. Behind: dong yô, Sak. Kérô ; ti-nuyô (ti-nuyô), Sôm. ; A 45 ; B 4-5.

154A. Bélandas ("untattooed Belendas"): au (ow), Sem. Stev. [This cannot be a name applied to real Bélandas, as they live a long way off from the Sêmang. Probably it refers to Sakais of the northern group. Stevens appears to have misspelled the term Bélandas to the Sakais generally.]


156. Belch, to: gër - m, Sak. U. Kam.


158. Belief; to believe: páchhâya (pachhâya'), Sem. Buk. Max. To believe: ya' châyâ' or páchhâya', ex. yë mengid têpáchhâya', "I don't believe (it)," Sem. Kedah ; përsëria (persëri), Krau Em. To disbelieve: pe he pérchhâya' (perchhayak), Krau Em. Religious belief: pêrchhâya (perchhaya), Sôm. ; pérchhâya (perchhaya), Sak. Ra. ; pêrçhâyo (perchhâyo), Sak. Kérô. Doubt; to doubt: bie' pachhâya' (bi'il pchaia), Sem. Buk. Max. ; F 121 [Mal. pérchhâya, "to believe"]; M 71 ; T 77.

158A. Believe, to: intèras ; kerraas, Darat.


(8) Belly: ratoan, Ben. New. [Cf. Cham tryan ; tean ; Cancho, Rodf tean ; Chreal kajean ; Bisaya, Sangir tian ; Iranun, Dusun, Sulu tian (Sulu acc. to Haynes]
tián; Menado tijan, "belly"; cf. Achín, tién, "foetus."


162. BÉLLY: (a) bûlang, Kena. I. [cf. Sicób, Ba Mâli, Lîrvng, Long, Pokun baré, "belly."]

(B) BÉLLY: bêtêng, Tan. Sag. [Malang, Kenyah (Lepu), Kalâbit bôtak; Malok, Lepu Sauer bôtâng; Biaju Dayak bêtêng; Tidang bantang; Javan. wêtêng; Sunda. bêntoung; Bugis wâtang; Mangkásar batang; Lampóng betang, "belly."]


164. BÉLLY: (a) lê-poch, U. Cher.; lêpôt, Serîng; lîopoth, U. Ind.; lépôn, Bed. Chang. Stomach: lê-poth, Berâ. [Has been explained by Hervey as by metathesis of pérut, quâritá-re-poth; sed quarte.]

(B) BÉLLY: pêrâ, Sak. Martin; pêrây (pêkhot), Barok; pérut, Mantr. Malac., Jak. Malac., e.g. "my belly is pinched with hunger," pêrut gîntûng o-heh lapar, Jak. Malac. [Mal. pérut]; G 75; H 116; I 115; N 18.


Beloved: D 57. 58.


Belt: B 214; G 25-27; R 38, 39; R 183.
168. Belt, for blowpipe quiver: châş (chora), *Stn. Stev.*
169. Belt, for blowpipe quiver: tûn,
170. Belt for quiver: bognang, bögnan
(bognâ, bögnan), Sak. Ra.
171. Bêmân paya (shrub): amin gûl
172. Bêmian putê (tree), ? Clinitogyae
Bêmân paya (shrub): tâlah gûl
For the spec.*Mal. bêmân jêchak (?).*
the Malay epithets to the generic
word tâlah.

173. *Bend;* curve: antioh (antioh),
*Sem. Buk. Max.* Reach of a river:
antiau (antiau), *Sem. Buk. Max.*
[Mal. rantauch, "bend or reach of
river"] ; C 24. 25.

174. *Bend, to* (trans.): yam; *Bej. Song.*

175. (a) *Bend, to;* round; arch: kêladong (kladong), *Sem. Buk. Max.*
Corner; angle (*Mal. baliku*);
crooked; round; arch; circle:
kêladong (kladung), *Sem. Buk.
Max.* Bent; crooked; curved; to
bow down: kêlbong (klibung),
*Sem. Buk. Max.* Crooked (*Mal. bengko*):
kêlrong or kleng-kong, *Sem.
Jarum.* Hollowed; pitted with
holes: kêlum (klum), *Sem.
Buk. Max.* Frizzled, of hair (*Mal.
keteng*): kêlangol, *Pang. Sam,
Pang. Gal.*
(b) Crooked: kion (kiôn); kiun,
*Sem. Pa. Max.* Curly; crooked:
ki'au' (kiu'n), *Sem. Buk. Max.*
S 221. Curly: tênyut (tût), *Sem.
To crawl: kîwe? (kijud)?; kiwe?
(kiuit), *Sem. Pa. Max.* Coiled:
gwe'-gwe'; kîwên, *Bej. Song.*
Crooked (*Mal. bengko*): klâ-thâh,
Cliff.* Crooked (of limbs?): kîlwił'
(kiulul), *Sem. Buk. Max.* Knotted:
kîwel (kiul?), *Sem. Buk. Max.*
Swelling of the joints: saii kîwel?
(st-eel kîwel), *Sem. Stev.*
(c) Bent; crooked: wâkâ, *Tembi,
Darat; wâk, *Serau* [or Tembi (?)]
; bîwôkâ, *Serau.* Curvature: ulûn
(ouân), *Sak. Ra.* Hunchebacked:
uan (ouan), *Sak. Ra.* [Cl. Achin,
kiyang-kiwot; "kiyang-kiwot, "to
move in curved lines"; kiwot,
"bent"; *Mon* wen, "crooked,"
"to be crooked"; kàwên, "to
curl"; waing [wuing], "a hoop";
*Baknar* ulû, "curve"; pûul, "to
bend"; saum, "with distorted
limbs"; uring, "turning," "mov-
ing in a circle"; uit; uit uring, "to
roll into a round shape"; pûûit,
pûûing, "to take a roundabout
path"; uûng, "bend" (in a road
or stream); *Khuûr* ôn, "to bow";
vieng [wien], "way round," "sin-
uous"; vien [wien], "in coils";
khuîn [khuîn], "spiral"; *Boleven
tavcân; *Niahîn tuîwàn; *Alak
tâwên*, "curve"; cf. V 24.]

176. *Bend, to;* curly: ke' (kî'), *Sem.
Buk. Max.*

177. *Bend, to;* bowed: (a) pako'-pako',
*Bej. Song.* Crooked: bêng-kong,
*Sak. Blanj. Cliff.* Curvature (*Fr.
courbe*): bengko (benko), *Sôm.*
bingkô (binko), *Sak. Kerb.* [Mal.
bengko].
(b) Hunchbacked: bakandô, *Sak.
Kerb.*; pangkhâm, *Bej. K. L.*
bongko (bòkko), *Sôm.* Crooked:
bongko].
(c) Covered with lumps; knobby:
tungku-tungku, *Bej. Song.*

178. Bent and bowed: rongko'-royon,
*Bej. Song.*

179. Bent out sideways: juntul-juntul,
*Bej. Song.*

180. With twisted feet: pia chan di
Max.*; F 220; I 17.

181. With twisted feet: hûrûd chân
(hirud chan), *Sem. Pa. Max.* Dis-
torted in the legs or fest: hûrûd
F 220 [Mal. erut].

*Beneath: B 165-167; E 12.*

181a. *Bengku?* (tree spec.): lembây,
*Bej. Song.*

**Bent:** B 175-181; S 226, 227;
S 541; W 21.

182. *Bórrangana bâbi* (tree spec.): 'long
brêh; brês, *Bej. Sep.*

183. *Bértam* palm, *Eugeissona tristis*:
chêmâk (chmbâk), *Sem. Pa. Max.,
Stev.* Shaft of blow-gun dart (made
Plus.*

183a. *Bërtam* palm: pédoh (pedoh);
beltop pédoh, *Serau*; pédâr bentak,
*Sak. Em.*; B 184.

Kam.* Atap (thatch): bêtam
(bêtam), *Sak. Ra.* [Mal. bêtam].
Beside: R 100; S 198.
Bespatter, to: S 409.
Best: G 65; G 68.
Betel: E 37.
Betel: jé-rák, Sen. Cliff.; jérek², jera², Jerai; jera, Seraw, Darat; jérák, Sak. Em.; jera, e.g. "do you plant betel here?" mang he chôd jera pedih? Krua Em.
Betel-bag: B 11-13; B 15.
Betel-nut: A 125-128.
Betel-nut cutter: K 47; P 106.
Betel wallet: B 11-13; B 15.
Betrothed: F 90.
Better: G 65, 66; G 71.
199. Between: M 100.
201. Between: enchope (enchope), Sak. Kerb.; E 76; I 72; M 99; S 198.
Beware, to: A 193.
Beyond: R 83; S 198; T 51.
Biceps: A 134; A 135; E 42.
Bidan (bird spec.): H 78.
Thick (Mal. kasar): na mânu' (namênu), Tembi. A big boy; a youth: mânu (mênu), Tembi. Forest (Mal. rimba): menug, Tembi. [probably this should go under H 91]; see F 43. [Cf. Mon jëmmôk (from jûnô), "great."]


208. Big: ra-tul, Bera [connected with B 205].

209. Big; large: bandong, Kena. J. [connected with B 210].


211. Big: D 66; F 35.


Binding (of axes, blowpipes, quivers, etc.): A 140; B 213, 214; R 39.

Binturong: B 113.

Comparative Vocabulary of


H. P., P. 56.


Owl: chiam (tchém), Sém. Pigeon: chiam (tchém), Sém.; chieb (tchep—tschep), Sak. Kor. Gh.; Female Argus phaenopt: chieb, Sem. Stev. Swallow: chiam, Bes. Stev. Ugly; rotten (Mal. burok): chieb, Seruau. [Clearly a confusion arising from similarity of sound of Mal. burok and burong.] [Mon kā'chim (kā'chē)]; Redt, Annam, Cham chim; Akinch, chichim; Canco xim (pr. chim?); Chrlai kchim; fjarai chim; Sedang, Halang, Kasengchêm; Sue hem; Bahmar shem (xem); Cuo' chêm-ru; Phnong sum; Prou chêm; Boloven, Niahin, Lavo chim; Alak chim; Suk kiem; Xong, Huet chim; Steng chum; Trao sim; Kha Bitchin; Selungkèyôm (keckyoam); sisom, “bird.” Khmer chip [chiih]; “sparrow,” probably goes with T 349. Car Nicola hchhôc, “bird,” “may perhaps belong here, but the equivalents “shihchùa” in the other dialects (Sem. Ph. shihchùa) make it at least doubtful. Undoubted cognates are Khâsi (Standard and Synteng) ka sim; Lyngngam sim; Wâr ka ksem; Polau an hsim, sim, “bird”; San-tali sim, “cock.”

216A. Bird: kalabok, Rasa [cf. B 215; but cf. also B 482].


221. Bird (sp.): kalau; chim kalau, Bes. K. L.

222. Bird (sp.): chim kalongkoit (described as the tiger's jackal: they say that if it sings "kalong-kalokwg kwom" the tiger is at hand, but if "koit-koi chonggo," it is only a pig. The bird is said to sit upon the tiger's back), Bes. Sep.

223. Bird (unidentified, perhaps=chim kiviyau): kûkêâu; chim kivua, Bes. K. L.


225. Bird? (sp.): seg-wog (a kind of bird?), ex. surau halo, surau segwog, "the lizard cries, the—bird cries," Pang. Sai.

226. Bird (sp.): ténabol, ex. kawau ténabol wonw bâbarr, "the ténabol bird has (——?) young ones," Pang. Teliang.

Birth: C 101-106.

Birth demon: D 91.

Bison: C 54-58.

227. Bite, to (Mal. gigit): (a) ya' lahet (pr. la-bett), Sem. Plus [but see S 144].

(b) Bite, to: lihap, Kena. I. To eat: jâhâp, Kena. I. [Por hop: Old Khmer, Xong hoh, "to eat."]

228. Bite, to (Mal. gigit): ya' kâb (pr. ya' kâb), Sem. Jarum; ya-kâb (also used of snake-bites, tiger-bites, etc.), ex. jekob ô-kâb chyas yê kêtê hâlât, "a snake has bitten my hand and I shall die," Pang. U.

229. BIITE: TO: gadin, Sorting; kagekung, Bes. Sep.; kage, Bes. Malac. [7 = B228].


231. BIITE, TO (of a snake): katop; pëtot, Bes. Sep. [Mal. patoh?].


(c) Gambier: këtêt? (ketai), Ben. New. [Central Nicobar tăak (tëak); cf. Bahnar, Stêng täng; Mon katang; Annam däng, “bitter.”]

BITTER: G 7.


238. BLACK: sâyä (säyä), Kena. 1.


Charcoal: zémzéd? (zumzaid),
Ben. New.; [see H 65; H 116],
241. Black: (a) heram, Bes. Bell; hirâPm; herâPm, Bes. Sêf. A. I.; hîrûm, Bes. Malac. [cf. Kawi hîrêng; Javan irêng].
Blackness: hitam, Ben. New. [Mal. hitam, a variant of the last]; G 114.
241A. "Black and blue," as a bruise (Mal. lêbam): dôr, Tembi.
241B. "Black and blue": lêbam, Jelai [Mal. lêbam].
Blêr-eushed: E 83.
245. Blind: buta, Sak. U. Kam.; bûta (butak); bûta (butak), Tembi; bûta, Serav [Mal. buta]; D 22; E 83; W 98.
Blossom: B 445; B 448, 449; F 186-193.
254. Blotches on the skin (Mal. panau):

255. **Blow, to:** nya (nya), Sak. Kor. Gb. [♀-B 390].

256. **Blow, to (Mal. puput):** (a) ya-pōt. Pang. U. Aring; ya-pōd, Pang. Sam, Pang. Gol.; pūn (pūn (d)), Sak. U. Kam.; G 42; tēpōs; tēpōs or tēpūnas, ex. 8' tēpōs wong bēkau, "they blow about?", the young flower - blossoms," Pang. Tēliang [meaning doubtful]. Blowpipe put, U. Tem.; sē-put, U. Cher. To shoot with a blowpipe: pūh or ya-pūh, Pang. Retiham; putpūh (pout-pout; pout-pout), Sak. Ra.; ameputput, Darat; pūat, e.g. "please show me how men shoot with the blowpipe," chōba tēniol en rêlok mai pūt, Jelai; bi-pūh; hi-pūh, Sen. Cliff.; G 42. To extinguish: tēput (tōput), Sōm; nāput (nōput), Sak. Kerh. Breath (Mal. nafas): pōd (pr. pōd), Sem. Jarum. To winnow (Mal. tampa), ya-pōt, Pang. Sleat. Air: pās, Sak. U. Kam. Storm: pōsh, Sak. Ra.; pōs, Tembī; pōs or pōs, Seru; pāa (phē), Sak. Ra. [This word is given as = Mal. ribut, but the collector uses the French word gale, which means scabies, and is clearly wrong.] Wind: pas (pouss), Sōm; hipoi, Tembī; poi, Darat, Sak. Seng. Krau Em., e.g. "this wind is pleasant," poi bār dīl, Krau Em.; pāi; pul, Sak. Em.; pōh (bōh), Sak. Martin; pōhāi, Kena. I.; poihe, Tan. U. Lang.; pāa (pōē), Sak. Ra. [These words seem to be ultimately connected with Achin. put, Mal. puput, "to blow," but they are not Malay loan-words; cf. Mon paik (pouk), "to blow (as the wind)"; Stieng pōk; Kham bāk (pr. bāk?) (pak), "to fan," "to blow"; cf. Bugis sāpū; Mangkasar sāpū; Bulu sēput; Ngauju Dayak sipet, "blowpipe"; and cf. Boloven, Niahon, Lave, Haleang pāt; Alāk āpāt; Barghar pat, tōpāt, "to extinguish"; and see also B 390.] W 112.


259. **Blow the nose, to (Mal. hingus),** ya-batog (?), Pang. Sam, Pang. Gol. [Mal. batok, "cough"]. To blow: C 253; W 97; W 112. To blow up the fire: B 467.

260. **Blowpipe:** päničhul, Sem. Plus.

261. **Blowpipe:** (a) balu, Sem. Ij.;

262. BLOWPIPE: sêlîgi sémâmû (sêlîgi sémâmû), Blam. Ren. [Mal. sêlîgi, "javelin"; sâmambû, "Malacca cane"].


268. BLOWPIPE join (esp. the join of the outer case or sheath of the blowpipe): chêmârtêm (pr. chêmârtêm), Sem. Plur.

269. BLOWPIPE tube (the bamboo tubing which is fitted over the two middle ends of the inner blowpipe tube to join them): charem (pr. charem), Sem. Plur.

270. BLOWPIPE, longer part of inner tube of: isi (isî-ee, esse), Sem. Stev. Short part of inner tube: isi-i (isî-ee-o0; esse-oo), Sem. Stev. [cf. F 170].

271. BLOWPIPE mouthpiece: akong, Sem. Stev. [? = P 223].


(b) Wood for mouthpiece of blowpipe: têbông (têbông), Sak. Kerb.
(c) Bracelets: tâ-ben (pr. tâ-bêhn or tâbêhn), Pang. U. Aring.
273. BLOWPIPE, carved ring-marks round the outer case or sheath of: *ner-ner* (or *nger-nger*) (*pr. nār-ória* or *ngār-ngār*), *Sem. Kedah.* Nick round the shaft of a blowpipe dart just above the ipoh, which enables the point to break off in a wound: *nger-ngār* (*pr. ngār-ngār*), *Sem. Kedah.*

274. BLOWPIPE, carvings on: *grūt,* *Bes. Malac.*


281. BLOWPIPE, cleaning-rod: *mēnēyap?* (*munney yap*), *Sem. Stev.*; *jēngehēk,* *Bes. K. Lang.*; *jēn-hek,* *Bes. A. I.*

282. BLOWPIPE, cleaning-rod: *kalto;* *kalto,* *Sak. Kerb.*

283. BLOWPIPE, cleaning-rod: *rokanang* (*rokanān*), *Sak. Ra.*


286. BLOWPIPE wadding (*Mal. tukas*): *nal;* *ndl;* *hendal,* *Bes. Sep. A. I.*


288. BLOWPIPE, tree yielding wadding for: *jāk* (*diēk,* *Sak. Kerb.*

289. BLOWPIPE wadding: *gētē* (*ghōtē*), *Sak. Ra.*

290. BLOWPIPE wadding: *kabōng* (*ka- bóŋ*), *Sōm.* (*Mal. kabong, Arenga saccharifera*).


292. BLOWPIPE arrow: *bēl,* *Sak. Sel. Da.*


295. BLOWPIPE arrow: point of: *ng-nyess,* *Sem. Stev.* Shaft of blowpipe dart: *layōs* (*pr. layōs*); (*it is made of bértam stem*), *Sem. Kedah.* Point of a sword: *inges-u* (*ing-ess-oo*), *Sem. Stev.* (*The -u is probably the 3rd pers. sing. pronoun.*)

296. BLOWPIPE arrow, point of: *ngo?*; *nyo?* (*fo,* *Sōm.*

297. BLOWPIPE arrow, point of: *choi,* *Sak. Kerb.*

297A. BLOWPIPE arrow, point of: *rang-chap,* *Rasa.*

298a. Blowpipe arrow, shaft of: mendas, Rasa.

299. Blowpipe arrow, shaft of: (a) kenioṅg or kenioṅg? (kenioṅ’n?); Sem. K. Ken.

300. Blowpipe, wood of which the arrow-shaft is made: langkap, Mantr. Malac. Cha. [Mal. langkap].


307. Blue: tras bātu', Bedu. II.; B 236; R 54, 55; W 68.


Boar: wild: P 73-90.


312. Boat: kupon, U. Kel. [P. Cf. Mon k'bang [k'bang]. “ship”; Selung k'bang, kebang; and perhaps Car Nicobar kopok, “boat.”]


Boat-pole: B 6.


322. Body: ē-kur, Sak. Plus Cliff. [Cf. Mon chāku [jāku], "body"; numeral coefficient of persons; see T 5.]


Body (of musical instrument: M 228.

Boil: A 11, 12; A 15; T 248.


331. Boil, to (Mal. rēbus): tom (pr. tōhm) or hatom, Sem. Sbeat; tohop, Sak. Ra. [Mon tō (pr. tōm); Khmer dām [tām]. "to cook by boiling"; Kon Tu dom, "to cook."]

332. Boil, to; vegetables: subāi; subāi, Sak. U. Kam. Dish of food; cooked food; curry [the original has "plat, cuisine," Mal. karī], subāi (soubāi), Sōm.; subāi (soubāi), Sak. Kerb. [Cham habāi, "to cook a stew"; Jarat hōbaī, "to cook"; ? cf. Bahnar, Halang pāi; Sedang pē, "to cook," especially "to boil"; and see B 334.]

333. Boil, to: mā'āh; mo'oh, Bes. A. I.

334. Boil, to, (food other than rice): bas, Kena. I. To boil: rēbus (rēbūs), Sōm., Sak. Kerb. [Mal. rēbus; but, for the first word, cf. also Boloven, Niakān buch; Alak būt; Mon bāh [būh], "to boil"; and B 332.]


Bought: B 485.

353. Bow (Mal. panah); ig (?), Sem. Kedah; ig, Sem. Ij. [in the MS. only]; ēg, Sem. Plus; ēg, Sem. K. Ken.; [arg], Sak. Plus Cliff.; ak, Sôm. Back of bow: ig, Sem. Stev. [Lemet ak (ac); Chrū a, "bow"; Siṃg ak, a tool used in preparing cotton before spinning it; Danaw ak; Riong ak, "bow"]; Alak ak, "cross-bow."]


355. Bow of bamboo: wuo (woodo), Sem. Stev. [Mal. busur; Jav. wusu.]


359. Bow, long point of: neowā (neowar), Sem. Stev. Short point of bow: neowā-u (neowar-oo), Sem. Stev. [This must be one of Stevens' blunders. The -u is probably the 3rd pers. sing. pronoun.]


361. Bow (feathered part of arrow of): prāg (prēg); prēg, Sôm.

362. Bowstring: R 38; R 173; R 183.

363. Bowstring, knot in a; notch in a bow for the string: chelos, Sem. Stev. [cf. (for the latter meaning) C 296].

364. Bowstring, to string a [?]: roping, Sem. Stev. To shoot with the bow: S 164.

Bow down, to: B 175.

Bowl: C 201, 202; C 290, 291; S 153.

Bowstring: B 357; B 362, 363; R 38; R 173; R 183.

364. Box: pētā (pōtāl), Sôm., Sak. Kerū., Sak. Ra.; pētā (pōtā), Sak. Kerū.; (petī), Darat; pētikā? (petīkā?), Serau [Mal. petī]; B 37; S 222.

Box, to: S 497.


Bracelet: B 272; R 133.


368. Brain (Mal. otak); lékem, Pang.

Branch: B 345-351; L 32; T 207; T 211; T 262.
Branched: B 352.  


374. Break, to (Mal. putus): ya' kêtis (pr. ya' kêtiss; of the parting of thread), Sem. Jarum; ya' kêtis (of the parting of thread) (pr. kêtiss), Sem. Plus; ya' kêtёs (pr. kêtës), Pang. Sam; ya' kêtёs (pr. kêtës), Pang. Galas; kêtёk, ketëk, Bes. K. Lang. To break (intrans.): kêtёk, Bes. A. 1. Easily broken; frail: kitoyq? (gitoyg), Sem. K. Ken. [Central Nicobar hentohi-nga, hentëk-nga; Bahmar kotek; Sieng têch, "to break" (as a string); cf. Khmer dach [tach], "breach". ]

(b) To break and scatter: pêchâh-plichit, Bes. Songs [Mal. pêchah]; C 296; R 60; T 112.


377. Break, to, out into buds (?) to swell [said to = Mal. bêr-buku-buku or bêrputik]: telepul, ex. telepul wong bêkau, "the blossoms break out (or swell)," Pang. Telung.


(c) Breast: dàdô, Söm.; da'dâ, Lebir, Kerbat, U. Cher.; dada,
ABORIGINAL DIALECTS


B 146, 147; B 161; C 89; G 13; H 64; S 186, 187.


(d) To drink: mong, Rasa [? cf. 386].


387. Breasts, female: (a) tuh, Bes. Malac. Milk: tuk, Pang. Belimb.; tūh, Bes. Sep. A. I.; thūh, Ben. New. [Mon tāh [tah]; Khmer doh [toh]; Siēng tōh; Bāhnār tōh; Central Nicobar toh; Southern Nicobar toh; Shom Pē tōa; Terais, Choura tōh; Car Nicobar tōh, "female breast"; Boloven, Niakhon, Alak, Lave, Kaseng, Ha-lang, Sedang tōh; Siēng kōtōh, "test"; Mon Dalek tāh [dāk tah], "milk."]


Breast-bone: B 146; B 336; B 380; S 198.

B 374: G 29. [Cham yuk, ayuk, "to blow"; Bahmar hip, "to blow" (with the bellows); Stieng hip, "to breathe."]


(b) To breathe: nihueh (nihuhiuh); nihueh (nihuhiuh), Sem. Pa. Max.; ying ma' hâi? (ting mihaï), hâi (hâi), Sem. Buk. Max.; nâbhos, Sem. Pa. Max. Alive; breathing (Mal. hidop berafâsas): nes-hus (nes-hus or nehus), Sem. Pa. Max. [I doubt this in these two words: they are possibly a mere device of writing, for ih, eh.]

c) To breathe: kaha, Bes. A. I. Air: kohoi (ko-hoi), Sôm.; [ko-hoi], Sak. Kerb.


390a. Breathe, to: (a) stôd, Sem. K. Ken.; B 388, 389; C 253.

Breathing: B 388.


391. Bridge: nesdûk (nes-doukh), Sôm.; (Mal. titi), dôrê, Sen. Cliff. To cross by a bridge (Mal. titi): he dâr, Krau. Em.: "you can cross this way," mang hem dor rendâka di, Krau. Em.: B 393 [cf. Mon khâtân [khâdân], "bridge "]

392. Bridge: lu (lou), Sak. Kerb. [B 391.]


393a. Bridge: jenoois (jenoeis), Sak. Em. [cf. B 346.]


Brightness: D 41; L 74; L 78.

395. Brightness: shining: lija' (lijak), Sem. Buk. Max. To dissolve: lija' (lijak), Sem. Buk. Max. Liquid (adj.): lija' (lijak), Sem. Buk. Max. [One of these meanings is doubtless a blunder: I do not know which is the right one. Probably "brightness," Mal. cha-haya, which has been confused with Mal. chayer, "liquid."]


Bahar iök, “to take”; but see C 28.
(d) To take; to take away (Mal. ambil): nyông (njông), Sak. Martin. Take (imper.), niông, Sak. Top.; G 42. [I am not sure that (a), (d), (c), (d) are all related, but cf. I. 1 and I.] [I doubt the connection of Mon neang [nang], "to bring."]
To bring: F 124.
To bring together: A 79.
Brinjal: S 339.
Bristle: T 94. 95.
405. Broad: bidang, Bes. Songs [Mal. bidang].
Broom: F 21.
**Comparative Vocabulary of**


**415. Brother:** elder: ploh, Sak. Plus Cliff; klō, Sak. Kor. Gh.; klō, Sōm.; klō (klo), Sak. Kerb. Elder brother [perhaps also elder sister]; kelok, Tembi. Elder brother; and Kermer phātan; phātan (phātan; phātan; Mi pung (pound), younger brother.”)

**416. Sister:** pertoye, Ben. New. (Is this for phē (per) tē ye, “my elder and younger sister,” B 414 + B 411 + 1 17?)


**420. Brother:** piāttn, U. Ind.


**422. Brother:** elder: mohōlok, Kena. I., Kena. II.

**423. Brother:** younger: tēk (tēk), Kena. I., Kena. II.


**425. Brother:** abōng (abeung), Galang; habang, Barok. Brother-in-law: ha’-bang, Lebir [Mal. abang, “elder brother”].


429. Sister, younger (Mal. adik); ajoj, Sem. Plus.


Brother-in-law: C 101; C 107; O 18; Y 41.

Brother-in-law: B 419; L 21; L 55-28.


432. Eyebrow: lâlis, Jak. Mad.; lâlis, Jak. Sim.

433. Eyebrow: dahi, Bed. Chiong; dahi', Bedu. II. Forehead: dé' (délik), Barok; tõgî (têr-gî), Sem. Cliff; tahâgîk, Serau; tahâgîk, Jelai. [Mal. dahi; but cf. also Stëng tangahi; Khmër thôngô, 'forehead'.]


436. Brush past, to: chok blenchong, Bes. Songs; G 43 [cf. Mal. lintas].


440A. Brushwood (Mal. semiak): yëbyû, Tembî.


443. Brushwood: rambun, Bes. Songs. To clear away brushwood: C 149-152.

444. Brute: B 118


446. Bucket of palm cloth (Mal. bangkar); têkal, Pang. U. Aring; timba', Sak. U. Kâm.; (timbok), Bes. K. Lang. To draw water [rather to ladle or bail, with a hollow vessel]: nimba, Mant. Bor. [Mal. timba]; H 116; S 149.


447. Bud: chinatol or chinactor (fr. chinctor), ex. ëkëmbông chinatol lang rengal, 'the buds swell along the stalks', Pang. Teliang.

448. Bud: blossom: pûtè (poutè), Sîm., Sak. Ra. Small; young: putek,
549. Bundle; thing; packet: balei, Söm. [Mal. bélit].
554. Burn, to: ongoyd (pr. ongødd), ex. ongoyd auss dông yè, "my house (was) burnt with fire," Sem. Jarum; bit-ngut, Sem. Cliff. [cf. Mal. hangat, hangus; or (more probably) Niahom göch; Lave göch, "to burn."]
556. Burn, to (roast): empharut (empærout), Sak. Ra. To roast: pàrâ, Sak. Kerb. Smoke: mapohot (mapohout), Sak Kerb. Plant (? plantation): perut (pørout), Sak. Ra. [Does this mean to clear land for a plantation by burning?]
558. Burn, to (trans.): (a) cho'okng, Bes. Sep. A. I.; cho'ong, Bes. K. L. To bake: cho'ong, Bes. Malac. To boil rice, mëncha-ông, Bedu. II. To roast: charáong, Kena. I. To

**COMPARATIVE VOCABULARY OF**


**Buffalo:** katidung, Ben. New. [Bugi, Mangkasur, tédong, "buffalo."]

**Buffalo:** padarikê (padarikay), Ben. New.

**Buffalo:** sía, Pant. Gak. Mant. [Probably from Mal. sial, "unlucky," the animal being taboo (e.g. in mines).]


**Bug:** kapinding, Bes. Songs [Mal. kapending].

**Build, to:** B 213; C 296; D 132, 133; D 135.


**Bull,** wild: C 57.

**Bullet:** S 466.

**Bullfrog:** F 269.


**Bullock's heart** (fruit), Anoma reticulata: nôná kápuri (nuná kprüi), Sem. Pa. Max. [Mal. nonah or nona kápuri (?)].
roast: cho'oknung, e.g. cho'oknung kah, "to roast fish," Bes. A. I. [cf. Món chérung [frung], "to bake"].

(a) Fire (Mál. api), bachom (ba-chom), ex. ba-chom lê-bôo [meaning not given; = "a big fire"], Sem. Jarum.

To light (a fire): nemchám (nem-çchâm), Sôm.; ya-châm (yâ-châm) âs; Sem. Pus.; ya chóm (yâ-chóm) âs, Pang. U. Arig, Pang. Sam.; ya-chöm âs, Pang. Gal.; chöm os yeh 'ng, Sem. Stev. [Môn châng [châng]; Siêng chhu; Bahnar xoh (pr. shoh), "to burn" (trans.); Khêm cchêh; "to burn" (intrans.); Alak, Lave, Niahon choh, "to light (a fire)."

469. BURN, TO: C 237; F 124; S 42-44.


471. BURN'T (Mál. têrêkâr), rês (pr. rês), Sem. Keodh. BURN'T; scalded: kenho'ng, Bes. Sep.


473. BURY, TO: ya-tanem, Pang. U. Arig [Mal. tanam]; B 462; D 66; D 107, 108; H 116; P 132.


475. BUT: têdoh ( tôdoh), Sôm.


477. BUT: kétapi (kôtâpi), Sak. Ra. [Mal. têtâpi].


479. Butt, TO (with a horn): H 126.


481. BUTTERFLY: chêmenom (pr. chê-menôm), Sem. Pus.

482. BUTTERFLY: awak (âôk or âûk), Sem. Buk. Max.

Large butterfly: âwâk, Bes. A. I.; âwâk or âwâ, Bes. K. L.

483. BUTTERFLY: bigô (bêgô), Sak. Kerb.


485. BUTTERFLY: kêrbâk, Sak. U. Kam.; (Mal. rama-rama) kêrbâ (kôrbâ), Sak. Ra.; kêrgau, Serâu.


486. BUTTOCKS (Mal. punggong): nyên-tal, Sem. Cliff.; ental (ental), Serâu; tân? (dân'), Sem. K. Ken.; chântong, Mantr. Mâlêc. BUTTOCKS: jangap, Darat, Jelai; A 118, 119; L 127; T 5; T 60, 61.

487. BUTTON: E 75; Q 29.


To exchange; to substitute; to hire; to lend; to borrow; value; reward; wrong: sêlek, Pant. Kap. Joh. [In the sense of "wrong" = B 10.]


[Mal. silîh, "to replace," "to compensate."]


Bought: tërbîl (terbîl), Bes. K. Lang.

To barter (Mal. tukar): bîl (blok), Tembi.

To sell: bêlî (bôlî), Sak. Kerb. [Mal. bêlî, "to buy"; but cf. Cham blei, "buy," pâblei, "sell," corresponding to Achn. bloi, publîô, respectively.]

E 23; S 95; Y 26.

By: K 31. By reason of; W 129.

C


Cackle, TO: C 281.

1. CAGE: sangkâ (sûhka), Sak. Kerb. [Mal. sangkar]; B 69.


8. Calf, wild: C 57.


10. Call, to: dē or yā-dē, “to call or summon,” Pong. Belimb. [cf. Andamanese Kede um tēi, “to call.”]

11. Call, to: chērūn (tchérōun), Sak. Ra.; ēn-chē-rēt, Sem. Chīf.; serhoy, Manthr. Cast. To call; to order (Mal. surōh tēriak): serhue (serhoue), serhoi, Sak. Kerb. To shout: chōrīk, Serau; chērīk, Jelai; en-cekrek, Darat. We call out to the moon, we call out to Rahu: ha chēngrū (chngru) gīchā, chēngrū (chngru) Rahū, Sak. U. Bert. [Khmer srēk, “to call out,” “to shout.”]


13. Call, to: bikai; bekai, Manthr. Bor.

14. Call, to: (Mal. panggīl); to send for; to invite (Mal. jēmpūt): yūmpūt, Sem. Chīf. [Mal. jēmpūt].


19. Calm: quiet (Mal. tēdōh): sōt, Sak. Ra.; S 222; S 305.

20. Caltrup: seauti? (se-owti), Sem. Stev.; H 137; S 141; T 94.


22. Can: to be able to: (a) bulō (boulo), Sak. Kerb.; (b) bōle, Sak. Kerb.; boleli, Sak. U. Kam.; N 69. (b) To procure: mēnule (mōnule), Sōm. [cf. Mal. bulēh, “can”; bōrulēh, “to get”; from W 129]; A 4; G 14; N 66.


27. Cape: bend of a river: tanjong
Carrying-pole: P 177.
Cartilage (of nose): N 98.
39. Carve or decorate, to (Mal. ukir): ya-kuchéd (e.g. a blowpipe or quiver), Pang. Aring, Pang. Sam, Pang. Gal. To write (e.g. on blowpipe), (Mal. tulis): kuchéd, Pang. U. Aring.
40. Carve, to (designs or objects): makali? (maklee), Sem. Stev. To cut rings (in something?): met-ti (mettee), Sem. Stev. [cf. M 14 or C 295].
41. Carve, to, or scratch designs: din, Sem. Stev. 
Carve meat, to: C 299.
Carved design: B 194; D 157; R 133.
42. Caryota (palm which produces blowpipe wadding), [Mal. "merdin"]: ri, Sem. Stev.
43A. Cash down (Fr. comptant): borsényi (borsófűl), Sak. Ra. [?=G 65 + Q 16]; E 24; G 66.
Cast (in the eye): E 83.
Cast away, to: F 120; R 60; T 106-114.
44. Cast out, to: sunteng, Bes. Songi.
Casting-net: N 43.
45. Cat (Mal. kuching): miu or méu, Sem. Jarum; méu or méo, Sem. Plus; M 98: nyan, U. Cher. [Onomatopoeic from M 98; but cf. Cuoi, ngéau; Kaseng, Kon Tu, Sud, Hulang, Buloven, Sedang, Stieng, Chiriu, Bahnar meo; Cham mâyû; Churu, Jarai méo; Annamese kon (con) méo; Selung meao, miâ (meaw), mâyûng (me-young), "cat."]
Cat: W 132.
CAT. wild: T 129-133; T 135; T 140.
Cataract (in the eye): E 83.
"Cat's-eye" fruit: C 46; U 21.
50. Catch, to: rot, Sak. Kor. Gb.; åhród (éhr-rod), Srém. To catch: to seize: krod, Sak. Kerb. To seize: rot, Sak. Kor. Gb.; åhród (éhr-rod), Srém.; krod, Sak. Kerb. To embrace: keráp, Jelai, Seran. To draw towards oneself (?) (Fr. attirer; but the Mal. equivalent given is pakeilâe, "clothes"); kóp, Sak. Kerb.; cf. E 76; P 227 [cf. P 230]. [It is not certain that these words are all connected. Some may be formed with the infix -r- from other roots, e.g. C 48. Cf. Bahnar kráp (kráp), "to hold in one's embrace (lying down).]
52. Catch, to: (Mal. tangkap): bát (bort), Sem. Cl. To be caught

CATCH, TO: S 242.

53. CATERPILLAR: kēting (k'tīng), Sem. Stēv.; B 143.


55. CATTLE, WILD: chēngkhām (chēngk'ham), Kēn. 1.

56. CATTLE, WILD: sē-lā-dak, Sen. Clīff.; sēlādāng, Mantr. Malac.; (sladāng), Sarau; sēlādāng (sladāk), Tembi; sēlādak (sladak), Sarau [or Tembi?]. I shoot [or have shot?] a sēlādāng: ko emdīl sladāk (or sladak), Sarau [Mal. sēlādāng].


58. OX, WILD (Mal. sēlādāng, sāpi): slei, Sak. Tāp. Wild cattle, B 452; D 68.


60. CAUSE; motive: tegal; agal, Ment. Bor. [Mal. tēgāl]; B 152; W 78, 79.


63. CAVE: hole: humo (hounum), Sak. Kerb.; C 296; D 66; H 107; H 111; M 199.

64. CAVEY: D 66; H 107; H 110; M 199.

63A. CENT (copper coin): sen, Darat, Jelal [Mal. sen].

64. CENbIPIDE (Mal. līpan): sēd-ā (doubtful), Sem. Kēdah.


68. CENbIPIDE (spec. Mal. "taylong"): jēlantu? (jeluntuo), Sak. Stēv.; M 104.

69. Ceremonial function?: gayā, Bes. Sons.


72. CHAMELEON (Mal. sumpah-sumpah): dālong (daling), Sem. Pa. Max.; dālong, ex. surau dālong, surau


CHAMELEON: L 114, 115.

Change, to: T 257.

75. Changgan (tree): changgän, Bes. Songs.

Changing: I 29; T 257.

Channel: T 103.

76. Character; disposition: tabi'at (tb't), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. Ar. tabi'at].


Charma: M 76; P 128; R 133.

Chase, to: H 176-178.

78. Chatter, to: menenteng, Bes. Songs.


Chattering (of the teeth): C 79; T 172.

Chant, to: S 211-213.

Cheap: E 23.

80. Cheat, to (Mal. tipu): göm, Tembi; D 62; F 23; G 68.


82. Cheek: kâni, Sak. Ra.


85. Chêmêkian, buah, or buah patu (a species of plant): buâ patu (buâ patu), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. buah patu].

pilu (jmpakh pilu), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. chempaka].


Chêngâl (tree spec.): D 188.


Cherish, to: A 57.


CHEST: B 280-287.


91. Chick, new-born: sélét, Kena. I.

92. Chick, new-born: nêtas, Bedu. II. [Mal. têtas, "to break (the shell)."]

Chickens: C 102; F 255-258.

Chicken-pox: S 289, 290.


93A. Chief (Mal. pênghulu): rana, e.g. bo' (bok) li rana tedih, "who is the chief of this village" [probably simply "here"], Krau Em.


95. Chief; leader; captain: panghulu (pângghoulou), Sêm; pangulu (pangoulou), Sak. Ra.; to penghulu, Jelai [Mal. pênghulu].


100. Chief; pâlî-môn, Po-Klê; palîmâ? (balîmâ), Sem. K. Ken. [Mal. pênglima]; B 205; O 23.

J. A. And., Sem. J. R. A. Sapling (?): pengwong or pengwong, ex. sagéneb pengwong, "every sapling." *Sem. Kedah; C 128; F 220; H 14, 15 [cf. Mal. awang, "a youth."]


Sep. Boy (male child): kuat babó (guat babó), Sak. Kor. Gb.; ken tém-kal, Lebir; ki-yen tén-gal, Kerbat; én-kon i-put, U. Cher. Maiden; virgen: ken la-gi, Lebir. Nephew: kuod kanun, Sak. Pls. Cliffs.; kuot kémon (kouot kómen). Sak. Kerb.; ké-non sodará (kénon sodarak), Senun; N 41; ké-nun sodara (kouon sowara), Sak. Ra.; B 427. Birth: békun (bökoun), Sém.; pálbukéun (pälboukóun), Sak. Ra. Chicken: ké-nun esen? (god'n esen?), Sem. K. Ken. [this appears to = Mal. anak kéchil]. Young (Mal. muda): ken (pr. kéh), Pang. Sam. Pang. Gal.; B 261; F 220; H 15. [Mon kon, "child." Khmer khun (pr. kön?) [kún], "son," "issue." Bakun kon, "child," kénun, "number of times a woman has borne children." Stieng kon; Phnong kuon chhiá (cuon chhiá): Héu kuon (kouon); Kat, Sou (or Sak), Annam. kon (con); Samrá, Por khen; Cuoi kan (can); Phnong kuon (cuon); Prou kuon; Rodé kon (com); So kon (con); Boloven kuon; Naihn, Sedang kuon; Lave kuon; Alak, Kaseng, Halang, Cheu kon, "child." Kaseng, Sèd, Halang kon (con); Boloven kuon (cuon); Sedang kuon (cuon), "son." Central Nicrobar, Southern, Teressa, and Chouara Nicrobar kon; Car Nicrobar kon, "child," "young offsprings of animals." I doubt the connection of Khmer, Stieng kót, "to be born."

103. CHILD: infant: opayét, Jak. Raff. As. To bear a child: hémpu (hmpen), Kena. I.

104. CHILD: derunk, Ben. New. [? a misprint or corruption for démit, which in the Malay spirit language = "child." (Malay Magic, App. p. 646)].

105. CHILD: chaát (cha-ain), Kena. I., Kena. II., [cf. S 282 or S 284].

To bear
children (Mal. bérakanak): ber-nég
(pr. berr-neg), Sem. Kedah; C 110;
bérénak, Bedu. I; bérénak, Kena.
II., Blau. Rem., Bedu. II.; bérhá-
nak (bekhának), Barôb [Mal. bérakanak].
Birth: be eneg, Sem. Stev.; C 1107 [Mal. anak, "child."]

CHILD: budek, Bes. Sep. A. I.;
Bes. Malac.; bodo, Jak. Malac.;
merbodo, Fok. Raff. Infant; younger
brother: budik, Ben. New. Orphan:
budék hap n'uy n'hap gade', Bes.
Sep., lit. a child (that has) no father
(and) no mother. [The word for
"father" (n'uy) here is not the
ordinary word.] [Mal. budak]; B 137;
F 76; F 132; H 15.

CHILD, female: keng oi, Rasa;
F 76.

CHILD, male: son; pinang?
(pingg), Sem. Buk. Max.

CHILD, male: leng, Rasa.

CHILD-BEARING: C 101-106; C
109-111; P 209; T 198.

CHILD-IN-LAW: L 35.

CHILDREN, to bear: hl-öit; hi-
oit, Sen. Cliff. [Probably = P 209.]

CHILDREN, to bear: ya' ma-bér
(pr. ma-bàr), Sem. Jarum; ya'
ma-bér (pr. mà-bàr), ex. já ma-
bér (p.p.); ma-ber (pr. mà-bàrr or
ma-bàr), Sem. Plus.; C 106?

CHILDREN, to bear: ya' len-inn,
Sem. Jarum; C 101-106; P 209;
T 198.


Chill: P 56.

Chin: (a) èngkwò (ung-kwo),
Sem. Beg.; èngkwu (ungkwi),
Ben. New.; èngkà (angka),
Sem. Buk. Max.; èngko (angku),
Sem. Pa. Max.; èngkat (in-ket),
Sem. Stev.; èngkek or èngkè,
Sem. Kedah; nyéng-ka',
Sen. Cliff.; nyéngka'
(nyengkak), Jelai; nétgka'
(negkak), Serau; ninkah,
Tun. U. Lang.; yaká (jaká),
Sem. K. Ken.; jakko', Pang. U. Aring,
Pang. Sam, Pang. Gal.; jengkau
(jungká, jngkàw), Sak. U. Kam.; jáká
(diáká), Sön', cha'ka', Sak.
Blajn. Cliff.; cháka' (tchákà),
Sak. Kerb.; (tchákà), Sak. Ra.
Chin (?); bàwà angka' (bau angka'),
Sem. Buk. Max.; ya'mtákà? (imtaik),
Sem. Pa. Max. Lower jaw: jeng-
kà, Bes. Sep.; ngkè (ng kay),
Sem. Stev. Beard: cháka' (chakak),
Tembi. Fork, of a stick: jongkà,
Sem. Kedah; H 1; H 2. [Cf. Achin.

jungkà, "jaw"; Khmer chângka
[chângká], "chin"; and ?
cf. Central and Southern Nicobar
èngkà (en-kóin); Chim Pò kól;
Stieng kuum; Annam kân; Bah-
nar kâng, "chin." Is the first
syllable of some of these words
connected with B 336? For a
possibly cognate root cf. M 121.
(b) Chin: gengop; dengop, Bes.
Songs.
(c) Chin: dagô, Sak. Ra.; dago,
dagu].

Chinaman: M 23; M 28.

Chinese: china (chinak), Bland.

Chipped: gompong, Bes. Songs.

Chipped; the part where a piece
has been chipped off: télas (tis),
Max.

Chirrup, to: S 363.

Chisel, stone: S 466.

Choke, to; to eat greedily? (Mal.
Max. [cf. Mal. chêkèk].

Choke, to; kêlkê (kliku? klutu?),

Cholera: V 22.

Chose, to; chenlas, Serau.

Choose, to; pilih, Serau [Mal.
pilih].

Chop at, to; kabong (?), Bes.
Songs; C 295-297.

Chopper or jungle-knife (Mal.
parang): (a) pol or pöl (pr. poll or
poll), Sem. Kedah; G 94. War-
club (weapon): pel, Sem. Stev.
Mallet (for making bark-cloth made
of "tèngar" wood): pel (pr. poll),

Chopper: bah, Sak. Em.

Chopper or jungle-knife (Mal.
parang): (a) chôka', Pang. Sam.
Pang. Gal. Stone knife; chakät
(chorket), Sem. Stev. [Sedang söke,
"knife"].


Chopper (jungle-knife or cutlas=
Mal. parang): weng (pr. wæng),
Lebir, Kerbat. Knife: weng,
Kerbat; wéh, Pang. U. Aring;
wén, U. Pat.; wyaun (wuen'), U. Kel.
Blade of chopper: met weng, Lebir,

126. **Chopper**: pahang, *Or. Latum* [Mal. parang]; A 93; C 152; H 21; I 36; K 47.


Chuchok (palm spec.): R 164.

Chunam: L 102.


Cicatrice: G 41; S 37.


Cigarettes: ro'ko, *Lebir.* To smoke [*i.e. tobacco*]: nyor roko, *Sak. U. Kam.* [Mal. rokoj]; D 165; N 64; S 303.

130. **Cinnamon**, wild (?): péranchun, *Bes. Songs.*

Circle: R 160.

Circular: R 190.


132. **Citronella** [Mal. musang]: (a) nlcheg, *Sem. Stev.*

(b) kensing, *Pang. U. Aring.*

(c) chengkot, *Bland. K. Lang.*

133. **Citvet-cat**: rēshñā? (reichñā), *Sak. Kerb.*

134. **Citvet-cat**: êmpak, *Bes. K. L.*


Claw, N 3; S 53.

137. **Claw**, to (stick out the claws): kwōmīn, *Bes. Sep.*


139. **Clean** [Mal. chuchi]: dig; dig, *Sem. Stev.*

140. **Clean**: tā-kod or ta-kodd, *Sem. Jarum,*; G 63; W 35.


142. **Clean** [Mal. chuchi]: (spec. Mal. chuchi); dig; dig, *Sem. Stev.*


144. **Cleaning rod** (of blowpipe): B 279-283.


148. **Clear**, to: *kohānīh,* *jernānīh,* *bukānīh,* *seru,* *w 30 * [Mal. jernānīh] G 66; W 30; W 98.


152. **Clear** away brushwood, to: tēbas, *Seru [Mal. tēbas].


154. **Clear**, to (one's way), or cut (one's way) through the jungle (Mal.

153. Clearing (in the jungle), a: lèba; réba (lëbak; rèbak), Bes. A. I.; lèba (lèbak), Bes. K. Lang; lèba; Bes. K. L. Plantation: lèba (lebak), Bes. Songs [Mal. réba].


156. Clearing (small): umpal (oompal), Mentr. Stev. [connected with the preceding?]


Kerb. [Mon lep; Bahnar klek, klech, ‘to understand,’ ‘to be skilled in a thing’; Central Nivbar lalap, ‘to understand,’ ‘able,’ ‘competent’; tâ-paiyih, ta-lilap, ‘skillful’; ? cf. Bahnar lele, ‘to know’; Annam lieu, ‘to understand,’ ‘clever.’]


163. Clever: tûkang (tou-kañ), Söm. [Mal. tukang, ‘artificer’].

164. Clever: wise man: sènrinng (neering), Mant. Stev.; G 91; K 55-58; S 278; S 363.

165. Climb, to: yar, Sorting; yal, e. g. yal p’le, ‘to climb for fruit,’ Bes. K. Lang.; yal, e. g. y. lóng, ‘to climb a tree,’ Bes. Sep. A. I.; iñal, e. g. ‘to climb a hill,’ iñal n chong, Bes. Malac.; W 30. To climb a tree: yal ga délong (yarl ga dé-long), U. Tem.; hál lañ-dèng-ô le-long, U. Chr.

166. Climb, to: tèm-bun, e. g. tèm-bun, po-ku ka-yu, ‘to climb a tree,’ Kerbat; ya ten-bun (pr. ten-bun), Pang. U. Aring; ya tim-bun, ex. máh tâ-hú (or tôd-ed) tim-bun, ‘you are clever at climbing,’ Pang. U. Aring; chin-bun (pr. chin-bun), ex. tang-


168. CLIMBER (rattan): R 36-41.


170. Close together; to bring close together: yapet (iapit), *Sem*. Buk. Max. [Mal. rapat]; N 19; S 280; S 234.


(c) Jacket: pênyurop, *Pant*. Kap. Log. [Some of these words are possibly remotely related to *Mal*. kanchut, "a ragged old piece of cloth"]; cf. *Central and Southern Nicobarese* kanyût; *Choner* hanyût; *Car* enyût, "coat.


White cloth [in orig. black, which must be wrong]: aban biok (aban biok), Serau. Skirt (*Mal*. sarong): abân kêba, Serau. [Cham aban; Bakhmr habân, "cloth skirt"].


182. Waistcloth: tidâko (said to be a Malay word), *Mîkluho Maclay*, 2 *Strait's J.* 214.

183. CLOTHES: tun, *U*. Cher.; C 50:


186. **Cloudy sky**: mélétto? (mlt' or mlnu?), Sem. Buk. Max.

187. **Cloud**: lingás, Kena. I.

188. **Cloudy** : anehlík, Ben. New.


190. **Cloud over**: awán (äuñ), Söm.; (äuñ), Sak. Ra. Rainbows: awán (anam), Sem. Pa. Max. [Mal. awan]; A 8; B 16; D 16; D 22; D 39; R 168; S 242, 243.

191. **Clouded over**: D 16; D 19; D 22.

192. **Club** : C 122.


195. **Cock** : F 255; F 257, 258; M 18.


198. **Cockscomb**: chek (chek), Sem. Buk. Max.


203. **Coconut-shells** : (used as a bowl): sëbá (sëbá), Söm., Sak. Ra.? [Mal. sabat; but this means the outer fibrous husk]; S 153; S 236.

204. **Coles**: R 132.


206. **Cold**: ah (òh), Kena. H.

207. **Cold** : (a) ngët? or ngët? (ngit), Sem. Pa. Max.; hangët or hangët? (hngit), Sem. Buk. Max.; hangít, Sem. Plus; hengid, Sem. Jurum, Sem. Plus; henged, Sem. U. Sel.; sëngit, Sak. Chen.; singët (sixët); singët (söët), Sak. Ra.; sengit, Sem. Per.; sëngët? or sëngë? (sëngë, ci' "nasal"), Sak. Martin; chámük (chánik), Söm.; sëneke? (s'nekek), Tan. U. Lang.; S 66; W 30. Luke-warm: ië' mâli ië' hàngeh (ia mâli ia' hngih), Sem. Buk. Max. [Dusun àsàgit; Sulu hagukut; but also Bahnar tôngit; Sue changët, chëngët, singët; Cuoi chëngak (chëngak)] : Kat ngëat; Tareng ngëat: Kon Tu ngïai; Halang nôt, tûnët, temët, "cold"; Siêng tôngit, Bahnar xangieo (pr. shangieo), "cold," "coo," and "cool."? cf. also Bahnar ngach, "to get cold"; nget, "(rice) that has got cold."]

(b) Get well; in good health: hànget (hangit), Sem. Buk. Max. Well (Mal. ségar badan), hangit Pang.
U. Aring. Well (in health): ged-čær (ged'ngent). Sem. Beg. [These words seem to be connected with the preceding.]
(d) Fever (Mal. ëlæmân): tekânt, Ben. New.; têmêkê, Pang. Belimê. (e) To tremble: lêdët (lëd-gënt), Sâm.; de-kát (dökânt), Sak. Kerb. [Kaseng takêt; Pâng kakât (ïcânt); Khâmus kat (cat); Chraû ndkat; tak; Alâk tâkâ; Kaseng tâkâ; "cold." Schmidt also gives Stieng takatna.]


208. Collide. to (?): têkânt (tîng), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. têrakang is given as an equivalent, but I cannot find the word in my dictionaries.]

Colouring (of the face): F 1.

209. Comb (Mal. tikat, decorated with "hu chong" leaves, worn by women); chînîlas (fr. chînîlas), Pang. U. Aring.


210A. Comb: könsiet, Sem. K. Ken. [Kêmr set (sit), "to comb"; snêt (snit), "comb."]


221A. COME (Mal. mari): do, U. Pat.; do, Sem. Cl.; dorch-tu, Sem. Ken. [this last is clearly misspelled or corrupt; perhaps = dāh tu?]; deno, Sem. Per. [cf. connection of this last]. To come: dao, Sem. Papier. Come here!: yu [or ya?] da mado, Tembi; da mado, Sak. Em.; da madi (da madik); da madi, Jelai; da madi (da maddi), Serau. [Cf. T 86; but I believe there is a true verb here besides the adverb "hither"; cf. also G 44, which seems to be a distinct word.] [Central Nicobar


223. COME, TO: hipo, Mantr. Cast.

224. COME: intā (intok), Kena. I. Come: tid nō, Serting [? = T 86].

225. COME: datang, Bedu. I., Bedu. II. To come; to arrive: datang (datah), Sak. Ra.; T 90 [Mal. datang]; A 164; G 42; R 83, 84; T 85, 86; T 90; W 81. To come back: R 83-87. To come down: D 95, 96.


227. Comfortable (or well in health): (Mal. sēnang); jē-mi', Kerāt; E 22; G 65.

Command: O 52-57.

Command, to: O 52-55.

Commencement: T 203.

Compact: N 42.


232. Complain, to: sélab (sölab), Sak. Kerb.

233. Complain, to: adu (adou), Söm.; ado, Sak. Ra. [Mal. adu].
   Complete, to: F II5-I57; F 120.
   Complexion: F I.
   Comprehend, to: U 14-17.
   Comrade: B 413; C 228-230; F 263; M 28.


   Confusion, in: F 11, 12.
   Congregate, to: M 84.
   Consciousness, loss of: F 8.
   Consent, to: F 212.
   Consider, to: K 63; S 78.
   Consume, to: F 116; F 118.
   Consumption: T 70.
   Contact, in: N 19, 20; T 192, 193.
   Contend, to: Q 1.
   Convenient: G 68.

   Convulsions: F 115.


bar ishian-hata, "cooked."] B 332; G 109; H 147; R 137.


250. Corpse: pâbân (pban), Sem. Pa. Max.; cf. T 211; U 2; D 48; D 50; G 16; U 3; W 143.

251. Correct: S 493.

252. Cotton: kâbu, Tembi; kabu' (kabuk), Jelai [Mal. kabu].


255. Cough: lakûp, Bes. K. L. To
cough (as a consumptive person): läköp; läkip, Bes. A. I. [Bahñar akuk, "a cold."]

251. COUGH, TO: ya-ôh (pr. ohh). Pang, Sam, Pang. Gal. [Central Nicobar o-ôah; Southern Nicobar hoôâh; Somô Pê ohâh, "cough"; see v. 22.]


Counsel: A 32.


Countenance: E 83.

255. Country: negri (nêgri), Sôm.; nègri (nögri; nêri), Sak. Ra. [Mal. nêgri]; E 12, 13; H 153.

256. Cover, TO: kôi (kôl), Sôm.


Cow: B 457: C 57.

Coward: I 34; to be a coward: F 48.


Cranium: B 336.

261. Crash-crash (onomatop.): plak-plaun, Bes. Songs.

Crave for, TO: R 59.


263. CRAWL, TO: tásam, Bes. Sep.; B 175.

Crayfish: P 207.

Creak: C 250.


Creep, TO: C 262.


Crescent: M 161; M 166.


Crimson: R 53.


268. Crocodile: sêhâ? (s'hak), Sorting.


272. Crooked: rimpong-rimpong, Bes. Songs; B 175-177.

Cross, TO: B 391; B 394.

274. CROSS, TO, the hands the one over the other: mā'gēsi chās (mē gāi chās), Sem. Buk. Max.
281a. Crow, to: yāku? (ikū); chēkō (chiku), Sem. Pa. Max. To cackle (as a hen): bēktū (bktou); bēktū), Sak. U. Bert. [cf. Mal. kukuk; but probably onomatopoetic.]
282. Cruel: bongis (bohis), Sōm.; (bohis), Sak. Ra. [Mal. bēngis]; A 87.
285. Cry, to (i.e. weep): (Mal. mēnangis): ya kūyag (pr. ku-yagg), Sem. Kedah; kūyang, Kena. I. [Possibly identical with the next form, with a prefix ku-, ka- added?]
286. Cry, to: ya-jim, Sem. Plue; jām (j-m), Sem. Beg.; (jām is given in Sem. Toml.); imyām (imiab'n), Sem. K. Ken.; yabm, Serting; jāp, jinjāp, Sak. U. Kam. To weep: jum, Sem. Pa. Max.; mājām (mjām), Sem. Buk. Max.; ya-jim, Pang. U. Aring; jāp, Sem. Cliff.; jāp; jinjāp, Sak. U. Kam.; unyāb (unjāb), Sak. Martin; yām, Bes. Sep.; yaap, Tembi; hijāp, Kreo Emm.; jēnēm, Serau. To cry aloud (Mal. bētriak): ya jīm, Sem. Kadak, Sem. Juram. To cry out; to scream; to shout: jīm, Sem. Buk. Max.; mājām (mjām), Sem. Buk. Max. To call out: jāp; jinjāp, Sak. U. Kam. To howl; to roar: jīm (jm), Sem. Buk. Max. To shout: jām (jm), Sem. Pa. Max. To roar: mājām (?) (mjām), Sem. Buk. Max. To scream: jinjāp, Sak. U. Kam. [Mon yēm [yā]: Khmer yām [yām]; Samri jām; Por jēm; Cuī jēm (nhēm); Phnom hōm (nhom); Boloven, Niađōn būlōm; Lave ūm; Alak ūm; Halang niēm; Prou ūm (nhum); Sse, So, Nangan ūm (nham); Khon; Lemet yām; Sięg ūm (nhim); Baharīn ūm (nhum), ūm (nhem); Churu ūm; Kuy Dek ūm; Chrāu ūm; Palaung yām; Central and Southern Nicobar chim-hata; Shom Pī chīm; Teresa chīm; Khārī ūm; Ho ūm; Korku yām, jam. All meaning “to weep” or “cry.”]
286. Cry, to: nāngis, Bedu. H. [Mal. tangis; mēnangis]; S 175; W 34.
287. Cry, to (i.e. shout): bēlhāp (bolhep), Sōm.; bēlhāp (bolhep), Sak. Kerb.
289. Cubit: C 89.
290. Cuckoo, a kind of (?), (Mal. burong bot-bot): pompong; chim pompong, Bes. K. L.
289a. Cucumber ([Mal. timun]): sētmūn (stēmūn), Serau [Mal. timun].
Culinary vegetables: V 4-7.
Cultivate, to: B 90; C 296; D 132; D 135.
Cunning: C 162.
291. Cup: mangkūk, Tembi; mangko, Serau; mangko, Bes. K. Lang. [Mal. mangkok].
292. **Cure** (medical remedy): hendek (?)).

**Bas. A. I.**

**Cure, to:** G 68.

**Curly:** B 175, 176.

**Current:** R 29; T 127.

**Curry:** C 332.

**Curse:** I 31.

**Curvature:** B 175-177.

**Curved:** B 173.

**Curved:** B 175.

**Cushion:** P 99-102.


châdehud (tchêd - tchoud), Sak. Keré. Pointed: chêbut (chbut), Sem. Pa. Max. Pointed or dotted pattern on the blow-gun: pic hod, Sem. Stee. To prick: chêlók (tschêlók), Sak. Kor. Gb.; chêlák, Serâu. To sew (Mal. jahit): ya châs (pr. châss), Sem. Jarum, Sem. Plus.; hi chák, Sak. U. Kam. Sharp: chôhh, Bes. A. I.; chê-bât, Sen. Cliff.; chêbat, Tembi; chêbat, chêbat, tembat [?], Serau; chêmak, Sem. Jarum; chêtégno moh, Tembi. To sharpen: chêbut (chbut), Sem. Pa. Max.; chêbat, Serâu; chêma' (chma'), Sem. Buk. Max. To spear: chôhh, Bes. Songs. To stab (Mal. tikam): cheg, ex. lêm bê cheg u'; Mal. sadhu kita tikam dia (? better, lem u' cheg ka-bê), "we have stabbed him," Sem. Keolah: ya-cheg, Pang. U. Aring, Pang. Sam, Pang. Gal.; ya cheg (pr. cheg), Sem. Jarum; ya cheg (pr. cheg), Sem. Plus.; mâcheg (mchik), Sem. Buk. Max.; chok, Krau Tem.; chok, Sen. Cl.; chok, Serâu. To beat (Fr. battre): chung (tchoung), Sem. Klapar. To quarrel: chêni ghôk (dshchîng-dshëgg), Sem. K. Ken. To fight: chôg, Serâu. To put in (Mal. isikan): chân, Serâu. To strike: chong (chông), Sem. Buk. Max.; chang (chung, Sem. Pa. Max.; cf. B 372, 373. [These numerous forms have been provisionally collected here on account of the difficulty of sorting them under their several roots. In the cognate languages there are a number of very similar roots, e.g., Khmer châk, "to pierce (a hole)"; cet [chit], "to cut"; char [chür], "to engrave"; chhaak, "to cut with a knife"; chik [chik], "to peck," "to bite (as a snake)"; Mon chang, "to make a hole in or through"; chât [chât], "to sting," "to prick"; chaik [châk], "to tear"; chhaî [chhâi], "to strike with the fist"; Sieng chang, "to.hew"; châh, "to split"; chôhh, "to clear a path (through jungle)"; chat, "to tear (by accident)"; chôh, "to peck," "to bite (as a snake)"; chuk, "to wound"; chich, "to pierce (the ears)"; chîr, "to dig"; siet, "to mine"; Bahnar chah "to cut (brushwood)"; cet, chiet, "to cut small"; chat, "to cut in slices"; chhôu (chhû), "to penetrate"; chong, "to clear jungle"; shoeh (shôx), shôet (xhôt), "to sting"; chôh, "to dig"; chok, "to cut a notch"; chîr, "to split"; têchôh, "to mine" (cf. choi, "to sow"; cf. Tareng chû, "to cultivate"); Akhîn, chang, "to strike with a sword"; Boloven, Nhàhôn, Lave chûh; Halang chier, "to hollow out" (Fr. creuser); Boloven tianu; Lave thu; Nhàhôn chûh, "to pierce"; cf. Boloven kâchet, Kaseng, Alah kâsit; Bahnar, kôchit; Mon gâchôt (gâc'hût); Sieng pôñôchût, "to kill," but this is from a word meaning "to die."]

297. CUT, TO: katôyt, Bes. Sep. A. I.; (Mal. kérat): tôyt, e.g. tôyt choêng, Mal. kératkan akar, "to cut a creeper," Bes. K. L. To cut (sever) (Mal. kérat): tôyt, Bes. Sep. A. I. To chop; tôi, Bes. Malac.; M tobi. [Mon tât [tât], "to cut off"; Sieng täh; Kaseng tich, tit; Boloven Nhàhôn tiet, "to cut." Schmidt also gives Khmer töh, "to cut off"; cf. Central Nicobar o-taïh-hata, "to cut (with a knife)."

298. CUT, TO: métôas, Kenô. I. To cut open: midas, Bes. Songs. To cut cigarettes: antas rokôk, Krau Em.

299. CUT, TO: to carve (cut up); to quarter, e.g. an animal's flesh (for food) (Mal. bantêi): (a) konthok, Bes. A. I.; kontok, Bes. K. L. To reap (i.e. to cut the heads of rice with the Malayen reaping-knife, kêtam or tuei): tôk, e.g. tôk bê = Mal. mênuei padi, Bes. K. L.; nêtôk, e.g. n. bê, "to reap padi," Bes. A. I. Sharply tapering: katok, Bes. Songs. To notch (with a chopper): katôkg, Bes. Sep. (b) To chop: chîtông, Bes. Malac. To chop at: chétông, kêtông, têtông, Bes. A. I.; têtông, e.g. luru têtông = Mal. pêrîi chinchang (musoh) = "to chop at," Bes. K. L.; lurî têtông, Bes. A. I. (c) To cut: têtôk, Jak. Malac. [Mal. têtak]. [B 297-299 are perhaps ultimately related.]

300. CUT, TO: kago', e.g. "to cut wood," kago' long (or logô), Bes. Malac [F = F 20].


302. Cut, to: pahuk, Mantr. Malac. To cut (Mal. potong): pōt, Bes. Sep. A. I.; G 41; C 152; F 59; G 41; G 68. To cut notches: N 103.


Cutlass: I 36.
Cutting: T 103.


D

1. Dagger (Mal. tumboḵ lada): guloṅg, Bes. A. I. (?) Mal. golok); K 47


4. DAM: bēntong, Bedu. II. (?) Mal. benteng).


Dammar (Mal. damar): R 7a-80.

Damp: W 73.


10. Dance, to: kanyar, Seran; kē-nya; kē-nya; kē-nya; kē-nya; Song. Cliff.; jadi; jaj (dijā; djājā). Sak. Kor. Gb.; da'ne', Sem. Cliff. To dance ceremonially (?): tenden, e.g. bētend or bētrenden, Bes. K. L. D 165; S 211.


Dance-stick: C 49.

12. Dandle, to; to hold in the arms and play with: māchādum (mehdum), Sem. Buk. Max.

13. Danger: baḥā, Sak. Ra. [Mal. bahaya]; D 50; F 48; R 87.


(c) Cloud: sagūb, Sem. K. Ken.;


(c) Afternoon: peting, Mentir. Stev. Yesterday: kēpētang, Galang [Mal. pētang, "afternoon"].


(c) Cloud or mist (Mal. awan, or kabus?): kā'āh, Bes. K. L. Cloud; haze: kā'āh, Bes. A. I. Night: kāhūt [in the MS. originally kahoot],
ABORIGINAL DIALECTS

(d) Blind: kàbùl, Serau. [Ngaju Dayak kabul, "obscure," "misty"; kawus, kabus, "misty," "dark," e.g. kawus matak, "impaired vision." Cf. Mal. kabur, "imperfect vision," "misty"; kabus, "dark," "misty"; kabut, "dark." Cf. also D 50 and Boloven ngbùh; Lave nbtù; Ninhôn bùh, "evening."]

23. Dark; eclipse: jélum, Kena. I. Shady; jérueg; jérueg, Serau [or Tembi], [?] D 24 or D 29.


Yesterday: demawam, Jak. Malac. [Mal. samalam].

Dark (colour): B 236; O 15.

Darkness: C 184.

Dart: B 291-304.

Dash to: P 202.


32. Daughter: jah, Ment. Her. II.; C 101-106; F 63.

Daun baru (tree spec.): L 32.

Daun payong (palm spec.): P 44.

Dawn: C 154; D 16; D 42.


38. Day: tēng-ngį, U. Cher.; tēnī, Serting. Daylight (Māl. siang): tēng-ngį, U. Cher.; tēnī, Serting. Sun: mat tēng-ngį, U. Cher. [Mon t’goa [tngai]; Khmer thngay; Samrā, Por thngi; Cuoi thngay; Samrā thnī; Xong thnēi; Sedang menhī, Huet thnay; Kuk, Suk matnay; Popro matnai; Lemet ngay prī; Kā, Prong thngai; Chong thnag; Kuy Dek ngay; Churu ngay, thngai; Boloven, Lave thngai; Nahōn nūi; Halang māt ngai. The connection of Palaungsengei; Khās ngai; Ląkadong snghi; Amsaee junga; Kolh sing, singi, seems probable. All the above mean "sun." The following mean "day": Kaseng, Kon Tu, Sui, Boloven tangai; Taren mingai; Annam ngay; Boloven thngai; Alak, Kaseng thngai; Lave thngai; Halang ngai; Nahōn ngūi; Churu ngai; Jarai yan ngūi; also the Mon and Khmer forms supra.

Possibly the word contains an allusion to the pillars (or other supports) of the firmament. I do not believe it is connected with D 33 or D 38.]


[? Cf. Central Nicobar chu-ngaijē, "light:" Teresa, Chowra ong-nieh, "day."]


(c) Day: mō-hi, Sak. Sel. Da. [Some of these words are perhaps connected with the following.]

43. DAY: (a) brie, U. Tem. Sun.: mot bri, U. Tem.; mattri, Pal. [Mi mat pri; Khmu matpri; Lemet ngay pri, "sun."]


**Day after to-morrow**: M 178; T 158, 159.

**Daylight**: C 154; D 33-45; L 74; L 76.


47. **Dead** (*Mal. mati*): âb (*pr. âbb*), *Sem. Kadah.


Dead man: corpse: datâ, *Seru*.


Poisoning: dân, *Sak. Ra*.

To kill: pré-dat (pré-dat), *Sak. Blanj. Cliff*; pidân (pidân), *Sak. Ra*.


Muder: pidan? (*pê-dam*), *Sak. Ra*.

[ Cf. A 57. The prefix is causal in effect, like the prefix pâ- in *Mon*, pê-, pu- in *Achinese*, which also occurs (as pa-) in *Madurese, Mangkasar, Bugis*, etc., v. *Kern, De Fidjitaal* (1886), p. 57. [The connection between groups (a) and (b) is doubtful. ? Cf. also A 63, and *Bahmar* têt (*têt*), "end," "death.


Danger; peril: kêbûs (*kóboùss*), *Sôm*.

To hurt; to spoil; to do damage to: kêbûsh (*kóboùss*), *Sem. Kerb*.

Muder: himbus (*himboùss*), *Som.* Poisoning: tishbush (tisch- 

bouss), *Sak. Kerb*; P 53. [Land *Dayak kabûs*; Melano D. kinh; Bukutan D. bükawah; Bunun D. mûkobôh, "dead." Cf. also D 22.]


52. **Dead**; mojô, *Bed. Chiang*; (mago).


H 116; W 104.

54. Beginning of the death agony:
hongkabkab? (hungkbbk?), Sem. Pa. Max. [= B 228 or C 487?].

55. Beginning of the death agony: maiat, Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. Ar. maiat, 'corpse']. [Obviously a misspelling, if the suggested etymology is the right one.]

(b) Deaf: tuli, Sem. K. Ken.; tuli' (tulik), Tembi; tuli' (tulik), Serav; tuli, Mantr. Malac. [Mal. tuli]; E 6; H 62.

57. Dear; beloved: bedbod? (bed-bod), Söm.; petrup (petpond), Sak. Kerb.

58. Dear; beloved: rindu (rindou), Sak. Ra. [Mal. rindu, “passionate desire.”]


Death: D 47-55, esp. D 50.


Decay, to: S 292.

Decayed: B 407; S 292.

Decisive: F 29.


63. Decide, to: sēlise (sisi), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. selisai].

Decorate, to: C 39.

Decoration, C 214.


65. Deep or high?: chanting (chanting), Sem. Pa. Max. [The Mal. equivalents are tubir, tēbing: probably it means “bank” or “shore” = S 65.]


[Following Schmidt, I have put these various words together, but with much doubt as to their relationship. Cf. Mon jērōk [juruh]; Khmer chrou [jrah]; Sīueng jōrth; Bahnar jōrū; Boloven, Niahōn, Lave jraè; Alak, Halang jro; So chru (chrou); Sue
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tru (trou), "deep"; Boloven, jirong; Alak jrong; Niahôn; jruong; Love jrong, "high"; Mou slung, "high"; kling [gling], "long"; jêling, "length"; Alak jrong, "long"; Bhunar sholung (xolung), "ditch"; Khmer rôn [run]; roang [râng], "hole in the ground"; rông (rung), "big"; rûng, lâng, "to make a hole"; Stiyng chôrô, chôrei, "to make a hole," "to evacuate." But it seems that in Javanese there is also a word jêro, "deep," "inside." See V 1.]

DEER: E 12; F 29; H 84; I 15.


**[Mal. rusa].**


72. **DEER** (Mal. rusa): chengkiau, *Bes. A. I.*; chengkai (said to be used for the deer (rusa), but really the noise made by the deer), *Bes. K. L.*; Stag: chengkiai, *Bes. A. I.*


76A. **DEER**, i.e. roe deer (Mal. kijang): penyatîlît, *Rasa.*

77. **DEER**, i.e. roe deer (Mal. kijang): klôl [*?], *Bes. A. I.*; klôl (probably the noise made by the kijang, and hence the kijang; doubtful in latter sense), *Bes. K. L.*


Mouse-deer (Mal. *napoh*): chêlâchaŋ (?), *Bes. A. I.*; chêlachang (?), the noise made by the napoh (and hence the napoh?), *Bes. K. L.* Mouse-deer (Mal. *pelandok*): chôông (tchôôch), *Sak. Ra.*


Deer, *i.e.* mouse-deer: *ssau* (?), *Bes. A. I.*; *ssau*? (said to be used for the "pelandok," probably on account of the noise it makes, "ssau" being intended to represent the noise), *Bes. K. L.* Cry of *pelandok*: krusau, *Bes. Songs.*


Mouse-deer (Mal. *kanchil*): anyin, *Rasa.*


Deer, *i.e.* mouse-deer (Mal. *kanchil*): kîkê (?), *Bes. A. I.*; kê'kê' (?), the noise made by the kanchil (and hence the kanchil?), *Bes. K. L.*


Defeated, to be (Mal. *alah*): alah, *Serau* [Mal. *alah*].

Delay, to: *ga'-pa'*-ji, *Sen. Clif.*

Delude, to: *F 22.*

Demand to: *A 162-168.*

Demon: *D 101*; *G 16-21*; *S 385-388.*


Deny, to: *to disavow: mängker; mûmûmgker (mmûngker; mgûngker), *Sem. Buk. Max.* [Mal. *Ar.* mun-kir; munûngker].

Depress, to: *D 95.*


Descend, to: chêlûi, *Bes. K. Lang.*; chêlûi; chûlûi, *Bes. Sep. A. I.*; cheloî; chêlï, *Bes. Malac.* To come down: chîlôh (tchîlôh), *Sak. Ra.* To go down: chêlu', *Sak. U. Kam.*; chenglôi, ex. chenglôi beh hêtê = "to depress or lower" (Mal. buat rëndah), *Bes. K. L.* To bring back [:] chêlo bâtê (tchîlo bâtê), *Sak. Kerb.*, *Sak. Ra.* [This is a mistranslation; the true Malay equivalent is not "turu baw", "go down and bring", but "turu bawah", "go below."] To fall down as a waterfall: chîlokat bâtu (tchîlokat bâtu), *Sak. Ra.*; *R 102* (? cf. *F 13* [A]).


Downstream: rêh, *Sen. Cl.*, *Tem. Cl.*; rê, e.g. èng pai hôl kën rê, "I
have just arrived from downstream.”


Desert, to: A 1; L 108.
Design, to: W 146. To carve designs: C 40, 41.
Desire, to: B 388.
Desire, to: L 148; W 14-19.

99. Destroy, to: pâgai? (pâgehi), Sâm.

100. Destroy, to: pênasâ (pônasâ), Sâm.; pênasâ (pônasâ), Sak. Kerb.; bênasâ (bônasâ), Sak. Ra.; bênasâ, Sak. Kerb. [Mal. binasâ]; C 296; D 7; S 395.

Determine, to: R 81.

Devour, to: B 228.
113. Dip the arrow in the ipoh juice, to: chilik; üleh, Bedu. II. [cf. Mal. cholek, cholit]; P 164.

Direct: S 481.

Directly: S 282.


117. Dirty: charâp (charep), Söm.


119. Disappear, to: to lose (Mal. hilang): ya-jelwel, ex. awâ’ manog jelwel bô’ (trans. of Mal. proverb, anak ayam hilang ibu, “a chicken that has lost its mother”), Pang. Galas; F 12; F 115; F 117; P 39.

120. Disaster (the word is also used as a “swear word”): chilaka (chililaka), Söm.; chilakâ (chillilâk), Sak. Ra.; chokoh (tchokoh), Sak. Kerb. [Mal. chêlaka].

Diasaw, to: D 92.

Disease: E 5; E 9; E 83; S 185-197; T 166; T 170; W 140.

Dish of food: B 332; C 239.


comparative vocabulary of

ehērp), Lešir; je’, e.g. do not be afraid: jé kentong (jé ken-tērn’), Kerbāt; je’, U. Tem.; (je’), Tembī. No (‘very precise’): nyēnu (nē-nōu), Sak. Ra. Not to be; is not (Mal. tiada): chi o’, Sak. Guai. [? = N 68; cf. Bahnār ngōn (ngōn’), ‘to dislike’; ? cf. Stieng ach, ‘to disdain’; ‘to refuse.’]


126. Disposition: C 76.

127. Dissolve, to: B 395.

128. Distant: E 76; F 29.

129. Distorted: B 180; B 373.

130. Diverse: A 95.


133. Divorce, to: chērāng lonan, Serting.

134. Divorce, to: lungkah, Kena. I.; D 130.


Do, to: B 90; M 14: W 138, 139.

141. Do not: D 123; F 121; G 42; N 72–76; N 85. Do not want: D 123.

142. Doctor: S 76.

143. Dodge, to: elak, Bes. Songs [Mal. elak.]



Sak. Kerb. [Mal. Ar. shak]; B 158.
Doubtful: C 70.

Down: B 165-167; D 93-98.
Downstream: B 165; D 96, 97.
To go downstream: B 6; D 96, 97; R 83.

Dragon: B 119.
Dragon-fly: B 481.
Dragon’s blood rattan: R 41.

155. Draw, to: trek, Bes. Songs [Mal. terek]; P 105; P 227; P 229; P 231. To draw towards oneself: C 50; (E 76; P 227). To draw water: B 444.


Drawing: W 149.


161. Dream, spirit of a: si-on, Sem. Stev. God: sian, Sem. Klapr. [Schmidt compares Stieng jang, ‘spirits’; and Cham yang; Bahnar láang; but these last represent the Malayen yang, ‘deity’, and the connection is dubious.]

Dress: A 164; C 171-173; E 76; P 252; U 31.

Dress, to: E 76; P 249-253.
Drift: F 175, 176.

162. Drift, to: haleb (pr. ha-lebb), Sem. Plus.


164. Drive, to: gül, Sak. Blanj Clíff.


[Coit ngoch; Kuy Dêk ngaach; Târeng, Kon Tu ngoi; Sué ngoai; Churu ñu; Chráu, Stieng niët (niët); Phnhng, Proû niët (niët); Love niet; Bahnor et; Teresa nyî-hata; Southern Nicobar on-rûshe, ‘to drink’; Kon Tu ngot; Boloven, Love niet, ‘to smoke’.

dance: bejuhoh; bejohoh (bed-
yohoh), Mant. Bor. To feast (with
drinking, etc.): main jo'oh, Bes.
Sep., Bes. K. Lang. To smoke
(Mal. makan roko), chì jod, Pang.
Sam, Pang. Gal.; jat roko (djęt
(roko)), Sak. Kor. Gb. To smoke
cigarettes (Mal. makan roko); ya'
jod (pr. jodd), Sem. Dedah; ya' jat
(pr. ya' jät), Sem. Plus. Native
cigarettes (Mal. roko), jod, Pang.
Sam, Pang. Gal. Tobacco (Mal.
témhakan): jen-hud, Sem. Dedah;
jin-hod (pr. jin-hód), Sem. Jarum,
Sem. Plus; menyop (pr. men-yopp),
Sem. Dedah. To suck: mâchut
(mchut), Sem. Buk. Max. [Halang
höt, hut; Boloven höt; Sedang ô,
ô, aô, "to drink"; cf. Sieng hüt;
Bahnar huch, "to suck up;"
Tareng chót; Kasong lot; Sud
höt; Halang hut, hût; Jarai höt,
"to smoke;" Boloven hût, hut;
Kasong, Kon Ta Sud, Halang hut;
Tareng, Bahnar hot; Sedang, Jarai
hot, "tobacco;" cf. also Sieng
jat, jup, "to sip," "to suck up."]

165. DRINK, TO: ubeh (â buh), Sem. Pa.
Max.; wö (vër), Krau Tem.; wök
(vërk), Sak. Guai; mong, Rasa.
[? Cf. Annam uzione, to drink.]

166. DRINK, TO: bûni, Buk. U. Lang.

167. DRINK, TO: benong; beng-ong?
Her.; minum, Mant. Malac. [Mal.
minum]; B 385, 386; E 27; É 29;
W 29.

168. Drip or drop, to (Mal. méleleh):

169. Drive or hunt, to (Mal. halau or
U. Aring.

170. DRIVE, TO (Mal. halau): hanchat,
Bes. Sep. [? Cf. Mal. inchit, inchit.]
Drizzle: R 6; R 8; R 12; R 15;
W 73.

171. Drongo, the racquet-tailed; shrike
(Mal. chêchhawi): tuänkg; chim
tua'ng, Bes. K. L.; têntong
(t'ntong), Jak. Lem.

172. Drongo: rädem, e.g. këjoh segwog,
këjoh rädem, "young of the segwog
(bird), young of the drongo,"
Pang. Sai.
Drop, to: D 169; F 17.
Drought: D 177.
Droway: S 250; S 253-256.

173. Drum: a species of primitive drum
used by Sémangs at Siong consists of
a bamboo joint (gënu = bamboo),
the open end of which is struck by a
beater (pëmukol) made of "palas"
leaves bent into the shape of a small
fan and stiched together with rattan.
They are called pen-âhh, Sem.
Kedah.

175. DRUM: gentang, Sak. Kor. Gb.
[Mal. gëndang].

176. DRUM, TO (on the floor): rentak,
Bes. Songs [? F 52].


Drunk: to get drunk, V 24.

177. Dry (Mal. kéring): bo'ong or le-
bo'ong, ex. penjok lebo'ong, "a dry
linen-cloth," Sem. Dedah; ba'ong,
Sem. Jarum; bo'ong, Pang. U.

Drought: drought (Mal. kêmara): bo'ong
(pr. bo'oäng), Pang. U.
Airing [? = D 178].

178. Dry: bë-hôj, Sem. Clif.; gaháh,
Bes. Malac.; chëhóí, Kena. I.

Téhô, Sorting. [Khmer huot, "to
dry"; Sieng suot, "dry"; ? cf.
Cham ghang, mûghang, "to dry."

Keset, Bes. A. I.; [see M 114].

180. Dry: (a) kéráha, Jak. Malac.
(b) Dry: kérhing (këkëhing), Barok;
kiëng? (giëgn), Sem. K. Ken.
Sem. Buk. Max. Shore; kéring
kéring].

181. Dry, TO (intrans.): til (dil, dill),
Sak. Kor. Gb. To dry in the sun
(Mal. jëmmará): til, Seraw;
tél-til, Sem. Clif.; téttil (til'til), Sak.
U. Kam. Male argus pheasant:
telti tapâ (tel-til-tapâ), Sem. Stev.
Midwife: telti tapá-i (tel-til-tappar-
ee), Sem. Stev. [There must have
been some misunderstanding here
on the part of the collector.] [? Cf.
Bahnar têng (têng) "to dry (in
the sun)."

182. Dry: shallow; ripe; thin; lean:
Dry: A 24.

Dry, to: D 180, 181; H 141.

Dry season: S 66; S 68.

183. Duck: pë? (pey), Ben. New.;
Jau. bebe, "duck.

Jur. Rob., Ben. New., Tembi,
Darat; itek, Tembi; itek³, Jelai
[Mal. itek].
Dug out (boat) : B 316.
Dukong anak (plant spec.) : B 401.
Dumb (Mal. busu) : k'lá' or kélá, Pang. Som. Pang. Gal.; kaló (kalók), Seru. [Mal. kélá; but also Mon klaw, "dumb."]
Dung : D 114.
Durable : H 31.

Ket ; sêmpâ? (sêmâl), Sak. Martin ; sempah, Tembi, Seru ; sempâ pêkâ (sem pakâ) ; sem pâkâ), Tembi. Flower [probably a mistake] : sêmpa' (sempak), Tembi. Asam durian : asapâ sempol, Seru. [The durian being a great source of food supplies for the aborigines, this word may conceivably be identified with Stieng sômâ, sûpâ, "food (to be eaten along with rice)," which is from sa, "to eat" ; E 27 : sed quarre.]


Durian darat ; durian daun (fruit-tree), Durio oxleyanus ; ngêl, Tembi ; shanggell, Seru (or Tembi).

Dying : I 28.

Dust : chakah (chakah), Som. ; S 23, 24 ; S 26, 27.

Dusty : bêköl, Bet. Sep. ; bêköl [dist. from W 98], Bet. K. L.

Dwell. to : I 18 ; L 108-110 ; R 63 ; S 221, 222 ; S 439 ; S 477.

Dwelling-place : H 151-159.

Dyeing : plant used in : P 130.

Dysentery : B 248, 249 ; S 185 ; S 187 ; S 468.

E

1. Each ; every (Mal. tiap or tiyap) ; reng-sing or reng-seng (?) ; Sem. Plus.


(b) Eagle : hêlûng, Mantr. Malac. ; lang, Jak. Malac. ; Mal. lang (older form "hêlûng"), "eagle," "kite.

Eaglewood : A 50-52.


(c) To hear: gërt-tëk, Sem. Cl. To hear; to listen: gërtük, Sak. U. Kam.; gërtük, Serâu, Darat [?]. I hear: engërtük, Jelai. Deaf: ta-mungantôk (or ta-mungentôk), Sak. Ker. Gb. [Bahrn tông; kottông; Stêng tông, "to hear"; Central Nicobar hateng; "to hearken"; Sedang tông (teung); Nanbang chong, "to listen"; Alak tông; Lave nåtdong, "to hear."]


Early: D 42; M 175-179.


17. Earth: lāpang, Galang, Plain (Mal. padang); lēpan, Pang. U. Aring; rāpang? (zafang), Ben. New. [Mal. lapang, "space."]


Earthquake: E 12.


22. Easy or comfortable (Mal. sēnang): lēgō, ex. lēgō dah (=Mal. sēnang sudah), "to be comfortable." Bes. K. L. [perhaps=T 14].


Sag. Food (boiled rice): kankot, Ben. New. [Mal. makan, "to eat"; the root of which is kann; cf. Madur. kannu].

EAT TO: B 228; C 129; F 124.


31A. Ebb, to: najō, Tembi; jō, Serau [or Tembi?].

Ebony: C 77.


Eclipse: C 257; D 23; D 33; D 43; M 161; M 164; S 242; S 546.

Eddy: W 30.


Edging, rattan: B 116.


(b) Egg: klor, Sem. Stev.; tērōr (tezor), Bes. New.; tēlōr, Mantr. Malac.; Jak. Malac.; tēlōr (telōk), Barok; B 21. Fowl's egg: tēlōr, Bedu. II. Rice (Mal. bēras?)? tēlōr sēmūt, Bed. Chiong. [This sounds like a Pantang (taboo) periphrasis: lit. = "ant's eggs."] [Mal. tēlōr; Selung kōlōn, Sulī tōkog, etc. etc., "egg." These are variant forms of the same word as those referred to, and cited under (a). The word is exceedingly anomalous in its variations.]


Egg-plant: S 339.

Egga-shell: S 236.

38. Egret: stork, Cicia capellata (?) (Mal. bangau): (a) bahau; chim bahau, Bes. K. L.; banghau, Mantr.
Aboriginal Dialects


40. Eight: hó-it, Sak. Sel. Da. [Both probably fictitious; no other dialects have corresponding numerals.]


48. Elephant: pêmâльgir, Sering [? cp. A 133].

49. Elephant: chi (e.g., “rogue elephant,” chi ng tungal), Sak. U. Bert.; S 34a; chiô (tchiô), Sak. Ra.; chik, Sak. Blanj. Sw.; sheong, Rasa. “The elephant (is) not (a) good (one),” chik ta bar, Sak. J. Low. [Mon ching; Tarenâ hachom; Cuoi chiêng; Sue, Kon Tu tiêng; Sue, Hûn, So thian; Sue; Phong). Namhang achang; Mi sang; Khmus lechong; Lemetkesang—“elephant.”]

50. Elephant: bêtâ, Kena. II.; hmêrat, Bes. Her.; mêrat; m’rat, Bes. Sep. A. 1.; m’rat, Bes. Malac.; (marat), Ben. New. [? cf. Mal. bêtâ, “heavy”; but this seems improbable, as the word is not a Pantang word].

50a. Elephant: limân, Tembi. [Javan., Lampong, Bulud Opie (Borneo) liman; Chan limôn; Chrëi romon; Rodô eman; Cancho leman; Jarai rômôn—“elephant.” It is an old Malay-Polynesian name for the animal, and probably derived from lima, “hand,” whence also F 160.]


(c) Elephant: gantir, Ben. New.; gêntil, Kena. I.; gêntil (gêntil), Bedu. II.; sagantîl, Pant. Kap. Log.; sêgantît, Jok. Sim. [Possibly formed anomalously on quasi Krama principles from gajaj; cf. C 57; C 200; D 149; W 50; W 101.] B
52. **Elephant's cry (to its companions):** uh-üh-kang, *Bes. Sep.*

53. **Elephantiasis:** tēlum (tulum), *Sem. Buk. Max.*

**Elevate, to:** D 66.

54. **Eleven:** sahahīb, *Sak. Sel. Da.* [Probably fictitious; it stands alone, and such high numerals are suspect in these dialects, except where corroborated; but perhaps cp. T 44.]


58. **Emerge, to:** I 43.

59. **Emigrate, to (to wander):** bangko? (banco), *Mantr. Cast.* [? *Mal. bongkar.*]


61. **Empty, to:** hawai (?) *Jak. Malac.*

62. **Empty, to empty:** pēnin (pınin), *Sem. Buk. Max.*


69. **Enemy:** musu (moussou), *Sōm.*; musō (moussō), *Sak. Ra.* [Mal. musoh]; A 121; F 97.

70. **Engaged:** F 90.

71. **Enjoyment:** A 76; G 74.

72. **Enough:** sufficient: hāmā, *Bes. A. I.*


74. **Enough:** chukup, *Tembi*; (tchou-koup), *Sak. Ra.* Too little; insufficient: bia' amat chukub (bīak amt chukub), *Sem. Buk. Max.* That is enough! je chukub sudah! *Tembi*; F 116 [Mal. chukub].

75. **Enough:** proper (Fr. "as convenient "); patot, *Sōm., Sak. Ra., Sak. Korb.* Proper: pātut, *Jelai.* Not proper: pe' pātut, *Jelai.* [The word should have been entered under "proper." ] [Mal. *patut, "proper."*]


77. **Enquire, to:** A 162-169.


77. **Enter, to:** ámój (ámoj), Sak. Kerb.; ennàd, Tembî; môt, Serau. [Bahnar, Churi, Jarai, Prou, Cancho mut; Sut möt; Sedang möt; Tureng hem; Cwsö möt, Annam möt — "to enter." ] A 156; C 219; E 12; F 12; G 43; L 31.

78. **Entrails (Mal. tali pérut): ejued or éjuwed, Sem. Kodak; B 159. Entwine, to:** B 213. Envelop, to:** W 144, 145. Epilepsy:** D 160; F 155. Equal:** A 79. 

Err. to:** F 23. Escape to:** R 198. Estimate, to:** T 79. Estuary:** R 149. Eternal:** F 131. European:** M 23; M 26; M 28; W 101. Evening:** D 16; D 19; D 21; D 25-28; L 15; T 253. 

Evening star:** S 436. Ever, for:** A 72; O 21. **Every:** tiap, Bes. Songs [Mal. tiap]; E 1, 2. 

Evidence:** C 147, 148. 

Evil-smelling:** S 292. 

Exceedingly:** V 10-13. 

Exchange, to:** B 61; B 484; G 20. 

Excrement:** S 468. To void excrement:** S 467-472. 

Exhale, to:** C 253. 

Expand, to:** to open out (trans.: ) yuwi or riwi? (iwi or riwi), Sem. Buk. Max. 

Expand, to:** to reklän? (rkn), Sem. Pa. Max. 

Expensive:** D 59. 

Expired:** B 39; B 388. 

Explain, to:** (?) = sêké (ski), Sem. Buk. Max. 

Explosion, noise of:** V 15. 

Extinguish, to:** sèp, Jak. Malac.; B 256, 257; D 53. 

Extract, to:** P 231. 

Exude, to:** O 66. 

Eyelid: E 83.

86. Eyelid, upper: engpak, Tembi.

[cf. K'mer trêbhâk [trâpak], "membrane."]

F


2. Face; forehead: =F 228 and cf. F 277.

3. Face; sojâi (sod-jee), Sem. Ken.

4. Face; rêmâk, Bedu. II.; emên (emain), Tan. U. Lang. [= E 83].

5. Face; pângop (tamlangop), Ben. New., Head: pângik (tamlingik; tamlanjik), Ben. New. [These are inexplicable: probably they are faulty transcriptions of words collected for Newbold by a Malay in the Arabic character: cp. Hikayat 'Abdullah, chapter on the Jakuns; cf. F 221; T 166; W 11.]

6. Face: mûko (mõuko), Sak. Kerb.; mûka (mõukâ), Sak. Ra.; muka, Sak. U. Kam., Sak. Sung., Mantr. Malac., Jak. Malac.; mûka' (mûka'ñ), Seriting; mûka, Barôk. Forehead: muka, Bedu. II. Impudent [by mistake given as imprudent]: mûka' (mõukâ), Sak. Ra. [The proper adjective has been omitted here; mûka only means "face."] [Mal. muka].

B 146, 147; C 81; E 83; F 277; M 202; N 99; S 85.

Fade, to: D 93.

Faded: W 61; W 131.

Faint: D 160; E 83; V 24.

7. Faint, feeling: giddîy (Mal. pêning); lu-bâk, Sen. Clîf. [= V 24].


Fair: W 101.


10. Fall, to: pêrelsel, ex. pêrelsel wong bêkau, "the young flower-bud falls," Pung. Telîang.

11. Fall, to (Mal. jatoh): ya' dahes [fr. da-hiés], Sem. Plus. To fall down: has? (b-s [sic]), Sem. Beg. To fall down; to stumble: has (hauss), Sem. Stev. To fall: to spill (Mal. jatoh; tumpah): hes (his); haet (hait), Sem. Pa. Max.; mahâh (mahch), Sem. Buk. Max. To
slip ; lying down ; fallen ;
upside down ; in confusion : hes
(his), *Sem. Pa. Max.* To pour
(Mal. tumpah) : ya - hayd (pr.
Spilled : ḥāch (ḥch), *Sem. Buk.
Max.* ; haye (ḥai), *Sem. Pa. Max.* ;
cp. W 73. [I am not sure that I have
sorted all these words correctly as
between the two paragraphs.] To
fell trees (Mal. tēbang) ; ya - has-chōh
(pr. hass-chōh), *Sem. Jarum* ; C 295.
To clear (jungle), (Mal. tēbas) : (?)
y- has, *Sem. Jarum.* [See W 73.]
12. FALL, TO (Mal. jatoh) : ya - blis,
*Sem. Jarum, Sem. Plus.* To fall ;
to spill : mablis (mblis), *Sem. Buk.
Max.* Lying down ; fallen : māmblis
(mmblis), *Sem. Buk. Max.* To
disappear (?) or enter (e.g. of sunset):
ḥis-lis, ex. ḥis-lis ḫleŋ tēbelkun,
"disappears among the foliage" (?),
*Pang. Teliang.* Upside down ; in
confusion : mabli mali ang (mblī mli
ang ?), *Sem. Buk. Max.* To repose ;
to go to rest (Mal. masok tidor) :
bluwis (pr. bluwis), ex. ya - kijūl
ya - bluwis (Mal. aku bangkit dērī
tidor), "I arise from sleep," *Sem.
Plus.* South : benlis (pr. ben-liss)
doubtful), *Sem. Kedah ; ben-liss or
bang-liss, (?) *Sem. Plus* ; F 155.
[? Cf. Kham lich, "to plunge into" ;
lech [lej; lejch], "west." ]
13. FALL, TO (a) keō, *Sak. Kor. Gāb.*
To fall (of ripe fruit) : kai (kai), *Sem.
Buk. Max.* ; kāl, *Bes. Malac.* To fall
down (Mal. rebah) : kōl, *Sem.
Cl.* ; (Mal. tumbang) : kōl. *Tembi ;
kāl, Serau? or Tembi? ; koi, Serau ;
(Mal. jatoh) : kuke (kukē), *Serau.*
To pour : kā (tí), *Sak. U. Kam.*
[śec : "tí" probably=W 30] ; kōh,
Serau. [? Cf. Bahmar kāl, *Stien
go, "to fell." ]
(?) To fall : kēlo (kō-lo), *Sōm.* ; kēlu
(kōlou), *Sak. Kerb.* [?= D 95].
14. FALL, TO (Mal. jatoh) : ya - tēboł
(pr. tēbōl), *Sem. Plus.* To fall (ot
a tree) : boṅg, *Bes. A. I.*
15. FALL, TO (Mal. jatoh) : ya-pō-ōp,
pōg (pēg), *Lebir* ; prōm, *Bes. Song.*
To fall to the ground : pōg ba tē
(pēg ba tē), *Lebir* ; cf. D 96 [Bah-
mar pōk, "to fall "]
16. FALL, TO (Mal. jatoh) : yokā, *Serau ;
biākā, *Krau Em.* ; yoh or yon? *Sak.
Ra.* ; *Sak. Cl.* ; lōkā, *Serau Cl.*.
To fall (of ripe fruit) (Mal. gugar ;
jatoh) : hā’ yioh ? (ha’
iiuh or ha’ biuḥ?) ; *Sem. Pa. Max.* ;
(Mal. gugar) : jinjinjōl (jinjinjēr),
*Serau.* Don’t fall down (Mal. jangg
jatoh) : mongiōkā, *Jelai.*
17. FALL, TO (of a tree) : bedēkńg
Malac.* To drop ; to fall : bedōk,
[? Cf. Mon tum [dō], "to fall " (as a
tree).]
18. FALL, TO (Mal. jatoh) : grūp, *U.
Cher.* ; grōk (gōrk or gērk), *U.
Tem.* ; groyn ; groh, *Bes. Sep.* ; grun,
*Bes. Sep.* To fall to the ground :
grūp ga teh ; grūp a-teh, *U. Cher.*
grōk a-te (grōk or gērk) a-teh, *U.
Tem.* ; cf. D 96. [ Cf. Mon gōrōh
[gāruh], "to fall down in pieces" ;
chārōh [chāruh], "to pour out" ; Kham
chruh ; chruś [jruh ; jrus] ; Bahmar
ruh, jōrh ; Siēng jōrh, "to fall" (esp.
of leaves) ; ruh, arūh, "to get
lose and fall."]
19. FALL, TO (Mal. jatoh) : chōrō or
chōō? (chēr-ēr), *Krau Ket.* To fall
to the ground : chō gēn te (chēr
gēn-te), *Krau Ket* ; cf. D 96. To
spill (Mal. tūmpah) : sāru ; surī,
*Serau* [= F 18].
20. FALL, TO (Mal. jatoh) : ya-gōl,
Pang. U. Aring ; gōl (gērl), *Kherbat.*
To fall to the ground : gōl ba te'
(gērl ba te’), *Kherbat.* To fall (of a
tree), tegōt, *Bes. Sep.* [but cf. T 113].
To fell (trees) : gāgu, *Sak. Kor. Gāb.*
gēgū (gēghōu), *Sak. Ra.* ; gl. *Sak.
Cliff.* ; gāgi, *Ganik* ; gāh (pr. gāh),
K. Lang.* ; kāgāh, *Bes. Songs.*
To cut : ganikā, *Serau.* People fell
here and there : magi (magik) mata’
matah), magi (magik) madi,
*Serau* [= C 300].
21. FALL, TO ; to let go ; to throw away ;
to spill ; to live (at a place) ; loss :
Broom : pēnlahor (p’n’lahor), *Pant.
Kap. Joh.* To go down : mēlahor
(m’lahor), *Pant. Kap. Joh.* To re-
main ; to shove ; to throw ; to spread
sink : tēlahor kē sēmpeloh (l’lahor
k’smpeloh), *Pant. Kap. Joh* ; W 34.
[? Cf. Mal. laubu, "to fall , " to
let fall " (especially an anchor) ;
Sundan. labur, "to pour out."]
To fall : D 96 ; P 147 ; S 119.
To fall down : D 95, 96.
21A. FALL, ON, TO ; to strike : tempa’.
e.g. nāhōl tempa’ kērēp, "it is true,
or may (something) fall on my body"
(a form of asseveration), Bes. K. Lang. [Mal. timpa].

   ʰFalse: boi (boli), Sūm; bāu1 (bāudt; bā-adt n), Sem. K. Ken.; (Mal. karut): bojy (pr. bojy), Sem. Jarum; mē-boyd (pr. mē-boyd) (the mē may represent the 2nd pers. pron.), Sem. Plus. Lie (falsehood): li-bus, Sem. Cl. [Khörer phūt [bhūt], "to lie.""

   ʰTo decei·ve: delude: gilhōi; gil-hōi, Sem. K. Ken. To cheat (Mal. tipu or keehi): pelot or p'lot, ex. jēbāh p'lot rā' (Mal. orang dagang tipu sahaja), "the strangers do nothing but cheat," Bes. K. L. To err (Mal. silap): jelot1, Sak. Em.; jurad, Tembi. [Bahnar lāt, "to get cheated": pōlūt, "to deceive": Stien luich, "to cheat": luich, "theft": Mon klāt [klāt], "to steal": Khörer luōch [luōch], "secretly": "to steal": and perhaps Bahnar plāch, "to lie.""
   (c) To lie: jāli (djā-lā), Sem. K. Ken. [Halang lēh, "to lie.""


Familiar: A 22.
Familiar spirit: D 91; S 387.


30. Fashion; manner: moi (moi), Sak. Kerb.
31. Fashion; manner: macham (mat-cham), Söm.; machim (matehAm), Sak. Ra. [M. macham].
Fast to make: B 213.
Fasten to: B 213, 214.
36. Fat; plump: lohui (loholü), Sak. Ra.; a-hu’n (a-hud’n); ahû’n? (ahud’n?), Sem. K. Ken.; mahîn [or mohîn?], Darat.
37. Fat; plump: gëmû, 'mû, Bes. Sep. A. I. [Mal. qemok]; B 204. 205; R 125.
41. Father: itâ, U. Ind. [Ita was the secret name of the late Dato’ of Johol. It was never mentioned: so stated by Mr. Abraham Hale, formerly District Officer, Tampan."
42. Father: sangkat, Kena. I., Kena. II.
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\textit{Sun}: \textit{äpe' (äpek)}, \textit{Serting}. Father-in-law: \textit{äpe' (äpek)}, \textit{Serting}; F 132. [Cf. Mon apâ; Sedang pâ; Khmer pâ. So mpa, "father"; and see F 40.]


\textit{Father-in-law}: F 30-40; F 44; G 86; L 21-25.

\textit{Father}: C 89.

\textit{Fatiguëd}: T 145-151.

47. \textit{Fault}: negilik (negg-lik). Söm.; B to.

\textit{Fawn}: D 68.

48. \textit{Fear}: antong (antung), Sem. Buk. Max. Fear: afraid; fright; frightened: têh (touh; touch), Söm.; tê, Sak. Kerb. To fear: antong, Ben. New.; intöng? (indug'n), Sem. K. Ken.; èndang (undang), Sem. Beg.; etëkun, e.g. "don't be afraid." e etëkun [sic], Tembi; itu (itou), e.g. ka itu (ka itou); "don't be afraid," Sak. Kerb. Lias. Fear: to be a coward: ma'antum (ma ntum), Sem. Buk. Max. Cowardly: intöng? (indung'n), Sem. K. Ken. Afraid: to fear: èntöng (èntöng), Kerbat. To be afraid: antong (anteung), Sem. Beg. Afraid: ha têk, e.g. "don't be afraid"; jê ha têk, Sak. Tan. Ram. Frightened (Mal. takut): èntöng or èntöng (explained as being the same word as that for "ear"), ex. kom yê èntöng (= Mal. sahya banyak takut), Pang Sam, Pang. Gal. To be frightened: èntöng (n'tung); èntöng, Sem. Stev. To tremble (with fright), (Mal. gëmetar): ya ma' antong (ia ma' antung), Sem. Buk. Max. Danger: perîl: hatu (hatou), Söm.; tô; tàk tô (têk tô), Sak. Kerb. [Suf. twang; Lawe aduông, "fear"; Samtrá taang; Por tang; Cuoi tuong; Prou dong. "to be afraid."]


I am afraid to swim here: eng sengô (sengoh) bôh [or bôh?], meloli, Kram. Frightened: 'gi or bêndëgi', Pang. Belimbi. [Mon sâmëggä, "fear"; Bahmar shônit (xônit). "afraid." "to take fright"; Khmer ënôfik [fànnik]; ënôfich [fànnöch]; ënôfökt (fànnökt). "afraid."]

50. \textit{Fear, to}: gëli, Mantr. Malac.; gli, Bet. Songs. Afraid: gli (gleg), Bet. Bell. Frightened: gli, Bet. Songs. [Cf. Phnong klach (clach); Bahmar lit. "to be afraid"; Hagu (Bahmar) hli, "to fear."]

50A. \textit{Fear, to}: pà, Sak. Martin. [Doubtful: the Malay equivalent given is tidak (= "no.").] [Cf. Mon phek, "to fear."]


\textit{Feast, to}: D 165.

52. \textit{Feast, to} (with drinking, etc.): bêranta balei, Bet. Sep. [lit. "stamp (on the floor of the hall)", [Mal. réntak=D 176].

53. \textit{Father}: ding, Buk. U. Lang.; dò-it, Sak. Sel. Da.; D 98; H 1; H 4; W 119.

\textit{Feathered} part of arrow: B 361.

\textit{Feeble}: S 272; T 145; T 147; W 57-64.

\textit{Feed, to}: G 29.


55. \textit{Feel, to}: bô, Sak. Kor. Gb.

56. \textit{Feel, to}: si' Sem. Cliff. [Sem. Cl. has si', "to fell"; probably this last a misprint]; serikin, Serâu [Cf. A 76].

57. \textit{Feel, to}: iniasà, Sem. K. Ken.


59. **Fall** to: A 4; C 296; F 11; F 20 (F 56 ?).


Festivity: A 76; G 74.
89. Fever-feat: siyau, Bes. Songs.
90. Feverish: S 187.
91. Few: a: Q 5; S 281.
95. Ficus, a large, with small leaves (Mal. jawi-jiawi), Ficus rhodosendrifolia: jëning, Bes. K. L.; ënang, Bes. A. I.
96. Fiddle: M 226.
97. Field: sëláî (sâli); Sayak, Tan. Ram., Sak. U. Kam.; e.g. "men and women work in the plantation," ul sâli k'âl krôdâl, Sak. U. Kumpar. Field; garden; plantation (Mal. ladang): sëlai (sôlai), Sôm; (sôlai); sôlaî, Sak. Kerb.; sëláî; sôlai (sôlai); sôlai, Sak. Ra. Clearing; plantation (Mal. ladang), së-laî, Sen. Cliffl.; (sî, slây), Sak. U. Kam.; e.g. "to make a plantation," ël sâli, Sak. U. Kam.; sëlai; slai, Tembi; slai, Seran. To make a clearing: gan islai [?] ; kra'ja; sâli, Jelal. Abandoned plantation: së-laî, Kram Tem. Age: sëlai (sôlai), Sôm. [An evident con-

fusion of the Malay equivalents:
humâ, "field," and "umor, "age."]
? Cf. Sat. sörây; Annâm rây; Cham.
re, "field" (for dry rice cultivation).]
95. Fierce: chongka' Mantr. Malac. [Mal. chongkâk].
96. Fig: F 91-93.
97. Fight: S 189.
98. Fight, to: A 17.
99. Fight, to: A 17; B 257; F 260; Q 4; S 496.
100. File, to (to file the teeth=Mal. bërasah giga): chingkîl, Sem. Kedah; [cf. Mal. chongkîl; dikir]; S 144.
100. Filed down (Mal. lëntîk): këtchêng (kaching), Sem. Buk. Max.
102. Fill: F 170; F 290.
103. Fillèt: R 133.
104. Filthy: D 116.
106. Finch: S 354.
108. Find, to: dapat, Sôm. [Mal. dapat]; C 48; C 51.
111. Finger: kayâ (kâyê), Sak. Kerb.


Finger: H 14. 5; H 17: N 1-3; P 155; S 179.

Finger: to; H 106.

Finger-joint: K 40; W 147.

Finger-nail: N 1-3; N 98; S 141; S 179.


Finger-ring: R 133.


116. Finish: to: iâk ? (âlialâk ?), Sem. Buk. Max. To finish; to consume (Mal. habiskan): yâg, ex. nà’ yë yag taio (Mal. mak sahaya habis de rimau), or taio on yag u leau nà’ yë. (Cp. also yak keyling, Mal. habis kadamal, which should no doubt be ya keyling, the g having perhaps been affected by the k of keyling), Sem. Kodah. Done: finished: yak, Sem. Crawl. Gram. To finish or complete (Mal. habiskan): ya-jak (more commonly jag ?), Pang. U. Aring. Done; done with; have (Mal. sudah; habis): ja’ (used as an auxiliary verb; e.g. O 75; but also used in an adjectival sense, e.g. of ja’, "come here, will you?"); Mal. mari juga or mari sudah), Sem. Kodah; ja’ ex. ja’ yë chi’ bâb = Mal. sudah sahaya makan nasi, "I have eaten."

Pang. U. Aring; E 71; F 117; G 75; R 60; W 68. Have (aux.): oash, e.g. "I have eaten," ku oash makan, Jak. Malac. [cf. Bahnar ji, auxiliary of past tense; Shieng jet (jêt), "done," "finished."


119. **FINISH, TO**; to make an end of: pédong (pdung), *Sem. Buk.* Max.; A 63; D 53; F 115.


FINISHED: A 63; F 115-119.


COMPARATIVE VOCABULARY OF

Trang. Matches: chôlej api, Serau. Fire-steel: api, Tembi; snapi, Serau [or Tembi?]. [Mal. api].


128. FIRE, materials for making: pedbied (ped-bee-ed), Sem. Stev. Fire: B 373; B 468; C 77; H 147; R 194.

Firebrand: F 124; F 126; T 214.

Firefly: S 437; W 121.

Fire-log: C 77; F 126, 127.


Fireplace: A 160.

Fire-steel: F 124, 125; S 444.


Firewood: B 372; C 77; F 124; F 126.


First: A 5; B 145.

First-born [child]: N 50, 51.


136. FISH: râyap, Kena. I. 137. FISH: chërhë (chërëhì), Servant; chère, Bel. Chiung. [? cf. Khmer trëy [trìy]; K' a tre; Tarsen trùo; Prou tro; Huei, Suk thró (threu); So chi; Nauhang tea, “fish.”]


Fish: S 24.

141. FISH, fresh-water spec.: bègâhak, Jak. Mad.

142. FISH, fresh-water spec.: nöm, Jak. Mad.
143. Fish, fresh-water spec.: sëngårat, Jak. Mad.

144. **Fish, to:** kadō, Sak. Kôr. Gh., C 49; T 107.

144A. Fish with a hook, to: têndroīth, Têmbî; têndroits [sic], Serau.

145. Fish with a hook, to: kikbōt, Sering; kibāt (kibōt), Bedu. II.

146. Fish with a hook, to: ngēdek, Galang.

147. Fish with a hook, to: ngâyel, Bedu. I., Bedu. II. [Mal. kail; mēnggai].

148. Fish with a spear, to: sêrmampang, Sering [Mal. sêrmampang].

149. Fish with a spear, to: sūnāk, Bedu. I.; sūnak, Bedu. II.; S 369; S 373-374.

150. Fish with a "tanggok" (a kind of ratten net?), to: pâlong, Kena. I.

151. **Fishing-basket:** sêgel, Jak. Mad.

151A. FISHING-BASKET: sêntâpok, Jak. Mad. Fish-trap made with "onak": sêntapok (s'mntapok), Jak. Sîm.

152. **Fishing-place:** guniī (gouné), Sak. Ra.

Fish-roe: E 34.

Fish-trap: F 151; F 151A.

Fish-trap made with ratten thorns (onak): basōk, Jak. Sîm.


Flat, to hit with the: S 497.


156. Five: chū-yang, Sak. Sel. Da.; [? = F 158].

157. Five: sā jümà, Po-Klo. [Both this and F 156 are very doubtful.]

158. Five: më-sâm, U. Têm.; mëshông, U. Cher.; mësogon, Sering; massokn, U. Ind.; [Mon māsôn or mësoîf [mASN]; pâsōn, pësîf [pASN]; Cuoi song; Hoi, Suk, Sue, So sung (soung); Hin, Nan-hang chung (choung); Tareng, Kông Tu, Boloven sōn; Sud sōn; Prou chhêng; Ka chang; Boloven song; Nia hô, Lave sōn; Khnûs pûfung (pfooun); Lêmêt pûn; Palaung phan; pûnh (and variant forms in neighbouring dialects); Khâsi san, "five."]

159. Five: lepang, Sem. Scott. [Very doubtful.]


**Fix, to:** F 131.


162. **Flame:** gor-hœ (ghorho), Sak. Ra.; D 41; F 124.

163. **Flame, to:** to flare up; lok, ex, uis lok dah, "the fire has flared up."

Bes. K. L. [cf. A 132. A 155; but perhaps cf. Bah når unh (unh) lôk, "glow-worm"; lech unh (unh) lôk, "to see stars" (on receiving a blow in the eye).]

Flaming: D 41; F 161.

Flank: R 100; R 102, 103.

Flap, to: F 177.


Flare up, to: F 163.

Flash (of lightning): L 92.

164. **Flash—flash:** kilat—kîlau, Bes. Songs [Mal. kilat, "lightning"; kilâu, "to shine"]; cf. L 97.


Flat: L 62; S 481.

Flat country: S 57.

Flat (of hand): H 14.

The expression for "flea" in several of these is "dog-louse," as in Mal. kutu anjing is used. *Central Nicobar shill, "flea."* L 144, 145.


(δ) Body; flesh: isi, Pant. Kap. Jōh. Entrain: isi′i nebo (aisi′i nbu′), Sem. Pa. Max. Heart: isi dālam, Jak. Mad. (Pant. Kap.); I 15. To fill: isi′ (aisi′), Sem. Pa. Max. Wood: isi, Sak. Kor. Gb. Tapioca plant: isi mabok, Pant. Kap. Lem.; N 10. [Some of these words are certainly derived from Mal. isi′, "interior," isi′, "contents," "to fill." but those which do not begin with a vowel (and perhaps a few of those that do) are probably connected with Khmer sāch [stich], "flesh." As it is difficult to separate the two sets of words, which have somewhat similar meanings, they have been grouped together here. Perhaps also cf. Bhnar shek (sēk), "lean meat"; Alak sāch, "meat."]

**171. FLESH:** yulo? (zulo), Ben. New.


**Flexible:** S 336.

**Flight:** F 203-205.

**Fint:** F 124; S 462.

**173. FLOAT:** to: uit (auit), Sem. Buk. Max.

**174. FLOAT:** to: tēnumul (tumul), Sem. Pa. Max. To arrive: nimul, e.g. a common form of salutation is mani nimul hinoŋkng, "where have you come from now?" Bes. Sep. [Mal. timbul, "to rise to the surface"]] [Perhaps = C 166.]

**175. FLOAT:** to: to drift: lampong (impung), Sem. Pa. Max. [Mal. lampong].

**176. FLOAT:** to: to drift: bēngkās (bngks), Sem. Buk. Max. [? Mal. bingkās, "elastic.""]

**177. FLOAT:** to (in the air); to float in the wind (Mal. kilbar): do′ (du′), Sem. Pa. Max.

**Float:** to: L 79.


**Flood:** (tide): hanur, Ben. New. [? Mal. hanyut, "to drift"]; L 89; W 27; W 30.

**Floor:** kēping, Kena. I.; cf. P 36. [? Mal. képing, "a sheet or piece."]

**181. Floor:** lantei, Sōm.; lantéi, Sak. Ra. Floor planking: lan′-tēi, Kerbat [Mal. lantai]; H 11; M 62.


**Flow:** T 127; W 27.

**183. FLOW:** to: hubuin, Sem. Buk. Max.

**184. FLOW:** to: paling, Sem. Buk. Max.

**185. FLOW:** to: tēu-trás, Sak. Kor. Gb.; W 30; P 206; T 232, 233.

**186. Flower:** (Mal. bunga): hāpong, Sem. Kedah.

Ken.: bakau: said to be especially used of the wong bakau, “the young fruit-blossom is budding” (?); Pang. Teliang; name of a disease-pattern (on comb), bakau timon (bakaw timon), Sem. Stev. [Khmer phkā; Kaeng pakao; Mon kau; Phnong kau (cau); Stieng kaō; Rodh kā; Alak pākāo, “flower.”]

188. FLOWER: hārūt (?), Bes. A. I. [? = F 193].

189. FLOWER: pahbohoi? (pahbohoye), Bes. New.


193. FLOWER, centre of: eud, Sem. Stev. [? = F 188].

Flower, pistil of: P 115.


199. Fly (Mal. lahat): lērēi, Jelai; roai, Tembi; roi, Tembi [or Serai?]; rau, Seraw; rūi, Sak. Em.; ruoi; rōi, Sak. Kor. Gb.; roi, Bes. Sep. Eye-fly: yūi, Bes. A. I. Insect spec. (Mal. lēbah lahat) lērēi, Serau. [Ruai is also given as the equivalent in Seraw of Mal. salahmat, evidently by confusion with lahat.] [Mon rui [ruai]; Raḏāsh, Churu ruēi; Chrâu ruōy; Cham rui; Khmer rūi [ruy]; Stieng ruēi; Bahurh, Kaang, Sūl, Hālang, Bołoven, roi; Annam ruoi—“fly,” “house-fly.” Perhaps also Jarai jai, “fly”; and Central Nicobar yūe, “house-fly,” belong here.]


205. Fly, to: tā’hōt; tāht, Bes. Sep. A. I.; W 119.

Flying-fox: B 74; B 76-78.

206. Foam: W 42.

207. Folds, to: R 87.

208. Foliage; leaves: tē-belkun, e.g. bis-lis kleng tē-belkun (or tēbel-kun), “disappear among the foliage,” Pang. Teliang; D 93; F 12.


212. Follow, to: bësô (bòsô), Sôm. To consent? (Mal. turut): bësush (bëssôuch), Sôm.

213. Follow, to: ikôt, Sak. Ra. [Mal. ikut].


Fond of: I 146-149.


216. Fontanelles? (Mal. saua': tio? (tiu?), Sem. Pa. Max. [perhaps to be read bëto (btu)]=F 228; F 224.

217. Food: pikmon (plik-mol), Sôm.; E 26, 27; E 30; R 113.

218. Food Eaten along with Rice (Mal. lauk): mënghâr (mèng-hâr), Sak. U. Tâp. [But the root meaning appears to be "beast," and it may perhaps be derived from H 176.] Animal; beast (Mal. bina-tang): mënahar, Serâu; menahar, Serâu [or Tembi?]. Pig: menahal, Tembi. Stag: mënghâr (mèng-hâr), Sak. U. Kam. Monkey (spec. "chinêka" [sic = Mal. chikah]): benâr, Sak. Em. [used before animal names, e.g. R 90].

Fool: S 506.


Little toe: keron jük, Jelai; C 102. Big toe: bô chan (bote chan), Sem. Stev.; hibo' chan (hibu' chan), Sem. Pa. Max.; ibu' chan (albu' chan), Sem. Buk. Max.; bë-né jüng, Sen. Cliff.; gendê jöng, Bes. Sep. A. I.; M 190; M 192; M 195. To sit with legs dangling: bua' chán (bui' chán), Sem. Pa. Max.; goyang chán (guing chán), Sem. Buk. Max.; B 180, 181; N 3; 20; S 187; S 489; W 147. [Мнв jöng [jüng]: Stieng jàng, jong; Samrel sing; Par sîh (sîh); Cuwi, Cancho, Prow; jung; Phang, Rodi jung, "foot", "leg", Khmer chông [jöng]: Bahnar jöng; Kaseng, Sul, Boloven jöng; Halang jöng; Sedang jen; Old Khmer sang; Sue jüng; Praous yung (young); Râdję jöng; Chhâu chön; Annam chën; Khmu nhông; Lemet chëng, "foot": Tareng uin; Niaheú jüng; Boloven, Alak, Lave, Kaseng jöng; Halang jöng; Lemet yang, "leg" (cf. Santali jangga; Malhe janggap; Palaung jan, "foot"); cf. B 336.]


[These words are very doubtful; they are supposed to be interpreted as râpek, rapat respectively; cf. F 5.]


Foot (of tree): T 203.

Footprint: G 41; P 118; T 195.

Footstep: P 21.

223. For (Fr. car, pour): fassâl, Sak. Ra.; fassal, Sak. Kerb. [Mal. Ar. fašal]; W 78.

For ever: A 72; O 21.


Forearm: A 133-137; E 42; H 15.

Forefinger: F 109; F 113, 113A; H 15; P 155; S 179.

Forefoot: H 15.


226. FOREHEAD: châllâ, Kena. I.


FOREHEAD: B 431; B 433; F 2; F 5.

Foreigner: M 28.

Forenoon: D 33; D 43.


syllable in these last few words is probably A 176. This view is supported by the following: To the jungle (Mal. ka hutan); masarak¹, Darat.] Country; land: masarak¹, Krau Em. Land (Mal. darat): sérák (srák), Sak. U. Kám.; sél-rák¹, Sen. Clift.; M 23. [Khm. srék [sruk], "country," "village"; Samrél, Por, Cówi srék (sruc); Prou chrok (chroc), "country"; Sue sruk (srouc), "village"; Lave tsruh, "country"; cf. Mon krôp [grup]; "forest."]


234. Forest; jungle; têpî or têpîk (?), Sem. Kêlah; cf. B 437; débî, Sem. Per.; débî (debri), Jak. Ba. Pa.; (dôbrî), Sôm.; (d’bri), Jak. Sîm.; bre’, Krau Tem.; bri, Serting, Pal., U. Ind.; mèbb, Bes. Her.; m’bri; mèbi, Bes. Malac.; mèbi, e.g. mah mèbi, "jungle-man, Bes. Sep. A. I.; (mebi), Bes. K. Lang.; (muree), Bes. Bell. Wood [i.e. forest]; bâ, Sem. K. Ken.; F 257; P 82. [Old Khm. Bahnar, Siîng, Xong, Phnong, Prou, Chrua, bî; Khmer prey [braî]; Por, Lemet pri; Boloven brei, preî; Khm. mpré; Niaîn, Alak, Lave, bî; "forest."]

235. Forest; lano [the word seems to be only used in the expression senghoi lano (sehoi lano), which is said to mean literally "men of the woods" (hommes des bois)], Sôm.; M 26.


239. Wood [i.e. forest] (Mal. rimbâ): bluké, Sem. Béq. [Mal. bêlukar, "secondary jungle" of relatively recent growth]; A 22; H 86; H 90; O 16.

240. Forest = B 442.


247. Formerly: manginehol (manînhel), Sak. Ra.; A 5; B 145, 146; B 165; D 17; N 50; P 39; T 54.


Foul: W 74.


250. Four: bêmpûnh (bmpnh), Serting; em-pun, U. Tem., U. Cher.; nupn, U. Ind.; Two: potn, Pal. [Clearly wrong; it means "four."] [Mon pôn [pâon]; Old Khmer, Samrél, Cówi, Chong pôn; Kuy Dek pôn; Sau, Xong pôn; Kseng pôn; Lemet pôn (poun); Samrél, Por phoon; Khmer buon [pouon]; Prou, Churu, Phnong poun; Sau, Sut poun (pouon); Chrus pûôn; Siîng pûôn; Huei, Hin, So, Nanhang, Khmûs pûôn (pouôn); Sedang pûôn; Bahnar pûôn; Tareng, Kôn Tu, Halang, Boloven, Ka, Churu puan; Annam bon; Lave pôn; Alak pôn; Palaung phûn, pôn (pone), (and variant forms in neighbouring dialects); Santali pôn; Malhe, Bîhrû, Danggû phûn; Mangdari upûn; upûn-li; Kurku upuhunia; Khariya ipûn; Central Nicobar foân; Southern Nicobar flat; Son Pê futat; Terresa, Chouera foân (foôn); Car Nicobor fan; "four."]


252. Four: lêbê (lêbê), Po-Klo [Mal. lêbê, "more"; but see T 270].

253. Four: man-lang-ken, Sak. Sel. Da. [D 251-253 are more than doubtful.]


256. Fowl: bē, Kena. I.


Chicken: huat manuk, Sak. Tan. Ram. Padi bird (Mal. ayam padi); manok-manok (manuk ₂), Sem. Buk. Max. [Iramus, Dusun, Balut Opie, manōk; Sulu, Balau Dayak, Sampit, manok; Tagbanua, Dusun of Kimanis, Katingan, Biaju Dayak, Solok, Javanese, Sundanese, Batak, manok; Manyan or Moanjan (borneo), manu; Nias manu; Achiñese manok, manu — "fowl."] The word is found (with the meanings "fowl" or "bird") all over the Eastern Archipelago in dialects too numerous to be set down here. It occurs also in Indo-China, e.g. Cham, Rogai, Jarai mōn; Rada'īt mōn; Cancho, Rōd mēnuk (menu); Kha Pi menuk; Selung manok; menāk (may-nauk) — "fowl"; but is not in use in the Malay of the Peninsula.


Fox, flying: B 74; B 76-78.

Fracture: B 373; B 375.

Fragrant: B 402.

Fratl: S 293.

Fraid: B 374.

Freckle, dark: D 114.

260. Free: pēdas (p'das), Pant. Kop. Joh. To fight: pēdas (p'das), Pant. Kop. Lem. Soldier: orang pēdas (orang p'das), Pant. Kop. Joh. [In form identical with B 196, of which it is probably a figurative use in the sense of "brave"; see H II for an example.]


Fiction: R 194-196.


263. Friend: comrade (as a mode of address): o-ne; o-neh, Or. Laut.

Fright: F 48-51.

Frightened: F 48-51.


Friszled: B 175.


267. Frog: lēbāh-lik (lōbāh-lik), Sōm.


269. Frog: cēhūl? (chēl), Kēna. II.


271. Frog: bhīhong, Jak. Ba. Pa., Jak. Lem. Frog or toad spec.: katkak bhīhong, Bedu. II.; F 272. [7 cf. Cham hinhong, apparently name of a species, Callula pulchra.]

272. Frog: kata, Sak. Ra.; katkak or katkak—four kinds are mentioned: (1) k. bētong bēsār ( described as of great size); (2) k. bētong kēchil (small one with big note); (3) k. nyok; (4) k. buak or buāl, Bes. K. L.; F 268. Frog or toad (species various): katkak bērtong; katkak gārōk; katkak hārāng; katkak kākāk; katkak ru-thāk; katkak sēnggan, Bedu. II. [Mal. katak]; C 73.


273. From [Mal. dērī]; yè, Sōm.

274. From: bātōt (hētōt), Sak. Kērb.


From: A 177; B 396.

From above: A 8.

From: R 178.

Front: F 1.


280. Fruit: R 22.


285. FRUIT; or bud: képál (or këpal): ex. ye sëwë ka-këpál, képál chên, képâl gêmâling, képâl tangkül, képâl soyn, "I chant of fruits (or buds?), the chant fruit, the gêmâling fruit," etc., Pang. Telia; B 445; D 190; F 170.

286. FRUIT spec., prized by the wild tribes: dau, Pang. U. Aring. [For other fruits see the specific names.]

FRUIT-bat: B 74; B 76-79.

287. Fry. to: gôreng, Sak. U. Kam. [Mal. goring]; C 239.

FULFI. to: M 71.


290. Full: (a) iping (aiping), Sem. Buk. Max.


(c) Full; full to overflowing; abundant: ampôh (amuh), Sem. Pa. Max.

291. Full; full to overflowing; kim, Sem. Buk. Max.; G 75.

Full moon: F 35; L 74; M 161; M 165.

292. Fungus (Mal. kulat); betis, Serau; (spec. Mal. kulat susu); betis mem, Serau; B 385; (spec. Mal. kulat sisir); betis changoi, Serau; F 192 [perhaps the fungus mentioned at G 25]; pêtis, pêthi, Bes. Sep. A. I.; spec. "tiger's milk," pêthi a'a, Bes. Sep. A. I.; spec. "mushroom"; "mushroom" sp.]

ably the same word as "catechum," the Indian "cutch" (Mal. kachu); but cf. Khmer chhôu [juw], "sour."]
Gangrene: I 45; U 8.
Gap: B 403; T 54.
Gape, to: M 196.
Gash, to: C 205.
Gaze at, to: S 75.
Gecko: L 116, 117.
Germinating: E 34.
15. Get up, to: to rise: bângkis (bângkis), Sem. Buk. Max.; [Mal. bangkit]; A 131, 132; A 156; A 190.
Ghâru: A 50-52.

19. GHOST; devil; spirit (Mal. hantu): ajes; ajeh, Bêk Sep. A. I. (? = G 17).
21. GHOST; devil; hantu, Bêk Sep. A. I. A kind of ghost which haunts graves; hantu’ déguk, Bêk Sep. A. I. Other ghosts are the hantu tinggi, bajang, buru-buru, pontianak, lang- web, lanjing, and hutûn (the ghost of a species of monkey (ungka)), Bêk Sep. A. I. Moon: hantu jahat (‘the bad spirit’), Jak. Raff. Evil spirit (which blasts the produce of the earth), hantu bilir, Jak. Raff. As. [Mal. hantu].

Ghost: D 53; S 385-388.

Giddiness: H 46.


24. Ginger, probably the wild kind = Globba spp. (Scitaminaceae), eaten with rice by the Bésâli: liû, Bêk K. L. [Mal. hâlik].


27. GIRDLE of térâp bark (or fibre?) pênyali (pen-ya-lec), Sem. Stev. [Mal. jalin?].


merely "to give"). To lend: ŏk en kalê (oak en-kalê), Sak. Plus Cliff. To present: âg; og, Sak. U. Kam. To reach; to arrive at: ek (aik), Sem. Pa. Max. To share [i.e. give another a share of something]: ok, Sôm.; nok (nôk), Sak. Kerb.; C 162.

30. Give, to (Mal. bêri): ya-oî, ex. oî kânë bab (Mal. bêri sêdîkit nasi), "give me a little rice." (Does not this word rather = "bawa"?), Pang. U. Aring. [? = B 396]. [Khmer oi, "to give."]

31. Give, to: do, Sak. Ra. [? = T 86. But cf. Suê dõ; Boloven, Nîchôn doi, "to pay"; Kon Tu dòng; Tareng edông, "to give."]


33. Give, to: gå (gar), Bers. Stev.]

34. Give, to: bâ (bar), Belend. Stev. ban, Jak. Stev. [? = B 401].

35. Give, to: ji or gi? (gee), Belend. Stev. [? = G 33].


38. Give, to: bri (brie), Mont. Stev. [Mal. bêri].

Gizzard: B 159.

Glad. to be: G 66.


Glitter. to: S 158.

Globule: G 77.


Gluotonous: G 75; G 110, 111.

Gnat: M 180.

Gnaw. to: B 228.


44. Go, I; I am going: dûp, Sâkh. Tap. To run: dâh, Sem. Beg.; doh, Bers. Sep.; do' (du'), Sem. Pa. Max.; mâmô (mdû'), Sem. Buk. Max.; dâdd, Sâkh. Kor. Gê; dadu' (dadûk); dado' (dado'), in the phrases "run off!" "em da dok [sic], and "don't run away," ed da dok [sic], Tembi; do', Bers. Malac.; pê-le-do, e.g., bô kor pê-le-do [sic], "do not run away," Krou Ten.; pâlo, U. Ind.; R 201. [Mon teau (dau); Churu dao; Siêng dû; Bahnar kôûdû (kûdû); kûdû, "to flee," "to run away"; Boloven ndû; Niakôn, Alak du; Lave trôsû; Halang kadao, "to flee"; cf. also Boloven, Lave dôk, "to walk," "to go"; Prou dâk (dâk), "to go"; Khmer tou [dûu], "to go away."]

45. Go, to: bâ (bar), Jak. Stev.
46. To walk: kên (k'n), Jak. Stev.
47. Go, to: moh, Rasa, Mentr. Bor. Go over there: moh chîun? (moh xiom), Mentr. Bor.
51. Go: songsong, Kena. I.
52. Go away, to: pe, Belend. (or Bers.) Stev.; gi (gee), Bers. Stev. [Mal. pêrgi]
53. Go, inability to: chichîl (chei-chei), Sem. Stev. [Stieng chêl, "to go lame."]
55. Go away, to: C 219; F 29; F 103; G 42; G 52; T 51.
56. Go before, to: A 6; B 145; 146.
57. Go down, to: D 93; D 95-97; F 21.
58. Go downstream, to: B 6; R 83.
59. Go first, to: B 145; 146.
60. Go home, to: R 83-87.
61. Go in, to: E 76; G 42.
62. Go out, to: D 93; G 42; 43; O 40; O 66, 67; T 9.
63. Go shooting, to: B 257; G 43.
64. Go up, to: A 154; A 157.
65. Go upstream, to: A 6; A 9.

53A. Goat: bêbek, Pant. Gak. Mant. [onomatopoeic; cf. Cham pabaiy; Khmer pûpê (bàbê); Bahnar bôbê; Churu, Jarai, Kha Bî bê; Stieng beh, beih; Mon pâpê [bâpê]; also found in languages of the Indian Archipelago.]

53B. Goat: kamik, Tembi; kamibik,
Serau, Darat, Jelai; kambika, Sak. Em.; kembiap (or kembrap?), Tembi. Wild goat: kambika, Tembi [Mal. kambing]. Goat: B 110.

54. GOAT: wild (Mal. kambing gurun): hyes or hês (pr. hyëss or hëss), Sem. farum, Sem. Plus.

55. GOD: bi-in (bee-in), Belend, Sleuv.

56. GOD: deus, Jok. Raff.: déos; Jok. Raff., As.; deus (dius) Jakun of Malacca in Hikayat Abdullah [Portuguese deos]; D 161; F 32; N 39; S 385, 386; T 116.

57. Goggle-eyed, with projecting eyes: plát (e.g. chim plát (a kind of owl)), and the chin kuwayt or kalong kuwayt, which is also described as goggle-eyed), Bes. K. L. Squinting: pélât-pélât, Bes. Songs. Eye? (Mal. mata): plat-chut, Sen. Clif. [Probably the epithet has been omitted in the Malay equivalent, by inadvertence.]


59. GOLD: sœue (sû-ay), Sak. Sel. Da. [From Sanskrit suvâna, like the Burmese word for "gold," which is shwe. But in Khmer spean [sban] means "copper."]

60. GOLD: pêchîlaî (penchilei), Pant. Kap. Her.

61. GOLD: volesman, Sem. Klapr. [cf. Malagasy vulamena; Bugis ulawung; Mangkasar bulayeng. This is almost certainly a mistake: in Crawford's list the Malagasy word (given as "volemaner") occupies the next line after the Sêmang, which is blank here. It may be assumed that the copist who supplied Klaproth with his Sêmang words accidentally introduced the Malagasy equivalent. Klaproth himself notices the close likeness between his "Sêmang" word and the Malagasy word for "gold," which he appends for comparison.]


69. GOOD; well; lësôl, Kenia. I.

70. GOOD: bagali, Or. Hu. Joh. I.

71. GOOD: baik, Jak. Malac.; baik, U. Tem.; bëh-ek, Barak. Good to the taste; to recover one’s health: bëh-hák (bëh-ê̂k), Söm. Better: ubek (out-ek), Söm. Gay (?): bék (bêk), Söm. Perfect (?) (Fr. parfait, toujours; Mal. sempérrna): bëh (bëhê), Söm.; chahëbëh (chahëbëh), Sak. Kerb. Pretty: baik, U. Tem. It is well (Mal. baiklah): baëla, Söm.; baëla, Sak. Ra. Wicked: chëda baik, Jak. Stev. [Mal. tiada baik, “is not good”], [Mal. baik, “good”; but see also G 75, with which some of these words may be connected, with the meaning “satisfied.”]


73. GOOD to the taste: bi-sa, Kraw. Tem.


   **Max.** [7 = O 27].

   Old man: yat, *Tembi.* [Prou, Chrestak jak (jāc), "grandfather"; Mon já, "great-grandfather";  
   Bahnar ia, "grandmother."]


89. **Grandfather** : dēnek, *Blan. Rem.*;
   neni, *B. Malac.* [Mal. nekek]:
   F 40, 41.

90. **Grandfather** : gendue (gendooay),
   *Bes. Bell.* Grandmother: gendoi;
   gendui, *Bes. Sep. A. I.*; gëndōi,
   *Seriting*; genōi, *Bedu. II.*, *Blan.*
   *Rem.;* genoi, *Mantr. Bor.*,
   genūi, *Mantr. Malac.* Grandparent:
   genōi, *Bedu. III.* A mythological
   female character: Genōi Lanyut
   (Genowie Lanyoot), *Belend. Stev.*
   [7 = G 89 or M 190].

   New.; moyang, *Ben. New.* Grandmother:
   moyang, *Bedu. II.* Clever;
   [prob. = wizard]; [cf. Mal. moyang,
   moyang, and pawang; M 79A].

92. **Grandfather**, great- (Mal. moyang):

93. **Grandfather**, great-: munchi,
   *Ben. New.*
   **Grandmother** : G 85; G 87; G 90-92.


96. **Grass** : (a) sē-tu, *Krau Tem.*
   tōyū (tōsu or tōiūd), *Sem. Pa. Max.
   (b) nyō or nyoa (nju o njoa), *Sak.
   Kor. Gb.*; nēnān, *Sak. U. Bert.*
   [Bahnar ñt (ñhet); Halang ñtät;
   Sedang ñtät, "grass."]

   *Tembi.* [Cf. Central Nicobar
   opyflap, a species of grass.]

98. **Grass** : lumbun, *Bes. Songs.* Tangle
   of grass: lumbun (or rambun) runput,
   *Bes. Songs* [cf. Mal. rimbun or
   rumpun].


---

*Note: The text contains a mix of languages, primarily Malay, and includes various terms related to family, personal names, and cultural terms. It appears to be a page from a linguistic or ethnographic study, focusing on terminology related to family relationships and culturally specific terms. The text includes both Malay and English translations, indicating a comparison between the languages and their usage.*


103. Grasshopper of the kind known as "hantu sêmambu": riup, Ment. Her. I. [= the stick-insect, see S 455].

Greasy: B 308; S 306
Great: B 202-212
Great-grandchild: G 79-82
Great-grandfather: G 87; G 91-93
Great-grandson: G 82.

110. Greedy: nîgêmang? (nîgêmân), Sak. Ra. [cf. Khmer könmañ [kàpàñ], "miserly."]
111. Greedy or glutinous: musak or mussa, e.g. musak neneh mah-hâ, "that man is very greedy," Bes. K. L.; G 29; G 75; H 172.

(b) Green (Mal. hijau): rôgôi (rôgôi), Sem. Jarum.

113. Green: pàdua, Kena. I.
Green (unripe): U 20, 21.
Greenly: F 201.
Greet, to: O 6.

115. Greeting, "good - day": tabê, Sôm., Sak. Ra.; tâbek, Jelai [Mal. tabek]; D 42.

Grey: B 233.

Grind. to (the teeth): T 168; T 170.

117. Grying (of the belly): kchûpâlas (kchûpâlas), Sem. Pa. Max. [Probably this should be kóêd (or kéit) pûlás; B 160.] [Mal. pulas.]

Groin: U 27.
Ground: E 12; E 18.
Grove: G 9.

119. Grow to (intr.). (Mal. tumboh): ô-kânâh (pr. kênhâh or kânâh), ex. (?) ô kênhâh las, "the tubers are growing," i.e. filling out, (of a particular kind of tuber called the Elephant's - head Tuber), Sem. Plut.

121. Grow, to: (a) ya-chambah, Pang. U. Aring,


Guava: R 184.
Guide: S 179.

127. Guide. to: pangdo? (pañdo), Sak. Ra.; F 211; P 154.
Guitar: M 225.
Gulf: B 85.
Gullet: N 28.


Gunpowder: G 129.


Gutta: S 31, 32; T 1; T 211.

132. Gutter (on eaves): pancharu (pañchtóri), Sak. Ra. [Mal. panchar; pancharan].

H

Hail: R 12.

Hail (a salutation): P 44A.

Hail, to: (=to call): C 11.


Comparative Vocabulary of


Hair: D 98; H 46; L 35; T 3.

5. Hair-knot at back of head: bagi (bag-ee), Sem. Stev.


8. Half (Mal. saparoh): 'ndut or éndut, Pang. Sam, Pang. Gal.; hûndol; hên dol; no, ex. 'râk hûndol (Mal. tinggal sa-kérat), 'there is half left,' Bes. Sep. A. I. [There seems to be two words, in -t and -I: cf. Halang pênuût; Stieng ngôl; Betoven nál; Lavo nau; Niahom no, 'half'; and ? cf. Khmer kandal [kànnâl]; Stieng konol, 'middle.']


10. Half (Mal. saparoh): sâl (doubtful), Pang. U. Aring; B 146; M 100; S 198.


17. HAND; finger: râwu, Kena. I.
HAND: A 134; C 49; C 274; 275; F 111; N 3; P 21.
Handle: A 9; B 345.
22. HANDLE, wooden, of chopper (parang): kiong-u (keong-oo), Sem. Stevi. [Here, as elsewhere, the -u is probably the 3rd per. pron. = "its."] [? = B 4.]
25. Hang, to: (a) jol; jel-jol, Sen. Clíff.; jel-jol, Sen. Cl.; mênço' (mnju' or hnu';?), Sem. Buk. Max. To hang downwards (?): jinjôn or
jingjöng, ex. ő jinjün krä, "the 'kra' hangs downwards," Sem. Kedah.
[Stiegl jung; lung; Boloven yông; Ninhơn yông; Alah yö; Late dung yung, "to hang up."]
27. HANGING; to let hang: mänggulor (mngulr), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. ulur.
29. Happy: géma (guma), Mant. Bor.
To like; to approve of: gemar, Mantr. Stev. [Mal. gêmam.
33. HARD: (a) kāk, Sem. Beg. [Halang kāh; farai khang, "hard"; Bahnan khang, "dry," "hard."]
(c) Hard: kērās (krass), Sōm. kra, Ben. New. [Mal. kēras]; F 168.
Hass: A 63; F 115-123.
Haste: Q 5.
Hatchet: A 34-37.
37. HATE, to: ya-kūlidūn or yūlidūn kēlange (= Mal. bēnchī hati); Pang. U. Aring; H 64.
38. HATE, to: (a) ya' bēsē, Sem. Kedah. Miserable; unhappy (Mal. susah hati); bēsē' akel, Sem. Kedah; bēsē' kēlange, Sem. Plus; H 64. [? Cf. Bahnār būshe (böshe), "to tease," "to vex."
(b) To hate; hē menchika, Krau Em. [Mal. bēnchī].
Hate, to: D 122, 123; H 64; S 189.
39. Have, to: B 88, 89; B 91-93; F 116; F 123.
Hawk, to: (in spitting): S 391.
391. Haze: C 184; D 16; D 22.
40. He; she; they: diop, Sōm. He; she; it (Mal. dia) jūn, Sen. Cliff.; jin (?), Lebr; yōū (yērēh), Krau Tem.
41. He; him; she; her; ilūi; ilīy, Sak. U. Kam.; halīy, Sak. U. Bert.
42. He; Moh, Kerbat; i-ma', Krau Ket. He; she; it; mi, Sem. K. Ken.
43. He; she: lēngān. Kena. II.
44. He; she; they: hāh (hāh), Sak. Kerb; hē (hē), Sak. Ra. He; she; it; hē, Be, Sep. A. I.; hē, Sen. Cl.; hē, Tem. Cl.; hē; hi [this last appears to be right], Be, Song. They; they; hē, Be. Malac.; Y 34; hadō, Sak. Kor. Gā; T 86 [Sul'ai "he"].
45. He; (a) die (dē), Barok; dia' (dāk), Bedu. I.; dia, Mantr. Malac.; dia ikā (dia ikāk), Galang; T 93.
(b) He; she; diaā, Blan. Rem. They; dia itu (dia-ituk), Galang [Mal. dia].
46. (b) He; they; fā, Jak. Malac.; ye, Jak. Malac. They; nya orhēng (nya okhēng), Barok [Mal. nya]; T 52, 53; T 86.


55. Head: utah, Jak. Raff. As.; uleah, Jak. Raff. (retah), Jak. Raff. [I do not know whether B 369 or H 54 is intended here; but cf. Panan, Bukuton Dayak utok; Selang atah, atak, 'head'.] F 5; H 1, 2; H 4; P 100.


57. Head, band round the: pap-an, Sem. Stev. To carry on the head: C 38.

Headache: H 46; H 56; S 187.

Headcloth: H 52.

Headkerchief: H 51; P 100.

Headland: H 46.

Head-scratcher: S 50.

57A. Headstring, a: kefuul [?], Serau.

Headwaters (of river): A 6; W 30.


Health, in sound: G 66. To recover one's health: G 65, 66.

Healthy: C 206.


61. HEAR, TO: pénye pok, (p'énye pok).

62. HEAR, TO: rāngar (zangar), Ben. New.; dāngar, Jak. Malac.


66. HEART: tungklung, Ment. Her. II.; B 380; B 388; F 170.


(b) Heavy: bēchōt? (b'chont); chēnōt (chen-ont), Pant. Kap. Joh.; R 130.

70. Heel: kénöl, Tembi; kẹnól jükä, Darat; kẹnöl jukä (kẹ-nuru jukä), Sen. Cliff; tanyû, Kena. I. [Achin. kénœl (kénœyl); Bahmar kěnöl; Stieng kěnöl, "heel." ?= H 69.]


Height, at its: R 4.


73. Help; assistance: tulok (toulök), Sak. Ra.; tulong (toulo), Sôm., Sak. Kerb. Help! tulök¹, Tembi; tolök¹ tolök¹; tulok marong jëhn, Jëla. To help: tulong (toulo), Sak. Ra., Sak. Kerb. [Mal. tulong].

73A. Help! yo yo! Darat.


Hen: F 235; F 257, 258.

Hence: T 85, 86.


R 84; S 439; T 51; T 85, 86; T 89, 90; W 78. Here and there: T 54.

Hereafter: F 296.


Hesitating: L 30.


Hide: S 233; S 236.


81. Hide, to: kendë? (?), Bes. A. I.; A 42.

82. High: kanging (käñhn); kanging (käñhn), Sak. Ra.


High: B 16; D 65, 66; F 29; H 84; L 130.

High water: W 30.


Forest: daven, U. Pat. (? Mal. tabing; but this means "high bank").


(b) Hill: gërbëg or gërbo, Sak. Kor. Gëh.; jërëbu? (jërëboo), Sak. Hale; bë (bë, the ì = "guttural Bavarian ì, very similar to ò"), Sem. K. Ken. Hill; mountain: gërbë, Tembi. Mountain: gër, Tembi. Mountain (of earth): gërbë, Sak. Kor. Gëh. [= H 84; see also V 16].


92. Hill: redam, Kena. I.


97. Peak; rocky hill; mountain (Mal. gunong): goyal, ex. goyal Hinass, Sem. Plus; goyal, ex. temped ye goyal Hinass (Mal. tempat sahya Gunong Inas), "my place is Mount Inas" (in Perak), Pang. Teliang.


100. Mountain: tu (tul), U. Pat. Summit or peak of hill (Mal. puchak): tul, Pang. U. Airing; H 101. [Cf. Mon tō [dhuw], "mountain; Khmer tuol [dhuol], "hilllock," "ant-hill."]

Hill: V 18.

Hill foot: H 96.


Hilt: A 9.


Hire, to: B 484.

104. Hiss: (onomatop.) seng-seng-seng, Bes. Songs.

105. Hit. to (Mal. kena): tō rou, Sem. Cliff. [Cf. Khmer trōu [trōu]; Bahmar trō, "to hit"]; C 15; C 206; S 495-497.

105a. Hirt. to: kena (kenak), Tembi; (kena), Serau [Mal. kena].

Hitther: G 43; R 83; T 52; T 85, 86; T 88-90.

105b. Hoo: changkui, Tembi [Mal. changkul].

Hog: F 222; P 73-90.


Hole; cavity: hênuing kio' (hnuing kiu'), *Sem. Buk. Max.* Nostril: hêneng (hning), *Sem. Buk. Max.*; N 98. Pores (of the skin); hên- 
duang sá' kaeng (hnuing sá' kaing), *Sem. Pa. Max.*; hêneng chás (hning 
chas), *Sem. Buk. Max.* Cave: 
anduing, *Sem. Pa. Max.* Hole in 
axe to fit the handle into: neng-u 
(neng-oo), *Sem. Stev.* [The last 
syllable is the 3rd pers. sing. pro-
noun = "its."] [The word H 107 is 
probably a derivative from M 199; 
and perhaps *Mum* saing [suwing], 
"hole," represents the root of the 
word.]

108. **HOLE** (*Mal. lubang*): émpong, 
*Sem. Jarum, Sem. Plus*; ipong, 
Andamanese, Kede, and Chariar 
éka pong; Puchikuar pông-da; 
Juwoi pông-lekile; Kel pông-che, 
"hole."]

109. **HOLE**: li-en, *Krau Tem.* Mouth: 
Plus*; F 124. [*Mal. liang, "hole."]

Pa. Max.*

111. **HOLE**; cave: lubang (loubåf), 
*Sak. Ra.* [*Mal. lubang.*]

112. **HOLE**, deep (in a stream), (*Mal. 

113. **HOLE**, deep (in a stream) (*Mal. 
lubok*): gól? (gul), *Sen. Cliff*; 
Hole under a waterfall: gól, *Sak. 
Ra., Sak. Kerb.* Swamp: gûl (gul), 

114. **HOLE** under a waterfall: tuhil 
(*tuhül*), *Sâm.*

115. **WATER-HOLE** in a swamp (*Mal. 
kubang*): lo'-rîfûk, *Sen. Cliff.* 
Swamp: harôp, *Bet. Sep.*

116. **HOLE**; belly: rotten: mambong, 
mambong panjang, *Jak. Mad.* (Pant. 
*Kap.*); B 214; I: kémambong 
My: kémambong punya (k'mambong 
punya), *Pant. Kap. Joh.* One: 
сémambong (s'mambong), *Pant. 
Kap. Joh.* Two: dua mambong, 
Leaky: bêmambong (b'mambong), 
mambong sêmêloâ (mambong 
s'p'loâ); *Pant. Kap. Joh.*; W 34. 
A grave: pêmambong orang pantus 
(p'mambong orang pantus), *Pant. 
Log.*; mambong mérèsik (mambong 
Jealous: mambong mérèsik bêh 
nyamon (mambong m'rik bêh 
Brave: savage: pêdas mambong 
(p'das mambong), *Pant. Kap. Joh.*; 
F 260. To like: mak' mambong 
A game: pêmaek mambong (p'mâek 
mambong), *Pant. Kap. Joh.* Sad: 
Kap. Joh.* 
HOLE: C 63; C 266; D 66; M 199. 
Hole (in flute): F 197; M 199.

Kor. Gk.* [*Cf. Mal. hampa.*] 
**HOLLOW** (of mouth): P 18.

117A. **HOLLOW** (in a wall of rock): 
gugup, *Sak. U. Bert.* 
**HOLLOWED**: B 175. 
**HOME**: to go: R 83-87. 
**HOMEWARDS**: H 153.

118. **HONEY** (*Mal. madu*): (a) tajom (fr. 
(b) cheng chong, *Rasa.*

119. **HONEY**: leng, *Sem. Plus*; leng-ák, 
*Sem. Jarum*; leng (lingu?), *Sem. 
Buk. Max.*; leng luwe, *Pang. Sam, 
Pang. Gal.*; têmalog, *Sarting*; 
lahieh, *Tan. U. Lang.*; bèltâu, 
*Kena. H.* [See B 385; E 83, where 
leng means "liquid."]

120. **HONEY** (a) sêm-pok, *Sen. Cliff.* 
(b) sêdôt, *Kena. I.*; sârat, *Sak. 
Bianj. Ste.*

[*Mal. kuah, "sauce."]

(see-san), *Sak. Sel. Da.*; pêmanis 
[Mal. manis, "sweet"; manisan, 
"sweets."]

**HONEY**: B 135-139; W 30.

123. **HONEYCOMB** (*Mal. indong madu*): 
kim (kim), *Sem. Buk. Max.*; 
(Mal. kapala madu): kuîh kim (kuîh 

124. **HONEYCOMB** (*Mal. kapala madu*): 
kui mâdu (kui madu), *Sem. Pe. 
Max.* [Mal. madu].

**HOOK**; to fish with a: F 145-147. 
**Hoot**; to: S 178.

I hope; en hârap, Jelai; hi berharaplah, Darat (Mal. harap).

Horizon: F 220; H 93.

126. Horn (of animal): (a) bâlang (balang), Sem. Pa. Max.; B 41; D 188. To butt with the horn: wât bâlang (ut balang), Sem. Pa. Max. (wât = Stieng uat, "to butt"). Ivory: bâla'h, Sem. Beg.; bala, Ben. New.; bâla', Sem. Kodah. Ivory: tusk; bâla' (bal'), Sem. Buk Max. [Khmer phlôk [bhlokl]: Stieng blok; Kaseng blok; Sût bôlô; Halang mîla; Sedang bôlô; Jarai, Bahnar bôla; Cham bala; Tareng talô; Kon-Tu pûlô; Chràu bla; Boloven, Năhôn, Alak, Love blok, "ivory."]

(b) Banana (spec. Mal. pisang tandok): bâla' bêdung (bla'dung), Sem. Buk. Max. Pumpkin? (spec. Mal. pêria gading): bâla' (bal'), Sem. Buk Max. [It is doubtful whether these words are connected with the above: cf. Kajaman bâlat; Tanjung balat; Sibôp, Ba Mal, Lirong bâlôk; Lepu Puhun, Punan, Puan Nibong, Long Pobon, Bintulu, Matsu, Konoerit, Milanau balok, etc., all meaning "banana" or "plantain."]


Horn: P 100; R 98.


132. A black bird (Mal. keke): karîkô, Jak. Malac. A bird described as resembling the pied hornbill, but darker in colour: karat; chim karat, Bes. K. L.


134. Hornbill, the rhinoplaex (Mal. têbagh mëntua): rangkai; chim rangkai, Bes. K. L.


135A. Hornet (Mal. tabuan): (a) toóg, Serau. [Mon thó [thow], "a species of hornet"; Central Nicobar tao, "yellow wasp."]

(b) A smaller variety than the tôog: tengchôkô, Serau; tengchôkas, Sak. Em.; (spec. Mal. naning): tentôkas, Tembi, Serau; tentôkô, Jelai.


137. Horse: kuda, Sem. Beg. Caltrup (Mal. ranjau); kuda', Bes. Sep. [Mal. kuda, "horse"; but Mal. sudar; Achin. suda, "caltrup."]
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Kerb.; (Mal. tempat) döl, Bes. K. L. Country; (place?): dol, Bes. Songs. Shed; hall (Mal. balai); dek, Sak. Plus Cliff; dé, Sak. Blanj. Cliff. Village: dayak, Sem. Klaer. Homewards: ha dong, Bes. Sep.; W 77. [Annam dans; Tareng, Sud dans; Sak dans (doung); Nanhang, Cuoi, Kon Tu dong; Samrê; Por tang; Old Khmer, Samrê, Xong tong; Khmer pheâb [phdâh], "house." The connection of Sieng tak; Mon tham, "place," seems doubtful, as also that of Cham thang (= sang); Chërai chhang; Jarai sang; Cancho, Rodë sang, "house": these appear to go back to a form sang, distinct from the words in d- and t- above; but cf. Mon dong [dung]. "city."]


154. House: jêkôt, Bdu. II.

House: B 90; S 221. How: W 77, 78; W 89.
How far: W 78.
How many: W 78; W 80.

How much: M 169; W 77, 78; W 80; W 89, 90.
How much more: T 85.

161. Howl, to; to roar: anhuang, Sem. Pa. Max. To howl (of a dog): mà-oëng, Bes. A. I. [Cf. Mal. aum; the word is probably onomatopoeic; cf. Central Nicobar bô-ang, "to howl as a dog."]
166. Hunchbacked: B 175; S 541.
166. Hundred, a: chiûi (chû-nee), Sak. Sel. Da. [Very doubtful; probably fictitious.]
169. Hunger: (a) cherô (tchêrô), Söm.; chêrô (tchêrô), Sak. Kerb. [Cf. Boloven, Niahinh tshra; Lave tshra tshro, "thin."]
(b) Hungry: sû-leh, Beru; sélî, Bes. Malac.; sût sû-leh, Bes. A. I.; B 161.
170. Hunger: chuàng (tchouâ), Sak. Ra. Hungry: chu-ák, Sem. Cliffl.; chuàm, chenak, Temî. [Boloven muî-chhong; Niahinh nguï-chhong; Alak uï-chhong; Lave ngoï-chhong; Halang vâì-chhong; Sieng jî-châng (jîchâng), "to be hungry"; (jî= S 187).]
171. Hunger: lapar, Jak. Malac. [Mal. lapar]; D 50; E 27; E 34.

173. Hungry: got, Kraw Kēt., Kraw Tem.; gāt (gort), Sak. Guai; pōgōt (pēr-gōrt), U. Tem.; rēgōp (rē-gōp), U. Cher. [Bahnar pōngōt; Tareng nōt; Stiang pōngōt; Halang pangot; Boloven pangōt; Suf pagia, "to be hungry."]


176. Hunt. to (Mal. buru): hād, Sem. Beg. [misprinted "hurt"; as the Malay equivalent buru shows]; had, Ben. New.; had (pr. hadd), ex. bō tenlad pi hadd, "gird on (?) your arrows and a-hunting," Pang. Teliang; hē-hor, Sak. Plus Cliff.; u-mal, Sen. Cliff.; am-or, U. Cher. [This last word is probably rightly placed here, the Malay equivalent given being buru, but as it appears in the MS. list next to chantek, "pretty," it would seem probable that the collector intended for buruk, "ugly."] I hunt: him berumal, Darat. To hunt [with?] dogs: berumal chō (chōk), Seraw [?=F 210]. [It is doubtful if all these are connected: for some cf. Cham amal, "to hunt."]

177. Hunt. to (?): sūp, U. Tem. [The Malay equivalent is buru, but I am doubtful whether there is not a confusion with bulu, "hair"; cf. H i.]


Hurl. to: T 106-114.

Hurt. to: C 296; D 7; D 134.

Hurt. to be: S 186.


wife"]; Tagal, Bisaya asanah; "spouse"; Milanau Dayak sawah; Kanowit sawan; Kian (Kayan’?) oang-hawah; Tagbona magasawa, "husband"; Sampit, Katingan sawah; Sulu ashawa; Land Dayak sawain; Piru-pētarak Dayak sawai; Sambu Dayak sawan; Malanau sawah; Biaju Dayak sawa; Lawungan sao, "wife."]

180. Husband: oj, Kena. II. Wife: oj, Kena. I.; hō-ē, Sak. Sel. Da. Thou: you; ui, Mantr. Malac. [In colloquial Malay (Malacca) there is a word si or se used as a mode of address between man and wife.]

Husband: B 421; M 15; 16; M 19-22.

Hush: L 31; S 203.

Husk: P 47; S 236.

Hut: H 151-159; S 221.

Hydrocele: S 194.

Hydrosaurus: L 120.

Hysteria: D 160.


I


2. I: me; mi, Sōm.
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Bes. Malac.; (érn), U. Tem. I; we: éng; eng, Sen. Cl.; yun, Ben. New. We: eng, Serâu; ba eng, Krau Em. Me: ain; eng, Sak. U. Kam. Mine: yun punia, Ben. New. [Chong eng; Khmer aš; Bahasa in (inh); Alak al; Boloven ai; Lao ai; Kau; Mon ona [ni]; Sedang a; Niahn a; Halang ao; Sieng hēi, i, "I".]


5. I: awak, Mantr. Malac. You (2nd pers. sing.): awak, U. Ch.; awah, Mantr. Malac. [Mal. awak, which is used both of the 1st and 2nd persons; C 228; H 116.]


Idiot: S 206.

Idle: D 122.

8. If [Mal. kalau]: wag-bód, ex. wag-bód beded, wag-bód brá (Mal. kalau baik, kalau tidak, "if good or not") (doubtful), Sem. Kedah.

8a. If: kalu, Serâu [Mal. kalau].


III: S 185-193; W 63.

Ill-humoured, to be: A 17; A 96.

Illness: S 185-197.


Important: H 68.


13. Impudent [by mistake given as imprudent]: tenglùh? (tegnlou), Sak. Kerb.; E 83; F 6.


IN: A 177, 178; B 90; D 66; E 12; F 29; F 232; I 27; O 26. In front: F 1; F 277-279. In, TO GO: E 76.


Increase, to: A 185; B 202.

Indau, river: F 159.

Indian corn: M 8-13.


Infant: C 101-108.

Infatm. TO: C 163; C 235; K 59; S 360; S 365.


19. Inheritance: ishtabi (ish tabi), Söm. To settle down (?), (Pr. sêtáblir); ish tabi (tch tdi), Söm.


Inland: W 30.

21. Insect (any little animal): chhê (tchhê), Söm. [?= F 169].

22. Insect: jangkau, Kena. I.

23. Insect: hulât (hulât), Bes. Her.; hulat, Blan. Rem.; hulat, Bedu. II.; ulát (oûlát), Sak. Ra. [Mal. hulat, "wurm; etc."] A 91; B 143.


26A. Insert, to: bênam, Bes. Songs [Mal. bêmam].

kêlo (kêlo), Sak. Ra. Door: kêlû (kêlouns). Som. [Stieng klong, "middle," "between"; Ken Tu akalun, "inside."]

(ā) Brain (Mal. otâk): kêlo' (kêlok). Serau; kelom kui, Jelai; H 46.

28. INSIDE (Mal. didalam): jindrûng, Pang. U. Arîng. During: whilst (Mal. didalam pada): jendrûng, e.g. jendrûng ye chi' bâb, Mal. didalam pada (i.e. satengah) sahyah makan nasi, "whilst I am (or was) eating" (of past events), Pang. U. Arîng. Inwards (Mal. kadalam): bâ-jendrûng (doubtful), Pang. U. Arîng. Outwards Mal. dêri dalam): nang (or: lang) jendrûng, e.g. bôt nang jendrûng, Mal. datang dêri dalam, "to come from inside" (doubtful), Pang. U. Arîng. [Mon järeng, "in the presence of."] INSIDE: D 66; E 75; F 29; O 67.

Insipid: F 261; R 44; U 21.


Instead of: atui (atou), Som.

Instep: F 220; K 40.

Insufficient: E 71, 72; L 106.


32. Insult to: mäki, Sak. Ra. [Mal. maki].

Intelex: H 63.


Intercourse, sexual: C 242; F 66; P 219; S 249.

Internal disease: S 192.

Interior: F 170; I 14, 15.

Intersoven: N 42.

Intestines: B 159.

Into: E 12; F 29; I 27; O 67.


Inundation: F 178; W 74.

Invite to: C 13; E 27.


Inwards: I 27, 28.

Ipoû: P 163-166.


37. Iron: pêt, Sem. Per.; pêt-pêt? (buat-buit), e.g. "the iron is rusty," pêt-pêt? a kayat nään (buat-buit a kajat nään), Sem. K. Ken.; pâh (pôh), Kena. I.; ? Cl. Alak, Niaûon, Boloven pêt; Kaseng pêt, pêt; Lave pêt; Kon Ta piê; Charu piê, Khamer kombat [kîpit]; Sieng peh: Selung pêt (pait), "knife."]


Iron: C 89; C 152; S 466.

43. Issue, to (Mal. kaluar): ya-bód, Pang. U. Aring; wë' or báh-ë-awe, Mal. kaluar, "to issue or emerge" (probably to be explained as bah-ya-ë' = Mal. lari hamba kaluar, "I run out," where ë in the first example stands for yë' or yë' = 'I'), Pang. Belimb.
Itch to: S 50.
Ivory: H 126, 127.
54. Ixora (flower spec.): pawâr (pawâr- aire, Sem. Stev.).

J

1. Jack (fruit, tree): nangka, Serau [Mal. nangka].
Jackal: D 148, 149.
Jacket: C 171.
Jasing, river: T 256.
Javelin: S 367.
Jaw, lower: C 113.
Jawbone: M 121.
Jealousy: S 5; S 524.
Jëring (fruit), Pithecolobium lobbatam (?): jing (jing), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. jëring].
Johor, Sultan of: P 33.
6. Join (especially the join of the outer case or sheath of a blow-gun), henubong, Sem. Kedah. Navel: penghusbong, Ben. New. [p'nghubong, "that which joins," so, the infant to its mother]; [Mal. hubong].
7. Join to (Mal. hubongkan): ya-kâl, ex. këtis âwë, yë jïd kâl (translation of Mal. proverb—putus tali, bulih dihubong, "if a rope is snapped, it can be spliced"), Pang. Sam, Pang. Gal.
8. Join, to (Mal. hubongkan): ya-kâl, ex. këtis âwë, yë jïd kâl (translation of Mal. proverb—putus tali, bulih dihubong, "if a rope is snapped, it can be spliced"), Pang. Sam, Pang. Gal.

11. Joke with to (Mal. törtawa): chingdan, ex. mà-chingdan chéhlah
    sukaan nos, Serau: H 63. To please: hukah, Bes. Songs. Pleased:
    suvé, Barok; suka-gris, Bes. Her.; H 64; [Mal. suka]; L 17; P 145.
    Sem. Plus.
15. Jump, to: ma-hamo, Mantr. Malac. [Mal. mènghambor is sometimes
    used in this sense.]
16. Jump, to: ya’ lumped (pr. lumped), Sem. Kodah; ya-lumped, Pang,
    Sam, Pang. Gal.; lompat, Serau; lompat’, Kram Em.; lampi,
    Mantr. Cast.; F 139 [Mal. lompat].
    Jump up, to: A 172.
22. Jungle-grass: G 100.
    Just now: F 123; N 50-52; N 114.

K

Kabong (palm spec.): S 516, 517.
Kajang (sort of covering made of palm-leaves): M 68; R 168.
1. Kapas, buah (fruit, tree), Xanthophyllum obscurum: boh käeng (buah
2. Kéchapi (fruit), Sandoricum radia-
    tum: boh kétapi (buah ktepi), Sem.
    Buk. Max.; F 284.
3. Kéndondong (tree spec.): képang
    bóh), Sem. Jarum, Sem. Plus, Pang,
    Sam, Pang. Gal.; ya’ bóh (pr. bóh),
    ex. bóh banglang (Mal. taroh sabélah),
    “put it on one side,” Pang. U. Aring
    [cf. Mal. buboh].
5. Keep, to: oí; oyn; ka’oñ, e.g.
    nahó ka’oñ, “keep this,” Bes. Sep. A.
    To retain: oí; oyn, Bes. Sep. A. I.
    To place: ka-oyn; ka-oñ, Bes. Sep.
    A. I. To set (food for a meal): oí;
    To lay by: bêtaroh, Jak. Mal. (Pant.
    Kap.) [Mal. taroh].
7. Keep, to: sönpat (sönpat), Söm.
    [Mal. sônpan]; H 153. To keep in
    the mouth: M 208.
8. Kélantau man: sang pénomok (sang
9. Kélasù, burong (bird spec.): kásu’
    (kásuk); chím kásu’ (chim kásuk),
    Bes. K. L. [Mal. kelasù].
10. Kélat tree, Eugenia spec.: karóng,
    Bes. A. I.; karong, e.g. plong karong,
    “leaves of the k,” Bes. K. L.; U
    20, 21.
11. Kélédang (tree), Artocarpus lanceo-
    folia: cháwás (chausas), Sem. Pa.
    Max.
12. Kélédang: sereká, Serau; sérô,
    Bes. Malac.; sérô, Jak. Malac.
    [Mal. keldàng].
14. Kélí (fish spec.), Clarius magur or
    Max. [Mal. lembat, another species of
    fish.]
16. Kélinti’ nyamok (fruit spec.), Deca-
    spernum paniculatum (?): boh ténéh
    (buah tinih), Sem. Pa. Max.
17. Klélübi (palm spec.): bâyam (baim),
    Sem. Buk. Max. [? Mal. bayam,
    “spinach”]; S 383.]
18. Klélübi, asam (a thorny swamp-
    palm with very acid (edible) fruit
    eaten by the Bésisi with rice), Zalacca
    conferta: kápí’ (or kópí) kíbí,
    kelubil]; cf. S 11.
19. Kémbang samangko’ (fruit), Ster-
    culia scaphigera: boh čangí (buah
20. Kémpas? (tree spec. which has
    exceedingly hard timber), Cumpassia
    Songs.
    Cha. [Mal. kéránji].

VOL II.

(a) chēgōg, Sak. U. Kom.
(c) murhendiang (mukh-tēndiang), Barok [Cf. Mal. tēndang].


31. Kill with a kris, to; salang, Jak. Sim. [Mal. salang].


34. Kindle, to (fire): B 467, 468; B 470; L 83-90; R 194; R 196.

35. King: C 94; E 46.

36. King-crab: Mal. belangkas; ginchoh, Bes. A. I.

37. Kingfisher: bēkaka (b'kakak), Jak. Lem. [Mal. pēkaka].

38. Kingfisher, big; or "halcyon": (Mal. pēkaka) sahah; chim sahah, Bes. K. L.

39. Kingfisher, small, or "alcedo": (Mal. raja udang) cheng; chim cheng, Bes. K. L.; C 94.


(c) Ankle (Mal. mata kaki): kātik, Tembi. [Cf. also C 6, but I believe, though there may be a distant connection between the words, the present grouping is justified.]


42. Knee: tēngkhu (tēngkh), Kena. I. [Javan. dēngkul, jēnu, "knee"; but Kasong tōko, Kēn Tō trōko, Sut takol, have the same meaning; and the Bāhnār has a word as to which
it is not quite clear whether it is to be read "tangkul" or "kultang." If the latter, it should no doubt be referred to K 40.

   (b) Leg : lutat, *Or. Hu. Joh. I. [Achin. tét (tèteet), "kneeceap"; Télung toat; Madur. toot; Siang tuat; Soloák tahud; Sodong bak tued; Idu'an, Tidung atud; Biaju Dayak utut; Mal. lutut, etc., "knee"—all variant forms of the same word.]


   Knee-cap: K 40; T 178.
   Knee-deep: I 150.


47. **Knife**: (a) pisô (pisô), *Sak. Kerb.* (b) Arms (weapons): hau, *Bes. Seph.* Chopper (*Mal. parang*): hau, *Bes. K. Lang.*; hau, 'sau, *Bes. Sep. A. I.*; sau; hau, *Bes. Malac.* Also generically with specific names: e.g. kérís: h. krés; sword: h. pédâng; spear: h. tohok or toho'; dagger: h. badik; peeling-knife (*Mal. raut*): h. pahut; cutlass (*Mal. golok*): h. golâk (golâk); long knife with curved point: h. séwa; scimitar (*Mal. chêñangkas*): h. nuni; betel-scissors: h. kachiap.

The various knives known to Malays as pisau: (1) katok or pandak, (2) lidah ayam lipat, (3) bêlana, (4) chandong, (5) kéchil, (6) ali-ali, are respectively called "hau"—(1) katok, (2) katek, (3) bandâ, (4) chandong, (5) kémeìng, (6) ali, the generic "hau" having been prefixed in each case, *Bes. Sep.* *[Mal. pisau];* C 122-126; C 152; I 36.


50. **Knock up against, to**: pênguhih (penguhih), *Sem. Pa.* *Max.*

51. **Knock up against, to**: mûtâdungi (muadung), *Sem. Buk. Max.*


Knot: B 214; B 362.


Knot of bamboo: K 40.

Knot of hair: H 5, 6.

55. **Knot**, stick or wood with knots: bongkulg (bohókou), *Sak. Ra.* [Mal. bongkoul, possibly connected with buku, bengkôk, bongkôk, bengkak]; K 40; T 211.

Knotted: B 175; S 541.

Knotted string: K 40; W 145.


61. **Know, to** (*Fr. connaître*): kênäl (kônäl), *Sak. Ra.* To be ac-
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To know: A 23; C 160-162.

64. KNOW, NOT TO: lebehkan, Mantr. Bor.; F 219; N 68; N 77-79; N 86.

Knowledge: K 59.


Kris or kéris (Malay dagger): K 47; S 141.

Kuaou chermin (bird spec.): A 130.


L

Labia pudenda: P 222A.


(c) Step: tâlên, Kena. 1.

1A. Ladder; stair: sênor pip (sînor pip); Sêm. [Probably a blunder caused by confusion between Mal. tangga and panggang; see R 154.]


5A. Lame (Mal. tempang): tanjel, Tembi; kanjôt [or kanjat?], Darat [or Tembi?]; [cf. D 124].

5B. Lame: lenghat, Serau; S 189.

Lamp: H 147; R 76.


Lance: S 367-372.


Land, to: A 154.


Land ing stage: T 213.

Landwards: F 230.


10A. Langsat; langat, Tembi [Mal. langsat].


13. Lap; riba (riba), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. riba].

Large: B 202-212; F 35.

Larynx: N 26; T 102.


Last night: D 16; D 19; D 39.

15. Late, in the evening (Mal. pêngat-pêntang): nôôys, ex. âré’ nôôys, Bes. K. L.; D 16; D 18.

15. Lately: N 50; N 108; N 114.


Sorteg; mägêlûd (mglud), Sem. 
Buk. Max.; hilug⁹, Krau Em.; 
ginyot, Kena. I. To love: läg-lug, 
Sem. K. Ken. To be pleased; joy 
(Mal. suka): lâk, Sen. Cliff.; lug, 
Tembi; enlug⁶, Seraw; helug⁶, Krau 
Em.; perğö⁹. Not to be pleased; 
not to like (Mal. ta suka): telêk⁸, 
Tembi. [Onomatop.; cf. Mal. gêlâk.]

18. LAUGH, to: mélâhin (m'lahin), 
Pant. Kap. Joh. [? connected with 
preceding].

19. LAUGH, to: têtâwâ' (têtâwak), 
Bedu. II. [Mal. têtâwâ].

20. LAUGH, to; the sound of laughter: 
chêhâ (ce har), Sem. Stev. [Ono-
matop.; drau shâhâù, "to laugh."]

21. Law, father-in- (Mal. mêntua): kin-
ad (pr. kin-add), Pang. Sam, Pang. 
Gal.; kên-ád, Lebir; kên-át, Kerbat. 
Mother-in-law (Mal. mêntua): kênayy 
(pr. kênâydd), Sem. Kedah; ken- 
ad, Pang. U. Aring; Pang. 
Sam, Pang. Gal. Elder brother-in-
law: ki-nûn, Sak. U. Bert.

22. LAW, father-in:- blâ, Or. Berumb; 
blâu (blâû), Sak. Jer.; bê-lor; bê-lo', 
Sen. Cliff.; blok³, Seraw. Mother-
in-law: blâu, Or. Berumb.

23. LAW, father-in:- lâhik, Kena. I.; 
lahik, Kena. II. Mother-in-law:
lahik, Kena. I.; lâhik, Kena. II. 
[? = L 22].

24. LAW, father-in:- mëntuha, Mantr. 
Malac.; kua mëntuè, Barok. Mother-
in-law: mëntuâh, Or. Trang [Mal. 
mëntuâ].

25. LAW, child-in: (a) pesau, Sem. 
Chow. Hist. Son-in-law (Mal. 
mêntuatu): mënsau, Pang. Sam, 
mënsauh, Seraw; mënsau? (mënsau), 
Sak. U. Bert. Father-in-law 
(Mal. mëntuâtu): mënsau (doubtful), 
Pang. U. Aring. [? Cl. Khmer presa 
[prâsâ]], "son (or daughter-in-law.)"
(b) Brother-in-law: ba-hu', Ker-
bat.


27. LAW, brother-in:- sê mondo, Bed.
Chiong [Mal. sâmanda].

28. LAW, brother-in:- ipar, Mantr. 
Malac. [Mal. ipar].

29. LAW, sister-in: (?) duai, Bet. 
Songs.

LAW, father-in:- F 38-40; F 44; 
G 86.

LAW, mother-in: G 86.

Lay by, to: B 400; K 6.

Lay down, to: B 396; H 153; P 
248.

Lay eggs, to: E 34.

30. Lazy [Mal. malas]: reluctant; hesi-
tating (Mal. ségan): brut, Sen. 
Cliff. Lazy: buût; embuût, Seraw.

man: ajul, Pant. Kap. Mad. To sit 
: birayah: Jak. Sim.; birâyâl, 
Kap. Her. Tired; silent; hush ! 
to stop; leave off; to touch at; to 
Tired: bêrajul, Jak. Mad. (Pant. 
Untrue; a lie; pêngajol (p'ngajol), 

Lazî: D 122.

Leader: C 93-100; O 23.

32. Leaf: le' (li'), Sem. Pa. Max.; leh, 
Sem. Bog.; (lai), Ben. New.; hil? 
hele [in MS. originally helay], 
Sem. U. Sel.; ha-li', Lebir, Ker-
bat; halî (pr. hâ-lî), Pang. U. 
Aring; hâlî, Sem. Plus.; halik or 
halî, ex. halî siriâ, "betel-leaf," 
Pang. K. Aring; halik or halî, 
Pang. Belimb.; héliit (h'leet), Sem. 
Stev.; sêlâ, Sem. K. Ken.; sêlâ, 
Sak. Br. Low; (sôlâ), Sôm; sêlâ', 
Sem. Kedah; sêlâ, Sem. Per.; 
(sê-lâ), Sak. Blanj. Cliff.; (ślâ), 
Sak. Blanj. Sw. (sêlâ), Sak. Croix; 
(sôlâ), Sak. Kerh; sêlâ, Sak. Sung.; 
(sôlâ), Sak. Ru.; sê-la', Krau Tem.; 
(selah), Sem. Ken.; sîl, Sak. 
Martin; sôl, Sak. Tan. Ram.; 
sêlâ (ślâ), Sak. U. Kam.; sêlak, 
Tan. U. Lang.; sê-lak, Krau Ket.; 
sê-lak; sê-lak, Sen. Cliff.; sêlak. 
Tembi; sêlak, Tembi, Jelau; sêlak, 
Darut; sälak³, e.g. "take a leaf," 
gûts [sic] sälak³, Sem. Em.; lalok? 
(laluk), Ben. New.; H 151; S 310; T 
244. Leaf (of tree): sela yohô (sela-diô-
hôh), Sak. Kor. Gb. Branch (of tree): 
sla yohô (sela-diôhouj), Sôm. Burst-
ing into leaves: châmpor le (châmpur 
rinoceros tongue," Potthas latifolia: 
hêlê lidah bâdak (hil' lidh badâk), 
Sem. Buk. Max. Blowpipe cleaning-
rod (made of akar mëmpëlas): hênût yûs 
(hlet-yoos), Sem. Stev.; T 168. Plant 
(spec. Mal. daun baru): hêlê bûrû 
(hil' baru), Sem. Buk. Max. Parasite? 
Mal. daun tumbod di daun is given 
as hêlê' tumbo' di hêlê' (hil' 
tumbo' d hil'), Sem. Pa. Max., 
Sem. Buk. Max. [Mon sla, lha;
Bahar hla; Stieng, Lemet, Khmus, Halang la; Annam là; Tareng, Kaseng là; Sud, Boloven hla; Jarai holà; Samré, Por slla; Cuoi sla; Phnong loha; Prou chha; Rode hla; Chrta hola; Cham hala; Cancho chèlok (cheloc); Khmer slèk [slik]; Khais slak, "leaf." Possibly Bahar hlab, and Mal. hélai, numeral coefficients for "cloths," etc., are connected with these words. [7 cf. H 51.]

35. LEAF: jetông (jaytông), Sak. Sel. Da.


37. Fallen leaves: seesap, Bes. Songs.

38. Leaves which are stuck into a woman's girdle (by way of a charm?): kêlavlów, Pang. U. Aring.


40. LEAF-chamber: bumbun, Bes. Songs.

41. LEAF-shelter: H 152; H 159.

42. LEAF-snake: S 310.

43. LEAF: T 59.

44. LEAKY: H 116.

45. Lean: D 182.

46. Leap: L 14; L 108; R 60; R 62, 63; W 78.

47. Leave off to: L 31.


49. Leech is (ûûs), Sem. Stev. Forest-leech (Mal. pachat): is (ais), Sem. Buk. Max.


43. LEECH, forest—(Mal. pachat): pêlum (plum), Sem. Pa. Max.; pêlom (pîlom), Sak. Ra.; pêlô, Sen. Clif.; plûb, Sak. Tap.; pêlôp (pîlôp), Sôm.; [pêlôp], Sak. Kerh.; pêlap (plap), Sak. U. Kam.; klôm, Bes. Sep.; klom, Bes. K. L. [Mon klâm [kla; klâm]; Bahar, Stieng, Boloven, Niahôn, Alak, Lâve, Kaseng, Sue plôm; Jarai plâm; Tareng plom; Kon Tu, Halâng, Sedang plem; Cham plom—"forest-leech."]

44. LEECH, forest (Mal. pachat); pachet. Pang. K. Aring [Mal. pachat].

45. LEECH, swamp—(Mal. lintah); kelâh? (keilh or kenilh?), Sem. Buk. Max.


47. LEECH: lintah, Sak. U. Kam. [Mal. lintah].

Leeward: B 165; W 109.


50. Left (opp. to right): yîl or yel (jîl or jel), Sak. Kor. Gk.; ku-hîl (ku-kuîl), Sak. Ra.; nhau-yel (nhau-yel), Sôm.; matîngîl (matîngîl), Sak. Kerh.; A 176; H 15. [Cf. Boloven yûn; Niahôn jîlû; Alak, Lave yâu; Halâng ngiau; Jarai, Bahar ngio; Stieng gio, giôu, "left."]

51. Lèmbat (fish spec.): dagon, Bes. Songs.
52. Lemon or citron? (described as smaller than the pomelo); biáwas
  Mantr. Malac. [This is a Malay fruit-name, applied to a kind of
  guava, "jambu."
  [Mal. kubong].
  55. Lemur, spec. "flying squirrel" [large
  kind]; sanong, Jak. Malac.
  56. Lemur, spec. white "flying squirrel": kanau, Mantr. Malac. Cha.
  B 76; S 417.
  57. Lãnggãdi? (tree spec.), Diospyros
  lucida or Langgadi? Bruguiera
  parvisflora: pûtat (putt), Sem. Pa.
  Max. [Mal. putat, various kinds of
  Barringtonia.]
  Length: L 130.
  58. Lengthen, to: pêmanjang (p'man
  jang), Pant. Kap. Joh.; A 92,
  [Mal. panjang, "long"]: L 130.
  Lengthy: D 66.
  Lens (of eye): E 83.
  Leopard: T 129-133.
  Max. [Mal. kusta]; B 202.
  60. Leprosy: pêngundim (p'ngundim),
  Jak. Pa.; pêngundum (p'ngundum),
  Jak. Lem.; A 15; B 202; S
  239.
  61. Less: kûrâk (kourâk), Sak. Ra.
  To diminish (trans.); to reduce:
  kuang, Sem. Pa. Max. To want (i.e.
  to be in want of): korang (korang),
  Sak. Ra. [Mal. korang]; M 40; N
  69; S 281, 282.
  Let go, to: F 21.
  Letter: W 149.
  62. Level: (a) datar, Mantr. Malac.
  (b) Level; flat; smooth: yata'
  (yata), Sem. Buk. Max. Plain
  (land): ratat (ratâ), Sak. Ra.; E 12;
  H 14. [Mal. datar; rata; two
  forms of one word.]
  Levels; smooth: rembalo (rmbalu),
  Liane: R 36-41.
  64. Lick, to: bût (but), Sem. Pa. Max.;
  böht, böht, Sak. Kor. Gk.; böhtbud;
  böhtûd, Sem. K. Ken.
  65. Lick, to: lat (lit), Sem. Buk. Max.
  [Mal. jilat; but cf. Khmer lit
  [lit], "to lick."]
  66. Lie down, to: mâklêng (ma-klay-
  ing), Sem. Stev. Prostrate (?):
  mâlî'eng? (mâlli'eng), Sem. Buk.
  Max.
  67. Lie down, to: pêl-bah, Lebir.
  67a. Lie down, to: jaî; jajit, Serav.
  F 11, 12; F 59; S 248-250.
  68. Lie, to (on the back); supine, face
  upwards: kêngai, Bes. A. I. [Khmer
  phnga [phnga], "lying on the back"
  Mon lak tângâ, "supinely."] S 520.
  69. Lie, to (on the face): pôndûp,
  Bes. A. I. Prone: pôdôp; pôndôp,
  Bes. A. I. [cf. Mal. hadap,
  "front"; cf. L 70.]
  70. Lie, to (lying face downwards):
  mâhâtâb (mâhatâb), Sem. Buk. Max.
  [cf. Mal. tiarap].
  71. Lie, to (lying face downwards): siput
  (siput), Sem. Pa. Max. Prone:
  kêpût, Bes. A. I. [cf. Khmer
  phkâp [phkâp]; Bahnar shôkup
  (xôkup), "lying face downwards."]
  72. Prone (Mal. têtiarap): bum-bum,
  73. Lie, to (on the side): bênak,
  Bes. A. I.
  Life: A 57; B 325; B' 329; B 388-
  390.
  Lifetime: A 49; L 130.
  Lift, to: B 396; B 399; C 28;
  T 10.
  74. Light, i.e. daylight (Mal. siang):
  pênadeng, Sem. Plus. Moonlight;
  full moon (Mal. bulan têrang),
  Light; brightness; to make clear:
  pênadeng (pêng), Sem. Buk. Max.
  [cf. S 75]; [cf. Jav. paçang,
  "clear." See P 124.
  75. Light (Mal. siang): pêhít, Sem.
  Kedah; pihõi (pi-hêi), Lebir.
  76. LIGHT, DAY-; sun: nyantang,
  Kena. I. Sky: lêngseng, Kena. I.;
  jonjog, Serting; ah-toign, Sak. Sel.
  77. LIGHT (adj., opp. to dark): pe-
  muchot, Ben. New.
  78. LIGHT; brightness; tate' (tati'), Sem.
  Pa. Max.; C 154; D 33; D 38;
  D 41; D 44; S 75.
  79. LIGHT (opp. to heavy), (Mal. ringan):
  ha-tob, Sem. Jarum, Sem. Plus;
  hatom (fr. hato'm), ex. jê-ing hatom,
  kud hênjut (trans. of Mal. proverb,
  ringan tulang, bêrat pêrut, "if the
  bones are light, the belly will be
  heavy"), Pang. Gal.; hâl'-ô'; hai-
  tô', Sen. Clif. To rise to the sur-
  face; to float (Mal. timbal); ya-
  hatób or hatóm (fr. hato'm), Pang.
  Sam, Pang. Gal.
  80. LIGHT (opp. to heavy): pêkâl (psl),
Light (var.); pêseôh (pênh), Sem. Buk. Max. ["Achin. pênh, "light."]
81. 82. Light (op. to heavy): hampong, Bes. Sep., Mantr. Malac. [cf. Mal. hêmpa].
Light (of the wind): mer-gel (pr. mer-gell or mell-gell), ex. angin mer-gel wong bêkau, "in the light wind (play) the fruit buds," Pang. Tetiang.
83. 84. Light, to a fire: chuk (êbouk), Sak. Kerb.
Light, to a fire: pédar âs, Sak. U. Kam.; pédar os, Sak. Ta'; F 124. ["Mal. putar, "to turn"], but cf. Mon. pden, "to light a fire."]
85. 86. Light, to a fire: rôop os, Sak. Ta'; F 124.
Light, to a fire: têhôl (tôhôl), Sak. Ra.; (Mal. pasang); tê-hôl, Sen. Cliff. [cf. B 465].
87. 88. Light, to a fire: tûngkun, Mantr. Malac.; tûngkon; tungkon (toungkon), Ment. Bor. [Mal. tunukan].
Light, to a fire: têkôb, Jak. Malac.
91. Light, to a fire (by friction): yâ-pûsâr âs, Pang. U. Aing; F 124 [Mal. pusar]; B 467, 468; B 470; R 194; R 196.
94. 95. Lighting: (a) layau, Sem. Kedah; la-icht [sic], Sak. Sel. Da. Lighting flash: ? laich (lâtch or lâcht or litch or litchâ)?, Sem. Buk. Max. [?Cf. Mon. lâi, "lighting"], and possibly Khmer phliu [bhîu], "bright," "light," or Bahnar glaèh; tareng blai, "thunder-clap" (Fr. foudre).] Lightening: bîdô, Sak. U. Kam.; blit, Sak. Blanj. Ste.; (Mal. panah hallintar); blit kibîtla, Sak. U. Bert. Lighting (stroke) (Mal. pêtir); kabînit (? kabînt or kabbit)? Sem. Buk. Max. [Cf. Bahnar kómâl, "lightning flash that comes before the thunder" (but this probably = L 82).]
To lighten: kilat, Sarau (Mal. kilat); cf. F 164.
101. Like (Mal. sarupa): sêrah (doubtful), Pang. U. Aing; T 51-54; T 85, 86. Like, to: H 29; H 116; L 17; L 146-149; W 14.
(b) kâp, Sak. Ra.; kâp, Sak. U. Kam.; kôp, Sarau; kôp; kôb, Tembi; kôp, Sak. Em.; kôpû, Jelai; kôkû, Darat. [Cf. Mon. kaw; Khmer kaw [kâw], "glue."]
104. Lîps: = M 201.
106. Little, a: too little; insufficient: piét (pi't), Sem. Pa. Max.
107. Little, (adv.?): kih-ol? Bes. Sep. A. I.; M 46; O 34; Q 5; S 280-282; S 285; W 73.
Live, to (i.e. to be alive): A 57; A 193.

108. Live, to (i.e. to dwell), (Mal. diam): pipil, Pang. U. Aring; W 77. To desert; to leave (Mal. tinggal), pipil, Pang. U. Aring.

109. Live, to (i.e. dwell): haus, Sak. U. Kam.

110. Live, to (i.e. dwell): üi; üy, Sak. U. Kam. [± B 87; cf. Bahnar uol (uol), ool (oal), oel, oai, "to be," "to remain," "to be sitting."] F 21; I 18; R 63; S 221.

Livelihood: A 58.

Liver: H 63, 64.


117. Lizard, house: pachâ, Tembi; chichak, Sak. U. Kam., Serau [Mal. chichak; but cf. also Mon kâchak (galâchak), "gecko."]


119. Lizard, monitor (Mal. bewak; biawak): bagen (pr. bagenn), ex. pengseng bagenn, wong mè kâm, bed-eñ têlui, kêbisô, gass (oroë) wong, kêbisô, wê (or gass) wong, bêà majiñ jîl hatêk=Mal. kata bewak, "Anak-mung banyak, baik-

lah pisang, mati mak, hidup-lah (or ada-lah) anak (repeat), 'nak sorong ekor ta' bulih' (a proverb)—"Says the monitor lizard: you have many children, better (is the fate of) the banana; when the mother dies, the children live (or there are children left). One can't wag one's tail" [for the explanation of this, see p. 184, supra]; Sem. Kedah: bagen (pr. bagenn), Pang. Sam, Pang. Gal.; bagen (pr. bagenn or bagën), Pang. U. Aring; bagen (pr. bag-en), Sem. Jarum, Sem. Plit.

Crocodyl: bagin, Jak. Lem., Pant. Kap. Joh. [But see also B 212.]


120A. Lizard, monitor: tangani, Tembi.

120B. Lizard, monitor: payot, Serau; payan [or payau]? Tembi.

120C. Lizard, monitor: haring; griñ, Serau [± L 124].


122. Lizard, monitor (Mal. biawak pongoor): kâbok, Bes. K. L.


125. Land iguana [sic]: kaharlu; kakâlî (kakâl); Ment. Her. II.

Loaded: F 290.
Loadstone: S 456.
Lobe (of ear): E 5, 6.
Lobster: P 208.
Lockjaw: H 31.
Lofty: D 66; F 29.
126. Log (Mal. batang kayu) : langging, Bes. Sep.; (? cf. F 126); S 449.
Loin-cloth : C 171 - 183; E 76; G 25 - 27; P 251.


129a. Loiter, to : bërbuela, Jak. Malac. [Mal. bërbula, "to go on.""


131. Long and slender : këto' hîthe (kto' hihih), Sem. Buk. Max.; kantau-kantau, Bes. Songs; D 66; G 42.

132. Long ago : bô-os (boe-os), Ment. Stev.; D 19; N 51.


134. Long (a proper name), (Mal. Salong) : Jong, Sak. Kor. Gh.

135. Look, to (Mal. tengo) : ya' el (pr. ya' eil), Sem. Jarum, Sem. Plu. [? Cf. Sieng lîl, iîl, "to look" (into the distance); Kherer yol [yal], "to see" (figuratively), "to understand" ; see U 15."

136. Look, to : kuwa (kooawa), Jak. Stev.; G 39; P 49; S 75; S 82; S 85, 86. Look AT, to : S 75, 81.


LOOK FOR, to : C 51; R 67; S 50-64.


139. LOOK UPWARDS, to : we' (ui'), Sem. Buk. Max.

Loose : O 41; R 61.


141. Lose, to : hilang (hilah), Sôm. [Mal. hilah]; A 42; D 119, 120; F 115; F 117.

Loss : F 21.


143. Loud : chemrap, Bes. Songs; B 302; P 72.


147. LOVE : affection ; sêklân (sûklân), Sak. Kerb., Sak. Ra.; [? Cf. Cancho keang, "to love," "to want" ; Cham. kûng ; Jarai kûng. "to want."]

148. LOVE, to (Mal. bërâhi) : ya' ban-hed (pr. ban-hedd), Sem. Kedah; ya' bahed (pr. bahedd), Sem. Jarum. To love or desire (Mal. kasîh or
To want (Mal. mahu): ya-pani,
Pang. U. Aring. [Perhaps these
are corruptions of the Mal.
equivalent béharn?]

149. LOVE, TO; to like (Mal. kasihkan):
Ya-rájín (pr. râ-jinn), Pang. Sam,
To love: gudek, Sem. Kl firepower.
LOVE: TO: L 17; W 14.

150. LOW (opp. to high, tall): (a) méncháns (mncs), Sem. Pa. Max.;
machis, Sem. Beg.; machis, Ben.
New. Shallow: ménchás (mncs),
Sem. Pa. Max.; machis (mchis),
Sem. Pa. Max. Shallow; knee-
deep: inchó; enchís, Serau. Preci-
pice; steep descent: machís (mchis),
Sem. Pa. Max. Steep; precipitous:
ménchás (mncs), Sem. Pa. Max.
(b) Low: dákis, Bel. Sep. A. I.
(c) Low: em-pis, Krau Ket. Shallow:
em-pis, Krau Ket., Krau Tem.
Short: empésis, Tembi? or Serau?

151. LOW: leng, Sak. U. Kam.;
gelek; jélê, Bel. Sep. A. I.; jélê
(jelêk), Bel. Malac. Short: gélé;
jélê, Bel. Sep.; jélê (jelêk), Bel.
Malac.; jélê, U. Tem.; jélêleh,
U. Cher.; jélê (jelêy), Bel. Bell.
Small: hálék, Sem. Beg.; (halkas,
[? misprint for halak], Ben. New.
Kâmer keley [kily]: Mon kélé
[gâle]; Siang gleh (gleh); Halâng
kéll; Maiâk, Alak làkk; Luve
làkk; Bolumon làkk, "short."

152. LOW: rénâ, Mantr. Malac.;
rendah, Ben. New. [Mal. réndah];
E 12; F 29; S 280; W 30.

153. Low tide: low water: iping
(aiping), Sem. Buk. Max. [doubtful;
cf. F 290]; W 30.
LOWER, TO: D 95.
Lower waters of river: B 162.

154. Lucky (Mal. bétuah): lej-lej (pr.
lej-lej), Sem. Jurum, Sem. Plus;
E 24.

155. Ludai (plant spec.): Sapitam bacca-
tum: ludái, Bes. Songs [Mal. ludáí].

156. Ludan (tree spec.): ludan, Bes.
Songs [Mal. ludan].

Lukewarm: C 205.
Lyre: M 225; M 228, 229.
Bridge of lyre: P 100.

M

1. MAD (Mal. gila): mamañ, e.g. chau
mamañ, "mad dog," Bes. K. L.,
Bes. A. I.

[Mal. mabok, "drunk"].

3. MAD: gila, Sak. U. Kam.; gila
(gilâ), Sak. Ra.; gilo (gilô), Sak.
Kerâ; gilakâ; Jelai [Mal. gila];
D 160.

Madness: D 160.

Maggot: B 143; D 142.

4. Magic ceremony for relief of sickness;
to perform magic: bêrsawai,
Bes. K. Lang. [see S 213]. Magic
root: R 182.

Magnet: I 39.

5. Mahang (tree), Macaranga sp.:
maheng (mahêng), Sem. Buk. Max.;
[Mal. mahang].

6. Maiden: chêmân (chêm-üm), Ker-
bat; C 102; F 63; F 75; G 28;
Y 41.

Sem. Pa. Max. [Mal. kumpat is
given as one of the equivalents, but I
cannot find the word in my diction-
aries].

Mainland: E 12.

8. Maize (Mal. jagong): râ-gâ; râ-jû,

Kedah.

10. MAIZE: klâhob or klâ-hop (pr. klâ-
hobb or klâhopp), Sem. Plus.

11. MAIZE: kémòng, Kena. I.

12. MAIZE: pênghul, Bedu. II.

13. MAIZE: jagôk, Sak. U. Bert.; ja-
ôkâ, Sem. Cliff.; jagong, Ben. New;
Mantr. Malac. Nya.; jagong, Serau
[Mal. jagong].

14. Make, to: kai (?), ma-kai? [kl; ma-kl],
Sem. Stev. [probably = C 40]; B 90;
D 132-135.

Malacca cane: R 36.

Malay: B 430; L 31; M 23; M 26;
M 28; M 30.

15. Male (Mal. jantan): (a) tongkal,
Sem. Beg., Ben. New.; témkal (tmkl),
tém-kal, Pang. U. Aring; témékâl
or tongkal (?), Pang. K. Aring;
témékâr, Pang. Belimb. Male (of
persons): témkal (tumkal), Sem. U.
Sel. Man (male, opp. to woman):
tém-kal (tuumkâl), Pang. Kâtor;
tém-kal; Kerbat; tém-kal (tmkl),
Sem. Buk. Max.; tém-kal, Lebir;
tamakal, Sem. Kl firepower;
témkal (tmkal), Sem. U. Sel.;
témkal (tmkal), U. Pat., U. Kel.;
témkal (tumkal), Sem. Stev., Sem.
Sel., Sem. Kad. New.; (toumkal),

(b) Man: tikarut, Ben. New.

(c) Male: (Mal. jantan): bangkä, Sem. Kelah.


(b) Man (male): chälâki, Or. Trang.


Male: F 255; F 257, 258.

Mallet: C 122.

Man: (i.e. male person, as opposed to woman): M 15-22.


24. MAN [Mal. orang]: mênî, Sem. Martin. Man (gen.): Negrito: menîk (menek), Sem. Stev.; mênîk; mênîk hôp, Sem. Kedah; F 231. [This is the name by which the Negritos (or some of them) call themselves.] [Cf. Khmer mënîns [mnus]; Mon mënî [min]; Siêng bôn; Lôve bôn; Halang môhô, mônoî; Boloven paumi, phûi; Niahôen nhuî; Tareng meina; Sau mûna, nûî, 'man.' But some of these are of Aryan origin.]

25. MAN, i.e. Negrito (Mal. Sêmang or Pangan): mendrak (also mendrak hôp) = wild Sêmang, e.g. Orang Plus; whereas mênîk (or mênîk hôp) = Pangan (? tame tribes, e.g. Orang Siong, O. Jarum), (so explained by Orang Siong), Sem. Kedah. [Perhaps M 24 and 25 are derivatives from M 23.]


27. MAN (Mal. orang): batek, e.g. batek hôp (Mal. orang utan), 'a jungle man.' Pang. Sam. Pang. Gal.; ba-tek, Lebîr [cf. Batak, the name of certain Sumatran tribes].


33. Man-Tiger (Mal. jadi-jadian): këna-yau (described as able to speak, and as wearing bracelets (Mal. gëla-g), and as having teeth shaped like an adze-haft (Mal. putting bé-leong)), Sem. Kedah.

Mane: H 1.


36. Mangosteen (fruit), Garcinia mangostana: masta' (mastak), Sem. Craw. Hist.; plê sêmôm, Sak. U. Kam. [Patani and Kelantan Mal. mës-tâ (? mës'tar or sêtar), from Mal. manggistan, of the dictionaries, which, however, perhaps = manggis sêtar.]

36A. Mangosteen: gamus, Serau; gamush, Darat [cf. Mal. manggis].

Manis javanica: A 113-115.

Mankind: M 30.

Manner: F 30, 31.

37. Mantis, praying: kêtîlau, Serîng.

38. Mantis, praying: kâdok, Bedu. II.


Bûñnar là, "many," "numerous."

41. Many; much: pungkal (pungkîl), Sem. Buk. Max.


(?) Much: banyak, Jak. Malac. [Mal. banyak].


43A. Many; much: chërôk (tschèrôk), Sak. Martin [? = D 66].

44. Many: je'ôi; je'ôy; jëngôi (jngôy), Sak. U. Kam.; jëngôi (jngôy), Sak. U. Bert. Much: jëôy; jëngôi


Mark: C 152; G 41; P 118; T 196. 47. Market: pêkan, Sak. U. Kam. [Mal. pêkan].


52. Marriageable (of girls): bale or ba1, Sem. Kedah [Mal. Ar. bale]; Y 41.


54. MARRY, TO; to be married to: piloi, Pany. Belimb.

54A. MARRY, TO; pêrgökë, jeli; amperjökë [or amperjêk], Darat.

55. MARRY, TO; ja-di, Krau Tem.

56. MARRY, TO; sâbit, Kena. I.

57. MARRY, TO; nikah, Blan. Rem.; nikhe, Barok [Mal. Ar. nikah]; F 63, 64; M 49.

Marriageable: M 51, 52.

Married: B 368; M 53.


59. Marriage, TO: F 63, 64; M 49-57; S 222.

Mas. river: Y 26.


Mast: P 192.


63. Mat: (a) pil, Sem. Per., Sôm.; (bil), Sem. K. Ken.; (pille), Sem. Ken.; (apil), Sak. Kor. Gô.; (apil), Sak. Br. Loa, Sak. Croix; (apil), Sak. Korb.; (apil), Tembi. [Cit. Boloven biel; Alak, Kaseng bê; Kon Tu mber; Sud kabiár, "mat"; Mon khâphew, "coarse mat made of reeds"; Palaueng empe (empê), "mat."]

63A. Mat: chapeng, Sem. Kedah; jêmphâ (jemphès), Kena. II.

64. Mat: lin-da (?lu-da), Krau Tem.

65. Mat: (a) chërukñ, jeli; cherukh, Serau [or Tembi?]; chëru? (chern),
Darat: (chru), Sak. Sung: chérû; járu, Sak. U. Kam: chérû, Sak.
Sak. Taf: chérô (tchéro), Sak. Ra: (k) Mat: siak, Rasa. [Cf. Bâlîô
Opi serrah, "mat"; Sea Dayak, serak, "a fold," "a layer."]

66. MAT: pêngêmang (p'ng'ang),
67. MAT: tikar, Mantr. Malac. Nya, 
Jak. Malac. [Mal. tikar].
68. MAT (Mal. kajang): käkjak, Sak. U. 
Kam: kajak, Darat, Jelai. One kajang: sabidang kajang, 
Serau [Mal. kajang]; P 3: S 250.
Plant used in mat-making; P 131.
69. Mata daching (fish spec.): iso' 
(aisuk), Sem. Buk. Max.
Mata kuching (fruit spec.): C 46.
Mata pêlandok (fruit spec.): D 84.
70. Matches: gra'api, Sak. U. Kam; 
F 125 [Mal. goris api].
To fulfil: salorkan buat pêngunyis 
(p'ng'yunis), Pant. Kap. Joh. To 
trust; to believe: têsalor (t' salor), 
[Mal. tilam]; P 3.
Mauve: W 98.
73. Mawas: mias (ape spec.): m' 
bajás (explained as meaning "the 
man with nostrils turned upwards,") the 
belief being that the rain gets into 
them and forces him to make a 
screen of leaves), Bes. K. L.; mah 
bajás, Bes. A. I.; M 23 [Mal. 
mawas; mias (this last form is used 
in Borneo)]; M 140.
May be: P 60, 61.
74. Measure, to? (Fr. alligner [sic]): 
emtewách (emtouâch), Sak. Ra. 
Kâmer veâs? [wâs]; Niakon wi; 
Alak. Lave vá, "to measure (the 
length of a thing)"? Cfr. Mon làt 
[bât], "to measure with a rule 
or line."
Meat: F 170-172.
Cooked meat: C 240.
75. Médang (trees spp.), (spec. Mal. 
médang buaya), Cryptocarpa Griffith-
iana or Kurrimia Maingayi: médang 
baiych (mdng baiui), Sem. Pa. 
Max.; C 270; (sp. Mal. médang 
gatal?; m. kôladi), Helicia robusta (?) 
or Litsea myristicofolia, médang 
hâkat (mdng hakt), Sem. Pa. Max.; 
S 50 [Mal. médang].

76. Medicine or charm (Mal. ubat): penle'f, Sem. Plus. 
Medicine: peng-
lâi (pengl'ai; penglây), Sak. U. Kam; 
pê-lai, Sem. Cliff; pulaî? (bêlai or 
belâi), Sak. Kor. Gb.; pênglây 
(penglây), e.g. "I do not know 
about medicines," pênglây (penglây) 
pit panai, Sak. U. Bert; F 121; 
C 162; pêlai, Sak. Martin. To be 
treated medicinally: hi-pêlây, e.g. 
"a sick man is being treated 
with medicine," may nîi hi-pêlây, Sak. 
U. Bert.; M 13; S 187.
New.; ubet, Pang. U. Aring; 
ubed, Pang. Sam, Pang. Gal; 
hobât, Sem. K. Ken. [Mal. ubat]; 
M 4; P 165.
78. Medicine-man (Mal. bomor): hâlî, 
Pang. Sam; hâ-la', Kerbat; hala, 
Sak. Kor. Gb.; hala' (halak), 
Tembi, Darat. Belian wangi (tree 
spec.), Dichopisis obovata: hâlî (hal'), 
Sem. Buk. Max.; (spec. belian 
chêpis?): hala' chêpis (hal' chps), 
Sem. Buk. Max.; [These last are 
apparently due to confusion between 
the two meanings of the Mal word 
"belian."]
Gb.; blian, Serau [Mal. blian]; S 76.
80. MEDICINE-MAN: pawák, Sak. U. 
Bert.; pawang? (pavan), Mantr. 
Bor. [Mal. pawang].
80. Meet, to (Mal. jumpa): bû; bu; 
hi-bu; hl-bû, Sen. Cliff; hibûbu 
(hlb-bou), Sak. Kerb.; bê-bu-û, 
Sak. Blanj. Cliff; I 14. I wish to 
t meet the Têmbl (Sakai): pa ibu 
Senoi, Tembi.
81. Meet, to: chenrût? (tsen-rût), 
Som.; chêrôh, Bes. Malac.; chôhôh; 
chôhûh, Bes. A. I. To meet a man: 
chêrôh ha 'ma', Bes. Malac. [cfr. J 9]
82. Meet, to (Mal. bêtêmû): ya-sôh 
(gr. sôh), Pang. U. Aring; ya- 
sôh (or sôh), Pang. Sam, Pang. Gal; 
besua, e.g. lah besua, "to have 
méi," Mantr. Bor. [Mal. sau].
83. Meet, to: jumpâ (djummpâ), Sak. 
Ra. [Mal. jumpa].
84. Meet, to (congregate): kâmin. 
Sak. U. Kam. [cfr. Mal. kâlimain]; 
A 124.
85. Melancholy? or to mutter? (Mal. 
86. Melon (Mal. mendikai), Curcurbita 
citrullus (?): têmikai (timkai), Sem. 
Pa. Max.; kemikai, Serau [Mal. 
tembikai, têmikai, etc.].
Mêl. to: B 395.
86A. MELT, TO: tu (too), in the magic formula: tu (too) mahu mahu ma-loi kaping metkatop, yeh ma-kor mahu mahu, tu (too) mahu mahu; yeh ma-loi mahu mahu ma-hahu) pe metkatop, rendered by "melted blood (I) throw up against the sun; I cut blood; melted blood, I throw blood against the sun," Sem. Stuv. (Mater. ii. 108). [Stieng tu, "to melt (honeycombs)."

87. Memorial (?): jaman, Bes. Songs [? Mal. Ar. zaman, jaman, "time"].

Memory: K 62.

88. Mèmpèlas leaves used as a substitute for emery powder (? Tetraceria spec.): chengat, Bes. K. L.

89. Mend, to (Mal. baik-ki): ya-b'l (doubtful), Pang. U. Aring [? Mal. bél].

Menses: B 249; M 161.

90A. Menstruate, to: bohiya (bohijá; bohii-ja, "deep a"), Sen. K. Ken. [?= B 249 + F 16].


90. Mèranitài (tree), Shorea spec.? : mènèsa (mnsa), Sem. Buk. Max.

91. Mèranitài: pahiih (phih), Sem. Pa. Max. [For the varieties which the Malays call m. puteh, m. bénut m. bunga, m. darah, Sem. Pa. Max. adds pitu, bénut (bunt), bunga, darah, and Sem. Buk. Max. piltau, bénut (bunt), bunga, aug (au) to the respective generic names, M 90 and M 91.]


95. Mèrbaù: long àpèl (or àpell), Bes. Songs.

96. Mèrbau, a forest tree, said to be the: rempeg, Sem. Kedah.


Mias: M 73; M 140.

Midday: D 33-35; D 42-43; H 140, 141; M 100.


In the middle of: S 198.

Midnight: D 16-18; M 100.

Midrib (of palm-leaf): B 294; B 336.

Midwife: D 181.


105. Millipede: gonggo, Jak. Malac.;

105. Minah (bird spec.), Mānāt; [Gracula religiosa]: niong, Tembì; tiang; tiu², Seraw; chim tiu², [Mal. tiang, and cf. Bahurā jōng]; S 353.


108. Mind [in original "mine," but it comes directly after "body" : eng, Sem. Jur. And., Sem. Jur. Kob. [Very doubtful; perhaps there is a misprint in the Sēmang as well as in the English rendering. I do not think it means "mine" or can be put under I 3: that paragraph contains no Sēmang forms.]

To call to mind: C 16.


Never mind: N 66; N 69.

110. Mine: kēliān (kliān), Sōm.; kēliān (kliān), Sak. Ra. [Mal. kēliān; galian.]

111. Mirror: parīt (pariet), Sak. Kerā. [Mal. parit, "ditch"].


Miserable: H 138.


Miss, to: F 115.

Mist: B 236; D 16; D 22.

115. Mistake: B 10; F 24.

116. To be mistaken: silap, Sak. Ra. [Translated in original "to see," but this is clearly wrong.] [Mal. silap.]


119. Mix, to: (a) pachu, Seraw. Do not mix (the things): ui pi pachur, Seraw.


120. Mock, to: majeh (majih), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. ajok].

Moderate: T 43.


Mole: D 114.

Mollusc: S 151, 152.


123. Money byibs, Sak. U. Kam.


126. Money: duit, Sak. U. Kam. [Mal. (from Dutch) duit].

Monitor lizard: F 138; L 118-125.


(b) Monkey (Mal. kēra): tarau, Sem. Plus; tērāu, Serting; mēnāhar rauh, Serau; rā (rak), Tembi; rauh, Serau [or Tembi]. Darat, Jelai; rūh, Sak. Em.; rau, Sen. Cliff.; rau, Sak. Kor. Gb.; rau, Sak. Ra.; rēu (rewhou), e.g. aye (aye) mo ni rēu (rewhou), "we have a monkey"; mih mo ni rēu (rewhou). "I have a monkey"; mih rēu (rewhou) mo kēbus (kōbus), "my monkey is dead," Sēm.; rēu (rewhou), Sak. Kerb. Long-tailed monkey: rāo, Sak. U. Kam. Monkey (Mal. monyet): rauh, Darat.

K. L. [Mon prīp; Bahnār prōk; Cham prōk; Kōmer kōm prōk [kōprūk], "squīrrel"; Sieng prōk, "small grey squirrel"; Selung kaprahr, large black squirrel.]


145. MONKEY (Mal. kēra): kērah (kérāk), Bedu. I.; krah, Mantr. Malac. Cha.; (krah), Bes. Sep. A. I., Bedu. II.; kērah (kēkhak), Barok [Mal. kēra].


148. MONKEY (Mal. lotong): bāseng (basing), Sem. Buk. Max.; bāseng,

160. **MONKEY (Mal. siamang):** unto, Kena. II. [cf. M 155].

160A. **MONKEY, cry of siamang:** mong-mong-mong, Bes. Songs.

160B. **MONKEY, long-tailed (Mal. monyet):** biduhot; bidnôt? Sak. Martim [? =M 134 or M 157].

**Mons veneris:** N 18.

**Monsoon:** R 14.

**Month:** M 161; M 164.


164. Moon: (a) buntāk, e.g. pangkah buntāk, "half-moon," *Bes. A. I.*; New moon: bintān (bintag)n, *Sem. K. Ken.*; [= S 438]. [Mal. bulan, "moon," and bulat, "round," are apparently both represented by a form which is (possibly) capable of explanation on quasi-Krama principles. But see R 191.]

(b) Moon: bila' (bee-lah), *Sak. Sel. Da.* [cf. Sīhōk билеk; Ba Mali bilik; Līrong billelāk; Long Pokun billelāk; Punan Nībong bilik; "moon."]


Moon: D 39; G 21.


168. Moonlight: L 74.


170. More: jerep (djēérēp), *Sōm.* More? again? chērā (chērā), *Sak. Ra.* [This last is very doubtful; it may mean "when it was daylight"; it is taken from De Morgan's very imperfect "text" of the Sakai Raya dialect.]


173. More: lēbē; lēbh (lōbē; lōβ); lōbē, *Sak. Ra.* [Mal. lēbēh].

174. More: still: lagh (lagh); lagl, *Sak. Ra.* [Mal. lagl]; A 27; M 40; M 42; N 87.

More, no: A 63; N 83.

yahalupo, Serau [or Tembi?]. [Cf. Mon phaïlung-yêh [phālāng-yāh], "first dawn of day."]

176. MORNING: supol? (suböl), Sak. Kor. Gb. Early morning: selupó (sêloupô), Sôm.; pohupû (pohoupou), Sak. Ra. To-morrow morning: selupó - his (sêloupó - his), Sôm.; hupó; hupul (houpô, houpoul), Sak. Ra.


Morning-star: S 436. MORROW: M 175-179.


179b. Mortar (Mal. lésong): guul, Tembi; tegul, Serau? [Cf. H 113].


"mosquito."]

181. MOSQUITO: gatão (gatão), Sak. Kerb.


184. MOSQUITO: agas, Bes. Her. Sandfly (Mal. agas); agas, Bes. Her.; agem, Bedu, II. [Mal. agas, "sandfly"].


185a. MOSQUITO-net: mosquito-curtain: klamu, Jelai [Mal. kêlambu].

186. MOSS: topô (to-pô), Sak. Kerb. [Cf. Central Nicobar pul, "moss."]

187. MOSS: tôsil ( tôsil), Sak. Kerb.

188. MOSS: lâhem (lêhem), Sak. Ra. [M 186-188, especially the last, are doubtful, as the Malay equivalent is wrongly given lêmbut (lêmbout), which means "soft." With M 188 cf. S 334; "moss" in Malay is lumut.]

Moth: B 482.


190. MOTHER: gëndek (ghendek), Bes.
COMPARATIVE VOCABULARY OF

Mother-in-law: B 419; F 61; G 86; L 21-24; M 190; M 193, 194.

Motion, to have a: S 468.

Motive: C 60.


Mound: A 116; H 101.

Mountain: H 84-100; S 465.

196a. Mountain chain or range: daka, Sem. K. Ken.


Mouse: M 136; R 32-35.


Mouse-deer: D 75; D 81-88.

Moustache: misei (missei), Sôm.; bisai (bissalèi), Sak. Ra. Beard: misai (misseei), Sem. K. Ken. [Mal. misal]; H 1, 2; M 203.


(c) Mouth: rè-arng, Kena. II.; cf. H 107. [Chong raneng; Niah ön mran, "mouth."]

200. Mouth: jêhâp (jêhôp), Kena. I. [? = M 199].


204. Mouth: pengachap, Ben. New. [? Mal. uchâp, "to speak"].


211. **Move, to, to**: 'lor, *Bes. Songs* [cf. *Mal. undor*].


**Much**: M 40-46; M 169; W 73; W 77-79.


**Mudcrab**: P 208.

**Muddy**; M 215; W 30; W 36-38.

**Multiply, to**: S 541.

**Murder**: C 296; D 48; D 50.

**Murder, to**: K 28, 29.


**Mushroom**: F 293.


221. **Bamboo musical instrument**; haihau (hl-how), *Sem. Stev.*

222. **Slit in the tube of the** 'hihow': nik-pek, *Sem. Stev.*

223. **Crosspiece in the** 'hihow': tenunā (tenoonar), *Sem. Stev.*


230. **Bamboo musical instruments** (small size); kenotot, *Bes. K. Lang.*

**Musical instrument**: M 221-230.

**Musical instrument, bridge of**: P 100.

**Musical instrument, stick to tighten strings of**: S 450.

2. NAIL: risûk, Kena. I. [/? Ch. Khmer krechâk [krêchâk], "nail.]"


Border or edge of nails: sirat têlako'
yēmu?); Khmer chhmōuh [jhmôh]; Korku jāmū, jāmā, "name."


(b) Navel: centre: puset (pusit), Sem. Buk. Max. Whorl of hair: pusēt (pusit), Sem. Buk. Max.; pāsā (pusa’), Sem. Pa. Max. [Mal. pusat; but the meaning "whorl of hair" is that of Mal. pusaran.] [These words, both Mon-Annam and Malay, appear to be ultimately related, and probably they bear some relation to the Malay words meaning "to turn," pusar (L 90), putar, pusing.]


(b) Neck: lēngēk, Seriting; linge, Tan. U. Lang. Adam’s apple (in the throat): laguk, Serau. [Terresa en-lēnga; Central Nicobar ong-lēnga; Andamanese Puchikwar longōda; Chariot et-longō, "neck," are probably chance resemblances.]


K'hamer ka; Sieng kou; Bahnar ako; Annam kö; Churu kö; ? cf. Halang takue; Jarai tokoi; Cham takue; Achin takue; cf. Siam khia, "neck.


32. Neck, back of the: jêngkêng, Kena I.; B 146; H I.


34. Necklace: benghâir (beng-hair), Sem. Stev.


37. Necklace: dôkhô, Bedu. II.; dôkhô, Serting [Mal. dôkhô]; N 23; R 133; T 170; and see B 96-99.


40. Neighbour: N 22; S 198.

41. Nênggiri (district in South Kêlantan): Brok. Sem. Clif. [It is inhabited by Sakai tribes, whom the other Sakais call Sénoi Brok. Recent estimates, possibly exaggerated, have put the numbers of the Sakais inhabiting this single district as high as 20,000. No specimens of their dialect are at present on record.]

42. Nêphew: tômûn ( tômonym), Sôm.; C 102. [Bahmar mon; Khammer kemou (kmuoy); Mon kmôn; Cham kamû, kamûôn, kamûon; Radaik mûûm; Kha Bi mon, moni, "nephew," "nice;" Sieng mon "nephews" Achin. kêmum agam, "nephew" kêmum inong, "nice.


(b) Nest: charong, Ben. New.; sâarak or sârag, Sak. Kor. Gb. Arrow cases in blowpipe quiver: saran, Sak. Ra. Crownlike arrangement in blowpipe quiver (to keep the wadding in its place): sarang selmoi (sarañ selmoi), Sak. Ra. [Mal. sarang]. [Some of these words seem to represent sarang rather than sarang.]


47. New (Mal. baharuh) : ka-bil (pr. ka-bili), Sem. Kadah.


53. News : hê-Áp, e.g. jelôk (jelêrk) hê-Áp, 'what is the news?' or 'how do you do?' Sen. Cliff. ; W 77 [T = S 263].


Good News : H 63.

Next : A 46.


Nice : G 68 ; G 74 ; P 143. 144 ; R 125.

Night : D 16-30 ; D 39.

Night, last : Y 30.

Night-bird : S 545.


61. Nine : lang, Sem. Scott. [Both these are probably fictitious.]


Nipple : B 385, 386.


yet (Mal. bèlum): neng or neng... seng, ex. neng yè chi' báb seng. Mal. sabha bèlum makan nasi, "I have not yet eaten (rice)," Pang. U. Aring. B 145.
70. Never: taprëna (taprëná), Söm.; (ta-prëna), Sak. Ra.; prënah (or pënah) 'not, Bes. Sep. [Mal. tiada pënah]; N 67.
72. Don't (Mal. jangan): âked, ex. âked hagid, "don't be afraid"; âked kâss or âked têbhâh, "don't do it," Sem. Jarum. [? = N 73].
73. Do not: duk gu, Sak. J. Low; duagu, Sak. U. Kam.; aga, e.g. aga cha (tcha) nado, "don't eat this," Sak. Korb. Lias; ago, e.g. ago chip (techip), "don't go away"; ka, e.g. ka itu (itou), "don't be afraid," Sak. Korb. Lias. Particle used in conjunction with whi, "do not" (F 121): ga, Sen. Cliff.
74. Do not: udôh, Bes. Malay; ödô, Bes. Sep. A. I., Bes. K. Lang.; ödô', explained as = Mal. sabar = to have patience or "endure," as well as = Mal. jangan, "don't," Bes. K. L.
75. Don't: swam, Jak. Malac.
76. Don't: jangan, e.g. "don't stop here," jangan di-tunggui dëni, Jak. Malac. [Mal. jangan].
77. I don't know (Mal. ta' tahu; èntah): achûh, Pang. Belimb. [? cf. C 160].
78. I don't know: lek or yâ-lek, Pang. Belimb. [? cf. C 160].
79. Uncertain [the word is used in answer to questions, and means "I don't know"]: èn-tâ (un-'tar), Ment. Stev. [Mal. èntah].
80. Not to want; not to wish: ti; tim (tie); tim, Belend. Stev.
81. Don't like; don't want: ëmböh, Bes. Songi.
83. No more: yul (youl), Sak. Kerb.; A 63; F 115.
84. There is not: kësi? (kussi), Mant. Bor.
86. Not yet (Mal. bèlum); I don't know (Mal. èntah): b-ô, Sen. Cliff.
87. Not yet: cedah, e.g. "I have not eaten yet," cedah oâah makan; "it is not yet cooked," cedah oâah masak, Jak. Malac. Not yet (Mal. bèlum); more; still (Mal. lagi): jà-ti, Sen. Cliff.
88. Nowhere in particular: cha' tiha, Jac. Malac. [in answer to the question "where are you going?"] W 82.
No: D 123; F 115; F 117; F 120-122.
No matter: F 121.
No more: A 63; F 115.
89. Nôd the head, to: pâkënguk (pkënguk), Sem. Buk. Max. [? Cf. Mal. ongôk, "to nod"; or Bahrar ngul, "to nod the head affirmatively." See also B 177 and S 221.]
ABORIGINAL DIALECTS


92. Noise of water boiling; noise of thunder: gâboi, Bedu. II.


94. Noon: D 33-35; D 39; D 42, 43; H 140, 141; M 100.

95. Noose (Mal. jërat): ? tanjol (really a Malay word usually applied to a small noose at the end of a rod and line), Bes. K. L. [Mal. tanjol].


97. North: kënâ (köâna), Söm. [cf. H 82].


hinong, e.g. namah kābār hinong, 'what news lately?'; Bes. Sep.; N 54; N 49.


Yesterday: klak, Rasa.

111. Now: kāl, Sak. Kerb. [Cf. Khmer kal [kāl]; Sieng kal, "time"; but this is an Indian loan-word; cf. Mal. kala; cf. M 178.]

112. Now: tadin, Kena. II. [Mal. tadi].

113. Now: sakārāngh (sakākhang), Barōk; sakārāng ika' (sakārāng ikak), Galang; T 93 [Mal. sakārang]; A 47; N 49; N 51; Q 5; T 86.


Nowhere: N 88.

115. Numerical coefficient: dēnu', e.g. 'three houses,' ni dēnu' dūk, Sak. U. Bert. [cf. Centr. Nicobar danāi (danōi), num. coeff. of "ships," etc.] F 283; H 153; M 23; M 68; O 21; O 20; P 193; T 3; T 5; T 99.

Numerals: see One, Two, etc.

Numerous: M 40-46.

Nurse, to (in the lap): T 60.

Nut: B 102.


O


2. Oak (spec. Mal. bēranang babi), Quercus encleiovarpa: biangān (biangān), Sem. Buk. Max. (so for other species Sem. Buk. Max. has b. pad, b. lotong, which have corresponding Malay names) [Mal. bēranang].

Oar: F 4-8; S 399.

Oath: G 20.

Obey, to: F 211.


Observe, to: S 72; S 83-85.

Obstacle: O 4-5.

Obstinate: P 64.

Obtain, to: C 48.

Occiput: H 2.

4. Occupied (Mal. aral [sic]): ngonala? [a] (aonala), Sbm.

5. Occupied: arāl, Sak. Ra., Sak.
Kerb. [Mal. Ar. 'aratd. The Malay equivalent given for O 4, 5 means "obstacle," not "occupied."]

Ocean: S 55-

Odour: S 40·; 41·; S 292-294.

Offal (of grain): P 116.

Offer. to: sëmbah (szembah), Mant. Bor. To greet: semba, Sem. K. Ken. [Mal. sëmbah]; cf. P 44·.

Often: galâ (ghalâ), Sak. Ra.

OFten: këngiang? (kôn-iaÌ), Söm. Rare: kënia (kônia), Söm. [There has probably been some mistake here.] M 44; Q 5.

Oil (Mal. minyak): hâp-yet (doubtful), Sem. Kadah; supo, Sak. Sung.

Oil: këteg or këtâg, Sem. Plus.


Oil: chêlai, Kena. I.

Oil: minyak, Sem. Per.; minyak, e.g. m. long, "wood-oil"; m. tek, "kerosene," Bes. Sep.; minyak, Jak. Malac. (miniak), Sak. Blanj. Sw. [Mal. minyak]; T 207; W 30; W 34.


OLD: jaja (djâdjâ), Sak. Kor. Gë. [? Cf. Khmer châs [chäs]; Sieng chêh, "old."]


OLD: (a) sôrôh; hôrôh, e.g. mah hôrôh, "an old man," Bes. A. I.; horô, Bes. K. Lang. [cf. O 19].


OLD: tuha' (tuhak), Sem. Craw. Hist.; (tahak), Sem. Klapr.; tú-ha' U. Tem.; tu-ha', U. Cher.; to'ha', Krau Tem.; tuhê, Mantr. Malac.; tuhe' (touhek), Sem. Klapr. Chief; leader: tuwoh (touwoh), Sak. Kerb. Uncle (older than father or mother respectively): tuâ' (tûak), Ment. Her. II. Uncle: úha' (ûhak), Kena. I., Kena. II.; wa' (wûk), Bedu. II.; wâh, Jak. Ba. Pa. Aunt: úa or wâ (oua), Sak. Ra.; úha' (ûhak), Kena. I., Kena. II.; bô-awâ (bô-awah), Sôm.; M 192. Stepmother (Mal. mak tiri): wa' (wûk), Serau. [Probably all ultimately from Mal. tuha, "old"; there is a Malay word tua meaning "uncle," which is apparently an abbreviated form of the word in a specialised sense.]


Old: B 306; C 89; F 41. Old man: G 87. Days of old: N 51.

Omit, to: A 173.


On: A 5-8; A 175; A 177. On the ground: E 12.
On to: A 8.
On top: A 7; A 7; E 19; F 29;
N 25; O 26.
Onak (formerly): N 51.
Once (emphatically): N 51.
Sadang; (nai in the MS. origin-
ally nigh), Sem. U. Sel.; (nl),
Sem. Stev.; nei, Sak. Kerb.;
néi, Sak. Korb. Liua; nié, Sak.
Croix; nèi, Sak. Plus, 4 N. Q.
102; nè, Som. Martin; nè (nèh),
Po-Klo; (nè; nay), Sak. Br. Low;
K. Ken.; e.g. "one tooth," lemoin
hat-ni, Sem. K. Ken.; nè-h, Sak.
Guat; ni-u-e, Krua Tem.; nè-weng,
Krua Ket.; naing (nlng), Sem.
Stev.; G 77; H 167. The first:
èi, Sem. Stev. Alone; solitary
(Mal. sa'orang): ó nai (lit. "he,
one"), Sem. Plus; nei-sama, Som.
Each; one man by: nai, Sem.
Buk. Max. One man by: na déri, Tembi;
A 70. [See pp. 438, 459, supra.]
28. One: na-nu, Som. Cl.; na-na,
Sem. Cl.; nanu, Sak. Martin,
Serau, Sak. Sung.; (namoi), Sak.
Ra.; nanu, Sak. U. Bert.; nanu,
Tembi, Sak. U. Kam.; naniu (naniu),
Tan. U. Lang.; nano, Sak. Chen.;
nob, Sak. Top. Another (?): lain
nanó, Sak. Ra.; O 61 [O 60 is
probably distinct]. Pair: nanu
klimin, Sak. U. Kam. [Mal.
kéamin, "pair."] [? = O 27 + N
115.]
29. One: bmoi, Bes. Malak.; moi
(moi), Bes. Her.; moi, Kena. I.,
Serting; moi, Pol., U. Ind.; moih,
Sak. Sel. Da.; moe, U. Tem.; moj,
Bes. Sep. A. I., e.g. moi ker muh,
"a single man," Bes. Sep. (moi),
Bes. New. (amooe.), Besr. Stev.;
u-e, U. Cher.; mûh, Buk. U.
Lang.; H 167; S 346. [Mol maf
[mwai]; Khmer múi [mûy]; mo
[mâ]; Stieng múi; Bahmar mõi
(mõh), ming; Phnom mõi; Alak
mõei; Boloven, Niahôn muoi; So,
Nanhang mûêi; Chrua mûêi; Mi
mûe; Ka, Chong moe; Samrê moê,
mooi; Halang moï; Tareng, Kaseng,
Kon Ta, Sêt, Sedang, Per, Xong
mûi; Lave, Cuoi, Prou, Khmus,
Huei, Hin mûi; Lemet mu? (mum),
mo? (mos), "one."]
30. One: (a) sêmâr, Sak. Jer.
(b) One: sa sang, Som. Ij.; sang,
Sem. Scott [doubtful].
(e) One: sa-, Bland. K. Lang.; sa,
Sem. Per., Jak. Semb.; so (sar),
Menf. Stev.; só (ser), Sak. Br. Low;
sâ-nil, Pang. Belimb.; su, Sak.
J. Low; H 116; H 167.
(d) One: sato' (satok), Galang;
satu, Ben. New., Mantr. Malak.,
Jak. Malac. [other numerals as in
Malay also], Liber. Kerbat. To
assemble: bésatu (bôsâtou), Sak.
Ra.; châtu (chàtou), Sôm. [Mal.
sâ.; satu].
31. One: kuhung (kauhug), Som.
Klapr. [doubtful].
On the indefinite sense: T 51.
32. Onion: pêmahu (pßamhu), Pant.
33. Onion: bawang, Serau; (spec.
Mal. bawang merah), Allium cepa:
bâwâng phâ ng (baung phung), Som.
[Mal. bawang].
34. Only (Mal. sêhaj): blâp, blâ,
Solitary; alone (Mal. sa’orang): yê
yê blâ (lit. "I only"), cp. máh blâ,
yê-h blê (lit. "I only"). E.g.拜师学艺.
bleb, e.g. higu’ bab bleb. "I ask
for a little rice," Pang. U. Aring;
Gal.; W 73.
35. Only (Mal. sêhaj): ken (apparent-
ly short for nengken), Sem. Plus.
Single; solitary (Mal. sa’orang):
nai neng-ken = "only one," cp.
dûwâ’ ken, "only two," and tîgâ
ken, "only three," etc., Sem. Plus.
36. Only: hadao (pr. hado(u)), Sem.
K. Ken.; hê (hé), Sak. Kerb.
37. Only: nêya (nö-yê), Sôm. [Mal.
hanya].
38. Only: sajâ (sadjâ), Sak. Ra. [Mal.
hahaj]. [Cf. I 33 for another
meaning of the Malay word or a
homonym.]
39. Only: unintentionally: habat;
abat, e.g. chakap (xiakap) abat.
"he only says so," Mant. Bor.; R 63.
40. Open, to: wah, Sak. Plus Clift;
yâ kiwâh (pr. kiwâh), Sem. Jarum;
etwok (éouk), Sak. Kerb. To go
out: awôk (éouk), Sak. Kerb.
[Stieng unk, "to open."]
41. Open, to: (a) ya' pâg (pr. ya
pâgg), Sem. Plus; nékpek (neuk
pek), Sôm. [Khmer bôk [pôk];
Stieng, Alak, Boloven, Kaseng, Lave,
Niahôn pôk; Su' bô; Churu pô;
Cham pôh; Jarai pib; Mon pâk [pâk], "to open."
(ê) To open: bûka (bûkak), Tembi, Serau. To untie: bukai (boukai), Mant. Bor. [Mal. buka].
42. OPEN, TO: pra'áng (?), Bes. Sep.; p'rang (?), Bes. K. L.
43. OPEN, TO: tákâ, Sen. Cliff.; kâ-tâh, Bes. K. L.
45. OPEN, TO: raiat; raiâp; mèraiap (m'raiap), Pant. Kap. Joh.
47. OPEN, TO, or swell (of a blossom): chêrabong, Bes. K. Lang.
Opening: H 107.
Oppose, to: A 17.
Oppress, to: P 210.
Orang utan: M 73; M 140.
Orange (colour): B 249; R 51; R 53.
50. ORCHID: têteîng, Bes. Sep.
55. ORDER, TO: padôys, Bes. A. I.; (Mal. pêshâk or sampaikân): dôis (dôys) or dôih (dôyûh); padô's or padsôys, e.g. Batin padsôys hâ-ôh, "the Batin ordered me," Bes. K. L.; To command: padsôys, e.g. Batin padsôys ha' oùn, "the Batin ordered me," Bes. A. I.
55A. ORDER, I; I command: en suroh, Jelai [Mal. suroh].
Order, to: C 10; O 52-55; S 101.
Orifice: H 107.
Origin: R 176.
Ornament: C 127.
60. Other: nana-ner, Sak. Kerb. [Probably distinct from O 28, which belongs to a different group of dialects.] [Cf. Mon tânâh (tânah); Bahnar anai, nai, "other."]
61. OTHER: lain, Serau, Sak. Ra. [Mal. lain]; A 95; A 121.
64. OTTER: bâho' (bhu'), Sem. Pa. Max.; ké-bokô, Sem. Cliff. [Cf. Mon. phe' [pheh]; Khmer phê [bê]; Cham bhei, bhai; Bahnar phó (phây), "otter."]
65. Otter, a kind of: jêrong, Bes. K. L.; B 103; D 137; D 143; M 136.
Our: W 52.
66. OUT; outside: koh, Bes. A. I. To go out: koh; kuh, Bes. Sep. To exude: kôh, e.g. kôh getô, "to exude sap," Bes. A. I.
68. Outside: wiî? (ullîh), Sem. Buk. Max. [Cf. S 104].
69. Without (Mal. luar): mês, Sem. Craw. Hist., Sem. Klapr. [Klaproth gives "sans" as the meaning, having apparently misunderstood Crawford, who gives "laur" as the Malay equivalent of his "without;
i.e. = "outside." But the word is doubtful, anyhow; cf. S 550.

Outside: F 246; G 63; O 66-69; S 236; T 54.

Outstretched: H 15.

Outwards: F 230; I 20; T 53.

Over: A 5-10.

Over against: S 198.

Over there: T 52-54.

Overflow, to: P 266.


Ox: B 457.

P


Packet: B 459, 460.

4. Paddle (Mal. pênggayuh): chindwa, Sem. Kedah. [Cf. Khmer cheuva [chhâvâ]; Love châva; Alak seva; Boloven hâva, "paddle."]


(b) To paddle: ngayoh, Bes. Sep. A. I. Paddle: pengayu, Sem. U. Sel.; (pengayon), Sak. Croix; pêngayoh, Jak. Malac.; pengaiôh, Sak. Blanj. Sw.; kayu-pengayu, Sem. Per. [Mal. kayoh]. [For the curious relation between groups (a) and (b) cf. T 211 and P 164. Is it fortuitous?]


9. To use the paddle as a lever, with the side of the boat as a fulcrum, especially in steering a canoe (Mal. 'wet'); chuckang or chokang, Bes. K. L.; chuckaing, Bes. A. I.


Paddle: S 399.

Paddle, to: P 5, 6.


Paddy-bird: padi-bird: F 257.


12. Pamang man: pêngpang (p'nga-


Paul: S 149.


Paint: S 187.


Pâr: O 28.


Palisade: F 79.

17. Palm (of hand): kêng (k'ng), Sem. Stev.

18. Palm (of hand): hâr chas, Pang. Sam; hâr chas, Pang. Galas. Sole of foot (Mal. tapak): hâr chan, Pang. U. Aring; hal or hâr chan (p' hall or harr), (doubt-
FUL], PANG. SAM, PANG. GAL. [cf. G 41?].


PALM (of hand): N 3.

22. PALM-CABBAGE (MAL. umbut): tía, PANG. Sam, PANG. GAL.; tía, ex. tía tía = Mal. umbut bayas, PANG. U. Aring; B 86; tía o (taja), Sem. Pa. Max. [? = B 86].

23. PALM-CABBAGE: chembek (chmbk), Sem. Buk. Max.; chengkei (?), Bet. A. I. [See B 183.]

24. PALM, young (edible): rumük, Sak. Táp. [no doubt palm-cabbage is meant]; [cf. MAL. umbut].

PALM-CLOTH: S 149, 150.

PALM-SHEATH: S 149, 150.


28. PANDANUS (MAL. pandan): hakek or haké, PANG. Sam, PANG. GAL. Screwpalm (MAL. mënkuang): haké, PANG. U. Aring; haké; haké, Bet. Sep. A. I. Various species are (MAL. mënkuang), haké hábél; (MAL. pandan), haké pandan, Bet. Sep. A. I. Other spp.: haké chongoi, Bet. Sep.; haké hérám, Bet. Sep. A. I.; haké jakas; haké yah, Bet. Sep.; haké tút, Bet. A. I.


30. PANDANUS (SPEC. MAL. rasoh ayer), PANDANUS RUSSOU (?): rasu bâteoh (rsu btiuh), Sem. BuK. Max.; W 30 [MAL. rasau; rasoh].

PANGOLIN: A 113-115.

PANTHER: T 129-133.

31. Papaya (fruit), CARICA PAPAYA: beték, MANTR. Malae; pétik; ple' pétik (plek pétik), Tembi; (plek petik), SERAU; ple' pétik (plek petik), JELAT; (plek petik), DARU; F 282 [MAL. bêtek].

32. PAPAYA: kuntai, JAK. Ba. Pa.; képaya, JAK. Malae. [MAL. papaya].

PARALYSIS: D 124.

PARANG (chopper): C 122-126; C 152.

PARANG-PARANG (fish): S 140.

PARASITE: L 32; P 129.

PEACE: F 1-3.


PARENTS: M 189.

34. PARI LANG (fish spec.), AETOBATIS NARINARI: pääi (pái), Sem. Pa. Max. [MAL. pari].

35. PART: piece; portion: chapé; chapé (tchapé; tchapé), Sak. Kerb; chiapé; chiapé (tchapé; tchapé), Sak. Ra. [? = P 36].

36. PART; piece; portion: këpik (köpik), SÖM. [MAL. kåping]; cf. F 180.

PARTLY: S 198.

37. PARTRIDGE, MALAY, RHISOTHERA: gun teng; chim gungting, Bet. K. L. [MAL. sau-lanting or burong sorong lanting].

38. PASS, to: broyt, Bet. Sep. A. I.

PASS; to: lalú, Sak. U. Kam. To disappear: lalú, SEM. PA. MAX. Formerly; past: mèlalu (målalu), SEM. BUK. MAX. [MAL. lalu]. = A 73. To pass by: G 42.

PASS: B 165; F 115; F 123; N 50, 51; P 39.

PATH: C 216; G 41, 42; G 49; S 280.

40. PATH, mark indicating the apparently something serving as a sign-
post, "wegweiser"): penoig, Sem. Stev.

41. **Patience**: rusing (rousíf), Sôm.; S 222

42. **Pattern**: picture: achu, Sak. U. Kâm. [= T 243B.]

43. **Pay**: B 160.


45. **Payong**: daun (palm spec.), Teysmannia altifrons: saghuluk, Ment. Her. II.

46A. **Peace** be unto you! hail! (a prefix to prayers addressed to spirits = Mal. salamat): sêmbar? (sumbat), Sak. Hale. [Probably = Mal. sambah; O 6.]

47. **Peacock**: jahôt? (jahote), Ben. New.


49. **Peak**: H 48; H 84; H 95-97; H 99, 100.

50. **Peck, to**: to C 295, 296.


52. **Peel, to**: to C 142.


54. **Peeling-knife**: K 47.

55. **Peer forward, to** (?): yob-yob, ex. o' yob-yob krâ (explained as = jeng'ô, "to peer forward"); "he, the kera monkey, peers forward", Sem. Kedah.

56. **Pelican** (spec. Mal. burong undan), Pelicanus onocrotalus or Malaccensis: pipaú (pipák or pipatú), Sem. Pa. Max.

57. **Penetrate, to** (i.e. to stick into = Mal. lêkat): ya'-mepg, Pang. U. Aring; ya-hempg, Pang. Sam, Pang. Gal. [Perhaps = C 47.]

58. **Penetrate, to** (rentang, Bes. Songs.; C 296.


Kuhn also compares Khasi tloh, 'loh; Santali laîh; Ho loë; Munda loë, 'penis.' It may be doubted whether these are in any way related to the somewhat similar words meaning "male," "man." The connection of Khamer kedâ (hr. kédâ?) [kê]? "penis," seems doubtful.

54. **Penis**: butoh (buth), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. butoh]; E 36; M 219; U 27.

55. **People** (?); men (?): lunâm (loumâm); lumom (loumom), Sak. Ra. (? cf. W 77 (?)); M 23.


59. **Perch**, to: A 55, 56; C 52.


60. **Perfect**: G 71; V 12.

61. **Perfume**: S 293.

62. **Perhaps**: may be: kênîd ji', Sak. U. Kâm.

63. **Perhaps**: hoi, Sak. Plus Cliff.

64. **Perhaps**: jâll (djâlî), Sem. K. Ken.; W 78.

65. **Peril**: D 50; F 48.


67. **Permission**: G 42.

68. **Person**: M 23-31.

69. **Perspiration**: S 533-537; W 30.

70. **Perspire, to** (?): kâluh (kluh), Sem. Buk. Max. [Doubtful and probably wrong, being no doubt merely the first word of Mal. kâluar pêloh; cf. O 67.]

71. **Perverse, to be** : pêchbâu (?), Bes. A. I.

72. **Pestle** (Mal. antan): rentik, Tembi.

73. **Pestle**: kênôh; kênî'{kênukh), Serau.
Pétai (fruit-tree): B 45.


Phlegm: M 213.

Pick, to: C 52; P 68; P 148-150.


Pick up, to: lebes; sebes, Mant. Bor. [The last appears to be a misprint, as the first occurs in the revised copy. I doubt the connection of this word with S 63.] B 396-400; C 52; P 149.

Picture: P 42.

Piec: tjo (tia), Sem. Buk. Max.; E 83; P 35, 36; S 280.

Piece, to: lüm, Sem. Pa. Max.; C 296; E 64; T 103, 104.


Pig: rap, Krau Ket., Krau Tem. ráp, Sak. Guai; grum, Sak. Em.


Pig: bis, U. Pat. [? = P 88].

Pig: lú, Sak. U. Kam.; lú (lou), Sak. Ra. Many pigs eat the sugar-cane (here): kóm bê löy (? becha) (bechak) boi, Krau Em. [? = P 83].

Sue lIl, "pig"; lú, "wild boar"; Tareng alúi; Sue li, ali; So ali (aille); Nanhang ali; Cwúi lik (lic), "pig"; Palang le (léi); Mon kikil, "hog."]

Pig: lu (lou), Sak. Ra. [Probably a misprint for P 78.]


Pig: ja-lo, Bera; jâlu, Serting. Wild pig: jalu, Mantr. Malac, Mya. [? = P 78 or P 90].

Pig: sérô, Kena. I.

risim, Mantr. Malac. Nya. [the term must not be used when hunting them]. Wild hog: ręsam (russam), Ben. New. [? cf. Tareng ruisol, "wild boar."]


87. Pig: wild: dál, Sak. Kor. Gb. [? P 82].


95. Pigeon (Mal. punai): pünei (punel), Sak. Ra.; (pünei), Sak. Kerb.; chém pünei (tchém-punel), Sim.; B 216 [Mal. punai].

96. Pigeon, spec. (?): chim janggöng, Bes. Sep.; B 216.

97. Pigeon, spec. (?): chim janghüi: chim jangsi, Bes. Sep.; B 216.

98. Pigeon, spec.?: me-él, Sem. Stew. [Supposed, acc. to V.-Stevens, by the Semang to be the companion of a mythical female divinity called "Simei," sister of of "Plë." B 216; D 153.


(é) Pillow: kê-nèl-chol (pr. kénellêcholl), Sem. Plus; kénèchul, Sem. Kedah. [? Cf. Bahnar kònól, "pillow" (apparently from kól, "head." There is another word kònôn from akôn, "to lean upon"); cf. P 101, and H 46?]


101. Pillow: tê-nôi, Sem. Cl. [? = P 100]. [Kher kññôi [khññoi], from kôi [köi], "to lean on" (?); Stëng kôñëi; Møw kñni [gnî], "pillow"; cf. P 100 (é).]


Pinch: P 108.

104. Pinch, to: (Mal. chubit): ya-toñ, ex. toñ bêñ 'wet = Mal. chubit paha kiri (proverb), lit. "to pinch the left leg," i.e. it affects the right one also, Pang. Galas.

106. PINCH, TO: chépen (tchopen), Sóm; pít, Sak. Ra. To pinch; to squeeze: mächépít (mchpít), Sem. Buk. Max. Prawn; betel-nut cutter: pénypít (p'nyipt), Pant. Kap. Joh. Scorpion: pénypít (p'nyipt), Pant. Kap. Mal. [Mal. sëpit; but cf. also Bahnar chöpét, pét, "to pinch (with the fingers)"; Sñieng piêt, apiêt, "to get the fingers pinched"; Khamer tebit ñipt. "to hold (by pinching)"] chipt (chhbit), "holding with the tips of the fingers (?)"; and see P 209 B.; ? cf. also P 105.

107. PINCH, TO: pínjáit (pîngné), Sak. Kerb.; kechit, Mantr. Malac. [Cl. Bahnar nét (nhét), nét, "to squeeze with the fingers"; Mal. pichít, "to pinch."]


110. PINEAPPLE: sóla, Mantr. Malac.


112. Pipe for water, etc.: ténjlor (tnjlor), Sak. U. Kam.
Pipe, TO: W 97.
Pipeclay: E 12.


Pit: D 66.
Pitch of stomach: S 460.
Pit: R 80.

Pith: M 58; S 234.
Pitted with holes: B 175.


(b) Tracks; footprints: dél, Sem. Cliff.; dîl juk, Sak. Blanj. Cliff.; F 220. [Síeng til; Bahnar del; Annam tich, "tracks," "mark."]

(c) Spoor or track (Mal. bêkas): têrtôh (pr. têr-tôh), e.g. têrtôh nyah, "tiger's track," têrtôh kâsha', "deer track," Pang. U. Aring.


120. Place (once occupied, now empty): tempok, Bes. K. Lang. [Mal. tampok]; H 153; S 221; V 19.
Place, TO: H 153; K 5.


122. Plain (land): surface: tebal, Sem. Stev. [? Cl. E 12; and Khamer veal [wâl]; Mon wea [wâ], "plain."]

123. Plain (land): plêma (plôma), Sóm. [? Mal. lêmôbâh].


125. Plait, TO: emberiäreh (embériäreh), Sak. Ra.

126. Plait or weave, to (Mal. aniam): ya'dendan (pr. den-dan) (e.g. in making baskets), Sem. Plus. [? Cl. Khamer bandah [pânjâh]; Ka'tatan, "to weave"; Síeng, Bahnar tân (tanh); Boloven, Niahôn, Alâk tân; Lave tân; Halang tân, "to plait," "to weave."] W 66.

Planet: S 436.


Plant: B 466.

128. Plant species: a fragrant stemmed plant with an aroid-like dark mauve-coloured leaf, whose stem is shredded up with the thumb-nail, to within a few inches of the base of the stem, and worn in the girdle to avert "sakit bêlakang" (back-ache?), rêtut, Sem. Plus.

129. PLANT, parasitic, SPEC. (Mal. "tippe krowie"? = têpûs kârawâi); kem, Sem. Stev.
130. PLANT used for dyeing yellow: deom, Sem. Stev.
131. PLANT used for mat-making: sahläk (sahlekk), Sak. Ra.
132. PLANT, to: tapa, Tembi; pëtöm, Bes. K. Lang.; métöng; pëtöng; métöpm, Bes. Sep. A. I.; métöng, Bes. Malac. To plant or bury (Mal. tanaman); ya-tam, Sem. Plus. To sow (Mal. tabor): ya' tüb (pr. tübb), ex. ya' tüb bää, "to sow rice," Sem. Jarum; ya' tüb or ya' tüb (pr. tübb or tüpp), ex. ya' tüb bää, "to sow rice," Sem. Plus. Plant [plantation?] (Mal. tanaman): nomtap, Söm. [Solovén tóp; Mon tät'usu; Niahõm ndám; Lave dám; Alak tám; Khmer tám; Tahan tóp; Tembi tóp; "to plant"; Lieng tam, "to plant," "to sow"; Tahan tóp (táp), "to thrust into the earth," "to make holes for seed" (cf. Alak táb; Tahan tóm (tám), "to pierce"); ex. Mon tóp [túip]; Lieng tap; Cihwü tóp; Tarem kétáp; Ka séng táp, "to bury." There are apparently two allied roots, with somewhat similar meanings: tóp and tóm.]

133. PLANT, to (Mal. tanaman): ya' tā-jó, Sem. Jarum. [Jaraj tójuk; Tarem töchít, "to sow." ]
134. PLANT, TO: chëngarâ (tchëngarde), Sak. Ra. [? cf. C 296]; D 66; D 108; D 134. Plantain: B 41 - 49; F 284; H 126; U 20.
135. Plantation: glokó (gloko), Or. Hu. Joh. I.; C 153; C 155; F 94; P 134.
136. PLATE: pingâdâng (pingând); Sak. U. Kam.; pinggan, Bes. K. Lang.; (Mal. piring) pingat, Serâu (Mal. piringgân).
136A. PLATE: piring [Mal. piring].
137. PLATES, leaves used as, by the wild tribes in Kelantan: ternok, Pang. U. Aring.
139. PLAY, to: knin-kä, Söm.
140. PLAY, TO: chachi (tchatchi), Sak. Kerb.
141. PLAY, TO: mun, Tembi; mënmân, Serâu; mënmân, Sak. Martin; mëmmân, Sak. Kor. Gb.; menman, Sak. Kerb., Sak. Ra. [Mal. mainmain].
142. PLAY, TO; to disport oneself: dë, ex. ö'ë 'dë, ö'ë 'dë, ö'ë sayong sågëñëb jeimol, "he disports himself, he soars (?) on every mountain," Sem. Plus [Mal. sindir; but this seems improbable].
143. Pleasant (Mal. sëdap): belõg (pr._be-lögg) (dist. from belõg = "bad") B 7; Sem. Plus.
144. Pleasant: sërôt, Jak. Mad. [? cf. G 74]; G 65; G 67; R 125; S 539.
146. Pleasure: G 29; G 65; J 12; W 1078.
147. Pleiades: S 436.
150A. Pluck, to: mëmpitâ, Bes. Songsi.
150. Pluck, TO; to pick: mëmos or mëmos, Sak. Kor. Gb. To pick up (Mal. pungut): imos [and imros (sic)], Tembi; P 67-69.
150A. Plug in a flute: senumi (senoomée), Sem. Stev.
152. Poem: S 213.
154. Point: dot: angke' (angki'), Sem. Buk. Max.; E 63; E 65; E 83; N 98; P 212. Point of arrow or sword: B 295-301; B 354. Point of shoulder: S 169; S 171.
155. Point, to (Mal. tunjok): (a) såläh, Bes. A. L.; såläh or sölöh, Bes. K. L. (b) To show; to teach: tōla (tōlä); tonlä (tonlée), Söm. To teach: tōllä, Sem. K. Ken. To guide: tonlée (ton-le), Söm.
155. Point, TO: ya-pënyal (pr. pënyall), Pang. U. Aring. To show to; to point out (e.g. the way): tenniän, Sak. Em. Show me the way! terniöl nong am nem, Kra àn Em.; C 216. Forefinger: tàniiäl (tàniiäl), Sem. Pa. Max.; tēnî yal, Sem. Kedah. Second (middle) finger: tēnî yal kémnut (?), Sem. Kedah; G 18; H 15. [Probably a derivative from U 15.]

157. **Pointed**; anchib? (anchib), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. lanchip?]

158. **Pointed**; tujah-tujah, Bes. Songs; C 296.

159. **Poison** (Mal. rachun); ken-mob (pr. ken-mob), Sem. Kedah.

160. **Poison** (Mal. rachun); kēnēleph (kēnōleph), Sōm.

161. **Poison** (Mal. rachun); ren-chug (pr. renchugg), Sem. Plus; rachun? (radjūn), Sak. Kor. Gb. [Mal. rachun].

162. **Poison, blowpipe arrow**; pēnlash? (punlash), Tum. Stev.

163. **Poison, arrow**; (a) chēnggrā (chnggrā), Sak. U. Kam.; chinggrā? (tsīṭrē), Sak. Ru.; B 232; B 291; [spec. Mal. ipuh akar]: chinggrā chiong chiong? (tsīṭrē tsioh tsioh), Sak. Morg. [prob. Sak. Ru.]; R 37; (Mal. ipuh kayu); chinggrā? jehu (tsīṭrē ḏējou), Sak. Morg. (Ru.?); T 211. Poisonous; mangchēnggrā (mangchnggrā) Sak. U. Kam. [Cf. Boloven prei; Niahón prei; Alak pírei; Halang pōjreil, "arrow-poison."]


164. **Poison, arrow**; (a) chiah, Bers. Stev.; chih, Ment. Her. II.; chēh, Bes. Malac. Ingredient of arrow-poison (Mal. ipoh) chēs, Bes. K. Lang. Upas: chēs; chēh, Bes. Sep. A. I. Ipo (poison-tree) chēs; chēh, Bes. A. I. To dip the arrow in the ipoh juice: chiah (chēh). Serting. [Chrau jueh, shueh; Kāmer chhwēs [chhwes, chhwês], chhwē [chhwēh], "arrow-poison."]

(b) Arrow-poison: kayas (kyass), Kena. Stev. Upas tree; kayas, Mantr. Malac. Cha, [Braou kāis, "arrow-poison."]


167. **Strychnos**; ham, Sem. Stev.

168. **Poison plant, blowpipe** (spec. Mal. lekheer), (prob. likir, Amorphophallus Prainiana); tadā (taddar), Sem. Stev.

169. **Poison plant, arrow** (Mal. "lekheer"); also (apparently) the professional poison-maker amongst the Pangans; kinel (kinell), Pang. Stev.

170. **Poison plant, arrow** (spec. Mal. ringhut); kaiwhor, Sem. Stev.

171. **Poison tree** (spec. Mal. "t'apōah"); pērā (p'rar), Sem. Stev. [P = P 58].


173A. **Poison, ingredient of arrow**; "blay" hitam, prob. Strychnos sp.; gria (greer), Pang. Stev.

174. **Poison, ingredient of arrow**; malai, Bes. K. Lang.; P 164. Aralidium pinnatifidum or Thevetia nerifolia? etc. [see vol. i. p. 600]: malai; ches malai or balai, Bes. A. I.; P 164. Arrow-poison: ipoh malai? (ipoh mallaye), Newbold, ii. 399. Perhaps also cf. the ingredients of the Pangan arrow-poison, "blay" bēsār, b. kēchil, b. hitam, of which the Pangan names are said to be "talon" P 173. "kannet" P 163, and "greer" P 173A respectively, Pang. Stev. For other names of ingredients of arrow-poison, see vol. i. p. 598 seq.; T 245.

Poisoned: P 176.
Poisoning: D 48; D 50.
Poison-maker: P 169.

Poisonous (Mal. bisa): bisâ', ex. ô'-tek bisâ' ô'-un brâ' bisâ', "this one is poisoned and that is not," Pang. Sam, Pang. Gal. Poisoned: (Mal. têrkêna bisa): tebangan bisâ' (tebangan bisa), Sem. Buk. Max. (Mal. bisa); P 163; T 211; V 23.

Pole, carrying—pênganar (pungi-ar) Ment. Stev. [Mal. kandar, "to carry" with such a pole.]

Polypus [in the nose?]: chimpid mā (chim-ped-mor), Sem. Stev.; N 98.


Poor: kòsîlas (or keslas), Sak. Kor. Gâ. [? Cf. Alak lôch; Lave fill lâch (?)?; Chriû lõi, "poor."]

Poor: kerê (kernay), Ment. Stev. [Khâmer kra; Siông kro, "poor."]


Poor, very: makos, Ment. Stev.; R 123.

Porcupine: kâ-îsh, Sem. Cl.; kûsh, Serau. [Cf. Sêlûng kôh, "brush-tailed porcupine."]


Porcupine, small kind of: sonôi, Jak. Malac. [? = P 188].

Porcupine: chengkêth, Mantr. Malac. Cha.; P 76; S 165.


Portion: P 35, 36.

Possess, to: C 48.

Post (Mal. tiang): mentod, Sôm.


(b) Post: têgák, Kena. I. [? Cf. Mal. têgák, "upright."]

Post: tongul? (tônghoul), Sak. Kerb. [Mal. tunggul].


Principal beam (Mal. kapala tiang): (a) tugnuh (tougnoûh), Sak. Kerb. [? = P 194].

(â) Principal beam: tangnoûh? (tângnoûh), Sak. Kerb. [Mal. tangnoc, "to support"; but cf. also Mon taing (tuîng), "post;" cf. P 193.]

Principal beam: kêkuahlo (kô-kouah-lô), Sak. Ra.

Post: T 211; U 23.


Pot (Mal. pérôik): kê-dêng, Bera. [? = B 31.]


202. **Pound, to** (e.g. rice = Mal. tumb-bok): ya-tsoh (pr. tsə̀h, Pang. U. Aring); ya-sōh (pr. sōh), Pang. Sam, Pang. Gal. To pound to pieces (Ger. zerstossen): ājak; eįjāk (ādįjak or edįjak), Sak. Kor. Gb. To pound; to dash upon (like a wave): mādāk (mdāk), *Sem. Buk. Max.*


204. **Pour, to**; tēle, e.g. tēle dōō, "to pour water," *Bes. A. I.* [7 = T 106].


208. **Pray, to**; A 165.

209. **Precede, to**; A 6; B 145.

210. **Precipice**; L 150; S 445.

211. **Precipitous**; D 64; S 445.


213. **Pregnant**; B 160; E 27; F 282.

214. **Present, at**; N 106.

215. **Present, to**; G 29-38.

216. **Presently**; I 10; M 122.


220. **Pretty**; G 63; G 65, 66; G 71, 72; H 63.


222. **Price**; hērgā (hōrgā), *Sak. Ra.* [Mal. hārga; hērga]; D 60; 61.

223. **Prick**; sharp point (Ger. Stachel); tang, *Sem. Stev.*; B 121.

224. **Prick, to**; C 296.


227. **Produce, to**; B 145.

228. **Procreate, to**; A 53.

229. **Procure, to**; C 20; C 48; F 103.

230. **Profit**; G 2.

231. **Promise, to**; janji, *Sak. U. Kam.* To agree; to make an agreement: janji (janjik); bērjanji (berjanjik), *Serau.* I agree: en bērjanjyt, jēlēi [Mal. janji].


233. **Proof**; C 147, 148.


235. **Proper**; E 73; S 482.

236. **Prostrate**; L 66.

237. **Protect, to**; A 57.

238. **Prorruding**; G 58.

239. **Provisions**; E 27.

240. **Pruritus**; I 45-53.

241. **Psoriasis**; I 46-53.

242. **Pubes**; H 2.


245. **PUDENDUM MULIEBRE**; female organ: kache, *Jak. Bu. Pa.* Vagina: kacheī [katchenī], *U. Ind.*; (kat-


226. Pull, to: tênke (nönkë), Söm. To pull; to drag; to pull out; to pull out: to snatch: mâking (miking), Sem. Buk. Max. To pull; to drag: ting, Sem. Pa. Max. To pull out; to pull out; to snatch: tek (tik), Sem. Pa. Max. [?] [Cf. Chîru jât, "to pull."]

227. Pull, to: jîk, Sak. U. Kam.; (djêk), Sak. Ra.; jeng, Tembi. To pull out: kajuk; jîk, Bes. A. I.; e.g., "to draw a knife from its sheath," jok, Bes. Songs. To draw: jîk (djêk), Sak. Ra. [The Fr. is "attirer," = to draw to oneself, but the Mal. equivalent is "pakeian," which was probably added subsequently, by mistake, perhaps by confusion with Eng. "attire"; cf. C 50; E 76.] [Cf. Chîru jât, "to pull."]

228. Pull, to: ähir (ähir), Sak. Kerh. [Cf. S 492].

229. Pull, to: helai, Mantr. Malac. To pull; to draw; to pull out: hilai, Mant. Bor.; (kilag), Mantr. Cast. [perhaps a misprint for "hilay"]; [Mal. helai].

229A. Pull, to: tarik, Serau [or Tembi?]; karet, Serau [Mal. tarek].


231. Pull out, to: hitak, Sak. U. Kam.; e.g., "to draw a knife from its sheath," hentak, Bes. Songs. To extract or pull up (Mal. chabat); ya' chin-tag (pr. chin-tag or chin-tag), Sem. Plus; ya' sin-tag (pr. sin-tagg or sin-tagg), Sem. Jarum [Mal. sêntak].

Pulse: A 150, 151; V 8.

Pummelo: L 103.


Pupill (of eye): E 83, 84.

Puppy: D 143; D 146.

238A. Purple (Mal. ungu): berâgì, Tembi, Serau; W 98.

Purr. to: S 328.

Pursue. to: B 257; F 210.


241. Push, to: chhôp (tehôp), Sak. Ra. To push aside; to ward off: machah (machâh), Sem. Buk. Max. [Cf. S 296].


242A. PUSH, to (Mal. sorong): suruk³, Tembi, Serau; sōrik³, Serau [Mal. sorong].


244. Scab (or incrustation) of wound, probably (Mal. kēruping): kulit³ or kumit or kungit [the reading is doubtful], Sem. Buk. Max.

245. Scab (or incrustation) (Mal. kēruping): liuj³ or yuij³ (liuj³ or yuij³), Sem. Pa. Max.; A 12.

246. PUT, to (Mal. buboh): pog (pr. pogg), Sem. Kadah.


249. PUT ON, to (Mal. masok kain): ya’ ben-ben (penjok, C 171), (pr. benn-benn), Sem. Jarum.

250. PUT ON, to: pētk, Seriting.

251. PUT ON, to: jērät (jērö̂), Kena. I. Loin-cloth; waist-cloth: jē-re³, Kraw Két., Kraw Tem.


253. PUT ON, to, use (Mal. pakai): orr, Sem. Clīff; E 76. To put out (a fire or lamp): B 256, 257; D 53. To put out (the tongue): S 489.

Puteh (proper name): W 101.

Putrefy, to: S 292.

Putrid: S 292; S 457, 458.


Python: S 310; S 320-323.

Q

1. Quarel: bēklei (beulei), Sak. Kerb.; (beulei), Sak. Ra. To contend with; to fight: gnāhēi; gnāhī, Bes. Sep. A. I., e.g. g. hang-kikē, "fight with him." To quarrel: ngahi, Bes. Sep.; bērklahei (berklahei), Serau [Mal. kalahi].

2. Quarel: lēnalik (lōnalik), Sōm. Quarel, to: A 17; Q 1.

3. Quarter, to: bentē, Bes. Songs [Mal. bantai]; C 299.

Quart: S 405.

3A. Quarts or crystal: langseng, Seriting, Bedu. II.


7. Quick; rapid: (a) cheldik (tcheldık). Quick; swift: chérđá (tchérđá), Sak.
Keré; chindik (techindik), Sak. Ra. [but cf. H 31]. [Cf. Sud dicht; Bahmar deh, "quick."]


9. Quick; swift: bégas, Bes. Sep. A. I.

10. Quick; swift (Fr. actif): chépât (techopat) Sak. Ra. [Mal. chépat, "quick"].

11. Quick; swift: chip dras (techip-dras), Sóm.; G 42; dras, Ment. Stév. Swift (Fr. vivement): dèrás (dérás), Sóm. [Mal. dèras].


Quid: C 90.


Quiet: C 17; S 202; S 204; S 222, 223.

Quill (of porcupine): T 94. 95.

Quite: C 152; G 168.

17. Quiver (Mal. têmpat damak): gah, Sem. Kodah; gah (in full, gah tenlad; B 354), Sem. Plus; gah (goe), Sem. Stév.; go; (ghob), Sóm. Bamboo tubes [used for several magical purposes]: ga (gar); gu. Sem. Stév. [Cf. Andamanese Beads gôb-dá; gôb-dá; Bale gôp, "bamboo water-vessel."]


23. Quiver (or case), (applied both to a small bamboo tobacco receptacle and to the dart-quiver): gélumbong, Pang. Belim.


26. Arrow cases in blowpipe quiver: sê punei (spounei; spounei), Sak. Kerh.


Rage: A 80.

Rage: to: kedēk (kede′k), e.g. kede′k lāhā, 'äre gārōng há, 'the storm rages; it thunders,' Bes. K. L. At its height (?): kedēk, Bes. Songs.
Rail at, to: A 48.


6. Rain: lēsem (pr. lē-se′b), Sem. Jarum; lēsem (pr. le′se), Sem. Plus; lēsāb, Sorting; lēsām, Bedu. II. Fine rain; drizzle: ancēm, Bes. Sep. Rainy season: līsāp; lēsāp, Sak. Kor. Gš. [Beklaa rasām; Ida'an, Dusun, Dalī Dusum rasam; Dusun of Kimanis yesam; Bising lasām, rasam; Kadayān asām; Tutong asām, 'rain.']

7. Rain: (a) mi, e.g. 'rain and sunshine at the same time,' mi jalān (mi-djalāng)n, Sem. K. Ken.; mi, Sōm.; mi, Sem. Per.; mi', Krau Ket. [Bahnar, Stong mi; Central, Teresa, Chowra Nicobar amith, 'rain,' to rain; Phonong mi? (mis); Chráa mi; Sedang me;'rain'; Alak, Kaṣang mi; Lave mi 'to rain'; perhaps = R 8.]


11. Rain: rebēh, Kena II.; R 12 [Minang. Mal. rātāh; Mal. rēbas, 'drizzle.]


15. Rain. drizzling: rinya, Bes. Songs; R 12 [Mal. rēnnyāi].


Rainstorm: R 12.


20. Rambai (fruit tree), Baccaurea motleyana (?): pālo (puluh), Sem. Pa.
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20A. Rambai (fruit tree): rambai, Serau [Mal. rambai].

21. Rambai daun (tree spec.), Galearia phlebocarpa: yâ mâkân hâlo (ia mâkân halu), Sem. Buk. Max. [There seems to be some blunder here; the words look like a verbal phrase, not a specific name.]


25. Rambutan: grat, Lebir. Pulasan, Nephelium mutable: grat, Pang. U. Airing; plê grat, Bes. Sep.; gran, Bes. A. I.; nê-rat, Krau Tem. [In East Coast Malay the pulasan is called ‘grat’].


[Probably for buluran, formed from Mal. bulu, H 4; as rambutan from rambut, H 3; but perhaps cf. Mon bâbun, ‘wild rambutan.’]


Rancid: S 292.

Rapid: Q 5-15.


Rare: O 8; R 31.


Rash (on the skin): I 45-53.

32. Rat: ebu, Sem. Stev. [Cf. Sung amban; or Tareng abel; Kom Tu bör, ‘rat.’]

ambang bulan):  kédong ambang bulan (kdung ambung buln), Sem. Buk. Max.; kanê—the following rats are mentioned as varieties:
1. k. lêkan (bamboo rat); B.40; 2. k. hulâ; 3. k. grôn ikû (or "curly-tailed" rat?), which attacks the padi; 4. k. rûbuk or rûbuk or rûbû—Bâti. K. L. Mouse; rat (spec. Mal. t. padi): kédong padi (kdung padi), Sem. Buk. Max. Squirrel (Mal. tupai); kédég, Sem. Jarum. [Mon kni, gni; Stiang kôñëi; Bahnar kôñëi, "rat," "mouse"; Sedang kôñëi; Sud kênai; Halang kanyâ (kanhê); Prou, Phnong kanhê; Cuoi phnay; Boloven khânâi; Lave khânê; Christ kôñat; ? cf. Khmer kândôr (pr. kondor) [kântûr]; Old Khmer kon, "rat." There seem to be two words, one with -d-, the other with -n-.

34. RAT: langkâ (langsê), Kena. I.; henchât (ânhchâ), Kena. II.; mënchê, Bedu. II.; ménti, Jak. Malac.; manti, Bed. Chiong; métêit? (mutitêk), Ben. New.; chochoi, Rasu. Mouse; chaoi (disch-ô), Sem. K. Ken. [Minangk. Mal. manchit (pr. manchi); Bat. monsi.]


jemil, Kasa. Branching root: chñmâk or chmtlk (?), *Sem. Pa. Max.* [Khmus chmo (tchmeu), "rope"]; Boloven chmô; Lave jumâ, "climbing rattan." It is to be noted that the Mal. akar means both "root" and "climbing rattan." Hence possible confusion.]

38. RATTAN: (a) dê-rê, U. Chêr; dêrâ (dêrô), Serting; drein, Or. Hu. Joh. I.; dê, Bera. [Boloven, Niçãoân rî; Halang, re; Bahmar herê, hôre; Stieng reh (rêh), "rattan"; Jarai kere, "climbing rattan."


40. RATTAN: rotan, Mantr. Malac., Jak. Malac. [Mal. rotan]; B 213; R 173; R 183; V 8.


41A. RATTAN (spec. Mal. rotan udang). a red variety: chông hâk, Tembi; chông hâk, Serau; R 37; (spec. Mal. rotan ular): haag [or hoog]? Tembi.

41B. RATTAN (spec. Mal. rotan tanah) chông teniku, Serau; teniku, Tembi; R 37.

41C. RATTAN (spec. Mal. rotan sêni): sêtôg (stôg); chông sêtôk (chông stôk); chông sêtôk, Tembi; chông shêtôg (chông shôg), Serau; R 37.

41D. RATTAN (spec. Mal. rotan tunggal): chông riau, Serau; R 37.

42. Raw (Mal. mentah): penyas (pr. penyass), Sem. Jarum; U 19 [= S 349].


44. Raw: green in taste [sic]: jhuhût, Jak. Mal. Tasteless (?) ; insipid (?) (Mal. tawar): slut, Kruu Tem.

45. Rawa, burong (bird spec.): bahan, Bes. A. I.

46. Reach (of river): B 173.

47. Reach, to (Mal. jíjak): ya' kayâh (pr. kayâh), Sem. Jarum. To reach out (?:) kau, Bes. Sıngî; A 145-148; G 29; M 71.

48. Read, to: M 61.


To get ready: B 213.

49A. Ready, to make: bënhch' (bënhchi); bënhch' da (bënhchá da), e.g. "make rice ready," bënhch' (bënhchá) chana, Sak. U. Bert.

50. Receive, to: trimâ, Sak. Ra. I receive: en trimâ (entrímak), Jelai [Mal. térímã]; B 400; F 103.

51. Receiver (for poison): B 21; B 25.

Recenty: N 49; 50; N 52; N 114.

52. Reckon, to: T 78, 79.

53. Recline, to: L 66-73; S 248-250.

54. Recognise, to: K 60.

55. Recollect, to: R 64.

56. Recover, to: C 219; F 103; R 84.


Orange (colour): pâhâng (phang), Sem. Pa. Max. [Possibly connected with B 249; cf. the various meanings of B 247. [? Cf. Khmer kramhan, "red"; krahm [krahým], "to get red"; Sîng brâh; Chîu prôho, prêho; Churu phûng; Châm bhông, "red." [c] Red: ngênhang, Tembi [cf. B 236].


56. RED: gêchang, Bes. A. I.; rèchang, Bes. Malac.

57. RED: merah, Bes. Bell. [Mal. merah]; B 236; B 247; C 177; S 38.


Reflection (physical): S 159.

59. Refuse, to? [this is wrongly entered here: it means "to crave for"]: punan, Bes. K. Lang. [Mal. kêmpunan, as to which see Klinkert, s.v.] To refuse: D 231.


To break (Mal. pâta): pès (pass), Sêm. To break up: hêmpâ (hmpak), Sem. Pa. Max. To leave: ham-phess, ex. ham-phess bâ-ka'un, "left behind," Pang. Belimah.; B 165; W 78. To remain; to be left: ya' mëps ka-têkóh or ba-têkôh (pr. 'mëps ba-têkôh), Sem. Plus.; A 46. [? Cf. Mal. hêmpas, but it seems probable that we have here two distinct words meaning respectively (1) to leave, and (2) to break; the
latter may be related to the Malay word.
To reject: F 120.
Relate to: S 365.
Release to: T 9.
61. Release itself, to (i.e. of a snare): plēs, Bes. A. I. [Cf. Achin. plōh (plōs), "to make loose"; Bāhnar leh, "to release itself" (of a snare).
Reluctant: L 30.
To remain: B 88-90; F 21; R 60; S 222.
Remainder: R 62.
Remedy: C 292.
64. Remember, to: lēnōka (lōnōka), Sōm.
65. Remember, to: ipod, Sak. Kerb.
(b) To look for: pēringat (p'ringat); mēringat (m'ringat), Pant. Kap. Joh. To be: mëringat (m'ringat), Pant. Kap. Joh. [The connection of these last words seems doubtful.
To remember: A 23: K 62.
Remembrance: K 62.
Remnant: M 1794; T 33.
68. Remove, to: hāndēh (hndih), Sem. Buk. Max. [cf. Mal. undur]; G 43; M 210; T 107; T 113.
Rend, to: T 32-39.
Renew, to: N 52.
Reported: A 96.
Repeat, to: R 70.
Repeatedly: G 43.
Repose: F 12; R 82; W 5.
Reside, to: R 63.
75. Resin, from Mal. kāngar (?): langki, Kena. I.
78. Resin, from the kēdōndong tree (Mal. dāmar kijai), which is put on the end of the blowpipe: sēngkāt, Manir. Malac. Nya.
79. Resin; pitch; dāmar, Sak. U. Kam. Resin (used to coat the muzzle end of the blowpipe, from the sēraya tree): dāmar pa'ang, Manir. Malac. Cha.; cf. M 202 [Mal. dāmar]; C 21; T 175.

82. Rest; repose: negerih (nông-hêl, Sâm. [?] S 222-4-infis -ni-); W 5.
To go to rest: F 12.
Rest, to: S 222: S 477.
Retain, to: K 5.

Schmidt connects this with the words given under G 43, and compares Mon kwiai [kwêy], "to walk." But cf. Andamanese Beada and Bale, wij, "to return." There is also Bahmar ulh, "to return"; but perhaps this = Khmer vinh (pr. wîh?) [wîh], "again."


To return: C 219; F 103; G 42; T 253, 254.
Revolve, to: T 257.
Reward: B 484.
Reward, to: B 484.


tive connection, which might be suggested, with the Javanese warak, Mal. badak, seem much more likely. Schmidt's juxtaposition of the sērit and rūmds groups seems to presuppose that the latter are infix formations from a root ṛas of which there seems no evidence. His further comparison with Cham limōn, etc., is clearly wrong, this being a Malayan word properly meaning "elephant," from lima, "hand," as to which see E 50a.)

91. RHINOCEROS: bachi - kop, Sak. Kint. [7 = R 90].


93. RHINOCEROS: jēl-a-un, Lebir. 2


95. RHINOCEROS: tēkhō (tēkhô), Kena. I.; kēkōl (?), Bes. A. I., Bes. K. L. 2


97. RHINOCEROS, cry of: impit-impit, Bes. Song. 2

98. RHINOCEROS horn: chumbu, Bes. Song [Mal. samba].

RHINOCEROS - bird: H 130.


104. RICE in the husk (Mal. padi): nēstūs (= boiled rice), Sem. Kedah.

105. RICE (Mal. padi): sēmā, Sak. Jer. [? = R 106].


[Cl. Phnong, Prou phē; Ka peh, "rice."; Boloven, Nīahōn phē; Lave phē; Stieng phē; Sedang phē; Halang pē; Alak pāhe; Bhnhar phē, phē; Kāsen pā dik, "husked rice."; Churū phē; Chrau phē; Proous pe, "rice in the husk."]

(c) Boiled rice (Mal. nāi): bā; Sem. Plus; bab, Sem. Jarum, Pang. U. Aring; bāh, Pang. K. Aring; E 26; G 30; O 34.


Rice in husk: S 88.


110. RICE, husked (Mal. bêras): bi-on (pr. bi-oy), Sem. Searat; biyun, Sem. Per. [?] = R 113; or cf. Niahin, puan; Chhrâ, Sîei ngâ; Chhrâ biang; Mon pong [pung], “cooked rice”; Tângâ apôn, “husked rice.”

111. RICE, husked (Mal. bêras): hê-kâ, Sem. Plus; ung-kuok, Krau Ket.; rê-kua’, Krau Tem. [Chong ruko; Samrê, Per rokho; Cuai angkau (ang cau), “rice”; Palauw lakau (lakow), rekao; Khas khâu; Khmer ângka [angkar?]; Khmnu rongko (rongko); Rumâi tâ-kao; Wa kao, “husked rice”; Sue rangko (rangkao), “rice in husk.”


(c) Seed; grain (Mal. bênih): prâp, Tembi.


118. RICE, boiled: bênjek, Serting.


121. RICE, glutinous (spec. Mal. pulut merah): bunga lânsâ? (lunja or bunga? Insa), Sem. Buk. Max. [?] = F 190; L 10A.
To cook rice: C 238.

Rice-bag: B 12-14.
Rice-field, wet: M 217.


123. Rich (Mal. kaya): hal, Pang. U. Aring, Pang. Sak, Pang. Gal. Poor (Mal. miskin): ò-hal Sem. Plus. [Some confusion here: the same word can hardly mean “rich” and “poor,” or else the ò (usually the pronoun of the 3rd person, singular), here has a negative sense.]


sēdap): haleg, ex. haleg-leh bāb ti' (Mal. sēdap-lah nasi ini), "good is this rice (to eat)," Pang. U. Aring.


127A. Ridan: lidan, Bes. Songs [Mal. ridan].


128A. Right (opp. to left): chēnōtā, Serau.

129. Right (opp. to left): ma ting mun (matengmoun), Sak. Kerb. [A 176: H 15].

    Right (opp. to wrong): S 482, 483: T 240.


132A. Right (opp. to left): chēnōtā, Serau.


[It is by no means certain that all these words are connected; their arrangement in one paragraph is merely tentative. Some appear to be connected with Stien ngien-chien; Mon kāchn, lāchín; Khmer ânhien [anjien]; chonchien [jânjen], "finger-ring"; for others, perhaps cf. Khmer kāng, "ring," "bracelet"; Bahnar kōng: Cham kāng: Sut kon: Kon Tu, Churu kon, "bracelet."]


133A. Ring: alikā, Darat: alikā (alikn), Jelai. [Lampang ali, "ring."]


Ringworm: I 46-53.


137A. Rape: n'gāk'ān [n'kādn], Sem. K. Ken.


151A. Roar, to (Germ. brausen): bárut, Sak. Kor. Gb. [? = N 91].
152. ROAR, TO (Mal. mündéram): bámám? (bhimm or ilmm?), Sem. Buk. Max.; A 17; C 285; H 161; N 90, 91.
154. Roast, to: sénööp? (snörrip), Sóm.: gëpit (ghapit), Sak. Ra.; ma'sëpël, Serting. [Perhaps cf. P 106, from the method of roasting in a cleft stick? or cf. A 159?]
155. Roast, to: mangagn, Bes. Her.; hamenggàng, Barok [Mal. panggang]; B 465, 466; B 468.
156. Rock, to: hél? (?), Bes. A. I.; S 461, 462; S 465.
158. Rock, to: sending, Bes. Songs.
159. Rock, to: sëngit, Bes. Songs; M 212; S 129-131.
160. Roe (of fish): E 34.
161. Roe deer: D 75-81.
163. Roll, to: gëlik or gëlik, Sak. Kor. Gb. To roll (a cigarette): gëling (gëllë), Sak. Ra.; Round: gëli (gllì), Sem. K. Ken. [? = R 192]; [Mal. giling].
164. Roll, to (a cigarette): gïol (ghoulou), Sak. Korb. [Mal. gulong].
165. Rolls, to: mënatu (mù-na-tou), Söm.
166D. Roof: baling (balig'n), Sem. K. Ken. [? = A 9].
(?) Roof: pëlias, Kena. I. [But cf. Mal. pëlias, "protective charm": it may be originally a Pantang word.]
166. Roof: hatap, Serting, Manir. Malac.; ha'tëp, Kerbat [Mal. atap]; L 34.


170. Room: gêremûp (gêremêp), Sak. Kerb.

171. Room: dîni, Söm.

172. Room: bilê, Sak. Ra.; bilig, Tembi; bilîk, Darat, Jelâi [Mal. bilek].


Rope: D 98; R 37-41; R 173.


Rosin: R 72-80.

185. Rot, to: tembâ, Bes. Songs [Mal. timbus].


Rotten (putrid): H 116; S 292.


189. Round (Mal. bulat): (a) terkel (tr. terr-kell), Sem. Jarum; telkil, Sem. Plus. (b) bêgûl, Tembi [and Serau?]; bênlûl, Serau.


191. Round: (a) bunthok, Bes. Sep., Bes. K. L. [see M 164; and cf. Mal. bentok, "curved," "rounded"; numerical coefficient for rings and the like; Biajû Dayûk bunthêr: Mal., Manyan (Maanjân), Sâmpit bunthar; Katingan bunthîr, "round."] (b) Round: bulat, Sak. Kar. Gê; bulat, Bes. Bell. Whole; bulât, Bes. Songs [Mal. bulat, "round."]; B 175; R 160.
192. Round (adv.): killing, Bes. K. Lang. To surround: kēliling (kēlīn), Sak. Ra. [wrongly rendered "to see"]. [Mal. kēliling]; R 161.


Roundness: R 150.

Row, to: P 5; 6; P 8-10.

194. Rub, to (Mal. gosok): ya' sor (pr. ya' sor), Sem. Kelah; gersoyd (pr. gersoyd), ex. ơ' gersoyd têlêmyon, "when rubbed it grows soft," Pang. Telihang; gosoyt, Bes. Songs; kelasoi (clasoi), Mantr. Casî; mënggešj (mengki or mngksi), Sem. Buk. Max. To stroke (Mal. gosok): ya-sôl, Pang. Sam, Pang. Gal.; pusoi, e.g. pusoi kuchhng, "to stroke a cat," Bes. Sep. To rub two sticks for fire: gâsing, Ment. Her. I. [These words seem to be remotely related to the Mal. gosok; gesek; gisar; gisir. But cf. Khmer chût (jût): Mon jôt (juit); Sieng jut, juch; Bahmar shut (xut); tshut (txut); Tareng suáh; Jarai sót, "to wipe"; Boloven, Nàhinh chût; Lawè sôt; Halang sôt sach, "to rub"; and see C 142 and S 144, 145. Curiously similar are the Andamanese Biada jît kâ; Bôjigłâb chôt kan, "to rub,"]


Rudder: B 6.

Ruler: C 294; H 62.

Rumour: N 52.

Rump: L 127.


200. Run, to: jarr; âm-jarr, Sen. Clîfj; jár (djar), Sak. Martin. I run: en jáar, Jelai. Run near [to something or to the speaker]?: jara nyon, Jelai. Don't run away into the jungle! aga jör ma (mak) serakâ, Jelai. [cf. Bahmar ják, "to run away."]


201A. Run, to: arai, Serau [=? R 202].


203. Run along, to: ting-tung (said to=Mal. mëniti dahân), ex. ơ' ting-tung, "he runs along (the branches)," Sem. Kelâh.

To run away: A 42.

Rung (of ladder): L 2.

Rush, to: T 108.

204. Rush upon, to: nêkam, Bes. Sep. [Mal. têrkam].


205A. Rust: kayat (kajat), Sem. K. Ken. [Mal. karat].

206. Rustle, to: prau, Bes. Songs [Mal. bôrdêrâu].


Rusty: I 37; R 205-205A.

S


3. Sad; sorrowful: sôrpr [sôrprour]. Sôm.


5. Sad; sorrowful: susa (soupas), Sak. Ra. To have suspicions; suspicious; jealousy: sum susah ([sum susah], Sem. Pa. Max.; B 360 [Mal. susah].


9. Salak, a palm whose shredded leaves are used for headresses to avert or cure headaches: dâ-l"yô or dà-l"yok, Sem. Plus.


21. **Sand:** lakīn (lākin or līkān?), *Sem. Buk. Max.* [?] S 334.


28. **Sandbank:** tēbing (tōbing), *Sak. Gb.* [cf. Mal. tēbing; bēting; and cf. H 66.]


**Sandfly:** M 180; M 182; M 184.

cheber chingoit, Darat [?]. Gutta-percha (Mal. gētah taban): cheber jahu, Darat; chëbër nyatôh? (nyatôh), Sak. Em.
Sap: W 30. Full of sap: G 75.
Sapling: C 101.
33. Satawar hutun (flower spec.): gunghah ponggoh, Bes. K. Lang.; F 190.
Sated: G 75; S 34, 35.
34. Satiated (with food): (a) kē-nēt, Sen. Cliff. (b) Satisfied; sated: kenyan or kenang, ex. tangkē bāh ō' kenyan, Pang. Te liang [Mal. kennyang or kenang].
Satisfied: G 75; H 116; S 34.
Savage: H 116.
Say to: C 254; N 91; S 359-366.
Scab: G 41; I 45-53; P 244, 245.
Scalded: B 472.
Scanty: R 31.
37. Scar; cicatrice: bāla' (balk), Sem. Buk. Max.; G 41; P 118.
Scattered: R 31.
40. Scent; smell: wās (wass), Sem. Stev. [very doubtful].
Scented: S 41; S 293; S 295.
Sclatiana: L 127; S 186.
Scimitar: K 47.
Scoop up to: S 50; S 399.
42. Scorch. to: layu, Bes. Songs.
45. Scorched with patterns: klau bunga', Bes. Songs; F 190.
46. Scorpion: manghai (māhhai), Sak. Kerb.; mānghoi (mānhoi), Sak. Ra.; mangāi; mangāy, Sak. U. Bert.; mangai, Tembii, Serau; mānghai, Jetal. [R = S 47].
50. Scrape. to: gājuat? (gájuat or gāduat), Sak. Kor. Gb.; S 50.
50. Scratch; kawaît, Bes. Sep. A. I.
53. Scratch, to (or a claw?): (Mal. chakar; garu; kait): ujas ches? (aujs chis), Sem. Buk. Max.; S 50.
Scream: S 175.
Scream. to: C 285.
Screen: B 462.
Screw. to: B 438-443.

(b) Sea: bāruh, Jak. Mad.; baruh, Jak. Sim. Plain; flat country: barōk, Sak. Tař.; bāru, Sak. Martin. Valley (Mal. lēmbah): bāru? (barak), Sak. Em. Shore (Mal. pantai): bāro? (barok), e.g. sal gum barok, "to go down to the shore," KerTan; D 93. [Mal. baroh, "low ground," "sea-coast," "sea."]

58. Sea: sabqu; sabgu, Ben. New.
[ Doubtless misprinted, but what word is intended is not clear. Schmidt suggests "sahub," cf. S 57, sed quare.]


SEA: W 30; W 32; W 34.


Sea-green: W 98.

Sealing-wax palm: A 127.

60. Search. to: to look for: kāih, Sak. U. Kam. To seek: ya hō-kō' (or hō-kōp), (said to be used if looking for anything close at hand, whereas jōp is used if looking for things far off), Pang. U. Aring; hikep, Krau Em.; kāko' (kakē); kāko, Serau; kāih, Sak. U. Ber.; kākē (kakē), Sak. Ra.; kā' (kē), Sak. Kerb.; kē, Sem. Chiff. I seek: hinkēke, Darat; jelēke, Jelai. [Does not this last mean, "what (do you) seek?""] A 58. [? = S 82 or S 83; ? cf. Mon ke [kwe]. "to aim at.""]


62. Search, to: to look (for something which is far off); ya-jōp, Pang. U. Aring.

63. Search, to: to seek: in-bis; in-bis, Sem. K. Ken.; nestēbis (nēsō-bis); nestēbi, Sōm. [See P 69.]

64. Search, to: to seek: pepiong. Bes. Songs. [Meaning doubtful.]

[? = D 65.]


Secret: Q 16.

Screte, to (pus): P 239.

70. Sedge (spec. Mal. méndérong), Scirpus grossus; kētēmboh (ktumbah), Sem. Buk. Max.


72. See, to: to observe (Mal. tenggok), ya-tod, Pang. U. Aring. To see: pēl-tot [or pēl-toi?], Lēbir.

73. See, to: tan-di (?), Krau Tem.

74. See, TO: tēn-lai, Sak. Gua; jē-lē, Krau Tem. [? = S 78; cf. Tareng kolai, "to perceive."]


Sak. U. Bert. To look at: nēng, Sak. U. Kam. [Bahnar nang, "to look."]


77. SEE, TO: tēlēk (t'ēlek); pēnēlek (p'nēlek), Pant. Kap. Lem. [Mal. tilek; but cf. also S 79.]

78. SEE, TO: chēlū, Bes. Malac.; chēlū (chulun), Ben. New. To see (to consider): jēlīau; chēlīau, e.g. "let me see," koām jēlīau (or chēlīau), (koām = Mal. dapat or buleh), Bes. Sep. A. I.; C 49. To look: chēlīau, Bes. Songs. [S 74.]

79. To take care: chēlē (ch'ēlek), Pant. Kap. Joh.; S 250 [Mal. chēlek or cf. S 77 or S 78.]

80. SEE, TO: pēgārē, Jak. Malac.

81. SEE, TO: nīā (njō), Sak. Kor. Gb. To look at; to see (Mal. pandang): tē-nīāau, Sen. Cliff.; perjo, Serau. [There is a Malay word tinjau; "to look into the distance" (as from a watch-tower). Connection doubtful.]

82. SEE, TO: kīā, kayī; kayē', e.g. k. dīналōp, "seeing a long way off," Bes. A. I.; kayī (kayik), Bes. Songs; kayī, e.g. "do you see or not?" kayī nōōt, Bes. Malac.; kayē' (kayek), Bes. Songs [S 60.]

83. SEE, TO; to observe: bākū (bākou), Sak. Ra.

84. SEE, TO; to observe: tralā, Sak. Kerb.


87. Seed [Mal. biji]: sap-spiep or sap-syep, Sem. Kedah.


90. Tin: bījēh, Kena. II. [Mal. biji; bijēh]; F 283.


92. Seed: bālāt, Kena. I. [Cf. Mal. bulir, "ear (of grain)," but cf. also R 191.]

93. Seed: bēniih, Sak. Sung. [Mal. bēniih]; E 83; F 283, 284; R 113; S 469. Human seed: S 98.


Seek, to: C 51; S 60-64.

Seize, to: C 48-50; H 106.


97. Sēluang (fish spec.); sēluang (sluing), Sak. Pa. Max. [Mal. sēluang.]

Sēmang: M 24, 25; N 39.


100. Send, to: ngerug, Sak. Blanj. Cliff.

101. Send, to: kirib, Sak. U. Kam.

102. Send, to: bēsād (bsdăd), Sak. U. Kam. [Mal. pēsan]; C 13, 14.


VOL. II
 Comparative Vocabulary of

Sépan (tree spec.): P 223.

To separate: úi á, Sak. U. Kam.; B 145 [cf. O 68].

105. Separate, to: bila’ (bil’), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. béláh, “to split,” or beda, “difference”?]; C 295:
D1 127; D 130; S 104.


Séraya (tree spec.): D 188.


109. Serious: H 68.

110. Serve food, to: P 138.
[Note: There are no Nos. 109-118, these numbers having been omitted by inadvertence in the numbering of the paragraphs.]


120. Set, to (trans.): K 5.
To set a snare or trap: C 30; E 67.
To set down: H 153.
To set up: S 429.

121. Settle down, to: I 19.

122. Seven: sunto, Sem. Scott.

123. Seven: pét, Sak. Sel. Da. [Both these are very doubtful.]

124. Seven: tempo, U. Ind. [Mon thápah [táth, thápah]; Bahmar tópoh; Síeng pöh; Huiha pha; Suk pho; Churu, Kasang poh; Ka pah; Táren pól; Kó-Tu, Sút tópol; Halang tape; Sexang tópe; Nánhahg, Hín, Cúi thpol; Phong, Prou pos; So thpoo; Lèmet wil; Chrá pöh; Bolöven, pöh, pah; Níáxhoh pah; Alak pöh; Lave pöh, “seven.”]


126. Severe: R 132.


132. Shall, to: R 157-159; S 529-532; W 110.

133. Shall (auxiliary): W 8, 9; W 14-18.


135. Shallow: rahhád, Tembi.


137. Shallow: dengkel, Manrar, Malac. [Mal. dango]; D 182; E 12; L 150; S 280; S 428.

138. Shame: see A 158.


141. Shape: U 6. To take shape: A 79.

142. Share, to: bégagi (bágagi), Sak. Ra. [Mal. bahagi]; G 29.


tamarafaílk penajam, Ben. New.; F 224; [Mal. tajam].

SHARP: C 296; P 157, 158.


144. SHARPEN, TO: sheg, Sak. Plus Cliff; chi, Sak. Blanj. Cliff; chini', Sak. U. Ram.; johet, Bes. A. I.; sid, Tembi; Whetstone: sidnéd, Tembi. To file (to file the teeth = Mal. berasah gigi): la-híd (pr. lá-hidd), Sem. Plus; set, Sak. Tan. Ram. [Bahran shiek (xiek), ‘sharpened.’] [It is curious that the Andamanese equivalents are somewhat similar, e.g. Beada, Bale jít: Puchikower chét; Jowoi Kol chét, ‘to sharpen.’]


146. SHARPEN, TO: ya’ gos (pr. gosa), Sem. Jarum, Sem. Plus; C 296.

147. SPART - pointed: running, Bes. Songs [Mal. running].

She: H 39-45; T 52, 53; T 86.


149. SHEATH, leaf.-of certain palms, esp. areca: bast; palm-cloth (Mal. upeh): bangko, Bes. Sep.; Bes. Malac. Leaf-covering of palms which is used for making buckets, and hence a ‘bucket’: bangkur, Bes. K.L. Pail: bangkur, Bes. A. I.


151. SHELL (of mollusc), (Mal. siput): kálú (kálou), Söm.; káló, Sak. Ra. Shell or shellfish: kalâk, Sem. Plus. Shell [or snail] (Mal. siput): kalo' (kalk), Serau [or Tembi?].

Snail: kalot or káló, Pang. U. Aring; káeng, Sak. Kor. Gh. Lime (for chewing betel): kálung, Pang. Belimb. [It is generally made by burning shells.] [Cf. Mon káñu, ‘shell.’ But the Andamanese Bâle kâla; Kol kâlík-le, etc., ‘sea-shell’ are curiously similar.]


152A. SHELL [or snail] (Mal. siput): kakebë, Tembi.


SheLL (of tortoise): S 236.


Shift, to: B 484.

Shin: A 133.

Shin-bone: A 133; B 336; B 339; K 40.

157. SHINE, to: aèle, aëlë, Bes. Sep.

158. SHINE, to, or glitter (Mal. kilau): ya’ riag (pr. riag), ex. riag bêtuhe, ‘the glitter of water,’ Sem. Kedak. [Cf. Mal. riak, ‘to ripple’].

Shining: B 395; D 41.

159. SHINING surface; reflection (Germ. Glanz; Abbild): Kenai? (kenîgh), Sem. Steu.


162. SHOOT (of plant): lembong, Bes. Songs [cf. B 33]; B 446; E 64. Shoot, to: B 256, 257; G 42, 43.

163. SHOOT, TO (with the blow-gun); mélauy (?), Mantr. Malac.

164. SHOOT, TO, with a bow: wék, Sem. Cl.


166. SHOOTING star: S 436.

167. SHOOTING up (of plants): têtët (tebt or tbt), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. térbit]; H 35.

177. **Shout, to**: tēning (tuning), Sem. Buk. Max.


To shout: C 10; C 285; C 287; 288; W 97.

**Shove, to**: F 21; P 240-242.


To show: P 154-156; T 30.

**Shrike**: D 172, 173.


183. **Shut, to**: katōp, Sak. Ra.; kantōp, Serau. To cover: katōp, Sak. Ra.; tutup (toup), Sak. Kor. To cover: to shut: kito' (kituk), Sem. Pa. Max. [Mal. katup; but cf. also Kēmer khtop [kdp]; "to shut"] ; C 257.


(d) Ill (sick): po'ôm, Bland. K. Lang.


(d) Ill (sick): po'ôm, Bland. K. Lang.

190. SICK; ill: sakit, Sēm., Jak. Malac.; saket habat; sakit abat, Mant. Ber. Bad: makit, Sem. Beg., Ben. New. [This word appears in some Malayan languages as a variant of Mal. sakit, 'unwell,' from which it appears to be formed by means of the prefix ém (= sēmakit); e.g. Selung maket, 'painful'; makit, 'sick.]

191. SICK; unwell (Mal. sakit): som (pr. so'm), Pam. Samb., Pam. Gal.

192. SICK; internal disease: tel-boig, Sem. Stov.


SICK: L 127; U 22.

SICK (i.e. to vomit): V 22-24.

198. SIDE (Mal. sābēlah): nglang or énglang, e.g. énglang tōm (or tim), (Mal. sābēlah kanan), 'on the right side,' Pang. U. Aring; la'ŋg; angla'ng, Bes. A. I. Aside: la'ŋg; angla'ng, Bes. A. I. From the side of: banglang, Bes. Songs.
Near to (Mal. sābēlah): lang, ex, tangkē bāh lang rengal (Mal. tangkai buah sābēlah ujung), ''the fruit-bearing twigs near the end (of the branch)'' (?), Pang. Teliang.
Near; over against; neighbour: luñ (?) or lungen? (loun) Sak. Ra.

199. SIDE: ibut (aibut), Sem. Buk. Max.; R 100; R 102, 103.


201. Sigh; to sigh: sētīa (stāk), Sem. Pa. Max.

201A. Sigh, to: loō; lo-o, Sem. K. Ken.

Sign: S 348.
To make signs: C 8.
Signpost: P 40.


204A. Silk: sētēra? (strāk), Tembā, Serāu (?), Jelai [Mal. sutēra].

205. Silly; foolish: rampah, Kena. Stov.

206. Silly; bunging, Sak. U. Kam.

207. Silly; stupid: mingung, Sak. Kor. Gb.

208. Silver (Mal. perak): ēyal, Sem.


SILVER : C 242; M 125; W 101.

Since : F 276; T 51.

Sinew : J 10; V 8.


(c) To sing: jelauka, Tembi; berjuluk, Serau; berjulak, Serau [or Tembi?]; ju-lak; bē-ju-lak; nyē-lo-lák; nyē-lo-lāk, Sen. Cliff.

(d) To sing: bedodoin, Mantr. Cast.


214. Sing, to: si-wang, Kerbut [Mal. sewang].

215. Sing, to: surau (Mal. sawai), ex. nā' lengan nā surau, "will dance (?) and sing," Pang. Sai [? Mal. sorak or suara].


217. Sing, to: nanyi (nanjii), Sem. K. Ken.; nyenanyi (hēnafī), Sôm. [Mal. nyanyi].

Single : B 1-3; O 35.


Sister : B 410-421; B 424; B 426-430; C 101.

Sister, younger: ml-ml, Or. Trang.: Y 41.

Sister-in-law : B 418, 419; L 29.


geglü (gewghoul), Sak. Kerb. Patience: geliše (gewgholhé), Sak. Kerb. Silence: glihe (göhlhe), Sak. Kerb. [For the apparent suffix cf. W 52 or Y 34?]; P 100; ? R 82. [Churu anggai; Khamer angkai (angguy); Annam ngói, "to sit down."]

(β) To sit down: ningköisch (niñköisch), Söm. Box; place to put things in: neingkoch (neĩ-kotch), Söm. [cf. Palaung ko, "to sit"; Bahnar ku (kuy), "to lie down."]


229. SIX: så-blung, Po-Klo.

230. SIX: pui, Sem. Scott. [All these three are very doubtful.]

231. SIX: têm-pêru, U. Tem.; pêru, Serîng; pru, U. Ind. Four: prui, Pal. [This word means "six," the tribe having evidently mixed up its almost obsolete numerals.]

[Môn, Alak târau; Kaseng, Hâling, Bolowen tarau; Nia hôm, Lâve trôu; Ka trao; Prou trau; Sedang tôôrû; Bahnar tôôrû; Stieng prau; Churu prau; Phûng prau, "six."]


SIZE: B 403.


(β) Cap of blowpipe quiver: tutôp (tutôp), Sak. Ra. Quiver: tutôp (tutôp), Sak. Ra. [Quere this last meaning.]

[These last may be from Mal. tutup, "to shut," S 182.] Pith (of which butt of arrow is made): tuto, Mantr. Malac. Cha.

235. SKİN: (a) chêlôk, Serîng. Bark: chêlâk (chêlôk), Serîng, Bedu. II. [cf. Boloven shrêt (xruôt); Nia hôm siruat, "skin."]

(β) Skin: lîbok, Darat.

236. SKİN: (a) lantok, e.g. chok lantok, "to poke off (i.e. remove) the skin of an animal preparatory to cooking," Bes. K. L. To skin: lantok; chok lantok, lit. "pierce skin," Bes. Sep. A. I. Bark (of tree): lantôk, Kena. II.; lantok loông; T 207; e.g. lantok bantî, "mêranti bark"; lantok tengkol, "pulai bark," Bes. Sep.; antok, Bes. Songs.


SKIN: C 198; P 47.

Skin, to: S 236.

Skin-disease: 146-53.

237A. Skirt: sârong, Tembi; sâruk, Jelai [Mal. sarong].


Skull: B 336.

240. SKY (Mal. langit): lapis (pr. lá-\-

241. SKY: balik, Sak. Kerb. [Cf. Chong pleng; Halang, Sedang pling; Bahmar plën (plenl), "sky.


244. Slanting, to be: kinnya'an (kina'nan), Sem. Pa. Max.

245. SLANTING, TO BE: tépe' (tpi'), Sem. Buk. Max. [=E 33].


Slap: P 21.

Slap, to: P 21.

Slats (of thatch): H 159.

Slay, to: D 48.

Sleep: S 247-257.

To talk in sleep: D 158.


249. SLEEP, TO: së-log, Tem. Cl.; sëlok, Sak. Kerb. Gh.; selog, Sak. Br. Lou; sog, Sak. Croix; (slogh), Sak. Kerb.; sôg; sôg, e.g. "can I sleep (here)?" buli em sôg, "I am going to sleep," yahia em sôg, Tembi; sîlap, Kena. I. To lie down (Mal. baring): së-log, Sak. Plus Cliff. Copulation: sëlag (slog or sleg), Sak. Kor. Gh. [Khmer lâk [lak; luk]; Halang lâk (lak), "to sleep"; (cf. Mon hling and perhaps the second syllable of Old Khmer tekla; Xong teklan, and the first of Sû lagnet?); also Stieng lâk, "to sleep."
(b) To sleep: imidag’a, Sem. K. Ken. To lie down: ëddag, Sak. Kor. Gb.; ëdd’a, Sak. Blanj. Cliff.; dada’, Sak. U. Kam. Asleep: ëddà (ëdd’a), Sak. Kerb. To copulate: ëdá, Sem. K. Ken. Bed: ëdäg-dag-nä, Sak. Kor. Gb.; ëdë-dëdë (ëdë-dëda), Sak. Kerb.; tampat-dâda (tampat-dâda), Sak. Ra. [Mon tik, ”to lie down”; Khmer dék [ték], ”to sleep,” ”to lie down”; Samré, Por theak (thëcë); Old Khmer tekla; Xong teklen; Bahñar tép; Cancho di; Cham dï [?] Central. Nicobar itëak; Kol gitü, gitih; Sanial gitëə, ”to sleep.”] Cf. Centr. Nicobar itëakla; Chonora itîakla, ”sleepy.” All these go with the (a) forms: the connection of the (b) forms is doubtful.]

251. SLEEP, TO: to sit: mérapat (m’rapat), Punt. Kap. Joh. Bed: tampat mérapat (t’mapat m’rapat), Punt. Kap. Joh.; P 119. [Malay spirit language mérapat bintang, ”to sleep” (where bintang, ”stars,” is a metaphor for ”eyes,” and mérapat means ”to bring close together”; hence = ”to close the eyes”), v. Malay Magic, p. 646.]

252. SLEEP, to sleep: chidor, Ben. New. To sleep: tidor, Mantr. Malac., Ják. Malac.; tindok, Rasa. [Mal. tidor; See Dayak, Balau tindok; Malak tindor; Sibuyau tindôak; Malau tindoh, ”to sleep.”]


254. SLEEPY, to BE: pëngui (?) or pëpuï (?), Sem. Pa. Max. [? = S 255.]

255. SLEEPY, to BE: ngöp-ngöp (ngë-pëngër), Sem. Cliff.

256. SLEEPY, to BE: anto’ (anntu’), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. antok].


Sleeping-place: B 128 - 132; S 250. 
Sleepy: to be sleepy: S 250; S 253-256.

258. slender: ramping, Bes. Songs [Mal. ramping].

259. slender: lengak - lengak, Bes. Songs.


261. slice, to: siang, Bes. Songs.

Slice: D 114; M 217, 218; W 30.

262. slip, to (a) yikö slach (yikö slaty), Sak. U. Kam. Slippery: slach (slaty), Sak. U. Kam.; slëch (slaty), Sak. U. Bert.; bëëset (b’slet), Punt. Kap. Joh. Smooth: sëlék, Tembi; (slëg), Serau. [Cf. Mon tálit, ”to be slippery”; kôlît, ”smooth,” ”slippery” (but also kâlin, ”slimy,” and kâlott, ”to slip out.”)].


Slippery: S 262.
Slit (in tube of musical instrument): M 222.


266. Sloping: aalant (Mal. chondong); mendōng, Pang. Sam, Pang. Gal.; S 244-246.

267. Sloth; i.e. the animal so called (Mal. kongkang): tampil, Sem. Jarum, Sem. Plus.


274. Slow, to be: léwär, Bes. Songs. [Cf. Alâk lávâi, "slowly."]


276. Slowly: chip dînâ (tchîp-dînâ), Sôm.; G 42.

277. Slowly: plêhen (plehuen), Sak. Kerâ; phlahât, Sak. Martin; phlahât [sic], Serau; ech chip phlahât, Tembi; chiplahât, Jelai; G 42. Slowly; softly: phlahâd, phlahâd, Sak. U. Kam. [Mal. plêlham-pêlaham; Achin. pêlêhên, "slowly," "sedately."]

SLOW: C 26; T 147.

Slowly: G 43; S 271-273; W 5.


Sly: C 162.

279. Small (Mal. kêchil): jêrea (the eau or eao is a complex vowel sound not unlike English menu, but intensified: like the pronunciation of "cow" in East Anglia), Sem. Kadah.


283. SMALL: hêdet, Bes. Sep. A. I.; ("bhaa kasar" as distinct from kenen [S 286]), Bes. K. L.; hêdet, Bes. Malac.; hêdhith, Bes. Bell. [Cf. Athin. dit, "small," "a little"; Phnom ded; Rodl, Christi det; Churu dech; Mon dôt, "small."]


Smaller: M 40. Smallest: S 280; V 40.

286. SMALL-poX (Mal. charach): sêkâm (pr. sêkâm), Sem. Kerah.


Small-waisted: S 260.


(b) Carrion (Mal. bangkai): sō', Pang. U. Aring. Decayed (Mal. burok): sā', Pang. U. Aring. Pang. Gal. Rotten (the Mal. equiv. given is busuk which = "stinking"): sōh, Sak. Tāp. Rotten: su'ut; chu'ut, Bes. A. I. Stinking: sēhēk (sēhek), Sak. Kerb.; so'ūt, Bes. Mulak; S 295. Stinking; putrid; rotten (Mal. busok): sooh? (sooh); nasoh (nasokh), Tembi; sōh? (sōkh), Serau (or Tembi?). Rotten or ugly (Mal. burok): soo' noi (sook noi), Tembi; H 63; so', Lebir, Kerbat; kasok, Tembi. [Some of these may, however, be abbreviations of S 457.]

[Mon sāah [sāuih], "decayed,"
"rotten"; Khmer chhāēh [chhāēh];
Stieng chēi, "fetid odor"; cf.
Mon sāi [sāai], "decayed,"
"putrid"; Khmer sāōi [sāuy], "to
stink"; (Annam. hôi) and Boloven
nō; Nia hôm, Lave shō; Alak nō,
"rotten"; cf. also Mon, "to be
putrid."

293. SMELL: (Mal. bau): mēn', Pang. Sam. To smell; to sniff: mēnā,
Sem. K. Kan. To give out smell:
mēn'? (mnī), Sem. Pa. Max. Smelling; exhaling odor:
mo'-mēn'? (mu' mnī), Sem. Pa. Max. Fragrant; scented (Mal.
harum): mēn or mēnik, Pang. U. Aring; mēnik or mēn', Pang.

Sense of smell; act of smelling:
uiñ? (aín), Sem. Pa. Max. To
smell (trans.), (Mal. chiam): ya-ōh,
Pang. U. Aring; ya dō' ōh, Sem.
Jarrum, Sem. Plus; kāhon, Bes.
Sep.; ninghōi (niñ-hōi), Sōm. To
smell (a flower): piong, Bes. Songs.
To smell (trans.): to kiss (?): uiñ?
(aín), Sem. Pa. Max.; mēnguñ?
(mungūn), Sem. Buk. Max. To
kiss: inoiñ? (inoiŋ'n; inoiŋ'h),
Sem. K. Ken: nu-oǐn (?) or un-oǐn (?),
Sak. Blanj. Chīff.; mo' uīh (mu' uīh),
Sem. Buk. Max.; uīh (aĩ'ẽn),
Sem. Pa. Max.; nuí, Serau. To
kiss or smell (Mal. chium), ya' ōh,
Sem. Plus. To sneeze: kahōñ (?),
Bes. A. I. [Central Nicobar oil, "smell."]

295. SMELL, TO (Fr. flairer, sentir): ba-
hoj, Mant. Cast. To smell (ap-
parently = to give forth an odor):
bahoi, Mant. Bor. [cf. S 294.]

Stinking smell: bahu cho'ūt, Bes.
Sep.; S 292. Smell; perfume
(Mal. bau-bauan): bahu lo'om, Bes.
Sep.; S 41 [Mal. baul]; S 40, 41.
Smell, to: D 165; N 101; S 292-
295.

Smelling: S 292-295.

296. SMILE: to: mājuu' (mjuj'), Sem.
Buk. Max.

295A. SMILE, TO: segāt̄h, Krau. Em. [cf. D 122].

Smite, to: C 295; S 495-497.

297. SMOKE: e-el, Sem. Crow. Hist.; e-ēl,
Klaop.; ayei, U. Pat.; āyē or
āyē ās, Sem. Plus.; āyei ās (eieī 0os),
Max.; ye īh us (ii hū us), Sem. Buk.
Max. Smoky: mēyēh us (mnīh us),
Mon yak, "smoke"; or S 298.]

298. SMOKE: nyām os (njēm-os or njēm-
os), Sak. Kor. Gē; F 124; giiyōm? (giēb'n), Sem. K. Ken.; chi-jeb,
Sak. Plus Chīff.; ching - yēp, Sak.
Blanj. Chīff. [Stieng niēm (niēm),
"smoke."]

299. SMOKE: aśīn ās (assīn-ōos), U.
Kel.; tiēn ōsh (tsiēn-ōch), Sōm.;
jiēt-jōt, Tem. Cl.; bi-chūl, e.g.
bi-chūl ā-batn Sēn-ōi, "smoke is the
garment of the Sakal" (a Sēnōi
proverb), Sem. Cl.; bi-chūl, Sem.
Cliff; bičhul, Serau; bičhul, Sak.
Em.; āshās, Sak. U. Bert.; chas ās,
Sak. U. Kam.; F 124. [cf.
Khmer phsēng, "smoke."]

300. SMOKE: jēlōk, Bes. Sep.; jēlōk,
Bes. Sep. A. I., Bes. K. L.; (jiituk),
Ben. New.; dïlōk-ū (dïlōk-ū'), U.
Ind.; dïlōk ι (dïlōk 'ι), Or. Hu.

Malabun], "to fumigate."]

Malac.; assāb, Sak. Ra.; ā-asap,
Kerbat; a-sap osh, Lebir; F 124
[Mal. asap]; B 466.

Smoke, to: C 129, 130; D 165.

303. SMOKE, TO, cigarettes (Mal. makan
roko') : ya' mol (pr. ya' moll) (?),
Sem. Plus. Tobacco (Mal. tēm-


Smoky: S 297.

304. Smooth: līchau, Bes. Songs; plusu
 pooosoo), Ment. Stew. To smooth:
lesai, Bes. Songs [cf. Mal. lusoh];
T 74.
306. Smooth; greasy; kēhe (khē), Sem. Buk. Max.; B 308; G 40; L 62, 63; S 262.
307. Smooth. to: S 304.
Smother. to: bēnam, Bet. Songt. [Mal. benam, "to sink in."
309. Snail: sēg (saig), Sem. Stew. [cf. S 153]; S 151-152A.
315. Snake, green, with white tail: uwar kemomul, Jac. Malac.


335. Snare: rachek, Bes. Songs [Mal. rachek].

Snatch. to: C 48; P 226.

336. Sneeze, to: champul, Kena. I.

336A. Sneeze, to: râmõh? (râmôgh), Tembi; ramoh, Serau; B 258; S 294.

Sniff, to: S 293.


338. Snore, to: (a) semangår, Sak. Kor. Gb. [cf. Bahmar hngör].

(b) To snore: sëndô, Kena. II; sëndô (sëndô), Blan. Rem.; bësënda, Temiang, Bedu. II; bësënderh (bësëndëkh), Baroh; bësëna, Galang; bësënh, Sorting; bësënh, Bedu. II. To purr (as a cat): sendoh; bësëndoh, Bes. Sep. [Mal. sëndar].

To snore: N 91.


Snout: M 203; N 98.

So: T 51-54; T 85, 86.

So long as: O 21.

330. Soar, to (Mal. mëlayang): sayong, ex. ò dë, ò dë, ò sayong stëgêne jëmlol, “he disports himself, he soars on every hill” (probably refers to the kite), Sem. Plus [cf. Mal. layang].

331. Soar, to: berbiga’, Bes. Songs.

332. Sooden: pât, Bes. A. I.; S 272.

333. Soft: télîjyân or léyojn or léyajn (with prefix té-), Sem. Kodah.


335. Soft: (a) rénya? (réniô), Sem. K. Ken; lënya (lônîô), Sûm.

(b) Soft: télëmoyn? (said to = Mal. lëmbut), ex. ò gersoyd télëmoyn, “when rubbed, it grows soft,” Pang. Teliang; lëmëau, Bes. A. I.


Softly: S 277.

Soil: E 12.


Comparative Vocabulary of

340. **Soldier**: B 430; F 260.
340. **Max.**; F 34.
341. **Solitary**: ténung, *Bes. Songs.*
342. **Some**: B 87.
342. **Sometimes**: hiih-hiikî, *Söm.*
343. **Sometimes**: kadâ-kadâk, *Sak. Ra.*
343. **[Mal. kadang-kadang]**; Q 5; T 51; T 54.
344. **Son**: hek, *Ment. Her. II*; B 419;
344. **C 101-108**; M 18; M 20.
344. **Song**: S 212, 213.
345. **Son-in-law**: L 25.
345. **Soon**: kidi'fp, *Bes. Sep. A. I.*
345. **To-day**: kidim, *Buk. U. Lang.*
346. **Soon**: mui kéjap alô, *Bes. Sep.*
346. **A. I.** [literally "one wink more"]
346. **[Mal. kéjap].**
346. **Sores**: S 541.
346. **Sorrowful**: S 3-5.
347. **Sort**: K 32.
347. **N 90, 91; V 21.**
349. **Max.*: buchtû (boutchouï), *Sak. Kerb.* [Khmer chat; Stieng chat, "bitter"; *Mon. phiat* [phuïit], "astringent" (cf. phyaâ, "sour"); see B 195 and G 54.]
350. **Sour**: kôr (or kôhr), *Sak. Ta}*.
350. **A 24, 25.**
350. **Source** (of river): R 147, 148; W 30.
351. **South** (*léier, Söm.* [Mal. hillir, "downstream"]; D 33; D 96; F 12.
351. **Sow**: P 73-90.
351. **Sow, to**: P 132.
352. **Space**: B 403.
352. **Intervening space**: T 54.
352. **Spade**: D 107-109.
352. **Span**: C 89; P 21.
353. **Sparrow**; chiâ* (chiah'), *Sem. Pa.*
354. **röyt; chiî röyt, *Bes. K. L.*
355. **Palaung simrao, "sparrow."**
355. **Spatula** (for upas poison): ken- 
355. **Spatula** (for upas poison): génâhâr (ghônêhêr), *Sak. Ra.*
355. **Spatula** (for upas poison): pêngô 
355. **B 232.**
355. **Name (Mal. nama)*: chôk; chäh or chai, ex. luwe choh lî-ôôh, or luwè choh lî-ôôh, "what is the name of this" (*choh* is probably a verb meaning "to call"; i.e. "what (do you) call this?"); *Sem. Kedah; châi* (chor), *Sem. Siev.* Talk: choh (*chuh*), *Sem. Pa.* [cf. Stieng chak, "body," "name"; *Alôk choh; Boloven, Niahou, Lave chakmat, "name."*]
356. **(b)** To speak; ndôô, *Sak. Martin*;
356. **Speak, to**; lun (*loun*), *Sak. Ra.*
356. **Stieng lâh, "to speak."*]
362. **SPEAK, TO:** yap, *Sen. Cl.*; ibyap, *Serau*; biap, *Krau Em.* I speak: 


363. **SPEAK, TO, or talk (Mal. bětutor):**

(a) ya-bikā', *ex. yē lōd - ed bikā* kluṅg batek chēbak (or hōp) (? the order) = *Mal. sahaya pandai chakap chara orang bukit, "I am clever at talking in the style of (lit. with the voice of) the hill (or jungle) men."


(é) To say: nèbkap (nōb-kap), *Söm.*

(c) To speak: chakap (tchakap), *Söm.*; S 364 [*Mal. chakap*].

364. **SPEAK, TO:** barkui, *Sak. Plus Cliff*; kui chakap (kou' tchakap [sic]: but probably a comma has been omitted between kou' and tchakap, and the two are to be considered independent alternatives; S 363), *Sak. Kerb.* To talk: ba'kui, *Sak. Plus Cliff.* Don't talk: jangan akoin; wish akoin, *Serau.*


365. **SPEAK, TO, or talk (Mal. chakap):**


371. **SPEAR:** bēmban, *Bedu. II.* [? *Mal. bēmban, Clinoynne (from the shape of its leaf)?]; B 121; B 350; E 83.

372. **SPEAR, wooden:** kūyāng, *Ment. Her. I.*

373. **SPEAR:** sēnambong (snambong), *Rasa.* To fish with a spear: sirampong, *Barok.* [Mal. sērampong, "fish-spear, harpoon."]

374. **SPEAR:** nkam, *Galang* [Mal. tikam, "to stab.""]

**SPEAR, TO:** C 296; S 373, 374.

**Species:** K 32

**Speech:** L 11; S 364.


376. **Spider** (*ad*plēk (plik), *Sem. Buk. Max.*; N 42. [Cf. B 73, where the word is (probably wrongly) given with the meaning "bat."]


379. SPIDER: jama pung, Bes. A. I.;
jamang, Bes. K. L.

380. SPIDER: ahhaba, Mantr. Malac.;
gêlahâ, Mantr. Malac. Nya; N
42. Spider (large venomous kind):
gêlahâ bong, Mantr. Malac. Nya; S 381. [Mal. laba-laba, "spider";
Achin. gêlahâbah, "cobweb"].

380A. SPIDER: glau, Tembi. [? = S 380].

381. SPIDER'S WEB: bo kg jama pung,
Bes. A. I.; bong or bo kg jamang,
Bes. K. L.; S 379. Spider (?) bong,
Mantr. Malac. Cha. [Steng beng;
Khmer ping [bîng]; Mon ayeau
phen [ayau pheng]; yau phaing
[yau phuing], "spider."]


382. Spill. to (?): chidût, Bes. K.
Lang.; chidût, Bes. Songs; F 11,
12; F 19; F 21.

383. Spinach, red, Amaranthus gan-
eticus; bayâm méra' (baim mîr),
bayam merah].

384. "SPINACH, rhinoceros" (Mal.
bayam badak), Psychotria Malay-
ana: telîpa' (tîla' or tingla'), Sem.
Buk. Max.

Spine: B 336; B 339.

| Spiral | R 133, 134; R 193.
| Spirit | D 161; G 16-21.

385. Spirit of fire (a bad spirit): jin
oss, Sem. Jî; F 124. Good female
spirit (in the clouds): jin mak tok,
Sem. Jî; D 33 [Mal. Ar. jin,
"spirit"].

386. Spirit, evil: pa' re', Beru.

Songs.

pêlesît].

389. Spít, to (Mal. ludah): kêbed,
Pang. Sam, Pang. Gal.; bet (bit);
bâid; bêbî' (? baid bhaik), Sem. Pa.
Max.; mabêt (mabit), Sem. Buk.
Max.; bat-hoi, Bes. K. L.; ya
mabêt lêheng yâ' (ia mbt lêhing ia')
(lit. "I spit my spitte"), Sem. Buk.
Max.; S 391.

390. Spít, to: toh, Sen. Cliff.; geta',
Sak., J. Kam.; götä, Sak. Kor.
Gb. [Cf. Mon thâ' [thâ'], "to
vomit."]

391. Spít, to: (a) mâliôh (mliôh or

(â) To spit: lêheng (lihing), Sem.
Buk. Max.; lâhâ'ng (lâhâ'ng),
Sem. K. Ken. Spîttle; saliva:
lêheng (lihing), Sem. Buk. Max.;
liheng (lihing), Sem. Pa. Max.
To hawk (as when about to spit):
lêheng (lihing), Sem. Buk. Max.;
S 389.

Spîttle: S 389; S 391.


393. Spleen (Mal. limpa): kêmpl (pr.
kêm - pill), Sem. Kedah; kêmpl
(pr. kêm - pill), Sem. Plus. [cf.
Mal. hampédal, "crop (of bird)."

394. SPLEEN (Mal. limpa kêmpl):
média' (mdk), Sem. Buk. Max.;
H 63.

Spîlice, to: B 213; J 8.

395. Split, to (e.g. wood): bak, Sak.
Kor. Gb.; baham, Bes. Songs. To
spoil; to destroy: poh (puh), Sem.
Pa. Max.

396. Split, to (?): mãkâ yata' (? makai-
atak), Sem. Buk. Max. [Probably
two words, viz. mãkâ = Mal. méraka
and yatak = Mal. retak, which are
given as equivalents]; B 373; D
126; G 29.

Spöll, to: D 7; D 50; S 395.

398. Spoon: âweg (pr. âwegg), Sem.
Kedah, Sem. Plus.

398. Spoon: kuär (or cuår), Sak. Kor.
Gbh.

399. Spoon: chongkêh, Bes. A. I.;
chongkhê, Bes. K. L.; chongkhê,
Bes. Songs. Paddle: pênyungkâ
(pênyungkê), Kena. H.; pênyungkê
(pênyungk'hê), Bes. Her. To
scop up: chongkoh, e.g.
chongkoh pren, "to scop up rice,
Bes. A. I., Bes. K. L.

[Mal. sêndok]; S 355-358.

Spoor: P 118; T 193-197.

Sam, Pang. Gal.

402. Spotted (Mal. churing): mejud
(mjud), Sem. Buk. Max.; lochoyn,
Bes. Songs.

403. Spout, to; to issue: hatak (hatk),

404. Spout FIRE, to; pâchhär us
(pnchr us), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal.
panchar.

405. Spread, to; to stretch: amênteng?
amatun (? ammatun), Sem. Buk.
Max. [Mal. bêntang]; B 404; F 21;
R 31.

[Mal. rendang, "leafy."]

Spring (of water): E 83; W
29, 30.
413. Squash, to: nadûk, Sak. Kor. Gê.
415. Squeeze, to: chê-mût, Bes. A. I.
418. Squinting: G 57.
423. Squirrel, black; tupai? (or civet cat?): mënkgre' (Mantr. Malac. Cha. [cf. S 418]; Stieng krahi; Chru' krahi (krax), 'squirrel.')
429. Squirrel (?); a small mammal (?), tênaköl, ex. ledhud surau tenaköl. Pang. Sal; C 136; M 135; R 33; Flying squirrel: L 53-56; S 417.
430. Stab, to: C 295; 296.
431. Slag: D 68, 69; D 72; F 218.
432. Stag, to: a kind of [the word is an epithet applied to large animals]: mênuaq, Bes. Songs [Mal. bënuaq].
433. Stair: L 1, 2.
435. Stalk, to: benchop, Bes. Songs.
440. Stand on end, to, (of hair): tsak kletê Bes. A. I.; H 1.
441. Standing: S 429.
434. Stay, to: tunggui, e.g. jangan ditunggui dēnī, "don't stop here.


441. STEAL, TO: mongkor, e.g. "he is intending to steal," ye hēnāk mongkor, Jak. Malac. [Cf. Batah tangko; Nias manage; Sampit menakau; Katingan ngakau; Sibōp makau; Livong, Ba Māli mekau; Long Pokun mēkau. If this etymology is correct, it involves the existence of a verbal prefix m- capable of absorbing the initial letter of the root. This occurs i. a. in Tagalog and Selung, as well as in some of these Borneo dialects.]

442. STEAL, TO: (a) flek, Pant. Kap. Jok.


444. STEEL for striking fire (Mal. bēsî): si-yāb (pr. si-yāb), Sem. Plus; siab, Tembi; S 465.


453. Stay, to: tunggui, e.g. jangan ditunggui dēnī, "don't stop here.


467. STEP OVER, TO: meinkang, Mantr. Cast. [A misprint for memibrang=menyābārang.]


449. STICK: nei, Sak. Kerb.; T 211. Digging stick: D 107; D 109; T 211.

450. STICK to tighten strings of a musical instrument: penangkil, Sem. Stev. [cf. Mal. ungkil, "to lift with a lever."]


452. STICK, WALKING—: chenduk (tendoza), Sōm. Prop or support (Mal. tongkat): chenidil, Sem. Gedok.


To stick: P 15.
To stick into: P 51, 52.

455. Stick—insect, the noise made by the "yup-yup," supposed to be the: ngungut, Bes. K. L. [cf. Mal. rungut]; G 102.

Stiff: H 31; S 454; S 504.

Stiffness: O 17.

Still: A 27; M 174.

Still (more): N 87.

456. Sting, to: nyēket, Bes. K. L. [Mal. sakak, "to annoy."]

457. Stinking: busu (boussak), Sak. Ra.; bīso’ (bisok); būsok, Serau [Mal. busok]. [cf. S 292 (b)].


459. Stir, to (trans.): jūlīk, Bes. A. I.

Stomach: B 159-164; H 64.

460. Stomach, pit of the: Jessudub, Ben. New. [cf. Mal. sudu hati, "the point of the sternum"]

Stomach—ache: B 160; S 185-187.


463. STONE: tē-muh, U. Cher.; tē-mu, U. Tem.; tmu, U. Kel.; gmu, Pal., U. Ind. [Men tmā [tmā; tmā]; Sīn gōmā; Xong tōm; Sue, Nanhong taoam; Taren, Kon Tu, Boloven tamā; Bahnar tōm; Kasg tamā; Halang mō; Chong tamok; Por thnom-k; Ku tamoe; Prou tama; Samrō thmo; Cuoi tamau; Khmer thmā; Chūrn tōm; Alak, Lave tām; Sedang, mū, hmu; Palaung mau; Khas māu, hmu, "stone."


Whetstone: batu tēndi’ (batuk tendrik), Serau [Mal. batu.]

Seed: chëot (chen-ot), Pant. Kap.
Mad.
STONE: R 12.
STONE of fruit: F 282; S 88.
STONE knife: K 48.
467. Stool, to; to void excrement (Mal.
berak): tudam (tudam), Sem. Buk.
Max.
468. Stool, to; to void excrement:
êchah (pr. 'nchahh), (doubtful),
Pang. U. Aring; mënchah (mnjhah),
Sem. Buk. Max.; mâ,châ, Bes. Sep.;
chah-choh; choh, Sen. Cliff.; cha'
cho', Sak. Blanj. Cliff.; chachoh,
Darat; chachoh; chacha, Serou;
chi-chu-ah, Krau Tem. To have a
motion: chachô, Sak. U. Kam.
To void: choh, Sen. Cl. I stool:
enchacha; enchacha, Serau. Aroid
(Mal. birak) [sic; but it obviously
represents Mal. berak, "to stool"]; chachoh, felai. Excrement: êchâ
(inchar), Sem. Stev.; v 22.
Dysentery: chio behim (tchim
behim), Sak. Ra.; b 249. [Bahmar
cha ik, cha gaih, "to stool"; cf.
Khmer chôh [chû], "to descend";
but see S 470.]
469. Stool, to (Mal. berak): ya-jelhoyd
470. Stool, to; ejued, ejed[7], Tembi;
anji kut (anjikut), Sem. Pa. Max.;
? cf. b 160. [cf. Khmer chôh
[juh], "to stool."]
471. Stool, to; menâh, Jak. Malac.
[Sampit mananîh; Katingan manîh;
Kanovit menê, menî, "to void
excrement."]
472. Stool, to; lô', Bes. Malac.; d 114.
U. Aring.
474. Stop: lantôk, Kena. I.
475. Stop: sidang, Bedu. II.
476. Stop, to (intrans.): brentî (bröntî),
Sak. Ra. Turn of the tide; ma-
bëntî (ma' bënti), Sem. Buk. Max.
[Mal. bërhênti].
477. Stop, to (intrans.): bidâu
(biadou), Söm. To rest; bërâdo
(brardo), Mant. Stev. [cf. Mal.
bëradu, "to sleep" (a word only
used of royalty; but possibly it had
a different meaning formerly or in
some other Malay language).]
To dwell: bidu; bidô, Sak. Martin
[cf. H 153]. [cf. also Mon
tô [dua], "to stop" (= to cease
action).
To stop: l 31; s 222; s 430;
s 439; t 90; w 5, 6.
Stork: E 38.
478. Storm: shëlûh; 'lûk, e.g. ari
shëlûh, "there is a storm," Bes.
Sep. A. I.; d 43; lûh; sêlûh,
Bes. K. L.; hëlu (hloo), Bes. Bell.
elhôl (elhoul), Sak. Kerâ. Wind:
helhûl; hûlhûl, Sak. Kerâ. Gîô;
hihlûl (hêlhoul), Sak. Kerû.; helhûl,
Tembi? [cf. B 257].
479. Storm: sawu, Ben. New.; siök,
Sôm.; si, e.g. kêtok si' = Mal.
hari ribut, "there is a storm," or lit.
"the day (or sky) is stormy." Pang.
U. Aring; d 33. Wind: siàngng
(siąngn), Sem. K. Ken.; siak, Sem.
Per. Wind; air (Mal. angin):
sé, Pang. Sam, Pang. Gal.; tsé,
ribut): al-hák, Sôm. [De Morgan
gives the incompatible equivalents,
French "gale," and Malay "ribut.
I prefer the latter; cf. W 109 (ô).]
Surf: siâh, Bes. A. I. [cf. Sampit
sabakh; Grego sabôk; Land Dayak
sa-bak; Sentah Dayak sabak-ribut;
Lundu sabak, "storm," "wind";
but more probably Tarêng siâng,
"storm," "wind."]
480. Storm: yibu'n? (jibûd'n), Sem. K.
Ken.; ribut, Ben. New. Wind:
ribut, Serting. Big wind; typhoon;
storm: bitut (abit), Sem. Buk.
Max. [Mal. ribut]; b 256; W 109.
Story: S 363.
Stout: B 212; E 34; H 32;
R 193; s 501.
481. Straight; direct (Mal. bûtul):
pëluô or têplëdu, Sem. Jarum;
pëluô (pr. pëlûa), Sem. Plus; ex.
harr têplëdu (Mal. jalan bûtul), "the
Plus; pëluô (plain), Sem. Pa.
Max. Flat (Mal. pépat): la'
pëluô (la' plain), Sem. Pa. Max.
True; right; proper: bîkô 'buku'),
483. Straight; bêtûl, Sak. Kor. Gô;
bêtûl (bûtul), Sem. Pa. Max.;
(bûtul), Sôm., Sak. Kerâ. Sak.
Ra. Straightness; straight line;
Buk. Max. Accurate; correct:
bêtûl, Sak. U. Kam. Right; just;
true; bêtûl (bûtul), Sôm., Sak.
Ra., Sak. Kerâ. [Mal. bûtul].
484. Straight: lurus, Tembi. True;
lurus, Pant. Kap. Joh. [Mal. lurus,
"straight."]
Straightness: S 483.
485. Strait, a: sëngpëngalat (s'ngp'ng-


Strap: R 133.

Stray, to: A 42.

Stream: R 142-145; W 27-30; W 33.

Confluence of streams: C 234.


Strengthen, to: H 31.

Stretch, to: B 404; D 66; L 130; S 405.

438. Stretch, to, out the legs: chong (chung), Sem. Pa. Max. [Doubtful; it looks like F 220.]


494. Strech, to, broadcast (e.g. stones): bōis, Sak. Ker. Gb.


496. Strike, to: (a) ya tēbāh (pr. tēbāhh), Sem. Jarum. To strike; to beat: ya tēbāh (pr. tēbhāh), Sem. Plus. To kill: tēbāh or tēbāhh, Pang. Belimb. (b) To strike: tampagn, Serting. (c) To strike: puh, Lebir, Kerbat; pout? (pouft, "deep"), Sak. Martin; peh, Jak. (or Beri?) Stev. kapet; pet, Bes. Sep. A. I.; kapet, Bes. K. Lang.; képet (keppit), Ben. New. To assault: kapet, Bes. Sep. To beat (Mal. bantali): kapet, Bes. Sep. To fight (Mal. bērkalahi): ya' pinpen (pr. pinn-penn), (e.g. with bows or blow-guns), Sem.

Skeat. To hit: pēt, e.g. "hit with a stick," pēt ha long (or log); Bes. Malac.; peh; pāb, Jak. Malac. To strike: met (mit), Sem. Pa. Max. [Boloven piaat; Churu pu, "to beat"; cf. Stieng pōt, "to fight with fists"; Bahnar, Ch'ālu peh; Stieng peh (pēh), "to pound in a mortar"; cf. Mon pān (pan); Stieng pēh (pēh); Bahnar peng; Khmer bāb (pāb), "to shoot."]

(d) To strike: bāeng, Kena. I.


String: R 37-41; R 173; R 183.

Strings of musical instrument: M 225; M 227; W 125.

String, to: a bow: B 363.


Strong: A 4; E 68; H 32; M 219; P 193; Q 6; S 340; W 109.


505. Stubborn; stiff: gēchas-gerchas, Bes. Songs.

Stumble, to: F 11.

506. Stump (Mal. ponggor): mensā, Pang. U. Aring; T 207; T 211.

Stupefied: D 56.


Subsequently: A 46.
Substitute: B 484.
Suck: B 385; D 165.
Suckers of the "pérépat" tree: longkong, Bes. Sep.
Suckle: B 385; 386.
Suffer: P 14.
Sufficient: E 70, 71; F 122.
Suffix, enclitic (to verbs, etc.): leh, Bes. K. Lang. [Mal. lah].
Sugar: gula, Sak. Tâp.; gula (goulâ), Sâm., Sak. Ra.; gula (goulâ), Sak. Kerb.; gula, Darat; gülö, Jelâ; B 136 [Mal. gula]; H 122; S 14.
Sugar-cane: sau, Ken. I.
Sultan of Johor: P 33.
Sultan of Pahang: P 33.
Summon, to: C 9; S 178.
Sun: D 33-35; D 38, 39; D 43; E 83; L 76.
Sund: A 65.
Sunrise: D 33; D 35; D 43.
Sunset: limpas (limpase), Mantr. Cast.; D 16; D 33; D 35; S 119.
Sunshine: jelâñg (djelâñg), Sem. K. Ken.; D 33.
Support: prop.: P 218; S 452; 453.
Support: B 112; P 218.
Surf: S 479.
Surface: P 122.
Surprised; astonished: tê, Sak. Kerb.
Surprised: kêngirit (kôhirît), Sâm.; hêrên; hêrên, Sak. Ra. To be surprised or astonished: hanyang, Bes. K. L. [Mal. Ar. heiran].
Surround, to: R 192.
Suspicion: S 5.
Suspicious, to have; suspicious; jealousy: kêndah? (knhd), Sem. Buk. Max.
Suspicious: S 5; S 524.
Swagger, to: S 529.
Swallow: lâiâng, Tembi [and Serau?], [Mal. layang].
Swallow, to (Mal. têlan): ya-lög, Pang. U. Aring, Pang. Sam., Pang. Gal.; lög (lêg), Kerbat; lög; lik, Sak. Kor. Gh.; klak, Tembi; lip, Serau (?); hâ' lud (ha' lud), Sem. Pa. Max.; mâhelud (milhûd), Sem. Buk. Max.; lit, U. Cher.; gélot (gelt), U. Tem.; gélot, Bes. Sep. A. I.; gélot; géloyn, Bes. Songs; nôt (nert), Lebir. Eclipse of the sun: hâ helud (hâ helud or hblud?), Sem. Buk. Max. [Khmer lêp; Bahnar lûon; Siêng lûon; Cham lûon; Tareng, jaraî lûon; Sûf lûon; Christ lûng, "to swallow"; Bahnar hûlûun, "a mouthful" (or quantity which can be swallowed at one gulp); cf. Mal. têlan; Dayak telen; Batak, Bâsiyâ tolon; Togal. lonlon; Balînêst
lén-lén, which may contain the same root, viz. lén or lôn; but Mon ngit; Sedang nônô; Annam nuô, “to swallow,” seem to explain some of these forms better.)

527A. Swamp (Mal. paya; sawah): danôkô, Sak. Em. [cf. Biaju Dayak, Lawangan, Siang danum, "water."]  
531. Sway to and fro, to: gayor, ex. tapag têntor gayor, "the leaf-stem (of the têpu) sway to and fro," cp. têntor masing gayor, "to and fro in various wise," Pand. Teliang [cf. Mal. goyang; S 131: W 110].  


535. Sweat; (a) pud, Sem. K. Ken. (b) Sweat: bedebuk, Bedu. II. [cf. H 142].  
537. Sweat, to: rrôl, Sôm. [Achin. roêh (or réuh?), ’sweat’]; H 141; P 63; S 533; S 536.  
538. Sweep, to: sapai, Mantr. Malac.; sapol, Mant. Bor.; sapul, Serâu; P 100; W 109 [Mal. sapul]. [Is W 124 ultimately connected with this?]  
Sweet: S 41.  
Sweet potato: Y 16-19.  
Sweet-smelling: S 292.  
Swelling: B 175; S 187; S 541.  
Swelling of the ear: D 56; E 5.  
Swift: A 17; G 42; Q 5-15; R 201; S 503; W 109.  
Swiftness: Q 5-15.  
542. Swim, to (Mal. bêrênang): ya kênêjua’dd, Sem. Plus; kijâuaj (keejoofie), Sem. Stev. [cf. Central and Southern Nicobar kichál, ”to swim.”]  
544. Swim, to: loi, Sem. Clîff.; lînîo, Tembi, Serau (?), Darat; nîloj, Serau. I dare to swim here: eng bêrâni’ (branik) enîlîo, Krân Em.; F 49. [Suîd, Boloven loi; jaraî ’loi; Annam loi; Halang jêloî, jaloî; Bahrân glôi (?); Cham lwaî, chaluî, ”to swim”; Mon tâloa dâik [tulai dâk], ”to tread water”; perhaps = B 80.] B 80; C 273; P 5.  
Swine: P 73-90.  
Swollen: S 540.  
545. Swoop, to: berklambau, Bet. Songs.  
Sword: C 152; E 83; K 47; S 367.

**Syphilis:** U 9.

**T**

1. Taban (a kind of wild fruit-tree), [presumably the guava-percha tree, Dichópis gutta]: larah, Tembi, Serun. Taban fruit (used as food): piló (pílo, larah or larah, Tembi).

2. Tagut, burong (bird spec.): tâgut; chim tâgut, Bes. K. L. [Mal. tagut].


4. Tail: nl, Sôm.

5. Tail: ekor, Bland. K. Lang.; ikul (ikul), Sak. Kerôk; kur, Bes. Songs. Buttock (of "ungka monkey, which is tailless"): ikul, Bes. Songs. Used as a numeral coefficient: ikul; kur, e.g. ma ikur mah, "two men together"; mpe' kur mah, "three men together," Bes. Sep. [But see B 322]; [Mal. ekor]; D 98; S 436.

Tainted: M 232.


8. Take, to: ma-amil, Mantr. Malac. [Mal. ambil]; B 396; B 400; C 30; C 48-52.
To take away: B 396; G 42.
To take hold of: H 106; S 548.
To take off: O 44.
9. Take out, to (Mal. bawa kaluar) hual, Sak. Plus Clf. To go out: ehual, Tembi; hérhol [or pérhol?], Serau. To release: bérhol or bérhol, e.g. "O Rahu, let loose my moon!" O Rahu bérhol gíchai eng, ol! Sak. U. Bert. [C 219]; B 396.
10. Take up, to: sáyit, Kena. I.; B 396; C 30; C 32.
Talk: C 235; S 359.
Talk, to: K 63: N 90, 91; S 360. To talk slowly: S 428.
Talkative: M 202.
Tall: B 202; D 66; F 29.
Tamarind: A 25.
ABORIGINAL DIALECTS

25a. Tap, to: S 495.
25b. Tapering: C 299.
25c. Tapioca: F 170; R 37; T 211; Y 1; Y 4; Y 13; Y 15, 16.
25d. Tapioca, a food made out of the tubers of a wild plant: koyi (koyee), Sak. Hal.
29. Taste, to: to try the taste of: mātek (mitik), Sem. Buk. Max. [This is identical in form with S 250.] D 165; F 58; 58.
30. Tasteless: F 261; R 44.
31. Tasty: G 74.
32. Teach, to: majar (madyar); majar, Mantr. Bor.; ajar, Serau. To show; to teach: ajor (adjor; adjor), Sak. Kerb.; blajar (bladjar), Sak. Ra.
33. To learn: blajar, Serau. I learn: ham berlajar; halmajar, Darut (Mal. ajar); belajar; mengajar; P 154.
31a. Teach: blibis, Kerbau [Mal. bēlibis].
33a. Mal. suyak, “to teach”; but cf. also Khmer hék; Bahn cnn, hac; Stieng hek, “to teach.”
35. Teach, to: tēng, Sak. U. Kam.; tēktēk, Seraw. [Central Nicobar ok-tēk-hanga, “to tear cloth (warp-wise).”]
37. Teach, to: (Mal. koyak): pit-pēt, Sem. Cliff. [Achin. pipēt; pipāk; “to tear off.”]
38. Teach, to: charek, Sak. U. Kam. [Mal. charek].
39. Teach, to: (a) yabit (iabat), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. rabit].
39a. To tear (trans.): ruyt, Bes. A. J.
39b. To tear (trans.): tengruyt; t'ruyt (?), Bes. A. I. To tear or rend (trans.): tengruyt (Mal. koyakkah), as distinct from ruyt (trans.), Bes. K. L.; praat, Tembi. To tear open: maroyt, Bes. A. I.
39c. (e) To tear out: rēbak (rēbak), Sak. Ra.; B 373; B 375.
39d. Tēmbē’ (tribal name): T 41, 42.
40. Tēmbus (tree spec.): mêsō’? (mēsēk), Bes. K. Lang. [Mal. tēmbus].
41. Tēmiā, Tēmiā (Tumior), Tēmbē’ (name of Northern Sakais): Tēm-be’, Sen. Cl.
42. Tēmiau: In (inn), Sem. Stew.
44. Tempest: S 478-480; W 109.
45. Temple: C 83, 84; F 224; F 228.
44a. Ten (Mal. sapuloh): nteb (or ēnteb), (this was twice given me as = ten, though the intervening numerals were not known, but quære), Sem. Kedah; hotēp, Sak. Sel. Da. [Khmer dāp (tcp). “ten.”]
46. Tender: S 334.
Comparative Vocabulary Of

Tendon Achillis: C 6; V 8; W 147.


47A. Tépus (wild ginger): apush, Tembi; lempus, Tembi, Darat; lempus, Jedai [cf. Mal. têpus.]


Testicles: E 36. 37.


50A. Thank, to: dahi, Sem. K. Ken.


(f) This: no'-no', Sortig. Here: anū, Sak. Kōr. Gh.; ahnu (ah-nū), Sōm.: anū (anou), Sak. Kērb.: anā, Sak. Kērb.; R 84; S 222; T 51.

(g) Thence; from there: ha' chēnān (ha' chn), Sem. Pa. Max.

(Å) There: sana, Sak. Ra. (Mal. sana).

(i) A certain one: anū', Bes. Sep. [Mal. anu].


(b) That: itū, Bedu. I.; itū, Blan. Rem.; (itūk), Bedu. I.; (ītūk), Bed. Chīong; itū (ītūk), Galang; itū (ītōu), Sak. Ra.; ītō, Ment. Her. I. [Mal. itū]; T 85, 86; W 77.

Thatch: B 184; H 159; L 34; R 164-168.

Then: A 71; D 17; D 19; T 86.

Thence: T 51; T 86.

There: D 66; G 42; R 83; T 51-54; T 86.

There is: B 87; B 95.

Thereupon: T 51-54.

They: H 39-45; M 26; T 51; T 53-54.


56. Thick: sō-ok, Bes. K. L.


Thicket: F 232.

59. Thick-leaved: rampak, Bes. Songs. [Mal. rampak, "spreading."]


62. THIGH: sàppât (sapet), Kena. 1. [? = T 61.]


64. THIGH: deriot, Ben. New.; C 4. 5; F 220.

65. THIGH - JOINT: B 336; L 127.


68. THIN: yakôh (? = ya-kôh), Pang. Sam, Pang. Gal. [Ph. Bahnar hakê (hakê); Halang rke, "thin."]

69. THIN: sók1, Sen. Clift.; sóok1, Seruw; isók1, Darat; sók1, Jelai.

70. THIN: têmpông (tumor), Sem. Pa. Max.


72. THIN: jêt; jêt, Bes. Sep. A. I.

73. THIN: pênheng (phênh), Sak. Kerb.

74. THIN: lipis, Som. Thin; smooth; lipis (lippis), Sem. K. Ken. [Mal. nipis]; D 182; F 105; S 260; S 282; S 284; Y 40.

75. THING: ò-ta, Sak. Plus Clift.


77. THING, TO; to believe; pikir, Som.; Sak. Ra., Sak. Kerb., Seruw, Krau Em.; pêkôr, Sak. Ra. [Mal. Ar. pikir].

78. THING, to: (a) ya-ko' (doubtful), Pang. U. Aring.

(b) To think; thought; to reckon: sangka (sangka'), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. sangka].

79. THING, TO; TO: to estimate; to reckon: agâ (aga'), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. agak]; F 58.

To think of: C 16; R 67.


83. THIRSTY: têraâga (têragak), Mantr. Malac. [Mal. dahaga]; T 82.

84. THIRTEEN: E 55.

85. THIRTY: chûi-ang, Sak. Sel. Da. [Very doubtful and probably fictitious word.]; T 45.


88. Hitherwards (Mal. balik sini): wet ba-kau (doubtful), Pang. U. Aring; R 83 [= T 90].


98. Three: diu, U. Pat. [Both words doubtful.]
Three-cornered: C 245.
102. Throat: (a) lakhum (lkhum), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. Ar. holkum, lokum.]
104. Through; to pierce through: pulau (pulatu), Sem. Buk. Max.

105. Throw to (?): lunjan, ex. malunjan kling gin kiadah, "(I want) to throw (it) among the maidens," Sem. Kedah.


114. Throw down, to: champak pêkîl, Bes. Songs. [Mal. champak, "to throw away."]

Thrust, to: P 242.


Thumbs: E 42; F 109, 110; H 14, 15; M 192.


118a. Thunder: tagar, Rasa. [Mal. tagar, "thunderclap"; ? cf. (more remotely) Khmer phkor [phahe]; Mon thákó [dagwûn], "thunder."]


Comparative Vocabulary of

Cham: gron; Brau: grem; Radaih: gram; Bahmar: gron (grám); Kaseung: krum, “thunder”; Halang: gróm; Jarai: gróm; Boloven: brao krom; Niahím lú krüm; Alak: brah krüm; Love krüm kre, = Fr. "foudre."

(ı) Thunder: gurhoh (gukhoh). Barok: guroh, Bes. Malac., Ják. Malac. [Mal. guruh; this and T 119 may conceivably be variants, on quasi-Krama principles, of one word.]


122. Thunder: åbô, Kena. I.; F 124; G 130; N 92.

(Thunderbolt): S 465; T 119.

(Thunderclap): T 119.

(Thus): T 51-53; T 85. 86.

(Tibia): A 133; B 339.

123. Tick: amât, Bes. A. I.

124. Tickle, to? [the Malay equivalent given is klâ (for géli, which has two meanings, “aversion” and “to tickle”): bêj (bij), Sem. Buk. Max.; bêwêd (biuâd), Sem. Pa. Max. Itch (Mal. kudis): behidhâ, Tembi.ITCHING (Mal. gatal): behêth, Tembi. To itch and wish to scratch oneself; gatat/gehe; em gi behet [or beheth], Serau.

125. Tickle, to: ngêri, Mantr. Malac. [Mal. gelî].


Ticklish: H 181.


Tie, to: B 213, 214.


(ı) Tiger: jâ'-â'; jô'o, Pang. Belimb.; jo' (tshô), Sak. Martin; juho' (djou-hók), Söm. [cf. Ch'tâu jau].


(f) Tiger: diâqû, Or. Hu. Joh. I.; (diâqû), Pal.

(g) Tiger: tiasa, U. Ind.


(i) Tiger-cat (Mal. rimau akar): yod (pr. yodd), Sem. Plus.


(ı) Tiger: pûtêan; puteau, Sem.
(c) Tiger : po-dong, Bera; pogáng (pöögn³), Serting; podögn³, e.g. proverbal curse : cha podögn³, “may you be eaten by a tiger!” Semilai coll. Nya. Tiger-eat; podögn, Serting.
134. TIGER : wèp? (wèp (nasal)), U. Cher. (= T 137)
135. TIGER : klaw, Krua Kêt., Krua Tem.; klaw, Sak. Guii. Wild cat : kelaña, Mantr. Malac. [Mon. Bahnar, Sedang klaw, Khmer klaw; Kaseng kli, klaw; Sué kàla; Halang klaw; Bolovenn kli; Sêng klâh; Cuii kola (cola); Prou klo (clo); Braou kloa; Santhol kula; Bhumij kula; Sinthum Kol garûû kula; Mundala kûlah, “tiger.”]
136. TIGER : (a) ongküh, Ment. Her. II.; menahar kenküh, Serau. (b) Tiger : menahar ngentat, Sak. Em.; menahar ngentat, Serau.
(c) Tiger : ompot, Râsa.
137. TIGER : dâëm, Bland. K. Lang.; tüëb, Bes. Sep. A. I.; tüë, Bes. Malac. [Mal. tuan, “master,” or tua, “the old one.” Most of these tiger names appear to be merely honorifics.]
138. TIGER (Bengal) : muñ (muñ³), Bed. Chiong.
(b) Tiger : harimau, Mantr. Malac.; rimau, Ment. Her. I.; rhimau (khimau), Barok. Small tiger : rimau kumbang Bedu. II. Tiger (of the size of a cat) : rimau rumpat, Bedu. II.; (of the size of a dog) : rimau akar, Bedu. II.; (of the size of a goat) : rimau sëánang, Bedu. II. [Mal. rimau, harimau, “tiger”]; B 118.
Tiger-eat : T 129–133; T 135; T 140.
Timber : T 207; T 210, 211.
Tinder, for striking fire (Mal. rabok tukas) : pë-sûl [pr. pë-sûl], Sem. Kedah. Tobacco-cutting appliance : pasäng (passorang); pasûn (passoon), Sem. Stev.
Tines (of deer) : B 351.
Tip : E 65; N 98.
21. [Cf. Khmér khchil [khjl]. "lazy."]

146. TIRED: kêrôk, Sorting; kênông, Kena. I.


151. TIRED: fatigued: jañ, jayn, Bes. A. I. Weary: jañ, Bes. Songs; L 31; S 189.

To: A 6; A 178; O 26; C 219.
To the ground: E 12.
To the top: A 8.

Toad: C 72-74; F 268; F 270, 271.


156. Tobacco (Sakai): bêr-nol; bêr-nor; bêr-nol, Sen. Cliff.

Tobacco - cutting appliance: T 144.

Tobacco-plant: T 155, 156.

To-day: D 16; D 19; D 33; D 35; D 42, 43; S 345; T 86.
Toe: F 109; F 112; F 220; N 1-3.

Toe-nail: N 1-3; S 141.

Together: A 62; A 64; A 79; M 42.

To bring together: A 170.


To-morrow: A 72; D 33; D 36; D 43; M 175-179.

158. To-MORROW, the day after: duâk', Jak. Ba. Pa.

159. To-MORROW, the day after: lusâ', Pang. U. Aring; lusâ (louâ), Sâm., Sak. Ra. [Mal. lusa]; D 37; D 42; M 178; O 21.

160. To-MORROW, two days after: tulad or tuled, Pang. U. Aring [Mal. tulat]; O 21.

161. To-MORROW, three days after: tubin, Pang. U. Aring [Mal. tubin].

162. To-MORROW, four days after: têlung, Pang. U. Aring.

Tonga, bamboo: B 38.

163. Tongue: lê-neh, U. Cher.; lê-pes, U. Tem.; lêpês (lêpês), Sorting; lîpes, U. Ind. [Siteng lôpiet; Kaseng apiat; Bahmar lôpiet, rûpiet; Chërû lôpiet; Boloven, Niakhon pàit; Alak képet; Lave apiat; Halang piet; Sedang rûpiet, "tongue."]


166. TONGUE: tamara pok, Ben. New. [A very doubtful word: cf. F 221; perhaps to be read papok; if so, perhaps = T 163; cf. F 5.]

To-night: D 16; D 19.

Too: A 71; T 85.


169. TOOTH: chērhā, Kena. I.


TOOTH: A 12; B 228; M 119. TOOTH of comb: E 83. To cleanse the teeth: C 145.

TOOTHACE: T 168; T 170.


180. Tortoise (Mal. baning): dôm (dûrn), U. Cher.

180a. Tortoise (Mal. baning): kênokâ, Tembi. [Mon knuh, "tortoise," "turtle."]


183. Tortoise (Mal. tontong): biuku, Jak. Malac. [Mal. biuku].


185. Tortoise: gérênâ, Jak. Malac.


189. Tortoise, a small kind of: jahûk, Jak. Mad.

190. Tortoise, a small kind of: jangkeng, Jak. Mad.

Tortoise-shell: S 236.


Tough: R 132; S 336.

194. Towards: dâhluoh (?)(dhlùnh), Sem. Buk. Max.; A 6; A 176; A 178; C 219; S 198.

Track: G 41; G 49; P 118.


197. Track or spoor: bëkes or bëkess, Pang. Belimb. [Mal. békas]; G 41; P 118.

Trampoline, to: K 24, 25; T 202.

198. Translate, to: sênalik (sônâlik).

Transparent: C 146; W 30; W 98.


200a. Trap; spring-trap (Mal. bêlânêké): dâk, Sak. U. Bert. [Khmer teakh [dákâkh], "to catch in a snare"; Bahmar dâk; nâk, "spear-trap"; Sedang da, "trap"; cf. Mon tânâk [dânâk], "snare"; tak [dâk], "to bind." ]


202. Tread (on) to: jak (djâk), Sak. Kôr. Gh. [Cl. Achinese jak, "to go"; Mal. jéjak, "to tread"; pijak, "to tread on."] S 446.

203. Tree (tom, tum), Sem. Buk. Max.; the word used for tree in Aring, Sam, and Galas district is very like the word for water (tom). It is, however, not the same, and as it was not always pronounced quite alike, I am doubtful of the correct form, but believe it to be tum (pr. tûmm), e.g. tum d'on'st=Mal. pokô kayu, a tree. It has certainly an "m" and not an "n" at the end of it, and in this respect differs from Siamese ton, Pang. Sam, Pang. Gal., Pang. Aring; tâm (tâm) kayu (doubtful), Pang. U. Aring; B 151; E 83; R 39; U 24. [Pâmong tom chhip; Sîteng
töm chû (v. T 211); Prow tom lang (v. T 207), "tree.
Stieng töm, "tree," which also means "beginning," "cause";
Bahnar töm, "trunk," "beginning,
"origin" (both the last are used as numeral coefficients of
trees, etc.); Lomét köm ke (keum
kê; Xong temne; Old Khmer
term; Mon ñâm [tà]; Samrê
thaêm, Pôr ñâm nis,
"tree;" Khmer dâm [tôm],
"trunk," "beginning," "author,
dâm chô [tôm jô]; "tree;" cf.
Mon tôm [tà], "beginning;" Chanâu
tôm, "principle," "origin," "be-
ginning;" Boloven, Nânhôn term;
Lauv tôm, "from" (origin); Samrê
phas ñâm; Pôr por ñâm; Pkhơng
panom; Prow patom, "formerly
(but see also B 151, E 17). It
seems more than probable that the
primary meaning is "trunk" or
"stem" of tree; and for the
dervative sense of "beginning,"
"cause," "author," cf. the uses of the
Mal. pangkal and pokok.

[Perhaps this should be knwing, i.e.
kêning.] Stem of tree (Mal. ba-
tang): likêning, Jelai.

205. TREE: tapis génénal (a strange expression,
but confirmed by repeated testing; tâps appears to = Mal.
poko' and génénal = Mal. kayu),
Sem. Kedâh. Wood: génénal,
Sem. Kedâh [v. T 207].

206. TREE: (a) sênhê, Ken. I.
(b) Tree: hêtâtâ? [hêtmuat [sic]],
Sak. Sung.: (Mal. pokok kayu)
ednod, Tembi.

207. TREE: jêlôp (djêlôp), Sak. Kerb.;
(djêlôp), Sak. Ra.; jêlôk, Tan. U.
Lang.; jîlôk (djîlôk), Sak. Martin;
jê-lôj, Sen. Cliff.; delônk, Or.
Hu. Joh. I.; dêlôjn, Serting;
dêlông, Bed. Cinh.; long, d'long,
Bes. Sep.; long, Bes. Songs, Bes.
Bell.; long, Bes. Mulac; ogonné
(ogonib), Sem. K. Ken. Stem:
trunk (of tree): long (lang),
Tree, species producing wadding:
jêlô gêtê (djêlôb gêtê), Sak.
Ra. Stem of tree (Mal. ba-
tang): luîk, Tembi. Wood:
geron, Sak. Sel. Da.; gê-long,
Bera.; le-long, U. Cher.; de-long,
"long;" d'long, Bes. Sep. A. I.;

long, Ment. Her. II.; logn, Bet.
Her.; logn, Bet. Malac.; lung,
Ben. New. Wood; timber: d'long
(doubtful), Pang. U. Aring; S
236, 237; T 49; W 30; Y 4;
Y 13. Wood-oil: dôô d'long,
Bes. Sep. A. I.; W 30. Stump
(of tree): jênglen (jïngling), Sem.
Buk. Max. [v. T 205]. Branch
of tree (Mal. dahan): kêning luûk,
Tembi; T 204. [Bahnar long,
"tree," "wood;" Nànhôngkâlalông
(calalong), "tree;" Sut, Sedang,
Proous long; Kaseng, Boloven long;
Halâng long, "tree;" Tareng,
Kaseng, Sut, Halâng, Boloven,
Sedang long; Nànhôn, Alâk, Lave
long, "wood;" Pkhônng, Stieng
long, "firewood;" cf. also Côi
khnum long; Prow, Braov, Boloven,
Nânhôn tom lang; Alâk, Lave,
Kaseng töm long, "tree.]? v. G
122.

208. TREE: (a) tebal, Sem. Ken.; tênbô (tînbô), Sûm.;
(species Mal. térôp); tênbô nêgû (tînbô ëôhôu),
Sûm.; tênbô têîhêl (tînbô tôîblô),
Sak. Môrg. Tree, species produc-
ing wadding: tênbô kabông (tînbô
kaboû), Sûm. Tree (species Mal.
rabôk? [apparently the tree pro-
ducing wadding]): tênbô sênlôu
(tînbô sônlôu), Sûm. [cf. Achin.
bak, "tree."]
(b) Tree: homêk, Rassu.

Max.

210. TREE: stem (Mal. pohon): (a)
truk, Sem. Cliff. Stem of tree: tro'
jàhû, Sak. Tan. Ram.; T 211.
(b) Tree: chuk, Sem. Câw. Hist.;
(chuck), Sem. Kéd. And., Sem.
(touch), Sem. Klôp.; châîh t-hâi',
[possibly to be read ihu, in original
MS.: v. if so = T 211].
(c) Wood: nikuku? (nìcukoo), Sem.
Ken. [This word is very odd and
probably corrupt; perhaps a mis-
print for niehuô = ëôhû? cf.
v. T 211.]

211. TREE: (a) ngûhû, Sak. Jr.; jô-
hû, Sem. Per.; jàhô, Po-Klo, Jekehr;
jàhû, Sak. Tan. Ram.; jêhû; jîlôk
jàhû, Sak. U.; Kam.; T 207;
kêning jêhû, Sak. Blânj; Sw.; jîhû,
Sak. Br. Lo; jêhû? (djîhôb),
Sak. Kerb.; (djehon), Sak. Croix;
1. oh [in MS. originally e-oh], Sem. U. Sel.; uong, Ben. New.; pokó 
    joho' (pokok johok), Tembi; T 213; 
    jelob jehup, Darat; jelob jehu, 
    Jelai; T 207. Wood: jahu, 
    Sw.; (djëhou), Sak. Kerb.; jëhë, 
    Sak. U. Kam.; jë-hu, Tem. Cl.; 
    Slim. Cl.; (djëhou), Sak. Ra.; jëhu, 
    Sak. Br. Low; jë? (djëék), 
    Sak. Martin; chuë, Pant. Kap. 
    New.; jëho? (jëhok), Tan. U. 
    Lang.; 1-hë, Sem. Kedah; 1-oh 
    [in MS. originally e-ho], Sem. U. 
    Sel.; luihë, Sem. K. Ken.; 
    nèhë (nò-ho), Sëm.; nè-hë, 
    Kwau Ket.; nëhë (në-hor), Kwau Tem.; 
    hëhëb (hëheuh), Pant. Jalor; 
    jënayoh, Sem. Kedah; P 163. 
    Wood or timber: joho' (johok), 
    Tembi, Darat; jëhëk, Tembi; 
    jëhëk, Jelai; jo-hë, Pang. 
    Belimb.; Y 13. Stump (of tree) 
    : johu pëbän (jhuo pban), Sem. Pa. 
    Max.; C 247. Trunk (Fr. 
    "haste") : jëhu (djëhou), Sak. 
    Kerb. Stem (Mal. batang): lalu 
    jëhup, Darat. Branch: jëhup, 
    (djëhoup), Sak. Ra. Digging stick: 
    hi-u (hee-oo, Sem. Stev. Post (Mal. 
    tiang): jëhë (properly = wood), 
    Sem. Skeat. Wooden stick: jëhë? 
    (djëhouk), Sëm.; B 232. Stick or 
    wood with knots in it: taba jëhu 
    (taba-djëhou), Sëm.; B 345. 
    Tree (spec. unidentified): jëhëkë 
    kéish, Seru. [Mon chuu: Khmer chheu 
    (Fr. chö) [jho], "wood"; "tree"; 
    Churu si; Pkhnom tom chëh; Stëng 
    to姆 chëh, "tree"; cf. Khmûs che 
    "firewood."]

(h) Tree: kayû, Or. Trang; kàyu’ 
    (kayuk), Ment. Her. I.; kayu 
    mambong; mambong kayu, Pant. 
    Kap. Joh.; batang-kayu, Jak. 
    Malac.; T 242. Wood: ka’yu, 
    Lebr.; kayu, Mantr. Malac., Jak. 
    Malac.; kayu, Pant. Kap. Her.; 
    rumpun kayu, Bedu. II.; kalain, 
    Rasa. Bark: hûtìt kayu, Barok; 
    S 237. A species of gutta-tree 
    (Mal. gëtah jëhutong): kayu mamb 
    Mad.; M 2 [Mal. kayu]. [If the 
    resemblance between groups (a) 
    and (h) be not merely fortuitous, 
    cf. P 5 and P 164.]

228. Tremble, to; to shiver: krūk, Bes. Sep. [Mon kākrōk [gāruk], "to shake"; Khmēr kākrōk [kākrōk], "vibration," "movement."]


Trembling: V 15.


Triangle: C 245.

231. Tribe: kal, Sem. Klapr. [This is one of the words that show that Klaproth had some other source of information besides Crawford's list. What it was is unknown, and its value is more than doubtful.]

Triubary (stream): W 27-30; W 40.


Trouble, in: S 186.


236. True (Mal. bēnār or sunggoh); badin (pr. ba-dinn), Sem. Jarum., Sem. Plus.


Trunk (elephant's): N 48.

242. Trunk (of tree), (Fr. haète): batang (batahā), Sak. Ra. Stem of tree (Mal. batang); batang, Tembī; T 211; W 30. River: batang hari, Sak. Blanj. Sw. Large river:

betang arin, Jak. Malac. [Mal. batang, "stick," "stem"; batang ayer, "stream."]

Trunk (of tree): P 193; S 448; T 203; T 207; T 210-213.

Trust, to: M 71.

Truth: T 240.

Truthfulness: T 240.


243A. Try, to: chenobā? (dchenobā), Sem. K. Ken.; choba (chochak), Krau Em. [Mal. choba].

243B. Try, to: aku, Serau. Try again: achulah sih hēla, Serau.

I will begin (Mal. sahaya bėrmula): him ber-hāhu, Darat [Mal. achui] [= P 42.


245. Tuba (the root is used as an ingredient in blowpipe arrow poison): jēnū, Bes. A. I.; (jēnu), Bes. K. Lang. [Cf. Aehuin. tuba jēnū, "a fish poison" (prob. Derrir).]

Tube (of blowpipe): D 66.

Tuber: Y 1-21.

Tuft (of hair): H 7.


246A. Tukas (a tree producing wadding): tikas, Bes. Sep. A. I. [Mal. tukas].

246B. Tumor (tribal name = Tēmiā): T 41, 42.

247. Tuman (fresh-water fish spec.), Barbuss phutumio: tūman, Jak. Mad. [Mal. tuman].


Tupia: M 135; S 417-426.

Turbid (water): W 30.

249. Turmeric (Mal. kunyet), Curcuma longa (?): tūs (tūs), Sem. Buk. Max.

249A. Turmeric: renet, Serau.


251. Turn, to: welwal (osional), Sak. Kerb. To turn round (?): tehelwili, Pang. Telian. [Bahnar ual, "to return"]; Khmēr vol [wol], vil [wil], "to turn"; Cham vil; ? cf. also Stīng ual, "to bend"; uti, "to encircle animals with a view to taking them." But here the connection of meaning seems to go
with Bahnar uin, "curve"; uing, "revolving"; ult uing, "rolling into a circle or spiral"; cf. B 175? Ackin. woI, woli, "to return"; Boloven wiel; Alak wai, wir; Central Nicobar wial-hata, "to turn."

252. TURN, TO: ngku (nkou), Sak. Kerb.; ngkuh (nkouh), Sak. Ra.

253. TURN, TO; to return (Mal. balik): nè-mah, Sak. Plus Cliff.

254. TURN, TO; to return (Mal. balik): los, Sak. Blanj. Cliff.


TURN OUT, TO: O 67; T 54.

Turtle (reptile): T 176; T 187.


259. TwelvE: piätook (pee-a-took), Sak. Sel. Da.; very doubtful; E 55.


261. Twenty: ng, Kena. II.; T 45.

Twenty-one: T 45.


264. Twist, TO (Mal. pintal): ya sèr' (pr. sær'), e.g. twist string, Sem. Keelah.

265. Twist, TO: lâmér (pr. lâmàr), ò-lâmér (of the twisted têrap-bark used for bowstrings), Sem. Plus.


269. Two: wang, Sem. Scott [very doubtful].


271. Two: mai, U. Tem.; ma', U. Cher., Bes. Sep.; màh, Sak. Sel. Da.; hmå, Bes. Her.; mà, Bes. Malac.; mar, Ben. New.; Jak. Stev.; h'mbår; m'bår; mar, Bes. Sep. A. I. The second (Mal. yang-ka-dua): maar, Serau; T 45. [Mou bâ; Khmer pîr [bir]; Old Khmer bar (inscriptions wyar); Bahnar, Sieng, Churu, Chrua, Phnom, Ka, Chong, Taeng, Ka-seng, Kon Tu, Sul, Halang, Alak, Love bar; Boloven bör; Niahin ban; Brau, Cuoi par; Prou baar; Samre paar; Por por; Sedang bah, "two."]


273. Two: sar, Kena. 1.; T 45; T 270.


Typhoon; S 480.
3. Ugly [= S 292 (b)].
5. Ugly : ninag? (ni-naig), Sak. Blanj. Cliff; nēnēt (nē-nēt), Sak. Ra.; nīt, Darat; nētā, Jelai. Dirty : nednāt (nednēt), Sak. Ra. [Mon nget; Niathōn ngou, "dirty."]
6. Ugly in Shape : rūpā kēje (rup kji), Sem. Buk. Max. [Mal. kēji]; B 8, 9; G 68; H 63; S 206; S 292.
10. Ulcer: A 12-14; A 16; I 45.
16. Uncertain : C 70; N 79.
17. Uncle : ngīsū (nghou), Po-Klot; nyu? or ngu? (ngou), Sūm.
20. Uncle : B 410; F 40; F 43, 44; O 23; Y 43.
24. Underneath : B 165; D 96; E 12.
26. Understand, to : ihoul (thouol), Sak. Kerb. [see P 155]. [?] Cf. Khmer yol [yol], "to see," "to understand"; baniol [pānyal], "to make another understand."]
27. Understand, to : érti (orti), Sak. Ra.; orton, Sak. Ra.; ratii (reuthi), Mant. Bor. [Mal. arti; érti (sometimes pronounced réti)].
29. Undo, to : O 41; O 44.
30. Uneven : F 29; R 188.
32. Unimportant : F 120.
34. Unlucky (Mal. ta’ mugor): majar (pr. majar), ex. majar mē tun (Mal. ta’ mugor mu itu), "you are unlucky," Sem. Plus.
35. Unmarried : bujang, e.g. "are you unmarried?" bujang na doh? Kerbau [Mal. bujang]; B 1-3.

Unripe: R 43. 44; Y 42-43.
Unsuccessful: F 121.
Unite: to O 41; O 44.
Until: C 219; T 86.
Untrue: L 31.

22. Unwell: mēdāp; mēdāp (?) 2; Bet. Sep.; S 185-193.

Unwilling: N 80-82.
Up country: A 5; A 9; G 42; T 86.
To go up country: A 154.
Upas: B 232; P 163-166.
Upper arm: A 134, 137.

Upside down: F 11, 12.

24. Upstream (Mal. ulu): tom, Sak. Guai. [See under T 203. The connection is doubtful but possible.]


26. Upstream, to go (Mal. mudik): mudig (pr. mudigg), Sem. Plus; mu-dik, Krau Ket. (Mal. mudik); A 6; A 9; P 5.

26a. Upstream, to go; galah, Tembi, Darat; galah (galakh), Serau. [Mal. galah, “pole” (used for “punting” boats upstream).]

Upwards: A 6; A 9; F 29.
Urāt bata (fungus spec.): G 25.
Urethra: P 62; R 183.
Urinate, to: U 27, 28; W 29.


28. Urine; to urinate: kobol, Jak. Malac. [Mal. kēnchāng].

29. Use (Mal. guna): chēnāra (techān-ara), Sōm. [Mal. chara. It should apparently mean “usage,” therefore].

30. Use: gunā (gōnā), Sak. Ra.; guna (gōna), Sak. Kerb.; gunā (gūnāk), Tembi. Useful: bērgunā (bērgunāk), Darat [Mal. guna].

31. Use, to; pakei (pakei), Sak. Ra., Sak. Kerb. To wear: pakei (pakei), Sōm. To use [or to wear] (Mal. pakai); pakai, Tembi; am berhākē, Darat. Clothes: pakain, Ben. New. [Mal. pakai, “to use,” “to wear”; pakaian, “clothing.”]

Utensil: T 195.

32. Uvula (Mal. anak tēkāk): kinōg, Sem. Plus; T 102; T 165.

V

Vagina: P 219-222.


2. Valley: dālik, Kena. I.

3. Valley: lēmbāh (lēmbāh), Sak. Ra. [Mal. lēmbah]; E 12; P 109; S 57; W 62.

Value: B 484.


7. Vegetable product (apparently) of some kind eaten with rice by the Bésii: kēsom (?) 2; Bet. K. L.

8. Vein or pulse (Mal. nādi): ured,

19. Village: kampong (kampōn), Sak. Ra.; kampong; kampuk, Sak. U. Kam.; kampuk (kampook), Sôm.; kampong, Serau; kampoke, Jelai. Place: kambugê, Sem. K. Ken. [Probably = kampuk yê, "my (our) village."] [Mal. kampong.]


Village: G 9; H 153.

Virgin: C 102; F 63; F 75; G 28; M 6; Y 41.


Volcano: H 84; H 91.


Alak bāhu, "poison," "drunk"; Love bul, "poison"; Halang bul; Sedang bul, bu, "drunk."


W

Wadding: B 284-290; C 42. Tree producing wadding: T 207, 208; T 219. Wade, to: C 216. Wag, to: F 27.


2. Wages: gajī (gadjī), Sūm. [Mal. gaji]; G 3.


To await: A 189; S 222.


12A. Wall: dindikā, Seraw [Mal. dinding]; B 100.


17. Wallow, to: B 80.

17. Wander, to: tyel, ex. mā-tyel klen gēlājān, "to wander on the soft (ground?)"; Sem. Kēdah; E 58; G 43.


(B) To want; to wish: nghō̄n, Sak. U. Kam. To want; to wish: will (aussi): iā, e.g. iā-lok mē-māng èng hōt chip ma' sēhākā bāt (bort) chip, "to-morrow my brother will go to the jungle to catch birds," Sem. Cl. Will; shall (Mal. handak; mahu): hōt, Sem. Clf. bōtn, Jēlai; (Mal. mahu): ena'bm, Krau Em. I like (Mal. sahaya suka): en bōtn, Jēlai; en bōtn [or en hōtkā], Darat, I want (Mal. sahaya mahu): en bōtn, Darat; enny hot [sic], Jēlai. To love (Mal. sayang): huak, Tembī; hok, Seraw [or Tembī?]; en hōkā, Jēlai; enhōkā, Darat. I like (or love) the Sakais: huwāh Sen-oi, Tembī;
enghok ma senoi, Jelai, I want tobacco: am hod bakan, Kraw Em. [There seems to be no connection between groups (a) and (b).]


16. WANT, TO: shall; will (Mal. mahu; händak): àu, Sen. Cliff. [? Cf. Halang wah; Bahnar, Sedang oa, "to wish," "to want.


To be in want of: S 281, 282.
Wanting: F 117; N 69.
Want: F 97.

Warly: C 260.
Warm: H 142.


Watch, to: A 131; A 193; S 250.


took it by mistake from the Andamanese column in Anderson’s Comparative Vocabulary, where ‘mig-way’ is given as ‘water.’"

32. **WATER**; ranton (rantoal), Sak. Re. Sea; ranta, Kena. I.


35. **WATER**, clean; lâu, Sak. Tafl.


**Water, to**; B 81.

41. **Watercourse**; bed of river; këlhing (këlingh), Sem. Pa. Mal.

**Waterfall**; R 29, 30; W 30.

**Watername**; S 310.


43. **Wave**; ombag (pr. om-bagg), Sem. Plus [Mal. ombak].
Wave, to: alai, Bet. Songs.

WAVE TO: rai; kirai; mengirai, Bet. Songs; cf. P 8 [Mal. kirai]; S 529-532.

WAVE TO AND FRO, TO: kéau-pla kéau, Bet. Songs.

Waving about: D 14.


Wax: keluai, Sak. Br. Low; kélou (keloy), Sak. Croiz; (kóli), Sak. Kerè; k’loëh, Tan. U. Lang; péló, Sorting. [Mon pliúi [pluai], “wax.”]

Wax: lanchur, Kena. I. [This may be connected with the following by some such curious relation as that which subsists between, e.g., kélapa and kérambil, or the Jav. wali and wagsul; cf. C 57; C 200; D 149; E 51; W 101.]

Wax: lilin, Sak. Blanj. Sw., Jak. Malac. [Mal. lilin]; R 73, 74; R 76; S 336. Wax in the ear: D 56.


We: jí, Sak. Tan. Ram.

We: “ma, Bet. Malac. [cf. M 23].

We: kami, Jak. Malac. [Mal. kami].

We: kitá, Sak. Ra. [Mal. kita]; I 1-4; M 26.

Weak: bubo (or buba, arnh?), Sem. Beg.

Weak: arnh, Sem. Beg. [See the preceding; both, being unsupported by other authorities, are very doubtful. Is there a confusion between Mal. létel “weak,” and létak “to put”?]

the word bubo (cf. Mal. buboh, “to put”) suggests something of the kind.]

Weak: mên-tén, Kerbat.

Weak: beh alah, Jak. Ba. Pa., Jak. Sim. Feeble; bê-álah, Jak. Mad. [The first syllable is a negative (F 121); so the rest of the word probably means “strong”; cf. W 64.]


Weak: léog (léog), Sak. Kerè. Valley (Mal. lêmah): léog (léogoup), Söm.; léog (léog), Sak. Kerè. Race (Mal. lômá): léog (léog), Sak. Ra. [There is evidently a blunder here, due to the similarity of the Mal. words lêmah, lêmah, and lômá; some at least of these meanings are wrong. De Morgan introduces further confusion by translating lômá by the French “race,” whereas it means the English “race,” (i.e. it means competition).]


Weapon: sênyató (séhato), Sak. Kerè; sênjata (sândjata), Sak. Ra. [Mal. sênjata]; I 36.

Wear, to: U 31.

Weary: T 151.


Weave, to: hidas, e.g. hidas chok, “to weave rattan,” Bes. Sep.; P 125, 126.

Web, spider’s: S 381.


Week: D 17.

WEEP, to: C 284-286; S 175.

Well (adv.): G 65-67; G 69; G 71, 72.


Well in health: semboh, Barob [Mal. sémboh]; C 205; C 227; G 65.
71. Well (of water): tēłaga (tūłaga), Söm. [Mal. tēłaga]; T 173.


74A. Wet: pōk, Serau.


77. What (Mal. apa): (a) lūwe or lūwe ū, Sem. Kedah; ai-lōo, Pang. U. Aring; ai-lōo, ex. klōng ai-lōo tun (Mal. bunyi apa itu), 'what noise is that?' Pang. Sam, Pang. Gal.; ai-lōo, e.g. 'what use (is it?)' ai-lōo gū-na', Kerbat; jē-lo; jē-lok (jē-lērk), e.g. jē-lērk hē-āp (= Mal. apa khabar (lit. 'what news?') 'how do you?'); jēlōk mōh (jē-lērk mērk) (= Mal. apa nama, 'what (is the, or your) name?'), Sen. Clīff.; la; molō, Söm.; iō; malō, Sak. Kerb. What do you say? alo-hō (aloheu), Sem. Pipier; jaroha, Tembi; jēlo ēt ne, Darat; he jēlī hēbōr, Jelai. What is the news? jālug ga, Krau Em. What is your name? jīlī mu, Serau; la ha' ke knu mu [?]. (lu hak kenu) Tembi. What is the name of this? jēlī li múh dī? Serau. How (Mal. bageimana): pan-lōo, Pang. Skeot; pan-lōo-un (or pan-lōo), ex. pan-lōo-un jīn dī (= Mal. bageimana buleh buat?), 'how can it be done?' Pang. U. Aring; mēlo (mōlō), Sak. Ra.; mālā (mālō) ('final vowel between o and ā'), Sak. Kerb.; malōheng (malohēn), Söm. How much (Mal. bērapa): kom aillō (= Mal. bērapa banyak), Pang. Sam. Gal. Why: ai-lōo, Kerbat; ai-lōo; ai-lōo kēdōh, Pang. U. Aring; ai-lōo tēdi (= tē-di) = Mal. apa (fasal) tēr-buat, 'why (is it) done?' (from dī', Mal. buat, 'to do'; B 90), Pang. Sam, Pang. Gal. Why are you here? ha jēle ha et? Darat; jīlī hēba hā (or hē) mādi, Jelai. What do you want of me? [or why are you with me? (Mal. mēngapa awak dēngan sahaya)] he ru en jala' (heruena jak), Jelai; jala le he borēet, Darat. Where (Mal. mana): là? (lor), Sen. Cl.; (Mal. dimana): ba-lōo, ex. jengā ba-lōo pipōl (or p. ba-lōo), 'where do you live?' (the usual word would be ngor or ngob; S 221); bā-lōo or kā-bā-lōo (= Mal. kamana?), Pang. U. Aring; kābālū, ex. mā ngok kābālū, 'where do you dwell?' (Mal. mu duduk dimana), Pang. Belimb.; ba-lōo (ba-lēr), e.g. 'where are you going?' chōp ba-lōo (chēp ba-lēr), Kerbat; (ba-lēr), e.g. 'where is your house?' dōng jiut? ba-lōo (dēng jiut? ba-lēr), Lebir; Y 33; bēlo, Sak. U. Kam.; mālā (mālō), Sak. Kerb.; mālā (mālēh), Sak. Em.; mālōi, Darat; mālo Sak. Kor. Gh.; mēlo (mōlō), Sak. Ka.; malōheng (malōhēn), Söm.; kēn-lā (kēn-lor), Sen. Clīff. Where did you sleep last night? peloh he bed anek, Krau Em. Where do you sleep? mau loh he plok hem bet, Krau Em. Where do you like to live, here or up-country? pelai [or peoli?] hēm gōi pedi kah patah, Krau Em. Whence (Mal. dērimana): nang-lōo, ex. nanglōo jēngā bōt (or j.n. bōt) = dērimana awk


siama punia, Ben. New. [Sea Dayak, namu, "what."]

80. WHAT (interrog.): (a) napa, Ben. New.; apa, Mantr. Malac. [Mal. apa].

(a) How many: bêráp i jëngôi (brâp i jëngôi), Sak. U. Kam.; mërép (mrêp), e.g., "how many houses?") dûk mërép (dûk mrêp), Sak. U. Bert. How many; how much (Mal. bêrapa): ma-ripa, Sen. Cliff.; (Mal. bêrapa banyak): ma-ripa kêm-nyûm, Sen. Cliff.; mîl rip, Sak. Tapping; mërép; bêrlap, Sak. Banji, Cliff.; bîm, Sak. Ro.; bêrlap, Ben. Malac., Mantr. Malac., Jak. Malac. How many: marok kunnun, Tembi. How many fowls have you killed (lit. cut)? pupa marin [or marina] he göt, Krau Em. How many handfuls of tobacco do you want? mari kemnûm he hût bako', Jelai. How many men live in this house? marin [or marina] kemnûn sëdoi dòng dô, Jelai. How many families live here? he pedîh mari he goi, Krau Em. [Another supposed version of this, which I cannot make out, reads apparently: tempat dris na kûnma, Krau Em.; it looks like the answer to the preceding question.] [No equivalent given; perhaps it means, "How many of you are there in the jungle?"] mari he kôp onm bak, Krau Em. How many days' journey is it to ——? we [or ne?] harî (harik) marih kem chip, Krau Em. How much do you plant here? [or how many of you plant here?] mari he ched pedîh, Krau Em. What is the price of the resin? mûrmûn herga tum, Kerdau. When you come to Kuala Lipis, come to my house! marih he chip ma chebau Lipis, ma dûng ong, Krau Em. [Cf. Mal. bêrapa, "how much."]


82. WHERE (interrog.): (a) ming, Jak. Stew.; menggâsan, Jak. Malac.; mënning, Sak. U. Kam. [Whither]: mênong, e.g., "where are you going?" mênong eh chêp, Sak. Tapping. Where are you going? nowhere in particular: mënti bah' cha' tita, Jak. Malac. Which: mênô, e.g., "which (of the men called) Sënga?" Sënga mênô (Senga mênô), Sak. U. Bert.


83. WHERE (interrog.): [really "whither"]; pat, e.g., "where are you going?" chip pat, Krau Ket. [Cf. Ackin. pat, "where."]

84. WHERE (interrog.): [really "whither"]; ganôn da'na" (ganën da'na), U. Tem. Where are you going? suak ganôn (su-ak ga-nën), U. Tem.

85. WHERE (interrog.): [really "whither"]; anop, e.g., "where are you going?" a-nop eng, U. Cher. [?= W 84.]

86. WHERE (interrog.): ko na timbo, Tan. Sag. [i.e. whither].


93. When (was she) brought to bed? ampu lalas, Sak. J. Len. Whom (interrog.): bo, Sem. Cliff.; bo i mâm, Sak. U. Kam. Who is this person? bû li [or bu li] mai dêdî? (dëdî or dëdik?), Jelai. What is your name? bu li mâl jîji, Serau. Which is the rich man's house? bu li dön (or dek or de) kaya' (kayak), Jelai. [Bahau bu; Stien bôn, "who."]
94. Who: kadê, Serting.
95. Who: sigun, Kena. I. [? = W 89 + M 26].
   When: M 179; T 86; W 77, 78; W 91-93.
   Whence: W 77, 78; W 81, 82.
   Where: W 77, 78; W 81-88; Y 33.
   Wherever: W 81.
   Whether: W 87.
   Whetstone: S 144; S 465.
   Which: W 78; W 82.
97. Whine, to (as a dog): (a) sê-it: sêrê-it, Bes. A. I. To cry (shout): sênga (sôné), Sak. Ra. [? cf. F 49].
   Sem. K. Ken. Whiz: huat; huat, Bes. Songs. [Mon khoyt: Khmer huih; Stig huih; Bah-nar hôohoc, "to whistle."]
   (c) To whistle: sonsoich; [sonsoix], Ment. Bor.; songsoit, Mantr. Malac.; besonsoy, Mantr. Cast.
   Green; purple: biôg, Serau. Clear; transparent: biôg, Tembi. [Kon Tu, Boloven, Niahîn, Lave, Kasang, bôk; Alak bôk; Halang tåbôk; Sut bô; Churu bôk; Brau bâk; Prou baak (baac); Annam baak, "white"; Stieng bôk, "white," "grey"; konbôk, "white," "clean"; Bahnar baak, "white" (of skin), "clean"; Mon pu [but], "white" (of paper or cloth).]
forms appear to be variants of the following, the relation between "pentol, pêmuntol" (with infix -ên-) on the one side and "puteh" on the other being like that of the Krâma and Ngoko forms in Javanese. Cf. C 200, etc."


White: D 41; U 20, 21. White ant: A 104, 105; A 110, 111.


102. Whole, the: pêlîuh (plîuh), Sem. Pa. Max.


Whorl of hair: N 18.

Whose: W 79.

Why: W 77-79.

103A. Wicked; bad: bain; hau-ûn, Sem. K. Ken.; B 9; C 71; W 150.

Wickerwork: B 69.

Wide: B 212; B 403, 404; B 406.

Widely spaced: R 31.


Widower: W 104.

Width: B 403; B 406.

Wife: F 60-64; F 67; F 69; F 73; F 77; H 179, 180; M 49.

Dead wife: W 104.

Wife's grandfather: G 83.


Wilderness: F 238; Q 19.

107A. Will (Fr. volonté): maduh (madou), Sem. Klapr.

107B. Will; pleasure: mâjên, Jak. Mad.

Will (auxiliary): W 8, 9; W 14-16.

108. Win, to: mênang, Sak. U. Kam.; menah, Serut [Mâl. mênang].

109. Wind: (a) bioh, Sem. Jur. And.; Sem. Jur. Rob., Sem. Jur. Neu.; bêgîu or bêgîyu, Sem. Jarum. Storm or tempest (Mal. ribut): bêgîu, Sem. Jarum, Sem. Plus. (b) Wind: parug, Sak. Br. Low.; parouk, Sak. Crois.; parauk? (pa-rêk), Sak. Plus Clif. Storm (?): parôk, Sak. Kerâ. [The Malay equivalent is given as "ribut," but the French as "gale," which means "scabies"]; cf. S 479. There is clearly some confusion here, and possibly the word = Mal. kurap, but as the Sakai words were collected through the medium of Malay, I think it is more probable that the meaning "storm" is right, and that the French equivalent was subsequently added in error, probably with the assistance of an Englishman whose knowledge of French was imperfect.]


110. Wind: gêmuyong (gumuyong), Ben. New. [Cf. Mal. goyang, “to sway, shake”; cf. S 131; S 531.]


113. Wind: air (Mal. angin): kâd (gr. kâdd), Sem. Kadah; B 256; B 390; R 12; S 478-480.


115. Window: tênikâs (tônikâs), Sak. Kerb.

116. Window: nechong (netchô), Söm. [Mal. natatang]; D 151.


118. Wing (of bird): (a) piek? (bieg), Sem. K. Ken.

(ö) kemping, Bes. A. I.; kêpa, Mantr. Malac., [Mal. kêpa].


120. Wink: ma’ belai (ma’ blai), Sem. Buk. Max. [This seems to be a verbal form = “to wink.”]


Wink: S 346.

122. Wink, to: petpet (pètpèt), Sem. Buk. Max.; C 8; C 89; S 253.

Winnow, to: B 256.

Winter: S 66.


Wise man: C 164; G 91.

Wish, to: W 14-19.

Not to wish: N 80-82.

Witchcraft: R 182.

128. With: man (?), Bes. A. I.


130. With: bamaôyâ; bamaôyâ or bamaîye (bamaôj; bamaôj or bamaîj), Sak. Ker. Gb.

131. With: by reason of: och, Jak.
Malar; P 109 [Mal. uth]; A 77-79; A 176; B 396; T 157.


Within: E 76; I 14.

Without: N 67; O 69.


Mother; baloi, Sem. Pâpit; F 60-67; F 69; F 71-73; F 76; M 194.


Dead woman: W 104.


Wood: F 170; T 205; T 207; T 210-212; T 214.

Burnt wood: T 214.

Piece of wood: B 101; S 448.

Wood (i.e. forest): F 230-242.

Wooden stick: S 453.

Wood-oil: T 207; W 30.


Work: B 90; C 152.

Work to: D 132, 133; W 138, 139.

World: E 11; E 13.

Worm: A 139; B 143; D 142.


141. Worm, small: nyenyet, Bes. K. L.

Worn out: O 21.

141A. Worship, to: sembaiong [Mal. sêmbahyang].


142A. Wound: plûk, Tembi.

143. Wound: lu'ka', Sem. Cl.: luka, Tembi; lûka' (lûkak), Jelai. Corpse (Mal. bangkai): lu'ka (lûkak), Seruan [whether connected with the preceding], [Mal. luka]; B 247; G 41; P 14; S 185, 186.

Wound to: C 152.

144. Wrap up, to: makelâb (mkkâr or mkkô?), Sem. Buk. Max. To envelop (Ger. wickeln): kâldô? (gûlû), Sak. Kor. Gb.


Wrinkled: W 21.


148A. Write, to (Mal. tulia): hilihiles, Darat; C 39; D 156, 157.
Wrotch: A 82.

Y


14. Yam, a kind of (Mal. ubi kapor): a poisonous variety which has to be pounded fine, and have lime mixed with it to become eatable: klab, Sem. Kedah.


Tapioca: tégak, Kena. I. [Mal. kâteka]. [Cf. Mon wun sélâ, "sweet-potato"; but the connection of some of these words is more than doubtful.]

17. Sweet-potato (Mal. kéledek) : chokéh, Kena. I.


21A. Yam (Mal. kêmâli or kêmîli) : (a) kêmîli (kêmîli), Tembi, Darat, Jelai; kêmîli (kimilik), Serau (Mal. kêmîli).

(b) kêmarung (kemarung), Sak. Em. Yam: R 37.


Ye: Y 32-38.


25A. Yellow: a-nâb'm (a-nâb'n), Sem. K. Ken.


Yellow: G 112; R 51-53; R 55; W 98.

Yellowish white: W 101.


èh, Sak. Tap.; nghêng ('ng-hng); hâ (hâ'), Sak. U. Kam.; hûtî (? hûtî, "nasal"), Sak. Martin; ho

or ha, Sak. Kor. Gh.; a-à, Bes. Sep. A. I.; ôu, Sem. K. Ken. [Ta-

reng ô; Alab. Niahôn, Lave, Kaïeng ô; Stieng ôh; Jarai, Sedang höm;

Bahnar höm ôi (hâm ôï); Chréai hoi; Churu hêh; Cham hây, "yes."]


Siev.; oîye, Ment. Stev.; lêyok (? = lé-yâ), Pang. Belimb. [Mal. ya];

B 91; C 147.

30. Yesterday: néher, Buk. U. Lang.; nihî, Bes. Sep. A. I.; nihî (nîhî), Bes. Her. Last night; yesterday:

nihî, Bes. Sep. A. I.

30A. Yesterday: pâfâ, Sak. Martin.


D 16, 17; D 19; D 30; D 39; D 43; M 179; N 110.


mâm, Pang. Belimb.; mâh or mâ, e.g. mok kâbalu or mâ ngok kâbalu,

(Mal. mu tinggal dimana?), "where do you dwell?" Pang. K. Aring; mûi

or muy, ex. mû liêhâ, "where are you?" Pang. Belimb. You (Mal.

èngkau, awak, hang, etc.): démik (N.B. If this is the fuller form, it

probably = tê-mê', and 'mê' when used by itself may be an abbreviation;


[ Cf. Bahnar bu; Stieng mêi; bèi;

Khasi me; Riang mu, mi; Angku

mi, "thou."]


heh; hêh, Sak. Blanj. Clîf; hê, Sem. Clîf; hê; he, Bes. Songs; he,


38. You (sing.): dikau, Temiang; dikpo (dikok), Galang; ko, Tan. Sag.; diko, Or. Laut. Thou or you (sing. and plur.?): kau (kou), Ben. New. You; your: kau punya (kou punia), Ben. New. [Mal. èngkau, dikau, kau]; G 86; H 180; I 5; T 52; T 86.


Young: B 306; B 448; C 102; 106; G 28; M 16; U 20. Young (of animals), the: C 101-106; D 68; W 24. Younger brother: B 413; B 419; B 428; B 448. Younger sister: B 413; B 418; B 428, 429; S 220; V 41. Youngest of a family: C 102; V 40. Your: Y 34; Y 38. Youth, a: B 365; M 16; V 41, 42.
SUPPLEMENTARY LIST

The following words and sentences have not been included in the Comparative Vocabulary. In many cases no translations are available.

Sëmang of Kêdah.
1. baber, apparently = "recently" [v. A 1656].
2. chichöi, e.g. ò' chichöi nayá' pagi [v. 9 infra].
3. hamaleng, apparently a kind of bamboo, e.g. pëdër hamaleng; v. 11 infra.
4. këladeng, apparently = "to wear the nose-quill".
5. kënlok, "married" [7 = M 21; v. A 96].
6. lëmbrem, e.g. yë lembrem purai.
7. mawá, e.g. lëgu mawá.
8. mawong, e.g. ò' sindë nayá' pagi mawong-lah.
9. nayá' (? = Mal. mënayak (?)), e.g. ò' chichöi nayá' pagi, ò' sindë nayá' pëtag, "he (the crocodile) awaits his prey ( ?) at early dawn, he disprots himself in the evening."
10. nguku, name of a species of tree. Mal. sëmáyá (?).
11. pëdër (pr. pëdárr), "over" ( ?) (? = N 19).
12. pëngasoh, e.g. pëngasoh chigar, explained as = tom bôo, "a big water" or "flood."
13. purai [v. 6 supra].
14. sëlëmpah = Mal. sampah, e.g. selut sëlëmpah.
15. sëmë, apparently a kind of bamboo [v. B 28].
16. tëchawog, "to boot" (?).
17. tëchegwong, e.g. ò chichöi tëchegwong lang jëmlol.
18. tëladhud, "to dress for a dance" (?).

Pangan of Tëliang.
19. chentur (pr. chenturr), (? = chthnòtor), e.g. tenaköl ledhud chentur.
20. lengyang [v. S 215].
21. lënisar (pr. lënisarr), e.g. këjoh lënisar.
22. tenwag, e.g. chentur tenwag, këjoh chalag; v. 28 infra.

Pangan of Sai.
23. ampë, e.g. yë suka' k'lang ampë', "I love the sound of the (?)".
24. babar (pr. babarr), e.g. kawau tendol wong babarr.
25. bëlukau (? = jëlukau, 36 infra); v. 33 infra.
26. bio', e.g. kënbié' bio' kë-â.
27. chag (pr. chagg), e.g. chag dog kentu (?)?
28. chalag; v. 22 supra [? = L 115].
29. chalup; v. 37 infra.
30. chiangul, "young shoots" (?).
31. dëkamparr, e.g. tëchedeg pësakau dëkamparr.
32. élápö, e.g. élápö' tëjabus.
33. ewanteng, e.g. ewanteng bëlukau [v. S 25 supra]; ewanteng wanteng ka-wàdd pùmôn leau.
34. hewi, e.g. hewi tëkësseluan.
35. jamì, e.g. kleng jamì ka pinggalong.
36. jëlukau [v. 25 supra and 47, 57 infra].
37. kaku, e.g. chelput kui, kui kakuh.
38. kë-â; v. 26 supra.
39. kënbié'; v. 26 supra.
40. kentu'; v. 27 supra.
41. kespat (or kaspas ?), e.g. tebelyîf kespat kui.
42. lëlayàh (pr. lëlayàh) [v. F 284].
43. pedbôd, "to swallow" (?), e.g. 'gi pedbôd s'ålù [but see A 73, where another meaning is suggested].
44. pengleng, e.g. pengleng kui hamang pi bai.
45. pësakau; v. 31 supra.
46. pinggalong; v. 35 supra.
47. pohod, e.g. pohod mâh jëlukau.
48. pōmōn ; v. 33 supra.
49. sad (πρ. sadd), apparently a kind of root [probably = Y 1], e.g. pi bai sadder pi bai tākob, “go and dig sadd; go and dig for yams.”
50. tangkōs, “to fall from a tree (as a ripe fruit)” (?)=Mal. gugor, e.g. o’ tangkōs lang rengal, “it falls from the end of the spray.”
51. tēbelīt ; v. 41 supra.
52. tējābus ; v. 32 supra.
53. tēkēsēluan ; v. 34 supra.
54. telentor ; tēlentor (πr. tēlentor) ; telentul, e.g. tēlentor batang tēmēn- yusun, “the stem bends (?) as its leaves shoot up” [Mal. lēntor].
55. tēmēn Yusun, “to shoot up (of leaves)” ; v. 54 supra.
56. tēpahot (=47 supra), e.g. lunjan kleng tēpahot.
57. tēpēkong, e.g. tēpēkong jēlukau.
58. tērenjak ; tērenjâ’, e.g. lunjan kleng tērenjak.
59. tīngleng, “to look up” (?), e.g. o’ tingleng, o’ tangkōs lang rengal.
60. tūmēs, e.g. tūmēs kleng tēlōtūtū.

**Pangam of Ulu Aring.**

60a. māh ngog kētū, yē chōp, Mal. sahaya yang pērgi, awak yang tīnggai, “you are going to stay here, I am going away” [cf. S 221].

**Sēmang or Pangam (dialect not specified)** (Skeaf)

61. penguh, “to throw.”

**Maxwell’s Sēmang Dialects.**

64. mā’bo (m’bubu), “to stammer” (?).* Sem. Buk. Max. (Mal. gagap (?)).
65. māchētōh (mchutu), “to gape (noisily),” *Sem. Buk. Max.* (Mal. tēbelāha’).

**Clifford’s Sēnōi.**

68. chē-nērung [probably to be read chē-nērung=chēnōng], no meaning given.
69. chī-lōt9, no meaning given.
70. go-lāpā, no meaning given.

**Sakai of Ulu Tēmbēzing.**

71. chīgār, explained as=tēladas [I do not know this word (?=“waterfall”).

**Sakai of Ulu Chērēs.**

72. jō-rūm (=jērūm), explained as=tēladas [probably = R 29].

**Sakai of Sungai Raya.**

73. banding (bandīn), “to be visible” (?) [= S 75].

**Specimens from De Morgan in “L’Homme” (1885), vol. ii. p. 576 seq.**

74. Formerly I killed a tiger: nu-neng mē nēchchop ni jūkoh (nou-nēh mī nōg-techop ni djou-hok), Sōmang; mat tē aē hēchhok nei māmō (mātē aē chēchhok nei mēmō), Sakai of Krēbū; chānū an pīdān nau māmō (tēhānōu an pīdān nau mēmō), Sakai of Sungai Raya.

75. To-morrow he will eat chicken: sēlōpu-his diop chēchhā mānō (sō- lōpō-his diop tēch-tēchā mā-nou), Sōmang; sīkāl hān (?) chēchhā manōk (sīkāl hān tēch-tēchā manōk), Sakai of Krēbū; hupul hī chēchhā pō (hou-poul hē tēch-tēchā pō), Sakai of Sungai Raya.

76. The chief, perspiring, crosses the mountain like a monkey; tuoh bēkāt chīchēhp jēmēl moī reu (tuoh bōkēt tēchēp-techēp djēmēl moī réu), [no dialect specified, probably Sōmang].

**Words of Various Dialects, extracted from Martin’s “Industämme.”**

77. āgā, “back-basket,” *Sēnōi (?), p. 746 [= B 69].
78. bulū chana (bulū tschiana), “bamboo internode in which rice is cooked,” *Sēnōi, p. 798 [Mal. bulōh, “bamboo” + E 27 (?)].
79. chēntōk (tseinhōtk), “bamboo musical percussion - instrument,”

---

1 De Morgan adds that these sentences are given in the Malay order, which is used by the Sakais, especially in parts where they frequent the Malayans, but that sometimes the verb with its subject is thrown back to the end of the sentence, e.g. “muneng ni jukoh mē nēchchop.” One can also say “muneng mē ni jukoh nēchchop”; but the word indicating the tense always remains at the beginning.

On this I would observe that these syntactical observations await confirmation.
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Sênoi, p. 821 [= Stevens' Sêmang tuntong (toontong)].
80. chikoi moi (tschiok moi), "nose-or-nament (of bamboo, put through the cartilage)," Sênoi, p. 696 [? = C 296 + N 98].
81. chikoi ta (tschiok ta), "ear-cylinder," Sênoi, p. 696 [? = C 296 + E 6].
82. délok, "tobacco-box," Sênoi, p. 798 [? = P 175; see also Q 20 and 89 infra].
85. gâfu, "headband (of bark cloth, mostly of Antirius toxicaria)," Sênoi, p. 692.
86. ganto, "poison-box (of bamboo)," Sênoi, p. 770.
88. hantu dari, "axe-haft," Bêlandas, p. 797 [the expression is Malay, presumably it is the name of the wood, not the haft; ? Mal. hantu, "ghost"; dari, "thorn"];
89. jélok, "poison-box (of bamboo)," Bétsi, p. 770 [= P 172, and see 82 supra].
90. kioi, "clarinet," Sênoi, p. 910.
91. kieb, "yams prepared into a dough and roasted," Sêmang, p. 723.
92. krenor, "bast-beater (of palm-wood)," Sênoi, p. 687.
93. krul, "married women's girdle (of string)," Sênoi (Cerrutti), p. 683.
95. lanchang, "white and black seeds of Coix lacryma" (Mal. kêlai), Bêlandas, p. 699.
96. lat, (1) "ceremonial headband (for men)," (Stevens), p. 694; (2) "women's loincloth," Sênoi of Batang Padang, p. 690 [= E 76].
98. rul, "ceremonial headband (for women)," (Stevens), p. 694.
99. sabaring, species of tree the rind of which is used for making cloth (Favre), p. 688.
100. sêlampet (slampet), species of tree the rind of which is used for making cloth (De la Croix), p. 688.
106. ta-kû, species of tree the rind of which is used for making cloth (Cerrutti), p. 688.
108. ulâ, "trap (to catch rats, etc.)," Sênoi, p. 795.

Miscellaneous Words and Phrases from Skeat's MSS.

Bétsi.

109. akar penurun tupai, and 110. akar samuŋa, two kinds of leaf-charms carried in the quiver.
111. atum, "to trample, to walk along" (Mal. mènit)."bâ,' 'to,' e.g. bâ' ngar, 'for-"wards'; bâ' chêłoň, 'backwards'
112. [A 176].
113. bâ-á', a species of tree (P.Mal. jêla)."babar, "two together," e.g. chok babar, "to go, two together" [T 271].
115. balan, "bridge (?) of the musical instrument called banjeng" [= M 229].
116. bangku malang, "poison vessel" [S 149].
117. bantu, "to assist," e.g. bantu há-"öyn, 'help me!' [Mal. bantu].
118. basong domok, "butt-end of dart" [= B 304].
119. beh hêpoi, "to retard" [W 5].
120. chemeh, name of a plant (?)..
121. chëngat, Mal. mëmpêlas [= M 88].
122. dôi-dôi, "to watch" (Mal. jaga).
123. hиндik, "to shake" (?)
124. jélok, "poison-case" (see 82, 89)
125. jengröh blau, "rod for boring out
knots in the blowpipe bamboo"
[? = B 280 or B 281].
126. juk, "to tear up or tear away.
127. kachek, "to thrust into" (Mal. chachak) [cf. C 296].
128. kâh, "to go out," "to depart," e.g. 'mpai kâh, 'just gone out'
[ = O 65].
129. lâhêh, "bright" [? = L 92].
130. 'mpai lek de' getek, "just got up
from sleep,"
131. 'mpâk or 'mpâ, "civet-cat" [= C 135].
132. nô-ôis, "evening," e.g. arê nô-ôis
[? = A 45, cf. D 28].
133. pandong domok, "stump of a
dart."
134. papë, "three together," e.g. chok papë, "to go, three together" [T 100].
135. pëkong, "ulcer" [Mal. pëkong].
136. pëngkål, "landing place" [= T 213].
137. plët, "arrow-cases in quiver" [= Q 27].
138. pùn, apparently an interjection.
139. tëbong, "mouthpiece of blowpipe" [= B 272]; tëbong lòk, "cap of quiver." 
140. tëgôt, "to break," "to snap" (Mal. putus).
141. tengsáhm, "morning" [= M 179].
142. tih genëï, "thumb"; v. H 15.
143. tom bentöl, "shaft of a dart" [B 151].

_Bêlandas._

144. chëläü, "storm" [= S 478].
145. chabob, "storm." 
146. tabong télà, "quiver for darts" [Q 22].

_De Castelnau's Mantra._

147. chochoin? (tchio-tchoine), explained by Fr. "plumer." 
148. gintel, Fr. "rayer."
GRAMMATICAL NOTES.

The following notes are merely a brief abstract, giving just enough information to make the materials contained in the Comparative Vocabulary intelligible.

Spelling and Phonology.—The greater part of the materials have been spelt by the collectors according to methods based on the system of Romanised Malay which has been more or less generally in use in the Straits Settlements during the last thirty years, and has recently been put into more definite shape and received the sanction of Government approval.

Vowels.—In this system the vowels in use are a, e, i, o, u, and ë, and the diphthongs ai and au.¹ The first five are described as having the Italian values; ë is the indeterminate vowel (something like the English a in villa, attend, German e in Gade, and French e in le, que), and the diphthongs are sounded much as English i in I and ow in cow respectively. Though sufficient for the practical purpose of writing Malay in Roman letters, this system does not adequately represent all the niceties of Malay phonetics. Moreover, “Italian values” is an ambiguous description, e.g. it fails to distinguish between open and close o (and e).

Rather than invent a completely new orthography, I have preferred to follow my sources in adapting this conventional system. For the aboriginal dialects the above vowel-symbols are quite insufficient, and the scheme has to be expanded somewhat as follows:—a, ã, ë, i, ì, o, u, ò, ù, and ë. The approximate equivalents in English for the first seven of these vowels are contained in the English words fur, fair(y), fate, feet, fail, foal, fool; the eighth probably covers several distinct sounds, varying from the sound contained in the English fur, through French feur to French feu, but for the present it has not been found possible to separate these in our materials; ² the ninth is very near the French u, German û; the tenth has already been explained.

Dr. R. J. Lloyd, who has had the advantage of hearing the Sèmang and Pangan songs reproduced phonographically, finds the above vowels ³ in them, except û (which apparently does not occur in these texts), and with the addition of a nasalised vowel, ï (= our ò), which he describes as very like the French vowel in fin, but somewhat less open in articulation. He identifies the ë with French eu in feu, and the ë with the vowel in the English fun. De Morgan distinguishes, as in French, between two kinds of a, one less open than the other; ⁴ it has not been possible to represent this distinction throughout (though it may be correct) as the other collectors have not indicated it.

Long and Short Vowels.—The simple vowels (except ë which is short) can be short or long. In the latter case they are (or should be) marked with the mark

¹ Rarely also ui and oi.
² This vowel is very common in Sèmang and Bésisi, somewhat rare in the other dialects. The next is decidedly rare, but occurs in Sakai and elsewhere.
³ He remarks that the sounds are purer than in English, as in Italian and French.
⁴ He gives a (papa), â (gâteau), ñ (datte, pattie), ñ (nougat).
of length (—) or (Λ); some collectors use the one mark, some the other, and their choice has not been interfered with. When short, these vowels are not so easily distinguished as when long; it is pretty certain that e often does duty for the short form of ē, and o for that of ō. It is doubtful whether the whole series really exists with the short quantities. Nor is it known whether the short vowels agree in quality with the corresponding long ones (as in French) or differ from them in being more open (as in English). Some collectors, besides marking long vowels with a long mark and leaving most short ones unmarked, put a short mark (ˌ) on very short ones (other than e), thus indicating that there are in some dialects three degrees of length. This may very well be the case; but the whole question of quantity requires further minute investigation. It is probable that unmarked vowels in closed syllables are to be regarded as short in almost all cases.

Initial ē (especially before a nasal followed by an explosive) and medial ē (especially between an explosive and a liquid) are sometimes, when it is intended to indicate that the vowel is hardly audible or that the following consonant is really syllabic, represented by some collectors by (').

There is very little difference in sound between the open variety of ō when short and ē, but it is not certain that the two are identical. The latter should not occur in the (accented) final syllable of a word, but ō should be used.

Diphthongs.—Dr. Lloyd finds in the phonographic records the diphthongs ai, au, and ai (which last will generally be found spelt oi in our materials, as in English oil). But there are others, e.g. oi, perhaps also a real oi, closer than ai, ui (and ue), ao (almost, if not quite, the same as au), eu (or ēu), ō (nearly the same as the last), and probably au and ei (which are the English vowel sounds in so and say respectively). The pronunciation of these diphthongs requires no explanation, as it follows from that of their component simple vowels.

It must not be assumed that, in all cases where two vowels follow in succession, they form a diphthong; but it is difficult to be sure when they do and when not. Probably when the second vowel is marked with an accent (of emphasis) they do not, but when the first vowel is so marked they do. Luering observes that in Ulu Kampar Sakai the finals at, ao (our au), oi, and ui are almost pronounced as if the latter vowel had become the consonant y or w respectively. This description leaves no doubt that these are real diphthongs. On the other hand, Clifford’s mode of spelling, e.g. kā-ē, “head,” kā-ē, “language,” seems to indicate that the last word is not a diphthong, even if (which is doubtful) the former is. The word for “head” is in several dialects a real diphthong, but perhaps not in Clifford’s Sēnoi dialect.

Skeat sometimes writes the -i diphthongs with y, to indicate that (like in Ulu Kampar Sakai above) the second half is almost consonantal. Occasionally, to emphasise this fact, he puts the y as a small letter above the line.

The diereesis (‘) is sometimes used over the second vowel (but not when it is o or u)¹ to negative the idea of a diphthong.

Nasalised Vowels.—Some of the vowels can be nasalised. Perhaps the commonest are ā, French an in avant, ē (often written ō)² closer than French in in fin, and ō, more open than French on; but i and ū, corresponding to the ordinary i and u, ē, almost French un, and ō, probably a little closer than French on, also occur. These nasalised vowels are found both in open and closed syllables. The nasalisation appears to be more or less ad libitum: in some cases different speakers pronounce the same word with or without nasalisation. The nasalised vowels are common in Sēmang, Jakun, and Southern Sakai, rare in the other Sakai subdivisions.

¹ I am not sure that some collectors have not inadvertently sometimes used it over o and u.

² Probably there is also a true ō, closer than ē, but the authorities do not distinguish these clearly.
Checked Vowels.—As finals the vowels are frequently found in a checked or abrupt form. There is a rather sudden breaking off of the breath, which is probably checked by contraction of the glottis. In Malay this generally represents a decayed final -k, usually still rendered in writing by -k, -ę, or by the hamzah. In the aboriginal dialects it often appears to be merely the result of the forcible throwing of the accent on to the final vowel. Apparently all the simple vowels (except ę) can be so checked, and the check can come after a long vowel (when so marked), but usually it is after a short one. It is indicated in spelling by the apostrophe (’) after the final vowel. Under the influence of Malay orthography some collectors have indicated it by a -k or -ę. This throws doubt on the genuineness of many of the final k’s in the Vocabulary.

Consonants.—The consonants occurring in native Malay words are the following: -k, g, ng, ch, j, ny, l, d, n, p, b, m, h, y, r, l, s, and w. Ng is the simple sound in English sing, singer (not the compound sound in finger, which is represented by ng); ny is like the French gn, almost the sound written ni in English onion; g is the sound in English give; ch and j are pronounced rather more with the point and less with the blade of the tongue than the English sounds in church and judge, but the difference is not very audible; s is the sound in sin (not in his).

All these consonants occur in the aboriginal dialects. The sonants g, d, b, and the palatals ch, j, ny, which cannot be finals in standard Malay, are often finals in the aboriginal dialects, and accordingly ny has often to be represented by ń. These two symbols are therefore to be considered identical. It has already been observed that final k is to be pronounced as į (contrary to modern standard Malay usage); likewise initial (as well as final) į is to be distinctly, though not harshly, sounded.

It is probable that the pronunciation of some of these sounds varies slightly in different aboriginal dialects. According to Dr. Lloyd, the Sémarang and Pangansan consonants occurring in the text of the songs (k, g, ng, ch, j, l, d, n, p, b, m, h, y, r, l, s, w) are identical with those of the Kélantan and Patani Malay dialect (except that the latter apparently had no w), and, on the same authority, the d and l (and probably the t and n) of this Malay dialect are “dorsal” in articulation, that is, they are produced by the application of the blade of the tongue to the upper teeth, as in French, and not by the application of the tip of the tongue to the upper gums as in English.

The r (in the Patani and Kélantan Malay phonographic records) was well trilled, but the record was not crisp enough to show whether the trill was a tongue-trill like the Scotch, or a uvular trill as in Parisian French. Skeat thought is was commonly uvular. (It is to be observed that there are marked differences between the pronunciation of r in different Malay dialects; in Penang and Kéddah it is far more distinctly guttural than in Malacca.)

In the aboriginal dialects there appear to be several kinds of r. In Sakai Clifford and De Morgan notice two, one of which is apparently not far removed from a clearly trilled English r (formed therefore with the point of the tongue fairly forward in the mouth). The other, which they represent by rr, is apparently like the Parisian or German r, formed in the throat by trilling the uvula. It is apparently somewhat like Arabic ghain ( Ꙁ). In the Jakun and Méntra dialects of Malacca I have noticed an r which appears to be formed by putting the tongue into the position for the French j and then slightly trilling the previous vowel into an -į diphthong.

1 It would seem that the glottal check is sometimes heard before initial vowels (as in German). In the few cases where this has been noted it is represented by (’).

2 The palatals tend to turn the preceding vowel into an -i diphthong.

3 There is yet another symbol: before another palatal the collectors follow the Malay usage in writing n. I have left this unchanged.
the uvula (probably). Anyhow it is a very slightly trilled sound, and in Jakun represents the t of corresponding Malay words. Apparently this is what Newbold means by his s. It is near to Arabic ghain, but not identical. Perhaps it is identical with the sound described by Morgan (in L’Homme) as intermediate between l and r.

In Mëntra there is a voiceless r which I have written rh. It bears the same relation to most r’s that f does to v or wh to w. It represents the Malay r of corresponding words, at least when emphasis is thrown on the syllable in which it occurs. It is probably guttural and very near to the Arabic fricative guttural kh (ක), for Hervey represents it by kk.

Whether the Arabic sound (ක) occurs in the aboriginal dialects is doubtful.

Apparently a strong h (rendered h and kh) like the Arabic h (ه) does occur, as a final, as well as the ordinary h.

Sh, found in Sakai, probably partakes of the peculiar character of ch and j, and is not quite identical with our sh, but less broad, approaching in sound (if not in mode of formation) the German ch (in ich). It often interchanges as a final with s. There is no corresponding voiced letter (zh) in these dialects. Z and f occur very rarely, the latter as a final in Sémang (Newbold’s use of it in Jakun is probably an error for ρ), the former as a very rare initial in Sakai, and habitually for final s in the Galas dialect of Sémang. There is no v: an occasional v given by some collectors is a mistake for u or ω. Ts is a doubtful variant of ch and s. Dz appears as a very rare variant of final d.

Aspirated Consonants.—Unlike Malay, these dialects occasionally aspirate k, t, and ρ. Luering recognised kh and ch in Ulu Kampar Sakai, and in Bésisi (and elsewhere) ρh also occurs. These are real aspirates (compared by Luering to the sounds in “ink-horn,” “anti-hill”) not fricatives like the Arabic kh, Scotch ch, and English th. It is doubtful whether they have a distinct etymological origin or are the mere result of emphatic pronunciation (as in the Irish rendering of English). In Bésisi I believe I have heard the same word pronounced with an ordinary and an aspirated consonant, apparently ad tikitum. Such combinations as hκ, ʰm are probably syllabic and to be pronounced hdm, kdm, etc.

Checked or Half-Consonants.—Sometimes final consonants are checked in the utterance: there is no off-glide, only the first half of the consonant is heard. These have been represented by small letters above the line. They are hard to distinguish from one another (hence the curious mutations of final -κ, -τ, -ρ, in the various dialects) and from the glottal stop which closes the checked or abrupt vowels. I do not know whether Miklucho-Maclay, by his softly pronounced finals, means these checked consonants or (as Schmidt considers) palatalised or mouillé ones.

Doubled Final Consonants.—In Sémang Skeat often doubles the final consonant of (accented?) syllables to indicate that, as in English, it was (as he heard it) strongly pronounced and prolonged. (The preceding vowel is probably always short in such cases.)

Disintegrated Nasals.—In addition to the ordinary nasal consonants ng, ny (ȵ), n, and m, there are found (as finals) sounds which may perhaps best be described as consisting of a checked or half-consonant which, instead of breaking off, turns into the corresponding nasal. Thus the Sênoi word tôm, “hand,” as pronounced by Clifford in my hearing, begins as if one were going to say the English word Turk (in standard southern English, not Scotch, pronunciation); and the half-finished k is changed into a ng, which is not, however, a separate syllable. Apparently the proper position of the mouth is taken up, and a sound is formed, before the nasal passage is opened, instead of these two movements being simultaneous as in the ordinary nasals. These latter interchange with the disintegrated nasals, which are evidently sometimes directly due to emphasis.
The intrusive half-consonant (as I consider it) appears to vary in force in different dialects, so that while some collectors (especially in Sémang and Bésisi) have written, e.g., *-ng* or *-ng*, others (especially in Sénoi) have written *-kn*; 1 the nasal part of the consonant seeming to dwindle till, e.g. in some Sakai dialects, only a simple *k* is left.

Thus there is a regular series of variants *ng*, *mng*, *kng*, *kn* (really *kn*), *k*, and similarly for *n* and *m*. I have left these different spellings unchanged, as they may represent slight differences of sound. The disintegrated *ny* (n) sometimes strikes the observer as *ny*, *ny*, or *ny*, sometimes as *ngn* (a palatalised *ng*).

Etymologically these disintegrated nasals usually represent the Malay and Mon-Khmer ordinary nasals.

The habit of disintegrating the nasals is by no means confined to the aboriginal dialects of the Peninsula. The Dayaks of Western Borneo are said 2 to use *kn*, *tn*, and *pm* for the *ng*, *n*, and *m* of the corresponding Malay words. Both there and in the Peninsula these peculiar nasals appear to be a product of careless, slovenly articulation.

In some of Emeric's words the disintegrated nasal represents the simple explosive of the typical Mon-Khmer and aboriginal form, and it may be doubted whether his rendering is always strictly correct.

Accent.—The data with regard to accent and emphasis are very meagre. De Morgan prints the strongly accented part of a word in clarendon and the rest in ordinary type, except "very short" syllables, which he prints in italics. 3 Most collectors fail to mark the accentuated syllable, but it will often be found indicated by an acute accent (') in the spelling I have adopted. As a rule, the accent in all the aboriginal dialects appears to fall on the final syllable. This is most marked, however, in Sakai, 4 where the final syllable is apparently the real root of the word, but the tendency is also traceable in Jakun, even in words of Malay affinity. This is contrary to Malay usage, but, as in Achinese and Cham, is probably due to Mon-Khmer influence.

In Sémang the accent is much weaker than in Sakai, perhaps even weaker than in Malay. Dr. Lloyd remarks that in the Negrito songs the same word sometimes appears in different places with a different accentuation. Although, as in Sakai (with which Sémang has so many words of Mon-Khmer affinity in common), the accent in Sémang is usually on the final syllable, yet in some other dissyllables and polysyllables Sémang accents the penultimate, and apparently in many cases the stress is almost evenly distributed, much as in French and Japanese.

General Characteristics.—Sakai has relatively more monosyllabic or quasi-monosyllabic words (of the iambic type, with the accent on the final syllable) than either Sémang or the Jakun dialects, another instance of the closer approximation of Sakai to the Mon-Khmer type. It is also harsher, more consonantal, and apparently more emphatically pronounced.

There is no evidence of the use of tones in these dialects to differentiate

---

1 The small *n* is, of course, merely a conventional symbol for nasisation, and stands for *ng*, *n*, or *m*, as the case may be.
2 J. I. A. vol. ii. p. xlix, where it is also stated that these Dayaks use *ng* for Malay *ngg* (as do the aborigines of the south of the Peninsula, who also have *n* for *nd* and *m* for *mb*).
3 Vaughan-Stevens also puts some letters in italics, but whether to indicate shortness of quantity, absence of accent, or what else, appears to be unexplained.
4 The monosyllabism of pronunciation in Sakai insisted on by Clifford (but not by other collectors) is probably to be connected with the prevalent tendency to accentuate the last syllable, which thus acquires more relative importance, and (to a person familiar with the normal Malay accentuation) suggests a splitting of the word into two monosyllables.
words of otherwise similar sound, but much the same effect is produced by
means of their very delicate vowel differentiation and their numerous range of
final consonants.

**Word-Structure.**—On this point see p. 447, supra, so far as words of Mon-
Khmer affinity are concerned. Typical Séman and Jakun words do not lend
themselves so readily to the analysis there indicated.

The precise import of the prefixes and infixes, as well as their number and
origin, require further investigation. The common verbal prefixes are Séman
*ma-*, Sakai *dm-* (*dm-*), *n*-,*n*-+a consonant anticipating the final consonant of
the root (this last seems to be typical of Northern Sakai, but appears also to
occur in Séman, and may be of Séman origin), *ki-*, *ki-*, and Bésisi *ka-*. *Pa-
* (with its variants *pi-*, *pê-*, etc.) and *ta-* (*tan-*, *tê-*, *teng-*) in several dialects form
causal and sometimes transitive verbs. In Bésisi *na-* and *ta-* form adjectival and
adverbial demonstratives. There appear to be many other prefixes.

The commonest infixes are *-ém-* (*-am-*, *-um*) and *-in-* (*-in-*, *-an-*). It is
curious that these (like some of the prefixes) are common to the Mon-Khmer and
Malayo-Polynesian families, still more curious that Séman and Northern Sakai
frequently use the *-in-* infix in words of Malayan affinity, though it is as good as
non-existent in Malay itself.

The Jakun dialects use Malayan prefixes and suffixes, not, however, always
absolutely identical with their ordinary Malay forms: *meng-* is sometimes re-
presented by *ma-*, *ber-* by *ba-*, *di-* is not necessarily passive in Jakun.

Reduplication and repetition (regular and with variations) are frequently used
as modes of word-formation in the aboriginal dialects.

Apart from these methods of formation, words undergo no changes of form;
such matters as gender, number, person, tense, mood, voice, etc., have to be
determined, when necessary, by the help of separate auxiliary words, while the
relations of words to one another in a sentence is to a great extent defined by
their syntactical order.

**Parts of Speech and Syntax.**—The parts of speech are not divided by hard
and fast lines: many words can be used in several different capacities, the
syntactical order showing in what capacity they appear. But a word may be
felt to be primarily of one part of speech. Thus the words used to determine
gender are normally used as adjectives, being put after the name of the person or
animal whose gender is to be defined; but words describing a thing as big or
small (adult or young) of its kind, being the equivalents for “mother” and
“child,” are primarily substantives and usually prefixed, though they may on
occasion be put in apposition to (and then follow) the generic name (F 255:
258; H 14, 15; W 27-30).

The leading rule of syntax is that the word indicating the chief object of
thought is put first and is followed immediately by the words which qualify or
define it. Thus attributive adjectives, and substantives used as adjectives, follow
the substantive they qualify. The instances are very numerous throughout the
Vocabulary and the relations very various: e.g. the second substantive may give
the specific differentia, the description by location or ownership or particular
purpose or some leading peculiarity, etc. Personal pronouns put after a sub-

---

1 Séman takes such a concrete view of the verb that it often represents the
subject (already expressed by a substantive) afresh by means of a pronoun
immediately preceding the verb (A 182; B 59; B 228). So, too, in
giving the equivalent of a Malay verb (which is abstract and impersonal) a
Séman will generally prefix *ya-* or *j*, the pronoun of the 1st or 3rd person,
to the verb itself.

2 *E.g.* B 89; F 116; F 122, 123; W 9; W 14; W 18.

3 *E.g.* kom (C 48) forms a sort of passive.

4 This includes the numerous uses of the genitive (or possessive) and also
apposition.
stantive represent our possessive pronouns. The demonstrative pronouns "this" and "that," when qualifying a substantive, follow it like other adjectives.

If an adjective is defined by a substantive, restricting its reference to a particular sphere, the same rule is observed (B 243; B 325; M 107).

Like most Far Eastern languages the aboriginal dialects of the Peninsula often annex to their numerals certain words which roughly express the genus (or some general characteristic) of the things enumerated. The numeral and this numeral coefficient then go closely together and form an inseparable word group, which may either follow (F 283) or precede (N 115) the substantive that represents the things enumerated (see the references collected at N 115). Apparently the use of these coefficients is not obligatory (as in Chinese) but optional (as in Mon). Occasionally the mere numeral is put directly before (M 136) and sometimes after (T 170) the substantive.

In general the subject (with its qualifying words, if any) comes first and precedes the verb, which in its turn precedes the object (direct or indirect, or both, in that order; A 116), or the instrumental (S 496) or locative (R 63) or agent (if the verb has a passive sense; C 52; F 118).

But occasionally the predicate, whether an adjective (B 202; G 111; R 125; R 139; U 18) or verb (C 142; F 10; F 54) is treated as the leading idea and put first.1 Very rarely is the object thus thrown forward (C 166; K 5; M 76). Adverbs are apparently allowed a good deal of latitude as regards their position: they sometimes stand first in the sentence (Q 5), or before the verb (A 177; B 94), or after it (A 162). When they affect an adjective (or another adverb) they sometimes precede (H 153), but more often follow it (V 10; V 12, 13). Prepositions precede the word with which they are in special relation. Conjunctions hardly occur, and though there is a complicated array of demonstrative and interrogative pronouns and pronominal adjectives and adverbs, there appear to be in Sakai and Sémang no true relatives.

1 In interrogative sentences inversion appears to be common.
GROUP OF SEMANG OR PANGAN AT JARUM, KEDAH-RAMAN BORDER.

SEMANG OF SIONG, KEDAH.
SKULL OF SEMANG SKELETON, AS VIEWED FROM ABOVE.
Procured at Ulu Siong, Kedah.

SKULL OF SEMANG SKELETON—SIDE VIEW.
Belonging to skeleton procured at Ulu Siong, Kedah.
PERAK.

Semang of Grit (or Janing).

Hume.

Semang of Grit (or Janing).

Hume.
PERAK.

Semang of Grit (or Janing).

Hume.

Semang of Grit (or Janing).
TWO SEMANG OF Gritt, WITH EUROPEAN, N. PERAK.

SEMANG OF Gritt, NORTH PERAK.
Sakai of Kerbu or Korbu, Perak.
ULU BERANG, PERAK. A VERY OLD SAKAI.

Asked his age, he said, pointing to some very big durian trees, “When these durian trees were planted I was a little boy.”
The Batin's eldest son, Sungei Ledong, near Kuala Seleih, Ulu Klang.
GROUP AT PRA' LANTEI, KLANG.

WOMEN AT PRA' LANTEI, KLANG.
Group at Ayer Itam on the Klang River above Damansara, half-way between Damansara and Kuching.
Sakai at Lepoh, Ulu Langat.
GROUP AT DUSUN TUA, KAJANG, SELANGOR.
Aborigines drawn up in "War" formation (!), at Jugra, Kuala Langat.

This photograph is included on account of its technical excellence as a photograph; it need hardly be observed that this particular grouping is due to the Europeans present, and is entirely at variance with the methods of the aborigines themselves.
GROUP OF BLANDAS, KUALA LANGAT.

Taken on the right bank of the Langat River in Selangor, a few miles above Jugra.
The woman in the centre is gracefully draped, but in a most unusual manner.

PAHANG.

GROUP OF JAKUN, WITH CHIEF ON EXTREME RIGHT, KUANTAN.
Jakun of Kuantan, Pahang, sitting down, with Chief holding Blowpipe of the rare Kuantan Pattern.

(See p. 326, ante.)
ABORIGINAL WOMAN SUPPOSED TO BE SEVENTY YEARS OLD,
KUANTAN, PAHANG.
GROUP OF ULU JELAI SAKAI, PAHANG, A TRIBE OF pure SAKAI TYPE.
Group of Aborigines, Ulu Klu, Pahang.
MAN, WIFE, AND CHILD, JAKUN TYPE, HILLS NORTH OF SEREMBAN, SUNGEI UJONG.

A JUKRAH (SUBORDINATE CHIEF), HILLS NORTH OF SEREMBAN, SUNGEI UJONG.
A Group of Jakun, Ulu Batu Pahat, Johor.
ULU BATU PAHAT, JOHOR.
Three Jakun Boys, Ulu Batu Pahat, Johor.
RUBBINGS FROM BESISI AND BLANDAS BLOWPIPES.

Note.—These rubbings are taken from blowpipes in the Skeat Collection at Cambridge, which are there labelled S.I.A., S.I.B., etc. Here for the purpose of identification only the differentiating letter is recorded. Nos. 5 and 14 (and perhaps No. 7) represent the Lotong monkey.

I should perhaps explain that these rubbings were made for me some two or three years back by the kind favour of the Archaeological Museum authorities at Cambridge, and that they are here included as likely to be of some assistance to future investigators. At the time of going to press, I have just received rubbings of the three Semang blowpipes since added to the collection. Two of these three are decorated with concentric ringlines only (like the Semang arrows). The third also has chevrons roughly indicated by dotted lines.

1, 3, B; 4, 5, C; 6, F
Rubbings from Besisi and Rlandas Blowpipes.

Note.—These rubbings are taken from blowpipes in the Skeat Collection at Cambridge, which are there labelled S.I.A., S.I.B., etc. Here for the purpose of identification only the differentiating letter is recorded.

7, F; 8, G; 9, H; 10, I; 11, 12, 13, J.
RUBBINGS FROM BESISI AND BLANDAS BLOWPIPES.

Note.—These rubbings are taken from blowpipes in the Skeat Collection at Cambridge, which are there labelled S.I.A., S.I.B., etc. Here for the purpose of identification only the differentiating letter is recorded.

14, 15, 16, J; 17, 18, 19, 20, K.
RUBBINGS FROM BESISI AND BLANDAS BLOWPINES.

Note.—These rubbings are taken from blowpipes in the Skeat Collection at Cambridge, which are there labelled S.I.A., S.I.B., etc. Here for the purpose of identification only the differentiating letter is recorded.

N.B.—No. 30 is a drawing to show the pattern of No. 29, which, as in some other of these blowpipe decorations, is so faintly incised as to be very difficult to reproduce distinctly.

1, 22, K; 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, L; 28, 29, 30, 31, M.
RUBBINGS FROM BESISI AND BLANDAS BLOWPIPES.

Note.—These rubbings are taken from blowpipes in the Skeat Collection at Cambridge, which are there labelled S.I.A., S.I.B., etc. Here for the purpose of identification only the differentiating letter is recorded.

32, M: 33, 34, 35, 36, Q: 37, 38, 39, R: 40, S.
RUBBINGS FROM BENSI AND BLANDAS BLOWPIPES.

_Note._—These rubbings are taken from blowpipes in the Skeat Collection at Cambridge, which are there labelled S.I.A., S.I.B., etc. Here for the purpose of identification only the differentiating letter is recorded.

41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, V, W.

Skeat Collection.
INDEXES.
INDEX OF SUBJECTS

Abandonment of goods, i. 502, 505
Abbreviated titles, list of, i. p. xxv
Abbreviations, ii. 495
Abduction, punishment for, i. 497
Abulation, ceremonial, ii. 15, 16
Abnormalities, i. 69
Aboriginal element in Malays, i. 41
Abortion, ii. 23
Accent, musical, i. 129
Accuracy of blowpipe, i. 299, 305
Acid fruits as seasoning, i. 123
Adultery, i. 501; ii. 56, 59, 64, 65, 66, 78, 81, 84
Adze, i. 304
Æolian harp, see Wind-organ
Affection, i. 528
Age at marriage, ii. 64, 75
Agriculture, Mantra, i. 365
Air demons, ii. 245
Amazon, ii. 282
Ampallang, i. 592
Amulets, i. 141, 146, 153, 160; ii. 201, 328. See also Charms
Angling, i. 205, 210, 218
Animal myths, ii. 188, 221, 293, 324
Animals and durian, i. 339; scaring, 344, 351; songs about, ii. 147 sq.; helpful, 340
Ant-heap ceremony, see Mound
Ant pattern, i. 479
Antiaris, i. 143, 263; poison, 284 sq., 300, 311
Antidotes, i. 267, 287, 294
Anvil, i. 248, 384
Ape demon, charm against, i. 473; ii. 246
Ape pattern, i. 474
Apes, man’s origin from, ii. 344
Aphrodisiacs, ii. 60
Archaisms in Taboo language, ii. 423
Areas, tribal, i. 43, etc.; linguistic, ii. 387, 391, 400
Argus pheasant, catching, i. 217; charm against, 473; pattern, 474, 477; ii. 6
Arm-bands, i. 140 sq., 145

Armlets, i. 152
Arrow, i. 204, 271, 273 sq., 276; feathering, 271, 274, 277; decoration of, 275
Arrow heads, detachable, i. 272
Arrow poison, i. 272, 279, 284
Arrow release, i. 253; Orang Laut, 336; ii. 371
Arrow shaft, i. 271
Arsenic, i. 311, 334
Art, i. 395 sq.
Arts and crafts, i. 374 sq.
Assonance in songs, ii. 129
Authority in house, i. 513
Avoidance, ii. 63, 203, 204
Awning, boat, i. 198

Babies, ii. 6; see also Child, Infants
Bachelorhood, ii. 49
Bachelor’s hut, i. 86
Bachelors’ sleeping place, i. 64, 78
Bags, i. 389; matwork, 382; decoration of, 390
Bait, i. 217
Bamboo pillows, i. 185, 190; vessels, 113, 130; tube, fire apparatus, 114; tobacco tube, 117; shoots, a food, 118; cooking vessel, 121; water vessel, 128; combs, 149; pin, 156; bed, 173, 181; hut, 182; scoop, 205; tubes, 216, 296, 312; weapons, 247; knife, 269; ii. 18; quiver, 273, 278; shoot pattern, 276; tray, 284, 285, 299, 301; spear blade, 296; scarecrow, 357; raft, 383, 387; charm tubes, 437; music, ii. 121; Princess, 343
Bamboo Wray, i. 261, 281
Banana leaf as nose-pin, i. 157
Bananas as food, i. 118
Bangong song, i. 670
Banishment, i. 502, 506
Barbican, i. 173
Barbs, arrow, i. 271 sq.
Bark-cloth girdle, i. 139, 140, 150; dress,
INDEX OF SUBJECTS

Books, lost, ii. 346
Bow, i. 202, 270, 297 sq.; use of, 251; names for parts, 271; description of, 272; range of, 279; how held, 337
Bowl, wooden, i. 383
Bowstring, i. 271, 273, 280
Brass ornaments, i. 153
Breast, i. 69; magical pattern on, 419; paint, ii. 47
Bridge of guitar, ii. 124; of dead, 187, 208, 217, 300
Buceros, ii. 223
Buprestes, as food, i. 118 n.
Burial ceremonies, i. 95; ii. 89 sq.; bamboos, i. 409, 460; customs, ii. 245
Butt of dart, 283, 298, 306, 310, 317, 334
Calendar, i. 393
Campbor, i. 225, 232, 234; language, ii. 414
Camping, i. 173 n.
Cane girdle, i. 139 sq.; ring, 299; wedge, 307
Cannibalism, i. 54, 566, ii. 285; penal, i. 501 n.
Canoe, capacity of, i. 372, 393; race for bride, ii. 79
Caoutchouc, i. 229
Cap, quiver, i. 258 n., 324, 327
Cassava as food, i. 120
Casting nets, i. 210, 219
Catch crops, i. 117, 361
Cat magic, i. 418
Caul demon, i. 606; ii. 15
Cave dwellings, i. 168, 173
Censer, i. 345
Census of 1901, i. 38, 577
Cephalic index, i. 28 n., 34, 44-46, 573, 582
Character, i. 525, 526, 535, 542, 551, 558
Charcoal, use of, ii. 35, 36
Charm necklaces, bracelets, etc., i. 141, 146, 153; for monkeys, 215; honey, 230; arrow feathers as, 277, 278; for feathers, 278; leaf, 314; patterns, Semang, 409, Sakai, 415; 419; tube, 423; tube pattern, 436, 617; against vermin, 476; against ants, 479; ii. 125, 204; against tigers, 260; cholera, 478
Charred sticks as charm, i. 437; ii. 59
Cheating, i. 526, 528
Cheeks, i. 576
Cheerfulness, i. 525, 536, 551
Chevron pattern, i. 472
Chevronoid song, i. 642
Chiefs, i. 494 sq., 500, 505, 510, 511, 513, 516, 520
INDEX OF SUBJECTS

Chief's hut, i. 183
Child, carrying, ii. 11, 12, 19, 24
Child, feeding, i. 111, ii. 19; marriage, ii. 75
Child-beariing period, ii. 11
Children, treatment of, i. 528 n.; ii. 19, 24; bathing song, i. 669
Chillies as seasoning, i. 121
Chin, i. 576, 583, 589
Chindweh (or chindwai) pattern, ii. 51; see Love charms
Cholera demon, ii. 288; charm, 478
Chopper, i. 269
Chorus, ii. 138
Cicada, ii. 210
Circumcision, ii. 34, 40, 50
Civet cat pattern, i. 418
Civilisation, visits to, i. 540
Clans, ii. 62
Classification of quiver patterns, i. 440; of patterns, 464
Clay pellets for blowpipe, i. 259, 304
Cleaning-rod for blowpipe, i. 310
Cleanliness, i. 85, 532
Cleatings, i. 343, 346, 366; not made, 373; spell for, 706, 714
Climbing, i. 50, 62, 85, 92
Clothing, i. 65, 93, 191
Cloud pattern, i. 474
Clouds, ii. 207
Club house, see Bachelor's hut, Communal hut, Long house
Coconut drinking vessel, i. 113; water carrier, 195; mythical poisonous, ii. 315
Collecting poison, i. 284, 290, 300, 302, 312, 332
Colour vision, Semang, i. 48
Combs, magic, i. 148, 156, 492; 165, 396 sq.; patterns, 420 sq., 606 sq.; buried with women, 424; making, 424; work of men, 424; names of parts, 426
Commensality, i. 110, 116, 124, 129, 355; as marriage ceremony, ii. 57
Communal hut, i. 171, 177, 182; property, 504
Condiments, i. 128
Conscription of goods, ii. 79
Contracts, i. 502
Cooking, i. 112, 120, 126 n.; vessels, 120; by men, 135; fish, 214; stones, 248
Copper rings, i. 163
Coral rings, i. 158
Cork tree song, i. 667
Corpse, laying out, ii. 97, 98, 102; marking with cross, ii. 102
Council of chiefs, i. 515
Courtship, i. 676; ii. 61, 69
Crabs' legs in necklace, i. 165
Cradle, ii. 7
Crafts, i. 374 sq.
Cramp spell, i. 695
Craniology, see Cephalic index
Creation, ii. 336, 344; myth, 475
Creepcr pattern, i. 480
Crime, i. 497, 500, 506, 512, 515, 518
Cripple, ii. 4
Crocodile as food, i. 125; song, 649; ii. 27
Cross-hatching on combs, i. 435
Crystal rings, i. 163
Cucumber-seed pattern, i. 419
Cultivation, i. 93, 338 sq., 365; communal, 504
Culture, Semang, summary of, i. 53-54;
Sakai, summary of, 64-66; Jakun, summary of, 93-95; of Semang, Andamans, and Philippines, 586; Mon-Annam, ii. 449; and language, 470
Cups, coconuts as, i. 132
 Customs of Semang, Andamans, Philippines, i. 587
Cynotrichi, use of term, i. 37
Dagger, i. 269
Daily life, i. 384, 388, 391
Dance, i. 95; ii. 126, 137, 169; wand, i. 145; at rice feasts, 364; names of, 364; dress, 364; ii. 118, 131; mimetic, ii. 119
Dart, blowpipe, i. 257, 282, 298, 310, 327, 330; marks on, 286, 331; making, 331
Day, divisions of, i. 393
Death, origin of, ii. 337
Death-wind, ii. 218
Debt, i. 503, 519
Decoration of body, ii. 28
Decorative art, i. 395 sq.
Decorum, Sakai, i. 122 n.
Deer as food, i. 135; hunts, 221; magic, 417; slot pattern, 417; song, 639
Deformities, i. 49, 105
Deities, ii. 177 sq.
Demon, expelling, i. 366, ii. 26 (see also Exorcism); Huntsman, 245, 303; Sakai, 282
Demons, ii. 181 sq., 234, 238, 241 sq.; 247, 301 sq., 322, 360, 477
Depilation, i. 148, 164
Descent, rule of, ii. 63, 87
Destruction of mankind, ii. 236
Dialects, Sakai, 396 sq.; Jakun, ii. 403 sq.
Dibble, i. 348, 350, 372
Dibbling, i. 343, 372
Diorite implements, ii. 444 n.
Diseases of aborigines, i. 100-106; cause of, 421; magic against, 421, 480; as punishment, ii. 59; origin of, 212
INDEX OF SUBJECTS

Dishes, i. 116, 122
Divination, ii. 154 n., 200, 287, 306
Diving, i. 224
Divorce, ii. 65, 78, 81, 83
Dog, i. 192, 193, 204, 214, 221, 314 n.; hunting, 207, 215, 220, 224; breeding, 373
Doom myth, ii. 347
Doublets and taboo language, ii. 405
Dragon combat, ii. 155 n.; in eclipse, 203; 235
Drama, dance, ii. 132
Draughtsmanship, i. 402
Dream as omen, i. 365; ii. 23
Dreams, ii. 201, 261, 357
Dress, i. 53, 137 sq.; dance, 364; ceremonial, ii. 118, 124, 136; of magician, 250
Drinking, method of, i. 110; vessels, 110, 113, 132
Drought, charm against, i. 476
Drum, ii. 117, 124, 136, 139, 142, 168
Dug-outs, i. 390
Durian, i. 93, 123, 132, 134, 136, 339, 369 sq.; trees, price of, 370
Dwarfs, rarity of, i. 100
Dying, farewell song to, i. 705

Eagle, ii. 236
Eaglewood, i. 225, 239
Ear, flowers, grass in, i. 155; boring, 159; ii. 33, 39, 51
Early rising, i. 384
Earrings, i. 150, 156
Ears, i. 49, 69
Ear-studs, i. 159; ii. 39
Earth, shape of, i. 239, 286, 292, 476; origin of, 286; not solid, 356
Earth demon, charm against, i. 358; god, 365, 371; mother, ii. 210
Ebony, i. 239
Eclipse, ii. 203, 298, 319, 320
Eggs, as food, i. 118
Election of Batin, i. 517
Elements, linguistic, unidentified, ii. 462
Elephant, as food, i. 126; hunting, 202, 206; scarving, 344; song, 635; taboo, ii. 132, 260; myths, 221; 293; stone, 294
Emblems on combs, i. 434
Emotions, expression of, Semang, i. 52
Endurance, i. 50, 52, 64, 87
Etiquette of rice feasts, i. 353, 356
Europeans, knowledge of, i. 559
Evil eye, i. 162
Exchange of wives, ii. 76, 121
Exogamy, local, ii. 63, 87; 84, 86
Exorcism, i. 695; ii. 49, 230, 252 sq., 257, 288, 295

Eyes, i. 35, 48, 69, 84, 574, 599; shape of, 30, 61
Eyelashes, i. 61

Fabulous tribes, i. 23; ii. 281
Face, see Physiognomy
Face paint, ii. 8, 45 sq., 51
Face painting, origin of, ii. 281
Family, i. 504, 512; size of, ii. 7
Fan-palm hatch, i. 182

Fasciculi Malayenses, note on, by Dr. W. L. H. Duckworth, i. 96, 601
Fattening game, i. 215
Feast, fishing, i. 214; birth, ii. 23
Feasts, ii. 117 sq., 124, 143, 169
Feathering of arrows, i. 271, 274, 277, 278

Fecundity, ii. 7, 11, 24
Feet, i. 49, 62, 85
Felling trees, i. 339, 344
Fermented liquor, ii. 144
Fern shoots as food, i. 118; pattern, ii. 47; seed in magic, 56
Ficus bark cloth, i. 376 n.
Filing teeth; see Tooth
Fillet, head, i. 156, 166
Filter, bark, i. 456
Fine, i. 497, 506, 507, 515
Fire, family, i. 178; at night, 185; ceremonial, 347, 362; sign for, 473; as counter charm, ii. 17, 20; in magic, 18, 20, 25, 213; race round, 82; at grave, 110, 116; 188
Firearms, i. 251
Firebrand myth, ii. 212
Fire-drill, i. 119 n.
Fire-making, i. 111, 113, 119, 124, 127
Fire-rope, i. 133
Fire-saw, i. 114
Firstborn, ii. 4; death of, 24
Fish food, i. 113, 131, 135; drying, 205; spear, 205, 335; poisoning, 206, 211, 213; dam, 209, 211; fence, 211, 223; trap, 211, 223, 419; cooking, 214; scale pattern, 418, 482; fence pattern, 473; charm against, 476; souls of, ii. 5; taboo, 21; trap song, i. 668; ii. 162
Fishing, i. 200 sq., 205, 209, 213, 217, 218, 223

Fishing feast, i. 214
Fishing-hut, i. 210, 211
Fishing-rod, i. 205
Flint and steel, i. 111, 114
Flesh-food, i. 131
Float, i. 195
Flood, ii. 186, 219; cf. 339, 356
Floor, raised, i. 182, 196
Flooring, i. 184
Flowers worn, i. 147, 385; in hair, 155, 163 n.; lightning-carrying, 454
INDEX OF SUBJECTS

Flower theory of art, i. 396
Flute, ii. 123, 135, 142
Flying fox song, i. 657; ii. 191
Foot, i. 48, 60, 602
Folklore, ii. 173 sq.
Food, i. 87, 109 sq., 112, 117, 122; mode of taking, 110; distribution of, 126 n.; preparation of, 127; taboos, 134; ii. 226, 260; taboos of mother, ii. 11, 21; children's, 19; burial of, 92, 94, 116
Footprints, i. 50; huge, ii. 284, 366
Forehead, i. 576
Forest, mode of clearing, i. 342
Forest pattern, i. 489
Forge, Besisi, i. 390
Forging arrow-point, i. 271; iron, 383
Foster child, ii. 27
Fowling, i. 93, 209, 216
Fowls as food, i. 116; not eaten, 135, 136
Fringe, leaf, i. 139, 142 sq., 150; grass, 150; fungus, 382
Frogs as food, i. 118 n.; and rain, 479; pattern, 480
Frontiers, linguistic, ii. 412
Fruit as food, Mantra use of, i. 118, 126 n., 127 n.; stones, 338; gathering, 342, 360; food of Orang Laut, 372; charm on bamboo, 485; song, 627; ii. 128, 157
Fumigation of planting sticks, i. 350
Fungi as food, i. 118
Fungus bracelets, i. 144, 152; girdle, 138, 142, 151, 380; ligature, 146; tigress milk, ii. 4
Furniture, see Pillow
Gabang song, i. 663
Gable, slope of, i. 187
Gadong in poison, i. 289, 293, 301, 319
Gait of Semang, i. 50, 62, 69
Gambier plants, i. 368
Game, preparation of, i. 123; bag of, 213; fence, 213, 221
Games, i. 64, 75
Gardens, i. 117
Geometrical patterns, i. 402
Gestation, ii. 8
Gestures, Semang, i. 52
Ghost, ii. 111, 114
Giants, ii. 282, 284
Gibbon song, i. 646
Ginger, use of, i. 123; song, ii. 129
Girdle, i. 138 sq., 150; of quiver, 299
Gods, i. 54; ii. 177; see also Kari, Ple, Tuhan, etc.
Gourds as food, i. 118
Grain food, adoption of, i. 111; earliest, 340
Grammar, Mon-Khmer, ii. 446
Granary, i. 171, 179, 342
Grass girdle, i. 60
Grater, stick, for food, i. 115
Grave, ii. 91, 97, 99, 104; offering at, 92 sq.; objects in, 92, 96, 111, 112, 116 sq.; rice sown on, 109; demon, i. 709; ii. 244
Greeting after rice feast, i. 356
Gutta, i. 225; procuring, 233
Gutta-percha, i. 323
Gutta taban, i. 233, 239
Habitations, i. 54, 65, 94, 168 sq. See also Houses, Huts
Hair, i. 31, 34 sq., 46, 58, 67, 79, 92, 147, 573 sq., 591, 599; character, classification by, 36; washing the, 155; flowers in, 155; care of, 159, 161; Duckworth on, 584; of corpse, combing, ii. 102
Hairpin, i. 192
Hairy people, ii. 282
Hall, tribal, i. 189
Hallux, curve of, i. 49
Hammer, stone, i. 249
Hammock, child's, ii. 11
Hands, i. 49, 62, 85
Harp, bamboo, ii. 118, 123, 134, 139, 142, 168
Harpoon, i. 205
Harvests, number of, i. 344; magic before, 351
Hatchet, i. 250, 269
Hawk's-eyes pattern, i. 276, 417, 418
Head measurements, i. 44, 56; shaving, 53, 146, 148, 164; ii. 16, 32; dress of men, i. 146, 148, 154; ii. 143; bands, i. 147, 149; ii. 12; scratcher, i. 165; band patterns, 472, 625; of victim, ii. 228
Health, i. 190
Hearing, i. 49, 61, 85
Hearth, i. 114, 119, 124, 128, 184, 192
Heat, endurance of, i. 52
Height, i. 43, 56, 69, 72, 81, 90-91
Herbal remedies, ii. 353
Hieroglyphics, charm, i. 624
Hill rice, i. 342; pattern, 488
Hillock pattern, i. 486
Hips, child on, ii. 12
Historical traditions, ii. 264, 302, 333, 341, 344, 355, 364, 372
History and language, ii. 467
Hog hunting, i. 220, 224
Honesty, i. 526, 527, 559
Honey, i. 132, 229, 230, 231; charm, 230
Honeycomb, i. 133
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT</th>
<th>PAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hornbill ring, skulls, magic</td>
<td>158, 184, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horticulture, i. 348, 357, 359</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitality, i. 534, 585</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hostility of Malays, i. 530</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houses, plan of, on bamboo, description, i. 478, 684</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunting, i. 200 sq., 206, 211, 214, 219</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>customs, ii. 223</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husband, duties of, a success, ii. 20, authority of, 64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husking rice, i. 351</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huts, i. 63, 94, 169, 172, 198, 586 sq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree, ladder, 63, type, evolution of, 170, 186, 191</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leaf, 189</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burial, ii. 180, soul, 108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idol (?), ii. 374</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Images, wooden, ii. 374</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implements, i. 242 sq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvisation, i. 685, ii. 168</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incense in death ceremony, ii. 98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incised patterns, i. 425, 426</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incision, ii. 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incubation, i. 455</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence, i. 528</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infanticide, ii. 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infants, treatment of, ii. 6, care of, 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inheritance, i. 504, 512, 516, 519</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female, 544</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insanity, ii. 333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insect myths, ii. 225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insignia of chiefs, i. 510</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruments, musical, i. 54, 65, 95, ii. 117</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence, i. 528, 529, 560</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermarriage with Malays, i. 39, ii. 57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervals, musical, ii. 172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invocation, i. 650, See also Spell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invulnerability, i. 496</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inwallasl spell, i. 684, 707</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipoh, use of, i. 261 sq., 311, effect of, on man, 292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron, taboo of, i. 154, ii. 6, dart points, i. 258, knife, 269</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ironwork, i. 393, 390</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivory, i. 227, 229</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ixora, i. 397, 399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaws hung in house, i. 184</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jellyfish as souls, ii. 23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jew's-harp, ii. 117, 122, 136, 142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judicial procedure, ii. 66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jukrau, i. 506</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jungle fowl song, i. 657</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kabau song, i. 662</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keloids, ii. 43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelubi fruit pattern, i. 416</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinship, ii. 62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen middens, i. 219</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kite song, i. 655</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klebang song, i. 660</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knife, ii. 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knives, bamboo, i. 249 sq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knot calendar, i. 391</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knotted headgear, i. 510</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladder, i. 175, 179, 184, 187, 196</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land tenure, i. 548</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langenir, i. 697, ii. 13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language, camphor, i. 235, taboo, ii. 363, 379 sq., classification of, 385, and race, 385, 391, 466, areas, 400, and history, 467, and culture, 470</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages, summary of distribution, etc., i. 409, history of, 432 sq., relation to others, 432 sq., list of, compared, 503</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lashings, i. 250, 269, 326</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latah, i. 63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laws, i. 495 sq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader in music, ii. 126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf fringe, i. 139, 142 sq., 150, ear-rings, 150, fillet, 161 n., shelter, 169, 175, 180, cf. 190, bed, 174, plate, 214, charm, 306, 314, wedge, 307, stopper of blow-gun, 310, pattern, 489</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lease, i. 502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeches, ii. 223</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leg bands, i. 140 sq., 145</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lébir in poison, i. 289, 293</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leprosy, i. 106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life index, birth-tree as, ii. 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life-stone, ii. 26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligatures, i. 140 sq., 145</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightning, i. 451, ii. 206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lime, use of, with food, ii. 115, preparation of, 117 n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic map, Sakai, ii. 394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lissotrichi, use of term, i. 37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lizard as food, i. 135, ornament, 309, pattern, 491, song, 650, as soul-bringer, ii. 26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans, i. 516</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loin cloth, use of, i. 143</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long house, i. 171</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love charms, ii. 67, 232, 261, 289, 310, 475</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lying, ii. 214</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magic and rice-planting, i. 340, 345, for animals, 417, pillow, 455, powers of strangers, 539, 564, birth, ii. 6 sq., women and, 50, productive, 121, evil, 233, 362</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magicians, powers of, i. 113, 248, 287, 293, 327, 350, 361, functions of, 248, hut, 308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maize, 111, 117, 343, 361, 371, as antidote, 268, pattern, 491</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INDEX OF SUBJECTS

Mallet, i. 382, 385
Man, origin of, ii. 218
Man-hunting, i. 530
Map, linguistic, Sakai, ii. 394; linguistic, S.E. Asia, 442; linguistic, Mon-Annam, 440; numeral systems, 454; of Ipoh, i. 261
Marks, property, i. 436
Marriage, i. 54, 66, 95; customs, 678; ii. 55 sq.; season for, 70, 82; age of, 85
Mat, i. 197
Mat-making, i. 382, 386, 389
Matwork pouch, i. 121, 158
Matrilineal descent, ii. 87
Maxims, legal, i. 508, 689
Meals, i. 116, 121, 124, 126, 129
Measure of capacity, i. 231
Medicine-man, ii. 225. See also Magician
Medicine-hut, ii., 252, 359
Medicines, i. 104, 229, 354, 361, 456
Medium, ii. 252 n.
Melon-seed pattern, i. 482
Melon-shell as water-vessel, i. 130
Men eat first, i. 116
Men's work, i. 135, 374, 485. See also Commensality
Menstruation, ii. 54
Mental disease, absence of, i. 103, 104, 333
Merkbau song, i. 665
Message characters, i. 414
Metaphor in taboo language, ii. 421
Metre, ii. 129, 130
Mice, charm against, i. 476. See also Mouse
Mice demons, i. 349 n.
Midwife, ii. 3, 7, 15, 25, 26; see Sage-femme
Migration of village, i. 500
Migrations, i. 522; ii. 264, 368
Milk, mother's, ii. 18
Millet, i. 111, 117 n., 340, 341, 343
Mineral poisons, i. 265
Mining, tin, i. 388, 392
Mixture of races, i. 39; chief forms, 42
Mongoloid eye, i. 61
Monitor lizard, ii. 190
Monkey as food, i. 125, 126, 131, 135; magic, 215, 418; ornament, 309; song, i. 128; monster, 210; coconut, 223; songs and spells, i. 626, 645, 646, 674, 692
Moon, ii. 187, 202, 235, 298, 319, 338, 476; ancestors, 298; man in, 300, 319
Mortality, child, ii. 11
Mortars, i. 128, 130; rice, 351
Mosquitoes, origin of, ii. 285
Mound as tribal emblem, i. 189; ii. 72-74; ceremony, 57, 71, 77
Mourners' custom, ii. 109
Mourning, ii. 94
Mouse-deer song, i. 643
Mouse demon, i. 350
Moustache, i. 148
Mouth, i. 576
Mouthpiece of blowpipe, i. 257, 262, 282, 305, 307, 329
Movements, i. 69
Murder, punishment for, i. 501
Music, ii. 117 sq.
Music at rice feast, i. 364
Musical instruments, i. 54, 65, 94; ii. 117 sq.
Mutilations, i. 49
Muzzle-block, i. 282, 317
Muzzle or distal end of blowpipe, i. 308
Mynah bird, i. 135
Myth bamboos, i. 448
Myths, creation, ii. 183

Name taboo, i. 363; mark, 436, 460; tree, ii. 3 sq.; burning, 12; loss of, 12
Naming, ii. 12, 16, 19, 21, 25, 34, 53, 71, 261
Narcotics, i. 116
Necklaces, i. 152 sq., 164; spell, 705
Needle, i. 269
Neolithic patterns, i. 246
Net-making, i. 210
Nets, i. 210, 224; weighted, 210
Network, i. 377, 386, 394
Noise as charm, ii. 26
Nomadic character, i. 53, 521
Noose as snare, i. 209
Noosing pheasant, i. 217
Nose depressed, i. 48; 58, 76, 576; sticks, 150, 156, 157; boring, ii. 32, 38; pin, 31; flute, 117, 123, 134, 136, 142; plugging, 123
Nudity, i. 137, 162
Numbers, i. 37, 42 n., 74, 81, 523
Numeration, i. 394 n., 522, 529; ii. 453
Nurse, ii. 8

Objects decorated, i. 407
Offering, ii. 199
Oil, use of, i. 162, 166
Omens, ii. 325; from dreams, i. 365; of sex, ii. 23
Openness, i. 534
Opium, Sakai use of, i. 122
Oracle, ii. 252 n.
Orchard, durian, i. 370
Ordeal, ii. 66
Orientation, i. 62, 201 n.; of grave, ii. 97, 114
Origin, tribal, song of, i. 686; ii. 165
Ornamentation of blowpipe, i. 309
Other races, dealings with, i. 521 sq.
Paddles, i. 390
Pain, sensitiveness to, i. 52; see also
Endurance
Pain demon, spell against, i. 683
Painting body, ii. 30; face, 47
Palm tinder, i. 111, 114; wad, 118; leaf hut, 159, 160, 175, 177, 180; wood cleaning rod, 310; wood spear, 336; wood mallets, 382, 385; fibre fringe, 385; fruit panel, 432; stump pattern, 486
Panels of combs, i. 397 sq.; 426; second, of comb, 432; central, 433
Partitions in huts, i. 183
Partridge catching, i. 216
Parturition, i. 101; ii. 2, 16, 18, 20, 25, 26, 475; position in, 3, 8, 26; hut, 7; taboo, 22
Paternal authority, ii. 65
Paths, i. 530
Patterns, classification, i. 406, 464; comb, 420 sq., 606 sq.; quiver, 416, 436, 617; blowpipe, 461, 620; Sakai, 471; Jakun, 493; blowpipe, names of, 620; ii. 9, 10; face, 43; body, 45; of magician’s paint, 253
Pawang, i. 516; soul of, ii. 331 n.
Pegs, grave ii. 105
Pellets, clay, i. 259, 304
Pengulu, i. 494 sq., 499, 500
Pepper used for betel, i. 122 n.; wild, 124; in blowpipe poison, 265
Perfumed necklace, i. 145, 152
Peripheria in taboo language, ii. 419
Persecution by Malays, i. 523, 532
Petographs, i. 181
Pets, monkeys as, i. 204
Pheasant, see Argus
Pheasant trap, i. 217 n.
Phosphorescent fungi, ii. 5
Physical characters, Semang, i. 43, 577; Sakai, 58, 588; Jakun, 66 sq., 595; Labu tribes, 69; Johor tribes, 77; Orang Laut, 89; Duckworth on, 96 sq.; Kenaboi, 592; Besisi, 593; Mantra, 593; of tribes, 601
Physiognomy, i. 48, 52, 73, 568
Pigeon as food, i. 135
Pigments, i. 195; ii. 31; mixing, 47
Pigmentation, see Eye, Hair, Skin colour
Pile-dwelling, i. 196; ii. 451
Pillow, i. 180, 185, 186, 188, 189, 195; ornamentation of, 195; stone, 455
Pin, bamboo, i. 156
Piracy, i. 570
Pits, game, i. 223
Placenta, ii. 2, 3, 4, 9
Plaiting, i. 146
Plaintain, i. 132
Plantations, i. 193
Plant-food, i. 113, 115, 117 sq., 123, 126, 127, 131, 134, 136
Plant-list, Ridley’s, i. 126 n.
Plant myths, ii. 192
Plant patterns, see Flower
Plates, plantain leaves as, i. 132, 214
Platform burial, ii. 99
Platters, i. 121 n., 128, 132, 214
Poetic forms in taboo language, ii. 430
Pointings, ii. 233, 327, 351
Poison, i. 115, 279, 284, 299, 311; charm for detecting, 158; components of, 264, 295, 602; durability of, 266; effects of, 266, 315; antidotes to, 267, 287, 294; application of, to darts, 285; strength of, 286, 331; preparation of, 288, 295, 308, 332 n.
Poisoned game, treatment of, i. 123, 126 n.; traps, 219; wound, treatment of, 292
Poisonous food, preparation of, i. 115, 120
Polishing blow-gun, i. 315, 330; dart, 311
Polyandry, ii. 56, 68
Polygyny, i. 183; ii. 56, 64
Porcupine quills in ear, i. 156
Pork oil, i. 241
Portraits, taking, i. 568
Possession, ii. 200, 252 n.; in magic, 295
Potatoes, i. 117, 118, 122, 125 n., 129, 343, 361, 371
Pottery unknown, i. 378; substitutes for, 383
P’rah fruit, i. 118, 121; tree, 121; pattern, 416
Prayer, ii. 198
Pregnancy customs, ii. 6, 18, 22
Prices, trade, i. 238, 240
Pride, i. 570
Priests, ii. 196
Primogeniture, i. 500
Proper names, age of, ii. 17
Property, i. 503, 516
Proverbs, i. 547, 679, 692
Puberty customs, ii. 28 sq.
Pumpkins, i. 343
Purchase, wife, see Wife
Puttos, i. 437, 451, 455, 457, 460, 494 sq., 498
Python pattern, i. 418; song, i. 650, 652
Quartz taboo, i. 304
Quill worn in nose, i. 157
Quiver, i. 273, 278, 283, 298, 313, 321, 323, 324, 326, 331; blowpipe, 257 sq.; decoration of, 276; carrying of, 313; ornament, 321; cap, 321, 331; making, 331; pattern, 408, 416 sq.
Race for bride, ii. 82; and language, 385, 391, 466
Races, dealings with other, i. 521
Racial affinities, older views of, i. 24
Radio-humeral index, Semang, Annan
dale's figures, i. 98
Raft, i. 383, 387
Raids, Malay, i. 538
Rainbow, ii. 203
Rain charm, i. 479, 492
Range of bow, i. 272, 279; of blowpipe, 260, 299, 305, 323; musical, of songs, ii. 132
Rank, marks of, ii. 41
Rasp stone, i. 248
Rat as food, i. 125; trap, 202, 204
Rattan, i. 114, 115, 128, 227, 239, 377; rasp, 115, 120; prances, 209; binding, 271; bowstring, 280; dart butt, 283; whipping, 297; cover of quiver, 314; blossom pattern, 416; thorn pattern, 418, 419; pattern, 485, 490
Reaping, i. 351
Receptacles, i. 405
Red pigments, i. 37, 44; hair, 59
Red dart-holder, i. 298, 298, 315, 316, 322, 324, 329, 331, 334; bundle in quiver, 324, 327
Regalia, Malay, ii. 291
Religion a bar to intermarriage, i. 39; Semang, 54; Sakai, 55, 65; Jakun, 95; ii. 173 sq.
Rembau Malays, i. 41
Rengas tree, i. 263
Resin, i. 227, 229, 232, 306, 322
Rheumatism, i. 101
Rhinceros hunting, Semang, i. 203
horn, 204, 229; song, 636
Rhizomorph girdle, i. 142
Rhyme, ii. 129
Rice, i. 93, 110, 111, 112, 117, 118, 123, 126 n., 130, 134, 135, 340, 341 sq., 358, 361, 363, 370, 372; planting, 345, 347; bin, 348; soul, 349 n., 353, 362, 367; magic, 351, 355, 389; cooking, 353; feast, 353, 362; husking, 353; boat, 359; planters' song, 361, 706; harvest, 367; spell, 367; names of varieties, 368; grounds, 526; planting song, 675; feast song, 680; spells, 694 sq.; reaper's spell, 707
Ring-barking, i. 380
Ring in blowpipe, i. 308; lines of combs, 493
Rings, i. 153, 154, 158
Roc, ii. 317
Rock shelters, i. 173
Rod, fishing-, i. 205
Rod fishing, i. 210
Roedoeer song, i. 614
Roots, preparation of, i. 129; on necklace, 152; as food, 372
Rope, in climbing, Semang, i. 51; sun, 320 n.
Sacred places, ii. 197, 248, 325
Sacrificial tray, ii. 98
Saga, Sakai, ii. 264
Sage-femme, ii. 2, 7, 26; house of, 7
Sails, i. 394
Sale, i. 502; of land, 548
Salt, i. 228; not used, 117; as antidote, 268
Sap as bird-lime, i. 209
Sayings, traditional, i. 689
Scale, musical, ii. 118
Scalp lock, i. 163 n.
Scapegoat, ii. 374
Scarification, ii. 357
Scarification, bamboo, i. 344
Scarification, ii. 34, 40
Scaring demons, ii. 26
Science, knowledge of, i. 560
Scoop, fishing, i. 205
Scorpion pattern, i. 477
Sea, dread of, i. 94 n., 199; origin of, ii. 339
Seasonal marriage, ii. 70, 82
Seed necklace, i. 145, 152, 165; arm-
lets, 146
Seedlings, planting of, i. 338
Sendings, ii. 233
Separation of husband and wife, i. 516
Serpent, rainbow, ii. 203
Seven times, i. 355; ii. 74
Sex omens, ii. 23
Sexual characters, i. 43; magic, ii. 67
Shadow, ii. 110
Shaft, palm-wood spear, i. 297
Sheds, temporary, i. 199, 241
Shell water-vessel, i. 128; necklace, 145, 152, 165; rings, 158; ornament, 165; fish, 219; knife, ii. 6
Shells, freshwater, i. 117 n.; in hair, i. 163 n., 165
Shyness, i. 535, 567
Sick boy song, i. 673
Sight, i. 48, 60
Silent trade, i. 225, 227
Silver rings, i. 163
Sitting burial, ii. 95
Skeleton, Semang, i. 582; Jakun, 598
INDEX OF SUBJECTS

Skin colour, i. 28, 34, 35, 36, 47, 60, 69, 84, 573, 574, 575, 600; diseases, 100, 102, 103, 104

Skull, Semang, i. 45, 58, 82-84, 97, 582 sq.; 588 sq., 597, 601; dwarf, 83; Orang Laut, collected by Annandale, 96, 98; hung in house, 184

Sky, ii. 186, 207, 239, 337; pillars, 316; rope, 319; pot, 320; raising, 337

Slavery, i. 520, 533; ii. 81

Slaves, factor in racial problem, i. 42

Sleep, position in, i. 63, 86; hours of, 185

Sleeping stage, i. 173, 178, 181, 194

Sling for child, ii. 19, 24

Smallpox, i. 100-105; ii. 247, 355

Smoke-gap, i. 178, 187

Snahut, i. 460, 494 sq.

Snake as food, i. 118 n., 125, 130; catching, 216; poison, use of, 264; ii. 223, 224

Snares, i. 202, 207

Social order, i. 494 sq.

Songs, i. 95, 627 sq.; ii. 117 sq., 132, 138, 145, 171; of rice-planters, 362; dialect, ii. 127

Soot in tribal mark, ii. 35

Soul, i. 5, 19, 215, 239, 243, 321, 350, 373; of rice, taking, i. 358, 362, 367 (see also Rice); of tiger, ii. 4; bird, 4 sq., 215; jellyfish, 23; brought by lizard, 26; hut, 106, 107; ladder, 114; bridge, 208, 240, 300; animal, 221, 305; of pawang, ii. 351 n.

Sources of vocabulary, ii. 482

Spatula, i. 115

Spear, i. 202, 220, 249, 270, 296, 306; trap, 207 (see also Spring); hunting, 220

Spectre huntsman, ii. 682; ii. 303, 310

Spell, i. 153, 215, 230, 358, 359, 366; ii. 13, 14, 15, 232, 294, 295, 296-7, 307 sq., 329 sq.; honey, i. 230; rice, 340, 362; against earth demon, 358; against enemies of rice, 363; for clearing, 366; against evil spirits, 681, 682; Mantra, 707 sq.; against lang-suir, ii. 13

Spice, i. 121, 123

Spice-blocks, i. 121

Spiders, charm against, i. 476; pattern, 487

Spike, quiver, i. 273

Spirits, kinds of, ii. 182

Spirit traps, ii. 119

Spitting as charm, i. 153

Splicing blowpipe, i. 308, 315

Spoon, i. 191

Spring spear trap, i. 207, 212, 219, 222

Squaller, see Throwing-stick

Squinting, i. 61; demon, 349 n., 352

Squirrel as food, i. 135; charm, 306; ii. 190

Stampers, i. 411, 472

Stars, ii. 320, 476

Statue, i. 573 sq.; see also Height

Statoppygia, i. 578

Stick-insect, ii. 214, 293; and elephant, 221, 222

Stick-music, ii. 121, 131, 134, 140

Stimulants, i. 116

Stone implements, i. 242, 296; weapons, 269

Storm song, i. 675; ii. 204

Strangers, dealings with, i. 521 sq.

Stringed instruments, ii. 117, 123, 134, 139, 142, 168, 170

Styrchnos poison, i. 263, 302, 311

Succession, ii. 500, 506, 517

Suckling, ii. 24, 27

Sugar-cane, i. 343, 371; as food, 113, 117, 122, 125

Sugar-palm, i. 114

Sun, ii. 202, 320, 338, 357, 476; origin of, 286; rope, 320 n.

Superstition, i. 550

Swamp pattern, i. 485

Swimming, i. 51, 63, 85

Swords, wooden, ii. 171

Symbolism, i. 401

Sympathy, magical, i. 348; ii. 112

Table, i. 194

Taboo, tree, ii. 4; food, 21; menstruation, 54; language, 363, 414 sq.; formation of language, 418

Tailed men, ii. 281

Tally stick, i. 537 n.

Tambourine, ii. 168

Tampi wine, ii. 169

Tapioca, i. 111, 113, 115, 117, 118, 122, 130, 343, 361, 371

Tapir and elephant, ii. 221

Tassel as charm, ii. 125

Tattoo, i. 53, 65; ii. 28, 42

Taxation, i. 546

Teeth, i. 85, 101, 116; extraction of, 53; filling, 93; of comb, 423; Jakun, 595; 599

Teknonymy, ii. 16

Temperature, effects of, i. 52

Terminology of patterns, etc., i. 404; of Vaughan-Stevens, 434

Testamentary disposition, i. 520

Texts, Semang and Sakai, i. 632 sq.

Thatch, i. 182, 192, 196
INDEX OF SUBJECTS

Theft (see Crime), i. 497, 501 sq.
Thieving, use of feet in, i. 85
Thorn pattern, i. 486
Threshing, i. 357
Throwing, i. 51, 92; stick, 201, 249; stone, ii. 23
Thunder, ii. 299, 348
Tiger, ii. 188, 191, 222, 294, 305, 324, 360; tongue, i. 293; song, 637; spell, 700; soul of, ii. 4; pattern, 52; charm against, 260
Timber burning, i. 345
Time, measure of, i. 393
Tinder, i. 111, 114, 119, 120, 124
Timbrel, i. 163; mining, 388
Tomahawk, i. 674
Tobacco, i. 53, 93, 111, 113, 117, 122, 125, 139, 133, 343, 371; love of, 117; cultivation, 122 n.; Mantra women and, 126
Toes, use of, ii. 63, 85
Tooth filing, ii. 32, 33, 39, 53, 77, 248
Top, i. 75
Topknot, i. 147, 584
Torches, i. 191
Tortoise as food, i. 117; pattern, 416, 479, 489; and rain, 479; song, 653
Tortoise-shell ring, i. 154; in blowpipe, 308
Totemism, Sakai, no proof of, i. 65; ii. 62, 258
Tracking, i. 200, 212
Trade, i. 95, 225 sq.; silent, 225, 227; system, 236; prices, 238, 240
Trading methods, i. 232
Traditions of Semang, ii. 220; Sakai, 234, 262 sq.
Trance, ii. 293
Transformation, ii. 191, 290. See Wer-tiger
Transmigration, ii. 290
Trapping, i. 200 sq., 206, 212, 214, 219, 221
Trap, spring spear, i. 207
Tree dwellings, i. 170 n., 174, 175, 181, 186, 193; shelter, 174; fence, 176, 193; gum, 225; felling, 339; planting, 360; pattern, 481; taboo, ii. 4; burial, 92; myths, 192, 225
Trees, songs about, ii. 160
Tribe names, meaning of, i. 19 sq.; affinities, older views, 24; hall, 189; marks, ii. 30, 42
Tripang, i. 199, 241
Trough, stone, i. 456
Tube to grave, ii. 111
Tug of war, i. 64, 86
Tuning drums, ii. 140
Tuntong ceremony, ii. 252 sq.
Turmeric, ii. 37, 45, 118, 123, 129
Turtle as food, i. 113
Twins, ii. 24, 27; cause of, 6
Ulcers, i. 86, 100 sq.
Uloteric human, use of term, i. 37
Umbilical cord, ii. 3, 9, 18, 23, 26; saw for, 9
Upas bark, i. 376, 380; tree legend, ii. 315. See Ipoh
Usurpru, i. 516
Vampire, i. 473; pattern, 474
Variation of patterns, i. 428
Vegetables, i. 365
Vegetation, magic for, ii. 302
Vermin on Jakun, i. 162; charms against, 476
Village, i. 183
Vocabulary, difference in, ii. 386
Vow, ii. 248
Voyages, i. 199
Wad, i. 112, 259, 298, 314, 334
Wages of sage-femme, ii. 15
Walking, i. 92
War, i. 556
Water, fear of, i. 51; discovery of, ii. 339
Water-melons as food, i. 118, 371
Water-vessels, i. 128, 130, 383, 387
Wax, i. 227, 229, 232, 239, 314, 322; in magic, ii. 327
Weaning, ii. 19
Weapons, i. 55, 59, 93, 242 sq., 304, 335; hung from roof, 183; use of, 200
Weaving, i. 377
Wedding customs, ii. 58
Wer-tiger, ii. 297
Wet cultivation of rice, i. 368
Whetstone, i. 248
Whipping of arrows, i. 274, 276
Whirlwind, ii. 238
Whistle, ii. 135
White pigment, i. 37; sacred colour, 151 n.
Widow, ii. 88
Wife purchase, ii. 58, 60, 61, 68, 70, 76, 82, 84; treatment of, 64; choice of, 86
Wife’s mother, ii. 18
Wild hunt, see Demon Huntsman
Wind-brace, i. 177
Wind-organ, ii. 143, 170
Winds, ii. 207
Winnowing stage, i. 188
Wishing Rock, ii. 325; Place, 326
Witch, ii. 358 n.
Witchcraft, ii. 262
INDEX OF SUBJECTS

Woman's charm, i. 419
Women's work, i. 112, 135, 372, 374; ii. 68; rights of, i. 504 n.; property of, 512, 516; position of, ii. 87; dance, 126
Wood taboo, huts, i. 193, 225; spirits, ii. 324
Work, capacity for, i. 536; ii. 20
World fire, ii. 219; eagle, 235
Worms as bait, i. 217
Writing, ii. 347, 378
Yam, i. 110, 115, 117, 118, 120, 343, 361, 365, 367; names of, Semang 115; pattern, 491
Yellow pigment, ii. 37
Zoomorphs, i. 473 sq.
INDEX OF PROPER NAMES

Note.—I have avoided the "short e" mark (which represents the indeterminate vowel in Malay) in all titles and place and personal names.—W.S.

Ag-ag, ii. 202
Ali, i. 457
Akkye, i. 87
Alas, the name, i. 71, n. 4
America and Asia, i. 257
Andamanese, compared with Semang, i. 28, 573, 587
Annandale and Robinson, Fasciculi Malayenses, note on by Dr. W. L. H. Duckworth, i. 96; see General Bibliography
Asia, S.E., linguistic map, ii. 442
Australians, compared with Sakai, i. 31, 574

Baginda Ali, ii. 14
Bajau, i. 87
Batak raids, ii. 275
Batin Alam, ii. 344
Batin Gomok, ii. 315
Batu Pahat, i. 76
Beduanda, the name, i. 65; connotation of, 68; racial elements, 68; physical characters, 75: 544
Beduanda Kallang, distribution, i. 88
Belet, ii. 209, 212
Beliming tribes, ii. 33
Belum, i. 24, 26, 71
Benar-Benar, i. 153
Benua, the name, i. 23; of Logan, 68
Benua-Jakun, use of term, i. 23 n.
Berchanggei Besi, ii. 265, 334
Berembun tribe, i. 66
Berhala, ii. 208
Besisi, connotation of, i. 21; name, 72; physical characters, 72; measurements, 593; songs, 635
Blandas, connotation of, i. 21; racial position, 66
B’lo, ii. 336
Borneo, Negritos in, i. 28

Bugis, ii. 276
Bukit Bong, i. 26
Bukit Penyabong, ii. 365
Camboja, i. 29
Cellates, i. 89 n.
Chalog, i. 454
Champa, i. 454
Chaiya, i. 43
Chinese, trade with, i. 225; and Sakai, 533
Chinhi, ii. 217
Chinnol, i. 450

Dato’ Jahja or Yahya, ii. 262
Dato Klambo, ii. 372
Degup demon, ii. 242 n.
Duckworth, Dr. W. L. H., on Semang skull and skeleton, i. 45, 581; note on Fasciculi Malayenses, 96, 578

Endau River, i. 76
Flower, Sir W., Negrito theory of, i. 27 n.
Gaffer Engkoh, ii. 299
Gendui Lanyut (i.e. Granny Long-breasts), ii. 239
Grubauer’s Semang skull, i. 44, 581
Gunong Blumut, i. 77
Gunong Lulumut, ii. 357
Guntar, ii. 276
Guntong Penyaring, ii. 264

Hang Tuah, ii. 268
Hantu Degup, ii. 243; Kubur, 244, 304; Jiling, 246; Sakai, 283
Hura’, ii. 203
Ikub, i. 458
Ikub Huya, ii. 203
INDEX OF PROPER NAMES

Jakun, use of term, i. 21, 23; and Negrito, 31; racial affinities of, 31-34, 575; and original Malay speech, 33; compared with Semang and Sakai, 33, 575; compared with Malays, 34, 575; racial elements of, 66; tribes, classification of, 66; and Malay, 537; measurements, 595; unidentified words, ii. 464

Jarium, i. 43
Java, ii. 268
Jelebu regalia, ii. 291
Jemoi demon, ii. 246
Jewa-Jewa, ii. 351
Jinang, i. 506
Jin Bumi, i. 365; ii. 349
Johor River, ii. 76

Kabut, i. 451
Kakuh, ii. 210
Kamoi, ii. 38, 209
Kanteh, i. 453
Kari or Keli, i. 449, 451; ii. 4, 5, 177, 184, 211
Kedah, i. 43
Kelantan, i. 43
Kelantan, stone tools, i. 244 n.
Kelongsong Awan, ii. 239
Kemuk, ii. 304
Kenaboi, use of name, i. 26; racial position, 67; River, 67 n.; measurements, 592
Kenai-luong, ii. 218
Keni, use of name, i. 26
Kensi, i. 26
Khatib Malim S’leman, ii. 343
Kinta, i. 26
K’lang B’lok, ii. 235
Kuká, ii. 210
Kundui, ii. 320
Kuwak, ii. 304

Langhui, ii. 13, 304
Lenggu River, i. 77
Luerring, Dr., myths sent by, ii. 236, 262; on demons, 247
Lulumut, ii. 356

Madek tribe, i. 82
Mahommedanism, i. 554
Mahommedans and natives, i. 544
Malay names of tribes, i. 22; and Mongolian or so-called “Tartar” type, 33; and Sakai intermarriage, 40 n.; Negrito type, 41; character of Jakun of Johor, 77; origin of, 91; the name, 91; and Sakai, 532; and Jakuns, 561; element in languages, ii. 432

Mantra, the name, i. 21; physical characters, 73, 593

Martin, Rudolf, Inlandstämme, i. 29, 56; see also General Bibliography
Matianak, i. 153; ii. 246
Mawas, i. 21 n.
Menangkabau Malays, i. 40
Menik, i. 48
Meraq Galang, ii. 345
Mertang, ii. 336
Minang, ii. 178, 212, 217
Mintera, see Mantra
Mon-Annam element, i. 29; ii. 439; borrowings, 448 sq.
Montgols and Malays, i. 33
Mon-Khmer occupation, ii. 469
Moyang Bertang, ii. 320
Muar River, i. 39 n.
Muka Kuning, the name, i. 23

Nabi Muhammad, ii. 370
Naing-Naing, ii. 285
Nakhoda Kassim, ii. 320
Names, list of Proper, i. 717
Negri Sembilan, i. 40; aboriginal population of, 577
Negritos and Papuans, i. 27 n.; theory of Flower, 27 n.; in Borneo, 28; of Filipinines and Semang, 28, 53. 573; 585; elements in Johor, 80 n.
Nenek ‘Bayan, ii. 298
Neraka, ii. 98
Ngangnari, ii. 321
Nik-nik, ii. 286

Ophir, Mount, ii. 149
Orang Akik, i. 87
Orang B’la, the name, i. 20
Orang Bukit, the name, i. 19, 21
Orang Bunyan, ii. 302
Orang Dalam, the name, i. 19
Orang Darat, the name, i. 19
Orang Jinak, the name, i. 20
Orang Laut, the name, i. 19, 21; distribution, 87; skulls collected by Annandale, 96. See also Sea-Jakun
Orang Liar, the name, i. 81
Orang Muka Kuning, i. 88
Orang Pago, i. 71. See also Pago
Orang Paya, the name, i. 19
Orang Pesukuan, the name, i. 87
Orang Rayat, the name, i. 20
Orang Sahbat, the name, i. 20
Orang Sietar, distribution, i. 88
Orang Tanjong, the name, i. 19
Orang Ulu, the name, i. 19
Orang Utan, the name, i. 19, 20

Pajo tribe, i. 67
Pahang, i. 41, 43; aboriginal population of, 577
Palandas, i. 39 n.
Pagan, connotation of, i. 21; dialect, ii. 389
Papuans and Semang, i. 25; and Negritos, 27
Peng, ii. 178
Perak, i. 43; aboriginal population of, 577
Peru, blowpipe in, i. 326, 606
Pirman, ii. 349
Place and personal names, list of, i. 717
Ple, i. 102; ii. 178, 185, 213, 214, 412, 422, 449, 452 sq., 498 n.
Plesse' (=Pèlsè), ii. 310 n.
Plus River, i. 55
Polong, i. 700; ii. 14
Pontian River, i. 76
Pontianak, i. 698; ii. 14
Poyang Mertang, ii. 322
Preuss, K. T., on Vaughan-Stevens, i. 623
Pulau Buah, ii. 98, 298, 321
Putri, ii. 358
Putri Busu, ii. 220
Pygmies, of Africa, compared with Semang, i. 28, 573; mythical, ii. 282, 283 n.

Rahu, ii. 235
Raja Brahli, ii. 347
Rak, ii. 288
Rawa, ii. 276
Rayat Laut, i. 87
Rembau Malais, i. 40; position of tribes in, 544
Ridley, H. N., on substitutes for betel, i. 122 n.; on stone implements, i. 244 n.; see also many plant-identifications.

Sabimba, the name, i. 23
Sakai, use of term, i. 21, 23: the name, 22; racial affinities of, 28-31, 574; type established, 29; compared with Semang and Jakun, 575; text, 633; language, area of, ii. 391; unidentified words, 463
Sakai-Semang words, ii. 390
Sammor, ii. 285, 476
Samsams, observed by Annandale, i. 97
Sayong River, i. 77
Schmidt, P. W., on affinities of Sakai, i. 29; see also Part iv.
Sea-Jakun, the name, i. 87
Seap, ii. 207, 209, 212
Selangor, aboriginal population of, i. 577

Semang, the name, i. 21-94: affinity with Papuan, 24; relationship to other races, 24-28, 573; skull, Grubauer's, 97; and Sakai, transitional forms, 97; capacity for work, 379; comb-patterns, 420 sq., 606 sq.; compared with Sakai and Jakun, 575; measurements, 577; compared with Andamanese and Philippine Negritos, 585; and Andamanese, differences, 587; text, 632; language, area of, ii. 387; unidentified words, 462 sq.

Sembong River, i. 76
Seni, i. 449, 451 sq.
Senoi, connotation of, i. 21; ii. 5
Sentiu, ii. 178, 212, 217
Sereyan, i. 500
Sika, i. 87
Simel, i. 449, 452; ii. 213
Simpang Kiri River, i. 77
Sinal, ii. 207
Si Nibong, i. 702; ii. 312
Sisi, see Besisi
S'letar, the name, i. 23
Sungei Sletar, i. 88
Tamils, compared with Sakai, i. 31, 574
Tanah Merah, ii. 321
Tanah Nyayek, ii. 322
Ta' Ponn, ii. 178, 202, 209, 212, 217
Tasig, ii. 203
Tembeh, use of name, i. 26
Tin-jui, i. 457
To' Entah, ii. 339
To' Hidong, ii. 220
Trumba, ii. 165
Tuhan, i. 452; ii. 9, 178, 234, 241, 322
Tuhan Allah, ii. 359
Tuhan Di-bawahi, ii. 179, 322, 336
Tumior. See Tembeh
Tu (i.e. To') Puttair, i. 75
Turner, Sir William, on Semang skeleton, i. 46

Udai, connotation of, i. 21; term of contempt, 24; use of term, 71
Ulu Jelai, i. 55
Ulu Patani, i. 43
Uraon myth, ii. 320 n.

Vaughan-Stevens on art, i. 396; on comb-patterns, 420;
Veddas, compared with Sakai, i. 31, 574
Virchow, Prof. R., on Sakai, i. 30; on Sakai skull, 58, 588 sq.; on Sakai hair, 58, 591; on Semang skull, 583; on Jakun skulls, 597
Wallace, A. R., on Jakun, i. 32
Ward, Prof. M., on fungus girdles, i. 138
Waris tribe, i. 40 n.
Wray, L., on diet of Perak Semang, i. 116 n., 118 n.; on lime-making, 117 n.; on "gelugor" fruit, 119; on
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tobacco-growing, 122 n.; on huts, 170, 175, 180 n.; on Semang bow, 204, 272; on use of blowpipe, 206; on stone tools, 247 n.; on use of clay pellets, 259; on use of arsenic, 266; on arrow-heads, 271; on bark cloth, 381; on mallets, 382, 385; on iron-forging, 384; on Sakai independence, 528; on tattooing, ii. 29, 42; on ear-boring, 39; on tooth-filing, 40; on graves, 93, 96; on flute, 135; on p'rah fruit, 275

Ya' Takell, ii. 210
Yapp, R. H., on blowpipe reed, i. 257 n.
INDEX OF NATIVE WORDS

Note.—The references given indicate, whenever convenient, the passage in which the meaning (of the native words) has been most fully explained.

Agar-agar: edible sea-weed, i. 199
Akar bahar: black coral [lit. "root of the sea"], i. 158
Akar kakap: "spy" creeper (Dioscorea orbiculata), i. 134
Akar mérían: mérian creeper (Dissocheta bracteata), ii. 16
Akar pénurun tupai: "bringer-down of squirrels" creeper (unidentified), used as a charm in blowpipe shooting, i. 314
Akar samuga': a creeper (unidentified) used as a charm in blowpipe shooting, i. 315
Anchep (a variant of, or mistake for "anchak"): tray (for holding sacrifices or offerings to the spirits), ii. 98
Andam: trimmed, cut into the form of a fringe (of hair, e.g. that of the bride at a wedding), ii. 81 n.
Anu: the name given to a band worn by Sakai women, ii. 8
Ara: a 'fig' -tree or ficus, i. 143
Asam k'lbii: name of a tree with edible fruit (Zalacca conferta), i. 123, 124
Babi utan: the wild pig (Sus indicus), i. 135; ii. 21; varieties of, ibid.
Bagan: a temporary shed; a landing-stage, i. 199
Bag-i: said by Vaughan-Stevens to be the name given to the topknot by Semang, sed quae, i. 147
Baju: the short Malayan "coat" or jacket, i. 160
Bakau: mangrove, ii. 26 [but 'bakau' also = 'flower' in Semang]
Balai: tribal hall, audience chamber of a chief (the official meeting-place of a village or aboriginal encampment), ii. 189
Baning: a large land-tortoise, ii. 21; varieties of the land-tortoise, ibid.
Banir: the "strut" or buttress of a tree, i. 370
Banjeng: an aboriginal "guitar" or stringed bamboo— that used by the Besi, ii. 117
Basong: light pith-like or cork-like wood cut from the roots of the "pulai"-tree, i. 306
Batu aikik: the name of a stone (corndelian or agate?), i. 158]
Batu kawi: "kawi"-stone (2 cinnabar, Wilkinson), ground up and used for making a red body-paint, ii. 45
Batu lintar: the "all-dreaded" thunderstone or thunderbolt, really the stone implements used by some unknown race (not aboriginal) in the Malay Peninsula, i. 244
Bédak: cosmetic (usually made of powered rice mixed with perfume), ii. 51
Bégahak: a kind of fish (unidentified), ii. 21
Bëlush: spear (originally of bamboo), i. 270 n.
Bëmban (Clingyne grandis, dichotoma, etc.), i. 377
Bengarat (sic? sëngarat): a kind of fish (unidentified), ii. 21
Bër-jin: to be-devil, or rather to exorcise one devil through another, ii. 296
Bër-salong: to perform the leaf-cell cure (from "salong" = "leaf-chamber" or "cell"), ii. 295
Bër-sawai: to chant (especially an invocation to spirits), ii. 295, 306
Bër-sisik: covered with scales (especially used of fish), an absurd popular derivation of "Besi" or "Sisi," i. 72
Bërtafam: the bërtafam, a stemless palm (Eugeissona tritici), i. 143
Bëruang. See Bëruang
INDEX OF NATIVE WORDS

Bewak or biawak: monitor lizard (*Hydrosaurus salvator*), i. 135
Bhasa kapor: Camphor (taboo) Language. So too “bhasa gharu” = Eaglewood (taboo) Language; and “bhasa gêthah” = gutta taboo, i. 235; also “bhasa pantang kapor,” etc.; see “Pantang”
Bingrot: cleaning-rod (of a blowpipe), i. 329
Biuku. See Penyu
Bladau or bêladau: a kind of (tiger’s-claw shaped) knife, ii. 191
Blantek or bêlantek: “spring-spear” trap (two kinds described in text), i. 207
B’lian or bêlian: Magician or Weretiger, ii. 132
B’liang or bêliang: a (Malayan) adze or hatchet, i. 269
Bluku or bêluku: secondary growth or Underwood, i. 119, 369, 516
Bolos: a spear; ep. Béltish, i. 270
B’ruang or bêruwang: a bear (*Ursus malayanus*), i. 135
Bujam: a (Malayan) pouch or wallet, i. 124
Bukau: a foot-hill, i. 545
Bukit: a hill, i. 545
Buloh kasap: the “rough” bamboo (*Ochlandra ridleyi*, Gamble), i. 243
Buluh bètong: the “big” (or “giant”) bamboo (*Dendrocalamus flagellifer*, Munro), i. 118
Buluh Bohal: a kind of bamboo; the exact meaning of Bohal is doubtful, i. 510
Buluh Perindu: the “Yearning Bamboo,” or love-plant, also the “Æolian Bamboo,” ii. 170
Bunglie: wild ginger (*Zingiber castrumunna*, Zingiberiaceae), ii.
Buroh (unidentified), i. 134
Busong: a form of ascites, ii. 21
Chalong: a tree (unidentified), i. 142
Chambai: a kind of wild “sirih” or betel-leaf chewed as a stimulant (? *Pellionia javanica* = “chambai batu”), i. 122, 125
Champlong. See Chemp’long
Chandian: a tree producing a kind of eaglewod or lignum aloes; see Gharu, i. 232
Chawat: a loincloth, i. 160
Cheb chias: a hand-stick or wand (used in dancing), ii. 131
Chèmat: the connecting piece that joins the two portions of the interior tube of a blowpipe, i. 307
Chèmpèdak: a fruit (*Artocarpus polyphema* or *maingaysi*), i. 369
Chèmp’long, chempelong, or champlong: an aboriginal “dug-out” canoe, i. 390
Chènhah: a palm resembling the bêtam, but unidentified, i. 177
Chènduai. See Chinduai
Chèngat: the polishing (process) applied to blowpipes, i. 311
Chenlai: a creeper used by the Semang at parturition, but unidentified, ii. 2
Chidwad: a (Semang) method of climbing trees (Vaughan-Stevens), i. 51
Chika, chikah, or sinekah: a kind of monkey classed with the “lotong,” ii. 291
Chim-iui: the Bird (that) Brings (souls), the soul-bird (unidentified; Vaughan-Stevens), ii. 4, 6
Chin-beg: the bêtam-palm, q.v., ii. 3
Chinduai (also chingkwi, chingkwio, chinweh, etc.): the name of an exceedingly rare plant, said to be a powerful love-charm; the love-charm itself, ii. 289
Chingkwi or chingkwio, ii. 311, 326; see Chinduai
Chingkwio, ii. 311; see Chinduai
Chin-karr: sticks used in applying face-paint (Sakai), ii. 47
Chinweh or chinweh, ii. 60; see Chinduai
Chit-nât: a birth-bamboo (Vaughan-Stevens), ii. 2
Chor: a name-mark? (Vaughan-Stevens), i. 460
Chucho: probably “chuchor atap” (*Calamus castaneus*, Griff.), the leaves of which are used for thatch, i. 192, 194
Dâmâk: a blowpipe dart, names of parts, i. 310
Damar or dammar: tree-gum or resin (“produced by trees of the order *Dipterocarpaceae* and a few others,” Ridley), i. 112, 131; torches, 232
Dapor: a box-hearth (of the Malayan type); a hearth for a wood-fire, i. 184
Datoh or Dato: grandfather, chief, ii. 302
Dokoh: a necklace, i. 153
Durian: a durian (*Durio zibethinus*), i. 134 n.
Gadong: a wild yam (*Dioscorea damonum*, or *damona, Dioscoreaceae*), i. 115 n., 293
Gah [gar], goh [gor], go’ (or gâ’?): a bamboo receptacle made from a single internode, i. 405-406
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Gajah: an elephant (Elephas indicus), i. 135
Gantang: a dry measure, varying much according to locality, but roughly corresponding to a gallon, i. 238
Garing: a kind of basket, i. 191
Gasing Kundë: a kind of Malayan top (game), i. 75
Gaung: a cave or cavern, a rock-shelter or hollow place, i. 545
Gèlar: name or title, ii. 16
Géllugor: the gelugor-fruit (Garcinia atroviridis), i. 119
Gëndang: a (Malayan) drum, ii. 168
Gëriang: a large water-lizard (Hydrosaurus), ii. 21
Gëtah: viscous sap, gutta; the gutta-tree, i. 131; see Bhasa
Gharu: eaglenwood or lignum aloes; usually produced by Aguilaria malaccensis, i. 232; see Bhasa and Chandan
Gila: madness, eccentricity, ii. 247
Goh, goh, gor, gôa; i. 405-406; see Gah
Golok: a Malayan woodman’s knife or chopper, i. 269
Gomuto': the sugar-palm (probably Arenga saccharifera, L. is intended), i. 385
Guntong: a hill-locked basin or “tarn,” i. 545
Hantu: a spirit or demon, ii. 301
Hantu Pëmburu: the Demon Hunter, ii. 310
Hapoi: leaves lashed across the uprights of the Semang shelter, i. 177
Hasta: a cubit, ii. 78
Ijok: the thick black woody fibres of the sugar-palm, ii. 22
Ipoh akar: the ipoh or upas creeper (Strychnos tieute, Bl. Loganiaceae), i. 266
Ipoh kayu (also pohun or pokô’ipoh): the ipoh or upas-tree (Antiaris toxicaria), i. 302
Ipoh, poison, names of ingredients, i. 318, 602
Jala: a (Malay) casting-net, i. 219
Jambu k’lat (or këlat): a jungle tree (Elecocarpus parvisolius, Wall.), i. 193
Jëhu: wood, timber; posts or pillars, i. 177
Jëlok: a small bamboo tube or receptacle for the upas poison, i. 312
Jëlotong: a big jungle-tree (Dyera maingayi, D. costulata), i. 321; ii. 108
Jengròh or jengrök: a boring-rod or spike, used in the manufacture of blowpipes, i. 307
Jënu’ (Malay “tuba”): a well-known plant-poison used for stupefying fish (Derris elliptica), i. 311
Jinang: the title of a Jakun chief, next in order to the Batin, i. 507
Jiwa: life, vitality, ii. 1
Jog: the (Semang) custom of breaking camp on the fifth day (Vaughan-Stevens), i. 173 n.
Jongka: wooden trestles, i. 178
Jukrah: an (aboriginal) Malayan chief or headman, next but one in authority to the Batin, i. 506
Kabong: the sugar-palm, also called “’ènau” or “nau” (Arenga saccharifera), i. 114
Kachau: mëngachau: to stir up or splash, i. 219
Kadumpa: sic? kadampang (Sterculia parviflora, Roxb.), i. 134 n.
Kajang: awning (of palm-leaf), i. 187
Kalana (also kèlana and k’lana): an edible root (Dielcorea deflexa, Hook.), i. 134, 372
Kalong: a kind of wild pepper (Piper canium), i. 125
Kalongkang (unidentified), i. 135
Kambing: the name of a medicinal plant (unidentified), ii. 353
Kanchil: a tragulus or chevrotin, ii. 340
Kapayang: (spelt “piyung” by V.-St.) a jungle-tree (Pangium edule, Mig., Bixiaceae), i. 120
Kasar: coarse, i. 59; also rough, vulgar (of speech)
Kasi: a tree the leaves of which were chewed as a substitute for betel (Gomphia Hookeri, Planch.), i. 133
Kasum or kësom (? Polygonum flaccidum, Polygonaceae): i. 124; also ibid. n.
Katapa: sic? katapang (Terminalia catappa, L.), i. 134 n.
Kati: a Malay weight; 14 lbs. av., i. 238
Kayu (pasi.): wood or tree
Kayu këlongang or gëlongang: a sort of wooden gong, ii. 361
Kayu k’lat: the k’lat tree (Eugenia sp., of the section Syzygium, and other trees resembling them (Myrtaceae), Ridley); k’lat = “astringent,” “rough to the palate,” i. 123
Kayu panamas: a herbal remedy (unidentified), ii. 335
Kayu-yet: a herbal remedy (unidentified), ii. 353
Këdal: a skin disease (of the feet and hands), i. 106 n.
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Kêlawa: a tree (?) not yet identified, i. 142
Kêlmoyang: (either Chamaeladon, Homalomena, or Alpinia conchigera, Griff.), ii. 13
Kêlondang or gelondang. See Kayu
Kêpaj: glitter or brightness (V.-St.), i. 450
Kêng-oen, kening-oen, etc. (variously spelt by V.-St. and his editors): ring-
lines (decorations), i. 403
Kensê: tapioca-root, i. 115
Kêpah: an edible marine bivalve (Capoa
29.), i. 219
Kêpau: a kind of fan-palm (Livistona
kingi), Hook. fil., Palmae, ii. 107
Kêpong: a tree whose bark is used in
hut-building (Shorea macroptera, Dyer, Dipterocarpaceae), i. 188
Kêpuk: a rice-bin, i. 348
Kêranting or k'ranting (also kéruntong,
etc.): a stringed bamboo or "guuitar,"
i. 142
Kijang: a roe-deer (Cervulus muntiac),
i. 135
Kijing: a musel, i. 219
Kijuaig (V.-St. "kejoojige") : to swim, i.
51. See Vocab. S 542
K'lan: See Kalana
Kleb: a kind of wild yam, i. 115
K'ledang or kêledang: a wild fruit-tree
(Artocarpus lanceafolia, Roxb., Ur-ri-
ceae), i. 134
K'ledek or kêledek: the sweet potato, i.
126
K'lung (sic, ? k'lupeng): a game
(V.-St.), i. 64
Koko (unidentified), i. 135
Kor-loi mellons: the name given by
Vaughan-Stevens to the (Semang)
blood-throwing ceremony, ii. 205 n.
Kowteness: the name given by Vaughan-
Stevens to the "tuntong" (or "tuang-
tuang") ceremony, i. 411
Koyi: a preparation of paste made by
specially treating certain wild tubers
to remove their poison i. 121
K'ra or kéra: a monkey (Macacus cyno-
molgus), i. 135
K'rapak chamaí: the stem-leaves of the
"chambai" (wild betel-vine), i. 493
K'rang or kérang: the "cockle"-shell,
i. 219
K'ránti, ii. 170: a variant of k'ranting,
a stringed bamboo (guitar) or "ban-
jeng," q.v.
Kuau or kuwau (also kuang): the argus
pheasant, i. 216
Kubong: the flying squirrel (Galaeo-
pithecus), i. 135
Kudis: the "itch," i. 102

Kulim: a jungle-tree (Sorodocarpus
borneensis) whose leaves smell of
onions, and are used as seasoning, i.
123
Kunyit: turmeric (Curcuma longa, L.,
Scitamineae), i. 195
Kura-kura. See Baning
Kurap: a skin-disease, i. 100, 102, 105
Ladang: a clearing (or plantation) in
the forest, i. 119, 512
Lampong: a plant furnishing one of the
ingredients of the Sakai dart-poison
(Strychnus maingayi, Clarke), i. 303
Langkap: a kind of palm (Arenga
 obtusifolia, Mart.), i. 324
Le'it hubi? (=? Mal. lilit ubi): lit. the
coils of a yam-plant, i. 493
Lékir: a plant used in preparing the
Sakai dart-poison (Amorphallus
prainiana, Hook. fil., and allied
species, Aroidae), i. 289
Lémak këpiting: "crabs'-fat," name of a
plant, unidentified, but possibly the
same as "lémak kétam," which has the
same meaning (Melochia corchorifolia,
L., Sterculiaceae), i. 268
Lëmbing: a spear, i. 270
Lo'idd (or loydd): a bow, i. 252
Lök: a bamboo quiver or case (for
darts), i. 314
Løkan: a large edible marine bivalve,
i. 219
Lotong: the spectacled monkey (Semno-
pithecus obscurus), i. 135, 309
Loyar or loyak: a plant (unidentified),
i. 188
Lu'ig (V.-St. "loog"): said by
Vaughan-Stevens to mean "climbing
in general," i. 51
Ma-cheb: said to mean the "grasp of
the hands" (V.-St.), i. 51
Main jo'oh: drinking game or feast (of
the aborigines) peculiar to the season
when the fruit is ripe, ii. 76, 145 n.
Malok: according to Klinkert a big
flying "cat" [vliegende kat], probably
a flying lemur or squirrel; not in
Wilkinson's Dictionary, i. 135
Mangos (i.e. manggis) utan: the wild
mangostin, i. 134 n.
Mata lang: "hawk's eyes," the name of a
pattern, i. 276
Mémpas rimau: the "tiger's-tongue"
(i.e. rough-leaved) polishing plant
(Tetraerca macrophylla, Hook. fil.,
Dilleniaceae), i. 282
Méndéra: "man" or "men," i. 73 n.
Mëngachau sëmbilang: to "splash for"
sëmbilang fish, i. 219
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Méranji: a hardwood timber tree, generally a Shorea (Dipterocarpus), i. 392
Mérian: a plant used at parturition (Dissocheta bracteata), ii. 10
Minyak babi: "pork-oil," i.e. hog's grease, i. 241
Mong-dar (V.-St.): a plant (unidentified), ii. 67
Mos (V.-St.): apparently a kind of flower (Ixora sp.); the name given (mistakenly) by Vaughan-Stevens to a particular panel of the commoner comb-pattern, i. 398
Musang: the civet-cat (Paradoxurus hemaphroditus and viverrina), i. 135
Musim: season, i. 393

Nakhoda: native captain or master of a vessel, i. 513
Nangán or ti-nangán (V.-St. "nangarn" or "tee-nangurn"): to climb with a rope, i. 51
Nasi lémang: rice cooked and carried in a green bamboo, i. 113
Nibong-palm: a hardwood palm used in hut-building (Onosperma tigillaria, Griff, Palmea), i. 134 n.
Nöm: a kind of fish (unidentified), ii. 21
Nyani: a spirit or demon, ii. 241
Nyawa: life or spirit, ii. 206

Onak: the long thorny "whip" growing at the end of the leaf of the wait-a-bit creeper or rattan, i. 128
Orang (Mal.): man or person. Ex. "Orang Utan" = lit. "man of the forest." For a list of combinations of this word with others, v. pt. i. ch. i.
Padi: rice (Oryza sativa), especially unhusked as distinct from husked rice ("bras"), or cooked rice ("nasi"), i. 344; names of, 368.*
Palas: a kind of palm (Laccata peltata), i. 146
Pantang: privileged or "taboo," ii. 21; "bhatao pantang," taboo language, see Bhasa
Parang: the Malay woodman's knife or chopper, i. 269
Pasal: Ardisia odorophylla, Wall. (Myrsinaceae), i. 134 n.
Pawer (V.-St.): a flower (unidentified); the name given (mistakenly) by Vaughan-Stevens to a particular panel of the commoner comb-pattern, i. 398, 399
Pédas chanchang: a kind of pungent seasoning, i. 124
Pédas jintan: lit. jantan pepper, i.e. "cummin," i. 124
Pelima (short for Mal. pënglima; from "lima," an old Malayan word for "hand"): a subordinate executive chief, the headman of a Semang settlement, i. 494
Pénaga: a hardwood tree (Calophyllum sp.), i. 257, 325
Pénghulu: a subordinate consultative chief; from "hulu," an old Malayan word for "head," i. 497
Péngkong: the "uprights" of a Semang shelter, i. 177
Pénith: a burial bamboo, the "credentials" supposed to be buried with the dead; said to be derived from Mal. titah (pénitha), i. 410
Pénrun tupe: "Bringer-down of Squirrels," a plant (unidentified), i. 314, 315
Penyu: the green turtle (Chelone mydas), ii. 21; varieties of, ibid.
Pérbang: the "ridge-piece" of the thatch of a native hut, i. 188
Pèrgam: the Imperial pigeon, i. 135
Pétaling: a hardwood timber-tree (Ochanostachys amentacea, Mast.), i. 193
"Pichod," i. 468
Pijat-pijat: Besisi name for the Gymnura, i. 216
Pikul: a Malay weight = 100 katis; i. 238; see Kati
Pînding: the buckler of a native belt, i. 160
Pisau: knife, i. 269
Piyung. See Kapayang
Pîlandok or pélandok: the mouse-deer, a kind of chevron, i. 135
P'rah or përah: a tree whose fruit is edible when cooked (? Messetta leptopoda, Oliver), i. 372
P'rioh (sic): a kind of esculent root (? Persia sp.), i. 134, 372
P'raul or përelu: a plant forming one of the ingredients of the Sakai dart-poison (Capromphala flavescens), i. 309
Puchok rébong: growing shoots of the bamboo; the name of a pattern, the chevron, i. 276
Pulai: a big jungle-tree (Alstonia scholaris), i. 186; ii. 193
Pulau: island, e.g. P. Buah, "Island of Fruits," ii. 321
Puleh or pulih: to return to life, i. 267
Pumpun sarang: lit. the "nesting" sandworm, i. 217
Punai: the "green" pigeon (Osmatroron vernans), i. 135
Putro: the name of an obsolete order of Semang chiefs (V.-St.), i. 494
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Rambut ayer (V.-St.): lit. "watered" (i.e. smooth and wavy?) hair, i. 59
Ranggam: a kind of palm (unidentified), i. 206
Rantei babi: lit. pig's chain, a fabulous chain or talisman believed to be rarely worn by the wild-boar, and (when obtained by natives) to possess immense magical virtue, ii. 353 n.
Rattan: see rotan, i. 131
Rêbana: a native tambourine, ii. 168
Redan or ridan: a wild fruit-tree (Nephelium glabrum), i. 134 n.
Rêngoin: the "Jew's-harp" of the aborigines, ii. 168 n.
Rêntak balei: to drum (with the feet, in dancing, on the floor of) the tribal hall; to dance, ii. 141
Rêut: name of a plant (Hornstedtia hemipherica), ii. 125
Roko': a native cigarette (in palm-leaf wrapper), i. 128
Rotan or rattan: the calamus (or Daemonorops) the cane-producing creeper. The rattans are of many kinds, e.g. the "rotan lang" or hawk's rattan, "rotan dahan" or branch rattan, "rotan séga" (the best variety), and "rotan jernang" or dragon's-blood rattan, i. 146; r. lang, 283
Rusa: the sambar or sambar deer (Rusa aristoteli), i. 135
Sabaring: a bark loin-cloth, i. 161 n.
Sabtal- (sic? sandal) wood: a remedy for sciatica (unidentified), ii. 353
Salerik tupeii: a plant (unidentified); see Pênurun tupeii
Salek: a coiled girdle (Pangan), ii. 58
Sangkun (V.-St. "sungkun"): a censer, i. 345
Sapu-tangan: a handkerchief, i. 160
Sarong (lit. "wrapper"): the Malay national dress, really a sort of long kilt, usually of a kind of plaid pattern, i. 160
Satahun angin: a wind-year (lit. "year of wind"), i. 393
Sawa. See Ular
Sêbârau: a kind of fish (Lates boggiu), ii. 21
Sêkoi: millet (Panicum italicum), i. 111
Sêlâdang: the wild bull (Bos gaurus), i. 175
Sêlâmipi: a loin-cloth, i. 151
Sêlîgi: a pointed throwing-stick or "squailer," i. 201 n., 304
Sêluar: short native drawers of the Malay pattern, i. 160
Sêmîlîang: an edible fish found in tidal waters and furnished with highly poisonous spines (Plotosus canis?), i. 218
Sêmbîlu: a splinter or sliver, ii. 6
Sêmôr sirih: to "blow" betel-leaf out of the mouth on to the skin of a sick person for healing purposes, as is done by Malay magicians, ii. 231
Sêmeng: a kind of bamboo said to be specially used for the manufacture of combs (V.-St.), i. 424
Sêmîka (V.-St. "sme-kar"): a small but peculiar form of knife used for severing the umbilical cord. It is furnished with a double row of saw-teeth, and these teeth may give it its name ("sêmika" = "sikat" or "sikat" with prefix "m"?), ii. 9. Cp. Smikar
Sêngkalan: a native spice-blocking or platter, i. 121
Sêntong: a back-basket (for jungle produce), i. 191
Sêrdang: a tall kind of fan-palm (Livistona cochinchinensis), i. 306
Sêrkap: said to be a kind of "fish"-spear; but usually a kind of basket-work hand-scoop for fish, i. 335
Sêrûm p'rah: p'rah-fruit paste, i. 121
Sêruvan: title of a Sakai chief, i. 500
Siamang: a kind of ape, ii. 290
Simapo: a fruit (unidentified, but possibly Simpoh dillenia sp.), i. 134 n.
Sîlowk: according to Vaughan-Stevens the name of a plant; but perhaps a corruption of "sèlak" or "sêla" = leaf (Sakai), ii. 260
Smikar ("sme-kar"): a comb-like implement used in applying face-paint; see sêmîka', ii. 47
Snahu: title of an obsolete order of Semang chiefs (V.-St.) inferior to the "Putto", i. 494
Sokeyt: short bamboo sticks used in pairs and struck upon each other to produce the effect of castanets, ii. 255
Sorong-lanting or sau-lanting: the Malayan partridge, i. 216
Subang: earstuds (of a Malay virgin) discarded at marriage; leaf-rings (decoration), i. 159
Suku: division (lit. "quarter"), company, clan (in N. Sembilan only), i. 68
Sulur lobak: shoots of the lobak (Loweia grandiflora), i. 149
Sumpitan: blowpipe, names of parts, i. 316-317
Tabong têla': dart-quer, i. 306
Tahil: the name of a Malay (originally
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a Chinese) weight, about 1 ½ oz. av., i. 239
Tahong (V.-St.’s spelling for tabong?): a bamboo vessel or birth-bamboo, carried by pregnant women (perhaps analogous to the bamboo marriage-token worn by women in some parts of India), i. 410
Tampoi: a well-known jungle fruit, also used for brewing a species of liquor drunk at aboriginal feasts (Baccaurea malayana, Hook. fil., Euphorbiaceae), i. 134
Tam-tum=tentom, q.v., i. 146
Tangkal: a charm (especially an amulet), but frequently used (as in English) for a spoken invocation or spell, i. 153
Tapa: said to mean a kind of knife (V.-St.), sed qv., ii. 6
Tarek api: matches (lit. “pull-fires”), i. 111
Tarok: a spear, i. 270 n.
Tëbong (or Tabong?) lök: the covering (or lid) of the Besisi dart-quiver, i. 314
Tékkan badan k’luar: to manipulate by pressure (in child-birth), lit. “press body outwards.” II. 258
Tékub: a rhinoceros-bird (V.-St.), i. 277
Témakáh: a kind of hardwood tree (unidentified) from which the Semang bows are made, i. 271
Tentom: a girdle (Semang) of “rock-vein fibre” (“urat batu”), i. 380
Tenwad: said to mean “blowpipe patterns” (V.-St.), i. 465
Til-til-tapa: said to be the smaller argus pheasant (V.-St.), sed qv., ii. 6
Ti-nangán (V.-St., “Tee-nungarn”): to climb with a rope, i. 51
Tinbon (V.-St. “tinborn”): to climb a tree flat-footed, i. 51
Tin-leig: said to mean a comb (V.-St.), i. 426
Tinweg: said to mean the fifth or central panel of a comb-pattern, i. 426
Tiong: the mynah-bird (Mainatus javanensis), i. 135
Tisi: the Besisi name for the ceremony of exorcism, ii. 295
To’: short for Dato’, q.v.
Toman: a kind of fish, one of the Snakeheads (Ophiocephalus striatus), ii. 21
Trap or térép: the tree from which bark-cloth is usually made; a sort of wild bread-fruit (Artocarpus kunstleri, Hook. fil., Urticaceae), i. 159, 210
Tripang or tériang: the bêche-de-mer or sea-slug (Holothurion), i. 199
T’rumba or tèrumba: a tribal genealogy in the form of a song or chaunt, ii. 120
Tuai or tuwai (=penuwai): an implement for reaping rice in the Malay fashion, i. 351
Tuba: the well-known fish-poison of the Malays, obtained from Derris elliptica, i. 206
Tuju; to point; a “pointing” or “sending” (in magic), ii. 199
Tukas: a palm that furnishes the fluff or down employed by the aborigines as tinder and as a wadding behind the blowpipe dart (Caryota Griffithii or Caryota mitis), i. 260
Tuntong or tuang-tuang: a bamboo cylinder with a mouth-hole used as a conch, i. 411; also a kind of turtle (Callagur picta) whose shell is sometimes used as a gong, ii. 21
Tupai or Tupe: a squirrel, i. 135
Ubi kapor: a kind of wild yam used for food by the Semang, i. 115
Ubi kayu: tapioca, i. 131
Ubi takob: an edible root or tuber, i. 115
Ubi tanjong: an edible tuber, i. 115
Ular: a snake, i. 130
Ular bakau: a “mangrove” snake, i. 216
Ular sawa: a python, ii. 154, 155
Upas. See Ipoh
Urut batu (in full “akar urut batu”): the rock-vein creeper; really the rhizomorph of a fungus, i. 140, 142 n., 151 n.
Uri: a caul, ii. 3
Wong loydd: an arrow (lit. child of the bow), employed by Semang only, i. 271

THE END

ERRATA TO VOL. II.

Page 399, line 7, insert "rather" at beginning, and delete "for instance" at end.

416, note 4, for "Mogondou" read "Mongondou."

428, line 18, for "presented" read "represented."

511, line 9, col. 2, for "pēninag" read "pēninga."

516, last line, col. 2, for "hōpa" read "hōpal."

517, line 2, col. 1, for "popall" read "popal,"

552, line 37, col. 1, for "Jāc." read "Jāk."

564, line 11, col. 2, for "hcok" read "chok."

569, line 26, col. 1, for "ar" read "or."

572, line 16, col. 1, for "after." read "After-"

599, line 11, col. 2, for "sēngō (sōño)" read "sēngo (sōño)."

655, line 36, col. 1, for "mong" read "mōng."

708, line 34, col. 1, for "huj" read "hujë"

748, line 34, col. 2, add P 253.

757, line 12, col. 1, "kēm-nyōm," to be pronounced "kēmnyōm."

757, line 14, col. 1, for "bērēp" read "bērēp."